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A Reference Grammar of Russian
A Reference Grammar of Russian describes and systematizes all aspects of the

grammar of Russian: the patterns of orthography, sounds, inflection, syntax,

tense-aspect-mood, word order, and intonation. It is especially concerned with the

meaning of combinations of words (constructions). The core concept is that of the

predicate history: a record of the states of entities through time and across

possibilities. Using predicate histories, the book presents an integrated account of

the semantics of verbs, nouns, case, and aspect. More attention is paid to syntax

than in any other grammars of Russian written in English or in other languages

of Western Europe. Alan Timberlake refers to the literature on variation and

trends in development, and makes use of contemporary data from the internet.

This book will appeal to students, scholars, and language professionals interested
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1
Russian

1.1 The Russian language

1.1.1 Russian then and now
The present study is a comprehensive description of all aspects (except word

derivation) of modern standard Russian: its sounds, spelling, grammar, and

syntax.

Russian has resulted from a long evolution that can be traced back to the first

millennium of our era. From the fifth century on, speakers of Slavic established

settlements over a vast area of Central and Eastern Europe, from the Danube in

the south to the Elbe in the northwest. In the east, they moved north from the

Dnepr valley to the Gulf of Finland and the Upper Volga, gradually displacing

or assimilating the previous Baltic and Finnic inhabitants.1 Russian developed

from the dialects of Slavic spoken in the north of this East Slavic territory. In

the ninth century, the East Slavic area came under control of Scandinavian

merchant-warriors. The Christianization of this land in 988 was followed by

subjugation to “the Mongol yoke” from the thirteenth century into the fifteenth

century. As the favored agent of the Golden Horde, the once small principality

of Moscow brought ever more land under its control. By the end of the fifteenth

century, when the Mongol yoke was definitively removed, Moscow had become

the political and ecclesiastical center of the East Slavic lands, and the center of

the Russian language area.

Russian is not only a spoken language, but a written language used for all

cultural purposes. The modern form of Russian took shape over the course of

the eighteenth century. The morphology and phonology is based on the dialect

of Moscow. In its vocabulary, syntax, and rhetoric, Russian, while relying on

native Slavic elements, has a long history of adapting and internalizing foreign --

Byzantine, French, and most recently English -- models.

Parenthetically, it could be noted that the modern word héccrbq ‘Russian’ is an

adjective deriving from the noun Hécm ‘Rus’. According to a venerable etymology,

1 See Sedov 1982 on the complex archeological record of the East Slavic area.
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2 A Reference Grammar of Russian

Hécm was a descriptive name for Scandinavians that is based on the Germanic et-

ymon ‘to row’, the Scandinavians being above all oarsmen.2 In East Slavic lands,

Hécm was used initially for the Scandinavian overlords and their principality

of Kiev. Over time it was extended to all East Slavic lands. Muscovy appropri-

ated the name for its political identity, culture, and language as it consolidated

power.

Russian is the first language of approximately 150 million people. According

to an estimate for 2002 the Russian Federation had a total population of 145 mil-

lion people, among whom 81.5 percent, or 118 million, were ethnic Russians.3 In

the mid-nineties, there were an additional 25 million Russians in the newly in-

dependent countries that emerged from the breakup of the Soviet Union (Novaia
Rossiia 1994). Together that would make 143 million ethnic Russians. To that

figure could be added a substantial though indeterminate percentage of the

remaining 27 million members of other nationalities residing in the Russian

Federation. According to recent statistics, the rate of population growth in the

Russian Federation is negative (−0.33%), from which it would follow that the

number of speakers of Russian will not increase in the foreseeable future.

1.1.2 Levels of language
Russian is a spoken language and a written language. In its written form Rus-

sian has long been highly codified: grammars, dictionaries, and manuals define

standards for usage that are enforced in the educational system and through

editorial practices in publication. Although the Russian tradition is quite clear

about what usage counts as standard, it does acknowledge the existence of a

range of varieties, or registers, from archaic to bookish to standard (normative)

to colloquial (hfpujdjhyfz htxm) to substandard and uncultured (ghjcnjhtxbt).

The grammar recorded here is the normative grammar of standard, written

Russian, which is the culturally privileged, and also the most accessible, form

of Russian. Occasionally, there are asides on usage in less-than-standard or oral

language, but this study cannot treat colloquial Russian with the same attention

as the works of E. A. Zemskaia and colleagues,4 which have documented the sig-

nificant differences between spontaneous spoken Russian and formal, written

Russian.

2 Possible candidates are Roþer, Roþin, former names for Sweden’s Uppland region, and roþs- ‘oar’,
the genitive form used in compounding (Thomsen 1879:99--104, also Vasmer 1986--87:s.v. Hecm, de
Vries 1962: s.v. rj́ðr, Schenker 1995:57--60). A form of this etymon was adopted into West Finnic
languages (Finnish ruotsi ‘Sweden’) and into Slavic, and then found its way into Greek (���ς ) and
Arabic (rūs) sources from the ninth and tenth centuries.

3 At: http://www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/rs.html#People.
4 Zemskaia 1973, 1978, 1983; Zemskaia and Shmelev 1984; see also Timroth 1986.
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Russian has undergone some change since the political and economic tur-

moil of the late eighties and early nineties, but it is difficult to assess how

much. Most tangibly, there have been changes in vocabulary.5 Borrowing and

native derivational processes have produced many new words and word combi-

nations, leading to macaronic texts: ytqk-fhn ‘nail-art’, WEB-lbpfqy ‘WEB-design’,

Htrbq ,bhvbyutvcrbq lb-l;tq gj bvtyb Graham Mack lb-l;tbk ct,t, lb-l;tbk,
lf nfr b ljlbl;tbkcz, xnj c hflbj eitk ‘A certain Birmingham DJ, named

Graham Mack, DJ-ed, DJ-ed, and so DJ-ed out, that he had to leave the radio

station’. This internationalized vocabulary now dominates the linguistic land-

scape, just as Soviet-speak used to dominate language a half century ago. Along

with these changes in vocabulary has come a less quantifiable but still palpable

change in the mores of language. Unedited, informal texts of written Russian

of a type that would never have become public during the days of active So-

viet censorship are now available in print and especially electronic form. And

yet, despite political changes and a loosening of speech manners, contemporary

Russian in its grammatical structure remains Russian.

1.2 Describing Russian grammar

1.2.1 Conventions of notation
The notational conventions employed here are those of Table 1.1.

In the body of the text, Cyrillic words and phrases will be given in italics,

and English translations in single quotation marks. Stress is marked in citation

forms of words or short phrases; stress is not marked on vowels in fragments of

text cited in the text or in set-off numbered examples. In numbered examples,

italics and quotations are not used.

1.2.2 Abbreviations
The abbreviations used in this study are listed in Table 1.2.

1.2.3 Dictionaries and grammars
The definitive dictionary of Russian in Russian is the Slovar ′ sovremennogo russkogo
literaturnogo iazyka, a seventeen-volume dictionary published over 1950--65. Self-

evidently it does not include the numerous new words from the last sev-

eral decades. Shorter Russian-language dictionaries are fully useful, notably

Ozhegov’s one-volume classic, which conveniently lists grammatical forms with

stress. More than adequate bilingual dictionaries are the Oxford dictionary (both

directions) and now the Novyi Slovar ′ (Russian to English), the most up-to-date

5 Zemskaia 2000.
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Table 1.1 Conventions used

notation interpretation

nom sg ntnhƒlm grammatical gloss and Russian word
ntnhƒlm<nom sg> alternative grammatical gloss of Russian word
lj<\gen> grammatical form conditioned by another word (preposition or

verb)
≤=≥ spelling of letter (or word) in Cyrillic, when spelling is at issue
[ƒ] sound (from narrow phonetic through broad phonetic to

phonemic)
{ƒ} or {ƒ : ø : ə} vowel series, or set of stressed and unstressed vowels related

by etymology and/or synchronic alternation
{-ej} or -tq morphological unit
{X : Y} any relation of elements, notably two stems of verbs,

{CVC-a-<pst/inf> : CVC-aj-|e|-}<prs>}
X ∼ Y two forms potentially available in the same context
jcnƒnmcz/jcnfdƒnmcz aspect pair: perfective and secondary (derived) imperfective
vf[ƒnm\vf[yénm aspect pair: simplex imperfective and semelfactive perfective
(gj)ghjc∫nm or

ghjc∫nm\gjghjc∫nm
aspect pair: simplex imperfective and prefixed perfective

√
/ ± / ? / ∗ hierarchy of acceptability judgments: neutral, acceptable,

frequent / less preferred option / restricted, marginal /
dubious, ungrammatical

dictionary available. A selection of dictionaries -- Russian only and bilingual -- is

available on the web.

Russian dictionaries, unlike many dictionaries of English, do not give infor-

mation about etymology, for which one should consult the dictionary of Max

Vasmer (in its original German edition of 1953 or the Russian edition of 1986--87

revised by O. N. Trubachev), nor about earlier usage, for which one should use

Srevnevskii’s “materials” for a dictionary of Old Russian from 1893--1912 (and

later reprints), Slovar ′ russkogo iazyka XI--XVII vv., or Slovar ′ russkogo iazyka XVIII
veka. Lubensky (1995) should be consulted for Russian idioms.

For grammatical information, the “grammatical dictionary” of A. A. Zalizniak

(1977[a]), with 100,000 entries arranged in reverse alphabetical order, is defini-

tive. Entries of the dictionary are indexed with paradigm numbers; excep-

tions are marked. The 142 introductory pages list paradigms with accentual

contours.

A variety of grammars is available, including two compact grammars in En-

glish (Unbegaun 1957, Wade 1992), which, however, do not treat syntax exten-

sively, as well as the multiple generations of “academy grammars” (for example,
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Table 1.2 Abbreviations used

abbreviation interpretation

C / C/ / R / W set of consonants / obstruents / sonorants / {[v v̨]}
Ç / C 0 set of palatalized consonants / set of non-palatalized consonants

V / V! / V* set of vowels / stressed vowels / unstressed vowels

P / T / K / Š consonant articulations: labial / dental / velar / alveo-palatal

C 0 / C j / C i / Ci� / Ci�′
/ Ci� consonant grades (§2.5.2)

[z̨] / [rü] / [r3] palatalized [z] / voiceless [r] / voiced [r]

[á5 ] / [á5 ] / [á55 ] [a] fronted in initial transition / final transition / both transitions

řrü articulation in which one feature changes over duration of

segment

nom / acc / gen / dat /

loc / ins

nominative / accusative / genitive / dative / locative / instrumental

gen1 / gen2 // loc1 / loc2 primary / secondary genitive // primary / secondary locative

nom=acc / acc=gen syncretism of nominative and accusative (“inanimate accusative”) /

syncretism of accusative and genitive (“animate accusative”)

sg / pl / du singular / plural / dual

msc / fem / nt masculine / feminine / neuter

an / in animate / inanimate

pv predicative (= “short”) adjective

nn / qu / adj / pss noun / quantifier / adjective / possessive

Declension<I> first declension: Declension<Ia> and Declension<Ib>

Declension<Ia> first declension (masculine type with nom sg {-∅}: ,j́,)

Declension<Ib> first declension (neuter type with nom sg {-o -e}: cnƒlj)

Declension<II> second declension

Declension<III> third declension

Declension<IIIa> third declension (feminine with nom sg {-∅}: gkj́oflm)

Declension<IIIb> third declension (neuter with nom sg -z: dh†vz)

Declension<IIIc> third declension (masculine with nom sg {-∅}: génm )

R / E / A / F / T / M stress paradigms -- stress on: root / ending / classificatory suffix

(verbs) / antethematic syllable / thematic syllable / mobile stress

prs / pst / fut / inf /

imv / irr / rls / pcl /

dee / psv

present / past / future / infinitive / imperative / irrealis / realis /

participle / adverbial participle (lttghbxfcnbt) / passive participle

if / pf // dt / id imperfective / perfective // determinate (imperfective) /

indeterminate

1sg / 1pl / 2sg / 2pl / 3sg /

3pl

first-person singular / first-person plural / second-person singular /

second-person plural / third-person singular / third-person plural

dim diminutive

intg interrogative

/ B / ↔ /

B ↔B / ↔B
address by ns / address by ds / mutual address by ns / mutual

address by ds / asymmetric address, one speaker using ns, the

other ds /

У / И / О / Ф diminutive name / first name / patronymic / surname
sjyf vdpzkf ovtyz dyf

,fpfh m,kfujgjkexyj

word order: subject verb object domain manner
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RG 1980). The four-volume “functional grammar” is superb (Bondarko 1991--96).

Good grammars exist in other European languages (for example, Garde 1980 in

French, Isačenko 1975 in German). The discussion below, though it is informed

by this tradition of grammatical analysis, does not cite them in the interests of

avoiding a clutter of references.

1.2.4 Statistics and corpora
To characterize how likely some construction is, it is often useful to cite statistics

of usage. At the same time, it is important to acknowledge the limitations on

statistical statements. The likelihood of using some or another morphological

form or syntactic construction is really the likelihood of using the context in

which the form or construction is appropriate; statistics ultimately measure how

likely people are to say a whole context. For example, if we find that the com-

bination e ytq is less frequent than e ytt, what we have really found is that the

contexts in which e ytq is appropriate occur less frequently than those in which

e ytt is appropriate. Any statistical statement, even one that appears to deal with

morphological variants, is a measure of the frequency of the contexts in which

these variants are appropriate. When the discussion below cites statistical obser-

vations, it is usually to say, informally and without pretense of scientific rigor,

that a certain construction occurs surprisingly often or not particularly often,

relative to what one might expect. The limitations on what statistical statements

mean should always be kept in mind.

As a corpus for making statistical observations, I initially used the “Uppsala

Corpus.” The corpus, assembled by the Slavic Institute of Uppsala University and

mounted on the web by the University of Tübingen,6 offers a balanced selection

of styles of texts through the 1980s; it has its own search. As time went on, I

made use of the broader resources of the web. The address “http://www.lib.ru/”

has a vastly larger number of (belletristic) texts. By using a powerful search en-

gine (such as Google, Zndex, or Rambler), it is possible to search this site or

the whole web for words or phrases, and produce quantities of Russian larger

by orders of magnitude than the Uppsala Corpus. For example, in the Uppsala

Corpus, the target ins sg nsczxtq produced no tokens, the target e ytq five

tokens. In contrast, a search of http://www.lib.ru/ (with Google, <20.X.02>) pro-

duced 233 hits for nsczxtq and 796 for e ytq; and on the whole web (with Google,

<20.X.02>), there were 8,790 hits for nsczxtq and 25,900 for e ytq. The new elec-

tronic resources, then, offer the possibility of vast quantities of Russian, most

of it very contemporary.

6 At: http://www.sfb441.uni-tuebingen.de/b1/korpora.html. The description (<http://www.slaviska.uu.
se/korpdesc.htm>) states that the corpus is based on 600 Russian texts, one million running words,
of informative (late 1980s) and literary texts (1960--88).
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There are, however, some negatives, which grow in proportion to the size of

the corpus and the frequency of the target word or phrase. Unlike the Uppsala

Corpus, which was designed to serve as a corpus and has a balanced selection

of genres of texts, the web was not designed to serve as a corpus for linguistic

investigation. The web has properties that make it less than ideal as a corpus:

(a) the relative weight of genres -- www.libr.ru is heavy on literary texts and trans-

lations (if one has hesitations about translations), while the web as a whole has

a random mix of commercial writing, personal travelogues, detailed histories

of the repair records of automobiles, journalism, and religious texts; (b) the

quality of Russian, which includes translations, sites from outside Russia, and

informal personal writing and commercial writing that is no longer subjected

to the same editing as was Russian printed in the Soviet era; (c) the fact that

many of the texts show up on more than one site, undercutting the value of

statistical observations; (d) instability -- the sites are not stable over time, im-

peding replication and verifiability; (e) the number of positive hits, which can

be so large that the finite amount of time it takes to evaluate any token makes

it difficult to examine all the data. The enormous volume of Russian available

now is a mixed blessing.7

Allow me to cite cautionary tales. With respect to repetition: the phrase e;t

jnrhsdfk<pst.if> jryj ‘[he] already opened the window’ -- a familiar phrase in

aspectology -- gave a modest forty hits on the whole web (<20.XII.01>). But every

one of them was the same sentence from a text by A. Tolstoy. With respect to

stability, I searched the web for the expressions hfymit ytuj ‘earlier than him’

and d jnyjitybb ytuj ‘in relation to it’, and came up with 1,590 and 5,490 to-

kens, respectively (<20.XII.01>). The same search nine months later (<15.IX.02>)

yielded 2,080 and 7,190 tokens -- an increase of 17 percent. With respect to quan-

tity: I searched the web (<20.X.02>) for tokens of nsczxtq -- 8,790 hits -- and

nsczxm/ -- 10,800 hits -- with the goal of finding out in crude terms the relative

frequency of these two forms of the instrumental case of nsczxf. It would take

perhaps eighty hours to evaluate all that data, if a modest fifteen seconds were

devoted to each token. In short, the investigator has no control over the web and

no way of determining what its properties as a corpus really are. The Uppsala

Corpus, though smaller, offers a more balanced corpus.

In light of such difficulties, it is important to emphasize the limitations on

citations from the web. All statistical statements made on the basis of the web

should be taken for what they are: informal characterizations of frequency over

unstable, often repetitive, collections of Russian assembled for other (commer-

cial, etc.) purposes than to serve as a corpus for linguistic investigation. The

corpus is not stable and one cannot control for repetition.

7 Browne 2001 explores the problems of using the web as a corpus.
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In the same vein, it is also important to register the disclaimer that there is

no guarantee that specific websites, referred to occasionally below, will remain

valid.

1.2.5 Strategies of describing Russian grammar
The discussion of Russian below follows an unsurprising sequence: after these

preliminaries, ending with the writing of Russian, the discussion goes from

sound to morphology (grammar in the traditional sense) to syntax -- first argu-

ments, then predicates, then predicates in context (tense, aspect, modality) --

and finally, selected discourse operations that apply to the presentation of in-

formation. Obviously there are many topics that belong in two places -- tense in

participles is a question of morphology and of predicate semantics in context;

the second genitive is a question of morphology, of arguments, and of predicates

(since the use of the second genitive depends on the syntactic context) -- and it

was necessary to make decisions about where to put discussion. Cross-references

are provided.

A word about the philosophy of grammar invoked here. Modern linguistics has

prided itself on identifying basic, primitive elements (phonemes, morphemes,

constituents of sentences) and their rules of combination. For some researchers,

the ultimate goal is to characterize which sentences are possible, which impos-

sible, and to state the rules of combination. My experience in assembling this

grammar has led in a different direction. Repeatedly I found that what was

significant was the construction -- the pattern, the configuration, the template

(nhfafhtn8). Patterns include all manner of linguistic knowledge: constituent

elements; typical lexical items that participate; strategies of interpreting the

meaning, or value, of the pattern in discourse; stylistic value -- in short, pat-

terns include all kinds of linguistic knowledge. The semantic, pragmatic, and

stylistic values of a construction are not entirely predictable from its primitive

elements and rules of combination, and though any construction certainly con-

tains smaller entities, it is not always possible (or important) to identify the

primitive elements. It becomes more important to say in what contexts, and

with what meaning, a construction can be used. The whole is often greater

than its parts. For example, the free (dative) infinitive construction (yfv<dat> yt

vbyjdfnm<inf> ub,tkb ‘it is not for us to avoid disaster’, ,tp htdjk/wbb yfv<dat>

yt lj,bnmcz<inf> cjdthitycndf ‘without a revolution it is not for us to achieve

perfection’) has recognizable parts: an infinitive, a dative that would be the sub-

ject if the infinitive were a finite verb, and the other argument phrases governed

by the verb. There is no overt finite verb; no form of ,ßnm ‘be’ is used in the

8 Zhivov and Timberlake 1997.
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present tense. The meaning of this construction -- it makes a prediction about the

possibility of an imagined event -- cannot be computed just from its constituent

parts, the dative and the infinitive. Moreover, the construction has different

variants, each of which has a specific stylistic value. The variant just illustrated

is folksy, apodictic. Another variant of the construction used in content ques-

tions is neutral and productive, as in, Rfr gjgfcnm d yfxfkj cgbcrf yfqltyys[

cfqnjd yf gjbcrjds[ vfibyf[? ‘How [is it possible] to get to the beginning of

the list of sites in search engines?’ Indeed, the initial portion of this question,

Rfr gjgfcnm . . . ‘how [is it possible] to reach . . .’, produced 18,900 hits on

the whole web (<20.X.02>). In general, then, the presentation of Russian gram-

mar below emphasizes whole combinations and their value (including stylistic),

downplaying the task of identifying primitive elements or articulating notations

for encoding rules of combination.

When there are two closely related constructions that differ by one linguistic

form -- for example, relatives made with rnj́ vs. rjnj́hsq, genitive vs. accusative

with negated verbs, etc. -- it is an interesting question how speakers choose be-

tween the variants. In a notational approach to grammar, one can always create

different structures that will produce different cases (for example). But because

the structures will be distinct, there is no way of comparing the properties that

distinguish them -- the properties of the noun phrases, the discourse import --

and such an approach says nothing about how speakers make choices. As an

alternative, one can look for as many tangible variables as possible -- variables

such as the number of a noun, its position relative to the verb, the aspect of

the verb -- and measure their statistical contribution. But the result of a variable

rule is only a probability, which does not explain how a speaker works with a

half dozen to a dozen factors and makes a choice that is binary -- to use one

construction or another. In the following, I assume that speakers operate with

templates (constructions) that have multiple properties -- lexical to syntactic to

discourse. In any instance, speakers ask which template a given utterance better

matches. This is a holistic decision: in the genitive of negation, perhaps, speak-

ers evaluate a context as being concerned with absence of a situation (genitive)

as opposed to reporting an entity’s properties (accusative). To get to this holistic

judgment, speakers ask which template better fits the context. And to answer

that question, speakers probably have to select one feature to pay attention to,

while others are ignored. In practical terms, this means it is difficult, for many

constructions, to give watertight rules about usage (there are too many variables;

speakers have some freedom in how they rank and evaluate variables). What can

be done is to point out the general, holistic value of a construction, and, often,

some tangible linguistic features that are consistent with that holistic value that

will influence choices.
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1.2.6 Two fundamental concepts of (Russian) grammar
While each construction, each problem of grammar, requires its own descrip-

tion, some general, recurrent ideas emerged. Two can be mentioned.

One is modality and the related concept of quantification. Every statement is

understood against alternatives. Sometimes there is just a contrast of the mere

fact that some x having one salient property exists at all, in contrast to the

possibility that x might not hold, or that a certain situation � holds in contrast

to the possibility that � might not exist (existential or essential quantification).

Sometimes a specific individual x or property � is contrasted with other possible

x’s or �’s (individuated quantification). Modality -- consideration of alternatives

by an authority -- pervades grammar.

The other is directionality, dialogicity. An utterance does not exist or have

meaning in isolation, but is manipulated by speakers and addressees in a three-

step process. The speaker invites the addressee to construct a background of

information, taken as given and known (first step). Against this background

the speaker formulates, and the addressee evaluates, the current assertion (sec-

ond step). On the basis of that comparison, the speaker and addressee then

project further conclusions or anticipate further events (third step). Thus the

speaker invites the addressee to engage in a directional process of manipulating

information.

These concepts -- modality (and quantification) and directionality -- pervade

the grammar of Russian and, no doubt, other languages.

1.3 Writing Russian

1.3.1 The Russian Cyrillic alphabet
Russian is written not in the Latin letters used for English and Western Euro-

pean languages but in an alphabet called Cyrillic (Russian rbhbkkbwf). Cyrillic,

with small differences, is also used for other languages -- Ukrainian, Serbian,

Bulgarian. Cyrillic will be used to write Russian throughout the discussion be-

low, with certain obvious exceptions: in the discussion of sounds and the inter-

nal structure of words, in glosses of Russian words or phrases, and in citations

of scholarly literature. For reference, the version of the Cyrillic alphabet used for

modern Russian is given in Table 1.3. In Column 1 the alphabet is presented in

the lower- and uppercase forms used in printing. Column 2 gives the italic vari-

ants. Column 3 gives longhand forms of lowercase and then uppercase letters as

used in connected, cursive writing (unusual uppercase letters are omitted); the

subsequent discussion, however, will not treat handwriting.9 The contemporary

9 With thanks to Victoria Somoff for the handwriting sample.
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name of the letter is given in Column 4. These names are mostly transparent.

The names of consonant letters have a vowel added to the sound of the conso-

nant. Four unusual letters are referred to by descriptive phrases. For reference,

Column 5 gives the older names of the letters. Column 6 states approximate

sound values of individual Cyrillic letters in English, although there are obvi-

ous difficulties in attempting to state the sound of Cyrillic letters in terms of

English sounds: the closest English sound is not always particularly close; in-

dividual Cyrillic letters do not represent just a single sound (consonants can

be palatalized or not; vowel letters have different value depending on whether

or not they follow consonant letters). The statements of sound value are quite

approximate.

Because Cyrillic is an alphabet, by establishing correspondences between each

individual Cyrillic letter and one or more Latin letters, it is possible to rewrite, or

transliterate, Cyrillic into Latin letters. Column 7 is the table of equivalences

established by the Library of Congress as used in slightly simplified form in this

study. (Other systems are discussed later: §1.3.7.) The final column gives sources of

the Cyrillic letters. The alphabet given in Table 1.3 is the contemporary alphabet.

The civil alphabet used until the reform of the October Revolution included two

additional letters: ≤î≥ “b ltcznthbxyjt” (alphabetized between ≤b≥ and ≤r≥) and

≤˜≥ “znm” (between ≤m≥ and ≤э≥). Additional letters are found in Russian Church

Slavic.10

From various people, one often hears that Russian must be a difficult lan-

guage because its alphabet is so difficult. Nothing could be further from the

truth. Whatever the difficulties of Russian, they cannot be blamed on the al-

phabet, which anyone with a modicum of ability in language systems and a

vague acquaintance with the Greek alphabet can learn in half an hour, as will

be demonstrated after a brief introduction to the history of the alphabet.

1.3.2 A brief history of the Cyrillic alphabet
The beginning of writing in Slavic is a fascinating tale that deserves to be told

in brief.11 The story can be picked up at the end of the eighth century, around

796, when tribes of Slavs from the region of Moravia (in the south of the con-

temporary Czech Republic, along the Morava River) helped Charlemagne rid

Central Europe of the last remnants of the Avars, a confederation of Eastern ma-

rauders. This venture marked the beginning of more active relations between

Moravian Slavs and the West, both with secular political authorities (Charle-

magne until his death in 917, his descendants thereafter) and with ecclesiastical

10 Library of Congress Romanization: ≤î≥ > ≤̄ı≥, ≤˜≥ > ≤ı̌e≥. Russian Church Slavic used also ≤º≥ >

≤ḟ≥, ≤v≥ > ≤ẏ≥
11 Dvornik 1970, Vlasto 1970.
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authorities. As part of this interaction, missionaries were sent to the Mora-

vians from the Franks (from the relatively new bishoprics of Regensburg, Passau,

Salzburg) and from the Italians (from the bishopric of Aquileia). The conversion

of Prince Mojmír of Moravia (r. 818--46) in 822 was followed by a general baptism

in 831. In this period of missionary activity, churches -- some in stone -- were

constructed at sites in Moravia such as Mikulčice.

In 846, Mojmír’s nephew Rostislav took control and began to act with greater

autonomy. After the bishopric of Salzburg had its charter renewed in 860, Ros-

tislav took steps to avoid further ecclesiastical interference from the Franks. In

862, after having been put off by the Pope, he approached the Byzantine Emperor

Michael III with a famous request:

Though our people have rejected paganism and observe Christian law, we have not

a teacher who would explain to us in our language the true Christian faith, so that

other countries which look to us might emulate us. Therefore, O lord, send us such

a bishop and teacher. (Kantor and White 1976:45)

Emperor Michael and Patriarch Photius responded by sending Constantine

(canonized as St. Cyril) and Methodius, two brothers educated in Greek who

spoke a Slavic language, to Moravia to train disciples and translate the liturgy

and the Bible into Slavic. In order to write in Slavic, they devised an alphabet

which is now called Glagolitic. The letters of Glagolitic are stylized combinations

of strokes and loops; for example, the chapter title for Luke 11 (Marianus) reads

in Glagolitic, ‘on the catching

of fish’).12 It is still an open question what sources Constantine and Methodius

used for this new alphabet. It has long been assumed that the model was Greek

minuscule,13 but it may have been cursive of a Latin (specifically Carolingian)

type.14 Whatever the source of the alphabet, writing in Slavic has its origins in

the “Moravian mission” of Constantine (St. Cyril) and Methodius.

The Moravian mission began auspiciously. It was given papal approval when

the brothers traveled with their disciples to Rome (867). After Constantine died

in Rome (869), Methodius was appointed bishop of a large missionary area in-

cluding Moravia and Pannonia. In the long run, however, the mission proved vul-

nerable. It was resented by the Frankish bishops, who went so far as to imprison

12 Jagić 1883 (interleaf 110--11, 186).
13 Beginning with Taylor (1880, 1883), who exhibited apparent similarities between individual

Glagolitic letters and Greek minuscule letters.
14 Lettenbauer 1953 (summarizing an inaccessible study, Hocij 1940) cites intriguing pairs of

Glagolitic and Carolingian letters. For example, the Carolingian ≤j≥ is a vertical arc open on
the left, with loops both on the top and at the bottom, hence very similar to the double loop
of Glagolitic ≤î≥; Taylor’s Greek cursive omicron has no loops. Taylor’s Greek cursive ≤l≥ looks
like a modern English cursive ≤l≥, with an internal loop (that is, ≤�≥), very unlike the Glagolitic
double-looped ≤ä≥, which looks like the Carolingian.
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Methodius until the Pope secured his release. Rostislav, the Moravian prince who

originally sponsored the mission, was blinded and exiled. When Methodius died

in 885, a hostile bishop (Wiching of Nitra) chased out the troublemakers and

reinstalled the Latin rite. Disciples of Constantine and Methodius were fortunate

to make it to Ohrid and Bulgaria.

In Bulgaria, Tsar Boris, who had initially converted to Christianity in 863,

held a council in Preslav in 893, at which he abdicated, turned over power

to his pro-Christian son Symeon, and appointed Clement, one of the original

Moravian disciples, as bishop. Around this time, conceivably at this council,15

the practice was established of writing religious texts in Slavic in letters that

were modeled to the extent possible on Greek majuscule letters.16 (For Slavic

sounds that had no equivalents in Greek, letters were adapted from Glagolitic.)

This neophyte Christian culture, with sacred texts written in Slavic in this Greek-

like alphabet, flourished in Bulgaria in the first half of the tenth century, until

the time (in 971) when Byzantium defeated Boris II and absorbed the Bulgarian

patriarchate. This tradition of writing was brought to Rus as a consequence of

the conversion to Christianity in 988. The alphabet that was imported was the

direct ancestor of the alphabet in which modern Russian is written, the alphabet

we call “Cyrillic.” As this brief sketch shows, Cyril himself did not invent the

Cyrillic alphabet. But he and his brother did invent the alphabet in which Slavic

was written systematically for the first time, and the alphabet they constructed

did provide the model for Cyrillic.

After having been brought into East Slavic territory, this alphabet was used

in the oldest principalities of Kiev, Novgorod, and Vladimir-Rostov-Suzdal from

the eleventh century on, and then subsequently in Moscow, the principality

that emerged as dominant as the “Mongol yoke” was loosened. This alphabet

has continued to be used with only modest changes until the present day. Peter

the Great attempted to reform the orthography in 1708--10. His new civil al-

phabet (uhf;lfyrf) had letters of a cleaner, less ornate (more Western) shape.

Peter also proposed that, in instances where more than one letter had the same

sound value, only one letter be preserved, the first of the sets for the

sound [i], for [z], for [o], ≤y/U≥ for [u], ≤a/f≥ for [f]; some other

letters with quite specific functions were also to be eliminated.17 Al-

though all of Peter’s proposals did not catch on, his initiatives led to modernizing

the graphic shape of the alphabet and set in motion the process of rationaliz-

ing the inventory of letters. While the general trend has been to simplify the

15 Dvornik 1970:250--52; Vlasto 1970:168--76.
16 The similarity is quite striking between early Cyrillic writing and contemporary Greek Gospels,

for example Lord Zouche’s gospel text from 980 (Plate IV, Gardtgauzen 1911).
17 Zhivov 1996:73--77.
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inventory of letters, ≤q э =≥ were introduced in the course of the eighteenth

century.

Russian Cyrillic took its contemporary form in a reform of October 1918, which

built on the results of earlier commissions (most immediately, the commission

of 1917). The notable changes were that remaining duplicate letters were elim-

inated (≤b≥ in place of ≤î≥, ≤t≥ for ≤˜≥, ≤a≥ for ≤f≥) and the “hard sign” ≤(≥
was eliminated from the ends of words after consonant letters, where it had

previously been required. For example, nineteenth-century ≤,˜c(≥ ‘demon’ be-

came ≤,tc≥. Other changes concerned the spelling of specific morphemes (for

example, adjectival msc sg ≤juj≥ in place of ≤fuj≥).

The principles established in 1918 were canonized by the publication of Rules
of Russian Orthography (= Pravila) in 1956. The principles and detailed rules have

largely been stable, despite occasional discussions of possible further reforms

of some annoying -- but in the larger scheme of things, insignificant -- incon-

sistencies (for example, in 1964).18 There was uncertainty, and continues to be

uncertainty, with respect to the vexed question of how much to use ≤=≥. Other

unresolved questions include: use of the hard sign ≤(≥ as mark of separation;

spelling of ≤b≥ or ≤s≥ after ≤w≥; spelling of ≤t(=)≥ or ≤j≥ after ≤; i x o≥;

spelling of ≤mj≥ and ≤qj≥ in borrowings; use of ≤э≥ after consonants; use of

double letters in borrowings. At this moment, there is a renewed impetus to

address certain details of writing, notably those involving compounds.19

1.3.3 Etymology of letters
As noted, most Cyrillic letters were based on Greek upper case (majuscule) let-

ters. Many of the contemporary Cyrillic letters look like Greek letters, and as a

first approximation they can be read as one might expect on that basis. Among

Cyrillic letters for consonants, we observe the following similarities (Greek ma-

juscule prototypes are written in parentheses; the approximate sound value is

recorded in Table 1.3): ≤u/U≥ (Greek �); ≤l/L≥ (�); ≤p/P≥ (Z); ≤r/R≥ (K); ≤k/K≥ (�);

≤v/V≥ (M); ≤y/H≥ (N); ≤g/G≥ (�); ≤h/H≥ (P); ≤c/C≥ (�/�); ≤n/T≥ (T); ≤a/A≥ (�);

≤[/X≥ (X). From the single Greek �/B, Cyrillic has ≤,/<≥ (a bilabial stop [b]) and

≤d/D≥ (a labio-dental fricative [v]).

The consonant sounds of Slavic that did not have obvious correspondences

have unique symbols without any obvious source in the Greek or Latin alpha-

bets; they apparently derive from Glagolitic, which did have distinct letters for

these sounds: ≤;/:≥, ≤w/W≥, ≤x/X≥, ≤i/I≥, ≤o/O≥. Though these letters are

unfamiliar, sounds somewhat similar to those represented by these letters occur

18 Comrie, Stone, and Polinsky 1996 (ch. 8) gives a comprehensive survey from 1917 forward (see also
Chernyshev 1947). For the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, see Grot 1873.

19 Proposals and rejected changes were accessible on www.gramota.ru/ <01.XII.01>.
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in European languages. The most exotic is the sound spelled as ≤o/O≥, a con-

sonant of double length; it can be approximated by combining two tokens of

the sound written in English as ≤sh≥ in two words: Josh should, fish shop.

Vowel letters are largely based on Greek prototypes. As discussed below, there

are two parallel sets of vowel letters. In the first set (hard-vowel letters) we

find: ≤f/F≥ (Greek �/A), ≤э/Э≥ (an innovation, based on older Cyrillic ≤æ≥), ≤j/J≥
(Greek o/O), ≤e/E≥ (Greek � /Y), ≤s≥ (derived from a combination of two letters,

the uniquely Slavic letter ≤(≥ and the Slavic adaptation of Greek ì/I). The sound

corresponding to ≤s≥ is perhaps the single most difficult for non-natives to

pronounce. Some Russians use this sound as a substitute for the vowel of pit
or hip in speaking English. A closer approximation would be a vowel that

changes from an [u]-like vowel to an [i]-like vowel, something like pituitary or

phooey, but pronounced as one syllable, not two. In the other set of vowel

letters (soft-vowel letters), two derive from Greek: ≤t/T≥ (from Greek ε), pro-

nounced as [e], and ≤b/B≥ (Greek �/H), pronounced as [i]. One has a source in

Glagolitic (≤//?≥ = the sound [u]) and two others arose in the history of Russian

Cyrillic writing (≤z/Z≥ = the sound [a]; ≤=/+≥, derived from Cyrillic ≤t/T≥ = the

sound [o]).

Identifying the etymology of letters does not, of course, explain how the Cyril-

lic alphabet works. But it should make it clear that the majority of the letters, in

their graphic shape and (approximate) sound value, are familiar from a cursory

acquaintance with the Greek alphabet.

1.3.4 How the Cyrillic alphabet works (basics)
The Cyrillic alphabet is a good guide to pronunciation. It is generally clear how a

sequence of letters should be pronounced. One complication is that in every word

in Russian one vowel is strongly stressed, and the remaining unstressed vowels

are pronounced less clearly than the one stressed vowel (unstressed vowels are

“reduced”). Once one knows which syllable is stressed, phonetic reduction is not

difficult for speakers of English. Unstressed vowels are commonly the indistinct

“schwa” vowel; Russian Vƒif is pronounced with [ə] in the second syllable, thus

[mƒšə], much as the final vowel of the English version of this name, Masha, is

spoken. However, most writing does not indicate which vowel is stressed. In this

respect, spelling does not give complete information about pronunciation.

To understand how the Russian Cyrillic alphabet works, it is necessary to

mention one fact about consonant sounds. Most consonants can be pronounced

in two significantly different ways: not palatalized, when they are somewhat

similar to consonants in English, or palatalized, when the tongue is raised to-

wards the front and top of the mouth, towards the area behind the teeth. The

effect of palatalization is similar to the beginning of English few, pew, or, in one
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pronunciation, tutor, duke, with the difference that in English, there is a distinct

segment between the consonant and the vowel, while in Russian, this raising

of the tongue extends over the duration of the consonant. In Western sources,

there are many ways of representing palatalization in consonants. It is common

to write a superscripted letter (≤i y j≥) after the consonant to indicate that there

is a brief transition to the following vowel similar to a vowel [i]; thus the famil-

iar word ytn ‘no’, in which the “n” sound is palatalized, might be written as

[niet] or [nyet] or [njet]. An alternative is to write an apostrophe or acute accent

above or after the consonant letter, [n’et] or [n⁄et] or [n′et] In this study, palatal-

ization will be written as a cedilla, [n̨et], for the reason that palatalization is

generally pronounced throughout the duration of the consonant; it is not just

a transition to the following vowel. (When it is important to emphasize that a

consonant or group of consonants is not palatalized, the degree sign is placed

after the consonant letter: “Co”.) The mutable consonants -- those that can be

either palatalized or not -- are the consonants spelled by the letters ≤g , d a v
n l c p y r u [ h k≥. The remaining consonants, those spelled by the letters

≤x o i ; w≥, are immutable: they are either intrinsically palatalized (the

sounds [c̨‹ s˛ ‹…] spelled by ≤x o≥) or intrinsically not palatalized (the sounds [s ‹ z ‹ c]

spelled by ≤i ; w≥, respectively). Informally in the Russian tradition, conso-

nants that are not palatalized are called “hard,” palatalized consonants “soft.”

This convenient informal characterization is often used in the following.

The most important fact about Russian orthography is that it is organized

around the question of how to spell palatalization in consonants. As noted above,

there are two sets of vowel letters. Vowel letters indicate not only what vowel

is to be pronounced (as might be expected), but they also indicate what sounds

come before the vowel. In particular, letters of the soft set ≤b t z = /≥ indicate

that the preceding consonant is palatalized when they follow a consonant letter

from the set of mutable consonants ≤g , d a v n l c p y r u [ h k≥. Thus:

≤z≥ = the sound [a] plus palatalization of the consonant, as in ≤Lzubktd≥
‘Diaghilev’, pronounced [d̨ƒ]; ≤/≥ = the vowel [u] plus palatalization in the pre-

ceding consonant, as in ≤h/vrf≥ ‘wineglass’ pronounced [ŗúmkə]; ≤t≥ = the

sound [e] plus palatalization, as in ≤ytn≥, pronounced [n̨ét]; ≤=≥ = the sound

[o] plus palatalization, as in the name ≤A=ljh≥, pronounced [fj̨́dər]; and ≤b≥,

as in the name ≤Lbvf≥, pronounced [d̨́ımə]. If no consonant letter precedes --

at the beginning of a word, after another vowel, or after the boundary signs

≤m (≥ (discussed separately below) -- a soft-vowel letter as a rule indicates that

the glide sound [j] precedes the vowel. Thus, at the beginning of the word, the

soft-vowel letter ≤z≥ is pronounced with [j] before the [a] sound, as in ≤Zknf≥ --
that is, [jaltə], whence the common English form Yalta (in Library of Congress

transliteration, Ialta); the soft-vowel letter ≤/≥ begins with [ju], as in ≤?hbq≥,
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whence English Yuri (Library of Congress Iurii); after a vowel, the soft-vowel letter

≤t≥ is automatically pronounced with [je], as in ≤Ljcnjtdcrbq≥, as is indicated

by one of the possible English spellings, Dostoyevsky.

Letters from the set of “hard-” vowel letters ≤s э f j e≥ indicate which vowel is

pronounced and, when they follow a consonant letter from the set of mutable

consonants ≤g , d a v n l c p y r u [ h k≥, they indicate that the preceding

consonant is not palatalized: ≤Vfif≥ ‘Masha’ indicates that [m] is followed by

[a], and the [m] is not palatalized; ≤Genby≥ ‘Putin’ indicates that unpalatalized

[p] is followed by [u]. When no consonant letter precedes -- at the beginning of a

word or after another vowel letter -- a vowel from this set indicates that there is

no [j] before the vowel: ≤fkmn≥ ‘viola’ [alt̨] begins with [a], not [ja]; ≤enrf≥ ‘duck’

[útkə] begins with [u], not [ju].

After the consonant sounds spelled by the letters ≤x o i ; w≥, which are

pronounced the same regardless of the following vowel, a mixed set of vowels

is used (§1.3.5).

When no vowel letter follows directly after the consonant letter, palataliza-

tion is marked by a special symbol ≤m≥, called the “soft sign” (vzurbq pyfr). For

example, the ≤m≥ at the end of ≤vfnm≥ ‘mother’ tells us that the sound of ≤n≥
is palatalized [ t]̨, and ≤m≥ tells us that the initial consonant sound of ≤nmvf≥
‘darkness’ is palatalized [ t]̨.

The principles of Russian orthography can be presented as a set of branching

decisions involving combinations of vowel letters and contexts, as in [1].

[1] Algorithms of Russian spelling

if a consonant is spelled by ≤x o i ; w≥, it is pronounced the same in all

contexts;

it can be spelled at the end of words or before another consonant letter; a following

vowel letter is one of the set ≤b t f j e≥

if a consonant is spelled by ≤g , d a v n l c p y r u [ h k≥, it is pronounced as

palatalized (soft) if

it is followed by ≤m≥ at the end of a word or before another consonant letter; or, a

following vowel letter is one of the set ≤b t z = /≥;

if a consonant is spelled by ≤g , d a v n l c p y r u [ h k≥, it is pronounced as

non-palatalized (hard) if

it occurs at the end of a word or before another consonant letter; or, a following

vowel letter is one of the set ≤s э f j e≥.

1.3.5 How the Cyrillic alphabet works (refinements)
In each of the two sets -- hard-vowel letters ≤s э f j e≥ and soft-vowel letters ≤b t
z = /≥ -- the letters behave in a similar fashion up to a point, but there are some

idiosyncrasies. The basic properties of vowel graphemes and the operational
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Table 1.4 Distribution and values of vowel letters

context ≤f≥ ≤e≥ ≤s≥ ≤j≥ ≤э≥ ≤z≥ ≤/≥ ≤b≥ ≤=≥ ≤t≥

/≤C≥ Co Co Co Co Co Ç Ç Ç Ç Ç (Co)
/# V V ∗ V V jV jV V jV jV
/≤V≥ V V ∗ V V jV jV V jV jV
/≤m (≥ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ jV jV jV jV jV
/≤x i ; o≥ (lexical)

√ √ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ √ √ √
/≤x i ; o≥ (grammatical)

√ √ ∗ √ ∗ ∗ ∗ √ ∗ √
/≤w≥ (lexical)

√ √ √ √ ∗ ∗ ∗ √ ∗ ∗
/≤w≥ (grammatical)

√ √ √ √ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

# = beginning of word√ = combination occurs
∗ = combination never (rarely) occurs
Ç = palatalized consonant
Co = consonant not palatalized

graphemes ≤m (≥ are given in Table 1.4. Shading indicates a cell that differs

from nearby cells.

Asymmetries and irregularities include the following. The pair ≤s≥ vs. ≤b≥
is similar to other pairs at least to the extent that ≤b≥, as a soft-vowel letter,

marks a mutable consonant as palatalized (thus ≤nb≥ implies [tį]), while ≤s≥
marks a consonant as not palatalized (thus ≤ns≥ implies [tÈ]). In this respect the

pair ≤s/b≥ is parallel to the pairs ≤f/z≥, ≤e//≥. However, there is one important

respect in which ≤b≥ does not behave the same as other soft-vowel letters. When

≤b≥ is used in initial position or after a vowel, it does not imply a preceding

[ j]. Thus no [j] occurs initially in ≤Bujhm≥, English Igor, which is pronounced

[ígər]̨, not ∗[jígər]̨; and no [j] occurs between the vowels of ≤Hfbcf≥, English Raisa
(pronounced [r�ísa], not ∗[r�jísa]) or in ≤vj∫≥ nom pl ‘my’ (pronounced [m�í],

not ∗[m�jí]).

Cyrillic ≤э≥, until recently, was used sparingly, for historical reasons. Any orig-

inal ∗e in initial position or after a vowel acquired a prothetic [j], the only ex-

ceptions being native demonstrative stems (≤эnjn≥ ‘this’, ≤эnfrbq≥ ‘such a’) and

borrowings (≤эnf;≥ ‘floor’, ≤э[j≥ ‘echo’, ≤gjэn≥ ‘poet’). Further, consonants were

palatalized before original ∗e. Thus ≤э≥ is spelled only in acronymic formations

like ≤YЭG≥ (from yjdfz эrjyjvbxtcrfz gjkbnbrf ‘New Economic Policy, NEP’).

It used to be standard practice to spell any foreign “e” vowel with Cyrillic ≤t≥,

even when the preceding consonant was pronounced as hard; in a borrowing,

a spelling of ≤lt≥, in certain words, might be pronounced not as soft ([d̨]) but

as hard [do]: ≤ltnfkm≥ [do] ‘detail, part’, ≤,typby≥ [bo] ‘fuel’. Recently, however,

≤э≥ is being used more often, after hard consonants (≤cэqk≥ ‘sale’, ≤Lэyyb lt
Dbnj≥ but ≤,tcn-ctkkth≥) and even after vowels (≤rhbэnjh≥ ‘creator’).
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Cyrillic ≤=≥ is more of a diacritic modification of ≤t≥ than a separate let-

ter. It is not given a distinct position in alphabetical ordering in dictionaries;

thus, ≤t;tkb≥ ‘if’ is alphabetized between ≤=;≥ ‘hedgehog’ and its diminutive

≤=;br≥. ≤+≥ indicates that the vowel is stressed [ó]. In addition, after a con-

sonant letter, it indicates that a preceding mutable consonant is palatalized:

≤A=ljh≥ [fǫ́dər]. When there is no preceding consonant letter, the vowel is

preceded by [j]: ≤=;br≥ [jóžïk]. Thus when it is used, then, ≤=≥ has a function

parallel to that of ≤z≥ or ≤/≥. But in fact ≤=≥ is not used in all texts or styles of

writing. If stress is marked generally -- it usually is not, but it can be, for example,

in dictionaries or pedagogical texts for foreigners -- then ≤=≥ is certainly used.

Apart from such aids, the more explicit ≤=≥ may be used in certain genres of

texts intended for mass audiences: encyclopedias, schoolbooks, publicistic texts.

In many other genres of text -- fiction, journalism -- ≤=≥ is generally not used, and

ordinary ≤t≥ is used instead. This letter is used in some of the recent postings

on the web (for example, in the catalogue of the Russian State Library20), but

not in the majority; no pattern is yet clear.

Individual borrowings that might be expected to have ≤=≥ do not necessarily

use that letter. Neither ≤=≥ nor ≤t≥ is used to indicate the sequence of palatalized

consonant followed by [o] in such borrowings as ≤cbymjh≥ ‘señor’ or ≤,ekmjy≥
‘bouillon’. The sequence ≤qj≥ is used internally after vowels (≤hfqjy≥ ‘region’)

and is generally used in borrowings to represent [jo] initially: ≤qjl≥ ‘iodine’,

≤qjuf≥ ‘yoga’, ≤Qjhr≥ ‘York’ (though Japanese names do use ≤=≥: ≤+cfyj≥
‘Yosano’). The grapheme ≤=≥ is also used, lexically and locally, as an aid to the

pronunciation or identification of individual words, notably to distinguish the

neuter singular pronoun ≤dc=≥ from the plural ≤dct≥ ‘everyone, all things’: -- F

ns dc= эnj jgbib ‘you just describe all that’; Dfkthbq b z dc= ikb ‘Valery and I

kept on walking’. In discussions of spelling below, ≤=≥ is characterized as explicit

writing style, ≤t≥ as neutral style.

In compounds, soft-vowel letters indicate that [j] precedes the vowel, even

after a previous consonant letter: ≤djty/hbcn≥ ‘military lawyer’ [noj], ≤ltnzckb≥
‘children’s daycare’ [toj]. Remarkably, in borrowings ≤q≥ can be followed by soft-

vowel letters: ≤ajqt≥ ‘foyer’, ≤gfgfqz≥ ‘papaya’, ≤gfhfyjqz≥ ‘paranoia’, ≤Fqz-

Cjabz≥‘Hagia Sophia’, ≤(hfcnen) ctrdjqb≥ ‘sequoias (grow)’.

Consonant letters designating immutable sounds (≤x o i ; w≥) have unusual

properties, and are followed by a mixed set of vowel letters, normally ≤f≥, ≤e≥
(very exceptionally ≤/≥ in borrowings: ≤,hji/hf≥ ‘brochure’, ≤;/hb≥ ‘jury’),

≤t≥, and ≤b≥. Spelling of stressed [ó] after these letters is complicated. Native

roots use ≤=≥ in explicit style, or, in neutral orthographic style, ≤t≥: explicit

≤o=rb≥ ‘cheeks’, ≤;=knsq≥ ‘yellow’, nom pl ≤;=ys≥ ‘wives’, ≤vjkjlj;=ys≥

20 Hjccbqcrfz Ujcelfhdcndtyyfz <b,kbjntrf http://www.rsl.ru/ <10.X.02>. The site does not use
≤=≥ on its home page.
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‘newlyweds’, neutral ≤otrb≥, ≤;tknsq≥, ≤;tys≥, ≤vjkjlj;tys≥. ≤J≥ is used

in derivation when the vowel is stressed, as in diminutives: ≤yj;jr≥ ‘knife’,

≤,jhojr≥ ‘soup’, ≤nf,fxjr≥ ‘tobacco’, ≤vtijr≥ ‘bag’. In grammatical endings

≤j≥ is used when the vowel is stressed, as in: ins sg<Ia> ≤yj;jv≥ ‘knife’,

≤regwjv≥ ‘merchant’, ≤,jufxjv≥ ‘rich man’, ins sg<II>≤leijq≥ ‘soul’, ≤jdwjq≥
‘sheep’, ≤cdtxjq≥ ‘candle’. Not under stress, derivatives and grammatical end-

ings are spelled with ≤t≥: gen pl dim ≤ryb;tr≥ ‘books’, ≤hextr≥ ‘handles’,

ins sg<Ia> ≤gkfxtv≥ ‘cry’, ≤ytvwtv≥ ‘German’, ≤gkz;tv≥ ‘beach’, ins sg<II>

≤elfxtq≥ ‘good fortune’, ≤uheitq≥ ‘pear’. While ≤t≥ (explicit ≤=≥) is usual in

roots, ≤j≥ is used under stress in certain lexical items: ≤ijhj[≥ ‘rustling’,

≤ijd≥ ‘seam’, ≤ghj;jh≥ ‘glutton’, ≤j;ju≥ ‘burn’, ≤;jkj,≥ ‘chute’, now usu-

ally ≤;=kj,≥ (≤;tkj,≥). Until the orthographic reform in 1918, ≤j≥ was used

in other native roots (≤;jknsq≥, pl ≤ojrb≥). In borrowings ≤j≥ is normal:

≤Ijgty≥ ‘Chopin’, ≤ijr≥ ‘shock’, ≤;jrtq≥ ‘jockey’. The principle, simplified

somewhat, is that after ≤x o i ; w≥, ≤j≥ is used for a stressed vowel in mor-

phological environments and internally in borrowings, ≤t≥ is used elsewhere

(lexical environments, unstressed vowel).

Another complication is that both ≤wb≥ and ≤ws≥ are used; ≤ws≥ occurs in old

lexemes (≤wsufyt≥ ‘Gypsies’, ≤wsgk=yjr≥ ‘chick’), ≤wb≥ in modern borrowings

(≤wbrk≥ ‘cycle’, ≤wbdbkbpfwbz≥ ‘civilization’). In grammatical endings ≤s≥ is

used (nom pl ≤jnws≥ ‘fathers’).

The “hard sign” ≤(≥ and the “soft sign” ≤m≥ do not represent any sound directly.

Rather, they are operational graphemes that indicate how adjacent graphemes

are to be understood. The “hard sign” ≤(≥, after being eliminated from the end

of words in the orthographic reform of 1918, has limited functions. It is used

after prefixes before a soft-vowel letter (≤j,(zcyzk≥ ‘explained’, ≤c(tcnm≥ ‘eat up’)

and in some borrowings (≤j,(trn≥ ‘object’, ≤rjy(/yrnehf≥ ‘configuration’). It

is a boundary grapheme, indicating that the following soft-vowel letter is to be

read as if it began a word -- that is, first comes the consonant (which may or

may not be pronounced as palatalized), then [j], then the vowel: ≤jn(tpl≥ [�t j̨†st]

∼ [�toj†st].

The “soft sign” ≤m≥ has greater utility. When no vowel letter follows, ≤m≥ in-

dicates that a preceding mutable consonant is palatalized. When a vowel letter

follows, ≤m≥ (like ≤(≥) indicates that the vowel letter is to be interpreted as if it

were in initial position, hence preceded by [j]; the preceding consonant is palatal-

ized if it is mutable: compare palatalized ≤,m/≥ ‘I beat’ [b̨ju], but unpalatalized

≤im/≥ ‘I sew’ [̌sju]. When the symbol ≤m≥ is not followed by a vowel letter, it

indicates that the preceding consonant is palatalized. Thus the ≤m≥ indicates

that the lateral consonant is palatalized in gen sg ≤kmlf≥ ‘ice’, ≤njkmrj≥ ‘just’,

≤cnjkm≥ ‘so much’. After ≤x i ; o≥, which designate immutable consonants,
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≤m≥ cannot mark palatalization, yet it still occurs in specific morphological en-

vironments: in nouns of Declension<III> (≤yjxm≥ ‘night’, ≤djim≥ ‘louse’, ≤hj;m≥
‘rye’, ≤gjvjom≥ ‘aid, help’), in infinitives of velar-stems (≤gtxm≥ ‘to bake’), in the

imperative (≤gkfxm≥ ‘cry!’, ≤ckmim≥ ‘listen!’, ≤ht;m≥ ‘cut!’),21 and in the second

singular of the present tense (≤xbnftim≥ ‘you read’).

1.3.6 How the Cyrillic alphabet works (lexical idiosyncrasies)
In general, Russian writing can be converted automatically to a phonological rep-

resentation when it is supplemented by information about stress. There is only

a limited number of idiosyncratic instances in which spelling and phonology do

not match.

Orthographic ≤u≥ is pronounced as [v] in the genitive singular of masculine

and neuter adjectives -- for example, in ≤njuj≥ [t�vj́] ‘that’, ≤gjcnjhjyytuj≥
[ . . . n̨ìvə] ‘outsider’. The same pronunciation occurs in the lexicalized geni-

tives ≤ctujlyz≥‘today’ and ≤bnjuj≥ ‘thus’. Historically this pronunciation goes

back to a sound change in which ∗g became [� ] in the southern half of the Rus-

sian language area, and was then reinterpreted as [v] in these words in central

dialects. Despite the spelling ≤cz≥, palatalization is now rare in the reflexive

particle in the present tense and the masculine past (hd=ncz [rv̨o5 ⁄tsə], ,hƒkcz

‘undertook’ [brƒlsə]).

Some other peculiarities derive from the tension between [�] and [� ] as the

pronunciation of ≤u≥. In individual lexical items with a sacral connotation, the

pronunciation of ≤u≥ as [� ] was maintained. The fricative is still possible in

interjections ≤ujcgjlb≥ ‘Lord’, ≤tq <jue≥ ‘oh God’, ≤fuf≥ ‘aha’, and was earlier

possible in the declension of the nouns ≤<ju≥ ‘God’ and in ≤,kfusq≥ ‘hon-

orable’ and ≤,jufnsq≥ ‘rich’. A fricative pronunciation is recommended in

≤,e[ufkmnth≥ ‘bookkeeper’, where it has a different source.

The fact that ≤u≥ was once widely pronounced as [� ] is indirectly responsi-

ble for another peculiarity of spelling. Foreign [h] was for a long time spelled

with Russian ≤u≥, because these foreign sounds were perceived to be similar to

[� ]. This convention was maintained long after ≤u≥ ceased to be pronounced

as [� ], and has carried over into modern borrowings, when it is pronounced

as [�], not [� ]: ≤uevfybcn≥ ‘humanist’, ≤ujnntynjns≥ ‘Hottentots’, ≤ujyjhfh≥
‘honorarium’, ≤Ubnkth≥ ‘Hitler’. In recent years there is a tendency to use ≤[≥,

unless the spelling with ≤u≥ is already established: one discussion of Shake-

speare refers to ≤Ufvktn≥ ‘Hamlet’ and ≤{jncgeh≥ ‘Hotspur’. Note also ≤{tkmuf≥
‘Helga’, ≤{tkmcbyrb≥ ‘Helsinki’, ≤ntktcrjg bvtyb {f,,kf≥ ‘the Hubbell tele-

scope’, ≤Ejh[jkk≥‘Warhol’, ≤{fhktq-Lfdblcjy≥ ‘Harley-Davidson’.

21 The imperatives of verb stems ending in ≤o≥ take a vowel -- hßcrfnm, hśob -- suggesting ≤o≥
counts as a cluster.
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1.3.7 Transliteration
It is possible to convert words or whole texts written in Cyrillic into a Latin script

by transliterating: each Cyrillic letter is assigned to one or more Latin letters, and

the rules of conversion are applied blindly.22 For example, each time ≤u≥ occurs

in a Cyrillic text, the letter ≤g≥ is used in the Latin text; thus ≤Djkujuhfl≥ is

transliterated as ≤Volgograd≥, ≤Ufvktn≥ as ≤Gamlet≥ (though we know him by

another name), ≤njuj≥ as ≤togo≥ (though the ≤u≥ is pronounced as [v]). When

possible, the Latin equivalent is chosen so that its sound value corresponds to

the sound value of the Cyrillic letter.

A number of systems for transliteration are in use. They are quite similar,

and they are more or less equally adequate. There are also more informal, less

rigorous, strategies of Anglicizing isolated Russian words, used, for example, in

journalism.

The linguistic system uses diacritics in preference to diagraphs for unusual

consonant letters, for example ≤x≥ is transliterated as ≤č≥, using the Czech hƒček.

The soft-vowel letters ≤z≥ and ≤/≥ are rendered as ≤ja≥ and ≤ju≥ in all positions,

whether they serve to mark a previous consonant as palatalized or to indicate

the presence of [j]. Cyrillic ≤q≥ is ≤j≥. In this system, Latin ≤j≥ has multiple

values: it occurs after a consonant in ≤djadja Vanja≥ (≤lzlz Dfyz≥), implying

[d̨], before a vowel in ≤Jalta≥ (≤Zknf≥), implying [j], and after vowels in ≤geroj≥
(≤uthjq≥). Thus in order to know what Latin ≤j≥ means, one has to know the

principles of Cyrillic writing. Cyrillic ≤э≥ is distinguished from Cyrillic ≤t≥ by

a diacritic, as ≤è≥ or ≤ė≥ (continental). The linguistic system of transliteration

is rigorous in representing ≤=≥ when it is used in the source, and rigorous in

transliterating ≤m≥ and ≤(≥. The linguistic system is commonly adapted to serve

as a phonetic alphabet, a practice adopted here, though other sources prefer the

International Phonetic Alphabet.

All other systems avoid diacritics and use digraphs instead: ≤x≥ is ≤ch≥, ≤o≥
is ≤shch≥, and ≤w≥ is ≤ts≥. Differences concern how vowels and ≤q≥ are translit-

erated. One widely used system is that of the Library of Congress. The soft-vowel

letters ≤z≥ and ≤/≥ are rendered as ≤ia≥ and ≤iu≥, and Cyrillic ≤q≥ is also ≤i≥.

Thus the Latin transliterated letter ≤i≥ derives from multiple sources -- from

Cyrillic ≤b≥, obviously, but also from ≤q≥ and the soft-vowel letters ≤z≥ and

≤/≥. As a consequence, sequences such as ≤ii≥, ≤oi≥, ≤ei≥ are ambiguous. A fur-

ther difficulty is that spellings such as ≤Ialta≥ or ≤diadia Vania≥ or ≤Svetloiar≥
(≤Cdtnkjzh≥) seem not to be enlightening guides to English pronunciation.

The Library of Congress system, in its most rigorous formulation sanctioned

by the Library,23 uses ligatures (≤/≥ > ≤ı̌u≥) and some diacritics (≤э≥ > ≤ė≥),

22 Neisweinder 1962, Shaw 1967/79, Hart 1983. 23 Barry 1991.
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Table 1.5 Romanizations of Russian Cyrillic

British Library of American Geographic Uppsala
Cyrillic linguistic System Congress Society popular Corpus

f a a a a a a
, b b b b b b
d v v v v v v
u g g g g g g
l d d d d d d
t e e e e | ye† e (ye) e
= ë e ë (e‡) yo e (yo) oh
; ž zh zh zh zh zh
p z z z z z z
b i i i i i i
q j i *̧ (i‡) y y j
r k k k k k k
k l l l l l l
v m m m m m m
y n n n n n n
j o o o o o o
g p p p p p p
h r r r r r r
c s s s s s s
n t t t t t t
e u u u u u u
a f f f f f f
[ x ∼ cho kh kh kh kh x
w c ts tš (ts‡) ts ts c
x č ch ch ch ch ch
i š sh sh sh sh sh
o šč shch shch shch shch w
( ” ′′ ′′ (”‡) ” qh
s y ȳ (y‡) / ui§ y y y y
m ’ ′ ′ (’‡) ’ q
э è / ėo é ė (e‡) e e eh
/ ju yu iǔ (iu‡) yu yu ju
z ja ya ıa (ia‡) ya ya ja

†≤e≥ after consonant letter, ≤ye≥ elsewhere
‡less rigorous variant often used in practice
oContinental variant
§British Library in particular
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but these diacritics usually disappear in informal practice outside of the Library

itself. Similarly, prime and double prime, defined as the Romanization of the soft

sign and the hard sign, are often replaced by a single or double closed quotation

mark, or omitted altogether. (Here they are maintained in transliterating names

of scholars, but not in Russian names in glosses.) Moreover, search programs in

electronic library catalogues ignore them.

The British System (British Standard 2979, 1958) renders consonant letters in

the same way, but has different equivalents for vowel letters: ≤z≥ =≤ya≥, ≤/≥
= ≤yu≥; ≤i≥ is used consistently for ≤q≥. The results in this system -- ≤Yalta≥,

≤dyadya Vanya≥, and ≤geroi≥ -- seem a more congenial guide to pronunciation

for English speakers. But there is a problem with ≤s≥, rendered in other systems

as ≤y≥. Hart’s Rules for Compositors (various editions, e.g., 1983) recommends ≤ȳ≥
for ≤s≥, but the diacritic disappears in practice, with the result that Roman ≤y≥
is used for two very different purposes. The British Library, whose practice is

reflected, for example, in the catalogues of books acquired (for example, British

Library 1974, 1979--87, 1986), uses ≤ui≥ for ≤s≥.

In the British System, the ending of proper names is simplified to ≤y≥, as in

≤Evgeny≥, ≤Klimenty≥, ≤Zlatopolsky≥. This sensible practice of simplifying and

domesticating proper names is becoming widespread.

In brief, each system has an advantage and a correlated disadvantage. The

British System has a more congenial way of rendering ≤z≥ and ≤/≥ than

the Library of Congress system, but does not have a good solution to ≤s≥.

The Library of Congress handles ≤s≥, but creates off-putting sequences such as

≤Ialta≥.

The US Board on Geographic Names of The American Geographic Society of

the Smithsonian Institute, like the British System, uses ≤y≥ in rendering ≤z≥ and

≤/≥. It even uses ≤ye≥ to render Cyrillic ≤t≥ in the position not after consonants --

in absolute initial position, after vowels, and after ≤m≥ and ≤(≥: ≤Dostoyevsky≥,

≤Yeltsin≥. This is roughly the strategy used in journalism to render Russian words

or names, though popular practice is less consistent than the transliteration

algorithms. Popular practice sometimes also transliterates Cyrillic ≤t≥ as ≤ye≥
even after consonants, leading to a profusion of ≤y≥: ≤Nye byt voynye≥24 (for yt

,snm djqyt! ‘there’ll be war no more’).

Computerization pulls in opposite directions. It has become easy to manipu-

late Cyrillic on computers. The letters of the Cyrillic alphabet are assigned to a

designated range of characters. These are not the ordinary characters, but ones

belonging to an enriched character table, and, with software, keystrokes are reas-

signed to that range. A mapping commonly used on the web is “KIO8,” for “rjl

24 Josef Skvorecky, The Engineer of Human Souls (New York, 1985), 357.
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j,vtyf byajhvfwbtq, 8 ,bn” (Code for Information Exchange, 8-bit), or now

the specifically Russian version “KIO8-R,” which assigns ASCII 192 through 255

(plus 179) to the Russian Cyrillic alphabet, which can then be typed, read, and

printed with the appropriate software.25 Microsoft devotes the interval from 0410

through 0451 of Unicode to Russian Cyrillic. Thus, on the one hand, because of

practical developments in computers, it has become increasingly natural sim-

ply to use Cyrillic without any transliteration, in discourse where acquaintance

with Russian can be presumed. On the other hand, there are many Cyrillic fonts

and mapping systems in use, and so far there is no standard for manipulating

Cyrillic. Accordingly, there is a pressure to simplify.26

The Library of Congress system and the British Standard have one prominent

ambiguity: transliterated ≤ii≥ can represent either gen sg ≤bcnjhbb≥ ‘history’

or gen pl ≤bcnjhbq≥; ≤oi≥ can represent either ≤jb≥ or ≤jq≥. Computerized

corpora develop strategies to avoid such ambiguities. The system of the Uppsala

Corpus, for example, is representative of the new mode of unambiguous Ro-

manization. The Uppsala Corpus uses digraphs with ≤h≥ for the unusual Cyrillic

consonant letters -- for example, ≤;≥ becomes ≤zh≥; it uses ≤j≥ for ≤q≥ and as

the operational graph in vowel letters -- for example, ≤z≥ becomes ≤ja≥. By using

≤j≥ consistently, ≤jq≥ and ≤jb≥ are distinguished in transliteration (as ≤oj≥ and

≤oi≥, respectively). This strategy may gain ground.

In e-mail communication with Russians (in the format of plain text in a Latin

alphabet), there is no standardized procedure. Not uncommon is a strategy like

that of computerized corpora, in which the unusual Cyrillic consonant letters

are spelled with digraphs with ≤h≥ as in most transliteration systems, while ≤j≥
is used for ≤q≥ and as the operational graph in vowel letters, for example ≤z≥
becomes ≤ja≥. Some Russians use ≤je≥ for ≤t≥ after vowels.

The various systems for Romanizing Cyrillic are similar and about equally

adequate. They face conflicting demands. On the one hand, any transliteration is

supposed to be automatic and rigorous, and retain all the information contained

in the original, so that it is possible to reconstruct the original Cyrillic from the

Romanization. On the other, a transliteration is more congenial if it indicates

how Russian words might be pronounced and does not overwhelm the reader

with its foreignness. The two expectations inevitably conflict at certain points:

in the transliteration of ≤q≥, ≤s≥, and the soft-vowel letters, which have a dual

function in Russian, and also in the transliteration of ≤э≥, ≤=≥, ≤m≥, and ≤(≥.

25 Discussed on various sites, for example, http://koi8.pp.ru/.
26 One could note, for example, that of library catalogues accessible by the internet, Cambridge

University’s maintains ≤’≥, while Oxford’s has dispensed with it.
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Sounds

2.1 Sounds
Sounds are pronounced in different ways -- in one context as opposed to an-

other, from one occasion to the next, from one speaker to another. From these

different pronunciations in the flow of speech, over the occasions of speech,

and across speakers, regular gestures and regular acoustic patterns can be ab-

stracted. The units derived by idealizing in this way will be written here in

square brackets.1 In Russian as in other languages, sounds can be classified into

vowels (stressed [ƒ], unstressed [´], etc.) and consonants, which include obstru-

ents -- sounds made with a significant obstruction of the air flow (such as [t], [z̨]) --

and sonorants (such as the nasal [n], the liquid [l]̨, the glide [j]).
Russian phonology revolves primarily around two concerns: stress in vowels

and palatalization in consonants.2

Palatalization is an articulation of a consonant in which the blade of the

tongue moves toward the hard palate. For example, when the non-palatalized

“l” sound of w†k (w†ksq) ‘whole’ is pronounced, the tip of the tongue touches

near the teeth, while the middle of the tongue lies low in the mouth. In contrast,

when the palatalized “l” sound of w†km ‘goal’ is pronounced, the tip of the tongue

touches behind the upper teeth, and the blade and the middle of the tongue are

raised towards the hard palate. Most consonant articulations in Russian come

1 The discussion here, which is oriented around the level of phonology sometimes termed “broad
phonetic,” downplays questions of phonemics: non-linguists find the concept of phoneme unen-
lightening; variable rules respond to phonetic conditions; problematic cases of phonemic analysis
(in Russian, unstressed vowels; palatalized velars; [È]; [s˛ ‹�], the sound corresponding to the letter
≤o≥) cannot be resolved without extensive discussion about the actual properties of the sounds,
rendering binary decisions about what is or is not phonemic uninformative.

Relationships among related sounds are viewed here as sets. Variants of stressed vowels are
grouped together as a set, with the most basic variant standing for the set. For example, [ó] stands
for the set including the sound [ó] that occurs between hard consonants and other variants, such
as the [o55 ⁄] that occurs between soft consonants, as in n=nz ‘aunt’. To discuss unstressed vowels in
relation to stressed vowels, the concept of a series of vowels is introduced.

2 Avanesov’s manual (1972) is informative about variation in phonology, if one corrects for its con-
servative standard. Panov 1990 is enriched by a valuable historical perspective. Matusevich 1976
and Bondarko 1977 have proven useful. Halle 1959 and Jones and Ward 1969 are good descriptions
in English. The research on variation (Panov 1968, Krysin 1974) is summarized and interpreted in
Comrie and Stone 1978 and Comrie, Stone, and Polinsky 1996.

28
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in two forms, with or without palatalization, like “l” sounds. It is convenient,

following the Russian tradition, to refer informally to non-palatalized conso-

nants as hard and palatalized consonants as soft. Non-palatalized consonants

are written by a symbol with no additional mark; [z] is the non-palatalized voiced

dental fricative that is the first consonant in, for example, pƒk ‘hall’. The set of

non-palatalized consonants can be written as {Co}, or just Co, with a degree sign

to emphasize absence of palatalization. Palatalization is indicated by adding a

diacritic to the symbol used to represent the consonant. Various diacritics are

used: an acute accent ([z′] or [z⁄]), an apostrophe or single quote ([z’]), or -- and this

is the practice adopted here -- a cedilla; thus [z̨] represents the palatalized “z”

in dpźk ‘he took’. The set of palatalized consonants can be represented {Ç}, or,

more simply, as Ç. Palatalization, though a property of consonants, affects how

vowels are pronounced. Palatalization is also relevant to morphology.

Stress functions on many levels. Phonetically, stressed vowels differ from un-

stressed vowels first and foremost by being longer. As a consequence, stressed

vowels are more distinct in their pronunciation than unstressed vowels. Stress

is relevant to the lexicon and to morphology. Each lexical word -- noun, verb,

adjective, adverb -- has one syllable that is stressed. Accordingly, the number of

stresses in an utterance is the number of major words in the utterance. (This

excludes prepositions and particles such as ;t, which are written with spaces

as separate orthographic words, but do not have a stressed vowel.) Stress is not

assigned automatically to the same syllable in all words, such as the first sylla-

ble in Czech. Rather, different words can have stress on different syllables: vérf

‘torment’ but verƒ ‘flour’. Further, the place of stress can fall on different sylla-

bles in different inflectional and derivational forms of a word or word nest: thus,

gen sg cnjhjyß ‘side’, nom=acc pl cnj́hjys; 1sg cvjnh/́ ‘I see’, 2sg cvj́nhbim;

1sg jnjhdé ‘I will rip off’, pst pl jnjhdƒkb, pst fem jnjhdfkƒ, psv msc sg jnj́hdfy;

or nom sg ujkjdƒ, acc sg uj́kjde, dim ujkj́drf. Stress is then an ancillary marker

of morphology (in verbs: §3.2, in nouns: §3.6).

Stress plays a crucial role in the prosody of phrases. Shifts in intonation con-

tours occur on or around the stressed syllable (§7.2). To emphasize one word as

opposed to others, the stressed syllable is made louder, more prominent (some-

times termed sentence stress). Thus operations that deal with the prosody of

phrases are focused on stressed syllables.

2.2 Vowels

2.2.1 Stressed vowels
A word is organized in its phonetics around the one vowel that is stressed.

That stressed vowel is normally longer than other vowels. Vowels far away from
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the stressed vowel are very short. Vowels of the syllable immediately before the

stressed syllable are intermediate in duration; they are shorter than stressed

vowels, longer than other unstressed vowels. By virtue of being longer, stressed

vowels have more extreme articulations; the tongue has the time to reach further

to the perimeters of the vocal tract -- to be pronounced higher and further

front, or higher and further back, or lower down. Unstressed vowels, in contrast,

spend most of their modest duration in the transition away from a preceding

consonant and the transition to the following consonant; they do not reach the

same extremes of articulation (high or low, front or back) as stressed vowels.

If stressed vowels can be located on the perimeters of the vowel space shaped

like an inverted trapezoid, unstressed vowels form a smaller figure inside the

space of stressed vowels. There are, evidently, five stressed vowel units in Russian

capable of distinguishing meanings of words, and a smaller number of distinct

unstressed vowels.

Vowels (and other sounds) can be classified both in terms of the articulatory

gestures used to produce them and the acoustic signals produced by these ges-

tures. To review the essentials of articulatory phonetics, vowels are produced by

allowing the air to flow relatively freely through the oral cavity. The oral passage

can be given different shapes primarily by changing the position of the tongue

(and also by different positions of the lips and of the mandible), and different

vowel sounds result, which can be classified as front vs. back, high vs. mid vs. low,

and rounded (labialized) vs. unrounded (non-labialized). To review the essentials

of acoustic phonetics, the irregular shape of the vocal tract leads to a myriad

of harmonics of the fundamental frequency, F0. The harmonics tend to cluster

within recognizable bands, or formants, measured at their centers in cycles per

second, or Hertz (= Hz). The first formant (clustering of harmonics), or F1, is

proportional to aperture. Thus [ƒ], the vowel produced with the widest aperture

and lowest position of the tongue, has the highest value of F1, as high as 800 or

900 Hz, while [í ˝! ú], produced with the tongue close to the roof of the mouth,

have the narrowest aperture and the lowest values of F1, around 250--400 Hz;

mid vowels [†] and [ó] are intermediate. The second clustering of harmonics,

F2, can be taken as a measure of the position of articulation on the horizontal

axis, as front (high F2) or back (low F2).3 Thus [ú], the furthest back and most

strongly labialized vowel, has the lowest F2 (around 600 Hz); the value increases

as one goes around the vowel space to [ó] (700--900 Hz), [ƒ] (1000--1400 Hz), [†]

(1600--1800 Hz), and [í], with a value of 2000 Hz or more. [Ó] tends to slight diph-

thongization: [u�ó] (or [u���ó� ] after soft consonants). F2, incidentally, is what people

respond to when they perceive vowels with synaesthesia and characterize, for

3 A more refined view is that the perception of frontness depends also on F1 and F3, according to
the formula F2 + 0.5 (F3 − F2)(F2 − F1)/(F3 − F1) (Carlson et al. 1970).
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Table 2.1 Properties of stressed vowels

CoVCo CoVÇ ÇVCo ÇVÇ
F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2

[í] 10 ms. 312 2017 317 2020
30% 316 2065 346 2114
50% 313 2121 339 2355
70% 293 2175 273 2324
−10 ms. 261 1994 210 2061

[í-] 10 ms. 404 1242 380 1136
30% 393 1563 364 1787
50% 392 1925 352 2094
70% 383 1950 346 2144
−10 ms. 337 1650 260 2050

[†] 10 ms. 599 1361 570 1386 332 2197 348 2133
30% 723 1718 567 1824 401 2216 384 2334
50% 702 1770 548 1947 506 2000 417 2307
70% 704 1644 488 1955 569 1744 440 2258
−10 ms. 577 1547 442 1916 468 1564 304 2102

[ƒ] 10 ms. 815 982 801 1154 432 2011 485 1979
30% 922 1285 895 1306 770 1871 833 1887
50% 941 1346 886 1415 979 1662 912 1768
70% 896 1443 850 1560 924 1560 881 1792
−10 ms. 551 1622 494 1839 602 1579 521 1931

[j́] 10 ms. 560 694 402 1430 354 1985 338 1876
30% 535 738 493 1319 426 1678 437 1847
50% 595 809 518 1213 571 1219 482 1474
70% 534 905 510 1066 566 1054 451 1418
−10 ms. 458 1297 347 1745 465 1334 323 1734

[ú] 10 ms. 425 795 435 854 360 2024 208 1871
30% 410 626 437 856 346 1696 283 1833
50% 401 555 433 914 383 1295 309 1662
70% 386 881 446 1147 386 1100 307 1439
−10 ms. 374 1164 490 1730 392 1483 256 1789

10 ms. = measurement 10 ms. after beginning of vowel
−10 ms. = measurement 10 ms. from end of vowel
30% (50%, 70%) = measurement at a point 30% (50%, 70%) of the duration of the vowel
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example, [ó ú] as dark or gloomy vowels -- they have a low F2 -- and [† í] as bright

or red or cheery vowels -- they have a high F2. Specifying the values of F1 and F2

goes a long way towards defining a vowel.

It takes a little time for each vowel to reach its target position, and some of

the duration of vowels is spent in transition from the preceding to the following

consonant. Different places of articulation (labial, dental, alveo-palatal, velar)

have characteristic effects on vowels, specifically on F2. Labial consonants ([p] or

[m]) depress the value of F2 in the transition to the vowel; dentals ([t s]) raise

F2, and velars ([k g x]) are intermediate in their effect on F2. These effects are

similar across languages. What sets Russian apart is the way in which vowels

interact with palatalization in consonants. It is customary to define four contexts

depending on the adjacent consonants: after a hard consonant before a hard

consonant (= CoVCo), after a hard consonant before a soft consonant (= CoVÇ),

after a soft consonant before a hard consonant (= ÇVCo), and position between

soft consonants (= ÇVÇ). One could in principle distinguish additional contexts

in which there is no consonant either before or after the vowel. A context with no

consonant is usually equivalent to a consonant with an initial hard consonant:

VCo ≈ CoVCo, VÇ ≈ CoVÇ. (The exception is [í] -- see below.) And a context with no

following consonant is similar to a context in which the vowel is followed by a

hard consonant: CoV ≈ CoVCo, ÇV ≈ ÇVCo.

The vowels [ƒ ó ú] respond to adjacent consonants in a similar way. Measure-

ments of F1 and F2 at different points in the duration of the vowel are recorded

in Table 2.1 (one token of the speech of one speaker, reading list style).4 The

behavior of [ƒ], illustrated in Fig. 2.1, can be taken as representative of [ƒ ó ú].

While [ƒ ó ú] differ in absolute values of F1 and F2 (see the numbers in bold

italics in Table 2.1), their contours are similar.

C O N T E XT 1: CoVCo (#VCo): The basic allophone is a central vowel, written

without diacritics as [ƒ], which occurs between hard consonants, CoVCo (and in

initial position, VCo). As in vƒn ‘checkmate’ [mƒt] (Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.1), F2 starts

low (1100 Hz) after the hard labial [mo] and gradually rises throughout the vowel,

in anticipation of the final hard dental [to]. Vowels [j́] and [ú] are similar (vj́lf

‘fashion’ [mód´], gécnj ‘empty’ [púst´]).

C O N T E XT 2: CoVÇ: After a hard consonant, before a soft consonant, as in

vƒnm ‘mother’ [ma5 ⁄t]̨, [ƒ] begins with a similarly low F2. In anticipation of the

final palatalized consonant, F2 is higher than with vƒn already at the midpoint

(1490 Hz) and then rises sharply to a much higher value in the final transition

4 Pictures from Kay’s Computerized Speech Laboratory; measurements prepared with Praat, the
phonetics program developed by Paul Boersma. Polina Barskova was kind enough to serve as native
speaker. Bondarko 1977 and Matusevich 1976 have comparable though less specific data.
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Fig. 2.1 vƒn ‘checkmate’ [ma⁄t]

(1850 Hz) (Fig. 2.2). This rise in F2 is written here with a directional subscript

indicating fronting: [ƒö]. Because [ó] and [u⁄] have lower values of F2, the rise of

F2 is quite precipitous in anticipation of the palatalized consonant of j vj́lt

‘about fashion’ [�mj́öd̨ì], ,éhz ‘storm’ [bu5 ⁄r̨´].

C O N T E XT 3: ÇVCo: In the third context -- after a soft consonant before hard, as

in vźn ‘crumpled’ [m˛a5 ⁄t] (Fig. 2.3) -- F2 in the initial transition rises very quickly

from the previous labial to an early peak of more than 2000 Hz, and then

dips to a minimum after the vowel’s midpoint, rising slightly at the end in

anticipation of the final hard dental. With [o⁄] (v=l ‘honey’) and [u⁄] (,÷cn ‘bust’),

whose F2 values are lower, the dip and the corresponding rise at the end are more

extreme.

C O N T E XT 4: ÇVÇ: In the context ÇVÇ, illustrated here by vźnm ‘crumple’ [m̨a55 ⁄ t]̨
(Fig. 2.4), F2 has a similar contour to the context ÇVCo, but F2 rises to 2000 Hz

or more at the end. With [o⁄] and [u⁄], as in j v=lt ‘about honey’ [øm̨o55 ⁄d̨ì], j ,÷cnt

‘about the bust’ [øb̨u55 ⁄s̨tį̀], the dip and subsequent rise are quite significant.

The vowel [†] has a generally similar behavior, except that its natural value

for F2 is higher than with [ƒ o⁄ u⁄]. CoVCo: After a hard consonant before a hard

consonant, as in v…h ‘mayor’ [m†r], ;tcn ‘gesture’ [z‹†st], [†] is a relatively open mid

front vowel, with F1 on the order of 600--700 Hz and F2 approximately 1600--1800
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Fig. 2.2 vƒnm ‘mother’ [ma5 ⁄t]̨

Fig. 2.3 vźn ‘crumpled’ [m̨a5 ⁄t]
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Fig. 2.4 vźnm ‘crumple’ [m̨a55 ⁄t]̨

(Table 2.1).5 [É] in initial position, as in …́nj ‘this’ [†t´], is similarly open. CoVÇ:

After a hard consonant but before a soft consonant, [†] is raised and fronted,

especially in its final transition, as can be seen from the lower F1 and higher F2

in j v…́ht ‘about the mayor’ [m†ör̨ì]. The effect of a palatalized consonant on [†]

can be written as [†ö], with the same diacritic as with [ƒö], although with [†] the

effect involves raising (lowering of F1) as well as fronting (raising of F2). ÇVCo:

After a soft consonant, [†] has a front, high transition (with an F2 in the vicinity

of 1800--2000 Hz): n†kj ‘body’ [tę5 ⁄l´], v†nrf ‘mark’ [m˛e5 ⁄tk´]. ÇVÇ: Between soft

consonants, [†] remains fronted and high throughout: v†nbnm ‘aim’ [m̨e55 ⁄tį̀t]̨, with

a low F1, around 350--450 Hz, and a high F2, around 2100--2300 Hz.

Among high non-rounded vowels, the variant that occurs in initial position is

[í] (∫df ‘willow’ [ív´]) -- about the same vowel that occurs in the context ÇVCo,

after a soft consonant before a hard consonant (ÇVCo: v∫nhf ‘mitre’ [m˛íötr´]). In

this context, F2 begins and remains high throughout, but tails off a little in

the final transition to a hard consonant (Fig. 2.5). ÇVCo: Before a following soft

5 [É] occurs after a hard consonant only if the consonant is unpaired or the word is a borrowing.
For this reason, Avanesov takes the position after soft consonant as basic. But the measurement
recorded in Table 2.9 shows that there is a distinct, overt transition from 2000 Hz after a soft
consonant to a target 400 or 500 Hz lower, and that transition is similar to the transition that
occurs from a palatalized consonant to other vowels such as [ƒ].
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Fig. 2.5 vb́nhf ‘mitre’ [m̨ı́trə]

consonant, as in v∫nbyu ‘meeting’ [m˛íöţìnk], the vowel has a higher value of F2

throughout its duration (Table 2.1, Fig. 2.7).

CoVCo: After a hard consonant, the vowel that appears is [˝!] instead of the

unadulterated front vowel [í]. When the consonant following [˝!] is hard, the F2

of [˝!] starts in the vicinity of 1100--1200 Hz, a value like that of the central vowel

[ƒ], while its F1 is similar to that of [u]. F2 then rises rapidly to a peak higher

than 2000 Hz two-thirds of the way through the vowel before falling again (see

Fig. 2.6, vßn ‘washed’ [m˝!t]). The peak value of F2 of [˝!] is nearly as high as that

of [í]. Accordingly, the increment of change in F2 over the life of the vowel is

greater than for any other stressed vowel. In this rapid and extreme change in

F2, there is some justification for the longstanding claim that [˝!] is diphthongal.

CoVÇ: Before a soft consonant, as in vßnm ‘wash’ [mÈ5 t]̨, F2, after its initial rise,

remains high (Fig 2.8).

The stressed vowels of Russian can be graphed as in Fig. 2.9, where the vertical

axis is the inverse of F1 and the horizontal axis is the inverse of F2. The vowels

[í ˝!] are represented by two contextual variants each, the other vowels by four.

Fig. 2.9 reflects static, single measurements from Table 2.1 for each vowel and

context at the midpoint. Accordingly, Fig. 2.9 cannot do justice to changes over

the life of the vowel, which are especially significant for [˝!]. Despite limitations,

from Fig. 2.9 it is possible to see how the acoustic properties of values correlate
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Fig. 2.6 vśn ‘washed’ [m˝́t]

Fig. 2.7 vb́nbyu ‘meeting’ [m̨ı́5t…̨ìnk]
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Fig. 2.8 vśnm ‘wash’ [m˝́5t˛]
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Table 2.2 Transcriptions of stressed vowels

Context Avanesov Panov Jones & Ward Current explicit Current simplified

C ofCo f f f ƒ ƒ
CotCo э э ε † †
C oÈCo s s È í- í-
C ofÇ ḟ ḟ f a5 ⁄ ƒ
CotÇ э̂ э̇ t e5 ⁄ †
C oÈÇ ŝ s È í-5 í-
ÇfC o ḟ ḟ f a5 ⁄ ƒ
ÇtCo t э̇ ε∼ (ε6) e5 ⁄ †
ÇiC o b b î í í
ÇfÇ f̈ f̈ æ/ö/ü a55 ⁄ ƒ
ÇtÇ t̂ ӭ t e55 ⁄ †
ÇiÇ b̂ b î í5 í

with articulatory definitions; for example, [í], a high front vowel, has a low F1

and high F2, and so on. As the lines connecting related sounds in Fig. 2.9 make

clear, the four contexts form a generally linear progression in the value of F2

from low to high: CoVCo < CoVÇ ≤ ÇVCo < ÇVÇ. The distribution of the points and

lines suggests how it is possible for vowels to vary quite significantly depending

on the consonantal context and yet remain distinct from each other.

Stressed vowels, then, are affected by adjacent consonants in a consistent

fashion. Before a following palatalized consonant, all vowels are fronted and/or

raised, in the last third of the vowel and especially in the final transition.

After a soft consonant, vowels are fronted and/or raised in the first third. Be-

tween soft consonants, vowels are fronted and raised in both transitions and,

in an additive fashion, in the middle of the vowel as well. The vowels [í ˝!]
are in one sense an exception, but a motivated exception. Inasmuch as [í]

is already front (for example, in word-initial position when no consonant pre-

cedes), it is not appreciably fronted by a preceding soft consonant; instead, the

central [˝!] vowel appears after a preceding hard consonant. The generalization

that covers all vowels is that, in relative terms, transitions to adjacent soft con-

sonants are further front (higher F2) and/or raised (lower F1) than are transitions

to adjacent hard consonants.

Different systems are in use for transcribing stressed vowels in context

(Table 2.2). In the system of Avanesov 1972, for [ƒ o⁄ u⁄], the effect of an adjacent

palatalized consonant on the vowel is indicated by a dot (a half-umlaut) above

the vowel positioned on the side of the palatalized consonant; position between

soft consonants merits a full umlaut. For [† í], the raising effect of a following
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soft consonant is marked by a circumflex; the effect of a preceding hard con-

sonant is indicated by using the hard-vowel letter of Cyrillic (≤э≥ and ≤s≥).

Avanesov’s system can be easily Romanized, by using ≤È≥ for Cyrillic ≤s≥ and

some distinction for Cyrillic ≤t≥ vs. ≤э≥, such as ≤t≥ vs. ≤ε≥. The Cyrillic tran-

scription of Panov 1967, which treats [†] together with [ƒ o⁄ u⁄], transcribes the

position between two soft consonants with an umlaut and does not distinguish

ÇVCo and CoVÇ, the two environments in which a vowel is adjacent to a single

palatalized consonant on one or the other side; both are marked with a centered

dot. Jones and Ward 1969 recognizes the position between soft consonants as dif-

ferent in kind from the other three positions for [ƒ o⁄ u⁄]; this position of extreme

fronting is marked with an umlaut for [o⁄ u⁄] and the digraph [æ] in the case of [ƒ].

The basic symbol without diacritic is used for the other three positions. In the

system used here, in its most explicit form, the effect of palatalized consonants

is marked by a symbol subscripted to the vowel letter for [† ƒ o⁄ u⁄], to the left side

after a palatalized consonant, to the right side before a palatalized consonant,

and with double symbols between palatalized consonants. As is conventional,

the vowel corresponding to [í] after a hard consonant is transcribed as a distinct

symbol [˝!]. There is an obvious redundancy in these transcriptions; the diacritics

reflect the contexts in which vowels can occur. Unless there is some reason for

pointing out the character of the transition to an adjacent consonant, it is of-

ten sufficient to omit the diacritics and transcribe with the simplified system of

[ƒ o⁄ u⁄ † í], with, additionally, [˝!] used after hard consonants.

2.2.2 Phonemic status of [È]
The exposition above has in effect followed the “Moscow” approach in positing

five stressed vowels and in treating [˝!] as related to [í]. The incontrovertible fact

is that [˝!] is pronounced whenever [í] is put next to a hard consonant in a novel

combination, such as when a word beginning with [í] is preceded by a prepo-

sition, jn ∫vtyb [t˝!] ‘from the name’, or independent lexeme, xbnƒk bv [lï] ‘he

read to them’. The fact that [˝!] is pronounced instead of [í] in these instances is

parallel to the fact that the vowel pronounced for ≤э≥ after prepositions is not

fronted and raised: d …́njn [v†t´t], not ∗[v˛e5 ⁄t´t]. Historically, whenever a consonant

has lost softness (as have c, š, and ž), the following vowel changed from [i] to [È],
as would be indicated by occasional innovative spellings in texts of ≤s≥ instead

of traditional ≤b≥. Thus, after consonants [È] and [i] are distributed complemen-

tarily, suggesting that they are related sounds: they are allophones of a single

phoneme, in a phonemic analysis.6

6 Discussion in Panov 1967:58ff.
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The “Leningrad” approach proceeds from a number of heterogeneous consid-

erations to argue that [È] is a phoneme distinct from [i]. One argument is the fact

that most suffixes begin with ≤b≥ (rather than ≤s≥) and cause “bare” softening

(palatalization) of preceding paired consonants (here termed consonant grade

Ci: §2.5.2). This distribution, however, derives from the diachronic artifact that

suffixes began with ∗i, not ∗y. The fact that [È] (orthographic ≤s≥) is used in

initial position in rendering exotic Asian place names (MÈqcjy in Korea) suggests

only that [È] is distinct from [i] in this one context (word initially), and then only

in a specialized lexical subsystem of not wholly assimilated lexical items.7 Over

and above these concrete observations, the basic instinct driving the Leningrad

analysis is a concern with the psychological reality of phonetics: [È] is phonemic,

ultimately, because it is psychophonetically distinct from [i].
A compromise with respect to this nagging question of the status of [i] vs. [È]

could be effected by adopting what amounts to a more radical version of the

spirit of the Leningrad approach. One might take the point of view that speakers

of Russian manipulate whole CV and VC sequences as conventionalized phonetic

units. Localizing palatalization (or its absence) in the consonant alone is an

oversimplification. For example, with respect to palatalized labials in word-final

position, the palatalization in the consonant cannot be maintained or lost with-

out the preceding vowel being affected: if the labial consonant of gjpyfrj́vmntcm

‘be acquainted!’ is pronounced without palatalization, as it often is in an infor-

mal register, the preceding vowel is also affected, hence [o⁄m] instead of [o5 ⁄m̨]. Or

when velars palatalized before [È] in the history of Russian, the change in the

consonant was correlated with a change in the vowel -- [kÈ] changed to [k̨i].
What speakers manipulate, then, is templates of CV and VC sequences. Fine

details of phonetics have psychological reality. Among the templates are [Çi] and

[CoÈ] but not ∗[ÇÈ] or ∗[Coi], or [Ça5 ⁄] and [Coa] but not ∗[Ça] or ∗[Coa5 ⁄].8 If one

works directly with phonetic templates, the question of whether [È] is a distinct

phoneme fades in importance.

2.2.3 Vowel duration
Russian does not have a phonemic distinction of quantity in vowels; there are

no words distinguished purely by (for example) a long [a�] as opposed to a short

[a* ]. Despite this, or perhaps because of this, vowels vary in duration in different

contexts.9 The most salient factor is position with respect to stress, but it will

be useful to mention some other factors, summarized in [1].

7 “known to very few native speakers of Russian” (Gordina [1989:21], who also notes that Sccsr-rekm
was changed to Bccsr-rekm in the 1930s).

8 Padgett 2001 sees the distinctive quality of [Ci- ] in the velarization of the preceding consonant.
9 Shcherba 1912.
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[1] Duration of vowels

a [ƒ] > [ó] > [† u⁄] > [í] > [˝!]
b VR ≥ VZ ≥ VS ≥ VD ≥ VT

c V# ≥ VCV ≥ VCR(V) ≥ VCC(V)

Stressed vowels differ in their intrinsic duration, in proportion to the degree

of aperture (acoustically, F1) ([1](a)). The most open, [ƒ], is the longest (about

200 milliseconds under stress). [Ó] is slightly longer than [†] and [u⁄] (duration

around 155 ms.); [í] is shorter yet (140 ms.) and [˝!] the shortest of all (120 ms.).10

Unstressed vowels are appreciably shorter.

The duration of vowels varies depending on the adjacent consonants, particu-

larly the consonants that follow the vowel. L. V. Shcherba (1912:126ff.) was able

to document the effect of a number of factors. Before single consonants in the

first, stressed, syllable of disyllabic words, vowels are shortest before voiceless

stops (gƒgf ‘father’), a little longer before voiced stops (hƒlf ‘glad’), longer still

before voiceless fricatives (hƒcf ‘race’), and the longest before voiced fricatives

(gen sg hƒpf ‘time’); each successive difference along this hierarchy was on the

order of 10 ms. for [ƒ] in slow speech. The motivation for these differences may

be that absence of voicing requires an energetic gesture of opening the glottis,

and making a complete closure requires more energetic gestures than produc-

ing fricatives.11 As in [1](c), vowels were found to be shorter before clusters of

obstruents (gƒcnf ‘paste’) than before single consonants (gƒlfk ‘he fell’); however,

a cluster composed of obstruent plus sonorant (gen sg gƒhyz ‘fellow’) allows al-

most the same duration in preceding vowels as singleton obstruents. Vowels are

longer when no consonant follows than when a consonant follows, and longer

when no consonant precedes.

These constraints on duration ([1]), familiar from other languages, suggest

the principle that consonants have negative valence: increasing complexity of

consonant articulation removes duration from vowels.12

2.2.4 Unstressed vowels
Above all, the duration of vowels depends on stress. If one compares the vowel

that appears after hard consonants for orthographic ≤f≥ and ≤j≥ to stressed

[ƒ], the differences are striking. If stressed [ƒ] has a duration on the order of 200

ms., the [�] that appears in the first pretonic syllable is only half that, while the

[´] that appears in other unstressed positions is shorter yet, on the order of 80

ms. or less.13

10 Matusevich 1976, who does not indicate what kind of syllables were used in the measurements.
11 See de Jong 1991 on stops and fricatives, Kniazev 1989 on voicing.
12 On variation in duration, see Bondarko, Verbitskaia, and Zinder 1960.
13 Matusevich 1976:100--1.
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Because unstressed vowels are shorter than stressed vowels, there is less time

for the tongue to reach the articulatory positions of stressed vowels. Thus a

great proportion of the duration of unstressed vowels is spent in transition to

adjacent consonants. Unstressed vowels do not reach the articulatory extremes

of stressed vowels. They are neither as high nor as low, and neither as far front

nor as far back as stressed vowels. Acoustically the centralization of unstressed

vowels shows up as less extreme values for both F1 (reflecting vowel height) and

F2 (reflecting frontness vs. backness).14 The set of unstressed vowels occupies a

smaller portion of the vowel space than the set of stressed vowels. As an indirect

consequence of the reduced size of the vowel space, unstressed vowels tend to

merge. “Vowel reduction,” then, means a reduction in the duration of unstressed

vowels, and as a consequence, a reduced vowel space, and ultimately a reduced

number of distinctions made among unstressed vowels.15

Since vowels merge in unstressed position, it is something of a fiction to as-

sert that a given unstressed vowel derives from [ƒ] or [o⁄] or [†]: once a vowel

is unstressed, and has been for at least five hundred years, in what sense is

it derived from [ƒ] or [†]?16 We rely on various kinds of indirect evidence such

as etymology, orthography, and related word forms. The fiction, however, is un-

avoidable. In the following, stressed vowels and the unstressed vowels that derive

from them historically are written in curly braces as a set of vowels, termed a

series . There are three basic positions: stressed, unstressed position after hard

consonant, and unstressed after soft consonant. (Sometimes it is necessary to

add a fourth position, position after hard immutable consonant Šo= [s ‹ z‹].) In

this way, for example, the series of vowels that includes stressed [ƒ] would be

{ƒ Co� Çì} or, more simply, {ƒ � ì}. As a shorthand for the whole, we can gen-

erally write simply {a} and refer to the set as the series {a}, meaning stressed

[ƒ] with its variants and the unstressed vowels that are related to stressed [ƒ] in

orthography, in other word forms, by etymology.

It is conventional to distinguish two degrees of reduction, defined by posi-

tion relative to stress. First degree of reduction -- a milder degree of

reduction -- occurs in the first pretonic syllable and in word-initial position

14 Bondarko 1977:111ff.
15 The relationship is not deterministic. Different dialect systems of Russian have different phonetic

implementations of vowels and different mergers, showing that reducing the phonetic space does
not lead automatically to a unique pattern of mergers.

16 Most models inevitably ascribe some primacy to the stressed vowel, and treat the unstressed vowel
as derivative. The suggestion here is that speakers learn unstressed vowels as part of a word form,
no less than they learn the identity of a stressed vowel. For example, ptvkź ‘land’ is learned as
[z̨ì] with its unstressed vowel in place. Support for the autonomy of unstressed vowels can be seen
in the fact that they can be manipulated analogically (§2.2.6). Certain analogies of stressed vowels
evidently rely on an identity of unstressed vowels: unstressed [ì] in ctré ‘I cut’, analogous to [ì] in
ytcé ‘I carry’, motivates stressed c=r, analogous to y=c.
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(when there is no preceding consonant to cut into the duration of the vowel).

Vowels not in first pretonic position (and adjacent to consonants) -- in second

or more pretonic or in post-tonic position -- are subject to more extreme, or

second-degree , reduction. There may be slight differences among second-

degree contexts -- post-tonic vowels are perhaps longer (though less loud) than

pretonic vowels two syllables from the stress17 -- but these are fine details ignored

in transcription.

Series {i u}: Vowels of series {i u} are affected in a less obvious fashion than

other vowels. Not all transcriptions write symbols for unstressed, reduced high

vowels distinct from the stressed vowel letters (Avanesov does not).18 One might

use small caps [i i- υ] or, as here, (modified) Greek letters: [ì ï √].19 No sources

distinguish between first and second degrees of reduction among high vowels.

In non-allegro style, the rounding of {u} is preserved in unstressed [√] (gen sg

gen∫ [p√tį́] ‘journey’), and the backing of {i} is still audible in unstressed [ï] (fem

pst ,skƒ [bïlƒ] ‘she was’).

Series {e a (o)} after soft consonants: After palatalized consonants, series {e}
and {a} fall together. Until the beginning of the twentieth century, the resulting

unstressed vowel was pronounced with ekan′e, that is, as a mid vowel or an

upper mid vowel with [e]-coloring, transcribed [bt] in Cyrillic, [ìε ] in Latin. In

the twentieth century, the vowel has merged with the slightly reduced vowel

of series {í}: thus the first-pretonic vowels of ,bkt́n ‘ticket’ [b̨ìlę5 ⁄t] and [b̨ìlę55 ⁄t]̨
,tkt́nm ‘become white’ are now identical. This complete merger of vowels from

the non-high series {e a} with {i} is termed ikan′e.

Ikan′e begins to be acknowledged as an acceptable pronunciation around the

transition from the nineteenth to the beginning of the twentieth century. In

1912 the Leningrad phonetician L. V. Shcherba (1880--1944) described a gener-

ational split: his mother distinguished fem pst vtkƒ ‘she swept’ from pv fem

vbkƒ ‘pleasant’, presumably [m˛ìεlƒ] vs. [m˛ìlƒ], while he merged them, presum-

ably [m˛ìlƒ]. At the same time, R. Košutić (1919:39) recommended ekan′e, but

conceded that “all the young people” use ikan′e. Ekan′e was still the pronunci-

ation that R. I. Avanesov (1972:66) recommended as recently as the last half of

the twentieth century. However, sources after Avanesov treat ekan′e as conserva-

tive and outmoded, and assume that there is no longer any distinction among

vowels in the position after palatalized consonants.

17 Bondarko 1977:156.
18 Now SRIa 1 uses [bэ ] for unstressed {i} and {e a} after soft consonants.
19 Also approximately as in Jones and Ward 1969.
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If one posits {o} as the series vowel where ∗e changed to ∗o under stress -- for

example, if {o} is said to be the vowel not only in y=c [n̨o5 ⁄s] ‘he carried’ but also

in ytckƒ [n̨ìslƒ] ‘she carried’ -- then one could say that series {o} is merged with

series {a} and {e} and ultimately series {i} after soft consonants.

Series {a o} after hard consonants: Unstressed vowels belonging to series {a} or

{o} -- that is, unstressed vowels spelled with the hard-vowel letters ≤f≥ or ≤j≥
that would be pronounced as [ƒ] or [o⁄] if they were stressed -- merge with each

other. Under first degree of reduction (first pretonic position, position not after

consonant), the unstressed vowel is pronounced as a central, non-high, moder-

ately open vowel, written as [�]:20 lfdyj́ [d�vno⁄] ‘long ago’, ljk;yj́ [d�lz‹nó] ‘must’,

msc gen sg jlyjuj́ [�dn�vo⁄] ‘one’, ghbjndjh∫nm [pr̨ì�tv�r̨í5 t]̨ ‘open somewhat’.

Under second degree of reduction, the unstressed vowel is [´], a vowel shorter

and less open than [�]: second pretonic yfuhe;ƒnm [n´gr� z‹a5 ⁄t]̨ ‘burden’, gjlhfcnƒnm

[p´dr�stƒt]̨ ‘nurture’; post-tonic vƒvjxrf [mƒm´c̨‹k´] ‘mommy’, j́,kfxrj [o⁄bl´c̨‹k´]

‘cloud’, dtl=hjxrj [v˛ìd˛o5 ⁄r´c̨‹k´] ‘bucket’. The merger of {o} with {a}, and the pro-

nunciation of the resulting vowel as an unrounded central vowel, is termed

akan′e.

Series {e a o} after Šo (=[š ž]): For historical reasons, non-high vowels after Šo

have unusual behavior. During the time when [s ‹ z‹] were still soft, original ∗e was

raised to [ ˛ ‹Se�], later [ ˛ ‹Sìe], as it was after any soft consonant. When these conso-

nants lost palatalization, the vowel was backed to [ ‹Soεï], later [ ‹Soïε ]. In the twen-

tieth century, the vowel has merged with [ï] from series {i}: ;tk†pysq [z‹ïl†̨5 znïiü]
‘iron’, ;bk†w [z‹ïl†̨5 c] ‘lodger’.21 The same vowel is pronounced for {e} in borrow-

ings after mutable consonants if they remain hard: vjltk∫hjdfnm [m´dïlį́r´v´t]̨
‘model’ (cf. vjl†km [m�de5 ⁄l]̨ ‘model’).

For {a o}, there are two possibilities: an inherited pronunciation [ï] or a newer

pronunciation [�]. How these two variants are distributed is complex (Table 2.3;

§2.2.5).

Under second degree of reduction after Šo, vowels from the non-high series

{e a o} are pronounced as a central vowel [ï]: ;tktpƒ [z‹ïlį̀zƒ] ‘gland’, bp ifkfiƒ

[ìs ‹�ïl�s ‹ƒ] ‘out of the cabin’, itkrjd∫wf [s ‹ïlkov˛íc´] ‘mulberry’.

In absolute initial position the vowel spelled ≤э≥ in foreign borrowings is

raised though not backed (there is no preceding hard consonant), and is merged

with [ì]: эnƒ; [ìtƒs ‹] ‘storey’, эrhƒy [ìkrƒn] ‘screen’, identical to buhƒ [ìgrƒ] ‘game’.22

20 The vowel is glossed as raised and backed [a] by Jones and Ward (1969).
21 In Avanesov’s conservative norm, [z‹ïε l]̨, not quite identical to [z‹ïl]̨.
22 According to SRIa 1.103--4.
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Table 2.3 Vowel series

series Co Šo (=[̌s ž]) Ç

{u} [� ] [� ] [� ]
{i} [ï] [ï] [ì]
{e} [ï]∞ [ï]∞ [ì]∞

borrowing alternation with [V́] no alternation with [V́]
{o} [ø] ([´]†) [ø] [ï]∞ n.a. [ì]∞
{f} [ø] ([´]†) [ø]Co ∼ [ï]Ç [ø] [ï]∞ [ì]∞

x† = second-degree reduction
x∞ = Avanesov’s conservative norm = [ìε ] ∼ [ïε ]

The relations of stressed and unstressed members of vowel series are schema-

tized in Table 2.3 in three contexts.

As shown in Table 2.3, there are more distinctions of vowels under stress --

five -- than among unstressed vowels. In the contemporary norm, three vowels

are distinguished after hard consonants, two after soft. (In the conservative style

of Avanesov, four distinctions are made after hard consonants, three after soft.)

Further reduction and merger is possible under second degree of reduction

in some varieties of speech. The troublesome question is whether unstressed

[ï* ] (using breve here to mark significant shortening of an stressed vowel) is so

reduced that it merges with [´] -- whether the unstressed vowels of dat pl lj́,hsv

and msc=nt loc sg lj́,hjv are pronounced the same. Panov (1990) decides that

merger has long been a constant possibility in a less-than-standard, allegro style,

but has not achieved normative status. Also, in an extreme version of allegro

style, series {u} may lose its labialization and merge after soft consonants with

[ì* ] and after hard consonants with [ï* ], which in this style will be identical to

[´]. At this point, only two unstressed vowel phones would be left under second

degree of reduction: [ì* ] vs. [ï* ] ≈ [´]. The two vowel phones would be distributed

complementarily, [ì* ] after palatalized consonants, [ï* ] ≈ [´] after hard. This allegro

system is not normative, in Panov’s view, but it is widespread.23

2.2.5 Unpaired consonants [š ž c] and unstressed vocalism
As noted, [s ‹ z‹], which are always hard and therefore immutable and unpaired,

affect unstressed vowels in a manner different from that of ordinary mutable

hard consonants.24

As mentioned, a vowel from series {e} becomes [ï] after [s ‹ z‹]: ;†vxeu ‘pearl’,

;tvxé;ysq [z‹ï]. In similar fashion, for vowels that alternate with stressed [o⁄]
and could be identified as series {o}, only [ï] is used after [s ‹ z‹]: nom pl ;=ys,

23 As Comrie, Stone, and Polinsky 1996 treat this merger. 24 Kasatkin 1989.
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nom sg ;tyƒ [z‹ïnƒ] ‘wife’, nom sg i=kr, gen sg itkrƒ [s ‹ïlkƒ] ‘silk’ (Table 2.3).25

Some recent borrowings have an unstressed vowel which, because it is spelled

as ≤j≥, might be identified as belonging to series {o}. In imitation of its foreign

source, this ≤j≥ can be pronounced with only partial reduction as a shortened

mid, labialized vowel [o* ], for example Ijg†y ‘Chopin’ [s ‹o*p†n]. As such words are

assimilated, this ≤j≥ is reduced to [�] in first pretonic position: ;jyuk=h ‘juggler’

[z‹�nglǫ5 ⁄r], Ijg†y [s ‹�p†n], ija=h ‘chauffeur’ [s ‹�f˛j́5 r] (Table 2.3). This pronunciation

is what might be expected given the pronunciation of unstressed {o} after paired

hard consonants: djlƒ [v�dƒ] ‘water’.

Vowels of series {a} show variation between two variants, [�] and [ï]. The older

pronunciation was [ ‹Soεï], later [ ‹Soïε ], now [ï]. Throughout the nineteenth cen-

tury up until the beginning of the twentieth century, [ ‹Soεï], later [ ‹Sïε ], was used

in native words. Both variants occurred in borrowings, with a stylistic differ-

ence: [�], which was closer to the pronunciation of the (often French) sources,

was a mark of “spoken language of good society,”26 in contradistinction to the

pronunciation that fit the native Russian pattern, with [ ‹Soεï]/[ ‹Soïε ]. In the twenti-

eth century, sociolinguistic investigations document that there is variation and

change, but the change is not uniform; individual lexemes are regularizing us-

age, but not all lexemes are regularizing in the same direction.27 Native words

in which the unstressed vowel does not alternate with [ƒ] have kept [ï]: h;fyj́q

‘rye’ [rz‹ïno5 ⁄iü], gen pl kjifl†q ‘horses’ [l´s ‹ïd̨e55 ⁄i8]. Native words in which the pre-

tonic vowel alternates with stressed [ƒ] are generalizing [�]: gen sg ;fhƒ (nom

sg ;ƒh) ‘heat’, gen sg dj;frƒ (nom sg dj;ƒr) ‘guide’, nom pl ifu∫ (nom sg

iƒu) ‘step’, 3sg e;fcy=ncz ‘becomes horrified’ (adj e;ƒcysq).28 In borrowings,

the vowel depends on the following consonant: [ï] is kept if the following conso-

nant is (or used to be) palatalized: ;fr†n ‘jacket’ [z‹ïk̨e5 ⁄t], ;fcv∫y ‘jasmine’. In con-

trast, [�] is being generalized in words in which the following consonant is hard:

ifn†y ‘auburn-haired person’ [s ‹�t†n], if,kj́y ‘clich†’, ifkƒi ‘cabin’, ifvgƒycrjt

‘champagne’.29

25 As is not surprising, since stressed [o ⁄] after [s ‹ z‹] derives from etymological ∗e. Here is a place where
the notion of series is revealed as something of a fiction. In this context, there is no evidence that
the unstressed vowel ever actually became [o]. The unstressed value here is [ï] because it remained
∗e, and had the same fate as other unstressed ∗e after [s ‹ z‹].

26 See Panov 1990:260ff. Grech (1827) asserted that it was appropriate, in the “spoken language
of good society,” to say ifvgfycrjt (that is, [s ‹ø]) rather than ibvgfycrjt (a vowel of the type
[εï], subsequently [ïε ], now [ï]). At the turn of the twentieth century, Košutić (1919) gives two
pronunciations for borrowings: [ø] (literary) and [ï] (non-literary). Interestingly, he gives only vowels
similar to [ï] in native words in which the relevant vowel alternates with stressed [ƒ]. Thus these
two sources suggest that [ø] has long been used in borrowings.

27 Krysin 1974.
28 :fk†nm ‘pity’, with [ï], is exceptional in this regard if it is related to ;ƒkm, ;ƒkrj ‘feel sorry for’,

but the derivational connection is tenuous (and the following [l]̨ favors [ï]).
29 Panov 1968 puts the burden on alternation, Krysin 1974:105 on the following consonant. Evidently

both are relevant.
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Evidently, the use of [�] in borrowings prepared the way for using [�] in na-

tive words in which there is alternation with stressed [á], when the unstressed

vowel is still associated with [ƒ], and this has become normative. As noted, [ï] is

maintained in native words when the unstressed vowel does not alternate with

stressed [ƒ]. In borrowings, both [�] and [ï] occur, distributed according to the

following consonant. A following palatalized consonant tipped the balance in

favor of the raised variant [ï]. Thus far with series {o}, only borrowings use a

low unstressed vowel [�]. Words in which the unstressed vowel alternates with

stressed [o⁄] do not use [�]. This is an important difference between {a} and {o},

reflected in Table 2.3.

The sound [c] is, like [s ‹ z‹], an unpaired immutable hard consonant, but it

hardly occurs before series {o} or {a}. A visible exception is the root wƒhm ‘tsar’,

in which {a} under stress alternates with [�] under first degree of reduction:

gen sg wfhź, wfh∫wf ‘tsar’s wife’.

2.2.6 Post-tonic soft vocalism
In general, unstressed vowels associated with series {a o e} are pronounced as a

high front vowel [ì] after any soft consonant. For this reason, one might expect

to find [ì] in place of post-tonic vowels in grammatical endings as well. It is

regularly stated, however, that this vowel can, depending on the morpheme, be

pronounced as [´]. Grammatical morphemes differ, and there is some change --

and some disagreement among authorities. Table 2.4 lists contexts of nouns,

organized by the vowel that appears when the given morpheme is stressed.30

There is a gradation of possibilities, from regular [´] to regular [ì]. One phono-

logical condition overrides other considerations. A following soft consonant

evokes [ì], as in: Context 10 (Declension<II> ins sg lth†dytq ‘village’ [n̨ìi8]) and

Context 12 (Declension<III> {-†j} gen pl gtxƒktq ‘sorrows’ [pìc̨‹a55 ⁄lį̀i8]). Also, [ì] has

become usual since the beginning of the twentieth century in Context 6 (ins pl

lth†dyzvb: previously [n̨´m˛ì], now [n̨ìm˛ì]).
Beyond this syntagmatic phonetic condition, the choice between [´] and [ì] de-

pends on a paradigmatic condition -- on the vowel phones that occur in the given

morpheme in other words. At one extreme, [´] is used consistently in Contexts

1--5, for example, nom sg lth†dyz ‘village’ [n̨´]. The vowel of these morphemes

would be [ƒ] under stress (nom sg ujkjdƒ ‘head’, ptvkź ‘land’) and [´] after hard

30 See Košutić 1919 (on Old Muscovite), Avanesov 1972:69--71, Kuz′mina 1966, Panov 1968:42--56. In
summarizing Old Muscovite usage, Kuz′mina claims that the adjectival endings had exclusively
[ì] (1966:7), relying on Košutić’s characterization of [ì] as literary, [´] as uneducated (1919:100). But
Košutic ⁄ (1950:80) transcribes gen sg cbytuj ‘blue’ as [c′by′fdf], exactly parallel to gen sg lj,hjuj
‘good’ [lj,hfdf]. Presumably Panov would posit [ì] in gen pl {-óv}, ins sg {-ój}, and gen pl {-†j},
contexts with closed syllables, which implies [ì] for Panov.
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Table 2.4 Post-tonic vowel reduction, nominal morphology

Old Kuz′mina,
Context Muscovite Avanesov Panov Krysin

[ÇV* ] ∼[Co´] ∼ [ƒ]
1 nom=acc pl<Ib>{-ƒ} ´ ´ ´
2 nom sg<II>{-ƒ} ´ ´ ´
3 gen sg<I>{-ƒ} ´ ´ ´
4 dat pl {-ƒm} ´ ´ ´ (∼ ì) ´ (90%)
5 loc pl {-ƒx} ´ ´ ´ (∼ ì)
6 ins pl {-ƒm̨i} ´ ´ � ì ´ � ì

[ÇV* ] ∼ [Co´] ∼ [ó]
7 nom=acc sg<Ib> {-ó} ´ (∼ì) ´ > ì ´ ´ (63%) ∼ ì
8 ins sg<I> {-óm} ´ ´ � ì ´ > ì ´ (81--83%)
9 gen pl<Ia> {-óv} ´ ´ � ì ì†

10 ins sg<II> {-ój} ´ ì ì†

[ÇV* ] ∼ [†]
11 [dat-] loc sg<[II]I/II> {-†} ì ì ì† ì
12 gen pl {-†j} ì ì ì†

[V* ] ∼ [V́] = unstressed vowel in alternation with stressed vowel
x ∼ y = x occurs in variation with y
x � y = x has yielded to y
x > y = x is yielding to y
ins sg<ii>= case-number form of Declension<ii>

x†= presumed, not explicitly stated

consonants (nom sg ,ƒ,f ‘old woman’ [bƒb´]). At the opposite extreme, the loca-

tive singular of Declension<Ia> and Declension<II> (also the dative singular of

Declension<II>) is [†] under stress. The vowel of this morpheme does not occur

after hard mutable consonants, and accordingly there is no alternation with

[Co´]. Unstressed, this vowel has the variant [ì] after Ç (and [ï] after immutable
‹So: yf gkź;t ‘on the beach’ [z‹ï]).

The contexts of greatest interest are those whose vowels alternate between

[o⁄] under stress and unstressed [´] after hard consonants: Context 7 nom=acc

sg vj́ht ‘sea’ -- recall jryj́ [�knj́] ‘window’, gbnm= ‘drinking’ [pìtj̨o5 ⁄], cnƒlj [stƒd´]

‘herd’ -- and Context 8 ins sg vj́htv -- recall jryj́v [�knj́m] ‘window’, gbnm=v

[pìtj̨j́ö m], cnƒljv [stƒd´m]. (Context 9, for example, gen pl ,hƒnmtd ‘brothers’, be-

longs here as well.) In these contexts, the Old Muscovite style at the beginning

of the twentieth century had [´] after soft consonants.

With respect to usage after the middle of the twentieth century, there is

disagreement among commentators. Avanesov (1972:70), recalling that [´] was

the Old Muscovite norm, concedes that in the nominative-accusative singular
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[ì] has become possible (“widely known”) and that in the instrumental singular

[ì] has even replaced [´] (the latter “must be considered moribund”).31

Avanesov’s view contrasts with that of Kuz′mina (1966) and Panov (1968), who

report on a questionnaire administered during the 1960s to 100 students of the

cohort 1940--49. In that questionnaire, 98 percent of the respondents had [ì]
in ins sg rƒvytv ‘stone’ and, surprisingly, 98 percent had [´] in nom sg gj́kt

‘field’. Their results seem quite unambiguous in these two contexts; they are

dramatically less ambiguous than in other words in which the vowel is usually

thought to be pronounced as [´] without variation: loc pl lßyz[ ‘melons’ (74%

[´]) or dat pl lßyzv (only 52% [´]).32

A third view derives from the mass survey in the 1960s (Krysin 1974), according

to which [´] was reported to be basically stable, or slightly increasing, in both

contexts. In that survey, the use of [´] in nom=acc sg gj́kt rose from just above

50 percent for the oldest generation to above 60 percent in the final cohort of

1940--49, and [´] in ins sg vtld†ltv ‘bear’ and ins sg gkƒxtv ‘cry’ basically held

constant at 80 percent over the six decades of the survey.33

To summarize about the two contexts, nom=acc sg vj́ht and ins sg vj́htv:

Avanesov believed that both were developing towards [ì]; Kuz′mina and Panov

found that they were moving in opposite directions; Krysin’s survey suggest that

both contexts were developing in the same direction, towards [´].

It is difficult to resolve the discrepancy among these sources. A pilot instru-

mental investigation carried out for this study (six speakers) did not yield un-

ambiguous results. There was no consistent difference between loc sg vj́ht, in

which only [ì] is expected, and nom=acc sg vj́ht, in which variation between

[´] and [ì] is expected. The one reasonably clear result was that the vowel of ins

sg vj́htv had a higher F1 and lower F2 than other vowels in nouns, implying a

more [´]-like pronunciation, evidently in anticipation of the following [m]. From

this limited investigation, it was not clear to what extent a categorial distinction

between [´] and [ì] remains in these morphemes.

31 A point of notation: Avanesov (1972) uses three symbols: [(], a low back vowel after hard conso-
nants; [m] is unstressed {i}; and Avanesov’s [´] is the front vowel occurring after soft consonants
for series {e a o}. Other sources (Panov) collapse Avanesov’s two front vowels [m] and [´] to [m], and
Avanesov himself abandons [´] in favor of [m] in his transcribed texts (p. 356: lh†vktim has [m],
not [´]) and in the summary of phonetic variants (pp. 311--14). In Table 2.4, Avanesov’s [m] and his
[´] are both written as [ì], [(] as [´].

32 Kuz′mina 1966, Panov 1968:47--48. Comrie, Stone, and Polinsky (1996:56--59), after deliberation,
side with Kuz′mina. Panov’s position cannot be separated from his strong belief that the distribu-
tion of [´] vs. [ì] must be determined by phonetic factors: for underlying <o>, [´] is said to occur
only in final open syllables (therefore in nom=acc sg gj́kt) while [ì] is said to occur elsewhere
(therefore in ins sg gkƒxtv).

33 Krysin 1974: 114, Fig. 24.
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Table 2.4 above focused on endings in nouns, the richest set of morphemes

in which variation in post-tonic vocalism can be observed. In addition, soft-stem

adjectives generally have [ì] (gen sg msc=nt gh†;ytuj, dat sg msc=nt gh†;ytve,

loc sg msc=nt gh†;ytv ‘former’).34 The final vowel of singular adjectives after

[j] is [´] (nom nt sg cnƒhjt ‘old’, nom fem sg cnƒhfz [´i8´]) but that of the plural

normally [ì] (nom pl cnƒhst [ïi8ì]). Present adverbial participles (lttghbxfcnbz)

have [´] (e.g., gj́vyz ‘remembering’), a pronunciation that is consistent with [ƒ] in

lexemes with final stress (ytcź ‘carrying’). Reflexive present adverbial participles

still allow [ì], under the influence of the following soft consonant (ghbjcƒyzcm

‘putting on airs’ is Panov’s example). Individual forms such as psv nom msc sg

pƒyzn ‘occupied’, msc sg pst pƒyzk once had only [ì] but now prefer [´].35 The

thematic ligature that marks the present tense in verbs of e-Conjugation is [o⁄]
(ytc=im ‘you carry’, etc.) under stress. Unstressed, the ligature in the middle

forms of the present tense is only [ì] (2sg k†ptim [lę55 ⁄z̨ìs ‹], 3sg k†ptn, 1pl k†ptv

‘climb’). The third plural is [´] in verbs of the i-Conjugation (gkƒnzn ‘they pay’

[plƒöt ˛́ t]).
The Old Muscovite [´] in nom=acc sg vj́ht and ins sg vj́htv is unexpected

on phonetic grounds -- after a soft consonant in positions of reduction, original

non-high vowels have generally become [ì]. The origin of the Old Muscovite pro-

nunciation has been disputed. Most likely, it is analogy, at the level of phonetics.

The [ì] that might be expected after soft consonants was suppressed, or never

developed, in deference to the [´] that occurs after hard consonants in the same

morphemes: nom sg lth†dyz [Ç´] imitates nom sg ,ƒ,f [Co´], ins sg vtld†ltv

[Ç´m] imitates ins sg dj́krjv ‘wolf’ [Co´m]. The fact that [´] can participate in

analogy shows that unstressed vowels have some psychological independence.

The expected development to [ì] did take place in those morphemes whose vowel

would not be found unstressed after paired hard consonants (only [ì] in loc sg

yf vj́ht, 2sg prs k†ptim, etc.).

2.2.7 Unstressed vowels in sequence
When {a} or {o} follows another vowel, it does not have to share duration with

a preceding consonant in its syllable, and it is less reduced, even two or more

syllables from the stress: e jujhj́lf ‘near the garden’ [√�g�rj́d´], yt jnjckƒk ‘did

not send off’ [n̨ì�t�slƒl]. An {a} or {o} that is the first in a sequence of two vowels

far removed from stress will be fully reduced, as yfeuƒl ‘by guesswork’ [n´√gƒd],

yfbuhƒnmcz ‘play much’ [n´ìgra⁄ttš´], except when the first vowel is followed by

34 Avanesov 1972:71 implies there is a change from [´] to [ì]; Kuz′mina 1966 mentions only [ì].
35 Panov (1968:49), who relies on Košutić 1919 and Chernyshev 1908.
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another [�]. Then the first vowel assimilates to the second and does not re-

duce, as in pf jlbyj́rbv ‘beyond isolated’ [zøød̨ìno5 ⁄k̨ìm], djjleitdk=y ‘inspired’

[vøød√s‹ïvlǫ5 ⁄n]. In allegro style the two [��] coalesce and reduce: cjjnyji†ybt ‘inter-

connection’ neutral [s��tn�s ‹†e5 ⁄n̨ì´], allegro [s´tnøs‹e5 ⁄n̨ì´]. As the first of a sequence,

{e} reduces normally to [ì]: ytj,[jl∫vj ‘necessary’ [n̨ì�px�d̨ím´].

2.2.8 Unstressed vowels in borrowings
In foreign borrowings of high culture, unstressed mid vowels (the vowels written

as ≤t≥ and ≤j≥) do not necessarily reduce completely according to the rules that

apply to native words. They can instead maintain something of the pronunci-

ation of the source language and, though they are shorter, they do not merge

with series {a} or {i} according to the usual pattern: ktuƒnj ‘legato’ [le*gƒto* ],
utyjw∫l ‘genocide’ [ge*no*cit].36 As words are assimilated, the semi-reduced foreign

pronunciation of ≤j≥ as [o* ] yields to [�] ([´]), as in native words. Thus, in certain

frequently used borrowings, the usage of [o* ] for ≤j≥ declined quite dramatically

from the oldest cohort (1890--99) to the youngest (1940--49): rjyuh†cc ‘congress’

(63% > 27%), gjhna†km ‘notebook’ (62% > 20%), ghjw†cc ‘process’ (76% > 32%),

cjy†n ‘sonnet’ (78% > 41%), hjźkm ‘piano’ (51% > 25%).37

2.3 Consonants

2.3.1 Classification of consonants
The quintessential consonants are obstruents (= C/ ), segments that involve ob-

struction or serious narrowing in the long path from the larynx to the lips.

Obstruents are listed above the internal line in Table 2.5. In addition to obstru-

ents, consonants include sonorants, a group of sounds that are heterogeneous

but share the negative property of being neither obstruents nor vowels. Sono-

rants are listed below the line in Table 2.5.

Consonants are defined by a complex of articulatory activities. Consonants can

be voiced (the membranes of the vocal cords are taut and vibrate) or voiceless

(the membranes are open and relaxed, allowing air to pass without vibration).

Obstruents can be produced with different trajectories of gestures, or manners

of articulation. Obstruents can be stops, sounds that involve a sudden gesture

of complete closure (for example, the complete closure of both lips to make a

[b]), a short interval of stasis, and a sudden release. Or they can be fricatives,

which involve a more gradual restriction of the airflow without complete clo-

sure followed by an interval of incomplete closure and then a more gradual

release. Affricates are intermediate; they are produced by a stop closure and a

36 Avanesov 1972:174, 167--68. 37 Glovinskaia 1976, specifically Table 12.
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Table 2.5 Russian consonant phones

bilabial labio-dental dental (alveo-)palatal velar

voiceless stop p p̨ t t̨ k k̨†

voiced stop b b̨ d d̨ g g̨†

voiceless affricate c c* ˛
voiced affricate Z∞ Z*∞̨
voiceless fricative f f̨ s s̨ š s*�̨‡ x x̨†

voiced fricative v v̨ z z̨ ž z* ˛� �∞

glide j
nasal stop m m̨ n n̨
lateral l l ˛
trill r r̨

x† = restricted distribution: / {i e}, rarely / {f j b}
x∞ = restricted distribution: / /C3
x‡ = normally long (/V V), shortened adjacent to C

brief interval of closure followed by a more gradual release similar to that of a

fricative.

Obstruents are also defined by the place of articulation, the place in the vo-

cal tract where the obstruction occurs and, correlatively, the mobile organ used

to make the restriction. One ingredient of the place of articulation is palatal-

ization. How consonants are palatalized depends on where the consonant is

articulated, but there is a basic similarity.

The matrix of obstruents in Table 2.5 is organized by place of articulation

along the top, with non-palatalized consonants listed to the left of palatalized.

Bilabial stops are produced by closing the lips together: [b], [p]. The closest frica-

tives [f f]̨ and [v v̨] are not pure bilabials, but labio-dentals, formed by moving

the lower lip up under and close to the upper teeth, constricting the airflow.

However, with respect to voicing rules, [v v̨] do not quite act like well-mannered

obstruents, and can be designated as a distinct class of sounds “W” that is inter-

mediate between obstruents and sonorants (§2.3.9). When a labial or labio-dental

consonant is palatalized, at approximately the same time the primary closure

(or restriction) is made with the lips (or upper lip and lower teeth), the blade of

the tongue is arched up and raised towards the hard palate (see [p], broken line

in Fig. 2.10). In non-palatalized labials, the tongue is in a neutral position (see

[p], solid line, in Fig. 2.11).

Russian has a class of dental sounds whose obstruction is made in the region

of the upper teeth. As the dental stops [t d] or the affricate [c] are produced,

the tip and blade of the tongue touch against the upper teeth. The body of
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[p] = 

[p] =  Fig. 2.10 [p], [p]. From Avanesov 1972: fig. 8

the tongue is flat or even depressed, which is to say that hard dental stops are

slightly velarized (see Fig. 2.11, solid line).38 In producing palatalized dental stops

(broken line in Fig. 2.11), the tongue makes contact all the way from the upper

teeth through the alveolar ridge and along the hard palate. Whereas with labials

palatalization is a somewhat independent gesture, with dentals, palatalization

is part and parcel of the articulatory gesture. For some speakers, the palatalized

dental stops [t ˛ d̨] have begun to develop a touch of frication in their release,

especially before [í]: n∫g ‘type’ [ts̨ ˛íh], l∫rj ‘wildly’ [d̨z ˛ík´].39

The dental fricatives [s z] are pronounced with the tip of the tongue pointing

towards the top of the upper teeth, leaving an aperture through with which air

flows turbulently. The hard dental fricatives [s z] are noticeably velarized. The

palatalized dental fricatives [s̨ z̨] are made with the front of the tongue making

an arch that follows the shape of the teeth and hard palate, with the narrowest

aperture at the teeth.

Russian has a group of sounds classed together as having an alveo-palatal (or

sometimes simply palatal) place of articulation. In the hard fricatives [s ‹ z‹] -- the

sounds spelled by Cyrillic ≤i≥ and ≤;≥ -- the tip of the tongue approaches the

alveolar ridge, higher than is the case with [s z]. In addition, [s ‹ z‹] lift the sides

of the tongue and force air through a groove, while [s z] have a narrow horizon-

tal slit. These (alveo-)palatal fricatives are strongly velarized: the middle of the

tongue is depressed and the back of the tongue is arched upwards (solid line,

Fig. 2.12).40 The sounds [s ‹ z‹] are pronounced as hard, even when (in borrowings)

the following vowel letter is ≤/≥: ,hji÷hf ‘brochure’ [s ‹u⁄r], gfhfi÷n ‘parachute’

[s ‹u⁄t], though sometimes ;/h∫ ‘jury’ [z‹˛� r˛í]. As a new (hypercorrect?) tendency,

38 Velarization is evident in the sketch of SRIa 1.43. 39 Matusevich 1976:183.
40 Avanesov 1972:40, Fig. 14; see also Matusevich 1976:182.
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[t] = 

[t] =  

Fig. 2.11 [t], [t ˛]. From Avanesov 1972: fig. 11 Fig. 2.12 [̌s], [̌s ˛]. From Avanesov 1972:
fig. 14

[s ‹ z‹] can soften under assimilation: dxthƒiybq ‘yesterday’s’ normative [s ‹n̨], new

[s ‹˛n̨].41

Russian has two other alveo-palatal fricatives, [s ‹˛�] (the sound associated with

Cyrillic ≤o≥) and [z‹�̨] (an older pronunciation of Cyrillic spellings ≤;;≥ or ≤p;≥
in certain words such as lhj́;;b ‘yeast’, †p;e ‘I drive’, gj́p;t ‘later’). These sounds

are palatalized; the tip of the tongue is pointed towards the teeth, and the blade

of the tongue curves up along the hard palate (broken line, Fig. 2.12). The alveo-

palatal affricate [č˛], spelled ≤x≥, is likewise “soft” -- there is no corresponding

hard ∗[č]. In its initial closure phase, it involves essentially the same tongue

position as [t]̨; contact is made from the alveolar ridge along the hard palate. In

its release, [c‹˛] is similar to the soft alveo-palatal fricative [s ‹˛�].
In the production of velars [k g x], the tongue approaches or touches the roof

of the mouth, in the region where the hard palate and soft palate meet (solid

line, Fig. 2.13). The voiced fricative [� ] is quite restricted, occurring only before

a following voiced obstruent: nh=[ly†dysq [� d̨n̨]. Palatalized velars [k̨ g̨ x̨] have

basically the same tongue configuration as non-palatalized velars. They differ

from non-palatalized velars in that the tongue makes contact (or restriction)

further to the front of the mouth (broken line, Fig. 2.13).

Sonorants, listed below the center line of Table 2.5, are a motley group. Nasal

stops [m m˛ n n̨] have a complete closure in the oral cavity like that of a stop --

the place of the closure is bilabial for [m m˛], dental for [n n̨] -- but, in addition,

they simultaneously open the velum, allowing air to flow into the nasal cavity

and resonate.

41 Kasatkin 2001:86.
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[k] = 

[k] =  
Fig. 2.13 [k], [k ˛]. From Avanesov 1972:
fig. 20

The approximate [j] is articulated with a tongue position like that of the vowel

[i], so that the blade of the tongue raises close to the hard palate behind the

alveolar ridge; [j] differs from [i] in that it is not the peak of syllables and involves

greater narrowing of the tongue to the front of the roof of the mouth. Given its

tongue shape, [j] is intrinsically soft.

The trills [r r̨] are made by one or more taps in the dental region. With the later-

als [l l]̨, the blade of the tongue makes complete closure in the dental region but

the sides of the tongue are raised, allowing air to pass laterally (hence the term)

along its sides. Together the [r]-sounds and the [l]-sounds are liquids. Hard [r] and

especially hard [l] are velarized: the middle portion of the tongue is depressed

and the back of the tongue body is raised towards the back of the palate.

Collectively, the nasals, liquids (trills and laterals), and the glide [j] can be

grouped together as sonorants (in notation, the set “R”), a loose class of sounds

that are neither vowels nor obstruents. Sonorants can distinguish palatalization,

in this respect like obstruents. Unlike obstruents, sonorants lack a distinction of

voicing; like vowels, they are normally voiced, and do not cause preceding ob-

struents to become voiced (§2.3.9). Between an obstruent and another obstruent

or word end (the contexts C/ RC/ or C/ R#), sonorants can become syllabic: MXATf

‘from MKhAT’ [�	t
´m	x
ƒt´], jrnź,hm ‘October’, [øktą55 ⁄b(ə)r]̨, hé,km ‘ruble’ [rúb(ə)l]̨,
;∫pym ‘life’ [z‹̋ 5 ⁄z̨(ə)n̨].42

2.3.2 Palatalization of consonants
Most consonants -- sonorants as well as obstruents -- can be palatalized or not.

That is, for almost every consonantal articulation -- for almost every combination

of place of articulation, manner of articulation, voicing and nasality -- there is

one sound that is not palatalized and another that is pronounced with similar

42 “I pronounce the word ;bpym as two syllables, with a ‘fleeting’ ı*” (Trubetzkoy 1975:238).
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gestures but is palatalized. For example, both a palatalized voiced labial stop [b̨]

and a non-palatalized [b] occur, and both a palatalized voiceless dental fricative

[s̨] and a non-palatalized [s] occur. Palatalization is similar but not identical

for sounds of different places of articulation. Though there are these minor

differences, all palatalized consonants influence vowels in the same way.

When a given articulation occurs in both palatalized and non-palatalized

forms, that articulation can be said to be paired, or mutable, for palataliza-

tion. Thus [b] and [b̨] are phonetically paired, or mutable. Most consonants are

mutable. Labials and dentals obviously are. Velars are as well, although the

palatalized forms of velars [k̨ g̨ x̨] are more restricted than palatalized labials or

dentals; they do not occur in all phonological contexts, and they rarely if ever

distinguish words in opposition to [k g x].

Some consonants are not mutable: the glide [j] (necessarily palatalized); the

hard affricate [c]; the soft affricate [c̨‹]; the hard fricatives [s ‹] (Cyrillic ≤i≥) and

[z‹] (Cyrillic ≤;≥). Although the alveo-palatal fricatives [s ‹˛� z‹˛�] are palatalized, they

are not paired with [s ‹ z‹] in this sense, since [s ‹ z‹] do not become palatalized at

the end of noun stems in the locative singular (j lei† ‘about the soul’ has [s ‹],
not ∗[s˛ ‹] or ∗[s˛ ‹�]) nor in the conjugation of verbs (g∫itim has [s ‹], not ∗[s˛ ‹�]).

Accordingly, four groups of consonants can be distinguished:

[2] hard, immutable: [s ‹ z ‹ c]

soft, immutable: [j c̨‹ s ˛ ‹� z˛‹�]
hard, mutable: [p t k x s z], etc.

soft, mutable: [p t˛ k̨ x̨ s̨ z̨], etc.

Among labials and dentals, both palatalized and non-palatalized variants oc-

cur before vowels and after vowels in word-final position. In both contexts,

palatalization can distinguish words. Compare: prevocalic nj́vysq ‘languid’ [t]
vs. n=vysq ‘dark’ [t]̨, gƒcnm ‘fall’ [p] vs. gź́cnm ‘metacarpus’ [p]; and final post-

vocalic dßgbn ‘drunk down’ [t] vs. dßgbnm ‘to drink down’ [t]̨, ujnj́d ‘ready’ [f] vs.

ujnj́dm! ‘prepare!’ [f̨]. Because contrasts occur in final position where no vowel

follows the consonant, palatalization (or its absence) must be intrinsic to the

consonant, and in a phonemic analysis, it is the consonant, palatalized or not,

that distinguishes words in Russian. If palatalization is distinctive for some con-

sonants in that position, it can be assumed to be distinctive in position before

a vowel. Thus the contrast of [t] in nj́vysq ‘languid’ vs. [t]̨ in n=vysq ‘dark’ is

usually analyzed as a contrast of two types of dental stops, non-palatalized [t] as

opposed to palatalized [t]̨.43

43 In contrast to the abstract phonology of (for example) Lightner 1972, in which there is a rich set
of vowel distinctions and consonants are intrinsically hard, becoming palatalized in the position
before (underlying) front vowels.
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Palatalized and non-palatalized consonants occur with different degrees of

freedom depending on the context (the position in the word) and depending on

the consonant itself.

All mutable (phonetically paired) consonants historically were palatalized be-

fore {e} within lexemes. Palatalization therefore used not to be distinctive in

the position before {e}. This historical rule, which dates from the period when

palatalization first arose in Russian (a thousand years ago, in the period around

the fall of the jers), has been eroded in various ways. Consonants at the end of

prefixes are not palatalized before a root-initial {e} (cэrjyj́vbnm ‘economize<pf>’),

nor is the final consonant of a preposition palatalized before the {e} of the

demonstrative …njn ‘this’ (d …njv ‘in that’, gjl …nbv ‘under that’, c …nbv ‘with

that’, etc., with [ve], [de], [se], not [v̨e5 ⁄], ∗[d̨e5 ⁄], ∗[s̨e5 ⁄]).
Consonants remain non-palatalized before {e} in abbreviations, when that

{e} is word-initial in the base word from which it derives, as in YЭG ([nep], not

[*n̨e5 ⁄p] -- from “yjdfz эrjyjvbxtcrfz gjkbnbrf”). In borrowings, non-palatalized

consonants occur before {e}, despite the rule that consonants were historically

palatalized before {e} (§2.3.3).44 Evidently, this primordial rule is no longer pro-

ductive in all contexts.

2.3.3 The distribution of palatalized consonants
Not all contexts allow both palatalized and non-palatalized consonants. Palatal-

ized consonants are more restricted in their distribution, but non-palatalized

consonants occur freely in almost all positions except preceding the vowel {e}.45

The distribution of palatalization is sensitive to the type of consonant involved.

Dentals distinguish palatalization before all vowels except {e}. Dentals are

even developing a distinction before {e} in borrowings, and are doing so more

readily than other consonants. Palatalized dentals can occur when no vowel

follows. Dental stops occur palatalized in final position after a dental fricative

(i†cnm ‘six’, udj́plm ‘nail’ [s̨t]̨ vs. i†cn ‘pole’, lhj́pl ‘thrush’ [st]). At the other end

of a word, a palatalized dental stop can occur in word-initial position dissimila-

tively before a non-dental (nmvƒ ‘darkness’, nmaé ‘phooey’). Word-internally not

before vowels, palatalized dental obstruents occur dissimilatively before velars

and labials, but not before other dentals or palatals: nƒnm,f ‘thievery’, cdƒlm,f

‘wedding’, n=nmrf ‘aunt’, G†nmrf ‘Pete’. Derivational suffixes that now begin with

a consonant, such as {-n}, once began with etymological ∗m, a high front vowel

which, a thousand years ago, palatalized the preceding consonant. Now con-

sonants are not palatalized before these suffixes: -obr (ajyƒhobr but ajyƒhm

44 Glovinskaia 1971, Alekseeva and Verbitskaia 1989. 45 Glovinskaia 1976.
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‘lantern’), -xbr (kƒhxbr ‘box’ but kƒhm ‘chest’), -ybr (nhj́cnybr ‘reed’ but nhj́cnm

‘cane’), -ysq (zynƒhysq but zynƒhm ‘amber’).

Palatalized dental sonorants [r̨ l ˛ n̨], and especially [l]̨, are distributed more

freely: word-finally after other consonants (vßckm ‘thought’, hé,km ‘ruble’,

cgtrnƒrkm ‘spectacle’, ;ehƒdkm ‘crane’, dj́gkm ‘howl’, d∫[hm ‘whirlwind’, ;∫pym

‘life’), in comparatives (hƒymit ‘earlier’, nj́ymit ‘thinner’, v†ymit ‘less’), and in

adjectives from months (jrnź,hmcrbq ‘of October’, b÷ymcrbq ‘of June’, b÷kmcrbq

‘of July’). The lateral [l]̨ has the widest distribution: gjhneuƒkmcrbq ‘Portuguese’,

djltd∫kmxbr ‘vaudeville performer’.

Labials, before vowels other than {e}, can be either non-palatalized (gƒcnm ‘fall’)

or palatalized (gźcnm ‘metacarpus’). Labials are not palatalized internally be-

fore suffixes that once conditioned palatalization: ∗rabmsk(jm > hƒ,crbq ‘servile’.

Labials distinguish palatalization in word-final position after vowels: rj́gm ‘mine’

vs. jrj́g ‘trench’, ujnj́d ‘ready’ vs. ujnj́dm ‘make ready!’. They can even occur in

word-final position after consonants, in [jhéudm ‘standard’, d†ndm ‘branch’. Final

palatalized labials in isolated grammatical forms were lost early in the history

of Russian (athematic 1sg prs ∗damm > lfv ‘I give’, ins sg ∗-Vmm > {-om}),46 and

there is a slight tendency to lose palatalization in labials at the end of words in

other instances, for example, dj́ctvm ‘eight’ [m] ∼ [m̨].

Velars [k g x] can be either palatalized or non-palatalized. For the most part,

the variants are distributed in complementary fashion: the palatalized variant

occurs before {i e}, the hard variant elsewhere -- before other vowels and in a

position not before a vowel. However, exceptions to this strict complementar-

ity have begun to appear. Palatalized velars occur before the [o] functioning as

the ligature in the second singular through second plural of the present tense

of velar-stem verbs, with varying stylistic values in different words. By now, [k̨]

is standard in forms of nrƒnm ‘weave’ (2sg nr=im, etc.), while [g ˛] was used by

about half of speakers (in the survey of the 1960s) in ;†xm ‘burn’ (3sg ;u=n for

standard ;;=n), and [k̨] by a quarter of speakers in g†xm ‘bake’ (2sg gtr=im); in

the last two the palatalized velar is not normative. To the extent that present

adverbial participles are permitted from velar-stem verbs (they are not univer-

sally accepted), the form has a palatalized velar (,thtuź ‘protecting’) by analogy

to other obstruent-stem verbs (ytcź ‘carrying’). Palatalized velars appear before

{a o u} in borrowings in the previous century: uzéh ‘giaour’, ,hfr=h ‘inspector’,

r/h† ‘cur†’, vfybr÷h ‘manicure’. Palatalized velars do not occur in final, post-

vocalic position. Non-palatalized velars do not occur before {e i} in native words,

although a non-palatalized pronunciation is normal for the [k] of the preposi-

tion r before {i} and {e}, as in r buh† ‘to the game’ or r …njve ‘to that’ or for

46 Shakhmatov 1925.
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velars in compounds, as in lde[эnƒ;ysq ‘two-storied’ [x]. In this way, there is a

contrast of sorts between palatalized [k̨] internal to morphemes (r∫yenm ‘toss’ >

[k̨í]) and non-palatalized [k] in the prepositional phrase (r ∫yjre ‘to the monk’ >

[k˝!]). Thus velars are moving towards developing a contrast for palatalization.

In native words, all mutable hard consonants (all hard consonants except

[c s‹ z‹]) are palatalized in the position before {e}. In borrowings, a non-palatalized

pronunciation is possible to a greater or lesser extent, depending on how well

assimilated the individual word is, the familiarity of a given speaker with for-

eign languages, and systemic properties. When the question was investigated in

the 1960s, it was found that in some words -- seemingly more ordinary, domes-

tic words -- the frequency of a hard pronunciation was increasing: h†qc ‘route’,

rjyc†hds ‘conserves’, rjyrh†nysq ‘concrete’, ,th†n ‘beret’, htp†hd ‘reserve’. With

other -- more scientific -- words, the percentage of the population using palatal-

ized consonants decreased from the oldest to youngest cohort: fhn†hbz ‘artery’,

by†hwbz ‘inertia’, rhbn†hbq ‘criterion’, эy†hubz ‘energy’, ,frn†hbz ‘bacteria’. And

in a third group there is no clear direction of change: ghjuh†cc ‘progress’, gfn†yn

‘patent’.47 Hard consonants are more easily maintained in stressed than in un-

stressed position. Dentals most frequently allow hard consonants, then labials,

then velars. Yet a hard pronunciation does occur with labials and with velars:

,tvj́km ‘b-flat’ [be*mj́öl]̨, v…h ‘mayor’ [m†r], g…h ‘peer’ [p†r], u†vvf ‘engraved stone’

[g†m´], r†vgbyu ∼ r…vgbyu ‘camping’ [k†mpìng], […vvjr ‘hammock’ [x†m´k],

u†nnj ‘ghetto’ ([g†] ∼ [g̨†]).48

Overall, the possibility of having a contrast of palatalized and non-palatalized

consonants depends on a number of parameters. The possibility of a contrast

for palatalization depends on the place (and secondarily manner) of articula-

tion of the consonant itself, dentals favoring the distinction more than labials,

which in turn favor the distinction more than velars; yet velars at least have

positional variation for palatalization, thereby ranking them ahead of the im-

mutable consonants [s ‹ z‹ s˛ ‹� z‹˛�], [c], and [j]. Having a contrast in palatalization also

depends on context. A contrast for palatalization is most likely before vowels

(/ V), less likely in a position after a vowel with no vowel following; within the

latter environment, palatalization is less likely than before a consonant (/V C)

than in word-final position (/V #) -- perhaps because in most instances in which

a palatalized consonant would appear word-finally, the given form alternates

with another form in which a vowel follows (nom sg uj́ke,m ‘dove’ [p], gen sg

uj́ke,z [b̨´]). Palatalized consonants are infrequent in contexts not adjacent to a

vowel, though they can occur (nmvƒ ‘darkness’, ;∫pym ‘life’, hé,km ‘ruble’, [jhéudm

‘standard’). Among vowels, a distinction is made more readily before back vowels

47 Glovinskaia 1976:100--10. 48 Glovinskaia 1971:63.
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Table 2.6 Palatalization assimilation and place of articulation

recommended pronunciation
context example (Avanesov 1972) Usage (Krysin 1974)

ZD̨ cl†kfnm ‘do’ [z̨d̨] 38%
ZB̨ bp,∫nm ‘beat’ [z̨b̨] ∼ [zb̨] 32%
VB̨ d,t;ƒnm ‘run in’ [v̨b̨] ∼ [vb̨] 16%
VD̨ dl†kfnm ‘set’ [vd̨] ---

than before front. Because back vowels have a lower F2, their F2 is affected more

by palatalized consonants than is the F2 of front vowels, whose high F2 has less

room to change in the vicinity of palatalized consonants.

2.3.4 Palatalization assimilation
In sequences of two consonants in which the second is palatalized, the first may

or may not be palatalized by assimilation. This is just a question of the timing of

the articulatory gesture of palatalization. If the raising of the blade of the tongue

occurs anticipatorily as the first consonant is formed, assimilation has taken

place; if raising occurs within the sequence of consonants, then assimilation has

not occurred. Whether palatalization extends over both consonants or begins in

the middle of the cluster depends on the extent to which the two consonants

are articulatorily linked in other respects. The more linked the two consonants,

the more likely it is that palatalization will extend throughout the cluster. There

is variation, and the trend is very much towards losing assimilation.49

One way to approach the variation is to examine the recommendations of

Avanesov (1972) for one morphological context in which most combinations

occur, specifically the context of prefix and following root. To see the effect of

place of articulation, we may examine combinations of fricative plus stop in

Avanesov’s recommendations and compare them with Krysin’s (1974) survey of

usage, in which younger speakers (the last two decades, born between 1930--39

and 1940--49) represent half of the speakers interviewed.

Avanesov does not explicitly mention the combination of labial followed by

dental, nor does Krysin (1974) consider it, an indication that assimilation is out

of the question in this context. From Table 2.6 we derive a hierarchy of likelihood

of assimilation: TŢ ≥ TP̧ ≥ PP̧≥ PŢ.50 Comparing the first two terms to the last

49 See Drage 1967[a], 1967[b], 1968, on factors. Contemporary speakers have rather less -- if any --
assimilation than was reported by Drage and Krysin (in the mid-1960s).

50 Krysin (1974:82) states the hierarchy as TŢ ≥ PP̧ ≥ TP̧ (and then presumably ≥ PŢ), based on the over-
all incidence of palatalization in all types of morphological contexts. The hierarchy artefactually
reflects the kinds of examples tested. Many of the examples of dental plus labial involve prefixes
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Table 2.7 Palatalization assimilation and manner of articulation

recommended pronunciation
context example (Avanesov 1972) Usage (Krysin 1974)

ZV̨ bpdby∫nt ‘excuse!’ [zv̨] ∼ ± [zv̨] 35%
ZB̨ bp,∫nm ‘beat’ [z̨b̨] ∼ ±[zb̨] 32%
DB̨ jn,∫nm ‘repel’ [db̨] ∼ ?[d̨b̨] ---
DV̨ gjld=k ‘subsumed’ [dv̨] ∼ ?[d̨v̨] 04%

two, we note that dentals, as targets, undergo assimilation better than labials.

Comparing the first two terms (TŢ ≥ TP̧) leads to the result that the same place

of articulation in the source and target consonants favors assimilation, because

there is no shift in the place of articulation internal to the cluster.

Before velars assimilation is restricted. Labials no longer assimilate; thus in

kƒgrb ‘paws’, the pronunciation [pk̨] that occurred at the end of the nineteenth

century gave way long ago to [pk̨]. Assimilation of dentals to velars is out of

the question: nf,k†nrb ‘tablets’ [tk̨], ukƒlrbvb ‘smooth’ [tk̨].51 Velars before velars

once assimilated (vźurbq [x̨k̨] ‘soft’), but the tendency is again towards hardness

([kk̨]).

Table 2.7 shows the effect of manner of articulation.

Avanesov’s discussion of these combinations of dentals and labials implies

a two-way grouping of ZV̧ ≈ ZB̧ ≥ DB̧ ≈ DV̧.52 His discussion of combinations

involving labials implies VV̧ ≥ VB̧ ≥ BB̧ ≈ BV̧, and his discussion of combinations

involving only dentals implies a hierarchy of SŞ (bccźryenm ‘dry up’ [s̨s̨]) ≥ SŢ
(hfpl†k ‘division’ [z̨d̨] ∼ [zd̨]) ≥ TŢ (gjllth;ƒnm ‘support’ [d̨d̨] ∼ ±[dd̨]) ≥ TŞ (jnc†xm

‘hack off’ [ts̨]). Combining the various kinds of information leads to the hierarchy

(using the symbols for dentals as general symbols): SŞ ≥ SŢ ≥ TŢ ≥ TŞ. That

hierarchy encodes two principles: fricatives are more likely to assimilate than

stops (the first two terms of the hierarchy as opposed to the last two), and

consonants that have the same manner of articulation assimilate better than

those that have heterogeneous manner (the first and third terms as opposed to

the second and fourth). Thus identity of manner, when there is a single elongated

articulation without an internal change in manner, favors assimilation.

or even prepositions (,tp d∫krb ‘without a fork’, c g∫djv ‘with beer’), in which no more than
10 percent of speakers use palatalized dentals. These examples depress the extent of palataliza-
tion with dental targets. Among morphologically comparable examples, the 16 percent of d,t;ƒnm
(the only example of labial fricative before labial at a prefix boundary) compares unfavorably with
bpdby∫nt (35%), bp,∫nm (32%), or even djpd=k (22%).

51 Matusevich 1976:203.
52 Trubetzkoy (1975:184) noted in 1930 that there was no palatalization across prefix boundaries in

jnd=hnsdfnm, though there would be assimilation internally in ,hbndtyysq.
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In combinations of dentals, dental stops do not assimilate to a following lateral

[l]̨ (assimilation to [r̨] is out of the question), because there is a shift to a different

mode of articulation (lateral) within the cluster. Dental obstruents assimilate

better to dental nasals [n̨], presumably because the oral component of a dental

nasal is effectively just [d̨].

Additional factors have emerged in other investigations. Clusters in which voic-

ing is maintained throughout seem to assimilate better (pd†hm ‘beast’ 30%, ld†hm

‘door’ 30% in Krysin’s survey) than clusters in which voicing switches and intro-

duces an internal articulatory boundary (nd†hm 17%) or than in voiceless clusters

(cg∫yrf ‘back’ 15%). Intervocalic position favors assimilation over absolute initial

position (ktcy∫r ‘forester’ 49%, dj cy† ‘in sleep’ 54%, but cy†u ‘snow’ 28%).

The position before [j] is a special case. Dentals within words assimilate well to

[j]. Assimilation to [j] of a dental in a prefix is possible but not obligatory (c(†k ‘ate

up’ [s̨j], bp(znm ‘extract’ [z̨j] ∼ [zj], gjl(=v ‘ascent’ [dj]) and infrequent in a prepo-

sition (bp źvs ‘from the pit’: [ìzja5 ⁄mï], outmoded [ìz̨ja5 ⁄mï], only jn =krb ‘from

the fir tree’ [�tjo5 ⁄lk̨ì]).53 With labials before [j] within words, assimilation still pre-

dominates (over 50% of speakers with gj,m=v ‘we’ll beat’ and djhj,mź ‘sparrow’),

but assimilation is unlikely in prefixes (j,(†[fnm ‘drive around’ [�bj†ö x´t]̨).

2.3.5 The glide [j]
The glide [j] has realizations ranging from strong to weak to weakest.54 It is pro-

nounced as a relatively strong, more consonantal [j] before a stressed vowel: źvf

‘pit’ [ja5 ⁄m´], źrjhm ‘anchor’ [ja5 ⁄k´r̨]. In other positions it is a weaker, less conso-

nantal [i8]: zpßr ‘language’ [i8ìz˝!k] (initially before unstressed vowel), l†kf/n ‘they

do’ [d̨e5 ⁄l´i8√t] (medially before unstressed vowel), [jpźqrf ‘mistress of the house’

[xøz̨a55 ⁄i8k´] (after vowel before consonant), cnƒhjq ‘old’ [stƒr´i8] (after a vowel, not

before a consonant).

There is a third, even weaker, pronunciation, and that is nothing. The glide

[j] ∼ [i8] is, after all, just an extended [i]-like transition to or away from a vowel.

It remains a segment only if it is distinct for a significant interval of time. The

glide [j] merges into the adjacent vowel. It is normally lost in verbs of the e-

Conjugation: pyƒtim ‘you know’ [zna5 ⁄ìs ‹], l†kftim ‘you do’.55 It is often inaudible

in declensional endings: c edf;†ybtv ‘with respect’ [ìi8´] ∼ [ì´]; cnƒhjt ‘old’ [´i8´] ∼
[´´]; uhj́pyjt ‘threatening’ [´i8´] ∼ [´´]; jhé;bt ‘weapon’ [ïi8´] ∼ [ï´].

The glide is also absorbed after a vowel before a following stressed [í].56 Forms

like vjź ‘my’ [møja5 ⁄], cnj÷ [støju5 ⁄] ‘I stand’ imply stems {moj-}, {stoj-} including

53 In reference to hard [vo]: “the pronunciation [. . .] [djý̇uf] cannot be considered correct” (p. 127), a
statement which applies to a third of the population, including those with higher education.

54 Isačenko 1947:145--48, 1959. 55 Avanesov (1971:367) restores the [i8] only in careful speech.
56 SRIa 1.109.
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[j], but that [j] is not pronounced before [í]: vj∫ [m�í], cnj∫im [st�ís ‹]. However,

[j] is maintained after a consonant before stressed [í]: xm∫ ‘whose’ [c̨‹jí], djhj,m∫

‘sparrows’ [b̨jí].
In words that begin with {i}, there is no [j] left at all. As a result, when initial

{i} is put after a prefix or independent word ending in a consonant, the vowel

that is pronounced is [í-] (unstressed [ï]): d b[ lj́vt ‘in their house’ [vï�do5 ⁄m̨ì],
lƒk bv ‘he gave to them’ [dƒlïm], d B́ylb/ ‘to India’ [v˝!nd̨ìi8� ]. Interestingly, [j] is

maintained before [ì] that derives from a non-high vowel -- Zhjckƒdkm [ì8ìr�slƒvl]̨,
to= ‘still’ [ì8ìs˛ ‹�o5 ⁄], d tuj́ [vi8ìvj́], not ∗[vïvj́].57

2.3.6 Affricates
The affricates [c] and [c̨‹] begin, like stops, with a sudden initial closure, which is

followed by a static interval of closure, but the closure is released more gradually

than with an ordinary stop, in a fashion similar to the release of a fricative.

To indicate their mixed character as part stop, part fricative, it is sometimes

convenient to write the affricates as combinations of two symbols: [c] as [ts],
[c̨‹] as [ts̨˛ ‹].58 Affricates are not, however, simply clusters. They are not appreciably

longer than fricatives [s s ‹]. The affricate [c] does not palatalize before {e} (d rjyw†)

as might be expected if it were composed of [t] plus [s], inasmuch as [s] does

(j k†ct). The affricate [c̨‹] does not condition a vowel in unstressed imperatives

like true clusters: gkƒxm ‘cry!’, yt véxm ‘don’t torment!’.

While affricates in Russian are units, clusters of consonants result in phonetic

sequences like affricates.59 Word-internally, a dental stop [t] that is followed by

[c] or [s] ([s̨]) will become a single consonantal complex consisting of a stop

onset, a long static interval of closure (written here as “tt° ”), and a fricative-like

release: gen sg ,hƒnwf ‘chap’ [bratts° ´], cnhtv∫nmcz ‘strive’ [tts° ´], identically 3sg prs

cnhtv∫ncz [tt° s´]. Similarly, a dental stop [t] plus [c̨‹] becomes an affricate with an

elongated closure: dj́nxbyf ‘patrimony’ [vo5 ⁄tt̨s̨˛ ‹ˇìn´]. If such a combination is placed

before an obstruent, the long closure will be shortened, becoming equivalent to

the affricate [ts] = [c]: Gtnhjpfdj́lcr [vj́tsk] = [vj́ck].

When combinations of stops and fricatives arise at prefixes, they maintain

the duration of the fricative of the following root while the preceding hard stop

develops the release of an affricate: jncbl†nm ‘sit out’ [cš] = [tšs̨], yflpbhƒntkm

‘overseer’ [Žz̨] = [džz̨], jni∫nm ‘rebuff’ [čs ‹] = [tšs ‹], jn;∫nm ‘become obsolete’ [Žz‹] =

[džz‹].
This [Žz‹] or [džz‹] -- a dental stop onset of normal duration followed by the release

of an affricate to a full hard alveo-palatal fricative -- is the recommended pro-

nunciation for orthographic ≤l;≥ in borrowings: l;fp [džz‹a⁄s], l;tv [džz‹e⁄m].60

57 Trubetzkoy (1975:237).
58 In other systems of notation, one could write [c] = [ťs ], [c̨‹] = [t ˛̌s˛ ‹ ] or [ ť ˛S̨]. 59 SRIa 1.106--7.
60 Avanesov 1972:166, Jones and Ward 1969:102.
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There is, then, a range of complex articulations of stop and fricative, which

can be ranked in order of increasing duration: true affricates [c c̨‹] = [ts ts̨˛ ‹],
which are usually lexical (also derived from clusters of [t] and [s] before con-

sonants: ,hƒncrbq ‘brotherly’); affricates with long closures derived from stops

followed by fricatives or affricates, [ttš tts̨˛ ‹ˇ]; and complexes with full fricative

releases, [tsš̨ ts ‹s˛ ‹ˇ dzz‹]̌.61

2.3.7 Soft palatal fricatives
The sound represented by the letter ≤o≥ derives etymologically from Common

Slavic palatalizations (∗sk before front vowel and ∗stj); it is also the Russian in-

terpretation of the Church Slavonic reflex of ∗tj. Earlier it was pronounced with

an internal closure: [s˛ ‹c̨‹] or, equivalently, [s˛ ‹t˛̌s˛ ‹]. Throughout most of the Russian

dialect area, this older pronunciation has lost out to a Muscovite pronunciation

in which the internal stop closure has weakened, resulting in a more or less

homogeneous long, soft alveo-palatal fricative [s˛ ‹�]: ,j́ho ‘borsch’ [bj́rs˛ ‹�]. In the

sociolinguistic survey of the 1960s, [s˛ ‹�] was used by close to 80 percent of speak-

ers born in 1940--49 in ,j́ho and o∫, the most favorable lexical items.62 And

although [s˛ ‹c̨‹] is often said to be a Petersburg variant, another survey from the

same period had ninety percent of (then) young Leningrad natives born after

the war using the national variant [s˛ ‹�].63

In addition to lexical instances of [s˛ ‹�] (,j́ho, etc.), this sound also arises produc-

tively in combinations of dental fricatives [s z] with [c̨‹].64 Dental fricatives [s z]

often assimilate in place of articulation to palatals across prefix and preposition

boundaries: ci∫nm ‘suture’ [s ‹s ‹], c ;tyj́q ‘with the wife’ [z‹z ‹], ,tp ;∫hf ‘without

fat’ [z‹z ‹]. These fricatives also assimilate to a following [c̨‹] in place of articula-

tion and, since [c̨‹] is palatalized, for that feature as well: bcx∫ckbnm ‘calculate’,

c x†cnm/ ‘with honor’ [s˛ ‹c̨‹]. As a further stage, the stop closure in the middle

of the complex can be lost: [s˛ ‹c̨‹] = [s˛ ‹ts̨˛ ‹ˇ] > [s˛ ‹…]. Which variant occurs, whether [s˛ ‹c̨‹]
or [s˛ ‹�], depends on how cohesive the two units are: the weaker the morpholog-

ical boundary, and the more lexicalized the combination, the more likely the

further stage of [s˛ ‹�] is. By now [s˛ ‹�] is usual in suffixal derivatives (hfccrƒpxbr

‘raconteur’) and in idiomatized prefix--root combinations (cxƒcnmt ‘happiness’,

bcx†pyenm ‘disappear’); it is possible with free prefix-root combinations of the

type bcx∫ckbnm, hfcxboƒnm ‘clean’, bcxthn∫nm ‘sketch out’, ,tcx†cnysq ‘dishonor-

able’. In the 1960s, on the order of 10 to 20 percent of all speakers surveyed used

[s˛ ‹�],65 and it is not uncommon now for speakers under forty. Loss of closure is

rare with preposition and noun, though it occurs in idiomatic combinations:

61 Trubetzkoy (1975:182), however, allows that these distinctions are blurred in allegro style.
62 Krysin 1974:100.
63 Ivanovna-Luḱianova 1971. Similar observations in Baranova 1971, Drage 1968:377--79.
64 And in principle palatal fricatives [s ‹ z‹], as in gtht,†;xbr. 65 Krysin 1974:102--3.
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c xtkjd†rjv ‘with a person’ [s˛ ‹c̨‹], c x†cnm/ ‘with honor’ [s˛ ‹c̨‹] ∼ ±[s˛ ‹…], and idiomatic

c xtuj́ ‘why, from what’ [s˛ ‹c̨‹] ∼ [s˛ ‹…].
It is difficult to assign an unambiguous phonemic analysis to [s˛ ‹�] if one expects

to define a set of features that distinguish it invariantly from all other sounds.66

What necessary property would distinguish [s˛ ‹�] from [s ‹]? If [s˛ ‹�] were viewed as

the soft counterpart of [s ‹], one might expect [s ‹] to become [s˛ ‹�] before the {-e} of

the (dative-)locative. It does not: j rfhfylfi† [s ‹†], not ∗[s˛ ‹�e5 ⁄] or ∗[s˛ ‹e5 ⁄]. Further, [s˛ ‹�]
is often phonetically long, and it conditions a vowel in the imperative (hßcrfnm

‘roam’, imv hßob; vj́hobnm ‘pucker’, imv vj́hob), as is characteristic of clusters.

Defining [s˛ ‹�] as the soft counterpart of [s ‹] would not motivate its characteristic

length. But length cannot be its necessary property, because the length some-

times disappears. As a third possibility, it might be tempting to think that [s˛ ‹�]
in general derives from a cluster -- from [sc̨‹] or [s ‹c̨‹] or, with an abstract fricative,

from [Sc̨‹], inasmuch as [s˛ ‹�] arises productively from clusters of dental or palatal

fricative and [c̨‹] (hfccrƒpxbr). This analysis violates invariance in another way.

It is usually assumed that [c̨‹] differs from [s ‹] by not being continuous. If all [s˛ ‹�]
derive from [c̨‹], then [c̨‹] has an allophone [s˛ ‹] which is continuous, in violation of

this invariant property. There seems to be no analysis which would not violate

one or another axiom of structuralist phonemics and, accordingly, no option

other than simply restating the facts: [s˛ ‹�] is a soft alveo-palatal fricative; it is

historically a long consonant, though it sometimes shortens; it does not form a

canonical pair with [s ‹]; and it can arise from combinations of fricatives with [c̨‹].
Superficially parallel to [s˛ ‹�], there is also a voiced [z̨‹�], which, however, differs in

certain respects.67 With [s˛ ‹�], softness is maintained in all contexts, regardless of

whether length is maintained. In contrast, the soft pronunciation of [z̨‹�] is yield-

ing to a hard pronunciation [z‹�], on a lexeme-by-lexeme basis. In the 1960s, [z̨‹�]
was used by over half of the speakers of all ages in lhj́;;b ‘yeast’, the word with

the greatest incidence of [z̨‹�], after which came ,hßp;tn ‘gush’, dbp;ƒnm ‘squeal’

(a third), then †p;e ‘I drive’, gj́p;t ‘later’ (a quarter), and finally vj;;td†kmybr

‘juniper’ (15%).68 Nowadays [z̨‹�] is quite limited among speakers under forty. In-

cluded in the set of relevant words should also be lj́;lm ‘rain’, gen sg lj;lź

(likewise, dj́;lm ‘leader’, dj;lź), which allows either this pronunciation (that is,

[z̨‹�] or, with devoicing, [s˛ ‹�]) or one with a palatal fricative and dental stop (that

is, [z̨‹d̨] or devoiced [s˛ ‹t]̨). The pronunciation with a stop has become usual; only a

fifth of speakers surveyed still used [z̨‹�] in the 1960s.69

In the most explicit register, [s˛ ‹�] is generally pronounced with length, but it

is often shortened to [s˛ ‹]. Table 2.8 lists most environments.

The table suggests the following observations. Intervocalic position (<a>) pre-

serves length. (A sonorant intervening between a vowel and post-vocalic [s˛ ‹�] does

66 See Avanesov 1948, Panov 1967, Flier 1980. 67 Zinder 1989. 68 Krysin 1974:85.
69 Avanesov transcribes it with a hard fricative. Jones and Ward (1969:142) imply [z ˛ ‹ḑ ].
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Table 2.8 Degemination of [s˛ ‹�]

context pronunciation (possible) syllable structure

<a> /V V [s ˛ ‹s ˛ ‹] Vs ˛ ‹.s ˛ ‹V
<b> /# V [s ˛ ‹s ˛ ‹] .s ˛ ‹s ˛ ‹V
<c1> /V́ # [s ˛ ‹s ˛ ‹] ∼ ± [s ˛ ‹] Vs ˛ ‹s ˛ ‹.
<c2> /V* # ±[s ˛ ‹s ˛ ‹] ∼ [s ˛ ‹] Vs ˛ ‹s ˛ ‹.
<d1> /V́ CV ±[s ˛ ‹s ˛ ‹] ∼ [s ˛ ‹] Vs ˛ ‹.s ˛ ‹CV
<d2> /V* CV [s ˛ ‹] Vs ˛ ‹.s ˛ ‹CV
<e> /VC/ V [s ˛ ‹] VC.s ˛ ‹s ˛ ‹V

± = less acceptable variant

not shorten it: yjc∫kmobr ‘porter’ [ls̨˛ ‹�], j,vƒyobr ‘deceiver’ [n̨s˛ ‹�].70) Length is

also preserved in absolute initial, prevocalic position (<b>). Before a following

consonant ([n] or [n̨]), length is often lost: <d2>, ,tcgj́vjoysq ‘helpless’ [s˛ ‹n̨],

xelj́dboysq ‘monstrous’ [s˛ ‹n̨], though its length may be preserved after a stressed

vowel: <d1> bpźoysq ‘elegant’ [s˛ ‹�n] ∼ ±[s˛ ‹n̨]. A preceding obstruent shortens [s˛ ‹�]:
<e> ufhlthj́,obr ‘cloakroom attendant’ [ps˛ ‹], ,hfrj́dobr ‘sorter’ [fs˛ ‹]. In absolute

final, post-vocalic position, length is also vulnerable: <c1> njdƒhbo ‘comrade’

[s˛ ‹�] ∼ ±[s˛ ‹], gj́vjom ‘help’ [s˛ ‹�] ∼ ±[s˛ ‹], though less so after a stressed vowel: <c2>

vj́om ‘might’ [s˛ ‹�].71

These regularities might at first glance seem to follow from syllable structure.

Context <a> suggests length is preserved when [s˛ ‹�] is ambisyllabic between vow-

els, and context <b> suggests length is preserved in syllable-onset position,

while <c1, c2> suggest that the coda position is less than ideal. Up to this

point the distribution is consistent with principles of syllable structure. But if

<d1, d2> is ambisyllabic [Vs˛ ‹.s˛ ‹nV], [s˛ ‹nV] should be an acceptable onset, yet length

tends to be lost. In <e>, length is lost despite the fact that the cluster could

be in syllable-onset position, as [VC.s˛ ‹s˛ ‹V]. In fact, in <d> and <e> it does not

matter which syllable [s˛ ‹�] belongs to. The constraint is whether [s˛ ‹�] is adjacent

to another consonant. The adjacency of another consonant -- regardless of its

syllable allegiance -- is sufficient to shorten [s˛ ‹�]. The regularities of Table 2.8 do

not follow from syllable structure.

2.3.8 Geminate consonants
Clusters of identical consonants, as they are written in the orthography, are

likely to be simplified in speech, depending on various factors: tempo, register,

familiarity of the word, the ability of the geminate cluster to occur in native

Russian words. When geminates arise at the boundary between prefix and root,

70 According to Avanesov 1972. Panov 1967 transcribes such words with [s̨ ‹].
71 Avanesov 1972 has length here, Jones and Ward (1969:139) shortness.
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they are normally maintained. At internal boundaries, only [nn] and [ss] occur.

Geminate spellings involving most consonants occur in foreign borrowings, and

then the gemination may or may not be maintained in pronunciation.72

Certain segments tolerate gemination more readily than others. Geminate [rr]
is quite unlikely. Geminate stops occur occasionally (uhéggf ‘group’ 55%, [jrr†q

‘hockey’ 34%). Geminate [ss], [nn], [mm], and [ll] are the most likely. With respect

to position in the word, geminates are best maintained between vowels, and they

are maintained better following a stressed vowel than following an unstressed

vowel. Compare: vƒccf ‘mass’ (88%), rƒccf ‘cashier’ (85%), rjv∫ccbz ‘commission’

(48%) as opposed to rkfcc∫xtcrbq ‘classic’ (44%), ,fcc†qy ‘pool’ (44%). In fact,

no less of a native informant (and phonologist) than Trubetzkoy wrote in a

letter to Jakobson that geminate [n�] was possible only after stressed vowels; the

sequence would be shortened after unstressed vowels.73 In word-final position

after a vowel, geminates are often simplified but can be maintained (nom sg

rƒccf ‘cashier’ 85% [s�] vs. gen pl rƒcc 52% [s�]). Before a following consonant (in

the context VCiCiCjV), geminates are lost, as is sometimes reflected in spelling:

jgth†nnf ‘operetta’ but jgth†nrf, héccrbq [sk], dim uhéggrf [pk], dim ghjuhƒvvrf

[mk].74 Just as with [s˛ ‹�], if a potential geminate is adjacent to another consonant,

it loses length.

In general, maintaining gemination (including [s˛ ‹�]) requires an environment

which grants a large measure of duration to the interval of obstruents. Intervo-

calic position, when the geminate is supported on both sides by vocalic intervals,

is more favorable to maintaining gemination than absolute initial (prevocalic)

position. Both are more favorable to geminates than absolute final (post-vocalic)

position. Position adjacent to an obstruent is inferior. Position after a stressed

vowel favors maintaining the geminate.

2.3.9 Voicing of consonants
In Russian some obstruents are voiced, some voiceless. Voiced obstruents such

as [d], [g], [z̨] are produced with the vocal cords taut and therefore vibrating

through much of the duration of the obstruent -- in Russian, voiced stops are

voiced through more of their duration than voiced stops in English.75 Voiceless

consonants such as [t], [k], [s̨] are produced with spread vocal cords that do

not vibrate. Almost all obstruents come in pairs that differ only by voicing.

Both kinds of obstruents can occur in the context before vowels and distinguish

words: ,∫nm [b̨] ‘be’ vs. g∫nm [p] ‘drink’, l†kj [d̨] ‘matter’ vs. n†kj [t]̨ ‘body’.

72 Avanesov 1972:128--38, statistics from Glovinskaia 1976. Kuz′mina 1976 treats the related problem
of simplification in consonant clusters.

73 Trubetzkoy 1975:237. 74 SRIa 1.107--8.
75 Initial [d] is voiced in English only 60 percent of its duration, Russian [d] 90 percent (Heffner

1964:130).
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The obstruents [c c‹ x] are normally voiceless, though they do become voiced

preceding a voiced obstruent within a minimal domain: jn†w ,ßk ‘father was’

> [Zb], nrƒx ,ßk ‘the weaver was’ > [Z̨‹b], ktx,ƒ ‘healing’ [Z̨‹b], lde[ly†dysq

‘two-day’ [�d̨n̨]. The voiced phones [Z Z̨‹ � ] do not normally occur before vow-

els by themselves.76 (Historically, [� ], a Slavonic pronunciation, could occur au-

tonomously, in certain lexical items such as ,kfuj- ‘well-’, <j́u ‘God’, uj́cgjlm

‘Lord’.)

Sonorants are intrinsically voiced. They do not come in pairs that differ by

voicing, although sonorants become voiceless in specific contexts. Vowels some-

times become voiceless when they are unstressed between voiceless consonants.

In addition to the paradigmatic constraints on voicing, there are syntagmatic

constraints, or “rules,” governing how voicing is distributed in connected speech.

Because voicing involves vibration of the vocal cords, absence of voicing is gen-

erally taken to be articulatorily less complex and less marked than voicing. But

speech might be viewed as basically voiced, and absence of voicing -- voiceless-

ness -- as an interruption of the flow of intrinsically vocalic, and voiced, sound.77

An interlude of voicelessness must be initiated by an active gesture of opening

the glottis (“�”) and terminated by a gesture of closing the glottis (“�”). These

gestures coincide more or less with the oral gestures that define the boundaries

of segments; for example, in making [p] in jgźnm, the glottis spreads (and voicing

stops) as the lips close and the glottis is closed (and voicing resumes) as the lips

open.

Vowels tolerate a boundary of voicelessness on either side. In n=nz ‘aunt’,

the stressed [o⁄] tolerates the onset of voicelessness on its right margin and the

end of voicelessness on its left: [�t�̨o55 ⁄�t�̨´]. Sonorants (= “R”), intrinsically voiced,

extend the vocalic domain, in that they allow a boundary of voicelessness on

either side. For example, [r] allows the onset of voicelessness on its right margin

in vƒhrf ‘stamp’ [már�k�´]; and before a vowel, [v̨] and [l] tolerate the end of

voicelessness immediately before them in cd=rkf ‘beet’ [�s�v̨o5 ⁄�k�l´]. Sonorants

followed by vowels allow preceding obstruents to distinguish voicing: lkz ‘for,

on behalf of’ and nkź ‘beetle’, which differ by initial [d] and [t], or nk†nm ‘rot’ > [tl]̨
vs. lk∫yysq ‘long’ [dl]̨, gm÷ ‘I drink’ > [pj] vs. ,m÷ ‘I beat’ [b̨j]. Before a vowel, the

two members of the small class of W, voiced labio-dental approximates [v v̨], also

allow both voiced and voiceless obstruents to precede (ldj∫[<gen> ‘a pair’ [dv]

vs. ndj∫[<genpl> ‘your’ [tv]), just as sonorants do. The distribution is recursive, so

that a series of these sounds (sonorants R or W) before a vowel permit obstruents

of either type: jn vyj́ujuj ‘from much’ [tmn] vs. gjl vyj́ubv ‘under much’ [dmn],

76 As emerges below, the relationship of /f f/̨ to /v v̨/ is not the same as that between /b̨/ and /p/, and
it might be justified to include /f f/̨ in the list of consonants that are unpaired for voicing.

77 Browman and Goldstein (1986[a], [b]) argue that voiceless consonants in English and French are
marked by an active “glottal closing-and-opening gesture,” gestures which voiced stops lack.
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hfpdhfn∫nm ‘dissipate’ [zvr] vs. jndhfn∫nm ‘repel’ [tvr]. In this respect the class W
behaves like sonorants.

Russian has two syntagmatic rules of voicing that apply obligatorily and al-

most exclusively to obstruents: voicing assimilation and word-final devoicing.

Within a sequence of obstruents, all obstruents must have the same voicing as

the last segment of the sequence; for example, the sound corresponding to ≤;≥
is voiceless [s ‹] before voiceless [k] in yj́;rf ‘knife [dim]’ (it surfaces as [z‹] only in

the gen pl yj́;tr), while the sounds corresponding to ≤c≥ and ≤nm≥ are voiced

in gfcnm,ƒ ‘pasturage’ [z̨(d̨)b]. Viewed in terms of gestures, voicing assimilation

is the constraint that no boundary of voicelessness can fall between obstruents;

voicelessness cannot begin between the two obstruents of yj́;rf ∗[z‹�k], nor can

the end of voicelessness fall in the middle of the obstruent interval of gfcnm,ƒ
∗[s̨(t)̨�b].

Voicing assimilation is thought to apply without exception within words and

at the boundaries of prefixes or prepositions and words: jn,∫k ‘repelled’ [db̨], c

,†htuf ‘from the shore’ [zb̨], gjlgbcƒnm ‘sign’ [tp], l†drf ‘wench’ [fk]. Assimilation

is usual before enclitics beginning with voiced obstruents (lj́xm ,s ‘daughter

might’ [Z̨‹b], jn†w ;t ‘father indeed’ [Zz‹], dj́n ,s ‘well now’ [db]), possible but not

obligatory in compounds (gfhn,bk†n ‘party card’ [tb̨] ∼ [db̨]), and occasional be-

tween independent words, at least in close syntagms (and with connotations of

colloquial register): yƒi pyfvty∫nsq (r∫tdcrbq nj́hn) ‘our famous (Kiev tort)’ [z‹z],

rjy†w uj́lf ‘end of the year’ [cg] ∼ [Zg], vƒnm c ltnmv∫ ‘mother with children’ [tz̨̨d̨]

∼ [d̨z̨d̨], lj́xm dljdß ‘daughter of a widow’ [c̨‹vd] ∼ [Z̨‹vd], nhélyjcnm pfrk/xƒkfcm

‘difficulty consisted of’ [s̨(t)̨z] ∼ [z̨(d̨)z], pé, ,jk∫n ‘tooth hurts’ [pb] ∼ [bb], lj́xm

,skƒ ‘daughter was’ [c̨‹b] ∼ [Z̨‹b], jn†w ,ßk ‘father was’ [cb] ∼ [Zb].78 When assimi-

lation occurs, it appears that there is neutralization. That is, a lexical [s], when

voiced, is identical to a lexical [z], and conversely, a lexical [d̨], when devoiced,

is identical to [t]̨.79

Final devoicing pushes the beginning of voicelessness as far back into the

word from the end of the word as possible. Thus the sound corresponding to

≤lm≥ in ntnhƒlm is voiceless [tį̀�t�ra5 ⁄�t�̨], and, by voicing assimilation, the onset of

voicelessness is pushed back to include both obstruents in udj́plm ‘nail’: [gvo5 ⁄�s̨t�̨].

Devoicing occurs without exception in phrase-final position, normally in the first

word of a phrase consisting of two independent words (l†l ei=k ‘grampa left’

[t], nhél k/l†q ‘labor of people’ [tl]̨), usually but not always at the end of a word

78 Some information is given in Paufoshima and Agaronov 1971.
79 There are still questions to be investigated in the phonetics of consonants participating in voic-

ing rules. Drage 1968 noted some occasional exceptions to the rules. Barry (1988) considered the
possibility that final devoiced obstruents maintain some properties characteristic of voiced conso-
nants, but does not find consistent evidence of a phonetic difference. Burton and Robblee (1997),
examining assimilation, found that consonants neutralize.
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before a clitic beginning with a sonorant or a vowel (l†l e; ‘grampa already’

[t], pé, kb ‘the tooth?’ [pl]̨). Primary prepositions maintain voicing before sono-

rants and vowels (gjl kƒvgjq ‘under the lamp’ [dl], ,tp vyj́ub[ ‘without many’

[zmn]). However, root and prefixal prepositions have a stressed vowel, marking

them as autonomous words (,k∫p ‘near’, crdj́pm ‘through’, ghj́nbd ‘against’, dck†l

‘following’), and their final consonants devoice: crdj́pm k†c ‘through the forest’

[s̨l]̨.
As noted, sonorants (R) and labio-dental approximates (W) are normally voiced.

However, they are not completely inert with respect to voicing rules. W is less

inert than sonorants. The relevant contexts are these.

<a> V #: In final open position after a vowel, the two members of W de-

voice and become identical to the voiceless obstruents [f f̨]: rhj́d ‘roof’ [f], rhj́dm

‘blood’ [f̨]. Sonorants, in contrast to W, are expected to remain voiced. Yet devoic-

ing, partial or complete, occurs, [r̨] being the most susceptible: rj́hm ‘measles’ >

[ko5 ⁄r̨] . . . [ko5 ⁄r̨r ˛ǚ] . . . [ko5 ⁄r ˛ü]. (It is convenient to write the ligature sign to indicate a

consonant of normal duration over which some feature such as voicing changes

its value.) Sonorants may devoice partially after a vowel before a final voiceless

obstruent, as in c†hg ‘sickle’ and c†h, ‘Serb’ [rrǚp].

<b> VC/ #: After a preceding voiceless obstruent at the end of a word, final

sonorants are usually devoiced: ntƒnh ‘theater’ [a⁄�trü�].80 After a previous voiced

obstruent, the sonorant may acquire an anaptyctic vowel (hé,km ‘ruble’ [bəl]̨).81

Or, in less than standard speech, it may devoice, partially ([bl ˛3l ˛ǚ]) or completely

([bl ˛ü]), and then pass on voicelessness to the preceding obstruent (([pl ˛ü]),), and (in

dialects) even be identified as an obstruent: [z‹Ès̨t]̨ for ;∫pym ‘life’. In this context,

the constraint of final devoicing attempts to move the onset of voicelessness back

towards the margin of the previous vocalic domain, in the process potentially

affecting a sonorant.

When W follows an obstruent at word end, both the W and the obstruent

apparently devoice: [jhéudm ‘banner’ [kf̨], nh†pd ‘sober’, h†pd ‘frisky’, vyj́uj źpd

‘many sores’ [sf].82

<c> C CV: Internally between obstruents, W behaves as an obstruent. It par-

ticipates in voicing assimilation: when W precedes a voiced obstruent, a previous

obstruent remains voiced (gjl dljdj́q ‘under the widow’ [dvd]) or becomes voiced

(r dljd† ‘to the widow’ [gvd]). Before a voiceless obstruent, W devoices and passes

80 Jones and Ward 1969:189, Matusevich 1976:188, 198, SRIa 1.105--6.
81 See Reformatskii 1971, Liubimova 1975, Barry 1989, Flier 1990, 1993, with references.
82 But according to Reformatskii (1975), devoicing is not complete: though the W of vyj́uj źpd is

devoiced, the preceding /z/ can remain partially voiced ([žsf]) or fully voiced ([zf ]). At the same
time, a /z/ before an /f/ is said to devoice, in an abbreviation concocted by Reformatskii: ZPA. If
so -- if [žsf], [zf], or [zv] is pronounced in źpd instead of [sf] -- it would show simply that the behavior
of W in this position is not completely that of an obstruent.
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on voicelessness to a preceding obstruent, which remains voiceless (jn dnjhj́uj

‘from the second’ [tft]) or becomes voiceless (gjl dnjhßv ‘under the second’ [tft]).
In this context, W forms part of an extended obstruental interval that does not

permit changes in voicing within the interval.

With sonorants between obstruents, it is possible to insert an anaptyctic vowel

and make the sonorant syllabic, in which case the sonorant can accept bound-

aries of voicelessness. The interesting question -- a question on which there is

some disagreement -- is what happens if the sonorant does not become syllabic.

Four sub-contexts can be distinguished.

<c1> D D: Between voiced obstruents, sonorants remain voiced, and may

become syllabic: gjl km;∫dsv ‘under false’ [dl(̨ə)z‹].
<c2> T D: After a voiceless and before a voiced obstruent, sonorants most

probably leave the preceding voiceless obstruent untouched, whether or not

they acquire an anaptyctic vowel: jn kml∫ys ‘from the ice-floe’ [ø�t�(ə)ld̨̨¸ ⁄nï],
Gh;tdƒkmcrbq [�p�(ə)rz‹]. There is, however, some uncertainty on this point, dis-

cussed below.

<c3> D T: After a voiced obstruent before a voiceless one, a range of variants

is possible. In, for example, vélhcndjdfnm: ‘act wise’, both obstruent and sonorant

can maintain voice ([dr�st�v]), or the sonorant can devoice partially ([dr�rǚst�v] or

completely ([d�rüst�v]), or both can devoice, as is not uncommon in jrnΩ,hmcrbq

[�pr ˛üsk̨�]. The sonorant may be lost. If the sonorant acquires an anaptyctic vowel,

as is possible at preposition boundaries, the obstruent is unaffected: bp K[ƒcs

[zəlx].

<c4> T T: Between voiceless obstruents, the sonorant is hemmed in by

voicelessness on both sides without the aid of a supporting vowel. The sonorant

can insert an anaptyctic vowel, as it does usually at a prefix boundary: jn MXATf

‘from MKhAT’ [ø�t�əm�x�a⁄�t�´]. Or it can devoice, creating a single extended in-

terval of voicelessness without internal shifts in voicing (Ceghƒckmcrbq [�sl ˛üsk̨�]).

Or it may be lost altogether.

The behavior of W and sonorants, especially in these environments, has gen-

erated something of a controversy about the nature of the voicing rules. It is

Jakobson who is credited with first observing the unusual behavior of W in

particular.83 In his original article in 1956, Jakobson characterized the voicing

rule so that the final obstruent in a cluster was held wholly responsible. As-

similation occurs between two obstruents, “regardless of whether one follows

directly after the other or v comes between them.” On this view, W is a perme-

able membrane that transmits voicing from a following obstruent to a preceding

one.

83 Jakobson 1956/1971[a]. On Jakobson’s treatment of W in this position, see Shapiro 1966. Shapiro
1993 provides an overview of the problem of voicing.
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The subsequent tradition saw in Jakobson’s observation the possibility that

W is to be classified as a sonorant. One hypothesis was that W is intrinsically

a sonorant that becomes an obstruent in weak environments, when it merges

with [f f̨].84 This solution maintains the assumption that active participation in

voicing rules is limited exactly to the class of obstruents; true sonorants would

have to be excluded on this account.

Another tack was to ask whether true sonorants behave the same as W in the

vicinity of obstruents.85 Sheveroshkin, citing Gh;tdfkmcrbq, states that “voicing

of p- <...> does not occur <...> It can hardly be suggested that the sonorant [r] is

syllabic.” He notes that, in bp K[fcs, devoicing is possible, provided the [l] itself

devoices: [sl
ˆ
x]. Zalizniak (1975) claims that sonorants generally do not transmit

voicing, even if they remain non-syllabic. He states categorically that a voiceless

obstruent does not become voiced across an intervening sonorant in assimila-

tion to a voiced obstruent. Thus Tsvetaeva’s line pfcnhf[jdfyyjcnm эnb[ k,jd

‘insurability of these foreheads’ could only be pronounced without assimilation

as [�x�lb], never with assimilation as ∗[� lb]. If so, sonorants differ from W or

obstruents, which would affect a preceding consonant in this combination: …nb[

dlj́d ‘of these widows’ [�vd], …nb[ ly†q ‘of these days’ [� d̨n̨]. Zalizniak mentions

that if the following obstruent is voiceless, voicing assimilation -- devoicing --

could occur.

After the appearance of these studies, Jakobson responded by pushing the par-

allelism between W and sonorants. In his last summary discussion (1978/1985),

he insisted that voicing assimilation is passed through sonorants, both when the

obstruent after the sonorant is voiceless (bp Vw†ycrf ‘from Mtsensk’ [smc]) and,

remarkably, when the obstruent after the sonorant is voiced ([dld̨̨] in jn kml∫ys).

(Jakobson does not explicitly say whether the sonorant itself would have to be

devoiced before a voiceless obstruent in order to communicate voicelessness;

his transcriptions do not indicate that the intervening sonorant is devoiced.) To

judge by his examples, sonorants behave like W: they are also permeable mem-

branes that transmit voicing. In extending this property of permeability from

W to all sonorants, Jakobson makes a substantive claim that differs from those

made in other sources: his r k;∫dsv ckjdƒv ‘to false words’ [glz‹] and jn kml∫ys

[dld̨̨] seem incompatible with Sheveroshkin’s Gh;tdfkmcrbq [prz‹] and Zalizniak’s

…́nb[ k,j́d [xlb]. While Jakobson claims that there is complete parallelism in the

context CRC and CWC regardless of whether the second obstruent is voiced or

voiceless, other investigators point to the likelihood that there is an asymmetry

in contexts: voicelessness may be passed on, but only if it is imposed on the

84 The solution proposed by Andersen (1969) and subsequently reinvented in other places.
85 Es′kova 1971:245, Sheveroshkin 1971 (especially 282).
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sonorant; voicing will not be passed through a sonorant to a preceding voice-

less obstruent.86 Thus Jakobson’s factual observations differ from those of other

commentators.87

To understand voicing, it is useful to think of voicelessness as a feature with

a temporal life. Voicing and voicelessness are not entirely symmetrical. Vocalic

domains (vowels themselves, and vowels extended by sonorants) are intrinsically

voiced.88 Boundaries of voicelessness are tolerated on the margins of vocalic

domains and only there; consonantal intervals are either voiced or voiceless

throughout with no internal change -- no internal beginning of voicelessness

(∗[VD�N�V]) and no internal end of voicelessness (∗[V�N�DV]). Whether an inter-

val is voiced or voiceless is determined by the last obstruent. Sonorants adjacent

to vowels extend the vocalic domain and therefore tolerate adjacent voiceless-

ness. But sonorants are not completely inert in voicing rules. Complications arise

when a sonorant is next to a word boundary or is sandwiched between obstru-

ents. In such contexts, the class of W behaves like an obstruent. Unambiguous

sonorants -- liquids and nasals -- can do the same if the following environment

imposes voicelessness, but they can also act as an autonomous domain and

tolerate the cessation of voicelessness immediately preceding them, in the con-

figuration �N�RD (Gh;tdfkmcrbq, jn kmlbys).

2.4 Phonological variation

2.4.1 General
Most -- perhaps all -- phonetic processes in Russian exhibit variation in their

application. While each process deserves its own description, the processes are

governed by analogous factors. The factors can be grouped into three classes:

systemic factors (those motivated by intrinsic properties of the sounds involved);

86 The assumption that both voicelessness and voicing are passed through sonorants is critical for
the theoretical studies of Halle and Vergnaud (1981) and Hayes (1984). Robblee and Burton 1997,
examining the duration and amplitude of consonants in clusters in which a sonorant is between
two obstruents, could find no instrumental confirmation that voicing is transmitted through
sonorants. Kavitskaya (1999), a phonologist from Moscow, states that in her speech there is no
assimilation in either context, bp Mw†ycrf ‘from Mtsensk’ or jn kuéymb ‘from a liar’.

87 Jakobson claims (1968/1971[a]) that [f f]̨ do not assimilate in word-final position before an enclitic
or word beginning with a voiced obstruent: thus uhƒa ;t ‘the graf, though’ remains [fz‹], not
[vz‹]. A half century earlier, before any controversy about the status of W had arisen, Cherrnyshev
(1908:37) transcribed the phrase rfk∫a ,śk gj,t;l=y ‘the caliph was defeated’ as rfk∫d ,ßk,
indicating voicing assimilation.

88 Though voiceless vowels do occur, the optimal environment being unstressed between voiceless
obstruents at word end, e.g., i=gjn [̌sop ǘt] (Panov 1967:131). Jones and Ward (1969:191--92) say that
a voiceless vowel occurs “not infrequently,” in contexts adjacent to voiceless obstruents, such as
dßcnfdrf ‘exhibition’, x†htg ‘skull’, l†deitr ‘girls’ [gen pl].
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factors of idiomaticity (those having to do with the morphological and lexical

constraints on processes); and sociostylistic factors.

2.4.2 Phonological variation: idiomaticity
Variation depends in large measure on the extent to which the given combina-

tion of sounds is conventionally pronounced together. The more the two sounds

that participate in the change are associated and linked in usage, the more

likely they are to show the effects of phonetic interaction. This factor might be

termed the criterion of idiomaticit y .

The most familiar aspect of idiomaticity is the hierarchy of morphological

“boundaries.” By measuring the degree of cohesion vs. autonomy of constituent

units, boundaries in effect measure syntagmatic idiomaticity. As is familiar, the

weaker the boundary, the more likely it is that segments on either side of the

boundary will interact. As a consequence, phonological processes apply most

readily within morphemes, a little less regularly across boundaries of deriva-

tional suffixes, less across inflectional boundaries, and with decreasing willing-

ness across prefix, preposition, and word boundaries.89 Most processes in Russian

are sensitive to boundaries, though the cut-off points are different for different

processes. Processes are summarized in Table 2.9, in which boundaries are listed

from weak to strong along the horizontal axis, and processes are listed along the

vertical axis from restricted to general. There is no reason to think that bound-

aries are becoming more prominent or less prominent over time; there is no sin-

gle direction of development. Any rule can be sensitive to boundaries, whether it

is expanding or receding. The generalization is that, as a rule changes -- whether

it expands or recedes -- it will expand or be maintained better when weak

rather than strong boundaries intervene between the sounds that interact.

The change whereby [c̨‹] loses closure in clusters of [s] plus [c̨‹], resulting in

[š̨�], is regular at suffix boundaries, but less regular at prefixes and uncom-

mon with prepositions. Palatalization assimilation has been disappearing. Its

retrenchment has been following the hierarchy of boundaries. Assimilation,

even for Avanesov, was unlikely between preposition and head word; it was

somewhat more likely at prefix boundary, and regular only within morphemes.

Palatalization of velars before {i e} applies within words and across inflectional

boundaries (between stems and inflectional endings), herƒ ‘hand’ [kƒ], gen sg

her∫ [ḱ̨ı], but normally does not cross preposition or word boundaries: r ∫vtyb

‘to the name’ [k˝!]. The alternation of [i] and [˝!] is less restricted; it crosses pre-

fixes (csuhƒnm ‘play’ [sÈ]) and prepositions (jn ∫vtyb ‘from the name’ [t˝!]) and, not

89 Shapiro 1967.
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Table 2.9 Boundaries and variation

internal derivation inflection prefix preposition enclitic word

CÇ > ÇÇ (current)
√ ± ? ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

CÇ > ÇÇ (older)
√ √ ± ± ? ∗ ∗

{Ki} > [K̨i]
√ √ √

n.a. ∗ n.a. ∗
{s ˛ ‹c̨‹} > [s ˛ ‹�]

√ √
n.a. ± ? n.a. ∗

{sc̨‹} > [s ˛ ‹c̨‹]
√ √

n.a.
√ √

n.a. ∗
{s z}{š ž} > [̌s� ž�]

√ √ √ √ √ √
?

{Coi} > [CoÈ] √ √ √ √ √ √ ±
{ /C

$
/C
ˇ
} > [ /C

ˇ
/C
ˇ

]
√ √ √ √ √ √ ±

√ = process applies regularly, without restriction
± = process applies less frequently, with some restrictions
? = process applies exceptionally, with significant restrictions
∗ = process does not apply
n.a. = not applicable

infrequently, occurs between closely linked words within a phrase (i=k buhƒnm

‘went to play’ [lÈ]). Assimilation of [s z] to [š̨] before [c̨‹] or to [s ‹ z ‹] before root

[s ‹ z ‹] is regular across prefixes and prepositions and can occur between words in

a phrase (vjhj́p ;=cnrbq ‘a harsh frost’ [z‹�]). Voicing assimilation easily crosses

the boundary between words within phrases.

Variation is affected by other considerations that are, however, difficult to en-

code as boundaries. Processes apply to words to the extent that the conditions

for a process are present in all forms of the paradigm of the word, inflectional

and sometimes derivational. Palatalization assimilation is less likely if the trig-

ger consonant is palatalized only in some forms. Palatalization is less likely in

d ,∫ndt ‘in battle’ (only [tv̨]), because [v̨] is palatalized only in certain cases, than

in uniformly palatalized d†ndb ‘branches’ (possible [tv̨̨]).90

How regularly a process applies may depend on the relationship between a

particular form and the rest of the morphological paradigm to which it belongs.

The zero ending -- a fecund environment for changes, since consonants are not

supported by a following vowel -- exhibits different effects depending on which

“zero” it is. For example, geminates are often maintained in the genitive plural

(gen pl vƒcc [mƒs�] ‘of the masses’), because the genitive plural is under paradig-

matic pressure from other weighty members of the paradigm in which a vowel

follows (nom sg vƒccf [mƒs�ə]). Geminates are often lost in the nominative sin-

gular, a more autonomous form which is less subject to pressure from forms

with vowels (nom sg rjyuh†cc [s] ‘congress’, not ∗[s�]).

90 Krysin 1974:61 cites 13 percent for d†ndb but an even paltrier 5 percent for d ,∫ndt.
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The paradigm of verbal forms has less cohesion among its forms than the de-

clension of nouns. Palatalized labials are well maintained before the zero ending

of the nominative singular of nouns, because in the rest of the paradigm the

labial is before a vowel and is palatalized: palatalized [p] in uj́ke,m<nom sg> ‘dove’

is supported by [b̨ə] in uj́ke,z<gen sg>. Palatalized labials are beginning to be lost

in the imperative in the substandard register: ghbujnj́dmnt ‘prepare!’ standard [f̨],
substandard [f], even despite the fact that there are other forms with palatalized

labials in prevocalic position (inf ghbujnj́dbnm, 2sg ghbujnj́dbim). In the mas-

culine singular of the past tense of verbs, [l] was lost after fricatives: ∗nesl(>

y=c, ∗vezl(> d=p. Analogous phonological combinations have been maintained

in nouns (sometimes by insertion of a vowel): cvßck ‘sense’, éptk ‘knot’ because

related forms have following vowels (gen sg cvßckf, gen sg épkf). Again, the

zero form of nouns underwent less extreme change than the zero form in verbs

because this context in nouns is better integrated in a paradigm of forms.

In many of these processes the target (the segment that is potentially affected)

is situated before a boundary in either case; the context is syntagmatically the

same. What is different is the paradigmatic context: the allegiance of the partic-

ular word form to other word forms. A process is retarded when a word form

with the proper phonological context is related to other word forms lacking the

phonological context for the process.

The principle at work here is the paradigmatic analog of the syntagmatic

constraint of boundaries. A word or morpheme will try to remain uniform and

not change its shape, even down to the level of the allophonic shape of the

segments of which it is composed. To the extent that two otherwise independent

units are conventionally pronounced together, their autonomy is overridden. On

both the paradigmatic and syntagmatic axes, rules apply to the extent that the

proper phonological context is regular, conventional, idiomatic.

2.4.3 Phonological variation: systemic factors
Speech results from various articulatory gestures, scripted in time. Though ges-

tures often line up to define segments (for example, [m̨] involves almost simul-

taneous labial closure, raising of the tongue, and opening of the velum), each

articulatory gesture has its own profile in time. Assimilation is just the spread

of a gesture across segments.

Speech is evidently composed of alternations of vocalic domains and conso-

nantal interludes. Consonantal interludes require sanctioning from the vocalic

domain. As a consonant cluster grows in complexity, the presence of additional

consonants reduces the duration available for other adjacent consonants in the

same interlude. As noted in the discussion of vowel duration, vowels are shorter

before multiple consonants than before single consonants, and shorter before
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single obstruents than before no obstruent. These facts suggest that consonants

have a negative valence -- they remove duration from the vocalic interval. Simi-

larly, voicelessness and stop articulations (both involving energetic and precipi-

tous gestures) remove duration.91

Vowels vary in duration as a function of stress.92 Stress also affects nearby

consonants. The general principle is that stress sanctions extra length in the

vowels themselves and also extra duration in adjacent consonants, both before

and after the vowel.

The variation of [i ∼ È] sometimes crosses between words, when one word ends

in a hard consonant and the next begins with {i}. Matusevich says explicitly that

the pronunciation of [È], which involves assimilation of the vowel to the hard

consonant of the preceding word, is more common when the vowel is unstressed

(bl=n B́h∫yf ‘there goes Irina’ [tï]) than when the vowel is stressed (bl=n B́hf

‘there goes Ira’ [tí] ∼ [t˝!]).
Normally in Russian, consonants are palatalized before {e}, though borrow-

ings allow non-palatalized consonants. The consonant is able to avoid palatal-

ization before {e} in borrowings more readily when the vowel is stressed than

when it is unstressed.93 The extra duration of stressed vowels allows more dis-

tinctions in the transitions between consonants and vowels, and in particular

allows either a palatalizing transition (with raised F2) or a non-palatalizing tran-

sition (with low F2); unstressed vowels, with greater cohesion between the vowel

and consonant, as a rule allow only the palatalizing transition.

The glide [j] is said to have two allophones, a more consonantal [j] as opposed

to a less consonantal [i8]. The more consonantal [j] occurs before stressed vowels,

because the glide has more time for elaboration before stressed vowels than

before unstressed. Also, [j] tends to be absorbed before the homorganic vowel [i].
It is less likely to be absorbed before a stressed [í], because a stressed vowel allows

more time for an elaborate transition: stressed cdbym∫ gen sg ‘pig’ > [n̨jí] ∼ ±[n̨i8í]
but unstressed kuéymb gen sg ‘liar’ > [n̨ì] ∼ ±[n̨i8ì]. Vowels that are stressed permit

more elaborated transitions between consonant and vowel.

Stress also affects consonants in post-vocalic position, especially when they

are not also prevocalic. Gemination -- maintaining a single articulatory config-

uration over an extended time -- is permissible to the extent that extra dura-

tion is sanctioned by adjacent vowels. Stressed vowels sanction more duration

91 Browman and Goldstein (1986[a]) examined duration in C∗VC complexes (C∗ = a singleton, dou-
bleton, or three-consonant cluster) in English and documented that there is a constant duration
measured from the temporal center of the C∗ through the vowel to the onset of the post-vocalic
singleton consonant. If the interval from the temporal center of the cluster to the end of the
vowel yields a stable value, then as the consonant cluster increases in complexity and duration,
it must do so at the expense of the vowel.

92 Bondarko, Verbitskaia, and Zinder 1960. 93 Glovinskaia 1976.
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(rightward) in the following consonantal interlude than do unstressed vowels,

and hence ghjbpytc=yysq ‘pronounced’ is more likely to have a geminate [nn]

than jnj́hdfyysq ‘torn off’. Palatalized labials, endangered when no vowel fol-

lows, are better maintained after stressed vowels: c†vm ‘seven’ [s̨†ööm̨] but dj́ctvm

‘eight’ [vo5 ⁄s̨ìm]. In palatalization assimilation, palatalization is better preserved

after a stressed vowel than otherwise, hence better preserved in gj́lkt ‘alongside

of’, in Avanesov’s norm [po5 ⁄d̨lį̀] ∼ [pj́dlį̀], than in ,jlk∫dsq ‘prone to butting’,

only [b�dlį́vÈi8].
Thus, stressed vowels sanction greater duration both in prevocalic consonants

and in post-vocalic consonants. Position preceding a vowel gets more duration

than position after.

It might appear that these effects could be described by appealing to syllables.

There is more than one algorithm for determining syllable structure. The ma-

jor point of difference concerns what to do with multiple consonants between

vowels, which may be assigned all to the following vowel or split between the

preceding and the following syllable according to some principle. Avanesov 1956,

for example, allows closed syllables only when a sonorant precedes an obstru-

ent: compare closed rƒhnf [r.t] ‘map’, ljycrj́q [n.sk] ‘of the Don’, but open kj́,pbr

‘fret-saw’ [.bz̨], rjulƒ [.gd] ‘when’, jnlƒnm [.dd] ‘gave away’, cjyk∫dsq [.nl]̨ ‘drowsy’,

lkbyyƒ [.nn] ‘long’ [fem sg]. This approach has the result of minimizing closed

syllables. Other approaches, not specific to Russian, might be more tolerant of

internal closed syllables of the type VCi.CjV.

Whatever algorithm is invoked, syllable structure does not account for the

variation described above. Palatalized labials in the imperative are more likely

to be lost in the plural, when a consonant follows (эrjyj́vmnt), than in the

singular, when no consonant follows (эrjyj́vm). The palatalized labial (here [m̨])

would be in syllable-coda position in both instances according to any algorithm

of syllable structure. If the behavior of sounds were based strictly on the position

in syllable structure, [m̨] should behave the same in both forms; the presence of

another obstruent after the syllable-final [m̨] should be irrelevant.

Palatalized consonants cause a preceding vowel to become more front; they

do so whether they belong to the following syllable (gen sg uj́hz ‘grief’ [go5 ⁄.r̨ə]) or

form the coda of the syllable (e.g., uj́hmrj ‘bitterly’ [go5 ⁄r̨.kə]). Similarly, consonants

are labialized in the vicinity of labialized vowels, and this process does not

respect syllable boundaries.94 Nor does voicing assimilation. These processes,

then, pay no attention to syllable boundaries.

Finally, we might consider the algorithm for syllable structure of L. V.

Shcherba. According to Shcherba, a syllable coda is possible only after a stressed

94 Bondarko 1977:130--37.
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vowel, as in cdƒlm,f [sva5 ⁄d̨.bə] ‘wedding’ but not ujym,ƒ [g�.n̨bƒ] ‘pursuit’.

Shcherba’s algorithm, because it refers to stress, might seem relevant to the pro-

cesses discussed above. Shcherba’s algorithm leads to an odd result with respect

to assimilations that affect post-vocalic consonants. In palatalization assimila-

tion, for example, if syllable structure were assigned according to Shcherba’s

principle, one would expect assimilation to be less regular after stressed vow-

els, because the post-vocalic consonant would be assigned to the same syllable

as the vowel, and not to the following syllable that contains the consonant

that is the source of palatalization. Thus one would expect less palatalization

in gj́lkt [po5 ⁄d.lį̀] ‘alongside’ than in ,jlk∫dsq [b�dlį́vïi8] ‘prone to butting’. In

fact, Avanesov observed the opposite. Also, Shcherba’s algorithm has nothing

to say about consonants in the position before vowels, since preceding conso-

nants would be treated as syllable onsets regardless of whether that vowel

is stressed. As noted, stress allows more elaboration in consonants preceding
vowels.

Thus models that rely on syllable structure do not describe the variation that

relates to the stress of vowels. We might attempt to describe these facts directly

in a temporal model of phonetic interaction. Speech is an alternation of vocalic

and consonantal domains. Consonants can be understood as a kind of negative

space between the positive articulatory intervals of vowels. Vowels have positive

valence proportional to their own duration (at least insofar as duration is a

function of stress). The longer the vowel, the more duration is granted to the

adjacent consonantal interludes. Consonantal domains are not self-sufficient;

they require the support of vocalic domains; they consume duration supplied

by vowels. Asymmetrically, consonants get more support from following than

from preceding vowels.

Consonants have negative valence: they limit the duration available in the

context (in adjacent, especially preceding, vowels and in adjacent consonants

in either direction). The longer the consonantal interlude, the less duration is

available for neighboring vowels. The systemic (phonological) factors that govern

variable processes can be formulated in terms of durational valence.

Sonorants seem neutral or, possibly, variable. In prevocalic position, sonorants

behave as an extension of the vocalic domain: in CiRV́(CjV) contexts, the initial

stressed vowel is nearly as long as the corresponding first vowel in CiV́(CjV) con-

texts. Further, sonorants in the position before vowels have the same behavior

as vowels with respect to voicing -- they tolerate the cessation of voicelessness

on their margins. In post-vocalic position, sonorants do not shorten a preceding

vowel and they permit a following [š̨�] more elaboration (j,vƒyobr [n̨š̨�]) than an

obstruent in the same position would (ufhlthj́,obr [pš̨]). Sonorants after vowels,

then, extend the vocalic domain.
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The overall view is that vowels have duration, especially in proportion to stress,

and offer duration to surrounding consonants. Consonants consume derivation.

Sonorants are more or less neutral; they extend the domain of vowels.

2.4.4 Phonological variation: phonostylistics and Old Muscovite pronunciation
For most processes in which there is variation, variants are correlated with

different stylistic values: characteristically one variant will be evaluated as con-

servative and explicit, the other as more casual; variation may be correlated

with tempo as well. Moreover, as the sociolinguistic investigations of the 1960s

documented repeatedly, the conservative variant is the variant preferred (in sta-

tistical terms) by the higher social classes, while the innovative, casual variant

is that used (by a statistical margin) by workers.

There is a collection of unconnected phonological traits that have been iden-

tified in Russian phonological literature as “Old Muscovite” features, features

dating back to the residual population of Moscow before the October Revolution

of 1917. For the most part, they have been overridden by the national norms of

twentieth-century Russian.95

Some Old Muscovite features are the following. In vocalism, a more open

vowel, conventionally transcribed [�], is used for non-high vowels after hard con-

sonants in first pretonic position rather than [�]: cnjkß [st�l˝!]. Velars in the nom-

inative singular masculine of adjectives remained hard, and after them atonic [ə]

is used (nź;rbq ‘difficult’ [kəi8]); in this instance the Old Muscovite pronunciation

is more original; the national norm of [k̨] in such adjectives is a spelling pronun-

ciation. The imperfectivizing suffix begins with [ə] (again, without palatalizing

a velar) rather than [ï]. Pervasive use of [ï] for orthographic ≤f≥ after ≤i≥ and

≤;≥ is Old Muscovite.

In consonantism, maintenance of [z̨‹�] in lhj́;;b ‘yeast’ and the like is Old

Muscovite. In Old Muscovite pronunciation, a palatalized [r̨] used to occur in

the position after {e} before a following consonant. This ancient pronunciation

(it derives from a progressive palatalization of the r in ∗CimrCj sequences when

Cj was not a hard dental) occurred in words such as d†h[ [v̨†öör̨x] ‘top’, g†hdsq

[p†öör̨vïi8] ‘first’. Old Muscovite had prevalent spirantization of stops in clusters: in

lexical items yj́unb ‘nails’ OM [xt]̨, rnj́ ‘who’ OM [xt], rjulƒ ‘when’ OM [�d], and

even in combinations of prefixes and lexemes, r lj́ve OM [�d] ‘to the building’.

Long ago, [c̨‹] lost closure before [n] and was reinterpreted as hard [s ‹]. This [s ‹n]

is still maintained in certain high-frequency lexical items such as rjy†xyj ‘of

course’ and créxyj ‘boring’, but in general this pronunciation is receding in

favor of the new national norm, [c̨‹ n]. Thus, older speakers have [s ‹n] in ,ékjxyfz

95 See Shapiro 1968, Matusevich 1976, Panov 1990.
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‘bakery’, ghƒxtxyfz ‘laundry’, while younger speakers use [c̨‹n]. (Some words have

consistent [c̨‹n]: rbhg∫xysq ‘brick’.) Maintaining [s ‹n] is a feature of Old Muscovite

pronunciation, as speakers are aware. Lidiia Chukovskaia, referring to the word

gjlcd†xybrb ‘candlesticks’, exclaimed that Anna Akhmatova “so magnificently

pronounces ≤gjlcdtiybrb≥ [= [s ‹n̨], AT]. I adore that venerable Russian i, which

has not been replaced on her lips by modern x.”96

2.5 Morpholexical alternations

2.5.1 Preliminaries
Sounds occur only in combination with other sounds in conventionalized, lexical

combinations. Related forms of a word or related words share most of the same

sounds, but not all. It is then possible to example the correspondences of sounds

from one word or word form to another, which can be termed morpholexic al

(or “morphophonemic”) alternations.

2.5.2 Consonant grades
Aside from automatic alternations involving voicing, consonant alternations go

back to the palatalizations of Slavic and East Slavic. Consonant grades --

the different forms consonants can take -- are summarized in Table 2.10. We can

define the form of the consonans not affected by any alternation (specifically,

by palatalization) as the basic grade, or C0.

There are two major patterns of alternation. Firstly, an alternation of C0 with

Cj, reflecting the historical first palatalization of velars before ∗j and iotation of

dentals and labials, occurs in verbs of the type {CVC-a : CVCj-|e|}, among which C0

occurs in the past-infinitive stem, Cj in the present stem: gbcƒnm ‘write’, 1sg gbié,

2sg g∫itim and gkƒrfnm ‘cry’, 1sg gkƒxe, 2sg gkƒxtim. Secondly, C0 alternates

with Ci, which reflects first palatalization of velars and “bare” palatalization of

other consonants before front vowels, within the “middle” forms of the present

tense of obstruent stems: compare [s] in 1sg ytcé ‘I carry’ vs. [s̨] in 2sg ytc=im or

[k] in 1sg gtré ‘I bake’ vs. [c̨‹] in 2sg gtx=im. In i-Conjugation verbs, Cj in the first

singular and past passive participle alternates with Ci elsewhere: 1sg vjkjxé ‘I

thresh’, passive participle -vjkj́xty versus vjkjn∫nm, 2sg vjkj́nbim. It could be

noted that Cj and Ci have the same values for velars. Clusters of fricative and

stop (= ST) have developed the unique sounds [s˛ ‹� z̨‹�] (or [ž�]: §2.3.7): uhecn∫nm ‘be

sad’, 1sg uheoé, gjkjcrƒnm ‘rinse’, 1sg gjkjoé, †plbnm ‘ride’, 1sg †p;e.

Ci has been subject to changes that have led to the development of secondary

patterns. Many derivational suffixes that now begin with consonants originally

96 Lidiia Chukovskaia, Zapiski ob Anne Akhmatovoi, vol. II (Moscow, 1997), 437.
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Table 2.10 Consonant grades

Co Cj Ci Ci� Ci�′
C�

Po={p b f v m} Pl ˛ P̨ Po Po P̨
To={t d s z} {c‹ z‹ s ‹ z‹} T̨ To T̨ T̨
Ko={k g x} Č ={c‹ s ‹ z‹} Č={c‹ s ‹ z‹} Č={c‹ s ‹ z‹} Č={c‹ s ‹ z‹} K̨
Ro = {n r l} R̨={n̨ r̨ l}̨ R̨={n̨ r̨ l}̨ {n r l}̨ R̨={n̨ r̨ l}̨ R̨={n̨ r̨ l}̨
ST = (st sk zd} ŠČ = {s ˛ ‹… s ˛ ‹… z˛ ‹…}

began with ∗m. As a front vowel, ∗m conditioned palatalization (hence Ci) in the

consonant preceding the suffix before it disappeared, leaving behind a conso-

nant cluster. Palatalization has been restricted in consonants in the position

before other consonants, a development which has reduced the scope of Ci and

led to an alternative pattern, labeled the Ci�grade in Table 2.10. Thus before

adjectival {-n-} the consonants are not palatalized in hß,ysq ‘fish’, v†cnysq

‘local’, e,ßnjxysq ‘unprofitable’, ldthyj́q ‘pertaining to a door’. (The exception

is [l]̨, which is preserved: jnl†kmysq ‘separate’.) As a variation on Ci�, labeled

Ci�′
in Table 2.10, palatalization can be maintained in dentals before labials and

velars while being lost in dentals before dentals and lost in labials: rjymrƒ (nom

sg rjy=r ‘hobbyhorse’), dim ź,kjymrf ‘apple-tree’, [jlm,ƒ ‘walking’, htpm,ƒ ‘carv-

ing’, ujym,ƒ ‘pursuit’. In another minor variation on Ci (very restricted, and so

not recorded in Table 2.10), the suffix {-sk-}, which conditioned Ci in the conso-

nant preceding the suffix, allows the dental sonorants over and above [l]̨ to be

palatalized: b÷ymcrbq ‘of June’, jrnź,hmcrbq ‘of October’, as well as gjhneuƒkmcrbq

‘Portuguese’. This minor pattern would be: {Po, To, {c‹ s ‹ z ‹}, Ŗ}.

These variations on Ci involve tinkering with how well palatalization is pre-

served before suffixes beginning with consonants. The original Ci grade has also

developed in another direction. The Ci grade of velars, historically palatal conso-

nants, has been yielding to palatalized velars by analogy to palatalized dentals

and labials in certain contexts: note substandard dee ,thtuź ‘protecting’, stan-

dard 2sg nr=im ‘you weave’, substandard ;u=im ‘you burn’, gtr=im ‘you bake’,

analogous to ytcź, ytc=im, uht,ź, uht,=im. This variation on Ci, in which {Ķ} re-

places {Č} while Ci is maintained for dentals and labials, is the pattern used in

adjectives formed productively with the suffixes {-ic‹esk-} and {-ic‹n-}. These suf-

fixes evoke palatalized velars rather than palatals: gcb[∫xtcrbq ‘psychological’,

pjjkju∫xtcrbq ‘zoological’, gtlfuju∫xysq ‘pedagogical’, fyfh[∫xysq ‘anarchic’.

In addition to Cj as stated, there is a special variant with the Church

Slavonic reflexes of ∗tj and ∗dj, a pattern that is not recorded in Table 2.10.

The third row would then be {š̨� z‹d} (or {[š̨� z‹ḑ ]}): djpdhfn∫nm/djpdhfoƒnm

‘return’, gj,tl∫nm/gj,t;lƒnm ‘vanquish’. The statement of alternations in
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Table 2.10 makes no provision for the reflexes of the Slavic second and

third palatalization of velars: if the alternation of consonants that derives

from these changes had been maintained, there would be a synchronic series

{c z (z̨) s (s̨)} corresponding to {k � x}, but the possible alternations resulting

from this palatalization have been eliminated.

2.5.3 Types of softness
Much in Russian phonology depends on whether consonants are palatalized or

not. A notion of softness (to use the informal term) is relevant at different

levels. It may be useful to review the role of softness on different levels.

The concept in the first place is phonetic. Phonetically soft consonants are

those with a certain articulatory configuration. That configuration influences

adjacent vowels by co-articulation in the same way in different consonants, and

in this effect all phonetically soft consonants are equal. By this criterion [Ţ], [P̧],

and [Ŗ] are phonetically soft, and so are [c̨‹], [s˛ ‹:], [z̨‹�], and [j]. In contrast, ordinary

[To], [Po], [Ko], and [c s ‹ z ‹] are hard.

The pairs [To] vs. [Ţ] and [Po] vs. [P̧] are capable of occurring in the same syn-

tagmatic environment and are capable of distinguishing words. In this respect,

[Ţ] and [P̧] are phonemically soft. The pair [Ķ] vs. [Ko] is moving in this direction.

Moreover, exactly these sets of consonants are paired in the sense that the hard

sounds are replaced by the soft ones before the {-e} of the locative singular of

Declension<Ia> and Declension<II> (and the dative singular of Declension<II>):

;ty† ‘to the wife’ [n̨†], j xtkjd†rt [k̨ì].
The details of stressed vocalism depend on the phonetic softness of consonants.

Unstressed vocalism is also sensitive to phonetic softness, but the picture is more

complex. In pretonic position in roots, [c] behaves as an ordinary hard consonant

with respect to {a} (gen sg wfhź [c�]). After the unpaired hard consonants [s ‹ z ‹],
there is variation between the inherited [ï] (;fk†nm [z‹ï ] ‘pity’) and the innovative

[�] (;ƒh ‘heat’, ;fhƒ [z‹�]). The innovative [�] is what one expects after a hard con-

sonant. The high quality of [ï] rather than the lower [�] is merely a back version

of [ì]. By virtue of eliciting this high variant [ï], [s ‹ z ‹] are morphophonemically

“soft.”

The different criteria for defining softness are summarized in Table 2.11.

Softness is additionally relevant in two other places. First, most nouns of

Declension<Ia> use one of two overt endings in the genitive plural. Stems ending

in paired hard consonants, including velars, take {-ov}, while stems ending in

paired soft consonants take {-ej}. On this basis, one might define any stem-final

consonant that takes {-ov} as morphologically hard, and any that takes {-ej}
as morphologically soft. The phonemically unpaired consonants [c̨‹], [s˛ ‹…], [s ‹ z ‹]
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Table 2.11 Types of “softness”

phonetic independent morphophonemic morphophonemic morphophonemic
softness (phonemic) softness {a} > [ì] softness gen pl softness

[Ç] softness ([ï]) {-ej} {∅ ∼ Ci{† ∼ ì}}

[T̨]
√ √ √ √ √

[p̧]
√ √ √ √ √

[Ķ]
√ ± n.a.

√
n.a.

[j]
√ ∗ √ ∗ √

[c] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ √
[ç]

√ ∗ √ √
n.a.

[s ˛ ‹� z ‹� (z˛‹�)]
√ ∗ √ √

n.a.
[s ‹ z ‹] ∗ ∗ ± √

n.a.

√ = counts as soft
∗ = fails to count as soft
n.a. = not applicable, indeterminate
± = partial, to some extent soft

take {-ej}, and in this respect are morphologically soft. Curiously, [j] and [c] take

{-ov}, making them by this criterion morphologically hard.97

In certain word forms, vowels alternate with the absence of a vowel. The overt

vowel can take different forms under stress. One variant (labeled {º ∼ Ci{† ∼ ì}}:

§2.5.5) occurs consistently before following paired palatalized consonants:

ptv†km ‘land [gen pl]’, htv†ym ‘belt’. It also occurs before [j] (cdby†q ‘pigs [gen

pl]’, hex†q ‘brook’ and [c] (jn†w ‘father’, rjy†w ‘end’), which according to this test

would be evaluated as morphophonemically soft. (The alternation of vowels does

not occur before [c̨‹ s˛ ‹� s ‹ z ‹].)98

Thus, each process defines a set of consonants as soft, but the definitions

are not entirely consistent for different processes. A consonant may behave as

morphophonemically soft, even if it is not phonetically or phonemically soft in

synchronic terms.

2.5.4 Vowel grades
Alternations in vowels date from various time periods. The oldest derive from

Slavic reflexes of Indo-European ablaut relations. Only residual traces remain

of the qualitative abl aut of ∗e and ∗o (dtpn∫ ‘lead<dt>’, djp∫nm ‘lead<id>’,

97 The motivation is presumably historical: {-ej} derives from the original i-stem declension (from
∗ -mjm). Some words in the i-stem declension ended in [c̨‹], [s˛ ‹�], [s ‹ z‹], and so {-ej} was understood to
occur after these consonants. As the masculines that belonged to the i-stem declension moved
over to Declension<Ia>, they brought the ending {-ej} with them.

98 Hard labials have both: cel†, (newer célt,) but yf=v.
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djp ‘wagon’). There was another type of ablaut, between full grade and reduced

grade, and traces of this reductive abl aut (in Slavic, ∗e* ∼ ∗ı* > ∗e ∼ ∗m;
∗a* ∼ ∗u* > ∗o ∼ ∗() remain in the allomorphy of verbs such as 1sg ,thé (full

grade) ∼ inf ,hƒnm ‘take’ (reduced grade). Somewhat more productive is the

reflex of quantitative abl aut in the formation of secondary imperfectives.

The original alternation of ∗a* ∼ ∗ā > ∗o ∼ ∗a is still visible in, for example,

jnnjkryénm/jnnƒkrbdfnm ‘push away’ (in which it must be an extension, since the

o is not original). The alternations in the stems of gjlj,hƒnm/gjl,bhƒnm ‘pick up’,

dßpdfnm/dspsdƒnm ‘call out’ also go back to quantitative Ablaut of the reduced

grade (∗ı* ∼ ∗ ı̄ > ∗m ∼ i > ∗º ∼ [Çi]; ∗u* ∼ ∗ū > ∗( ∼ ∗y > º ∼ [CoÈ]). This alternation

can be described synchronically as an alternation of no vowel with {i}, either

with palatalization in the preceding consonant (gjl,bhƒnm<if> ‘pick up’ {-b̨ir-aj-})

or without (dspsdƒnm<if> ‘call forth’ {-ziv-a(j)}). Such residues of earlier ablaut

can be treated as part of the lexical allomorphy of verbs.

2.5.5 Morphophonemic {o}
Hundreds of years ago, ∗e changed to o under certain conditions -- under stress

before hard consonants (nom pl ∗s†la > c=kf ‘villages’, nom pl ∗ž†ny > ;=ys

‘wives’) and in final open position (∗pitm† > gbnm= ‘drinking’), while ∗e remained

unchanged under stress before a palatalized consonant (∗selmsk(jm > c†kmcrbq

‘village’s’). Unstressed, this ∗e did not change to ∗o, and the reflex of unstressed
∗e is realized as [ì] after soft consonants (∗seló > ctkj́ [s̨ìlj́]) and as [ï] after

hardened palatals (∗ženƒ > ;tyƒ [z‹ïnƒ]).

If the original pattern had been preserved without change, it would have

resulted in a synchronic pattern of {ÇóCo ∼ Ç†Ç ∼ Çì} (or {ŠoóCo ∼ Šo†Ç ∼ Šoï}
after hardened palatals Šo); in simplified terms, the pattern would be {óCo ∼ †Ç

∼ ì}. The original distribution has been eroded in various ways. Original ∗ ě did

not change to o and then subsequently merged with ∗e, leaving many tokens of

[†] before hard consonants that derive from ∗ ě: n†kj ‘body’, v†cnj ‘place’, w†ksq

‘whole’. In addition, ∗e was preserved as [†] before formerly soft consonants that

have hardened before other consonants: ;†ycrbq ‘female’, ex†,ysq ‘teaching’. As

a result, we now find [†] as well as [ó] before hard consonants.

The earlier pattern {óCo ∼ †Ç ∼ ì} is still preserved in some derivational

nests, but there has been a tendency, gradual and long-term, to generalize [ó] at

the expense of [†]. Thus hti†nxfnsq ‘latticed’ can now be hti=nxfnsq ‘latticed’,

in deference to nom pl hti=nf ‘grates, lattice’. Pd=plxfnsq ‘starry’ has already

adopted [o] from pl=pls, itself derived by analogy to the alternation of {óCo ∼
†Ç ∼ ì} in ;tyƒ ‘woman’, nom pl ;=ys.

Within nominal paradigms, alternation has been eliminated (except for nom

sg x=hn, nom pl x†hnb ‘devil’). In particular, the [ó] does not revert to [†] before
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Table 2.12 Reflexes of the {óCo ∼ †Ç ∼ ì} pattern in verbs

{CVC
o

-ƒ- : CVCj-} [ì] / inf, 1sg prs [†] / prs [ó] / if, psv

‘hew’ -ntcƒnm -n†itim -n=csdfnm, -n=cfy
‘tousle’ -nhtgƒnm -nh†gktim -nh=gsdfnm, -nh=gfy
‘scratch’ -xtcƒnm -x†itim -x=csdfnm, -x=cfy
‘lash’ -[ktcnƒnm -[k†otim -[k=cnsdfnm, -[k=cnfy

the palatalized consonants of the (dative-)locative singular (j v=lt ‘about honey’,

j rk=yt ‘about the maple’) or before palatalized velars (o=rb ‘cheeks’).

Matters are complex in the root vocalism of verbs; it depends on the class of

verb. There are two classes of verbs in which the alternation {óCo ∼ †Ç ∼ ì} is

still visible.

One group is obstruent-stem verbs. Stressed [ó] is found in the masculine past

(l-participle), e.g., ∗pekl(> g=r ‘he baked’, ∗nesl(> y=c ‘he carried’. This is one of

the few forms of such verbs in which the root vowel is actually stressed. The

past active participle at one time had [†], but now has [ó], e.g., ghby†cibq >

ghby=cibq ‘having brought’. In velar-stem verbs, the infinitive is also stressed

and the vocalism is [†] (e.g., g†xm), while [ó] appears in the masculine singu-

lar (g=r), implying {óCo
<msc sg pst> ∼ †Ç<inf>∼ ì<elsewhere>} for velar-stem verbs.

This pattern has been imposed on verbs with etymological ∗ ě, which other-

wise should have become [†]: edk=r ‘he carried away’, ghtyt,h=u ‘he neglected’.

Recently c=r has become possible as the masculine past of c†xm ‘hack’, in a

root with etymological ∗ ě. To judge by warnings in normative manuals, a pro-

nunciation with [o⁄] has long been an alternate pronunciation for pfghźu ‘he

harnessed’.

The one other class of verbs in which the alternation {óCo ∼ †Ç ∼ ì} occurs

is the type {CVC0-ƒ- : CV́Cj-}. In these verbs, [ì] occurs in the infinitive, past, and

first-singular present; [†] occurs in the other forms of the present; and [o⁄] is found

in the derived imperfective and passive participle, as illustrated in Table 2.12.

Other verb conjugations do not have a three-way alternation in vocalism. Verbs

with fixed stress on the stem have [†] or [o⁄] but no alternation: -l=hyenm ‘jerk’,

-l=hytim, -l=hubdfnm, -l=hyen; -l†kfnm ‘do’, -l†kftim, -l†ksdfnm, -l†kfy. Verbs with

retracted stress in the imperfective and passive participle have an alternation of

unstressed [ì] with either [o⁄] (-vtnyénm ‘cast’, -vtny=im, -v=nsdfnm, -v=nyen) or [†]

(-cktl∫nm ‘follow’, -cktl∫im, -ck†;bdfnm, -ck†;ty), but again there is no three-way

alternation. The upshot is that the original pattern {óCo ∼ †Ç ∼ ì} that arose

out of the change of ∗e > o / Co is virtually moribund; it has remained only in

quite specific lexical groups.
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2.5.6 Null- and full-grade vocalism
In certain words there is an alternation at the end of the stem between the

presence of a vowel and the absence of a vowel: nom sg vj́[, gen sg v[f ‘moss’;

gen pl yj́;tr, nom sg dim yj́;rf ‘foot’; nom sg ,j,=h, gen sg ,j,hƒ ‘beaver’.

The absence of vowel, or null grade, is found when a vowel follows, as hap-

pens in most inflectional forms. The overt vowel, or full grade, occurs when no

inflectional vowel follows, when the ending is “zero.”

These “fleeting” vowels come from two historical sources. Some stems ended

in jer vowels, whether in the root (∗m(x() or a derivational suffix (the adjectival

suffix ∗-mn-, the diminutive suffix ∗-mk-/∗-(k-). Whenever a vowel other than a jer

followed the stem, as happened in most inflectional endings, the stem jer was

“weak” and was lost. It was “strong,” and kept, only if the following inflectional

ending contained a weak jer. Such weak jers were the source of zero endings in

declension that now elicit the full grade in the root. This happens in the declen-

sion of nouns in the nominative singular of Declension<Ia> and Declension<IIIa>

(there also in the instrumental) and the genitive plural of Declension<Ib> and

Declension<II>.

This source of vowel alternations was supplemented by a tendency to break up

clusters of obstruent and sonorant at the end of words by inserting an anaptyctic

vowel. Such clusters arose in the same morphological environments as those in

which jers were vocalized. For this reason there are two historical sources of

alternation between what might be termed null grade (no vowel) and full

grade in the same morphological contexts. The synchronic reflexes of these two

sources are similar and can be discussed together with a little caution.99

There are three patterns. First, the overt vowel, if stressed, is realized as [ó], not

under stress as [ə]; the preceding consonant is hard, or Co. This pattern occurs in

specific lexical items (lyj́ ‘bottom’, gen pl lj́y) and with the diminutive suffix

(gk∫nrf ‘plate’, gen pl gk∫njr) and specifically after a preceding velar (juj́ym

‘fire’). (Examples are given in Table 2.13.) In notation, this pattern of vowels is

{º ∼ Co{ó ∼ ə}} -- an alternation of {-º-} with full grade, which is then either

stressed [ó] or unstressed [ə].

Secondly, the preceding consonant is Ci -- either paired soft or a palatal. The

vowel under stress is [o⁄], [ì] in unstressed position. In notation: {º ∼ Ci{ó ∼ ì}}.

It occurs before velars (rjy=r ‘hobbyhorse’; cthmuƒ ‘earring’, gen pl cth=u) and

hard dentals (dtckj́ ‘oar’, gen pl d=ctk, nom sg ,j,=h).

99 To describe alternations between full and null grades synchronically, there are three options:
deletion of an underlying mid vowel in certain specified contexts; insertion of a vowel in clusters
in specified contexts; or a static (non-derivational) relation of alternate lexical forms, some with
the vowel (full grade) and some without (null grade). The last approach is assumed here.
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The third pattern is one in which [†] occurs under stress along with [ì] not

under stress. The preceding consonant is Ci. In notation, the pattern is: {º ∼
Ci{† ∼ ì}}. It occurs by default, when the lexical conditions for {º ∼ Co{ó ∼ ə}}
and the phonological conditions for {º ∼ Ci{ó ∼ ì}} are not met. It is relevant

to note that, before hard labials, one might expect the same vowel as with hard

velars and dentals, but in fact the majority of the few forms have {º ∼ Ci{† ∼ ì}}
rather than {º ∼ Ci{ó ∼ ì}}.

The distribution of variants is summarized in Table 2.13.

Matters are analogous but simpler in the masculine predicative (short) form of

adjectives. The majority of tokens of fleeting vowels involve suffixal {-n-}, from
∗-mn-. Synchronically the alternation is the pattern {º ∼ Ci{ó ∼ ì}}. Observe:

A F T E R P A L A T A L S , cvtiyj́q ‘amusing’, cvtij́y (note spelling with ≤j≥), nj́iysq

‘nauseating’, nj́ity; A F T E R L A B I A L S A N D D E N T A L S , évysq ‘intelligent’, ev=y;

lehyj́q ‘bad’, leh=y; elj́,ysq ‘comfortable’, elj́,ty; rhƒcysq ‘beautiful’, rhƒcty.

This {º ∼ Ci{ó ∼ ì}} is also the pattern for anaptyctic vowels in clusters in

which the second consonant is a dental: j́cnhsq ‘sharp’, jcn=h; r∫cksq ‘sour’,

r∫ctk. A velar normally conditions {º ∼ Co{ó ∼ ə}}, hence [ə] for the unstressed

position: lj́kubq ‘long’, lj́kju; vźurbq ‘soft’, vźujr. If the preceding consonant

is soft or a palatal, palatalization is maintained, and the pattern is {º ∼ Ci

{ó ∼ ì}}: uj́hmrbq ‘bitter’, uj́htr [ì]; [éltymrbq ‘thin’, [éltytr [ì]; ,j́qrbq ‘boisterous’,

,j́tr [ì]; nź;rbq ‘difficult’, nź;tr [ï].
From the range of contexts the following generalizations emerge. The pattern

{º ∼ Co{ó ∼ ə}} is restricted; it occurs with a limited number of individual

lexical items, with suffixal {-k-}, and after a velar. If the specific conditions for

{º ∼ Co{ó ∼ ə}} are not met, then either {º ∼ Ci{ó ∼ ì}} or {º ∼ Ci{† ∼ ì}}
occurs, which are the same for unstressed vowels. Under stress, they are dis-

tributed complementarily according to the following consonant. Before (hard)

velars and hard dentals (not [c]), the pattern is {º ∼ Ci{ó ∼ ì}}, with stressed

[ó], and elsewhere {º ∼ Ci{† ∼ ì}}, with stressed [†].

There are some additional, rather specific, contexts in which full-null ablaut

occurs. Prefixes acquire {o} (usually unstressed) before roots with the null grade,

for example: cjlhƒnm (clthé) ‘rip off’, gjlj,hƒnm (gjl,thé) ‘pick up’, cjpdƒnm ‘call

together’, jnjvhé (jnvth†nm) ‘die off’. The roots which condition the full grade

in prefixes have to be specified lexically. Prepositions likewise adopt ≤j≥ before

certain roots (§4.2.2).



3
Inflectional morphology

3.1 Introduction
Much of the work of Russian grammar is done by inflectional morphology: a

given word has a basic shape that is relatively stable, while the end of the word

varies, resulting in different forms of one word that are used with different

functions or in different contexts. Nouns and verbs differ somewhat from each

other in their strategies of inflection.

Nouns present a pleasingly geometric paradigm: to use a noun, a speaker

chooses one of about a dozen distinct forms expressing one of six cases and, si-

multaneously, one of two numbers. Nouns are partitioned into three declension

classes. With few exceptions, the stems of nouns remain the same, or nearly the

same, in all cases and numbers. Thus rj́cnm ‘bone’ (from Declension<IIIa>) uses

a stem {kost-̨} in all forms (nom sg rj́cnm, dat sg rj́cnb), while l†kj ‘deed, mat-

ter’ (of a different declension class, Declension<Ib>) uses the same stem {d̨el-} in

almost all forms (nom sg l†kj, dat sg l†ke, ins pl ltkƒvb, though loc sg l†kt

implies a slightly different stem, {d̨el-̨}). Though the stems are stable, the endings

differ depending on the declension class, as is evident from the difference in (for

example) dat sg rj́cnb as opposed to dat sg l†ke. Nouns are also partitioned into

one of three syntactic genders reflected in patterns of agreement in adjectives

and verbs; the partition into syntactic genders is closely correlated with (though

it is not identical to) the partition into declension classes. A noun belongs to

a single gender. Adjectives, unlike nouns, vary in their shape according to the

case, number, and gender, in agreement with the noun with which they are

associated. Adjectives and verbs distinguish gender in the singular but not in

the plural. Accordingly, it is possible to speak of a distinction of four gender--

number forms: the three singular genders and the plural. Personal pronouns

(first-person, second-person, reflexive) distinguish case and number but not gen-

der. Third-person pronouns distinguish gender in the singular, as well as case

and number.

Verbs differ from nouns in various respects. While singular nouns have dif-

ferent endings depending on the declension class, verbs have more uniform

grammatical endings. For example, {-s ‹} marks the second-person singular of
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the present tense, in all verbs; {-lį} (spelled ≤kb≥) is the past-tense plural ending

for all verbs. With respect to the shape of the stem, verbs are morphologically

more heterogeneous than nouns (§3.2.1).

Each form in the whole set of inflectional forms of any word -- noun, adjective,

verb -- has a stress. Stress is not automatically and consistently assigned to one

and the same syllable in every word or form of a word, such as the first syllable

(as in Czech) or the penultimate syllable (as in Polish). Depending on the word,

stress can be fixed on the root or on a suffix or can vary between the ending

and other positions, as, for example, in nom sg leiƒ ‘soul’, acc sg léie, gen sg

lei∫, nom pl léib, dat pl leiƒv ‘soul’ or 1sg yfgbié ‘I write’, 2sg yfg∫itim, fem

pst yfgbcƒkf, psv yfg∫cfy ‘write’. The number of patterns of stress is, however,

small.

3.2 Conjugation of verbs

3.2.1 Verbal categories
In contrast to the pleasingly geometric declension of nouns, the conjugation of

verbs is more heterogeneous. The morphological techniques used by verbs are

not always strictly inflectional, and verbs have more variation in their stems.

In verbs, the inflectional endings are added to a verbal stem that includes the

root and, in most verbs, an additional conjugational suffix . The suffix

together with the root forms a stem that is phonologically suitable for adding

endings. The suffix and the verbal stem can have different shapes in anticipation

of the ending. For example, the past-tense feminine form nh†,jdfkf includes a

conjugational suffix {-ova-} that ends in a vowel before the following consonan-

tal marker of the past tense (the {-la}), while the present second-person singular

form nh†,etim includes a suffix {-uj-} ending in a consonant before the end-

ings of the present tense, which begin with vowels. Because the stem does not

always have the same shape, it is necessary to distinguish two stems for verbs,

the past-infinitive stem and the present stem. The pairing of stems defines the

conjugation class to which a verb belongs. For example, nh†,jdfnm with its two

stems belongs to the class {{-ova-}<pst-inf> : {-uj-}<prs>}, or, more simply, if the

alternate stems are cited in the same order consistently, {-ova- : -uj-}.1

A prominent, characteristically Slavic category, is the category of aspect. Al-

most every verb can be classified as perfective or imperfective, with only a limited

number of indeterminacies. The distinction of aspect is more a partition of the

lexicon than an inflectional operation. There is no single morphological device

that marks the opposition of aspect; rather, aspect is expressed by a combination

1 On verbal categories, see Jakobson 1932/1971[b], 1957[a]/1971[b].
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of strategies. Verbs without prefixes (simplex verbs) are, as a rule, imperfective:

gbcƒnm<if> ‘write’, rhen∫nm<if> ‘spin’. Verbs with prefixes as a rule are perfec-

tive -- gthtgbcƒnm<pf> ‘write over’, pfrhen∫nm<pf> ‘twirl around’ -- except when

an additional derivational suffix makes them imperfective: gthtg∫csdfnm<if>,

pfrhéxbdfnm<if>.

Finite forms distinguish the imperative mood from forms expressing tense.2

The imperative makes use of the present-tense stem. If the stress falls on the

verbal stem throughout the present and if the stem ends in a single consonant,

no further vowel is added to the stem: vehkßxm ‘purr!’ (1sg vehkßxe is not

stressed on the ending). If the first-person singular present is stressed or if the

stem ends in a consonant cluster, the stem is expanded by adding a suffix {-i-}:

gbi∫ ‘write!’ (1sg gbié is stressed on the ending) or gélhb ‘powder!’ (though 1sg

gélh/ is not stressed on the ending, the stem ends in a cluster). In the singular

there is no further marker; an extra morph {-te-} ( [tį̀], spelled ≤nt≥) is added

to make a plural imperative or an imperative for formal address to one person.

Verbs with the prefix dß, which is necessarily stressed as long as the verb is

perfective, rely on the stress in the simplex verb from which the perfective is

derived to determine whether to add the suffix {-i-}. Thus, root stress in 1sg

,hj́ie ‘I throw’, imv ,hj́cm and cnƒdk/ ‘I place’, imv cnƒdm implies imv dß,hjcm,

dßcnfdm, while, in contrast, stress on the ending in 1sg dtlé, imv dtl∫ and nzyé,

nzy∫ implies dßdtlb, dßnzyb. However, analogical forms with {-i-} -- dß,hjcb,

dßcnfdb -- have become frequent (as much as a third of the tokens on the web).3

Another idiosyncrasy concerns the small number of verbs whose monosyllabic

present stem ends in [ j]: rktdƒnm ‘peck’, cvtźnmcz ‘laugh’, cnjźnm ‘stand’ (§3.2.6).

With the appropriate intonation, first-person plural forms can be used horta-

tively, to encourage the participation of the addressee (--- Bltv r yfv, --- crfpfk

?hf ‘--- Let’s go to our place, --- said Iura’). Expanded with -nt, the first-person

plural is used as a plural or formal B-form (--- Bltvnt cnfhbxrf gjntibnm ‘--- Let’s

[all] go comfort the old man’).

The expression of tense intersects with aspect. Imperfective verbs distinguish

three tenses: past, present, and future. The morphological means used to express

these three tenses differ. The present tense inflects for three persons and two

numbers, 1sg rhexé ‘I turn’, 2sg rhénbim, etc. The future of imperfectives is

a combination of the unique future of ,ßnm (1sg ,éle, etc.: §3.2.8) plus the

infinitive. The past tense is marked by a transparent and generally stable formant

{-l-}. (It is, however, lost in the masculine singular of those verbs whose stem

ends in a consonant other than a dental stop: y=c ‘he carried’, g=r ‘he baked’,

2 Trubetzkoy 1975:223 stated clearly that the imperative and infinitive were tense-less forms.
3 Dß,hjcb(nt): 6,310 xx / 17,090 xx total = 37 percent, dßcnfdb(nt) 2,838 xx / 18,948 xx total = 15

percent <15.IX.02>.
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uh=, ‘he rowed’, d=p ‘he conveyed’). Since it developed from a participle, the past

expresses the three singular genders and one plural that does not distinguish

gender rather than person and number: msc g†k ‘he sang’, fem g†kf, nt g†kj,

pl g†kb.

Perfective verbs distinguish two tenses. One, marked by {-l-} and gender--

number markers, is unambiguously a past tense. The other tense has the same

morphological shape as the present tense of imperfectives: perfective pfrhen∫nm

‘to wind around’ forms 1sg pfrhexé, 2sg pfrhénbim, parallel to imperfective 1sg

rhexé, 2sg rhénbim, etc. These present-tense forms of perfective verbs, however,

do not report present events -- events that are actual at the here and now of

speech, but events that are anticipated to occur at some future or hypothetical

time (§6.5.8, 6.5.7): rj́yxbncz ‘will come to an end’, cjxby∫n ‘she will compose’.

Thus, in these perfective forms there is something of a discrepancy between

the form, which is parallel to the present-tense forms of imperfectives, and the

function, which is not that of a present tense. It is an old problem what to call

these forms -- whether “present,” in honor of their form but not their function,

or “non-past,” in honor of their function but not their form. Here these forms

are termed present -tense forms , but with the understanding that they do

not report actual, present-time events.4

The particle ,s expresses irrealis modality -- a situation that is not unambigu-

ously real. The resulting combination is less of an inflectional category than, for

example, the opposition of present vs. past tense. The verb, if finite, must at

the same time inflect for past tense; the tense marking is the real inflection.

Morever, the particle does not always occur immediately after the verb (§6.2.1).

Participles are adjectival -- the usual sense of participles -- or adverbial (that

is, lttghbxfcnbz). Adjectival participles can be active or passive. Participles are

created by adding a formant that forms the participial stem. In adjectival par-

ticiples, the stem is then followed by the inflectional endings of adjectives. The

formation of active adjectival and adverbial participles intersects with aspect.

Not all of the eight conceivable forms are used freely.5 The possibilities are

schematized in Table 3.1.

P A S T A C T I V E A D J E C T I V A L P A R T I C I P L E S , P E R F E C T I V E A N D I M P E R F E C T I V E ,
are formed by adding {-vs ‹-} to the past-infinitive stem when it ends in

a vowel, and to this stem are added adjectival endings expressing gender,

case, and number: hfpuhjv∫dibq ‘having routed’, yfgbcƒdibq ‘having writ-

ten’, ljcn∫uyedibq ‘having reached’, dßhdfdibq ‘having ripped out’, gjlévfdibq

‘having thought’. Verbs whose past-tense stem ends in a consonant use the for-

mant {-̌s-}: ghby=cibq ‘having brought in’ (msc nom sg), ghbd†lie/ ‘having led

4 Rathmayr 1976. Gvozdanović 1994 calls them “present/future.” 5 Brecht 1976.
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Table 3.1 Aspect, tense, and participles

imperfective imperfective perfective perfective
adjectival adverbial adjectival adverbial
participle participle participle participle

present g∫ieobq g∫if --- ghbytcź�

past gbcƒdibq [? gbcƒd(ib)] yfgbcƒdibq yfgbcƒd
cnjkryédibqcz cnjkryédibcm
ghby=cibq

gbcƒnm<if> ‘write’, yfgbcƒnm<pf> ‘write’, ghbytcn∫<pf> ‘deliver’, cnjkryénmcz<pf>

‘conflict with’
� = {CVT- : CVT-|e|} stems ending in dental consonant

in’ (fem acc). Past imperfective participles are still used:

[1] <. . .> [elj;ybr, gbcfdibq<if pst pcl> gjhnhtns b

hfcgbcsdfdibq<if pst pcl> wthrdb

<. . .> an artist, who used to do portraits and decorate churches

The P R E S E N T A C T I V E A D J E C T I V A L P A R T I C I P L E ( I M P E R F E C T I V E ) can be gen-

erated by subtracting the {-t} from the third plural present and adding the

formant {-s˛ ‹�-}: vjkΩn > vjkΩobq ‘beseech’, g∫ien > g∫ieobq ‘write’. Present

active adjectival participles of imperfectives are used freely ([2]); perfectives are

not used.

[2] <. . .> ,evfujq, ghtlgbcsdf/otq<if prs pcl> d 24 xfcf jxbcnbnm dtcm dnjhjq эnf;

ljvf

<. . .> a document dictating the evacuation of the whole second story within 24

hours

Adverbial participles developed from adjectival participles as they stopped de-

clining. The P R E S E N T A D V E R B I A L P A R T I C I P L E ( I M P E R F E C T I V E ) is {-a} added to

the stem of the present tense: ∫of ‘searching’, lévfz ‘thinking’ (present stem

{dum-aj-}), jhufybpéz ‘organizing’ (present stem {or�an̨iz-uj-}). A mutable conso-

nant is palatalized (Ci grade): ytcź ‘carrying’, ghbdjlź ‘adducing’, ukzlź ‘seeing’,

gj́vyz ‘remembering’. The present adverbial participles formed from verbs

with phonologically minimal stems are awkward (but possible: gthbjlbxtcrb

gjdbpubdfz, cdbcnz, b hdz<dee> yf ct,t jlt;le jn bp,snrf xedcnd ‘periodically

squealing, whistling, and tearing their clothes from an excess of feelings’); they

are not standard with stems that require a velar to be palatalized (?gtrź [‘baking’],

?,thtuź [‘protecting’]). The P A S T A D V E R B I A L P A R T I C I P L E is a truncated version

of the adjectival participle in {-vs ‹-}, usually just {-v}: jcnƒd ‘having left behind’,

dß,hfd ‘having chosen’, gjcnƒdbd ‘having placed’, ed∫ltd ‘having seen’, ghb†[fd

‘having arrived’; the fuller form in {-vs ‹i} is used occasionally: jcnƒdib (§6.3.5).
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Reflexive verbs require {-vs ‹i} to support the reflexive affix: cjckƒdibcm ‘having

referred to’, jcnƒdibcm ‘having remained’, cnjkryédibcm ‘having collided’. Per-

fective verbs whose past-infinitive stems end in a dental consonant now use

the original present-tense formant {-a} for the past adverbial participle: ghbytcź

‘upon bringing, having brought’, ddtlź ‘having led in’, j,htnź ‘upon discovering,

having discovered’.6

The distribution and use of adverbial participles is especially sensitive to as-

pect (§6.3.6). Present adverbial participles of imperfectives are used widely, but

past adverbial participles of imperfectives, such as lévfd ‘having thought’, ,∫d

‘having been beating’, though they are listed in grammars, are rarely used. There

is basically only one type of adverbial participle of perfective verbs.7

The past passive participle is formed from transitive perfective verbs, those

governing accusative objects in their active form. (It is formed residually from

a small number of simplex imperfectives: g∫cfy ‘written’.) There are three for-

mants. Verbs whose past-infinitive stem ends in {a} take a suffix {-n-}: yfg∫cfy

‘written’, cajhvbhj́dfy ‘formed’, jnj́hdfy ‘ripped off’. Another, related suffix is

used with verbs whose past-infinitive stem ends in a consonant (y=c implies

ghbytc=y ‘brought’) or verbs whose past-infinitive stem should end in a vowel

other than {-a-}, when the vowel is truncated specifically in this form: {CVC-i-} >

{CVCj-} edj́kty ‘released’, {CVC-e-} > {CVCj-} ghtjljk=y (ghtjljktyƒ, ghtjljktyj́,

ghtjljk=yysq) ‘overcome’. This suffix, spelled ≤ty≥ (explicit ≤=y≥), is pronounced

[o⁄n] under stress (ghbytc=y, ghtjljk=y) and [ìn] not under stress (edj́kty) ([ïn] after

hard palatals: evyj́;ty ‘multiplied’). And third, {-t-} is used with specific verb

classes, notably verbs suffixed with {-nu-}: ljcn∫uyen ‘achieved’, also with past-

infinitive stems that end in a vowel that is not part of a conjugational suffix:

pfrhßn ‘closed’, jni∫n ‘sewn off’, erj́kjn ‘pierced’.

Present passive participles, limited to written Russian, are formed by adding

{-m-} to the present-tense stem of imperfectives: herjdjl∫vsq ‘led’, from

imperfective herjdjl∫im; jgbcsdƒtvsq ‘being described’, from imperfective

jgbcsdƒtim.

Infinitives, like participles, lack a subject. If participles present an event as

a quality (adjectival) or circumstance (adverbial), infinitives present events as

possibilities. And indeed, in older grammatical traditions, the infinitive was

considered a mood. The infinitive is marked by {-t}̨ added to the past-infinitive

stem; that stem ends in a vowel for most verbs. With those verbs whose stem

6 Rarely, ghbytcib (4%), ghbdtlib (1.9%) <04.XI.02>.
7 SRIa 2.165 cites an innovative use of present-tense perfective participles with an exemplary

meaning: Z vju ghbdtcnb cjnyb jnhsdrjd bp rybu Uhbyf, dpdjkye/ob[<pf prs prc> rf;ljuj, yt
gjnthzdituj cgjcj,yjcnb djkyjdfnmcz gthtl phtkbotv ghtrhfcyjuj ‘I could cite hundreds of ex-
amples of fragments from Greene’s books that would excite anyone who has not lost the capacity
to experience excitement in the face of the spectacle of the beautiful.’
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Table 3.2 Morphological strategies of verbal categories

category stem morphological marker

infinitive <pst-inf> {-t}̨
past tense <pst-inf> {-l-} + gender--number markers
past active adjectival

participle
<pst-inf> {-vs ‹-} + adjectival declension

past active adverbial
participle

<pst-inf> {-v} (resultative {-vs ‹i}) ∼ {-vs ‹i-s̨})

past passive participle <pst-inf> {-t-} + adjectival declension (/{-nu-}
verbs; /asuffixal vowel-stem verbs)

{-n-} + adjectival declension (/{-a-} verbs)
{-j́n-} ({-[ìn]-}) + adjectival declension (/stem

ends in vowel not {-a-})
imperative <prs> {-∅} ∼ {-í-} (if 1sg {-ú}

or if {CVCC<prs>-}) + sg {-∅} ∼ pl {-te}
present tense: 1sg <prs> {-u}, all classes
present tense: 2sg 3sg 1pl

2pl
<prs> thematic |i| ∼ |e| + person--number markers

present tense: 3pl <prs> {-at} if thematic |i|
{-ut} if thematic |e|

present active adjectival
participle

<prs> {-a} if thematic |i| + {-s˛ ‹…-} + adjectival declension
{-u} if thematic |e| + {-s˛ ‹…-} + adjectival
declension

present adverbial
participle

<prs> {-a} (implying CI)

ends in a consonant, the consonants and the infinitive ending together are

stressed {-stį́} (ytcn∫ ‘carry’, uhtcn∫ ‘row’). In stems ending in a velar, the velar

and infinitive fuse as {-c̨‹}: g†xm ‘to bake’, ghtyt,h†xm ‘to ignore’.

The categories of verbs and their morphological strategies are summarized in

Table 3.2.

3.2.2 Conjugation classes
As noted, verbs have two possible stems, used for different categories.8 The past -

infinitive is used for the infinitive, past, and past participles (the past active

adjectival participle, the past adverbial participle, the past passive participle).

8 The issue of whether verbs should be described in terms of two stems (as in a long tradition, from
Leskien on) or one (as in Jakobson 1948/1971[b]) is a non-issue. The most durable observation of
Jakobson’s study is the observation that there is complementarity in the shape of stems in the past-
infinitive (the stem ends in a vowel before consonantal endings) and the present (the stem ends in
a consonant before vocalic endings). If one starts with the single underlying stem, to produce this
complementarity, the single stem has to be modified immediately to yield two alternate stems --
that is to say, there are two stems after all (Chvany 1990, Elson 1986). Alternative approaches to
verbal morphology are offered by Lehfeldt 1978, Fegert 1986.
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The present stem is used for the present-tense forms, the imperative, and

present participles (adjectival and adverbial active and present passive partici-

ple). When the stems are different, as they are for most verb types, they differ

in how the conjugational suffix is treated: it is longer in one stem and shorter

or missing altogether in the other. Inflectional endings in the past-infinitive

subsystem begin with consonants, and by complementarity, the stem of the

past-infinitive of most verbs ends in a vowel. The inflections of the present tense

begin with a vowel, and by complementarity, the verbal stem ends in a consonant

before these vocalic endings.

There are two conjugations, which differ according to the thematic lig -

ature used between the stem and the markers of person and number in the

“middle” forms of the paradigm -- the second- and third-person singular and first-

and second-person plural. One conjugation uses a suffix spelled ≤b≥: vjkx∫im

‘be silent’, 3sg vjkx∫n, 1pl vjkx∫v, 2pl vjkx∫nt. The third plural of this con-

jugation is {-at} without the ligature: 3pl vjkxƒn. Verbs of this type might be

termed “i-Conjugation”; its thematic ligature can be written as “|i|.” The other

conjugational class has a vowel in the middle forms of the paradigm that derives

from ∗e and is spelled now ≤t≥ (or if stressed, in explicit style, ≤=≥): 2sg l†kftim,

ytc=im (inexplicit ytctim), 3sg l†kftn, ytc=n (ytctn), 1pl l†kftv, ytc=v (ytctv),

2pl l†kftnt, ytc=nt (ytctnt). The third plural is {-ut} without the ligature: 3pl

l†kf/n, ytcén. Although the vowel is pronounced as [o⁄] when it is stressed, as

in 2sg ytc=im, etc., it is convenient to follow history and orthography and iden-

tify this as the “e-Conjugation” and write the thematic vowel as “|e|.” The first

singular is {-u}, without the ligature, in both conjugations.

Within each of these two conjugations, it is possible to distinguish more spe-

cific conjugation classes depending on the shape of the two stems. The classes

with illustrative verbs are listed in Table 3.3. An abstract stem shape is given for

the past-infinitive and the present stem of each type. A verb class can be iden-

tified as the set composed of the two stems. Thus k/,∫nm is: {{CVCi-i-}<pst-inf>:

{CVCi-|i|-}<prs>} or, more simply, {CVC-i- : CVC-|i|}. In the column before the

gloss, they are identified by the number of the conjugation type assigned in

Zalizniak 1977[a].

All verbs of the i-Conjugation (top group in Table 3.3) have an overt suffix

in the past-infinitive subsystem, but the suffix is missing in the present tense.

The e-Conjugation divides into four groups. In one group, which includes the

two most productive classes, there is a conjugational suffix that is syllabic in

both subsystems; for example, ,hjcƒnm ‘throw’ is {{bros-a-}<pst-inf> : {bros-aj-

|e|}<prs>}. In a second group, there is a suffix in the past-infinitive but it is

lost or reduced to a non-syllabic form in the present subsystem, for example,

gkƒrfnm ‘cry’ {{plak-a-}<pst-inf> : {plac‹-|e|-}<prs>}. The third group, of asuffixal

verbs, is a heterogeneous set of conjugation classes, each of which has a limited
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Table 3.3 Conjugation classes

past-infinitive present infinitive 2sg no.�

{CVC-i-} {CVC-|i|} k/,∫nm k÷,bim 4 ‘love’
{CVC-e-} {CVC-|i|} cvjnh†nm cvj́nhbim 5 ‘look at’
{CVČ-a-} {CVC-|i|} vjkxƒnm vjkx∫im 5 ‘be silent’

{CVC-a-} {CVC-aj-|e|} ,hjcƒnm ,hjcƒtim 1 ‘toss’
{CVC-e-} {CVC-ej-|e|} gmzy†nm gmzy†tim 1 ‘get tipsy’
{CVC-ova-} {CVC-uj-|e|-} nh†,jdfnm nh†,etim 2 ‘require’

{CVC-nu-} {CVC-n-|e|} ,hßpyenm ,hßpytim 3 ‘splash’
{CVC-a-} {CVCj-|e|} gkƒrfnm gkƒxtim 6 ‘cry’
{CVC-a-} {CVC-|e|} cjcƒnm cjc=im 6 ‘suck’

{CCa-} {CC-|e|} ;lƒnm ;l=im 6 ‘wait’
{CCa-} {CVC-|e|} ,hƒnm ,th=im 6 ‘take’
{CVJa-} {CVJ-|e|} lfdƒnm lf=im 13 ‘give’
{CVJa-} {CVJ-|e|} rktdƒnm rk/=im 2 ‘peck’
{CV-} {CVJ-|e|} ;∫nm ;bd=im 16 ‘live’
{CV-} {CVJ-|e|} rhßnm rhj́tim 12 ‘cover’
{CV-} {CJ-|e|} g∫nm gm=im 11 ‘drink’
{CV-} {CVN-|e|} l†nm l†ytim 15 ‘set’
{CV-} {CN-|e|} ;ƒnm ;v=im 14 ‘squeeze’
{CVRV-} {CVR-|e|} rjkj́nm rj́ktim 10 ‘prick’
{CVR(V)-} {CR-|e|} vth†nm (v=hkb) vh=im 9 ‘die’

{CVC-} {CVC-|e|} ytcn∫ ytc=im 7 ‘carry’

� = index of conjugation class in Zalizniak 1977[a]

number of members. The stems of the two subsystems differ in not entirely

predictable ways, for example pdƒnm ‘call’ {{zva-}<pst-inf> : {zov-|e|-}<prs>}. The

fourth type is the set of verbs that lack any suffix; the stem ends in a consonant

in both subsystems: ytcn∫ ‘carry’ {{n̨os-}<pst-inf> : {n̨es-|e|-}<prs>}. Verbs of the

e-Conjugation have unpalatalized consonants (C0) in the first-person singular and

third plural, but palatalized consonants (Ci) in the middle forms: k†pe ‘climb’

with [z] but k†ptim with [z˛]. The past-infinitive is generally stable, except for the

type vth†nm ‘die’ (cf. v=hkb) and consonant stems such as inf dtcn∫ ‘lead’ (msc

pst d=k, fem dtkƒ).

3.2.3 Stress patterns
The possible stress patterns of verbs are relatively restricted.

In the past, there are four patterns overall, two widespread and two re-

stricted. (a) Stress can fall consistently on the root (= ‘R’): ckƒdbkf<fem>,
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ckƒdbkb<pl> ‘glorify’. (b) Or stress can fall on the conjugational suffix (= ‘F ’):
jhufybpjdƒkf<fem>, jhufybpjdƒkb<pl> ‘organize’. Less frequently, (c) stress may

fall consistently on the desinence (= ‘E’): ytckƒ<fem>, ytck∫<pl> ‘carry’, or (d)

stress may be mobile (= ‘M’) -- that is, it may alternate between stress on the end-

ing in the feminine past and stress not on the ending in other forms: dhfkƒ<fem>

‘lied’, but dhƒk<msc>, dhƒkj<nt>, dhƒkb<pl>.

In the present system, there are four possibilities. (a) Stress can fall consistently

on the root (= ‘R’): ckƒdk/, ckƒdbim. (b) If there is a conjugational suffix and

if it is syllabic, stress can fall on that suffix (= ‘F ’): jhufybpé/, jhufybpétim.

(c) Stress can fall consistently on the thematic vowel (= ‘T ’): ytcé, ytc=im ‘carry’.

(d) Stress can vary between the first singular (and the imperative) and the syllable

preceding the thematic vowel except in the first singular: gbié<1sg>, gbi∫<imv>,

g∫itim<2sg> ‘write’. This last pattern is antethematic accentuation (= ‘A’), in

that stress often falls on the syllable preceding the thematic vowel. It is mobile

accentuation, though different from that of the past tense.

3.2.4 Conjugation classes: i-Conjugation
i-Conjugation has a limited number of groups, all suffixal. The conjugational

suffix can be {-i-}, {-e-} (<∗ě), or {-a-} (historically a variant of the preceding,

since ∗ě > a after palatals and ∗j). The conjugational suffix is present in the

past-infinitive stem (ghjc∫nm ‘ask’, ghjc∫kb), lost or replaced by the conjugation

marker |i| in the present (ghjié, ghj́cbim). Consonants were followed by ∗j (hence

Cj) in the first-person singular and palatalized before the conjugational suffix

(whether ∗i or ∗ě) and before the thematic vowel |i| in the other forms of the

present tense and the past-infinitive, resulting in an alternation of Cj grade 1sg

ghjié, j,∫;e and Ci grade: ghjc∫nm, 2sg ghj́cbim ‘ask’, j,∫ltnm, 2sg j,∫lbim

‘insult’. In abstract terms, the conjugation pattern is: {{CVCi-i-}<pst-inf> : {CVCi-

|i|-}<prs>} or, more simply, {CVCi-i- : CVCi-|i|-}. Similarly, cvjnh†nm ‘observe’ is

{CVCi-e- : CVCi-|i|-} and lth;ƒnm ‘hold’ {CVČ-a- : CVČ-|i|-}. Included in the last

group are cnjźnm ‘stand’, ,jźnmcz ‘fear’, and their derivatives, which have a stem

ending in [j] (though the [j] is absorbed before [í]); despite stress, the imperative

lacks the characteristic -∫: cnj́q (despite cnj÷), yt ,j́qcz (1sg ,j÷cm).

In verbs of the type {CVCi-i- : CVCi-|i|-}, the consonant was also followed by ∗j in

the past passive participle: -ghj́ity. In verbs in ∗ě, Cj is etymologically incorrect

in the passive participle j,∫;ty ‘insulted’; the original Ci is preserved in ed∫lty

‘seen’ and in archaic ghtn†hgty, now usually ghtn†hgkty ‘endured’. The passive

participle in this class of verbs thus has the suffix {-on-} (unstressed [ìn], [ïn]).

The conjugations of representative verbs are given in Table 3.4. There are three

accentual types. (a) Stress falls consistently on the root in past and present; the
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Table 3.4 i-Conjugation

{CVC-i- : {CVC-e- : {CVČ-a- : {CVj-a- :
CVC-|i|} CVC-|i|} CVC-|i|} CVj-|i|}
{R : R } {F : T } {F : A} {F : T }

inf uhƒ,bnm ktn†nm lth;ƒnm cnjźnm
prs 1sg uhƒ,k/ ktxé lth;é cnj÷
prs 2sg uhƒ,bim ktn∫im l†h;bim cnj∫im
prs 3sg uhƒ,bn ktn∫n l†h;bn cnj∫n
prs 1pl uhƒ,bv ktn∫v l†h;bv cnj∫v
prs 2pl uhƒ,bnt ktn∫nt l†h;bnt cnj∫nt
prs 3pl uhƒ,zn ktnźn l†h;fn cnjźn
prs pcl uhƒ,zobq ktnźobq l†h;fobq cnjźobq
prs dee uhƒ,z ktnź l†h;f cnj́z
imv 2sg uhƒ,m ktn∫ lth;∫ cnj́q
imv 2pl uhƒ,mnt ktn∫nt lth;∫nt cnj́qnt
pst msc uhƒ,bk ktn†k lth;ƒk cnjźk
pst fem uhƒ,bkf ktn†kf lth;ƒkf cnjźkf
pst nt uhƒ,bkj ktn†kj lth;ƒkj cnjźkj
pst pl uhƒ,bkb ktn†kb lth;ƒkb cnjźkb
pst pcl uhƒ,bdibq ktn†dibq lth;ƒdibq (yf) cnjźdibq
pst dee (j)uhƒ,bd (e)ktn†d (pf)lth;ƒd (yf)cnjźd
psv (j)uhƒ,kty --- (pf)l†h;fy (yf)cnj́zy

‘rob’ ‘fly’ ‘hold’ ‘stand’

pattern could be written as {R<pst-inf> : R<prs>}, or more simply as {R : R}:

uhƒ,bnm ‘bury’, uhƒ,k/, uhƒ,bim; d∫ltnm ‘see’, d∫;e, d∫lbim; ckßifnm ‘hear’,

ckßie, ckßibim. (b) Stress falls consistently after the root -- on the suffix in

the past and on 1sg {-ú} and 3pl {-ƒt} and thematic {-í-}, or {F : T}: ujdjh∫nm

‘speak’, ujdjh∫k, ujdjh∫kf; ujdjh÷, ujdjh∫im; pdty†nm ‘ring’, pdty†k, pdty†kf;

pdty÷, pdty∫im; vjkxƒnm ‘be silent’, vjkxƒk, vjkxƒkf; vjkxé, vjkx∫im. (c)

Stress falls on the suffix in the past and variably on the 1sg {-ú} but antethe-

matically on the last syllable of the stem in the rest of the present, or {F : A}:

k/,∫nm ‘love’, k/,∫k, k/,∫kf; k/,k÷, k÷,bim; cvjnh†nm ‘observe’, cvjnh†k,

cvjnh†kf; cvjnh÷, cvj́nhbim; lth;ƒnm ‘hold’, lth;ƒk, lth;ƒkf, lth;é, l†h;bim.

In the past passive participle, stress stays on the root if it is on the root in

other forms: hfcckƒdkty ‘praised’, hfcckƒdktyf, hfcckƒdktyj, hfcckƒdktyysq;

j,∫;ty ‘insulted’, j,∫;tyf, j,∫;tyj, j,∫;tyysq; eckßify ‘heard’, eckßifyf,

eckßifyj, eckßifyysq. The combination of suffixal stress in the past with

antedesinential stress in the present ({F : A}) gives stress on the syllable

before the suffix in the passive: djpk/,∫nm ‘love’ (djpk/,k÷, djpk÷,bim),
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djpk÷,kty, djpk÷,ktyf, djpk÷,ktyj, djpk÷,ktyysq; elth;ƒnm ‘restrain’

(elth;é, el†h;bim), el†h;fy, el†h;fyf, el†h;fyj, el†h;fyysq; hfccvjnh†nm

‘examine’ (hfccvjnh÷, hfccvj́nhbim), hfccvj́nhty, hfccvj́nhtyf, hfccvj́nhtyj,

hfccvj́nhtyysq. When stress in the present is thematic ({F : T}), the class {CVCi-

i- : CVCi-|i|-} keeps stress on the ending: jvhfx∫nm ‘darken’ (jvhfxé, jvhfx∫im),

jvhfx=y, jvhfxtyƒ, jvhfxtyj́, jvhfx=yysq. The other two classes ({CVCi-e- : CVCi-

|i|-}, {CVČ-a- : CVČ-|i|-}) pull stress back to the syllable before the passive formant:

ecbl†nm ‘sit through’ (ecb;é, ecbl∫im), ec∫;ty, ec∫;tyf, ec∫;tyj, ec∫;tyysq;

jnkt;ƒnm ‘finish reclining’ (jnkt;∫, jnkt;∫im), jnk=;fy, jnk=;fyf, jnk=;fyj,

jnk=;fyysq.

In the {CVC-i- : CVC-|i|} type, there is a tendency to shift from the-

matic stress to antethematic stress in the present and past passive partici-

ple. Verbs differ. Some have just begun to shift: hfpuhjv∫nm ‘rout’, hfpuhjv∫im

(∗hfpuhj́vbim), hfpuhjvk=y (?hfpuhj́vkty). Other verbs have almost completed

the shift: bccei∫nm ‘dry out’ bccéibim, current bccéity (older bccei∫im,

bccei=y).

3.2.5 Conjugation classes: suffixed E-Conjugation
e-Conjugation verbs, less uniform overall, vary in the extent to which they make

use of a conjugational suffix. Some do. Others, termed asuffixal below, do not

have a suffix, or have only a remnant of the conjugational suffix.

Two of the classes maintain the suffix in both stems. These are the two most

productive classes of Russian conjugation. One type has stems {CVC-a-<pst-inf> :

CVC-aj-|e|-<prs>}. Stress can be either consistently on the root or consistently

on the suffix: {R : R} l†kfnm ‘do’, l†kfk, l†kf/, l†kftim; {F : F} ,hjcƒnm

‘throw’, ,hjcƒk, ,hjcƒ/, ,hjcƒtim. The passive participle has {-n-} added to the

stem {CVC-a-}; stress is drawn off the {-a-} onto the previous syllable: hfp,hj́cfy

‘thrown around’, hfp,hj́cfyf, hfp,hj́cfyj, hfp,hj́cfyysq.

A related type has the vowel {-e-} rather than {-a-} in the suffix: {CVC-e- : CVC-

ej-|e|}. This type, which makes verbs from adjectives, has the same two stress

options: {R : R} euh÷vtnm ‘grow sad’, euh÷vtk, euh÷vt/, euh÷vttim; {F : F}
gmzy†nm ‘become intoxicated’, gmzy†k, gmzy†/, gmzy†tim. These are mostly intran-

sitive and do not form passives. An exception is ghtjljk†nm ‘overcome’, whose

participle is ghtjljk=y, ghtjljktyƒ, ghtjljktyj́, ghtjljk=yysq, which shows the

passive formant {-o⁄n-}.9

Another, productive, group of suffixed e-Conjugation verbs has a stem {CVC-

ova-} alternating with {CVC-uj-|e|-}. There are two stress options: root stress

9 The form and stress are innovative. Etymologically, the suffixal vowel derives from ∗ ě, which did
not undergo the change of ∗e > o (witness ghtjljk†k).
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Table 3.5 Representative conjugations: suffixed e-Conjugation

{CVC-a-: {CVC-ova-: {CVC-a : {CVC-nu-: {CVC-a-:
CVC-aj-|e|} CVC-uj-|e|} CVCj-|e|} CVC-n-} CVC-|e|}

{R : R } {F : F } {F : A} {F : A} {F : T }

inf l†kfnm rjkljdƒnm gbcƒnm nzyénm cjcƒnm
prs 1sg l†kf/ rjklé/ gbié nzyé cjcé
prs 2sg l†kftim rjklétim g∫itim nźytim cjc=im
prs 3sg l†kftn rjklétn g∫itn nźytn cjc=n
prs 1pl l†kftv rjklétv g∫itv nźytv cjc=v
prs 2pl l†kftnt rjklétnt g∫itnt nźytnt cjc=nt
prs 3pl l†kf/n rjklé/n g∫ien nźyen cjcén
prs pcl l†kf/obq rjklé/obq g∫ieobq nźyeobq cjcéobq
prs dee l†kfz rjkléz g∫if [? nzyź] cjcź
imv 2sg l†kfq rjkléq gbi∫ nzy∫ cjc∫
imv 2pl l†kfqnt rjkléqnt gbi∫nt nzy∫nt cjc∫nt
pst msc l†kfk rjkljdƒk gbcƒk nzyék cjcƒk
pst fem l†kfkf rjkljdƒkf gbcƒkf nzyékf cjcƒkf
pst nt l†kfkj rjkljdƒkj gbcƒkj nzyékj cjcƒkj
pst pl l†kfkb rjkljdƒkb gbcƒkb nzyékb cjcƒkb
pst pcl l†kfdibq rjkljdƒdibq gbcƒdibq nzyédibq cjcƒdibq
pst dee (c)l†kfd (pf)rjkljdƒd (j)gbcƒd (yf)nzyéd (j,)cjcƒd
psv (c)l†kfy (pf)rjklj́dfy (j)g∫cfy (yf)nźyen (j,)cj́cfy

‘do’ ‘enchant’ ‘write’ ‘stretch’ ‘suck’

{R : R}, as in nh†,jdfnm ‘demand’, nh†,jdfk, nh†,e/, nh†,etim, or consistent

suffixal stress {F : F}, as in rjkljdƒnm ‘enchant’, rjkljdƒk, rjklé/, rjklétim.

The passive has {-n-}, with stress on the syllable before {-a-}: yfhbcjdƒnm ‘sketch’,

yfhbcj́dfy, yfhbcj́dfyf, yfhbcj́dfyj, yfhbcj́dfyysq, similarly hfcwtkjdƒnm ‘kiss’.

In the two remaining classes of suffixal e-Conjugation, the suffix is re-

duced in the present. The type {CVC-nu- : CVC-n-} is used productively to

make semelfactive (=singular occasion) perfectives of verbs that report intrinsi-

cally cyclical processes. These verbs have two stress patterns: {R : R} (,hßpyenm

‘spurt’, ,hßpyek, ,hßpye, ,hßpytim) or {F : T} (njkryénm ‘shove’, njkryék, njkryé,

njkry=im). Some {-nu-} verbs are not semelfactive. They allow a third stress pat-

tern: {F : A} nzyénm ‘pull’, nzyé, nźytim. The passive participle for {-nu-} verbs

is {-t}, which forces stress off the suffix to the root: hfcnzyénm ‘stretch out’

(hfcnzyé, hfcnźytim), hfcnźyenf, hfcnźyenj, hfcnźyensq; jnnjkryénm ‘shove away’

(jnnjkryé, jnnjkry=im), jnnj́kryenf, jnnj́kryenj, jnnj́kryensq.

In the verbs in this class that are not semelfactive, the suffix {-nu-} may be

absent in some forms of the past-infinitive system. The suffix is expected by
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the purely consonantal endings of the infinitive and the passive participle in

{-t}: ljcn∫xm ∼ ljcn∫uyenm ‘reach’, ljcn∫uyen; jnd†huyenm ‘cast away’, jnd†huyen.
((J)cnßnm ‘grow cold’, however, by ending in a vowel, is more tolerant.) Active par-

ticiples and the masculine singular past may lose the suffix: pst pcl ljcn∫uibq ∼
ljcn∫uyedibq, jnd†huibq ∼ jnd†huyedibq; msc ljcn∫u, jnd†huyek. The other past-

tense forms are most likely to lose {-nu-}: ljcn∫ukf, jnd†hukb. Simplex forms are

more likely to keep {-nu-} than prefixed forms. For example, v=hpyenm ‘freeze’,

has variation in two forms (v=hp ∼ v=hpyek, v=hpibq ∼ v=hpyedibq), while its

prefixed derivatives consistently lack the suffix {pf-, yf-, j,-, d-, gjl-, gtht-, bp-,

ghb-, gj-, ghj-, c-, dß-}v=hp, v=hpibq. The development is towards increasing use

of {-nu-} and regularizing this class of verbs. Occasionally the suffix even appears

in the feminine of simplex forms, the context that usually omits {-nu-}: k∫gyekf

for usual k∫gkf.10

Another class of suffixed e-Conjugation has a minimal suffix {-a-} in the past-

infinitive and no suffix in the present, while the consonant is modified and

adopts the Cj grade: {CVC-a- : CVCj-|e|}. There are two stress options. One is

consistent root stress {R : R}: gkƒrfnm ‘cry’, gkƒrfk, gkƒxe, gkƒxtim. The other is

{F : A} -- suffixal in the past-infinitive and antethematic in the present: gbcƒnm

‘write’, gbcƒkf, gbié, g∫itim, implying yfg∫cfy.

The past-infinitive stem of this group {CVC-a- : CVCj-|e|} is {CVC-a-}, which is

the same as the past-infinitive of the productive group {CVC-a- : CVC-aj-|e|}. As a

result, this type is being absorbed into the more productive group, at different

rates depending on the final consonant of the stem. The old pattern is preserved

well when the stem ends in a dental. Only one of the thirty-four verbs ending in

a dental (twenty-six in stop, eight in fricative) shows variation; vtnƒnm ‘throw’,

vtnƒk, vtxé ∼ vtnƒ/.11 Of the twenty-four verbs ending in velar, sixteen show

some variation, the innovative variant vf[ƒtn ‘wave’ (for vƒitn) being used in

the 1960s survey by 17 percent of speakers born in the decade 1940--49 (but only

3% on www.lib.ru <15.IX.02>), ,hßpuftn ‘splash’ (for ,hßp;tn) by 32 percent for

,hßpufnm (18% on www.lib.ru). Of the eleven verbs ending in labials, eight use

the innovative present in {CVP-aj-|e|}; the most advanced is rƒgfnm, which uses

the new variant (rƒgftn ‘drip’ for rƒgktn) to the tune of 72 percent of speakers

interviewed in the 1960s (82% on www.lib.ru).

There is another very small group of verbs that has the same infinitive shape

{CVC-a-}, but in the present uses no suffix and no consonant modification: {CVC-

a- : CVC-|e|}. Because the thematic vowel is added directly to the root-final conso-

nant, the present of these verbs has an alternation of consonants in the present,

10 Il′ina 1976. However, forms such as (ghb)kbgyek(f) are infrequent on the web.
11 In the investigation from the 1960s reported in Krysin 1974.
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Table 3.6 Quasisuffixed e-Conjugation

{CVJa- : {CVJa- : {CCa- : {CCa- : {CCa- :
CVJ-|e|} CVJ-|e|} CC-|e|} CVC-|e|} CVC-|e|}

{F : T} {F : T} {M : T} {M : T} {M : T}

inf lfdƒnm rktdƒnm hdƒnm ,hƒnm hdƒnmcz
prs 1sg lf÷ rk/÷ hdé ,thé hdécm
prs 2sg lf=im rk/=im hd=im ,th=im hd=imcz
prs 3sg lf=n rk/=n hd=n ,th=n hd=ncz
prs 1pl lf=v rk/=v hd=v ,th=v hd=vcz
prs 2pl lf=nt rk/=nt hd=nt ,th=nt hd=ntcm
prs 3pl lf÷n rk/÷n hdén ,thén hdéncz
prs pcl lf÷obq rk/÷obq hdéobq ,théobq hdéobqcz
prs dee lfdƒz rk/ź [? hdź] ,thź [? hdźcm]
imv 2sg lfdƒq rk÷q hd∫ ,th∫ hd∫cm
imv 2pl lfdƒqnt rk÷qnt hd∫nt ,th∫nt hd∫ntcm
pst msc lfdƒk rktdƒk hdƒk ,hƒk hdƒkcz
pst fem lfdƒkf rktdƒkf hdfkƒ ,hfkƒ hdfkƒcm
pst nt lfdƒkj rktdƒkj hdƒkj ,hƒkj hdfkj́cm
pst pl lfdƒkb rktdƒkb hdƒkb ,hƒkb hdfk∫cm
pst pcl lfdƒdibq rktdƒdibq hdƒdibq ,hƒdibq hdƒdibqcz
pst dee [? lfdƒd] (pf)rktdƒd (jnj)hdƒd (yf),hƒd (pf)hdƒdibcm
psv --- (pf)rk=dfy (jnj́)hdfy (yƒ),hfy ---

‘give’ ‘peck’ ‘tear’ ‘take’ ‘strain’

C0 grade (absence of palatalization) in the first singular and third plural, Ci grade

in the middle forms. Three stress patterns are found: {R : R} ;ƒ;lfnm ‘thirst

for’, ;ƒ;lfk, ;ƒ;le, ;ƒ;ltim; {F : T} cjcƒnm ‘suck’, cjcƒk, cjcé, cjc=im; and

{F : A} cnjyƒnm ‘moan’, cnjyƒk, cnjyé, cnj́ytim. In the passive participle, stress

shifts back: j,cj́cfy ‘licked round’. A related subgroup is the small set of verbs in

which the final consonant of the root is [j], and the suffix {-a-} disappears in the

present; these verbs have root stress (c†znm ‘sow’) or thematic stress (cvtźnmcz

‘laugh’, cvtźkcz, cvt÷cm, cvt=imcz). Exceptionally, the imperative has no vowel:

cv†qcz.

3.2.6 Conjugation classes: quasisuffixed E-Conjugation
Some verbs of the e-Conjugation have the reflex of a suffix {-a-} in the past-

infinitive. The root without this vowel is phonologically minimal.

Lfdƒnm ‘give’ and jcnfdƒnmcz ‘remain’ have present-tense stems in [j] without

[v], except in the imperative and participles. Another class is that of rktdƒnm
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‘peck’, rk/÷, rk/=im; rjdƒnm ‘forge’, re÷, re=im; gktdƒnm ‘spit’, gk/÷, gk/=im,

in which additionally [v] alternates with [j]. Stress is on the second syllable in the

past-infinitive, thematic in the present ({F : F}). The passive has antethematic

stress: (pf)rk=dfy. Although the first singular present is stressed, the imperative

lacks -∫: gk÷q, céq, ;éq, rk÷q, réq.

In some other classes the past-infinitive ends in {a}, but the preceding root

is phonologically debilitated. The thematic ligature can be added directly to the

cluster: ;lƒnm ‘wait’, ;lé, ;l=im, implying the formula {CCa- : CC-|e|-}. Like

;lƒnm are: hdƒnm ‘tear’, dhƒnm ‘lie’, ;hƒnm ‘devour’, chƒnm ‘defecate’, -ghƒnm ‘tram-

ple’, nrƒnm ‘weave’. In some verbs the cluster is broken up in the present tense

by a vowel augment, as in ,hƒnm ‘take’, ,thé, ,th=im; lhƒnm ‘tear’, lthé, lth=im;

pdƒnm ‘call’, pjdé, pjd=im, implying the formula {CCa- : CVC-|e|-}). In the present,

stress always falls on the thematic vowel. In the past, stress is mobile: ;lƒnm

‘await’, ;lƒk, ;lfkƒ, ;lƒkb, ;lƒkj; ,hƒnm, ,hƒk, ,hfkƒ, ,hƒkb, ,hƒkj; hdƒnm,

hdƒk, hdfkƒ, hdƒkb, hdƒkj; pdƒk, pdfkƒ, pdƒkb. When these verbs are made re-

flexive, stress becomes fixed on the ending (except in the masculine singular):

hdƒkcz, hdfkƒcm, hdfkj́cm, hdfk∫cm. But this end stress has begun to yield to stem

stress in an informal register: hdfkj́cm, hdfk∫cm > hdƒkjcm, hdƒkbcm.12 Gjghƒnm

‘flout’, with no augment in the present, has fixed root stress in the past.

The passive participle, in {-n-}, puts stress on the syllable before the [a], and

since the root is non-syllabic, stress ends up on the second or only vowel of the

prefix: jnj́hdfy ‘torn off ’, jnj́hdfyf, jnj́hdfyj, jnj́hdfyysq; é,hfy ‘cleaned up’,

é,hfyf, é,hfyj, é,hfyysq.

Next comes a set of heterogeneous verbs that have a hyposyllabic stem {CV-} or

{CCV-} in the past-infinitive. The present can have various shapes. The following

subtypes can be distinguished. Corresponding to a past-infinitive stem {C(C)V-},

the present has the consonant followed by some vowel and [j]: dßnm ‘howl’, dßkb,

dßkf, dj́/, dj́tim (also rhßnm ‘cover’, yßnm ‘moan’, hßnm ‘dig’, vßnm ‘wash’). Sim-

ilar, except for differences in vocalism, are g†nm (gj÷) ‘sing’, lénm (lé/) ‘blow’,

pyƒnm (pyƒ/) ‘know’, uh†nm (uh†/) ‘warm’, gjx∫nm (gjx∫/) ‘rest’, j,énm (j,é/) ‘shoe’,

,h∫nm (,h†/) ‘shave’. Stress in the past falls on the root vowel consistently: g†kf,

g†kb. A second type uses an augment [v] in the present instead of [j]: ;∫nm, ;bdé

‘live’; ckßnm, cksdé ‘be reputed’; gkßnm, gksdé ‘swim’. Stress in the past is mobile:

;bkƒ, ;∫kb. Another subtype has the augment [j] added to the present tense but

with no root vowel, or {CJ-|e|}. Stress in the present is thematic by default. The

past has mobile stress: g∫nm ‘drink’, gm÷, gm=im, gbkƒ, g∫kb (also d∫nm ‘wind’,

k∫nm ‘pour’), with the exception of ,∫nm ‘beat’ and i∫nm ‘sew’, whose past tenses

are not mobile: ,m÷, ,m=im, ,∫kf, ,∫kb.

12 Strom 1988, SRIa 1.144.
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Table 3.7(a) Asuffixal e-Conjugation

{CV- : CVJ-|e|} {CV- : CVJ-|e|} {CV- : CVJ-|e|} {CV- : CJ-|e|}

{F : T} {F : T} {M : T} {M : T}

inf rhßnm g†nm ;∫nm g∫nm
prs 1sg rhj́/ gj÷ ;bdé gm÷
prs 2sg rhj́tim gj=im ;bd=im gm=im
prs 3sg rhj́tn gj=n ;bd=n gm=n
prs 1pl rhj́tv gj=v ;bd=v gm=v
prs 2pl rhj́tnt gj=nt ;bd=nt gm=nt
prs 3pl rhj́/n gj÷n ;bdén gm÷n
prs pcl rhj́/obq gj÷obq ;bdéobq gm÷obq
prs dee rhj́z --- [? ;bdź] ---
imv 2sg rhj́q gj́q ;bd∫ g†q
imv 2pl rhj́qnt gj́qnt ;bd∫nt g†qnt
pst msc rhßk g†k ;∫k g∫k
pst fem rhßkf g†kf ;bkƒ gbkƒ
pst nt rhßkj g†kj ;∫kj g∫kj
pst pl rhßkb g†kb ;∫kb g∫kb
pst pcl rhßdibq g†dibq ;∫dibq g∫dibq
pst dee (pf)rhßd (c)g†d (ghj);∫d (ghj)g∫d
psv (pf)rhßn (c)g†n (ghj);∫n (ghj́)gbn

‘cover’ ‘sing’ ‘live’ ‘drink’

Superficially similar are verbs which have the augment [n] in the present. There

are two variants. In one, the nasal (originally an infix added to the present tense)

appears after the root-final vowel and the present-tense thematic vowel is added

to a fully syllabic root in {CVN-}; such are l†nm ‘put’, l†ye, l†ytim; cnƒnm ‘be-

come’, cnƒye, cnƒytim. Stress is fixed on the root in the present and the past: l†nm,

l†k, l†kf, l†kb; cnƒnm, cnƒk, cnƒkf, cnƒkb. In the other variant the nasal conso-

nant appears in place of the vowel of the past-infinitive (reflecting the historical

alternation of ∗VN in position before vowels with a nasal vowel in position be-

fore consonants): ;ƒnm ‘reap’, ;yé, ;y=im; ;ƒnm ‘squeeze’, ;vé, ;v=im; (yf)xƒnm

‘begin’, (yf)xyé, (yf)xy=im; (jn)yźnm ‘grasp, take’, (jn)ybvé, (jn)y∫vtim (substan-

dard variant, (jn)své, (jn)ßvtim). Stress in the present is thematic, except -yźnm.

Stress in the past is either root (;ƒnm, ;ƒk, ;ƒkf, ;ƒkb, ;ƒkj) or mobile, even

going onto the prefix (yfxƒnm, yƒxfk, yfxfkƒ, yƒxfkb). All of the verbs in these

groups that have mobile stress in the past have fixed end stress in the reflexive

counterparts of the verbs: yfxƒkcz (older yfxfkcź), yfxfk∫cm, yfxfkj́cm, yfxfkƒcm.

Rather different are: rjkj́nm ‘prick’, rjk÷, rj́ktim; vjkj́nm ‘grind’, vtk÷,

v†ktim; ,jhj́nmcz ‘fight with’, ,jh÷cm, ,j́htimcz; gjhj́nm ‘lash’, gjh÷, gj́htim.
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Table 3.7(b) Asuffixal e-Conjugation

{CV- : CVN-} {CV- : CVN-} {CVRV- : CVR-|e|} {CVR(V)- : CVR-|e|}
{R : R} {R : T} {R : A} {M : T}

inf l†nm ;ƒnm rjkj́nm nth†nm
prs 1sg l†ye ;vé rjk÷ nhé
prs 2sg l†ytim ;v=im rj́ktim nh=im
prs 3sg l†ytn ;v=n rj́ktn nh=n
prs 1pl l†ytv ;v=v rj́ktv nh=v
prs 2pl l†ytnt ;v=nt rj́ktnt nh=nt
prs 3pl l†yen ;vén rj́k/n nhén
prs pcl --- ;véobq rj́k/obq nhéobq
prs dee --- [? ;vź] rjkź ---
imv 2sg l†ym ;v∫ rjk∫ nh∫
imv 2pl l†ymnt ;v∫nt rjk∫nt nh∫nt
pst msc l†k ;ƒk rjkj́k n=h
pst fem l†kf ;ƒkf rjkj́kf nthkƒ
pst nt l†kj ;ƒkj rjkj́kj n=hkj
pst pl l†kb ;ƒkb rjkj́kb n=hkb
pst pcl l†dibq ;ƒdibq (e)rjkj́dibq (e)n=hibq
pst dee (hfp)l†d (gj);ƒd (e)rjkj́d (e)nth†d ∼ (e)n=hib
psv (hfp)l†n (gj);ƒn (e)rj́kjn (e)n=hn

‘place’ ‘squeeze’ ‘prick’ ‘rub’

Stress is antethematic in the present, when the consonant adopts Cj grade even

in the first-person singular. In the past-infinitive, stress is fixed on the second

root syllable: rjkj́k, rjkj́kf, rjkj́kb. The two transitives rjkj́nm and vjkj́nm

have retracted stress in passive participles: erj́kjn, erj́kjnf, erj́kjnj, erj́kjnsq.
Vth†nm ‘die’, gth†nm ‘close’, nth†nm ‘wipe’ have a non-syllabic present stem (imply-

ing thematic stress by default): vhé, vh=im. Unusually for Russian conjugations,

the past stem differs from the infinitive stem: gth†nm, g=h, gthkƒ, g=hkb, g=hkj;

vth†nm, v=h, vthkƒ, v=hkb, v=hkj.

Throughout these asuffixal verbs, the passive participle is generally marked

by {-t-}. If the verb otherwise has root stress in the past, it has root stress in the

passive participle: hfpl†nm ‘deck out’, hfpl†k, hfpl†kf, hfpl†n, hfpl†nf, hfpl†nj,

hfpl†nsq; yf;ƒnm ‘squeeze’, yf;ƒk, yf;ƒkf, yf;ƒn, yf;ƒnf, yf;ƒnj, yf;ƒnsq;

hfcnth†nm ‘wipe away’ (hfcn=h, hfcn=hkf), hfcn=hn, hfcn=hnf, hfcn=hnj, hfcn=hnsq;

c,h∫nm ‘shave off ’ (c,h∫k, c,h∫kf), c,h∫n, c,h∫nf, c,h∫nj, c,h∫nsq; jng†nm ‘read

the service over’ (jng†k, jng†kf), jng†n, jng†nf, jng†nj, jng†nsq; e,∫nm ‘kill’ (e,∫k,

e,∫kf), e,∫n, e,∫nf, e,∫nj, e,∫nsq.

For those asuffixal verbs that take {-t-}, mobile stress in the past once im-

plied mobile stress in the participle: yfxƒnm ‘begin’ (yƒxfk, yfxfkƒ, yƒxfkj)
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Table 3.8 Consonant-stem e-Conjugation

{CVC- : {CVC- : {CVC- : {CVC- : {CVC- :
CVC-|e|} CVC-|e|} CC-|e|} CVC-|e|} CVC-|e|}

{E : T} {R : T} {E : T} {R : R} {E : T}

inf ytcn∫ rhƒcnm g†xm k†pnm ,th†xmcz
prs 1sg ytcé rhflé gtré k†pe ,thtuécm
prs 2sg ytc=im rhfl=im gtx=im k†ptim ,tht;=imcz
prs 3sg ytc=n rhfl=n gtx=n k†ptn ,tht;=ncz
prs 1pl ytc=v rhfl=v gtx=v k†ptv ,tht;=vcz
prs 2pl ytc=nt rhfl=nt gtx=nt k†ptnt ,tht;=ntcz
prs 3pl ytcén rhflén gtrén k†pen ,thtuéncz
prs pcl ytcéobq rhfléobq gtréobq k†peobq ,thtuéobqcz
prs dee ytcź rhfl∫ --- k†pz ---
imv 2sg ytc∫ rhfl∫ gtr∫ k†pm ,thtu∫cm
imv 2pl ytc∫nt rhfl∫nt gtr∫nt k†pmnt ,thtu∫ntcm
pst msc y=c rhƒk g=r k†p ,th=ucz
pst fem ytckƒ rhƒkf gtrkƒ k†pkf ,thtukƒcm
pst nt ytckj́ rhƒkj gtrkj́ k†pkj ,thtukj́cm
pst pl ytck∫ rhƒkb gtrk∫ k†pkb ,thtuk∫cm
pst pcl y=cibq rhƒlibq g=ribq k†pibq ,th=uibqcz
pst dee (e)ytcź (e)rhƒdib (bp)g=rib (pf)k†pib (e),th=uibcm
psv (e)ytc=y (e)rhƒlty (bp)gtx=y (yf)k†pty ---

‘carry’ ‘steal’ ‘bake’ ‘crawl’ ‘protect’

yƒxfn, yfxfnƒ, yƒxfnj, yƒxfnsq; ghjrkźcnm ‘curse’ (ghj́rkzk, ghjrkzkƒ, ghj́rkzkj),

ghj́rkzn, ghjrkznƒ, ghj́rkznj, ghj́rkznsq; hfcg∫nm ‘drink a shared bottle’ (hfcg∫k,

hfcgbkƒ, hfcg∫kj), hfcg∫n, hfcgbnƒ, hfcg∫nj, hfcg∫nsq; jn;∫nm ‘outlive one’s

time’ (jn;∫k, jn;bkƒ, jn;∫kj), jn;∫n, jn;bnƒ, jn;∫nj, jn;∫nsq. These cita-

tions illustrate the point that, historically, mobile stress once meant that the

stress retracted onto the prefix when it was not on the end (in the feminine).

Stress on the prefix has been fading (manuals must be consulted for details), but

it is still preserved in frequent verbs like yfxƒnm.13

Among asuffixal verbs, the largest and most homogeneous group are obstru-

ent stems -- verbs like ytcn∫ whose stem ends in an obstruent in both subsystems.

13 To illustrate the nature of this variation using derivatives of gth†nm. The old pattern -- complete mo-
bility in the past and the passive participle -- is preserved with pfgth†nm: pƒgth, pfgthkƒ, pƒgthkj,
pƒgthn, pfgthnƒ, pƒgthnj, pƒgthnsq. In the middle, jgth†nm has eliminated prefixal stress, and
has even begun to allow the feminine stress on the root: jg=h, jgthkƒ ∼ jg=hkf, jg=hkj; jg=hn,
jgthnƒ ∼ jg=hnf, jg=hnj, jg=hnsq. Even further, gthtgth†nm has gone over to stem stress in both
past and participle: gthtg=h, gthtg=hkf, gthtg=hkj; gthtg=hnf, gthtg=hnf, gthtg=hkj, gthtg=hnsq.
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In the present, the thematic ligature |e| is added directly to a stem of the shape

{CVC-<prs>}. The final consonant is C0 in the first singular and third plural (ytcé,

ytcén; gtré, gtrén) and Ci in the middle forms (ytc=im; gtx=im). The stem of the

past tense also ends (or could end) in an obstruent, and that fact occasions some

collision between the final consonant of the stem and the consonants of the

past tense and the infinitive. The collision is resolved in different ways. (a) Verbs

whose present stem ends in a D E N T A L S T O P lose the stop throughout the past,

and have an infinitive in -cn∫: dtcn∫ ‘lead’ (dtlé, dtl=im, d=k, dtkƒ); vtcn∫ ‘sweep’

(vtné, vtn=im, v=k, vtkƒ); gktcn∫ ‘weave’ (gktné, gktn=im, gk=k, gktkƒ); uytcn∫

‘oppress’ (uytné, [no past]); ,htcn∫ ‘wander’ (,htlé, ,htl=im, ,h=k, ,htkƒ); ,k/cn∫

‘watch’ (,k/lé, ,k/l=im, ,k÷k, ,k/kƒ); uhzcn∫ ‘come’ (3sg uhzl=n, [no past]).

(b) Verbs whose present stem ends in a L A B I A L S T O P keep the stop and lose the

{-l-} in the masculine singular past, and have an infinitive in -cn∫: crhtcn∫ ‘scrape’

(crht,é, crht,=im, crh=,, crht,kƒ); uhtcn∫ ‘row’ (uht,é, uht,=im, uh=,, uht,kƒ).

(c) Verbs ending in a V E L A R S T O P keep that consonant and lose the msc sg {-l-}
of the past, and have an infinitive in --xm: dk†xm ‘draw’ (dktré, dktx=im, dk=r,

dktrkƒ); n†xm ‘flow’ (ntré, ntx=im, n=r, ntrkƒ); (yf)h†xm ‘speak’ (-htré, -htx=im, -h=r,

-htrkƒ); ghtyt,h†xm ‘ignore’ (ghtyt,htué, ghtyt,ht;=im, ghtyt,h=u, ghtyt,htukƒ);

,th†xm ‘take care of’ (,thtué, ,tht;=im, ,th=u, ,thtukƒ); cnth†xm ‘guard’ (cnthtué,

cntht;=im, cnth=u, cnthtukƒ); njkj́xm ‘pound’ (njkré, njkx=im, njkj́r, njkrkƒ);

(pf)ghźxm ‘harness’ (pfghzué, pfghz;=im, pfghźu, pfghzukƒ). (d) Verbs ending in a

D E N T A L F R I C A T I V E keep that consonant and lose the msc sg {-l-} of the past,

and have an infinitive -n∫ added to the fricative (a voiced fricative letter is kept in

spelling): dtpn∫ ‘convey’ (dtpé, dtp=im, d=p, dtpkƒ); gjkpn∫ ‘crawl’ (gjkpé, gjkp=im,

gj́kp, gjkpkƒ); nhzcn∫ ‘shake’ (nhzcé, nhzc=im, nhźc, nhzckƒ); gfcn∫ ‘tend’ (gfcé,

gfc=im, gƒc, gfckƒ). Hfcn∫ ‘grow’ (hfcné, hfcn=im, hj́c, hjckƒ) combines the loss

of the dental stop and the loss of msc sg {-l-}. Exceptional vowel alternations

reflecting old nasal infixes occur in k†xm ‘lie’ (kźue, kź;tim, k=u, ktukƒ); c†cnm

‘sit’ (cźle, cźltim, c†k, c†kf). (Ghj-)xtcnm ‘read’ (ghjxné, ghjxn=im, ghjx=k, ghjxkƒ)

and ;†xm ‘burn’ (;ué, ;;=im, ;=u, ;ukƒ) have null grade and stress on endings

in both the present and the past.

In stress, the predominant pattern is {E : T}, or thematic stress in the present,

end stress in the past (though not in the masculine singular). End stress in the

past also implies the unusual end stress in the infinitive as well (ytcn∫), except

in velar stems. Root or mobile stress in the past precludes end stress in the

infinitive.

Other stress patterns are possible, for individual verbs or small groups of

verbs. Rkźcnm ‘swear’ has {M : T}, or thematic stress in the present (rkzyé,

rkzy=im) and mobile stress in the past (rkzkƒ, rkźkb). C†cnm ‘sit’ (cźle, c†kf),

k†pnm ‘climb’ (k†pe, k†ptim, k†p, k†pkf), jnd†hpnm ‘open’ (archaic) have consistent
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root stress: {R : R}. (In recent times c†xm ‘hack’, originally {R : T}, has been

shifting to the productive stress pattern in the past: c†r, c†rkf, c†rkb > c=r,

ctrkƒ, ctrk∫.) For other verbs the stress pattern is {R : T}: uhßpnm ‘gnaw’

(uhspé, uhsp=im, uhßp, uhßpkf); rhƒcnm ‘steal’ (rhflé, rhfl=im, rhƒk, rhƒkf); rkƒcnm

‘place’ (rkflé, rkfl=im, rkƒk, rkƒkf); gƒcnm ‘fall’ (gflé, gfl=im, gƒk, gƒkf) and

(j-)cnh∫xm ‘shear’ (jcnhbué, jcnhb;=im, jcnh∫u, jnch∫ukf). Ghźcnm ‘spin’ has the-

matic stress in the present (ghzlé, ghzl=im) and variation in the past: like uhßpnm,

stem stress (ghźkf, implying reflexive ghźkfcm, etc.) or, like rkźcnm, mobile past

(ghzkƒ, ghźkj, implying end stress in the reflexives ghzkƒcm, ghzkj́cm). Vj́xm ‘be

able, possible’ is a unique verb with {E : A}: vjué, vj́;tim, vjukƒ, vjuk∫.

In obstruent stems with end stress in the past, the passive participle has the

suffix {-on-}, with stress on the ending in the short forms (eytcn∫ ‘carry off ’, ey=c,

eytckƒ, eytckj́ implies eytc=y, eytctyƒ, eytctyj́) and on the participial suffix in

the long form (eytc=yysq). Stress stays on the root in the participle if the past

is root-stressed: pfuhßpnm ‘chew up’, pfuhßpkf, pfuhßpty, pfuhßptyf, pfuhßptyj,

pfuhßptyysq.

3.2.7 Stress in verbs: retrospective
The stress of verbs has to be learned, class by class and, in the smaller, less

productive, archaic classes, verb by verb. Yet some broad generalizations can be

discerned. Verb classes can be divided into four large sets.

The first set consists of verbs with a conjugational suffix that is syllabic in

both the past-infinitive and the present. Verbs in these classes allow only two

stress patterns: {R : R} (nh†,jdfnm, nh†,jdfk : nh†,e/, nh†,etim) and {F : F}
(rjkljdƒnm, rjkljdƒk : rjklé/, rjklétim). This limitation suggests that roots

and suffixes are heavy. If either the root or suffix receives stress, stress remains

there in both subsystems. Furthermore, stress can never go further towards the

end of the word than a syllabic suffix.

The second set consists of verbs with an identifiable, syllabic suffix in the past-

infinitive, but no suffix, or a suffix that is not syllabic, in the present subsystem.

There are three possibilities: {R : R}, {F : T}, {F : A}. The three patterns show

again that, in the past-infinitive, stress cannot go further towards the ending

beyond an overt and syllabic suffix. But in the present, where the suffix is miss-

ing (or lacks a vowel), it is possible to put stress on the syllable preceding the

thematic vowel: {F : A}, 1sg gbié, 2sg g∫itim. That means that mobile stress

in the present is possible only for those verb classes that lose the suffix in the

present.

The third set is the array of heterogeneous verbs that have no conjugational

suffix and stem shapes that do not remain stable between the past-infinitive and

present subsystems. Some of these verbs have {R : R} stress, like dßnm, dj́/, or
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{R : T} stress, a minor variant that occurs by default when the present stem lacks

a vowel, such as i∫nm, i∫kf, i∫kb, im÷, im=im. Interestingly, these verbs with

stems that are minimal (“hyposyllabic”) or inconsistent over the two subsystems

allow mobile stress in the past (along with thematic stress in the present), or

{M : T}: g∫nm, gbkƒ, g∫kb; ,hƒnm, ,hfkƒ, ,hƒkb (gm÷, gm=im; ,thé, ,th=im). In fact,

mobile stress in the past occurs only with such verbs.

The fourth group is the consonant-stem verbs like ytcn∫, g†xm, which have the

same, stable, canonical root structure {CVC-} in both subsystems. These verbs

have a variety of stress patterns, but the most frequent is {E : T}, or end stress in

the past (y=c, ytckƒ, ytck∫) correlated with thematic stress in the present (ytcé,

ytc=im). It is as if the stable structure requires stability in the placement of stress

(rather than mobility) and the absence of an intervening suffix encourages the

stress to go beyond the root out onto the endings.

Thus, roots and suffixes are heavy and hold stress towards the front of the

word. Absence of a suffix encourages stress after the stem. Mobility, in either

past or present, is tolerated by those verb classes in which there is instability in

the stem shape between the two subsystems.

In the passive participle, root stress occurs when other forms have root stress.

Mobile stress occurs if the participle is {-t-} and if the verb has mobile stress in

the past: yƒxfn, yfxfnƒ, yƒxfnj. End stress occurs in some verb classes that add

the suffix {-on-}, namely {CVC-i : CVC-|i|} and consonant stems ({CVC- : CVC-|e|}):

hfpuhjvk=y, eytc=y, provided stress is thematic in the present. Otherwise, the

productive stress pattern is stress on the syllable preceding the suffix: yfg∫cfy,

jnj́hdfy, el†h;fy, hfccvj́nhty ‘examined’, jnk=;fy ‘rested’, yfnźyen ‘stretched’,

jnnj́kryen ‘pushed away’, erj́kjn ‘punctured’.

3.2.8 Irregularities in conjugation
Irregularities and exceptions of conjugation are limited in Russian.

The most archaic and irregular verbs are †cnm ‘eat’ and lƒnm ‘give’. The ancient

athematic ending is preserved in the first-person singular, and the other two

forms of the singular are unusual: †v, †im, †cn; lƒv, lƒim, lƒcn. The plural is

built on a more recognizable stem. Lƒnm follows the i-Conjugation in the first-

and second-person plural, but not in the third plural (lfl∫v, lfl∫nt, but lflén),

while †cnm follows the i-Conjugation throughout the plural (tl∫v, tl∫nt, tlźn).

The past-tense forms are regular.

<ßnm uses a different stem for the past and future (and no stem in the present),

but the individual forms are not irregular. The past exhibits consistent mobility:

,ßk, ,skƒ, ,ßkj, ,ßkb, and in the negative, y† ,sk, yt ,skƒ, y† ,skj, y† ,skb.

The conjugation of the future is regular if it is taken to be a consonant stem:

1sg ,éle, 2sg ,éltim, 3sg ,éltn, 1pl ,éltv, 2pl ,éltnt, 3pl ,élen.
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Table 3.9 Conjugation classes and secondary imperfectives

perfective perfective imperfective
past-infinitive present (present) infinitive

{CVC-i-} {CVC-|i|} {CVCj-aj-|e|} jcel∫nm/jce;lƒnm ‘judge’,
pfv†nbnm/pfvtxƒnm ‘notice’,
hfpuhep∫nm/hfpuhe;ƒnm ‘unload’,
gjlwtg∫nm/gjlwtgkźnm ‘hook up’

{CVC(j)-ivaj-|e|} pfujnj́dbnm/pfujnjdkźnm (pfujnƒdkbdfnm)
‘stock up’, jcvßckbnm/jcvsckźnm ∼
jcvßckbdfnm ‘conceptualize’,
gjlvty∫nm/gjlv†ybdfnm ‘substitute’,
gjl[dfn∫nm/gjl[dƒnsdfnm ‘grab hold of ’,
ecnhj́bnm/ecnhƒbdfnm ‘arrange’

{CC-i-} {CC-|i|} {CC-e-vaj-|e|} pfnv∫nm/pfnvtdƒnm ‘eclipse’,
ghjlk∫nm/ghjlktdƒnm ‘prolong’

{CVC-e-} {CVC-|i|} {CVCj-ivaj-|e|} hfccvjnh†nm/hfccvƒnhbdfnm ‘examine’,
jncbl†nm/jnc∫;bdfnm ‘sit out’

{CVČ-a-} {CVČ-|i|} {CVČ-ivaj-|e|} evjkxƒnm/evƒkxbdfnm ‘keep silent about’,
ghjkt;ƒnm/ghjk=;bdfnm ‘spend time
lying’

{CVC-a-} {CVC-aj-|e|} {CVC0-ivaj-|e|} jnl†kfnm/jnl†ksdfnm ‘trim’,
gtht,hjcƒnm/gtht,hƒcsdfnm ‘throw
repeatedly’

{CVC-e-} {CVC-ej-|e|} {CVC-e-vaj-|e|} pf,jk†nm/pf,jktdƒnm ‘fall ill’
{CVC-ova-} {CVC-uj-|e|-} {CVC-ov-ivaj-|e|} egfrjdƒnm/egfrj́dsdfnm ‘pack up’,

jnabkmnhjdƒnm/jnabkmnhj́dsdfnm ‘filter
out’

{CVC-nu-} {CVC-n-|e|} {CVC0-ivaj-|e|} pf[kj́gyenm/pf[kj́gsdfnm ‘clap’
{CVC-a-} {CVCj-|e|} {CVC0-ivaj-|e|} ∼

{CVC0-ƒj-|e|})
jgbcƒnm/jg∫csdfnm ‘write’,

pfdzpƒnm/pfdźpsdfnm ‘bind’,
jnh†pfnm/jnhtpƒnm ‘cut off ’

{CVC-a-} {CVC-|e|} {CVC0-ivaj-|e|} dßcjcfnm/dscƒcsdfnm ‘suck out’

{CCa-} {CC-|e|} {CV∞C0-ivaj-|e|} dß;lfnm/ds;∫lfnm ‘wait out’
{CCa-} {CVC-|e|} {CV∞C0-ivaj-|e|} e,hƒnm/e,bhƒnm ‘clean up’,

gjljpdƒnm/gjlpsdƒnm ‘call up’
{CVJa-} {CVJ-|e|} {CVJ-ivaj-|e|} jnc†znm/jnc†bdfnm ‘screen out’,

jnnƒznm/jnnƒbdfnm ‘thaw out’
{CVJa-} {CVJ-|e|} {CVC0-ivaj-|e|} bcrktdƒnm/bcrk=dsdfnm ‘peck thoroughly’,

jngktdƒnm/jngk=dsdfnm ‘spit out’
{CV-} {CVJ-|e|} {CV-vaj-|e|} yf;∫nm/yf;bdƒnm ‘acquire’
{CV-} {CVJ-|e|} {CV-vaj-|e|} pfrhßnm/pfrhsdƒnm ‘close’
{CV-} {CJ-|e|} {CV-vaj-|e|} dsg∫nm/dsgbdƒnm ‘drink down’
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Table 3.9 (cont.)

perfective perfective imperfective
past-infinitive present (present) infinitive

{CV-} {CVN-|e|} {CV-vaj-|e|} pfl†nm/pfltdƒnm ‘shove off ’
{CV-} {CN-|e|} {CV∞N-aj-|e|} dß;fnm/ds;bvƒnm ‘squeeze out’
{CVRV-} {CVR-|e|} {CVR0-ivaj-|e|} yfrjkj́nm/yfrƒksdfnm ‘puncture multiply’
{CVR(V)-} {CR-|e|} {CV∞C0-ivaj-|e|} evth†nm/evbhƒnm ‘die’, pfgth†nm/pfgbhƒnm

‘lock’

{CVC-} {CVC-aj-|e|} {CVC-aj-|e|} yfgktcn∫/yfgktnƒnm ‘weave in quantity’,
yfghźxm/yfghzuƒnm ‘tense up’

∞ = alternation of vowel grades null∼{i} in root
{. . . -ivaj-|e|} = boldface indicates imperfectivizing suffix (present tense)

A very small number of irregularities involves unusual pairings of allostems

or occasionally, sub-allostems. Cgƒnm and uyƒnm have a past-infinitive stem in

{CCa-}, and they have the mobile past-tense stress typical of such verbs: cgƒnm

‘sleep’, cgƒk, cgfkƒ, cgƒkb, cgƒkj; uyƒnm ‘pursue’, uyƒk, uyfkƒ, uyƒkb, uyƒkj. The

present tense of these verbs switches to i-Conjugation: cgk÷, cg∫im; ujy÷, uj́ybim.
The unusual verb pß,bnmcz ‘surge’ should belong to the i-Conjugation, to judge

by its infinitive, but forms its preferred present in |e|, with Cj: pß,ktncz. Eib,∫nm

‘bruise’, on the basis of its infinitive and participles (eib,∫dibq, ei∫,ktyysq),

implies a stem {CVC-i} of the i-Conjugation, but it behaves like an obstruent

stem with {CVC-|e|} in the present (eib,é, eib,=im) and past (ei∫,, ei∫,kf).

J,źpsdfnm ‘obligate’ conjugates either as expected {CVC-aj-|e|} (j,źpsdftim) or

as unexpected {CVC-uj-|e|} (j,źpetimcz).

<t;ƒnm ‘run, flee’ looks like the type {CVCi-a : CVCi-|i|-} in the “middle” forms

of the present-tense conjugation -- ,t;∫im, ,t;∫nt -- but the first singular and

third plural rely on an allostem {CVC0-|e|-}: ,tué, ,tuén. {jn†nm ‘want’ has a

singular in |e| with Cj throughout ([jxé, [j́xtim); the plural has the thematic

vowel |i|, implying C i ([jn∫v, [jn∫nt, [jnźn).

3.2.9 Secondary imperfectivization
While derivational processes in general are not treated here, it is nevertheless

useful to illustrate the patterns of suffixation used to make secondary imper-

fectives from prefixed perfectives (see Table 3.9, following the verb classes of

Table 3.3). There are different suffixes. All imperfectivizing suffixes put the re-

sulting verbs in the class of {-a- : -aj-|e|}.
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Simplest and oldest is plain {-a- : -aj-|e|}, which was used in the oldest

layer of derivation, old unprefixed pairs (kbi∫nm/kbiƒnm ‘deprive’; hti∫nm/htiƒnm

‘decide’, ,hj́cbnm/,hjcƒnm ‘throw’). It is still used with many i-Conjugation verbs,

with which it now implies Cj (-ghƒdbnm/-ghfdkźnm ‘direct’). For this class of verbs,

this older option is in competition with the more recent and productive strategy

(see below). This suffix, with C0, is used by obstruent stems (-g†xm/-gtrƒnm ‘bake’;

-;ƒnm/-;bvƒnm ‘squeeze’).

A variant with a preceding [v] -- that is, {-va- : -vaj-|e|} -- is used when the

perfective stem ends in a vowel: with {CVC-e- : CVC-ej-|e|} (-gjn†nm/-gjntdƒnm)

and with asuffixal verbs (-,∫nm/-,bdƒnm; -lénm/-ledƒnm; -lƒnm/-lfdƒnm). A variant is

{CC-eva- : CC-evaj-|e|}, for the few roots of the shape {CC-i- : CC-|i|}: pfnv∫nm/
pfnvtdƒnm ‘eclipse’.

The newest and most productive strategy, which yields derived verbs of the

type {-iva- : -ivaj-|e|}, is applied to: i-Conjugation verbs (-vjkjn∫nm/-vjkƒxbdfnm

‘thresh’), with a vowel alternation and (usually) Cj grade in the root-final conso-

nant; verbs of the type {CVC-a- : CVCj-|e|}, with C0 maintained (-gbcƒnm/-g∫csdfnm

‘write’); verbs of the type {CVC-a- : CVC-aj-|e|}, with C0 maintained (-l†kfnm/

-l†ksdfnm ‘do); and perhaps semelfactives of the form {CVC-nu- : CVC-n-|e|}
([kj́gyenm/-[kj́gsdfnm ‘clap’). In these cases the original conjugational suffix dis-

appears (although with {CVC-i : CVC-|i|} the suffix leaves a trace in the muta-

tion to Cj). This suffix is applied to {CVC-ovƒ- : CVC-új-|e|} verbs, when it gives

{-o⁄v-iva- : -o⁄v-ivaj-|e|} (-njhujdƒnm/-njhuj́dsdfnm ‘trade’). In this instance, the orig-

inal conjugational suffix remains.

3.3 Declension of pronouns

3.3.1 Personal pronouns
The declension of personal pronouns (first, second, and reflexive) and of inter-

rogative pronouns is idiosyncratic in various respects (see Table 3.10).

The reflexive pronoun declines like the second singular pronoun, except for

the fact that it does not have a nominative form. All personal pronouns and the

animate interrogative rnj́ use the genitive form for the accusative (§§3.6.1, 4.1.6);

the inanimate interrogative xnj́ does not. The instrumentals vyj́q, nj,j́q, cj,j́q

allow a variant with {-u} (vyj́/, etc.) in the formal register, if the pronoun is

prosodically autonomous, for example as a predicate argument ([3]) or the agent

of a passive ([4]):

[3] Crerf dct ,jkmit jdkfltdfkf vyj/<ins>.

Boredom ever more took hold of me.
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Table 3.10 Declension of personal and interrogative pronouns

1sg 2sg rfl 1pl 2pl intg an intg in

nom ź nß --- vß dß rnj́ xnj́
acc =gen =gen =gen =gen =gen =gen =nom
gen vtyź nt,ź ct,ź yƒc dƒc rjuj́ xtuj́
dat vy† nt,† ct,† yƒv dƒv rjvé xtvé
loc vy† nt,† ct,† yƒc dƒc rj́v x=v
ins vyj́q nj,j́q cj,j́q yƒvb dƒvb r†v x†v

Table 3.11 Third-person pronouns

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom j́y jyj́ jyƒ jy∫
acc =gen =gen =gen
gen tuj́ ∼ ytuj́ t= ∼ yt= (y†q) ∫[∼ y∫[
dat tvé ∼ ytvé †q ∼ y†q ∫v ∼ y∫v
loc y=v y†q y∫[
ins ∫v ∼ y∫v †q ∼ †/ ∼ y†/ ∼ y†q ∫vb ∼ y∫vb

[4] Nfr vyj/<ins> htifkfcm pflfxf.

That is how the problem used to get solved by me.

3.3.2 Third-person pronouns
Third-person pronouns, which by origin are demonstratives, distinguish gender,

and have a declension similar to that of demonstratives (§3.3.3).

Like personal pronouns, third-person pronouns always express the accusative

by using the genitive (or “animate”) form, even when they do not refer to ani-

mates (§4.1.6). Third-person pronouns occur with a preceding linking consonant

≤y≥ when they are governed by a preposition. The feminine instrumental form

allows a somewhat old-fashioned variant y†/ with prepositions, which occurs

more frequently than vyj́/:14

[5] Jy crhskcz c yt/<ins>.

He disappeared with her.

[6] Vt;le yt/<ins> b vyjq djpybrkf ,jkmifz lhe;,f.

Between her and me there arose a close friendship.

14 Zalizniak 1977[a]:65. In text counts in the conservative usage of memoirist S. Golitsyn (Zapiski
utselevshego [Moscow, 1990]), yt/ was actually more frequent, by 29 xx to ytq 27 xx, with gthtl,
c, yfl, gjl. In the Uppsala Corpus, ytq predominated over yt/ with these prepositions (ytq 157
xx/191 xx = 82%). On www.lib.ru <15.IX.02>, ytq with these prepositions occurred 80 percent of
the time (ytq 23,144 xx / 28,795 xx total).
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Table 3.12 Declension of …njn, nj́n

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom …njn ∼ nj́n …nj ∼ nj́ …nf ∼ nƒ …nb ∼ n†
acc =nom<in> ∼

gen<an>

=nom …ne ∼ né =nom<in> ∼ gen<an>

gen …njuj ∼ njuj́ …njq ∼ nj́q …nb[∼ n†[
dat …njve ∼ njvé …njq ∼ nj́q …nbv ∼ n†v
loc …njv ∼ nj́v …njq ∼ nj́q …nb[∼ n†[
ins …nbv ∼ n†v …njq ∼ nj́q …nbvb ∼ n†vb

Table 3.13 Declension of rfrj́q (nfrj́q)

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom rfrj́q rfrj́t rfrƒz rfr∫t
acc =nom<in> ∼ gen<an> =nom rfré/ =nom<in> ∼ gen<an>

gen rfrj́uj rfrj́q rfr∫[
dat rfrj́ve rfrj́q rfr∫v
loc rfrj́v rfrj́q rfr∫[
ins rfr∫v rfrj́q rfr∫vb

In informal Russian e y†q is possible instead of e yt= when it has weak stress

([7]):15

[7] Kbwj e ytq ,skj gjhfpbntkmyjq rhfcjns.

That face of hers was of astounding beauty.

3.3.3 Determiners (demonstrative, possessive, adjectival pronouns)
Determiners, like adjectives, agree with a modified noun in gender--number and

case. The declensions of the two demonstratives, proximate э́njn and distal nj́n

(Table 3.12) are similar, except for the vowel of the ending in the instrumental

singular and the plural. Determiners express animacy depending on the refer-

ence of the noun they modify (or refer to). If the noun is animate and either

masculine singular or plural of any gender, the demonstrative uses the geni-

tive form for the accusative. These demonstratives and all other elements with

adjectival declension allow an archaic variant with an extra syllable in the in-

strumental feminine singular: э́nj/.

Nfrj́q ‘such’ and rfrj́q ‘what kind of’ have purely adjectival declension (§3.5.1).

15 In Golitsyn and the Uppsala Corpus, there was a total of 313 xx e ytt against 6 xx e ytq, or
98 percent. On www.lib.ru <15.IX.02>, e ytt occurred 95 percent of the time (e ytt 14,600 xx /
15,386 xx total).
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Table 3.14 Declension of y†rbq

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom y†rbq y†rjt y†rfz y†rbt
acc =nom<in> ∼ =nom y†re/ =nom<in> ∼

gen<an> gen<an>

gen (oy†rjuj) y†rjtuj y†rjq ∼ y†rjtq y†rb[ (†y†rjb[)
dat (oy†rjve) y†rjtve y†rjq ∼ y†rjtq y†rbv (†y†rjbv)
loc (oy†rjv) y†rjtv y†rjq ∼ y†rjtq y†rb[ (†y†rjb[)
ins y†rbv (†y†rjbv) y†rjq ∼ y†rjtq y†rbvb (†y†rjbvb)

o = innovative, not standard
† = archaic

Table 3.15 Declension of yƒi (dƒi), ndj́q (vj́q, cdj́q)

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom yƒi ∼ ndj́q yƒit ∼ ndj= yƒif ∼ ndjź yƒib ∼ ndj∫
acc =nom<in> ∼ =nom yƒie ∼ ndj÷ =nom<in> ∼

gen<an> gen<an>

gen yƒituj ∼ ndjtuj́ yƒitq ∼ ndj†q yƒib[ ∼ ndj∫[
dat yƒitve ∼ ndjtvé yƒitq ∼ ndj†q yƒibv ∼ ndj∫v
loc yƒitv ∼ ndj=v yƒitq ∼ ndj†q yƒib[ ∼ ndj∫[
ins yƒibv ∼ ndj∫v yƒitq ∼ ndj†q yƒibvb ∼ ndj∫vb

The indefinite existential adjective y†rbq, stylistically old-fashioned, has a de-

clension containing some archaisms (e.g., msc gen sg y†rjtuj) alongside adap-

tations to a more productive pattern of declension (e.g., loc pl y†rb[ for older

y†rjb[).

The elaborated demonstratives э́lfrbq, э́nfrbq ‘such a’ decline just like any

adjective whose stem ends in the consonant [k] (uhj́vrbq ‘loud’).

3.3.4 Possessive adjectives: 1SG vjq, 2SG ndjq, 1PL yfi, 2PL dfi, reflexive cdjq,
interrogative xtq
Possessive adjectives of personal pronouns -- 1sg vj́q, 2sg ndj́q, 1pl yƒi, 2pl dƒi,

reflexive cdj́q -- decline in a fashion similar to э́njn (Table 3.15). Dƒi declines

like yƒi, vj́q and cdj́q like ndj́q. To express possession by a third person, Rus-

sian uses the etymological genitive forms of the third-person pronoun msc=nt

tuj́, fem t=, pl ∫[, invariant forms that do not agree in gender--number and

case with the modified noun. (The true adjective ∫[ybq is substandard.) There

are some differences between tuj́, t=, ∫[ used as genitives and used as posses-

sives. As possessives, tuj́, t=, ∫[ do not elicit the ligature {n} after prepositions:
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Table 3.16 Declension of x†q

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom x†q xm= xmź xm∫
acc =nom<in> ∼ gen<an> =nom xm÷ =nom<in> ∼ gen<an>

gen xmtuj́ xm†q xm∫[
dat xmtvé xm†q xm∫v
loc xm=v xm†q xm∫[
ins xm∫v xm†q xm∫vb

Table 3.17 Declension of d†cm, c†q

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom d†cm ∼ c†q dc= ∼ cb† dcź ∼ cbź dc† ∼ cb∫
acc =nom<in> ∼

gen<an>

=nom dc÷ ∼ cb÷ =nom<in> ∼ gen<an>

gen dctuj́ ∼ ctuj́ dc†q ∼ c†q dc†[∼ c∫[
dat dctvé ∼ ctvé dc†q ∼ c†q dc†v ∼ c∫v
loc dc=v ∼ c=v dc†q ∼ c†q dc†[ ∼ c∫[
ins dc†v ∼ c∫v dc†q ∼ c†q dc†vb ∼ c∫vb

Table 3.18 Declension of cƒv

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom cƒv cfvj́ cfvƒ cƒvb
acc =nom<in> ∼ gen<an> =nom cfvé (†cfvj=) =nom<in> ∼ gen<an>

gen cfvjuj́ cfvj́q cfv∫[
dat cfvjvé cfvj́q cfv∫v
loc cfvj́v cfvj́q cfv∫[
ins cfv∫v cfvj́q cfv∫vb

† = archaic

d ∫[ rj́vyfnt ‘in their room’ but d y∫[ ‘inside them’, jn tuj́ jrhe;†ybz ‘from

its surroundings’ but jn ytuj́ ‘from it’. In event nominals, for arguments anal-

ogous to subjects of intransitive predicates, only possessives, not true genitive

pronouns, are possible: {t= ∼ yƒi} ghb[j́l ‘{her ∼ our} arrival’, j {tuj́ ∼ vj=v}
jnxƒzybb ‘about {his ∼ my} despair’ but not ∗ghb[j́l vtyź, ∗jnxƒzybt vtyź. The

fact that tuj́, t=, ∫[ are used here suggests that they are analogous to posses-

sive adjectives. The interrogative (relative, indefinite) possessive x†q ‘whose’ has

a declension similar to the demonstratives (Table 3.16).
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Table 3.19 Declension of jl∫y

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom jl∫y jlyj́ jlyƒ jly∫
acc =nom<in> ∼ gen<an> =nom jlyé =nom<in> ∼ gen<an>

gen jlyjuj́ jlyj́q jly∫[
dat jlyjvé jlyj́q jly∫v
loc jlyj́v jlyj́q jly∫[
ins jly∫v jlyj́q jly∫vb

Table 3.20 Numeral paradigms

compound compound
ordinary paucal decade hundred round collective

nom gźnm nh∫ gznmltcźn nh∫cnf cnj́ ldj́t
acc =nom =nom<in> ∼

gen<an>

=nom =nom =nom =nom<in> ∼
gen<an>

gen gzn∫ nh=[ gzn∫ltcznb nh=[cj́n cnƒ ldj∫[
dat gzn∫ nh=v gzn∫ltcznb nh=vcnƒv cnƒ ldj∫v
loc gzn∫ nh=[ gzn∫ltcznb nh=[cnƒ[ cnƒ ldj∫[
ins gznm÷ nhtvź gznm÷ltcznm/ nhtvzcnƒvb∗ cnƒ ldj∫vb

∗Nhtvzcnƒvb is cited with single stress, nh=[cnƒ[ and others with two stresses.

3.3.5 Declension of dtcm, cfv, jlby
D†cm ‘all’ and the old-fashioned demonstrative c†q have a basically demon-

strative declension, with soft stems (Table 3.17). The emphatic adjective cƒv

(Table 3.18) and the adjectival numeral jl∫y (Table 3.19) also have demonstrative

declension.

3.4 Quantifiers
Quantifiers include cardinal numerals, collectives, and approximate pronominal

quantifiers (e.g., cnj́kmrj ‘so many’). Some are declined like nouns, some like

demonstratives (see Table 3.20). Ordinals, which decline as ordinary adjectives

(except nh†nbq), will be given for reference in parentheses in the discussion

below.

Paucal numerals: Paucals, comprising msc=nt ldƒ, fem ld† ‘two’, nh∫ ‘three’,

and xtnßht ‘four’, use the case endings of plural adjectives, merging genitive

and locative, but have idiosyncratic stems: lde-, nh=-, xensh=- (but ins xenshmvź).

Ordinals are dnjhj́q ‘second’ (different stem, ordinary declension), nh†nbq
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‘third’ (mixed adjectival declension: Table 3.26), xtnd=hnsq ‘fourth’ (ordinary

declension).

Single digits, teens: Many numerals decline like singular nouns in

Declension<iiia>. ‘Five’ through ‘nine’ stress the ending in the oblique cases, in-

cluding in the instrumental gźnm (ordinal gźnsq) ‘five’, i†cnm (itcnj́q) ‘six’, c†vm

(ctlmvj́q) ‘seven’, dj́ctvm, gen=dat=loc djcmv∫, but ins dj́ctvm/ (with the null

vowel restored) ∼ djcmvm÷ (the latter 11% on www.libr.ru <15.IX.02>) (djcmvj́q)

‘eight’, and l†dznm (ltdźnsq) ‘nine’. ‘Eleven’ through ‘nineteen’, historically com-

pounds, have this declension with fixed stem stress: jl∫yyflwfnm (jl∫yyflwfnsq)

‘eleven’, ldtyƒlwfnm (ldtyƒlwfnsq) ‘twelve’ nhbyƒlwfnm (nhbyƒlwfnsq) ‘thir-

teen’, xtnßhyflwfnm (xtnßhyflwfnsq) ‘fourteen’, gznyƒlwfnm (gznyƒlwfnsq) ‘fif-

teen’, itcnyƒlwfnm (itcnyƒlwfnsq) ‘sixteen’, ctvyƒlwfnm (ctvyƒlwfnsq) ‘seven-

teen’, djctvyƒlwfnm (djctvyƒlwfnsq) ‘eighteen’, ltdznyƒlwfnm (ltdznyƒlwfnsq)

‘nineteen’.

Decades: The first three decades have the pattern of gźnm, also with

end stress, l†cznm (ltcźnsq) ‘ten’, ltczn∫<gen=dat=loc>, ltcznm÷<ins>, ldƒlwfnm

(ldflwƒnsq) ‘twenty’, ldflwfn∫<gen=dat=loc>, nh∫lwfnm (nhblwƒnsq) ‘thirty’,

nhblwfn∫<gen=dat=loc>. The decades from ‘fifty’ through ‘eighty’, as com-

pounds, decline both parts like nouns of Declension<IIIa>: gznmltcźn

(gznbltcźnsq) ‘fifty’, gzn∫ltcznb<gen=dat=loc>, itcnmltcźn (itcnbltcźnsq) ‘sixty’,

c†vmltczn (ctvbltcźnsq) ‘seventy’, dj́ctvmltczn (djcmvbltcźnsq) ‘eighty’ (ins

djctvm÷ltcznm/ ∼ djcmvm÷ltcznm/). The decade component ends in a hard

consonant in the nominative. In standard Russian, both parts should have a dis-

tinctively instrumental form (gznm÷ltcznm/), but the form is sometimes partially

analogized to the other oblique forms in the unedited Russian of the web, on the

order of 10 percent (low 5% djcmvbltcznm/, high 13% ctvbltcznm/ <15.IX.02>).

Round: Certain “round” numerals have a minimal declension, with one form

for the nominative and accusative, another for the remaining cases: nom=acc

cnj́, gen=dat=loc=ins cnƒ ‘hundred’, cj́hjr, cjhjrƒ ‘forty’, ltdzyj́cnj, ltdzyj́cnf

‘ninety’, and gjknjhƒcnf, gen=dat=loc=ins gjkénjhfcnf ‘a hundred and a half ’,

the last two being etymologically derived from cnj́. ‘One and a half ’ has the same

pattern, though additionally the nominative distinguishes gender, like the pau-

cal ‘two’ (msc=nt nom=acc gjknjhƒ, fem nom=acc gjknjhß, gen=dat=loc=ins

gjkénjhf).

Hundreds: The hundreds other than cnj́ itself -- ld†cnb ‘two hundred’, nh∫cnf

‘three hundred’, xtnßhtcnf ‘four hundred’, gznmcj́n ‘five hundred’, itcnmcj́n ‘six
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hundred’, ctvmcj́n ‘seven hundred’, djctvmcj́n ‘eight hundred’, ltdznmcj́n ‘nine

hundred’ -- are compounds which should decline both parts. The oblique forms

of the low hundreds in less-than-standard Russian sometimes use forms analog-

ically based on the genitive; [8--11] were attested on the web <20.XII.01> with

substandard forms (marked “§”).

[8] Xbckj gjcnhflfdib[ ghb,bpbkjcm r ldevcnfv<dat> (§lde[cnfv<dat>).

The number of victims approached two hundred.

[9] Vs ujdjhbkb j lde[cnf[<loc> (§lde[cjn<gen=loc>) yf[crj-uthvfycrb[

ktrcbxtcrb[ gfhhfktkz[.

We remarked on two hundred Nakh-Germanic lexical parallels.

[10] Vэqkth vj;tn hf,jnfnm c ,jktt xtv ldevzcnfvb<ins> (§lde[cnfvb<ins>)

vjltvfvb.

The mailer program can work with more than two hundred modems.

[11] Эnj ,skj yt nhelyj, yj lkz Dekmaf, c tuj nhtvzcnfvb<ins>

djcmvm/ltcznm/<ins> (§nht[cnfvb<ins> djcmvbltcznm/<ins>) aeynfvb, <. . .>

That was not difficult, but for Wolf, with his three hundred eighty pounds,

<. . .>

The ordinals of the hundreds are built from genitives: nh=[cj́nsq ‘three

hundredth’, itcnbcj́nsq ‘six hundredth’, etc.

Collectives: Collective numerals (ldj́t ‘twosome’, nhj́t ‘threesome’, x†ndthj

‘foursome’) have a plural adjectival declension in oblique cases: gen=loc

xtndthß[, dat xtndthßv, ins xtndthßvb.

Pronominal approximates: Approximates such as crj́kmrj ‘how many’ follow

the declensional strategy of collectives: gen=loc crj́kmrb[, dat crj́kmrbv, ins

crj́kmrbvb. ‘Both’, which distinguishes gender throughout, declines in this fash-

ion (msc=nt nom=acc j́,f, gen j,j́b[; fem nom j́,t, fem gen j,†b[, and so

on).

Nßczxf ‘thousand’ and vbkkbj́y ‘million’ decline like ordinary nouns. Nßczxf

has two instrumental forms, nominal nßczxtq and numeral-like nßczxm/

(§4.3.4).

3.5 Adjectives

3.5.1 Adjectives
Long ago, adjectives had a “short” declensional ending identical to those of

substantives; the “long” forms are an innovation. The process of replacing short

forms by long forms has been a gradual one, extending over a thousand years.
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Table 3.21 Declension of adjectives: rhƒcysq ‘beautiful’, lƒkmybq ‘ far’

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom rhƒcysq rhƒcyjt rhƒcyfz rhƒcyst
acc =nom<in> ∼ gen<an> =nom rhƒcye/ =nom<in> ∼ gen<an>

gen rhƒcyjuj rhƒcyjq rhƒcys[
dat rhƒcyjve rhƒcyjq rhƒcysv
loc rhƒcyjv rhƒcyjq rhƒcys[
ins rhƒcysv rhƒcyjq rhƒcysvb

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom lƒkmybq lƒkmytt lƒkmyzz lƒkmybt
acc =nom<in> ∼ gen<an> =nom lƒkmy// =nom<in> ∼ gen<an>

gen lƒkmytuj lƒkmytq lƒkmyb[
dat lƒkmytve lƒkmytq lƒkmybv
loc lƒkmytv lƒkmytq lƒkmyb[
ins lƒkmybv lƒkmytq lƒkmybvb

By the nineteenth century, the long forms had won out in all contexts except

the strictly predicative context, the only context in which the original nominal

“short” forms are still preserved (see §5.2).

Long-form adjectives decline like demonstratives, except that adjectives have

heavy (VC or VCV) endings in the nominative and accusative. Adjectives can have

either hard stems (Table 3.21, rhƒcysq ‘red’) or soft stems (Table 3.21, lƒkmybq

‘far’). Soft-stem adjectives differ from hard-stem adjectives only in the spelling

of vowel letters. In certain adjectives the first or only vowel of the endings is

stressed in all forms, as in msc gen sg vjkjlj́uj ‘young’, gen=loc pl vjkjlß[,

etc.; if so, the msc nom sg form is -j́q: msc nom sg vjkjlj́q. There is no distinc-

tion of gender in the plural declension of adjectives. Animacy is expressed in

the masculine singular and in the plural, by using the genitive form for the ac-

cusative (§4.1.6). Adjectives and participles allow an archaic, poetic instrumental

form: fem ins sg rhƒcyj/, lƒkmyt/, elƒhbdit/.

Participles are declined as adjectives. Participles are formed using certain char-

acteristic consonants -- ≤o≥ in the present tense and ≤i≥ in the past tense --

and have the appropriate spellings of vowel letters after these consonants: ≤b≥
not ≤s≥, ≤t≥ not ≤j≥, ≤e≥ and ≤f≥.

In participles, reflexive verbs use the full syllable of the reflexive affix,

both after consonants (msc=nt ins sg jnlf÷obvcz ‘surrendering to’, fem ins

sg elƒhbditqcz ‘having bumped against’) and after vowels (msc=nt gen sg

jnlf÷otujcz, elƒhbditujcz).
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Table 3.22 Declension of participles: jnlf÷obq ‘giving away’, elƒhbdibq ‘having hit’

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom jnlf÷obq jnlf÷ott jnlf÷ofz jnlf÷obt
acc =nom<in> ∼

gen<an>

=nom jnlf÷oe/ =nom<in> ∼
gen<an>

gen jnlf÷otuj jnlf÷otq jnlf÷ob[
dat jnlf÷otve jnlf÷otq jnlf÷obv
loc jnlf÷otv jnlf÷otq jnlf÷ob[
ins jnlf÷obv jnlf÷otq jnlf÷obvb

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom elƒhbdibq elƒhbditt elƒhbdifz elƒhbdibt
acc =nom<in> ∼

gen<an>

=nom elƒhbdie/ =nom<in>∼
gen<an>

gen elƒhbdituj elƒhbditq elƒhbdib[
dat elƒhbditve elƒhbditq elƒhbdibv
loc elƒhbditv elƒhbditq elƒhbdib[
ins elƒhbdibv elƒhbditq elƒhbdibvb

3.5.2 Predicative (‘‘short”) adjectives
The short-form adjectives, which were originally nominative case forms identical

to those of nouns, have no ending in the masculine singular (or {-º}), {-o} in the

neuter singular, {-a} in the feminine, and {-i} in the plural (spelled ≤s≥ with

hard stems). Many adjectives were suffixed. Productive suffixes were ∗mn > {-n-}
and ∗(k > {-k-}. The jer of these suffixes would have been lost in all forms except

the masculine nominative singular, when the jer was vocalized. The synchronic

result is that the masculine nominative singular of short adjectives takes full-

grade vocalism. The suffix {-k-} usually takes <o> and leaves the consonant

unaffected (C0 grade): épjr, rh†gjr (but uj́hmrbq ‘bitter’, uj́htr ). The suffix {-n-},

by virtue of its ∗m, once palatalized the preceding consonant. The earlier Ci

that resulted is still visible in, for example, msc sg short léhty ‘bad’, n=vty

‘dark’, or, under stress, ev=y. However, since all paired consonants except ∗l have

lost palatalization before the [n], the consonants are no longer palatalized in

other forms (the restricted Ci� grade): lehyj́q, n=vysq, though [l]̨ is maintained,

l†kmysq ‘effective’.

The small number of stems that ended in an etymological cluster CR have been

under pressure to develop an anaptyctic vowel in the masculine singular short

(nominative) form, when no vowel follows the cluster. Some develop full-grade vo-

calism: gj́kjy ‘full’, cd†ntk ‘light’, x=hty ‘dark’, [bn=h ‘clever’, while jcn=h ∼ j́cnh
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Table 3.23 Stress in short-form adjectives

{R} {RM} {M} {M(E)} {ME} {(M)E} {E}

e÷nysq ,éhysq kƒlysq uhźpysq rhƒcysq cd†;bq évysq
‘comfortable’ ‘stormy’ ‘harmonious’ ‘dirty’ ‘beautiful’ ‘fresh’ ‘intelligent’

msc e÷nty ,éhty kƒlty uhźpty rhƒcty cd†; ev=y
nt e÷nyj ,éhyj kƒlyj uhźpyj rhƒcyj́ cdt;j́ evyj́
pl e÷nys ,éhys kƒlys uhźpys rhƒcyß cd†;∫ evyß
fem e÷nyf ,éhyƒ kflyƒ uhzpyƒ rhfcyƒ cdt;ƒ evyƒ

{XY} = historically mixed type combining paradigm X and paradigm Y
{(X)Y} = historically mixed type combining paradigm X and paradigm Y, contribution of X

less prominent
ƒ . . . ß (etc.) = alternate stresses

‘sharp’ and iecn=h ∼ iécnh ‘bright, sharp’ have variation. G=cnhsq ‘variegated’

maintains the cluster (g=cnh).

Passive participles have a single [n] in short forms (eytc=y, eytctyƒ) but double

[nn] in long forms (eytc=yysq). In certain adjectives there is a double conso-

nant in long forms, which is retained in the short forms: ∫crhtyybq ‘genuine’,

msc sg ∫crhtyty, fem sg ∫crhtyyf, nt sg ∫crhtyyt ∼ ∫crhtyyj, pl ∫crhtyyb ∼
∫crhtyys; cfvjed†htyysq ‘self-confident’, fem cfvjed†htyyf, nt -tyyj, pl -tyys

(though msc sg cfvjed†hty). Both consonants are kept if the adjective derives

from a noun ending in [n]: hfpyjcnjhj́yybq ‘many-sided’, msc hfpyjcnjhj́yty, fem

hfpyjcnjhj́yyz (cnjhjyƒ ‘side’).

Most soft-stem adjectives are originally suffixed, like hfpyjcnjhj́yybq or

lƒkmybq. They have a hard [n] in the masculine: ,tcrhƒty ‘limitless’ (<,tcrhƒqybq).

The rare unsuffixed soft-stem adjective c∫ybq keeps C i, c∫ym ‘blue’.

In the vast majority of adjectives, the root is stressed and remains so in all

short forms. In a limited number of adjectives, the ending of some short forms

can be stressed (Table 3.23).16

There are three old patterns -- stem-stressed {R}, mobile {M} (stress on the

ending only in the feminine), and end-stressed {E} -- and some innovative tran-

sitional patterns, in which end stress is more likely in the feminine than in the

plural and neuter. The masculine forms are somewhat independent. It is diffi-

cult to predict what stable patterns will result from this gradation of patterns.

After {R}, which is by far the predominant pattern, only {(M)E}, a transitional

pattern, has any noticeable frequency, the other patterns being residual.

16 Zalizniak 1977[a]:33, 59--60, though with different ordering and notation; also SRIa 1.59--60.
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Table 3.24 Mixed declension of possessive surnames

msc fem pl

nom Rfhfvp∫y Rfhfvpbyƒ Rfhfvpbyß
acc =gen Rfhfvpbyé =gen
gen Rfhfvpbyƒ Rfhfvpbyj́q Rfhfvpbyß[
dat Rfhfvpbyé Rfhfvpbyj́q Rfhfvpbyßv
loc Rfhfvpby† Rfhfvpbyj́q Rfhfvpbyß[
ins Rfhfvpbyßv Rfhfvpbyj́q Rfhfvpbyßvb

3.5.3 Mixed adjectives and surnames
In the change from an original nominal inflection to a distinctively adjectival

declension, the heavy, adjectival endings have been adopted according to the

order: instrumental ≥ locative ≥ dative, genitive ≥ accusative ≥ nominative.

Surnames and possessive adjectives have paused at different points along this

process.

Surnames are commonly derived from the possessive adjectives with the suf-

fixes {-ov-} or {-in-}. These still have nominal endings throughout the singular

of the masculine, except in the instrumental, which has an adjectival (“long”)

ending; the feminine forms of names have adjectival endings in all singular

oblique cases. In the plural, only the nominative retains the nominal ending

(Table 3.24).

Possessive adjectives in {-ov-} (from nouns of Declension<Ia>), as in Table 3.25

jnwj́d ‘father’s’, which are restricted in the contemporary language -- they are

characterized as “little used”17 -- differ from surnames by having the adjec-

tival ending additionally in the locative singular masculine. Possessive adjec-

tives in {-in}, which are derived from both feminine and masculine nouns of

Declension<II> and are used frequently, have taken a further step towards ad-

jectival endings in the masculine-neuter genitive and dative singular, which

(except for fixed expressions) now use adjectival endings: r vƒvbyjve<nt dat sg>

(∗vƒvbye) p†hrfke ‘to mama’s mirror’.

The ordinal nh†nbq and generic possessive adjectives (k∫cbq ‘of a fox’, vtld†;bq

‘of a bear’) likewise have mixed declension, with the same distribution of nom-

inal and adjectival endings as possessives in {-in} (Table 3.26).

3.5.4 Comparatives and superlatives
Adjectives form a synthetic comparative and an analytic comparative.

17 Zalizniak 1977[a]:63.
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Table 3.25 Mixed declension: jnwj́d ‘ father’s’, vƒvby ‘mother’s’

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom (jnwj́d)
vƒvby

(jnwj́dj)
vƒvbyj

(jnwj́df)
vƒvbyf

(jnwj́ds)
vƒvbys

acc =nom<in> ∼
gen<an>

=nom (jnwj́de)
vƒvbye

=nom<in> ∼
gen<an>

gen (jnwj́df)
vƒvbyjuj

(jnwj́djq)
vƒvbyjq

(jnwj́ds[)
vƒvbys[

dat (jnwj́de)
vƒvbyjve

(jnwj́djq)
vƒvbyjq

(jnwj́dsv)
vƒvbysv

loc (jnwj́djv)
vƒvbyjv

(jnwj́djq)
vƒvbyjq

(jnwj́ds[)
vƒvbys[

ins (jnwj́dsv)
vƒvbysv

(jnwj́djq)
vƒvbyjq

(jnwj́dsvb)
vƒvbysvb

Table 3.26 Mixed declension: k∫cbq ‘of foxes’, nh†nbq ‘ third’

msc msc=nt nt fem pl

nom k∫cbq k∫cmt k∫cmz k∫cmb
nh†nbq nh†nmt nh†nmz nh†nmb

acc =nom<in> ∼ =nom k∫cm/ =nom<in> ∼
gen<an> nh†nm/ gen<an>

gen k∫cmtuj k∫cmtq k∫cmb[
nh†nmtuj nh†nmtq nh†nmb[

dat k∫cmtve k∫cmtq k∫cmbv
nh†nmtve nh†nmtq nh†nmbv

loc k∫cmtv k∫cmtq k∫cmb[
nh†nmtv nh†nmtq nh†nmb[

ins k∫cmbv k∫cmtq k∫cmbvb
nh†nmbv nh†nmtq nh†nmbvb

The analytic comparative is formed by modifying the usual form of the adjec-

tive by the adverb ,j́ktt. The adjective reflects the gender, case, and number of

the noun it modifies.

The synthetic comparative is invariant; for a given adjective, a single form is

used for all genders and numbers and cases. Synthetic comparatives, which are

effectively short-form adjectives, are not used freely in all argument positions

(§4.4.7). The synthetic comparative is formed regularly by suffixing -tt to the

stem of the adjective; in speech, it has long been pronounced -tq. This originally

colloquial variant is often written. Stress usually falls on the stem syllable of

the adjective, though the suffix is stressed in certain adjectives: ;tkn†t ‘more
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Table 3.27 Irregular synthetic comparatives

consonant positive comparative

{k g x} ∼ {c̨ ‹ š ž} uj́hmrbq ‘bitter’, k=urbq ‘light’,
kj́drbq ‘agile’, ;tcnj́rbq ‘cruel’,
x=nrbq ‘precise’, ljhjuj́q ‘expensive’

uj́hxt, k†uxt, kj́dxt (kjdx†t),
;tcnj́xt, x=nxt, ljhj́;t

{t d} ∼ {č ž} ,juƒnsq ‘rich’, uƒlrbq ‘vile’,
;∫lrbq ‘fatty’, rjhj́nrbq ‘short’,
y∫prbq ‘low’, h†lrbq ‘rare’

,juƒxt, uƒ;t, ;∫;t,
rjhj́xt, y∫;t, h†;t

{s z} ∼ {š ž} dscj́rbq ‘high’, ,k∫prbq ‘near’,
éprbq ‘narrow’

dßit, ,k∫;t, é;t

{st sk} ∼ {s ˛ ‹�} uecnj́q ‘thick’, gkj́crbq ‘flat’,
ckƒlrbq ‘sweet’

uéot, gkj́ot, ckƒot

{P} ∼ {Pl}̨ lti=dsq ‘cheap’ lti†dkt
? ∼ {-̌se}/{-že} uke,j́rbq ‘deep’, lfk=rbq ‘far’,

lj́kubq ‘long’, nj́yrbq ‘fine’
uké,;t, lƒkmit, lj́kmit,

nj́ymit
unpredictable vƒktymrbq ‘small’, ibhj́rbq ‘wide’,

[jhj́ibq ‘good’
v†ymit, i∫ht, kéxit

yellow’ (22% ;tkn†q on the web <04.XI.02>), gecn†t ‘emptier’ (29% gecn†q), k/n†t

‘wilder’, csn†t ‘more satisfied’, cdzn†t ‘holier’.

Certain frequent adjectives use an older, more irregular form of the compara-

tive in {-e}, implying a modified consonant grade C j. The stem can be shortened,

by eliminating what were very old suffixes. In some instances the compara-

tive suffix adds its own consonant, {-s ‹e} or {-z‹e}. There are also unpredictable

relations and instances of suppletion among the most frequent and familiar

words: [é;t ‘worse’ is isolated (though it derives etymologically from [elj́q ‘thin,

meager’); kéxit ‘better’ is used as the comparative of [jhj́ibq ‘good’; ,j́kmibq

‘greater’, unusually for a comparative, is used as a long form in all cases (note

the difference in stress: ,jkmij́q ‘large’).

The superlative is formed by combining the adjective cƒvsq with the positive

of the adjective: jy cksk cfvsv gjgekzhysv fldjrfnjv ‘he was reputed to be

the most popular lawyer’, nt lyb ,skb cfvsvb cxfcnkbdsvb ‘those days were

the happiest’.

The bookish prefix yfb- combines with the comparative of irregular adjectives

(yfbdßcibq ‘highest’, yfbkéxibq ‘very best’) or an extension of the comparative of

regular adjectives (yfb,†lytqibq ‘the very poorest’). The derivative expresses an

extreme degree of the adjective or adverb. It is now infrequent except in the most

common adjectives: yfbdscibt ehj;fb ‘the very highest harvests’, yfbkexibv

j,hfpjv ‘in the very best manner’, d yfbvtymitq cntgtyb ‘to the very least de-

gree’, yfbgthdtqitt ltkj ‘the very first priority’, Z ujnjd pf vfke/ gkfne cjplfnm
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dfv jnkbxysq, yfbrhfcbdtqibq, f cfvjt ukfdyjt -- bynthfrnbdysq cfqn! ‘I am

prepared to create for you an outstanding, exceptionally beautiful, and, most

importantly, interactive site for a modest price!’ Even for such adjectives, it is

more common to use the adverb yfb,j́ktt with the adjective: yfb,jktt df;yst

djghjcs ‘the very most important questions’, yfb,jktt dscjrfz yfcsotyyjcnm

‘the very highest concentration’.

3.6 Declension of nouns

3.6.1 Categories and declension classes of nouns
Most nouns decline, and express distinctions of case and number. Nouns that

decline express two numbers and six basic cases,18 though no declension distin-

guishes all of the twelve logically possible forms.

The same markers of number and case are not used uniformly by all nouns.

Rather, there is a set of patterns, or declensions, and each noun is assigned to one

such class. Declensional classes then partition the lexicon of nouns, and might

be termed morphologic al gender . Declensional classes are more clearly

distinguished in the singular than in the plural; in the plural, the endings

for the oblique cases of the dative, locative, and instrumental are the same

for all nouns. In the nominative, accusative, genitive plural, each declension

class has its preferred endings used by the majority of nouns of a class, but

these are preferences, not absolutes. There are three large classes, or declensions.

Declension<I> has two subclasses (Declension<Ia> and Declension<Ib>).19

The number of a noun is reflected by agreement in an attributive adjective

and, if the noun is the subject, in the number of the finite verb. At the same

time, adjectives and verbs in the past tense express another property of nouns.

Nouns are partitioned into three classes, or s yntactic genders, depending

on whether they elicit masculine or feminine or neuter agreement in adjectives

and verbs.20

In general, the two partitions of nouns -- morphological gender and syntac-

tic gender -- correspond closely. Declension<Ib> is exclusively neuters, except for

some isolated nouns (gjlvfcn†hmt ‘apprentice’)21 and derivatives (diminutives

djhjyrj́ ‘crow’, cjkjd†qrj ‘nightingale’, augmentatives djkx∫ot ‘big wolf ’,

gfhy∫ot ‘big fellow’, lehfx∫ot ‘enormous fool’). Conversely, almost all neuter

18 On secondary cases: §5.5.
19 The question of how many declension classes there are is less significant than it might appear.

Recognizing fewer classes means recognizing more sub-declensions, and vice versa.
20 On gender: Jakobson 1932/1971[b], 1960/1971[b], Zalizniak 1967, Stankiewicz 1978, van Schooneveld

1977.
21 Zalizniak 1977[a]:54 cites cdthk∫kj ‘kind of beetle’, vfpkj́ ‘someone who smears’, words not in

general currency.
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nouns -- except for the dozen or so neuter nouns in Declension<IIIb> -- belong

to Declension<Ib>. Declension<Ia> consists of masculine nouns. One interesting

complication is that some nouns in Declension<Ia> that refer to people by occu-

pation, such as dhƒx ‘doctor’, are coming to be used in reference to women and

with feminine agreement in verbs and recently even in adjectives (§4.1.3). Syn-

tactic gender is coming to be determined by the sex of the entity referred to --

that is, by the referential gender . Declension<II> is feminine, with two

large classes of exceptions. Descriptive nouns like ytgjc†lf ‘fidgety person’ or

ytd†;lf ‘ignoramus’ can be used with either masculine or feminine agreement

according to their reference; they are then common gender. Diminutive names

like Nj́kz, :†yz, Cƒif and some isolated nouns (lźlz ‘uncle’, celmź ‘judge’)

are used to refer to males, and elicit masculine agreement in adjectives and

verbs. Thus Declension<II> is feminine except for nouns referring to human

beings whose syntactic gender follows referential gender. Declension<III> is fem-

inine except for the masculine singleton génm ‘route’ and the near-dozen neuters.

Overall, there is a significant degree of correspondence between syntactic gen-

der (the patterns of agreement nouns condition in adjectives and verbs) and

morphological gender (the declension class).22

Nouns belonging to Declension<Ia> that refer to animate beings ([12]) and all

plural nouns that refer to animate beings ([13]) use the genitive form in syntactic

contexts whenever the accusative case is appropriate (§4.1.6):

[12] Yt pyf/, eghtrfnm bkb [dfkbnm vjkjljuj<msc acc=gen> ht;bccthf<acc=gen>.

I am not sure whether to criticize or praise the young director.

[13] Ntnz Cfif exbkf vtyz<acc=gen> b vjb[<acc=gen> vkflib[<acc=gen> ctcnth<acc=gen>.

Aunt Sasha taught me and my younger sisters.

Here the notation “acc=gen” is used for cells in which this equivalence occurs.

Except for animate nouns, nouns of Declension<Ia> do not distinguish nomina-

tive and accusative singular: nom cnj́k = acc cnj́k. Except for animates, plural

nouns otherwise do not distinguish these cases: nom cnjkß = acc cnjkß. For

these cells in paradigms, the notation “nom=acc” is used.

3.6.2 Hard, soft, and unpaired declensions
Nouns of Declension<Ia>, Declension<Ib>, and Declension<II> have two closely

related variants. Some end in a “hard” mutable consonant (pfrj́y ‘law’, cnƒlj

‘flock’, ;tyƒ ‘woman’), others end in a “soft” mutable consonant (rj́ym ‘horse’,

vj́ht ‘sea’, ytl†kz ‘week’). The hard and soft variants seem different in appear-

ance, but the differences are only those that would be expected from rules of

22 Corbett 1982, 1988[a].
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spelling. Both “hard” and “soft” variants are listed for these declensions below.

In addition, the stems that end in the unpaired consonants [c č š ž s˛ ‹…], written

≤w x i ; o≥, or [j], look slightly different, because special spelling rules for

vowels are invoked after these consonants.

3.6.3 Accentual patterns
Each form of a noun has one vowel that is stressed. The vowel that is stressed

is not necessarily the same vowel in every case--number form of a noun. The set

of possibilities defines an accentual paradigm or stress pattern. There is

a modest number of stress paradigms used by nouns. Some common threads

can be distinguished across declension classes. (a) Stress on the root in both

singular and plural, or {R sg : R pl}, is widespread: nom sg ytl†kz ‘week’, nom pl

ytl†kb. (b) Some nouns have stress on the ending in both singular and plural,

or {Esg : Epl}: nom sg uh†[ ‘sin’, gen sg uht[ƒ, nom pl uht[é (except when the

ending is {-º}, when stress must be on the final syllable of the stem). (c) Some

nouns have the opposite stress in singular and plural: {Esg : R pl} nom sg jryj́

‘window’, nom pl j́ryf, or, in the other direction, (d) {R sg : Epl} nom sg ckj́dj

‘word’, nom pl ckjdƒ. In nouns that stress the oblique plural, stress may retract

to the root in the nominative (and accusative) plural. This retraction can occur

(e) with root stress in the singular, or {R sg : Epl(R nom)}, as in nom sg pé, ‘tooth’,

gen sg pé,f, nom pl pé,s, dat pl pe,ƒv, or (f) with end stress in the singular,

or {Esg : Epl(R nom)}, as in nom sg rj́ym, gen sg rjyź, nom pl rj́yb, dat pl rjyźv.

These are the six most widespread patterns. In addition, a very small number

of nouns in Declension<II> retract stress to the stem in the accusative singular,

an alternation that requires an additional specification: nom sg leiƒ ‘soul’, acc

sg léie {Esg(R acc) : R pl}.

3.6.4 Declension<Ia>

Declension<Ia> is characterized by the following properties: (a) it has no overt

ending in the nominative singular (equivalently, the ending is {-º}); (b) it does

not have a distinct accusative singular case form: the accusative is identical

either to the nominative (inanimates) or to the genitive (animates); (c) it does not

syncretize the genitive, dative, and locative singular; (d) it has the instrumental

singular in {-om}; (e) it has both hard and soft stems that are largely parallel; (f )

the preferred nominative plural and genitive plural forms are nominative {-i}
and an overt genitive {-ov} or {-ej}.

Stress patterns are restricted. Consistent stress on the root (= {R sg: R pl}) is the

most usual, then consistent stress on the ending (= {Esg: Epl}). Other patterns

occur, and are illustrated in Table 3.28, but are represented by small numbers

of nouns.
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Table 3.28 Declension<Ia>

soft stem, soft stem
hard stem [ j] augment hard stem (animate) hard stem hard stem

{R sg : R pl} {Esg : R pl} {R sg : Epl(R nom)} {Esg : Epl(R nom)} {R sg : Epl} {Esg : Epl}

nom sg pfdj́l rj́k pé, rj́ym x∫y uh†[
acc sg =nom =nom =nom =gen =nom =nom
gen sg pfdj́lf rjkƒ pé,f rjyź x∫yf uht[ƒ
dat sg pfdj́le rjké pé,e rjy÷ x∫ye uht[é
loc sg pfdj́lt rjk† pé,t rjy† x∫yt uht[†
ins sg pfdj́ljv rjkj́v pé,jv rjy=v x∫yjv uht[j́v
nom pl pfdj́ls rj́kmz pé,s rj́yb xbyß uht[∫
acc pl =nom =nom =nom =gen =nom =nom
gen pl pfdj́ljd rj́kmtd pe,j́d rjy†q xbyj́d uht[j́d
dat pl pfdj́lfv rj́kmzv pe,ƒv rjyźv xbyƒv uht[ƒv
loc pl pfdj́lf[ rj́kmz[ pe,ƒ[ rjyź[ xbyƒ[ uht[ƒ[
ins pl pfdj́lfvb rj́kmzvb pe,ƒvb rjyźvb xbyƒvb uht[ƒvb

‘factory’ ‘stake’ ‘tooth’ ‘horse’ ‘rank’ ‘sin’

Soft stems, listed separately here, differ from hard stems only in orthographic

details. In the nominative singular, a hard stem ends in a consonant letter;

in soft stems, the final consonant letter is followed by ≤m≥, indicating that a

mutable consonant is soft (palatalized). In other case forms, soft stems use the

soft-vowel letter that corresponds to the hard-vowel letter used in hard stems,

and it indicates that the consonant is palatalized. Thus the ≤z≥ letter marking

the genitive singular of rjyź indicates that the consonant is palatalized ([n̨])

and that the vowel is [ƒ] under stress. The endings {-u} and {-i} behave in the

same fashion, and differ in soft stems from hard stems only by choosing the

appropriate vowel letter.

The locative singular of soft-stem nouns is identical to that of hard-stem nouns,

since in fact the final consonant of hard stems is palatalized before {-e}. The

instrumental singular is always spelled ≤jv≥ in hard stems. In soft stems, the

ending, when it is stressed, is pronounced as [om] (with a preceding palatalized

consonant) and can be spelled in explicit style as ≤=v≥, in neutral style as ≤tv≥;

unstressed, it is ≤tv≥. The genitive plural endings of hard and soft stems differ

in a more substantive way. Hard stems take {-ov}, spelled ≤jd≥, while soft stems

take {-ej}, spelled ≤tq≥.

Unpaired stems -- that is, stems ending in the consonants [j] or [c c‹ s ‹ z‹ s˛ ‹…] --

present some complications.
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Some nouns in Declension<Ia> end in [j] preceded by a vowel, or {-Vj-}, spelled

as a vowel letter followed by ≤q≥: r∫q ‘pole’, vep†q ‘museum’, rhƒq ‘region, edge’,

uthj́q ‘hero’, gjwtkéq ‘kiss’. In other case-number forms, the ending itself begins

with a vowel, and the stem-final [j] is spelled by a following soft-vowel letter; for

example, in gen sg rbź, vep†z, rhƒz, uthj́z, gjwtkéz, the letter ≤z≥ spells the {-a}
of the ending and the [j] of the stem. In the instrumental singular, the ending

{-om} is spelled as it would be after soft stems: under stress, as ≤=v≥ (explicit

style) or ≤tv≥ (neutral style): rb=v (rbtv), cjkjdm=v (cjkjdmtv). Not under stress,

the ending is spelled ≤tv≥: vep†tv, cwtyƒhbtv. The genitive plural of nouns

ending in stem-final [j] is like that of hard stems. The basic ending is {-ov},

spelled as ≤=d≥ (explicit style, under stress) or otherwise as ≤td≥: stressed rb=d

(neutral rbtd), unstressed vep†td, rhƒtd, uthj́td, gjwtkétd. Before the {-i} of the

nominative plural, the [j] is not actually pronounced: nom pl rb∫ is pronounced

as [k̨ìí], not ∗[k̨ìjí], similarly vep†b [eì], not ∗[ejì], uthj́b, gjwtkéb.

In stems that end in {-ij-}, the locative singular is spelled ≤bb≥ rather than

≤bt≥: nom sg cwtyƒhbq ‘script’, loc sg cwtyƒhbb. With other vowels preceding the

stem-final [j], the ordinary locative singular spelling ≤t≥ is used: nom sg uthj́q,

loc sg uthj́t.

In some nouns there is an alternation of full-grade vocalism (nom sg hex†q

‘brook’) and null-grade vocalism (gen sg hexmź) (§2.5.6). The genitive plural is

{-ov}, with no vowel between the consonant and the [j]. The ending is spelled

≤td≥ (≤=d≥, explicit under stress): cjkjdmtd ‘nightingales’ (cjkjdm=d), hexmtd

(hexm=d).

Unpaired stems -- those ending in unpaired obstruents [č š ž s˛ ‹�], written ≤x i
; o≥ -- use the vowel letters they normally use: ≤f≥, ≤e≥ and, in the nominative

plural, ≤b≥. The nominative singular is spelled without ≤m≥. In this way the

ending-less nominative singular of nouns of this declension -- gfkƒx ‘hangman’,

léi ‘shower’, yj́; ‘knife’, njdƒhbo ‘comrade’ -- can be distinguished in spelling

from the ending-less nominative singular of nouns of Declension<IIIa> -- l∫xm

‘wildfowl’, ukéim ‘remote place’, hj́;m ‘rye’, d†om ‘thing’. In the instrumental

singular ≤jv≥ is used when the ending is stressed, gfkfxj́v, yj;j́v, gkfoj́v;

the ending is spelled ≤tv≥ when it is not stressed, gkƒxtv ‘crying’, cf,jnƒ;tv

‘sabotage’, néitv ‘ink’, njdƒhbotv ‘comrade’. The locative singular is ≤t≥. The

genitive plural is {-ej}, not {-ov}: gfkfx†q, njdƒhbotq, a result of the fact that

{-ej} was brought into Declension<Ia> by masculine nouns as they moved from

the masculine i-stem declension into Declension<Ia>.

Stems in [c] behave much like those in [c‹ š ž s˛ ‹�]. Endings that begin with {-a}
or {-u} spell the ending with the hard-vowel letter. The instrumental singular is

≤jv≥ if stressed, as in jnwj́v, but ≤tv≥ if unstressed: cfvjpdƒywtv ‘pretender’.

The genitive plural is {-ov}, spelled ≤jd≥ under stress (jnwj́d), ≤td≥ not under
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Table 3.29 Stem types and endings, Declension<Ia>

end stress | gen sg dat sg ins sg gen pl nom pl
stem stress {-a} {-u} {-om} {-ov}∼{-ej} {-i}

hard pfdj́l ‘factory’ |
dj́k ‘ox’

-f -e -jv -jd -s

soft uj́ke,m ‘dove’ |
rj́ym ‘horse’

-z -/ tv |
-tv (-=v)

-tq -b

[c‹ s ‹ z ‹ s ˛ ‹…] njdƒhbo ‘comrade’ |
gfkƒx ‘hangman’

-f -e tv |
-jv (-j́v)

-tq -b

[j] vep†q ‘museum’
r∫q ‘pole’

-z -/ tv |
-tv (-=v)

-td |
-td (-=d)

-b

[c] cfvjpdƒytw ‘pretender’
jn†w ‘father’

-f -e tv |
-jv (-j́v)

-td |
-jd (-j́d)

-s

x | y (z) = unstressed ending | stressed ending, neutral spelling (stressed ending, explicit
spelling)

stress (y†vwtd<gen pl> ‘Germans’). The nominative plural is spelled with ≤s≥,

jnwß ‘fathers’, not ≤b≥.

The endings in the stem types of Declension<Ia> are listed in Table 3.29, with

stressed and unstressed variants where relevant.

Declension<Ia> prefers a specific combination of endings in the nominative

and genitive plural, namely nom pl {-i} and an overt genitive plural, {-ov} ∼
{-ej}.23 There are deviations from this basic preference for Declension<Ia>. For

the most part, the deviations involve recognizable groups of nouns and, often,

changes in the morphophonology of the stem. The following special groups can

be distinguished.

Plural stem augment {-j-}: Thirty or so nouns use a stem augment in [j], an old

collective suffix, throughout the plural. The nominative plural is {-a}, usually

with the genitive plural {-ov} (rj́kjc ‘ear’, nom pl rjkj́cmz, gen pl rjkj́cmtd); a

half-dozen allow the null ending, which implies a full vowel before the augment

[j]: l†dthm ‘husband’s brother’, nom pl ltdthmź, gen pl ltdth†q. A small number

has a plural stem augmented by {-ovj-}: nom sg cßy ‘son’, nom pl csyjdmź, gen

pl csyjd†q. Along with {-j-}, lhéu ‘friend’ has an unusual consonant: nom pl

lhepmź, gen pl lhep†q.24

23 Jakobson 1957[b]/1971[b], Graudina 1964[a], 1964[b], Mahota 1993, Brown and Hippisley 1994.
24 This unusual grade, not recorded among the morphophonemic alternations (§2.5.2), goes back to

the second palatalization of velars. It would have been justified specifically before nom pl {-i};
the consonant was preserved as the noun adopted the {-j} augment for the stem throughout the
plural.
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Stressed N O M P L {-ƒ}: A number of nouns have stressed {-ƒ} in the nominative

plural, which implies end stress throughout the plural (hence {R sg : Epl}); the

genitive plural is the usual: nom sg ,†htu ‘bank, shore’, nom pl ,thtuƒ, gen

,thtuj́d; nom sg bycg†rnjh ‘inspector’, nom pl bycgtrnjhƒ, gen bycgtrnjhj́d; nom

sg ex∫ntkm ‘teacher’, nom pl exbntkź, gen exbntk†q; nom sg rhƒq ‘edge’, nom pl

rhfź, gen pl rhf=d.

This pattern is avoided with nouns that have consistent end stress (excep-

tion: herƒd ‘sleeve’, gen sg = nom pl herfdƒ) and, among trisyllabic stems, with

nouns whose ultimate syllable is stressed (nom sg ht;bcc=h ‘director’, nom pl

ht;bcc=hs, not ∗ht;bccthƒ).

This ending has a complex history. It derives from the nominative dual of

nouns that belonged to the mobile accentual paradigm, such as earlier nom

du ,thtuƒ ‘(two) shores’. It was extended first to nouns that come in groups

or clusters, such as ljvƒ ‘houses’, djkjcƒ ‘head of hair’ (opposed to dj́kjcs

‘strands of hair’). Then it was applied to (often borrowed) names of occupations,

ghjatccjhƒ ‘professors’, rjylernjhƒ ‘conductors’, bycnhernjhƒ ‘instructors’, and

to implements and professional accoutrements, rfnthƒ ‘launches’, nhfrnjhƒ ‘trac-

tors’, ljujdjhƒ ‘agreements’, even cjecƒ ‘sauces’, njhnƒ ‘pastries’. Thus the pattern

has been productive, inasmuch as it was used for new words. Yet at the same

time, even during its heyday at the beginning of the twentieth century, the

ending acquired the connotation of trade jargon (“de m†tier”), while “les classes

cultiv†es manifestent au contraire de la r†pugnance à employer ces formes.”25

Consistent with this paradoxical productivity and censure, the sociolinguistic

investigation from the 1960s (Krysin 1974) reports a mixed picture. The use of this

ending increased with certain nouns (by;ty†h ‘engineer’, rƒnth, nhƒrnjh) and

decreased with others (rjylérnjh, htlƒrnjh ‘editor’, ck†cfhm ‘carpenter’, nj́rfhm

‘turner’). For a third group, usage peaked in the cohort born 1930--39 and then

declined (,e[uƒknth ‘bookkeeper’, ija=h ‘chauffeur’). Other words can be doc-

umented to be losing {-ƒ}, especially in neologisms: compare uhj́,s ∼ archaic

uhj,ƒ ‘graves’, r†kmyths ‘waiters’ ∼ archaic rtkmythƒ, or ljvƒ ‘houses, buildings’

but newer ltnljvƒ ∼ l†nljvs ‘orphanages, children’s homes’. Thus this suffix,

though it has been productive, has also been restricted by sociolinguistic factors.

Its history is a cautionary tale against the presumption that change, once begun,

will necessarily continue in a linear fashion.

Ethnonyms: Nouns characterizing individuals by place of origin or membership

in an ethnic group are commonly built on the suffix {-an-}, and the singular

has an additional suffix {-in-}. The plural lacks the second morph and uses an

25 Beaulieux 1914:212. Zalizniak 1977[b], noting doublets, argues that the {-ƒ} pattern can be adopted
as a marker of professional jargon, in contradistinction to general usage. See Shapiro 1985.
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otherwise unique ending {-e} and the null ending in the genitive plural: nom

sg fhvzy∫y ‘Armenian’, nom pl fhvźyt, gen pl fhvźy; nom sg hjcnjdxƒyby ‘per-

son from Rostov’, nom pl hjcnjdxƒyt, gen pl hjcnjdxƒy. (The nominative plural

ending is historically ∗e, spelled as ≤t≥; since it is not stressed, it is consistently

pronounced as [ì].) The pattern has been a productive way of deriving ethnonyms.

Just over one hundred items are cited in Zalizniak 1977[a].

Parts of this pattern for ethnonyms can occur without others. Uhf;lfy∫y

‘citizen’ has nom pl {-e}, gen pl {-º}, with a stress shift: uhƒ;lfyt, uhƒ;lfy.

Three nouns have {-in-} in the singular but without {-an-}, and nom pl {-i} and

gen pl {-º}: nom sg ,jkuƒhby ‘Bulgarian’, nom pl ,jkuƒhs, gen pl, ,jkuƒh; nom

sg nfnƒhby ‘Tatar’, nom pl nfnƒhs, gen pl nfnƒh. One noun has variation: nom

sg ,ƒhby ‘barin’, nom pl ,ƒht ∼ ,ƒhs, gen pl, ,ƒh. Ujcgjl∫y ‘gentleman’ loses

{-in-} and uses stressed {-ƒ-} along with genitive plural zero: nom pl ujcgjlƒ,

gen pl ujcgj́l. {jpźby ‘master’ acquires an augment {-ev-} and uses nom pl

{-a} -- unstressed -- along with a zero in the genitive plural: nom sg [jpźby,

nom pl [jpźtdf, gen pl [jpźtd. Iéhby ‘brother-in-law’ loses the {-in-} suffix and

acquires {-j-} as an augment, with {-ov} in the genitive plural: nom sg iéhby,

nom pl iehmź, gen pl iehm=d (recently nom sg iéhby, nom pl iéhbys, gen pl

iéhbyjd). Wsuƒy ‘Gypsy’ has the plural in {-e} and genitive plural (normally) in

{-º}, though it lacks the suffix {-in-}.

Some ethnonyms that have neither singular {-in-} nor nom pl {-e} have the

{-º} as the preferred or unique gen pl: nom sg ,fir∫h ‘Bashkir’, nom pl ,fir∫hs,

gen pl ,fir∫h; nom sg uhep∫y ‘Georgian’, nom pl uhep∫ys, gen pl uhep∫y; nom sg

ktpu∫y ‘Lezgian’, nom pl ktpu∫ys, gen pl ktpu∫y; nom sg hevßy ‘Rumanian’, nom

pl hevßys, gen pl hevßy; nom sg néhjr ‘Turk’, nom pl néhrb, gen pl néhjr. For

others there is variation between {-º} and {-ov} in the genitive plural: gen pl,

,ehźn ∼ ,ehźnjd ‘Buriats’, gen pl rfh†k ∼ rfh†kjd ‘Karelians’, gen pl nehrv†y ∼
nehrv†yjd ‘Turkmen’. Still exotic ethnonyms use {-ov} in the genitive plural:

,tle∫y (gen pl ,tle∫yjd) ‘Bedouins’, ,th,†h (gen pl ,th,†hjd) ‘Berbers’, ,eiv†y

(gen pl ,eiv†yjd) ‘Bushmen’, rfkvßr (gen pl rfkvßrjd) ‘Kalmyks’, nfl;∫r (gen

pl nfl;∫rjd) ‘Tajiks’, neyuéc (gen pl neyuécjd) ‘Tunguz’, ep,†r (gen pl ep,†rjd)

‘Uzbeks’, [jhdƒn (gen pl [jhdƒnjd) ‘Croatians’.

The usage in the genitive plural of ethnonyms was investigated in quantita-

tive contexts by Vorontsova (1976). Her results, summarized for four ethnonyms

in Table 3.30, were consistent with normative recommendations for usage. The

highest percentage of {-º} was recorded for uhep∫y (84%), with normative {-º}. At

the other extreme, a low percentage of {-º} was reported for vj́yujk (20%), for

which {-ov} is normative. Intermediate usage was reported for nehrv†y (50%),

which allows variation, and for ,fir∫h (67%), with normative {-º}. In recent

usage on the web (four right-hand columns in Table 3.30 <20.XII.01>), the

distribution of {-º} and {-ov} seems to have polarized. Context seems to play
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Table 3.30 Genitive plural { -∅ } of ethnonyms

normative Vorontsova
usage (1976) quantifiers prepositions dct[ genitive

uhepby(jd) {-∅} 84 98 96 91 100
,firbh(jd) {-∅} 67 100 97 97 90
nehrvty(jd) {-∅} ∼ {-ov} 50 69 86 96 90
vjyujk(jd) {-ov} 20 5 4 6 6

quantifiers = vyjuj, nsczx
prepositions = e, jn
genitive = bcnjhbz ∼ ghtlrb ∼ pf bcrk/xtybtv
all figures are percentages

Table 3.31 Morphology of ethnonyms

stem augment {-an-} singular augment {-in-} nom pl gen pl

rfke;ƒyby
√ √

{-e} {-∅}
,jkuƒhby ∗ √

{-e} {-∅}
,fir∫h ∗ ∗ {-i} {-∅}
,ehźn ∗ ∗ {-i} {-∅} ∼ {-ov}
[jhdƒn ∗ ∗ {-i} {-ov}

little role, except that quantifiers have kept nehrv†y from fully generalizing

{-ov}.

The range of options for ethnonyms is summarized in Table 3.31.

Young animals: The plural of names for the young of animals, with the suffix

{-at-}, have a neuter-like combination of endings, namely nom pl {-a}, gen pl {-º}:

ntk=yjr ‘calf ’, nom pl ntkźnf, acc=gen pl ntkźn; rjn=yjr ‘kitten’, nom pl rjnźnf,

acc=gen pl rjnźn; ht,=yjr ‘boy’, nom pl ht,źnf, acc=gen pl ht,źn. This is

because the plural suffix is historically a neuter; the nouns appear to belong

to Declension<Ia> only because that suffix has been paired with the suffix

{-on<o>k-} in the singular; this suffix puts the noun in Declension<Ia> in the

singular. By virtue of having different suffixes in the singular and plural, these

nouns switch declensional allegiance between singular and plural.

Counted nouns: While it is usual for nouns of Declension<Ia> to have an overt

ending in the genitive plural, the archaic null ending is preserved in nouns

belonging to certain lexical fields that are commonly used in quantitative con-

structions: ethnonyms (as just illustrated), units of measurement (17% ltcznm
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rbkjuhfvv ‘ten kilograms’, 29% vyjuj rbkjuhfvb <04.XI.02>), commonly mea-

sured items (e.g., vegetables), military roles (cfg=h ‘sapper’, uecƒh ‘Hussar’, lhfuéy

‘dragoon’, rfl†n ‘cadet’), and paired items (cfgj́u ‘boot’). The null ending is not

purely residual, to judge by the occasional use of gen pl r†l ‘Keds’ (cnhtkmyenm

,s gfhe rtl e dfc ytkmpz kb? ‘is it possible I might bum a pair of Keds from

you?’) alongside r†ljd (tckb [jnm gfhe rtljd yt dsytce, bcgjhxtyj yfcnhjtybt yf

dtcm ltym ‘if I don’t carry out at least one pair of Keds, my mood is shot for the

whole day’).26

Stem alternation: Two nouns have an idiosyncratic alternation of hard singular

stem and soft plural stem: nom sg cjc†l ‘neighbor’, nom pl cjc†lb, gen pl cjc†ltq

and nom sg x=hn ‘devil’, nom pl x†hnb, gen pl xthn†q.

3.6.5 Declension<Ib>

Declension<Ib> (Table 3.32) is almost exclusively neuter, except for derivatives of

masculines (ujhjl∫irj ‘town’, njgjh∫ot ‘ax’) and isolated masculines (notably,

gjlvfcn†hmt ‘apprentice’, an animate noun that participates in the animate

accusative). Declension<Ib> differs from Declension<Ia> in the singular by having

an overt ending in the nominative. When, rarely, this ending is stressed, both

after hard and soft consonants, this ending is [o⁄] (e.g., ;bkm= ‘dwelling’). In the

plural, Declension<Ib> prefers a nominative in {-a} and genitive in {-º}.

Although the expected nominative singular is [o⁄] under stress, three original

event nouns have stressed [†] in the nominative singular (and in the instru-

mental): ;bnb† ‘life’, loc sg ;bnb∫, ins sg ;bnb†v; also ,snb† ‘being’, gbnb†

‘drinking’. Here [†] reflects the failure of ∗e > j in these historical Slavonicisms.

Only three members of Declension<Ib> have stems ending in paired soft con-

sonants: gj́kt ‘field’, vj́ht ‘sea’, uj́ht ‘woe’, with overt genitive plural (gjk†q).

Productive are event nouns in {-Ç-ij-}, whose locative singular is spelled ≤bb≥

and whose genitive plural is {-ij-º}, spelled ≤bq≥, such as nom sg plƒybt, loc sg

plƒybb, gen pl plƒybq. A similar suffix is used to form abstracts or collectives that

are not deverbal, such as vyjujk÷lmt ‘populousness’, gjlgj́kmt ‘underground’,

rjgm= ‘lance’. With nouns of this shape, the genitive plural is usually {Ç-Vj-º}.

The sequence is spelled ≤bq≥ if it is unstressed (eo†kmt ‘ravine’, gen pl eo†kbq),

≤tq≥ if it is stressed (gbnm= ‘drinking’, gen pl gbn†q). (Gen pl hé;tq, from he;m=

‘rifle’, is exceptional.) Although the null ending is the general rule for nouns

of this declension, a dozen or so nouns of this shape use the genitive plural in

26 Vorontsova 1976 suggests that different lexical fields have different directions of development,
though the differences are not profound. Use of {-º} declined slightly for ethnonyms, but in-
creased slightly for fruits and vegetables (fgtkmc∫y from 26% to 39% -- with a peak of 42% in the
next-to-youngest generation!) and paired items (yjcór from 25% to 45%).
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Table 3.32 Declension<Ib>

soft stem soft stem
{-Cj-} {-ij-} hard stem hard stem hard stem hard stem

{R sg : R pl} {R sg : R pl} {Esg : R pl} {R sg : Epl(R nom)} {R sg : Epl} {Esg : Epl}

nom sg eo†kmt plƒybt kbwj́ rhskmwj́ v†cnj ceotcndj́
acc sg =nom =nom =nom =nom =nom =nom
gen sg eo†kmz plƒybz kbwƒ rhskmwƒ v†cnf ceotcndƒ
dat sg eo†km/ plƒyb/ kbwé rhskmwé v†cne ceotcndé
loc sg eo†kmt plƒybb kbw† rhskmw† v†cnt ceotcnd†
ins sg eo†kmtv plƒybtv kbwj́v rhskmwj́v v†cnjv ceotcndj́v
nom pl eo†kmz plƒybz k∫wf rhßkmwf vtcnƒ ceotcndƒ
acc pl =nom =nom =nom<in> ∼ =nom =nom =nom<in> ∼

gen<an> gen<an>

gen pl eo†kbq plƒybq k∫w rhsk†w v†cn ceo†cnd
dat pl eo†kmzv plƒybzv k∫wfv rhskmwƒv vtcnƒv ceotcndƒv
loc pl eo†kmz[ plƒybz[ k∫wf[ rhskmwƒ[ vtcnƒ[ ceotcndƒ[
ins pl eo†kmzvb plƒybzvb k∫wfvb rhskmwƒvb vtcnƒvb ceotcndƒvb

‘gorge’ ‘building’ ‘face’ ‘porch’ ‘place’ ‘creature’

{-ov} instead: nom sg écnmt ‘estuary’, gen pl écnmtd. The frequent noun gkƒnmt

‘dress’ belongs here (gen pl gkƒnmtd), as does jcnhb= ‘point’ (gen pl jcnhb=d). Some

nouns have variation: nom sg gjlgj́kmt ‘cellar’, gen pl gjlgj́kmtd ∼ gjlgj́kbq;

nom sg dth[j́dmt ‘upper reaches’, gen pl dth[j́dmtd ∼ dth[j́dbq. The overt geni-

tive plural {-ov} occurs with nouns which use the collective {-j-} augment in

the plural, such as gthj́ ‘feather’, nom pl g†hmz, gen pl g†hmtd, and also with

j́,kfrj ‘cloud’ (nom pl j,kfrƒ, gen pl j,kfrj́d). The event nouns in {-Ç-ij-} have

the locative spelled ≤bb≥, while the deverbals and collectives in {-Ç-j-} should

have the locative spelled ≤mt≥. There was variation in the nineteenth century

between ≤mb≥ and ≤m˜≥. The alternate spelling is still reflected in the idiom d

gjkepf,snm∫ ‘in half-forgetfulness’.

Diminutives in {-c-} have the expected nominative plural in {-a} but show

variation in the genitive plural between {-ov} and {-º} (if the ending is {-º}, the

consonant cluster is broken up with the full vowel <e>). Ten older nouns use

only {-º}: nom sg ,k÷lwt ‘saucer’, nom pl ,k÷lwf, gen pl ,k÷ltw, also c†hlwt

‘heart’, gjkjn†ywt ‘towel’, p†hrfkmwt ‘mirror’, vßkmwt ‘soap’. And only {-º} (with

full grade) is used for nouns with this suffix when the ending is stressed: nom sg

ckjdwj́ ‘word’ nom pl ckjdwƒ, gen pl ckjd†w. Some two dozen younger derivatives

use both {-º} and {-ov}: nom sg rjgßnwt ‘hoof ’, nom pl rjgßnwf, gen pl rjgßntw ∼
rjgßnwtd. The {-ov} ending is regular in ,jkj́nwt ‘swamp’, gen pl ,jkj́nwtd.
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Table 3.33 Declension<II>

soft stem soft stem {-Vj-} hard stem hard stem

{R sg : R pl} {R sg : R pl} {Esg : R pl} {Esg (R acc): R pl}

nom sg ytl†kz k∫ybz ;tyƒ leiƒ
acc sg ytl†k/ k∫yb/ ;tyé léie
gen sg ytl†kb k∫ybb ;tyß lei∫
dat sg ytl†kt k∫ybb ;ty† lei†
loc sg ytl†kt k∫ybb ;ty† lei†
ins sg ytl†ktq k∫ybtq ;tyj́q leij́q
nom pl ytl†kb k∫ybb ;=ys léib
acc pl =nom =nom =gen =nom
gen pl ytl†km k∫ybq ;=y léi
dat pl ytl†kzv k∫ybzv ;=yfv léifv
loc pl ytl†kz[ k∫ybz[ ;=yf[ léif[
ins pl ytl†kzvb k∫ybzvb ;=yfvb léifvb

‘week’ ‘line’ ‘wife’ ‘soul’

The combination of nom pl {-i} and gen pl {-º}, characteristic of

Declension<Ia>, is found with nouns ending in a velar: nom sg d†rj ‘eyelid’,

nom pl d†rb, gen pl d†r; nom sg ź,kjrj ‘apple’, nom pl ź,kjrb, gen pl ź,kjr;

also nom sg gk†xj ‘shoulder’, nom pl gk†xb, gen pl gk†x. This combination of

nom pl {-i} and gen pl {-º} occurs as a rule with certain gradated forms: ljv∫irj

‘house’, jrj́irj ‘window’, fh,épbot ‘melon’ (§3.6.8). Isolated is nom sg é[j ‘ear’,

nom pl éib, gen pl ei†q (similarly, archaic j́rj ‘eye’, j́xb, jx†q).

In Declension<Ib> consistent root stress and consistent end stress are again

statistically the most prominent, in part because suffixed derivatives fall into

one or the other class: {R sg : R pl} ;∫ntkmcndj ‘residence’, {Esg : Epl} rjkljdcndj́

‘sorcery’. Some high-frequency nouns fall into the two complementary patterns

which oppose singular and plural by stress: {R sg : Epl} nom sg v†cnj ‘place’,

nom pl vtcnƒ and {Esg : R pl} nom sg kbwj́ ‘face’, nom pl k∫wf.

3.6.6 Declension<II>

Alone of the declensions, Declension<II> (Table 3.33) distinguishes the nomina-

tive and accusative in the singular. This declension also merges the dative and

the locative singular (but not the genitive singular). The accusative plural is

merged with the nominative or genitive, by animacy, as in all paradigms. Again,

hard and soft stems do not differ other than orthographically. With stems end-

ing in {-Vj-}, the [j] is spelled by the following soft-vowel letter of the ending:

k∫ybz ‘line’, pfn†z ‘trouble’, [dj́z ‘needles’, xtieź ‘fish scales’. The dative and
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Table 3.33 (cont.)

soft stem hard stem hard stem hard stem

{R sg : Epl(R nom)} {E sg : Epl(R nom)} {Esg (R acc): Epl(R nom)} {Esg : Epl}

nom sg lj́kz ue,ƒ ujhƒ gj[dfkƒ
acc sg lj́k/ ue,é uj́he gj[dfké
gen sg lj́kb ue,ß ujhß gj[dfkß
dat sg lj́kt ue,† ujh† gj[dfk†
loc sg lj́kt ue,† ujh† gj[dfk†
ins sg lj́ktq ue,j́q ujhj́q gj[dfkj́q
nom pl lj́kb ué,s uj́hs gj[dfkß
acc pl =nom =nom =nom =nom
gen pl ljk†q ué, uj́h gj[dƒk
dat pl ljkźv ue,ƒv ujhƒv gj[dfkƒv
loc pl ljkź[ ue,ƒ[ ujhƒ[ gj[dfkƒ[
ins pl ljkźvb ue,ƒvb ujhƒvb gj[dfkƒvb

‘lot’ ‘lip’ ‘mountain’ ‘praise’

locative singular is ≤bb≥ for stems in {-ij-}: dat=loc sg bcnj́hbb ‘history’ but

dat=loc sg pfn†t. Before endings in {-i}, the [j] is not pronounced.

In the plural, the nominative is universally {-i}, and the genitive is pref-

erentially {-º}. For stems in {-Vj-}, the genitive plural is spelled with ≤q≥

(pfn†q, bcnj́hbq). The final paired consonant of soft-stem nouns normally remains

palatalized, and is spelled ≤m≥: ytl†kz ‘week’, gen pl ytl†km; pfhź ‘dawn’, gen pl

pj́hm. Nouns in {-Cj-} have a null ending with full grade inserted between the

consonant and [j]. That vowel is spelled ≤t≥ under stress (cdby†q ‘swine’, cnfn†q

‘articles’) and ≤b≥. unstressed (gen pl uj́cnbq ‘guests’).

The overt gen pl {-ej} is possible with certain soft-stem nouns: lźlz ‘uncle’,

gen pl lźltq; lj́kz ‘portion’, gen pl ljk†q; cntpź ‘way’, gen pl cntp†q. Some-

times {-ej} occurs alongside {-º}: ghjcnsyź ‘sheet’, gen pl ghjcnßym ∼ ghjcnsy†q;

hfcn†hz ‘absent-minded person’, gen pl hfcn†hm ∼ hfcn†htq; vt;ƒ ‘boundary’,

gen pl vt;†q ∼ v†;. The overt ending is also possible with some soft-stem

nouns ending in a cluster: yjplhź ‘nostril’, yjplh†q, though other nouns use {-º}
and an inserted vowel: rƒgkz ‘drop’, gen pl rƒgtkm; g†nkz ‘loop’, gen pl g†ntkm;

ptvkź ‘land’, gen pl ptv†km. Nouns in {-Cn̨-} insert a vowel with {-º} ending and,

contrary to the general principle of maintaining palatalization, usually harden

the consonant: g†cyz ‘song’, gen pl g†cty; ,ƒiyz ‘tower’, ,ƒity; cgƒkmyz ‘bed-

room’, cgƒkty. This hardening in turn has exceptions: lth†dyz ‘village’ gen pl

lthtd†ym; ,ƒhsiyz ‘gentryman’s daughter’, ,ƒhsitym.

Declension<II> has an interesting archaic stress paradigm, in which the stress

retracted from the ending to the root in the accusative singular and nominative
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Table 3.34 Declensions<IIIa, IIIb, IIIc>

IIIa, animate,
IIIa IIIa stem augment IIIa IIIb IIIc

{R sg : R pl} {R sg:Epl(R nom)} {R sg:Epl(R nom)} {Esg : Epl} {R sg : Epl} {Esg : Epl}

nom sg ntnhƒlm yj́djcnm lj́xm k/,j́dm dh†vz génm
acc sg = nom = nom = nom = nom = nom = nom
gen sg ntnhƒlb yj́djcnb lj́xthb k/,d∫ dh†vtyb gen∫
dat sg ntnhƒlb yj́djcnb lj́xthb k/,d∫ dh†vtyb gen∫
loc sg ntnhƒlb yj́djcnb lj́xthb k/,d∫ dh†vtyb gen∫
ins sg ntnhƒlm/ yj́djcnm/ lj́xthm/ k/,j́dm/ dh†vtytv gen=v
nom pl ntnhƒlb yj́djcnb lj́xthb k/,d∫ dhtvtyƒ gen∫
acc pl = nom = nom = gen = nom = nom = nom
gen pl ntnhƒltq yjdjcn†q ljxth†q k/,d†q dhtv=y gen†q
dat pl ntnhƒlzv yjdjcnźv ljxthźv k/,dźv dhtvtyƒv genźv
loc pl ntnhƒlz[ yjdjcnź[ ljxthź[ k/,dź[ dhtvtyƒ[ genź[
ins pl ntnhƒlzvb yjdjcnźvb ljxthmv∫ k/,dźvb dhtvtyƒvb genźvb

‘notebook’ ‘news item’ ‘daughter’ ‘love’ ‘time’ ‘journey’

plural, or {Esg (R acc): R pl}, ujhƒ ‘mountain’. The pattern is unproductive, and

it is moving in the direction of {Esg : R pl}, the pattern of ;tyƒ, ;=ys. Along

the way, transitional stages have developed: stress can be regularized first in

the accusative singular while the oblique plural remains stressed, as in {Esg

Epl(R nom)}, nom sg ue,ƒ, acc sg ue,é (earlier ué,e), dat pl ue,ƒv, or the oblique

plural adopts root stress leaving the stress on the stem in the accusative singular,

as in {Esg(R acc) : R pl}, nom sg leiƒ, acc sg léie, nom pl léib, dat pl léifv

(earlier leiƒv). Different nouns have changed at different rates. Celm,ƒ ‘fate’

has almost completely gone over from {Esg : Epl(R nom)} to {Esg : R pl}, except for

the archaic genitive plural cel†, (now célt,) and the idiom rfr∫vb celm,ƒvb

(otherwise ins pl célm,fvb). Cnjhjyƒ ‘side’ is normatively {Esg(R acc) : Epl(R nom)},

but warnings in manuals suggest the future may see both the elimination of

the accusative singular stem stress (acc sg cnj́hjye > cnjhjyé) and end stress in

the oblique plural (dat pl cnjhjyƒv > cnj́hjyfv). Htrƒ ‘river’ allows variation in

both positions: acc sg htré ∼ h†re, dat pl htrƒv ∼ h†rfv.

3.6.7 Declension<III>

The three variants of Declension<III> are characterized by the syncretic ending

{-i} in genitive, dative, locative singular (see Table 3.34). Feminine

Declension<IIIa>, relatively numerous, has nom sg {-º}, ins sg {-ju}, nom pl {-i},

and gen pl {-ej}.
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In Declension<IIIa> the consonant is an unpaired consonant (dj́im) or paired

soft; w†hrjdm allows a hard stem in the oblique plural (wthrdƒv ∼ wthrdzv). A

small number of nouns have null grade alternating with full grade: nom sg dj́im

‘louse’, gen=dat=loc sg di∫, ins sg dj́im/; w†hrjdm ‘church’, gen=dat=loc sg

w†hrdb, ins sg w†hrjdm/. The two feminine nouns referring to people express

animacy in the plural, but not in the singular: nom=acc sg vƒnm, acc=gen pl

vfnth†q; nom=acc sg lj́xm, acc=gen pl ljxth†q. These nouns also preserve an

archaic alternation in the shape of the stem.

Stress patterns in Declension<IIIa> are limited. Most usual are {R sg : R pl} and

{R sg : Epl(R nom)}. A dozen or so nouns have the stress pattern {R sg : Epl(R nom)},

with the proviso that, in the locative singular, stress shifts to the end to make

loc2: nom sg j́cm, loc1 j́cb, loc2 jc∫. Pattern {Esg : Epl} is found with k/,j́dm

and some other nouns. Génm, the lone masculine member of Declension<IIIc>,

is genuine {Esg : Epl}. Certain numerals have the singular form of this stress

(gźnm, gen=dat=loc sg gzn∫), with no stress retraction in the instrumental (ins

gznm÷). The normative accentuation of uhélm was originally {Esg : Epl(R nom)}
with retraction in the instrumental singular (gen=dat=loc uhel∫, ins uhélm/)

and alternation in the plural (nom pl uhélb, dat pl uhelźv). The genitive and

dative singular now show variation (uhél∫). In Declension<IIIb> almost universal is

{R sg : Epl} (∫vz ‘name’, gen=dat=loc sg ∫vtyb, nom pl bvtyƒ, dat pl bvtyƒv).

Only pyƒvz ‘banner’ differs, with stem stress in the singular (gen=dat=loc

sg pyƒvtyb) and pre-desinential stress in the plural (nom pl pyfv=yf, dat pl

pyfv=yfv).

A handful of nouns of Declension<IIIa> still preserve the older instrumental

ending {-m̨i} (spelled ≤mvb≥), though it is close to gone. According to normative

recommendations, the old ending is preferred with kjiflmv∫ ‘horses’, ljxthmv∫

‘daughters’, possible but not preferred with ldthmv∫ ‘doors’, archaic or limited

to fixed phrases with ujhcnmv∫ ‘handfuls’, rktnmv∫ ‘containers’, (k†xm) rjcnmv∫

‘lay down one’s bones’.27 The ending is still usual with ltnmv∫ ‘children’, k/lmv∫

‘people’ (though these nouns are not usually included in Declension<III>).

There are ten neuter nouns in Declension<IIIb>: ,h†vz ‘burden’, dh†vz ‘time’,

dßvz ‘udder’, pyƒvz ‘banner’, ∫vz ‘name’, gk†vz ‘tribe’, gkƒvz ‘flame’, c†vz

‘seed’, cnh†vz ‘stirrup’, n†vz ‘crown [of head]’. Declension<IIIb> has a nomina-

tive singular which is spelled ≤z≥ (pronounced [ə]). The nominative (and ac-

cusative) singular uses a diminished stem without the {-Vn-} of other cases.

Declension<IIIb> uses an instrumental {-em}, nominative plural {-a}, and geni-

tive {-º}: ins sg ∫vtytv, nom pl bvtyƒ, gen pl bv=y. These are characteristics

27 Usage on the web (<04.XI.02>) is consistent with the normative rules: kjiflmv∫ 99%, ljxthmv∫
88%, ldthmv∫ 32%, ujhcnmv∫ 0.8%.
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of fellow neuters of Declension<Ib>. The final consonant of the stem expansion

in {-Vn-} is palatalized in the singular {-Vn̨-} and unpalatalized in the plural

{-Vn-}. Normally that vowel is unstressed; it becomes stressed only in the ending-

less genitive plural, when the end of the stem is normally {-m̨on-}: bv=y. Two

nouns take gen pl {-m̨an-}: ctvźy, cnhtvźy. The archaic noun lbnź ‘child, off-

spring’ belongs in Declension<III>, by virtue of merging the three oblique cases

(lbnźnb<gen=dat=loc>); the instrumental is lbnźntq. The lone masculine génm ‘road’

follows Declension<IIIa> except in the instrumental singular.

3.6.8 Declension and gender of gradation
As emerged from the earlier exposition, gender and declension class are largely

stable and fixed. A given noun is assigned to one and only one declension class.

With the exception of nouns referring to human beings, syntactic gender can

be predicted from morphological gender. As a rule, Declension<Ia> is masculine,

Declension<Ib> neuter, and Declension<II> and Declension<III> mostly feminine.

In ordinary instances, diminutives are transparent; the derived noun is assigned

to one of the three productive declensional patterns and maintains its ances-

tral gender -- the gender of the base noun. Thus the masculine suffix {-k-} and

its expansions ({-ik-}, {-c‹ik-}, {-c‹k-}) take masculine nouns from Declension<Ia>

or Declension<II> and assign them to Declension<Ia>; masculine gender is pre-

served. The corresponding feminine versions of these suffixes assign nouns from

Declension<II> and Declension<IIIa> to Declension<II>, and the neuter versions

assign nouns to Declension<Ib>.

The only problematic cases involve gradated derivatives. Pejorative diminu-

tives of the type msc ljv∫irj ‘house’ and nt jrj́irj ‘window’ belong to

Declension<Ib>, though they have nom pl {-i}, more like Declension<Ia> than

Declension<Ib>, with the expected gen pl ending {--º}: nom pl ljv∫irb, jrj́irb,

gen pl ljv∫itr, jrj́itr. Phonetically, the final vowel of [d�m̨í̌skə] could eas-

ily be construed as the nominative singular of Declension<II>. And in fact, in

less-than-standard register these nouns can take the singular oblique cases from

Declension<II> (gen sg ljv∫irb, dat sg=loc sg ljv∫irt, ins sg ljv∫irjq). The

accusative is still ljv∫ire, not ljv∫irj.

Another problematic declension is diminutives in {-in-(a)} from masculines

(lj;l∫yf < lj́;lm ‘rain’, [jkjl∫yf < [j́kjl ‘cold’, ljv∫yf < lj́v ‘building’),

which decline like members of Declension<II>: nom sg ljv∫yf, acc sg ljv∫ye,

gen sg ljv∫ys, dat sg=loc sg ljv∫yt, ins sg ljv∫yjq, nom pl ljv∫ys, gen

pl ljv∫y. The syntactic gender for these nouns, however, vacillates between

feminine, appropriate for Declension<II>, and masculine, which is the ances-

tral gender. Both agreement variants are said to be stylistically neutral, hence

both …nf ljv∫yf, which would be like a true feminine (though it contradicts
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the ancestral gender), and …njn ljv∫yf, which would be like a masculine mem-

ber of Declension<II> (though masculines in Declension<II> are otherwise only

animate). In the accusative, the feminine pattern prevails ([14]):

[14] Pfujy/ эne ljvbye (∗эnjn ljvbye) pf 150 nsczxb ,frcjd b djpmve d Vjcrdt

[jhjie/ rdfhnbhe.

I’ll get rid of this house for 150 thousand bucks and get a good apartment in

Moscow.

A third set of problems arises with the suffix {-is˛ ‹…-}. The feminine augmenta-

tive assigns nouns to Declension<II>, as in uhzp∫of < uhźpm ‘dirt’, ,ƒ,bof < ,ƒ,f

‘old woman’. With neuter nouns, the derivative behaves like a standard member

of Declension<Ib>: ctk∫ot < ctkj́ ‘village’. What appears to be the same suf-

fix can be applied to masculine nouns and yield neuter derivatives which have

a metonymic meaning: njgj́h ‘ax’ > njgjh∫ot ‘ax handle’; rjcn=h ‘bonfire’ >

rjcnh∫ot ‘site of bonfire’. This suffix also forms derivatives of verbal roots --

e,†;bot ‘refuge’, ;bk∫ot ‘dwelling’. These derivatives are unproblematic neuter

nouns with the endings characteristic of Declension<Ib>: nom pl {-a} -- ctk∫of,

rjcnh∫of, e,†;bof -- and gen pl {--º} -- ctk∫o, rjcnh∫o, e,†;bo.

This suffix, applied to masculine (Declension<Ia>) nouns in the strictly aug-

mentative sense, yields derivatives whose nominative singular would put them

in Declension<Ib>: lj́v > ljv∫ot ‘big house’, njgj́h > njgjh∫ot ‘big ax’, uj́hjl >

ujhjl∫ot ‘big city’, fv,ƒh > fv,ƒhbot ‘big barn’. In the plural, these deriva-

tives use gen pl {--º}, while the nominative plural varies between {-a} (from

Declension<Ib>) and {-i} (from Declension<Ia>): ljv∫ot, nom pl ljv∫of ∼
ljv∫ob, gen pl ljv∫o; njgjh∫ot, nom pl njgjh∫of ∼ njgjh∫ob, gen pl njgjh∫o;

ujhjl∫ot, nom pl ujhjl∫of ∼ ujhjl∫ob, gen pl ujhjl∫o. A minority of these

nouns take {-i} exclusively: k,∫ot ‘forehead’, nom pl k,∫ob, gen pl k,∫o;

cfgj;∫ot ‘boot’, nom pl cfgj;∫ob, gen pl cfgj;∫o. This is usual for animates:

lhe;∫ot ‘friend’, nom pl lhe;∫ob, gen pl lhe;∫o; gfhy∫ot ‘fellow’, nom pl

gfhy∫ob, gen pl gfhy∫o; djkx∫ot ‘wolf ’, nom pl djkx∫ob, gen pl djkx∫o.

The patterns of nominative plurals can be summarized in tabular form

(Table 3.35).

Animate augmentatives like djkx∫ot can adopt the morphology of

Declension<II> in the less-than-standard register. Use of the genitive {-i}, dative

and locative {-e}, and instrumental {-oj} (orthographic ≤-tq≥) is substandard,

but use of the accusative in {-u} is only less literary: nfrj́uj djkx∫oe (Njkmrj

xnj dbltkf pljhjdtyyjuj nfrjuj djkxboe ‘I just saw such a healthy wolf ’), which

is analogous to vjtuj́ lźl/.

In general, these derived forms are subject to two pressures. On the one hand,

they should inherit the gender of the ancestral noun. On the other, the suffixes

push the derivatives towards specific declension classes. From this tension results
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Table 3.35 Nominative plural of {-is˛ ‹…-e}

gender semantic type nom pl

msc animate > msc ,sx∫ot augmentative {-i}
msc inanimate > msc k,∫ot augmentative {-i}
msc inanimate > msc ujhjl∫ot augmentative {-i} ∼ {-a}
msc > nt njgjh∫ot metonymic {-a}
nt > nt jry∫ot augmentative {-a}
--- > nt e,t;∫ot abstract deverbal {-a}

an unstable declension affiliation. It is interesting that the accusative singular

in {-u} stands out; it is the most characteristic feature of feminine nouns of

Declension<II>.

3.6.9 Accentual paradigms
Nouns have six patterns of accentuation, which are available to all declen-

sions, but are attested with different numbers of nouns in different declensions

(Table 3.36).

If the stress patterns and declension classes are arranged in a particular order,

some generalizations about stress paradigms and declension classes emerge.28

Those patterns in Table 3.36 in which stress falls consistently in the same

place in both singular and plural, either root {R sg : R pl} or ending {Esg : Epl},

are evidently the most frequent patterns, and occur with the largest number

of declension classes. Restricted are patterns in which there is a shift within

one number, such as a shift between the nominative plural and the oblique

plural, {R sg : Epl(R nom)} and {Esg : Epl(R nom)}. (The pattern in which there is

alternation within the singular is the most archaic and restricted pattern of

all.) Intermediate are alternations between the whole singular paradigm and

the whole plural paradigm, the pattern {R sg : Epl} and its converse {Esg : R pl}.

If Table 3.36 is viewed from the perspective of the declension classes, we ob-

serve that Declension<IIIa>, at one end, basically holds stress on the root; it al-

lows only limited end stress, when stress shifts to the end in the oblique plural

({R sg: Epl(R nom)}). At the opposite end of the spectrum, Declension<ii> has shift-

ing stress only when stress is basically on the end in the singular (archaic {Esg

(R acc): Epl(R nom)} or newer {Esg: Epl(R nom)}). Declension<II> is the most tolerant of

end stress and of variable stress. Declension<Ia> and Declension<Ib> are interme-

diate, with Declension<Ia> more similar to Declension<IIIa> and Declension<Ib>

more similar to Declension<II>.

28 Following Brown et al. 1996.
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Table 3.36 Accentual preferences of nominal declensions

Declension<IIIa> Declension<Ia> Declension<Ib> Declension<II>

{R sg : R pl}
√ √ √ √

{R sg : Epl(R nom)}
√ ± ∗ ∗

{R sg : Epl} ∗ ± ± ∗
{Esg : Epl} ∗ √ √ √
{Esg : R pl} ∗ ∗ ± ±
{Esg : Epl(R nom)} ∗ ∗ ∗ ±
√ = frequent
± = viable but somewhat restricted
∗ = very restricted, (almost) non-extant

The particular hierarchy of declensions seen in Table 3.36 -- whether acciden-

tally or not -- matches another hierarchy, the preference for null ending in the

genitive plural. Declension<II> allows an overt genitive plural only in the rarest

of circumstances, Declension<Ib> a bit more frequently (an overt ending is a reg-

ular option for the class of derivatives in {-c-}); Declension<Ia> strongly prefers

an overt ending, but allows {--º} in certain lexical fields. Declension<IIIa> always

has an overt ending.

3.7 Complications in declension

3.7.1 Indeclinable common nouns
Some nouns, especially foreign borrowings, do not inflect; they have one form

regardless of the case--number in which the noun is used.29 (Native nouns that

are in effect quotes are not declined: iƒ ‘name of the letter ≤i≥’, ź ‘self, ego’,

yt-nhj́ym-vtyź ‘name of a flower’.) Whether a borrowing can be declined and

what gender it has depends on how well it matches existing Russian patterns.

If a noun ends in a consonant, it is declined as a masculine noun of

Declension<Ia>. Declined are then: ,jvj́yl ‘beau-monde’, htq[cnƒu ‘Reichstag’,

akƒu ‘flag’, fyukjaj́, ‘Anglophobe’, vfcinƒ, ‘extent’ (< German Maβstab),

ljyrb[j́n ‘Don Quixote’, ujnntynj́n ‘Hottentot’, rehj́hn ‘Kurort’, gfyƒi ‘panache’.

However, v∫cc ‘miss’ and vflƒv ‘madam’ are not declined because there is a

mismatch between the feminine referential gender and the phonological shape,

which looks like Declension<Ia>. If a borrowing fits the pattern of Declension<II>,

it will be declined as a feminine member of Declension<II>: cbh†yf ‘siren’,

vjh†yf ‘moraine’, k†vvf ‘lemma’, kƒvf ‘llama’, lbk†vvf ‘dilemma’, cn/fhl†ccf

29 Muchnik 1963, Kaliniewicz 1978:43--52, Wojtowicz 1984:84--93.
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‘stewardess’, f,cw∫ccf ‘abscissa’, gƒepf ‘pause’, vtlépf ‘jellyfish’. Common are

nouns with the shape {-Vj-a}: D†yuhbz ‘Hungary’, Uƒv,bz ‘Gambia’, Zgj́ybz

‘Japan’. Nouns ending in {-a} preceded by a vowel do not decline: ,jƒ ‘boa’,

r†xef ‘Quechua’, gfneƒ ‘patois’. Nouns ending in stressed {-ƒ} do not decline:

yeuƒ ‘nougat’, fynhfiƒ ‘entrechat’.

Nouns ending in {-o} match the shape of neuters in Declension <Ib> but do

not decline: hƒlbj ‘radio’, rh†lj ‘creed’, kb,∫lj ‘libido’, lbyƒvj ‘dynamo’. The

familiar words gfkmnj́ ‘coat’ and vtnhj́ ‘underground’ are not declined in stan-

dard Russian (Vfzrjdcrbq dsitk yf cwtye d gfkmnj b ikzgt ‘Mayakovsky came

out onto the stage in a coat and hat’), but are occasionally declined in the infor-

mal register; thus, d gfkmnt appeared 150 xx out of 13,350 xx, or just 1 percent,

on the web <20.X.02>.

Borrowings ending in other vowels violate Russian mores and are not de-

clined: d∫crb ‘whiskey’, hƒkkb ‘rally’, nfrc∫ ‘taxi’, ∫uke ‘igloo’, ,b;é ‘bijoux’,

hj́ylj ‘rondo’, abƒcrj ‘fiasco’, kb,h†nnj ‘libretto’, vty÷ ‘menu’, bynthdm÷ ‘in-

terview’, ,br∫yb ‘bikini’, ltdfyƒufhb ‘Devanagari’, rfa† ‘caf†’, ijcc† ‘highway’,

эrcgjp† ‘expos†’.

The gender of an indeclinable foreign noun is determined first by animacy:30

if a noun refers to animate sexed beings, its syntactic gender is its referential

gender, either masculine ([15]) or feminine ([16]):

[15] Ibvgfypt c,t;fk<msc sg> bp pjjgfhrf, xnj,s dsgbnm gbdf.

The chimpanzee fled the zoo in order to drink some beer.

[16] ≤Pyfrb≥, rjnjhsvb gjkmpjdfkfcm<fem sg> ibvgfypt Ejij xthtp 22 vtczwf gjckt

yfxfkf j,extybz

“Signs” that the chimpanzee Washoe used 22 months after beginning training

Similar to ibvgfyp† are l∫yuj ‘dingo’, rj́kkb ‘collie’, fkmgfrƒ ‘alpaca’. For some

nouns the syntactic gender is the referential gender of typical usage: nj́hb ‘Tory’,

fnnfi† ‘attach†’, …ve ‘emu’, uyé ‘gnu’, uh∫pkb ‘grizzly’, gj́yb ‘pony’ are masculine,

while ahƒe ‘Frau’, vèwwj-cjghƒyj ‘mezzo-soprano’, k†lb ‘lady’ are feminine.

Indeclinable nouns that do not refer to animate beings are generally neuter.

All the indeclinable words ending in unusual vowels fit here (nf,é ‘taboo’, etc.).

There are few exceptions to this rule. Two common nouns, rj́at ‘coffee’ and

d∫crb ‘whiskey’, are exclusively masculine in contemporary Russian (Ult regbnm

[jhjibq<msc acc sg> rjat d pthyf[? ‘Where can one buy good coffee in beans?’).

For some nouns, especially proper nouns, the gender in Russian is the gender

of the Russian word that names the category to which the entity belongs. By

this logic ,tyuƒkb and péke are masculine, each being a zpßr ‘language’; v∫yb

30 Corbett 1982.
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‘miniskirt’, as a kind of ÷,rf ‘skirt’, is feminine. Nj́rbj and N,∫kbcb are mascu-

line like uj́hjl ‘city’. Rjkjhƒlj can be feminine, if it is the htrƒ ‘river’ ([17]), or

masculine, if it is the inƒn ‘state’ ([18]):

[17] Gjl ybv nzyekcz Rfymjy, gj rjnjhjve ntrkf<fem sg> Rjkjhflj.

Underneath stretched the Grand Canyon, along which flowed the Colorado.

[18] <skj dhtvz, rjulf Rjkjhflj d jlby ltym bvtk<msc sg> nht[ ue,thyfnjhjd.

There was a time when Colorado had three governors in one day.

Gender can be attributed to foreign phrases by the same technique, as in [19]:

[19] Alaska Airlines j,(zdktyf<fem sg> kexitq fdbfrjvgfybtq<\fem sg> gj rfxtcnde

Bynthytn-j,cke;bdfybz.

Alaska Airlines has been declared the best airline with respect to the quality of its

Internet service.

By definition, indeclinable nouns do not themselves show any distinctions

of number. But adjectives and verbs agree with the singular or plural sense of

these nouns in context: compare singular d cdjtv ytvjlyjv gfkmnj ‘in his out-

of-fashion coat’ but plural cnfheirb yjcbkb bcnhtgfyyst cnfhjvjlyst gfkmnj

‘the old ladies wore worn-out old-fashioned coats’.

3.7.2 Acronyms
Acronyms that remain unassimilated are pronounced as a series of names

of letters: ЭDV [e.voe.emo]. Unassimilated acronyms do not decline, but they

have gender (that of the head noun) and number (as appropriate in context).

Thus, feminine is used for the constituents of ldt<fem> ЭDV ‘two computers’, r

wtynhfkmyjq<fem dat sg> ЭDV ‘to the central computer’ because feminine is the

gender of the noun of Эktrnhjyyfz dsxbckbntkmyfz vfibyf ‘electronic calcu-

lating machine’. TЭC is neuter, as in xnj,s TЭC ghjdjlbkj<nt sg> cjwbfkmye/

gjkbnbre ‘in order that the EEC might implement its social program’, be-

cause Tdhjgtqcrjt Эrjyjvbxtcrjt Cjj,otcndj ‘European Economic Community’

is neuter. CЭD, for Cj/p Эrjyjvbxtcrjq Dpfbvyjgjvjob ‘Society for Mutual

Economic Assistance’, is masculine. Plural number is marked by agreement,

as gjzdbkbcm<pl> ljcnfnjxyj yflt;yst<pl>, vjoyst<pl> b ytljhjubt<pl> ЭDV

‘there appeared sufficiently reliable, powerful, and inexpensive computers’.

Some acronyms have been assimilated into common parlance, and are pro-

nounced not as a series of names of letters but as a phonological word; for ex-

ample, NFCC is pronounced [toas], not [toe.a.eso.eso]. The noun is then assigned to

a declension class according to its phonological shape and declined. Thus VBL,

for Vbybcnthcndj Byjcnhfyys[ Ltk ‘The Ministry of Foreign Affairs’, declines
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(d cntyf[ VBLf<gen sg> ‘within the confines of MID’) and conditions mascu-

line agreement (bnfkmzycrbq<msc sg> VBL pfzdbk<msc sg> ‘the Italian Ministry of

Foreign Affairs has announced’).

3.7.3 Compounds
Compounds are of two types.31 If the second noun is semantically dominant

and the first is a specifier, the second noun declines and determines agreement,

while the first noun is inert, and does not decline. A gkƒo-gfkƒnrf is above all

a gfkƒnrf<\fem>, which is further characterized as a gkƒo<\msc>.

[20] Bdfy Nhjabvjdbx nfobk vtyz yf ,jkmijq<fem sg> gkfo-gfkfnrt<\fem sg> xthtp

pjye j,cnhtkf.

Ivan Trofimovich dragged me through the line of fire on a big poncho-tent.

Alternatively, the first noun may define the type, and the second noun the speci-

fier. In irj́kf-bynthyƒn the more general category is irj́kf<\fem> ‘school’, which

is specified as an bynthyƒn<\msc> ‘boarding school’. In this case, both nouns de-

cline and the first noun determines the gender of adjectives (vjcrj́dcrjq<fem sg>),

relative pronouns (rjnj́hfz<fem sg>), and anaphoric pronouns (t=<fem sg>):

[21] Extybrb vjcrjdcrjq<fem sg> irjks<\fem gensg>-bynthyfnf<\msc gen sg>§ 18,

rjnjhfz<fem sg>,skf jcyjdfyf xtndthnm dtrf yfpfl gj bybwbfnbdt dslf/ob[cz

yfib[ extys[, jnvtxfkb tt<fem sg> /,bktq.

The students of Moscow Boarding School 18, which was founded a quarter of a

century ago on the initiative of our leading scholars, celebrated its anniversary.

For any compound usage is largely fixed, with only occasional variation: dfuj́y-
dßcnfdrf is feminine if it is more an exhibition than a vehicle, as in dfujy-
dscnfdrf gjkmpjdfkfcm<fem sg> ,jkmibv ecgt[jv ‘the railroad-car-exhibition en-

joyed great success’, but masculine if it is more a vehicle than an exhibition,

as in dfujy-dscnfdrf cnjzk<msc sg> yf pfgfcyjv genb ‘the exhibition railroad-car

was on a siding’.32

3.7.4 Appositives
It is common to combine in apposition a common noun and a proper noun,

where the common noun names the category to which the proper noun belongs.

Two cases can be distinguished: (a) a personal name with title or occupation;

and (b) a geographical name or a title of an artistic work used with a noun

stating to what category it belongs.

31 Raecke 1972. 32 Cited by Crockett 1976.
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When names and titles or occupations are combined, both parts decline: c

utythfkjv Dkfcjdsv ‘with General Vlasov’, c dhfxjv Dthjq Fafyfcmtdyjq ‘with

Doctor Vera Afanasevna’.

With geographical and genre names used in apposition, the syntactic gender

is that of the common noun used to categorize the proper noun:

[22] Ujhjl<\msc sg> Vjcrdf<\fem sg> ghtj,hfpbkcz<msc sg>.

The city of Moscow has been transformed.

[23] :ehyfk<\msc sg> ≤?yjcnm≥<\fem sg> gjzdbkcz<msc sg>.

The journal ≤Youth≥ appeared.

[24] Jpthj<\nt sg> <fqrfk<\msc sg> uke,jrj<nt sg>.

Lake Baikal is deep.

In such combinations, the category noun always declines (uj́hjl ‘city’, ;ehyƒk

‘magazine, journal’, j́pthj ‘lake’, hjvƒy ‘novel’). Whether the proper noun also

declines depends on the category and how familiar the proper noun is. With

uj́hjl, proper nouns typically decline, ltncndj d ujhjlt Djhjyt;t ‘childhood in

the city of Voronezh’, except exotic ones, d bcgfycrjv ujhjlt Nf,thyfc ‘in the

Spanish city of Tabernas’. With the category ctkj́ ‘settlement’, place names that

are presumed familiar can decline, as in d ctkt Rjnjdt, ult z ;bk njulf ‘in the

village of Kotovo, where I lived at that time’, but place names do not decline if

the place is defined in bureaucratic style: Clftncz d fhtyle ahernjdsq cfl d ctkt

{bkrjdj ‘An orchard is to be leased in the village [that is called] Khilkovo’. In

unconventional combinations proper names do not decline: d hf,jxtv gjctkrt

Yjdjcbytukfpjdcrbq ‘the workers’ settlement of Novosineglazovsky’, jrregfwbz

ctrnjhf Ufpf ‘the occupation of the Gaza Strip’, yf dctvbhyj bpdtcnyjv rehjhnt

Bgfytvf d Hbj-lt-:fytqhj ‘at the world-famous resort of Ipanema in Rio de

Janeiro’. Only the most familiar rivers decline, cjcnjzybt htrb Djkub ‘the state

of the River Volga’, xthtp Vjcrde-htre ‘across the Moscow River’ but ,thtu htrb

Bjhlfy ‘the shore of the River Jordan’. Variable is: Pfhf;tyf hs,f b d cb,bhcrjq

htrt J,b ‘Fish has been contaminated also in the Siberian river, the Ob’ but

cekmabls vtlb d ,fcctqyt htrb J,m ‘copper sulfides in the drainage of the river

Ob’. Names of lakes do not decline in apposition: e ,thtujd jpthf Bkmvtym ‘on

the shores of Lake Ilmen’, vthjghbznbz gj j[hfyt jpthf <fqrfk ‘measures for

the preservation of Lake Baikal’.

If the proper noun is marked or understood as a quoted phrase, it does not de-

cline. Hence titles of artistic works used in apposition do not decline: d ktnytv

yjvtht ;ehyfkf ≤Ajhby faathc≥ ‘in the summer issue of the journal Foreign
Affairs’, D эnjv rf,bytnt Ljcnjtdcrbq hf,jnfk yfl hjvfyjv ≤<hfnmz

Rfhfvfpjds≥ ‘It was in this study that Dostoevsky worked on the novel The
Brothers Karamazov’.
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If these proper names are used by themselves, not in apposition, they do

decline, and animate names of books are treated as animate: Z, yfghbvth, yt

dbltk <fqrfkf, hfpkbdf J,b d tt ecnmt ‘I, for one, have not seen Baikal, the bay

of the Ob at its mouth’; Yfxfn hf,jnf yfl ≤Djqyjq<ins sg> b vbhjv<ins sg>≥ ‘Work

was begun on War and Peace’; Ytcrjkmrj hfp jy lf;t wbnbhetn ≤<hfnmtd<acc=gen>

Rfhfvfpjds[≥ b ≤Blbjnf≥<acc=gen> Ljcnjtdcrjuj ‘Several times he even cites

The Brothers Karamazov and The Idiot of Dostoevsky’.

3.7.5 Names
With names of people, the gender is determined by reference. A name has fem-

inine syntactic gender if it is used in reference to a woman, masculine if used

in reference to a man. Whether a name is declined depends largely on how well

its phonological shape matches the declension appropriate to the referential

gender and how familiar the name is.

Native names: Most native Russian surnames have an adjectival suffix, and

distinguish masculine and feminine forms in the singular, and decline. Such

are: suffixed names in {-ov}: msc <jh∫cjd, fem <jh∫cjdf; suffixed names in

{-in}: msc Géirby, fem Géirbyf; suffixed names in {-sk-}: msc Gtnhj́dcrbq, fem

Gtnhj́dcrfz, msc Rhégcrbq, fem Rhégcrfz. Names formed with the suffixes {-ov}
and {-in} have a declension mixed between adjectives and nouns. Those in {-sk-}
have a fully adjectival declension. Other names have a pure nominal declension:

nom sg Vfyltkminƒv, ins sg Vfyltkminƒvjv, gen pl Vfyltkminƒvjd, ins pl

Vfyltkminƒvfvb. Surnames that are frozen genitive case forms do not decline:

Xthyß[, :bdƒuj.

Borrowed adjectival names: Names borrowed from other Slavic languages (Pol-

ish and Czech) that have an adjectival declension in the source language are

treated like Russian adjectival names and decline, including in the feminine:

[25] nfr yfpdfk Vbwrtdbx

Vfhb/ Ibvfyjdcre/;

,bjuhfabz Ibvfyjdcrjq; c

Ibvfyjdcrjq

that is how Mickiewicz dubbed Maria

Szymanowska; the life of Szymanowska;

with Szymanowska

[26] vfnx 33-ktnytq Эdthn b

31-ktnytq Yfdhfnbkjdjq

a match of the 33-year-old Evert and the

31-year-old Navratilova

These names decline regardless of how the nominative is spelled, whether ac-

cording to the Russian fashion (usual for the masculine, Kfgbwrbq ‘Lapicki’, pos-

sible for the feminine, Rfvbycrfz ‘Kamińska’) or the source language (possible
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Djqybwrb ‘Wojnicki’, usual Dsibycrf ‘Wyszyńska’).33 Note also nom sg Yttlks,

gen sg Yttlkjuj, from Czech Nejedlé, Nejedl†ho.

Foreign names ending in {-V}: Names of foreign origin that end in vowels other
than {-a} do not decline, whether in reference to males or females:

[27] ghtrhfcyst hbceyrb bcgfycrjuj

[elj;ybrf Cfkmdfljhf Lfkb

the wonderful sketches of the Spanish

artist Salvador Dali

[28] e,bqcndj L;jyf Rtyytlb the murder of John Kennedy

[29] abkmv c exfcnbtv <hbl;bn <fhlj a film starring Brigitte Bardot

[30] c ;bdjq Bylbhjq Ufylb with the living Indira Gandhi

The prohibition covers surnames ending in {-ko} and {-(en)ko}. Names of this

type, though historically suffixed and historically of Slavic origin, generally do

not decline in literary Russian, whether in reference to men ([31--33]) or women

([34]):

[31] rjkjybz F. C. Vfrfhtyrj the colony of A. S. Makarenko

[32] gbcmvj {jlpmrj the letter of Chodźko

[33] lkz Uhjvsrj for Gromyko

[34] ljcnb;tybt, ecnfyjdktyyjt ujl

yfpfl Kfhbcjq Cfdxtyrj b

Cdtnkfyjq Gfh[jvtyrj

the triumph, accomplished a year ago by

Larisa Savchenko and Svetlana

Parkhomenko

Still, informally these names can decline ([35--36]), especially in the plural ([37--

38]):

[35] E Yfevtyrb gjlkbyybr

kt;bn.

Naumenko has the original in her file.

[36] hfpdjl c Ibktqrjq divorce from Shileiko

[37] Gj ldjhe ,tufkb b lheubt

vfktymrbt Rexthtyrb.

Around the yard ran other little

Kucherenkos.

[38] d jlyjv ljvt c Ujhtyrfvb in the same house with the Gorenkos

First names that end in {-o} decline according to Declension<Ia>, if the final

vowel is stressed, as in Gtnhj́, Gtnhƒ, Gtnhé, Gtnhj́v, etc., though there is a

tendency toward non-declension. In nouns like Lfy∫kj, Vb[ƒqkj, the unstressed

final vowel is pronounced as [ə], the same as an unstressed {-a} in Declension<II>.

In standard Russian, these nouns decline according to Declension<II> ([39]):

[39] Vb[fqke yt edbltk; jn

Vb[fqks; r Vb[fqkt; c

Vb[fqkjq

[he] didn’t see Mikhailo; from Mikhailo; to

Mikhailo; with Mikhailo

33 Kalakutskaia 1970.
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Foreign names ending in {-C}: Names that end in consonants fit the expected

shape of Declension<Ia>, which contains only masculine nouns. In reference

to males (or mixed groups), such names, including foreign names, generally

decline.

[40] j ghbtplt {tvbyueэz about the arrival of Hemingway

[41] gjhnhtns </y/эkz portraits of Buñuel

[42] cnfhjt dshf;tybt utythfkf

lt Ujkkz

an old expression of General De Gaulle

[43] hfdyj rfr b c Rjyljkbpjq

Hfqc b c <eifvb

similarly with Condaleezza Rice

and the Bushes

Included are stems which end in a palatalized consonant (lt Ujkkm) or [j]
({tvbyueэq). An exception is monosyllabic Korean names such as Gfr, Rbv, not

declined by a majority of speakers a quarter of a century ago.34

Names that end in a consonant do not have a feminine nominative singular

form and cannot decline when used in reference to females:

[44] htxm V. Nэnxth the speech of M. Thatcher

[45] cvthnm :jh; Cfyl the death of George Sand

[46] ujl yfpfl pf vtcnf d abyfkt

,jhjkbcm, rfr b ctqxfc,

Yfdhfnbkjdf c Rhbc Эdthn, f

Uhfa -- c Gfv Ihfqdth.

a year ago places in the finals were

contested, as now, by Navratilova with Chris

Evert, and Graf with Pam Shriver.

In reference to men, these names decline: ;tyf ujcgjlbyf Nэnxthf ‘Mr. Thatcher’s

wife’.

The prohibition against declining women’s surnames ending in a consonant

holds also for names that have long been used in a Russian-language context.

There is no distinct nominative singular feminine form for Ubyp,ehu or Abuyth,

and these names do not decline in reference to women:

[47] rybuf Tdutybb Ubyp,ehu

≤Rhenjq vfhihen≥.

the book of Evgeniia Ginzburg Into the

Whirlwind

[48] d Jltcce r Dtht Abuyth to Odessa to Vera Figner

There is no feminine form, and hence no declension, of names made with the et-

ymologically Slavic suffixes {-ic‹} or {-uk} used in reference to women: Trfnthbyf

Ybrjkftdyf {fhrtdbx, j Pjt Ybrjkftdyjq Ufkbx, r Cjyt Ufyxer.

Foreign names ending in {-a}: Names ending in {-a} are complicated. Some

native roots and assimilated non-native roots are used as names, and they decline

in reference to males: gjhnhtn yb ,jktt yb vtytt rfr cfvjuj Zujls -- ukfdyjuj

34 Kim 1970.
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gfkfxf yfitq cnhfys ‘a portrait of no one less than Iagoda himself -- the main

hangman of our country’.

Names ending in {-a} borrowed from other Slavic languages and assimilated

names in {-a} decline in reference to men:

[49] abkmv Dfqls a film of Wajda

[50] pf Cvtnfyjq after Smetana

[51] j Zyt :b;rt about Jan Žižka

[52] dvtifntkmcndj <thbb;

e,bqcndj <thbtq; <thb/

fhtcnjdfk :erjd

the interference of Beria; murder by Beria;

Zhukov arrested Beria

[53] gtcyb Jrel;fds the songs of Okudzhava

[54] bcnjhbz Relbhrb; Relbhre

gjpdfkb r yfxfkmybre

n/hmvs

the story of Kudirkas; they called Kudirkas

in to see the head of the prison

With less assimilated foreign surnames used in reference to males, there is

variation. Certainly many names decline:

[55] gjhnhtns Kjhrb portraits of Lorca

[56] ghfdbntkmcndj Gfnhbcf

Kevev,s

the government of Patrice Lumumba

[57] gthtl gjkjnyfvb Ujqb before the canvases of Goya

[58] ≤Ghjwtcc≥ Rfarb Kafka’s Trial

[59] ;fkb here Nheэ,s;

cjukfitybt c Nheэ,jq

they shook the hand of Trueba; agreement

with Trueba

[60] hf,jnf Bjibvehs;

ytbpdtcnyj Bjibveht

the work of Yoshimura; unknown to

Yoshimura

but declension is not automatic for unfamilar names.

[61] d hf,jnf[ {bltwevb

Nthfpfdf

in the works of Hidezumi Terazawa

Occasionally, there is variation for a given name, within one text:

[62] Lt-Gthhtue jcdj,jlbkb

ljchjxyj.

De Perregaux was freed before the end of

his sentence.

[63] yjvth Lt-Gthhtuf the hotel room of de Perregaux

Stress on the {-ƒ} makes declension impossible, even in widely used nouns:

[64] ≤Nhb veirtnthf≥ L/vƒ The Three Musketeers of Dumas

[65] d bcreccndt Эlufhf Ltuƒ in the art of Edgar Degas

[66] ndjhxtcndj Pjkź the creative work of Zola

[67] ljxm V.B. Gtnbgƒ the daughter of M. I. Petipa
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The trend is evidently towards non-agreement. A work from the turn of the

previous century declined Lope de Vega ([68]) but contemporary speakers do

not:

[68] dkbzybt yf Kjgt lt Dtue;

ltzntkmyjcnm Kjgt lt Dtub;

bynthtc r Kjgt lt Dtut;

yfgbcfyj j Kjgt lt Dtut

influence on Lope de Vega; activity of Lope

de Vega; interest in Lope de Vega; written

about Lope de Vega

In reference to women, only highly assimilated names in {-a} decline ([69] vs.

[70--71]).

[69] ,bjuhfabz K.Y. Cnjkbws the life of L. N. Stolitsa

[70] e Vfkmds Kfylf; Vfkmde

Kfylf dyjdm fhtcnjdfkb

in the possession of Malva Landa; [they]

arrested Malva Landa again

[71] d ndjhxtcndt V. {zhvf in the creative work of M. Harma

[72] dvtcnj Rfhkjnns <hbfywf;

pfvtybnm Rfhkjnne

{?<hbfywe ∼ <hbfywf}

in place of Carlotta Brianca; to replace

Carlotta Brianca

The accusative was actually used in [72], from a memoir written by the paramour

of Nicholas I, but for modern speakers the accusative is only <hbƒywf for this

famous ballerina.

Russian is generous with respect to first names that refer to females, and

declines any noun whose nominative can be construed as ending in {-a} in

Russian:

[73] F hfpdt Geirby yt gbcfk j

Rktjgfnht?

Did not Pushkin write about Cleopatra?

[74] c Bylbhjq Ufylb with Indira Gandhi

[75] c Cbvjyjq Cbymjht with Simone Signoret

Summaries of soap operas in the new Russian-American press decline the names

of heroines <trrf, Эhbrf, <tkbylf, Ahfyxtcrf, because the nominative ends

in {-a}, but they do not decline first names referring to women that end in

consonants or vowels other than {-a}: Hfrtkm, Jgfk, {эqkb.

The usage of surnames discussed above can be summarized in tabular form

(see Table 3.37).

Overall, names decline to the extent they are understood to fit the Russian

pattern of gender and declension. The different forms of gender need to line up:

it must be possible to assign the noun to a recognizable declension class (formal

gender), and the referential gender (male vs. female) must be appropriate for the

declension class. Names ending in vowels other than {-a} cannot decline at all,
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Table 3.37 Declension of surnames

referring to a man referring to a woman

Russian surnames
in {-in}, {-ov}

yes yes

Slavic surnames in {-a} yes: Dfqlf, Ukbyrf, Dtxthrf yes: Yfdhfnbkjdf

assimilated surnames in {-a} yes: Jrel;fdf rarely yes: Cnjkbwf //
usually no: <hbfywf

assimilated surnames in {-C} yes: Ubyp,ehu no: [Tdutybz] Ubyp,ehu

Slavic surnames in
{-ič}, {-uk}

yes: Ufkbx no: [Cjyz] Ufyxer

foreign surnames in {-C} yes: Htqufy, L;trcjy,
Эqyintqy, </y/эkm

no: [Rhbc] Эdthn

foreign surnames in {-a} often yes: Bjibvehf, Ujqz,
Kjhrf // no: L/vf

no: [Vbyf] {fhvf

Slavic surnames in {-o} no: Vfrfhtyrj but pl yes:
Rexthtyrb

no: [Kfhbcf] Cfdxtyrj

foreign surnames in {-V} no: Rtyytlb, Lfkb no: [Bylbhf] Ufylb, Ctymjht

because they fit no declension class; nouns ending in consonants cannot decline

in reference to women, there being no feminine gender nouns in Declension<Ia>.

Perhaps paradoxically, foreign names in {-a} often decline in reference to men,

but not in reference to women -- even though a noun in {-a} would seem to be

a perfect candidate for membership as a feminine of Declension<II>.



4
Arguments

4.1 Argument phrases

4.1.1 Basics
Predications are made up of various constituents: predicates, arguments (subject,

direct object, domain, etc.), and arguments of time and circumstance.

The simplest and most familiar argument phrases are plain nouns or pro-

nouns, but argument phrases are not always so simple. Nouns can be combined

with modifiers -- adjectives, participles, relative clauses -- and result in phrases

which are more complex than a bare noun but which are nevertheless equivalent

to a noun. Nouns can have their own arguments -- possessors or arguments that

correspond to the arguments of predicates (subjects, objects, domains). Moreover,

argument phrases can be combined with quantifiers or prepositions to form

larger phrases, which in turn are equivalent to simpler argument phrases. Pro-

nouns, seemingly minimal units, occur in the sites of arguments where nouns

might occur. Part of the discussion below, then, concerns the internal structure

of argument phrases: how argument phrases are put together out of nouns and

other constituents.

Nouns and pronouns express case and number. Nouns belong to one or an-

other of three genders. Gender, an intrinsic property of lexical items, is dis-

cussed here in this chapter (§§4.1.3--6), as is number, an operation that modifies

the shape of nouns (§§4.1.7--9). Case is imposed on nominal elements by the syn-

tactic context -- by prepositions (§4.2) and by predicates (§5). The functions of

case are summarized schematically here (§4.1.10).

4.1.2 Reference of arguments
The referential exponent of argument phrases -- a noun or pronoun --

names or refers to entities, whether persons, places, concrete things, masses of

stuff, abstract essences, or happenings presented as entities.

Naming or referring to entities involves a number of processes at once, which

can be grouped into two levels. The first is quantification. At the minimum,

using a noun or pronoun establishes that there exists something worth talking

159
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about, and using a noun or pronoun names at least some minimal property.

In some instances, this rather minimal existential quantific ation is all

that using a noun accomplishes. For example,

[1] Dkflbvbh tve hfccrfpfk, xnj e ytuj tcnm vkflibq ,hfn.

Vladimir told him that he had a younger brother.

establishes the existence of an individual that fits the formula of being a younger

brother.1 This kind of minimal reference will be termed essential reference

below, motivated in that what is known or relevant is that an entity manifests

an essence (equivalently, belongs to a type), but little more is known about

the entity as an individual. Essential reference is not marked consistently by

any single device or referential exponent. Rather, it is a value, a sense, that

arises in certain contexts, especially in contexts such as existential sentences ([1]).

Additionally, essential reference is relevant to: the choice of relative pronoun, rnj́

vs. rjnj́hsq (§4.4.5), reflexive pronouns (§4.7), case choice with negated predicates

(§§5.3, 5.4), animate accusative with approximate quantifiers (§4.3.9), ordinary

numerals (ldƒ) vs. collectives (ldj́t) (§4.3.8), possessive adjectives vs. genitives

(§4.4.3).

Alternatively, a noun individuates not only when it establishes that there

is an individual entity belonging to a type, but also when some properties of

the individual are known that differentiate it from other members of the class.

[2] Ntnz Cfif exbkf vtyz b vjb[ vkflib[ ctcnth.

Aunt Sasha taught me and my younger sisters.

In [2], the younger sisters are already known and differentiated from other sis-

ters of other speakers, and this predication adds an additional property that

holds of them (that they received instruction). The layer of quantification, then,

includes the distinction between essential vs. individuated reference. This layer

also includes number.

The second layer is contextual. To have knowledge about an individual, it is

relevant to know on what occasions that individual exists, whether in all times

and possibilities or only some. Thus reference has a temporal and modal side. It

is also relevant to know what speaker is responsible for identifying the entity.

And there is a textual side. Pronouns in particular indicate that an individual

is known outside of whatever is being said at the moment; there might well

be other properties that are already known about an individual. Pronouns tell

1 “Essential” reference derives from Donnellan’s (1966) “attributive” meaning of referring expres-
sions. As Donnellan observed, in Smith’s murderer must be insane, all we know about this individual
is that he fits the formula ‘whosoever was responsible for the death of Smith’. On the notion of
definiteness as it applies to Russian, see Revzin 1973[b], Chvany 1983.
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the addressee how to find the source of information about the individual: the

personal pronoun ź ‘I’ says the individual is the speaker, while an ordinary third-

person pronoun such as jyƒ ‘she’ says the individual is a salient entity of the

feminine gender presumed to be known to the addressee (from the recent text,

from the shared knowledge of speaker and addressee). Thus the second layer of

reference is contextual. Pronouns in particular have the task of keeping track of

individuals on the contextual level.

4.1.3 Morphological categories of nouns: gender
Russian has three genders: masculine, feminine, and neuter. A given noun be-

longs to one and only one gender, and does not change its form and become

a noun of a different gender. The gender of a noun is revealed in agreement,

when an adjective adopts a different form depending on the noun it modifies.

Gender is further revealed in the past tense of verbs (when the noun happens

to be the subject) and in the gender of relative pronouns and third-person pro-

nouns. Gender in nouns is, then, a partition of the lexicon; it is a latent lexical

property that is revealed as s yntactic gender in adjectives and, additionally,

in verbs and pronouns.

Nouns are partitioned into declensional classes, or morphologic al gender,

which matches syntactic gender often but not always. Nouns in Declension<Ia> --

those with no ending in the nominative singular and {-a} in the genitive

singular -- are syntactically masculine; adjectives that modify such nouns and

past-tense verbs of which they are subjects adopt masculine form. Nouns in

Declension<Ib> -- those ending in a vowel in the nominative singular and {-a} in

the genitive singular -- are neuter. Declension<III> for all intents and purposes

is feminine; other than feminine nouns, it includes only one masculine noun

(génm ‘road’) and less than a dozen neuter nouns (those, like dh†vz ‘time’, end-

ing in -vz in the nominative singular). Nouns in Declension<II> are generally

feminine, with the significant exception of nouns that can refer to male human

beings (lźlz ‘uncle’, celmź ‘judge’, Cth=;f, Fk=if, <j́hz). Overall, then, there is

a high degree of correspondence between morphological gender (or declension

class) and the syntactic gender of a noun (or agreement patterns in adjectives

and verbs).

For most nouns there is no motivation for gender in the real world. But with

nouns that refer to people or animals, gender is not just an arbitrary lexical

idiosyncrasy; the syntactic gender relates to the sex (or referential gender)

of the entity. There is more than one possibility. Many nouns that define peo-

ple and animals as members of groups come in pairs related by derivation that

differ in gender: ex∫ntkm/ex∫ntkmybwf ‘teacher’, xtvgbj́y/xtvgbj́yrf ‘champion’,

cjc†l/cjc†lrf ‘neighbor’, gtycbjy†h/gtycbjy†hrf ‘pensioner’, dj́kr/djkx∫wf ‘wolf ’.
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In such pairs, both nouns are stylistically neutral. With other words, the

feminine has overtones of condescension to derogation: gjэn†ccf ‘(lady) poet’,

dhfx∫[f ‘doctor’, rjhh†rnjhif ‘copy editor’, ,b,kbjn†rfhif ‘librarian’. The mas-

culine in [3] is grandiose, the feminine in [4] familiar.

[3] Kjwvfyjv ryb;yjuj vjhz yfpsdf/n ,b,kbjntrfhz Afbye F.

Pilot of the sea of books is what people call the librarian A. Faina.

[4] Gj lheue/ cnjhjye jrjirf cbltkf ,b,kbjntrfhif Dthf Bkmbybxyf.

On the other side of the window was sitting the librarian Vera Ilinichna.

Next, there are nouns for which masculine and feminine forms exist, but the

forms are not parallel because the feminine form refers to a different social sta-

tus (utythƒkmif ‘general’s wife’), or to occupations that differ markedly in social

status depending on the gender (ctrhtnƒhif ‘secretary’, vfntvfn∫xrf ‘student

of math’, frei†hrf ‘midwife’), or to occupations stereotypically associated with

women (ntktajy∫cnrf ‘telephone operator’, lj∫kmobwf ‘milkmaid’, vtlctcnhƒ

‘nurse’). Finally, some occupations are named by a single word form belonging

to Declension<Ia>: dhƒx ‘doctor’, ghtpbl†yn ‘president’.

The use of paired nouns lacking strong stylistic overtones -- ex∫ntkm/
ex∫ntkmybwf ‘teacher’, gbcƒntkm/gbcƒntkmybwf ‘writer’ -- depends on context.2

Three contexts can be distinguished. The first context is that in which the in-

dividual members of the group are not distinguished, and sex is irrelevant or

indeterminate. The masculine form is used in reference to a potentially mixed

plural group ([5], [6]) or to any arbitrary single representative of a mixed or

indeterminate group ([7], [8]):

[5] E ghbitkmwtd ,skb cdtnkst jndjhjns vt[f yf itt, [fhfrnthyst lkz cntgys[

djkrjd.

The new arrivals had light folds of fur, as is characteristic of steppe wolves.

[6] Jkmuf Ybrjkftdyf Vfckjdf, exbntkmybwf heccrjuj zpsrf, d vjtv rkfcct yt

ghtgjlfdfkf, yj tckb rnj-kb,j bp exbntktq pf,jktdfk, jyf tuj pfvtyzkf b

wtksq ehjr j xtv-nj hfccrfpsdfkf.

Olga Nikolaevna Maslova, teacher of the Russian language, did not actually teach

in my class, but if some or another of the teachers fell ill, she would replace him

and tell stories for the whole lesson.

[7] Nfkfynkbdsq exbntkm czltn c ltnmvb gjl lthtdj, b djpybrytn xelj.

A talented teacher can sit down with children under a tree, and a miracle will

happen.

[8] Jyf dctulf ujnjdf ,skf pfvtybnm pf,jktdituj exbntkz.

She was already ready to substitute for a teacher who had fallen ill.

2 Recently Mozdzierz 1999, Yokoyama 1999.
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The teaching staff of the gymnasium in [6] and [8] was de facto primarily women,

but the masculine form is used because the sense of ‘teacher’ is essential: it is

anyone who instantiated the essence of being a teacher. The fact that the mas-

culine noun can be used to refer to groups or tokens of classes that include

or might include females is one reason why masculine gender is said to be un-

marked -- that is, less narrowly defined, since it does not insist that the referent

is male.

Second, when an individual woman is introduced into the discourse, the femi-

nine form characterizes her permanent identity. The masculine defines a societal

role (in [9], she is ‘the person fulfilling the role of supervisor’):

[9] Yf cfvjv ltkt Cjamz Dtybfvbyjdyf, utjuhfabxrf, yfi rkfccysq herjdjlbntkm.

As a matter of fact, Sofia Veniaminovna, a geographer, is our class supervisor.

And third, when these paired nouns refer to an individual whose identity is

already established, the feminine derivative is used ([10--11]):

[10] Exbntkmybwf gjcnfdbkf kfvge yf cnjk, xbhryekf cgbxrjq, pf;ukf cdtxre.

The teacher put a lamp on the table, struck a match, and lit a candle.

[11] Jy lfk vyt pfgbcre rkfccyjq herjdjlbntkmybws vjbv hjlbntkzv.

He gave me a note from the class supervisor to my parents.

Thus, when paired, stylistically neutral forms exist, the feminine derivative is

used when it is clear that one specific woman is discussed as an individual.

When there is a noun in Declension<Ia> that names a profession and there is

no corresponding feminine derivative in Declension<II> (or no neutral form), the

sole masculine form is used in reference to women. For example, in the index

of a book on ballet, women are identified by feminine nouns when such ex-

ist, gbcƒntkmybwf ‘writer’, nfywj́dobwf ‘dancer’, exƒcnybwf (héccrb[ ctpj́yjd) ‘par-

ticipant (of the Russian troupes)’, cjk∫cnrf ‘soloist’, gtd∫wf ‘singer’, [elj́;ybwf

‘artist’. The women who are identified in this way have often served in other

roles, which are described by nouns of Declension<Ia>: as ht;bcc=h ‘director’,

[jhtj́uhfa ‘choreographer’, gtlfuj́u ‘ballet teacher’, dbwtghtpbl†yn ‘vice presi-

dent’, or ntjh†nbr nƒywf ‘theoretician of dance’.

4.1.4 Gender: unpaired ‘‘masculine” nouns
Historically, when nouns like dhƒx were used in reference to women, they evoked

masculine agreement in both adjectives and predicates, but this has been chang-

ing. Using feminine agreement in the predicate in reference to a woman doctor

has become permissible and frequent (reported in 1976 as over 50% in the cohort

born between 1940--49):3

3 Kitaigorodskaia 1976; discussion in Rothstein 1971.
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[12] Dhfx {htrjvtyljdfk<msc> ∼ htrjvtyljdfkf<fem>} juhfybxbnm gjkjde/ ;bpym.

The doctor recommended limiting sexual activity.

Feminine agreement is expected when a name marks the individual as female:

[13] Dhfx J. ?. <tcgfkjdf nj;t {bcgeufkfcm<fem> / ∗bcgeufkcz<msc>}.

The doctor J. Iu. Bespalova was also alarmed.

Adjectives make the picture more complex. In the conservative norm, masculine

agreement is used in adjectives and predicates ([14](a)). In less conservative usage,

now tolerated as normative, the predicate has feminine agreement, adjectives --

masculine agreement ([14](b)).

[14] (a) D rjvyfne djitk<msc> yjdsq<msc> dhfx. oldest, formal

(b) D rjvyfne djikf<fem> yjdsq<msc> dhfx. newer, informal, now standard

(c) D rjvyfne djikf<fem> yjdfz<fem> dhfx. newest, not normative

(d) D rjvyfne djitk<msc> yjdfz<fem> dhfx. systemically outlawed

Into the room entered the new doctor.

As a very new option, the adjective may also adopt feminine agreement

([14](c)); though not normative, feminine agreement in (e yfc) [jhjifz<fem>

,e[ufkmnth<\msc> ‘(we have) a good bookkeeper’ was offered by 39 percent of

workers from the cohort of 1940--49.4 Feminine is possible only with descriptive

or deictic adjectives and only in the nominative, as in [15]:

[15] <. . .> rfr htrjvtyljdfkf<fem> yfif<fem> k/,bvfz<fem> dhfx.

<. . .> as our beloved doctor recommended.

Adjectives such as hfqj́yysq ‘regional’, ctv†qysq ‘family’, rj́;ysq ‘skin’ that are

part of the definition of the profession are masculine ([16]):

[16] <. . .> rfr htrjvtyljdfkf<fem> cnfhibq<msc> dhfx cnfywbb ≤Crjhjq gjvjob≥

Vjcrds.

<. . .> as the senior doctor of Moscow emergency care recommended.

The fourth hypothetical possibility above ([14](d)), the combination of a fem-

inine adjective and masculine gender in the predicate, violates a general prin-

ciple governing agreement: the more closely bound the constituent, the more

agreement will be based on morphological gender; the less closely bound the

constituent, the more agreement will be based on referential gender.5 The prin-

ciple shows up further in relative clauses and the use of (third-person) pronouns,

which choose syntactic gender on the basis of the reference of the noun. For

example ([17]), in a discussion of Cj́amz Uhbuj́hmtdyf, who has the responsibility

4 Kitaigorodskaia 1976:152. 5 Corbett 1979[b].
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of being hfqj́yysq<msc> cfybnƒhysq<msc> dhƒx, the predicate could use either

gender, but the pronouns rjnj́hfz and t= appear as feminine:

[17] Jxtym [jhjij rj vyt {jnyjcbkfcm<fem> ∼ jnyjcbkcz<msc>} hfqjyysq

cfybnfhysq dhfx, {rjnjhfz<fem> ∼ ∗rjnjhsq<msc>} b pfxfcne/ vtyz rjhvbkf.

F z lkz {tt<fem> ∼ ∗tuj<msc>} ve;f ljcnfdfk d ,b,kbjntrf[ ye;yst lkz tuj

kbnthfnehys[ bccktljdfybq cdtltybz.

The regional sanitation officer, who sometimes would feed me, treated me well.

And for her husband I used to get information from the library needed for his

literary studies.

4.1.5 Gender: common gender
There is another group of nouns that do not have distinct masculine and fem-

inine forms but can be used regularly in reference to either males or females.

It is the large, open-ended set of nouns of common gender (epicenes), nouns

belonging to Declension<II>, often morphologically derived, that describe people

in terms of some prominent quality or behavior: gkƒrcf ‘crybaby’, cjvyƒv,ekf

‘sleepwalker’, dsgbdj́[f ‘boozer’, ktdiƒ ‘lefty’, cbhjnƒ ‘orphan’. Adjectives and

verbs agree with the referential gender of the noun: masculine gender is used

in reference to a man ([18--19]), feminine in reference to a woman ([20--21]):6

[18] Vfnm d ltncndt ghbdzpsdfkf tuj r cneke --- jy ,sk cnhfiysq<msc> ytgjctlf, ---

xnj,s jy pfybvfkcz vepsrjq.

His mother used to tie him to a chair --- he was a terrible fidget --- so he would

practice his music.

[19] <tlysq<msc> cbhjnf vtxnfk<msc> cke;bnm dj ahfywepcrjv ktubjyt, xnj,s

regbnm ct,t ljv d Gjknfdt.

The poor orphan dreamed of serving in the French Foreign Legion, in order to

buy himself a home in Poltava.

[20] Tq e;t 8 vtczwtd. Jyf cnhfiyfz<fem> ytgjctlf b jxtym eks,xbdfz.

She’s eight months old. She’s a terrible fidget and loves to smile a lot.

[21] <tlyfz<fem> cbhjnf ljk;yf<fem> ,skf<fem> cfvf<fem> ct,t ghj,bdfnm ljhjue.

The poor orphan had to make her own way in the world.

4.1.6 Morphological categories of nouns: animacy
Nouns that refer to animate beings indicate the animacy of the referent by using

the genitive form in syntactic contexts that demand an accusative, whether as

the object of a verb ([22]) or the complement of a preposition ([23]):

6 It is said that when such a noun refers to a male, the adjective can have feminine agreement, and
the stylistic effect is strongly pejorative. In practice, this option is rarely invoked.
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[22] Vfnm vjz yfvyjuj gtht;bkf jnwf<acc=gen>.

My mother outlived my father by a lot.

[23] Vjq ,hfn Dkflbvbh ujhlbkcz, xnj ,sk gj[j; yf yfitujacc=gen> jnwf<acc=gen>.

My brother Vladimir was proud that he was similar to our father.

In the singular, use of this animate accusative or “acc=gen” is restricted to

nouns that satisfy two conditions.7 (a) Animacy is expressed only by nouns that

otherwise would merge nominative and accusative, hence not nouns like msc

Nj́kz and msc celmź ‘judge’, which are masculine but belong to Declension<II>

and have distinct cases forms for the two cases: nom celmź �= acc celm/́.

[24] Aen,jkmyjuj<msc acc=gen> celm/<acc�=nom> bp,bkb d gjl(tplt cj,cndtyyjuj ljvf.

They killed the soccer judge at the entrance to his own building.

(b) Animacy is expressed only by nouns that condition masculine syntactic

gender, hence not by lj́xm<\fem nom=acc> ‘daughter’, vƒnm<\fem nom=acc> ‘mother’,

lbnź<\nt nom=acc> ‘child’, which do merge nominative and accusative but are not

masculine:

[25] Jyf exbkf {vfnm<nom=acc> ∼ ∗vfnthb<acc=gen>} cfgj;yjve htvtcke.

She taught mother shoemaking.

[26] K/,bnm {lbnz<acc=nom> rhfcbdjt<nt acc=nom>, evyjt<nt acc=nom> ∼ ∗lbnznb<gen>

rhfcbdjuj<nt acc=gen>, evyjuj<nt acc=gen>} -- kturj.

To love a child [who is] beautiful, intelligent is easy.

Although the expression of animacy is restricted to masculine nouns in the

singular, all animate nouns in the plural express animacy, including feminine

and neuter animates:

[27] Jy k/,bn cdjb[<acc=gen> vbks[<acc=gen> {,hfnmtd<acc=gen> ∼ ctcnth<acc=gen> ∼
ltntq<acc=gen>}.

He loves his nice {brothers ∼ sisters ∼ children}.

Adjectives express animacy in the singular if the modified noun is masculine

and animate: [23] yƒituj. In this way adjectives modifying masculine animate

nouns of Declension<II> express animacy, though the nouns themselves do not:

[24] aen,j́kmyjuj<msc acc=gen> celm/́<\msc nom�=acc>. Plural adjectives, which do not

in any event distinguish gender, express animacy if they modify an animate noun

of any gender: [27] cdj∫[<pl acc=gen> v∫ks[<pl acc=gen>. Adjectives also express

animacy when they are used without an explicit noun, as a predicative referring

to an object ([28]) or as a nominalized adjective ([29]):

7 Zalizniak 1964, Bondarko 1977, Corbett 1980, Klenin 1983.
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[28] Ve;xby<acc=gen> gjujyzkb ujkjlys[<acc=gen>.

The men were sent off hungry.

[29] Cfvs[<acc=gen> nheljk/,bds[<acc=gen> fhtcnjdsdfkb, ccskfkb c ctvmzvb.

They arrested and exiled the most hardworking [peasants] with their families.

Personal pronouns use the genitive form for the accusative: acc=gen vtyź,

nt,ź, yƒc, ct,ź. Third-person anaphoric pronouns use the animate accusative

even when they refer to inanimate entities:

[30] Kj;rf lj cb[ gjh e vtyz [hfybncz . . . B dct hfdyj z tt<acc=gen> [=kj;re] ,thtue.

I still have that spoon . . . And come what may I treasure it [lit., her].

[31] Lzlz Ktd yfxfk bpujnjdkznm ,evf;ybrb, cj,bhfzcm b[<acc=gen> [=,evf;ybrb]

vtyznm yf ghjlerns.

Uncle Lev began to make wallets, intending to exchange them for food.

For the most part, there is little variation in the expression of animacy. There

are only two areas in which there is variation: first, certain pronominal adjec-

tives modifying pronouns, and second, nouns that, in semantic terms, are not

unambiguously animate.

Cƒv ‘self ’ is one of the few adjectives that can be combined with anaphoric

pronouns. It adopts the genitive form when it modifies a masculine or neuter

singular (tuj́<acc=gen>) or plural pronoun (∫[<acc=gen>), even when the referent

is inanimate ([32--33]):

[32] Kexibq genm bp;bnm cgtrekzwb/ ltabwbnjv --- kbrdblbhjdfnm tuj<acc=gen>

cfvjuj<acc=gen> [= ltabwbn].

In order to do away with speculation in a deficit, the best method is to liquidate

it itself [= deficit].

[33] Tcntcndtyyj, [jxtncz “gjoegfnm” b[<acc=gen> cfvb[<acc=gen> [= rdfhrb].

Naturally, one would like to “feel” them themselves [= quarks].

Modifying a feminine pronoun, even one with animate reference, cƒv uses a

distinct accusative form, older cfvj= or contemporary cfvé:

[34] Cfve<acc> tt<acc=gen> fhtcnjdfnm yt gjcvtkb.

They didn’t dare arrest her herself.

A true genitive would be cfvj́q t= (cfvj́q t= y†n ‘she herself is not here’). Mod-

ifying a personal or reflexive pronoun, cƒv adopts the acc=gen form with a

masculine singular or plural referent: msc vtyź cfvjuj́<acc=gen> ‘me myself ’,

cfvjuj́ ct,ź ‘himself ’, pl yƒc cfv∫[ ‘us ourselves’, but fem vtyź cfvé<acc�=gen>

jnd†hukb ‘they rejected me myself ’.

When d†cm ‘all’ modifies a singular third-person masculine or neuter pronoun,

it adopts the acc=gen: dctuj́ tuj́, even if the referent is not animate. With
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a feminine referent (even an animate referent), it uses the distinct accusative

form dc/́ ([35]):

[35] Z tt<acc=gen> dc/<acc�=gen> [=gnbwe] hfccvjnhtk.

I examined her all [= the bird].

In the plural this combination expresses animacy: ∫[ dc†[ (dc†[ ∫[) is used for

animates, ∫[ dc† (dc† ∫[), rarely dc†[ ∫[, for inanimates:8

[36] B {dct<nom=acc> b[<acc=gen> ∼ ?dct[<acc=gen> b[<acc=gen>} [=cjyfns] jy hfp,bhfk ---

rfr cnhjrb hbave/ncz, rjulf ye;ys hbavs ;tycrbt, rjulf ve;crbt.

And all these [=sonnets] he analyzed -- how the lines rhymed, when feminine

rhymes were necessary, when masculine.

There are some lexical questions of animacy. Some nouns have two different

senses, one animate, one inanimate, and such nouns use either acc=gen or

acc=nom, depending on which sense is intended. Jhbubyƒk ‘original’ can be

an original thing (inanimate) or an eccentric person (animate). Xk†y ‘member’

is animate in reference to a human participant of an institution, inanimate in

reference to an inanimate part of a machine or structure. These are instances

in which there are sharp distinctions between two senses of one noun.

With some nouns usage is less rigid. Names of sea animals are likely to behave

as animate when they refer to the entities as animals in their habitat, kjd∫nm

rhƒ,jd<acc=gen> ‘catch crabs’.9 As foodstuff, they may be inanimate or animate:10

[37] Vs ljdjkmyj xfcnj tkb {rhf,s<acc=nom> ∼ rhf,jd<acc=gen>}.

We ate crabs rather often.

In the singular, they are animate (that is, merge accusative and genitive) even

as foodstuff:

[38] Z ;t jcnfkcz jlby yf [jpzqcndt. Cdfhbk b c(tk rhf,f<acc=gen>.

I had to deal with the housekeeping alone. I cooked and ate a crab.

There is variation in nouns whose motivation is historically figurative. Names

of planets (?g∫nth) are becoming inanimate. Names of playing cards and chess

figures are animate.

Some nouns that refer to classes of animate beings show variation in the use of

the acc=gen. Jcj́,f ‘person’ and kbwj́ ‘person’ are animate in the plural. (They

are disqualified in the singular because they do not belong to Declension<Ia>.)

8 Blazhev 1962.
9 On the web <19.X.02>: {kjdbk ∼kjdbkb ∼ kjdbnm} rhf,s 0xx, . . . rhf,jd 205xx.

10 On the web: {tk ∼ tkb ∼ tcnm} rhf,s 34xx, . . . rhf,jd 105xx.
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[39] Pfrjy gj ceotcnde kbibn kbw<acc=gen> lheub[ yfwbjyfkmyjcntq, gkj[j

dkflt/ob[<acc=gen> эcnjycrbv zpsrjv, djpvj;yjcnb frnbdyj exfcndjdfnm d

j,otcndtyyjq ;bpyb htcge,kbrb.

This law in essence will deprive people of other nationalities who speak Estonian

poorly of the possibility of participating actively in the public life of the republic.

(Kbwj́ also has the inanimate sense, ‘face, visage’.) Gthcjyƒ; ‘character’ is (usu-

ally) inanimate in the singular and (almost always) animate in the plural.11

Nominalized neuter adjectives that classify living beings -- ;bdj́nyjt ‘animal’,

gfhyjrjgßnyjt ‘split-hoofed animal’, yfctrj́vjt ‘insect’ -- generally do not use

the animate accusative in the singular ([40]) but do so in the plural ([41--42]):

[40] {gjqvfnm ;bdjnyjt<acc=nom> ∼ gj[j;tt yf ;bdjnyjt<acc=nom>}
{to catch an animal ∼ similar to an animal}

[41] {c gfcnm,s gthtdjlbnm ∼ rjhvbnm ∼ k/,bnm} ;bdjnys[<acc=gen>

{from pasture move ∼ feed ∼ love} animals

[42] Cj[hfyztv b hfpvyj;ftv gjktpys[<acc=gen> yfctrjvs[<acc=gen>.

We preserve and multiply useful insects.

Ceotcndj́ ‘creature, being’ is listed as variably animate or inanimate in the

plural.

[43] Jyb gj[jlbkb yf {rfrbt-nj crfpjxyst ceotcndf<acc=nom> ∼ rfrb[-nj crfpjxys[

ceotcnd<acc=gen>}.

They were similar to some sort of fabulous beings.

The tendency is to extend animacy for such category nouns.12

Animacy fades out with lower orders of animals. A sampling is listed in

Table 4.1.13 In texts, the boundary between animate and inanimate is sharper

than Table 4.1 might suggest. Insects and small vermin (the first group) always

use the acc=gen:

[44] Dct[<acc=gen> rjpzdjr<acc=gen>, ,kjitr<acc=gen>, vjitr<acc=gen> b

vehfdmbitr<acc=gen> nfv evjhbkb.

[The birds] devastated all the gnats, fleas, midges, and ants there.

Ué,rf ‘sponge’, listed as preferably animate, is used consistently with acc=gen in

technical literature, even in contexts in which sponges are mere passive objects

of investigation:

[45] Xfcnj ue,jr<acc=gen> c,kb;f/n c bcnbyysvb vyjujrktnjxysvb.

[They] often compare sponges to true multi-cell creatures.

11 Panfilov 1966. 12 Exemplification and discussion in Itskovich 1980.
13 Based on Zalizniak 1977[a].
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Table 4.1 Animacy of lower-order animals

animacy nouns

animate uéctybwf ‘caterpillar’, vtlépf ‘jellyfish’, itkrjghźl ‘bombyx’,
x†hdm ‘worm’, vjkk/́cr ‘mollusk’, ;ér ‘beetle’, vehfd†q ‘ant’,
gbźdrf ‘leech’

animate
(∼ ±inanimate)

ué,rf ‘sponge’

inanimate
(∼ ±animate)

kbx∫yrf ‘larva’, ,frn†hbz ‘bacterium’, ,fw∫kkf ‘bacillus’, vbrhj́,
‘microbe’

inanimate jhufy∫pv ‘organism’, njrc∫y ‘toxin’, rjhƒkk ‘coral’, d∫hec ‘virus’,
gkfyrnj́y ‘plankton’

In contrast, nouns of the third group in Table 4.1 use inanimate morphol-

ogy consistently in texts, whether as objects of investigation (jy lfdyj bpexftn

,fwbkks<acc=nom> ‘he has long studied bacilli’), as entities asserted to exist

(cjlth;fobq ,frnthbb<acc=nom> ‘containing bacteria’), or as patients of some

agent’s predatory activity ([46]):

[46] D yjhvt pfobnyst vt[fybpvs byfrnbdbhe/n nfrbt vbrhj,s<acc=nom>.

In the normal course of events, defense mechanisms render such microbes

inactive.

Animacy is expressed only when the microbes are thought of as potential agents,

as in [47] (unique in a sample of two dozen examples from technical literature):

[47] Gjct/n d gbnfntkmye/ chtle vbrhj,jd<acc=gen>, jyb hfcnen, gjnjv b[ jn

gbnfntkmyjq chtls jnltkz/n.

[They] put the microbes into the medium, they grow, and then they are separated

from the medium.

One might entertain the thought that the animate accusative is a rule on

the level of syntax -- that the genitive case is assigned to the whole argument

phrase in place of the accusative case. Arguing against this interpretation are

several considerations: the modifier and the head in dct<nom=acc> b[<acc=gen>

and vjtuj<acc=gen> ltleire<acc�=nom> ‘my grandfather’ differ in the expression

of animacy; animate accusative-genitives can be conjoined with unambiguous

accusatives:

[48] Dsrktdsdf/n jyb xthdtq<acc=gen> b kbxbyrb<acc=nom>.

They peck out worms and larvae.

On the assumption that case is uniform across all constituents and conjuncts

of an argument phrase, then animate accusatives must be syntactic accusatives.
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The animate accusative appears to be primarily a morphological phenomenon,

whereby the accusative of the relevant paradigms is made identical to the

genitive.14 This interpretation also fits with the fact that the application of the

animate accusative depends on the specific paradigm involved.

4.1.7 Morphological categories of nouns: number
Ordinarily, a singular form means a single entity from the class and the plural

form means two or more entities. The singular form can also be used in a

generic meaning. The only complications in number concern nouns that are

used in only one number and certain strategies for using number in ways that

do not transparently match the real-world reference.

4.1.8 Number: pluralia tantum, singularia tantum
There is a small set of nouns that can occur only in the plural, the pluralia

tantum yj́;ybws ‘scissors’, infyß ‘trousers’, cénrb ‘day’. Historically, these are

entities composed of paired parts. Because these nouns are already plural, to

indicate more than one unit, it is necessary to use either collective numerals

(nhj́t cénjr ‘three days’) or a classifier: nh∫ gƒhs hjl∫ntktq ‘three sets of parents’,

y†crjkmrj gƒh cfy†q ‘several sleighs’.

Nouns naming masses, by virtue of their meaning, are not likely to be used

in the plural. Still, a plural can be used to show that masses come in various

types (the “sortal” plural):

[49] Lkz rf;ljuj xtkjdtrf cjcnfdktys bylbdblefkmyst ,bj[bvbxtcrbt rfhns gj

dctv gfhfvtnhfv: cjnyb ,tkrjd<pl>, athvtynjd<pl>, ;bhjd<pl> b cf[fhjd<pl>.

For each person individual biochemical profiles are prepared along all

parameters: hundreds of proteins, enzymes, fats, and sugars.

Nouns naming abstract qualities or events, such as ghjbpdjl∫ntkmyjcnm ‘produc-

tivity’ or dtkbrjléibt ‘magnanimity’, are naturally singular, but occur in the

plural if the quality is manifested as different types: ghtdhƒnyjcnb ‘perversions’,

cgjcj́,yjcnb ‘abilities, talents’.

4.1.9 Number: figurative uses of number
A plural noun is said to achieve the effect of hyperbole when it is known

that only one thing is involved, but it is unclear how productive this strategy

is; the two most recent examples from the 1980s cited by one source involve

eybd†hcbntns ‘universities’,15 a quote from Gorky.

14 Klenin 1983, especially 103. 15 Brusenskaia 1992:44.
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Another not strictly transparent use of number involves situations in which

there is a distributive relationship among a plural set of possessors and a set of

possessed entities. Usually the plural is used ([50--51]):

[50] Jyb ikb vtlktyyj, ybprj jgecnbd ujkjds<pl>.

They walked slowly with their heads lowered.

[51] Rhfcysq Rhtcn pfybvfkcz celm,fvb<pl> njkmrj gjkbnbxtcrb[ pfrk/xtyys[.

The Red Cross was concerned with the fates only of political prisoners.

The singular means the possessed entities are not separate entities. A body part

is not an independent entity but part of the predicate -- in [52], the manner of

locomotion:

[52] Jyb dctulf ldb;encz c jgeotyyjq ujkjdjq<sg>, xnj,s yt bcgsnsdfnm kbiytuj

cjghjnbdktybz djple[f.

They always move with lowered head, in order not to experience extra wind

resistance.

With an abstract noun such as cel,mƒ, the singular can be used for plural indi-

viduals in an essential sense of ‘whatsoever the fate would be’ ([53]).

[53] B[ edtkb, b ybrjulf jyf yt epyfkf j, b[ lfkmytqitq celm,t<sg>.

They were led away and she never found out about their further fate.

4.1.10 Morphological categories of nouns: case
Case is expressed by nouns and other constituents of arguments, and in this

respect is self-evidently a property of arguments. But case is chosen according

to the way the argument fits into context. It is therefore natural to discuss

the choice of case when the contexts for arguments are discussed, above all

with predicates (§5). For reference, Table 4.2 lists the major uses of cases, with

references to the discussion of uses elsewhere.

4.2 Prepositions

4.2.1 Preliminaries
Prepositions combine with nouns, imposing a case on the noun.16 Combinations

of preposition and noun function as argument phrases. Semantically, preposi-

tions locate a mobile entity -- the missile -- in a space of possible locations

relative to a specific locus, the referent of the noun used with the preposi-

tion. For example, in Fylhtq hfpdthyek gthtlj vyjq rfhns ‘Andrei spread out

16 Hill 1977 treats the expansion of ligature {n}. In those prepositions for which Hill observed varia-
tion, the Uppsala Corpus, composed of more recent texts, shows further generalization of {n}.
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maps in front of me’, the missile is maps, which are distributed in space relative

to the locus, the speaker’s field of vision. The space can be physical space, as

in this instance, or more abstractly, a space of possible states. Thus in ltcznrb

utjkjujd gthtl ytq ,kfujujdtkb ‘dozens of geologists did obeisance before her’,

the missile is the geologists or, better, their behavior, which adopts a certain

attitude (reverence) in the presence of the locus.

How prepositions behave depends on how old they are. The oldest, primary,

prepositions in effect define what we think prepositions should be.

[54] Primary prepositions (govern various cases)

d<\loc ∼ \acc> ‘in’, j(,)<\loc ∼ \acc> ‘about’, yf<\loc ∼ \acc> ‘at’, ghb<\loc> ‘at, in the

presence of ’; ghj<\acc> ‘through’, xthtp<\acc> (∼ x†htp);17 pf<\ins∼\acc> ‘behind’,

yfl<\ins> ‘above’, gjl<\ins ∼ \acc> ‘under’, gthtl<\ins> ‘in front of ’; r<\dat> ‘to’,

gj<\dat ∼ \loc(\acc)> ‘along, after’; c<\gen ∼ \ins ∼ \acc> ‘with; off of ’, e<\gen> ‘near, at’,

lj<\gen> ‘up to’, bp<\gen> ‘out of ’, jn<\gen> ‘away from’, ,tp<\gen> ‘without’

Primary prepositions, which as a group govern various cases, have abstract as

well as concrete, spatial meanings. Primary prepositions are not used without

a noun as adverbs. Primary prepositions are unstressed and generally monosyl-

labic, except for the fact that prepositions that end in a consonant acquire a

linking, or ligature , vowel {o} under certain conditions (gthtlj vyjq ‘in front

of me’, j,j dctv ‘about everything’). The negative particles yb and y† are moved

in front of primary prepositions: yb c rtv ‘with no one’, yb gthtl rtv ‘before

no one’, yt r xtve ‘not for anything’, as is the pronominal operator rjt: rjt c

rtv ‘with this or that person’, rjt d rfrb[ ‘in certain kinds’. Primary preposi-

tions have a further morphophonemic property. Immediately after a primary

preposition, third-person pronouns acquire a ligature consonant, spelled as ≤y≥,

pronounced [n̨]: pf ybv ‘behind him’, pf ytq ‘behind her’, c ybv ‘with him’,

j yb[ ‘about them’, gthtl ybv ‘before him’. Third-person possessives do not use

this ligature: gjl b[ bvtytv ‘under their name’, c tt ctcnhjq ‘with their sister’.

The {n} ligature thus distinguishes genitive argument pronouns (jn yb[ ‘from

them’) from possessives (jn b[ ntnb ‘from their aunt’).

Closest to primary prepositions are root prepositions, often derived from

noun roots:

[55] Root prepositions (governing genitive)

ghj́nbd ‘against’, ‘between’, ,k∫p ‘near’, lkz ‘for’, dlj́km ‘alongside’, chtl∫ ‘in the

midst’, v∫vj ‘past’, rhj́vt ‘except’, hƒlb ‘for the sake of ’, rheuj́v ‘around’, dy†

‘outside of ’; crdj́pm<\acc> ‘through’, v†;le<\ins> ‘between’

17 Xthtp is said to have two variants, a stressed variant implying devoicing before a following sono-
rant or vowel (x†htp y†crjkmrj vbyén [c̨‹e⁄rι̨sn̨e⁄sk´lk̨´] ‘after several minutes’) and an unstressed
variant without devoicing (xthtp jryj́ [c̨‹ιrι̨zøkno⁄] ‘through the window’).
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Like primary prepositions, root prepositions are generally not used alone

as adverbs (exceptions: v∫vj, rheuj́v). Most govern the genitive (exceptions:

crdj́pm<\acc>, v†;le<\ins>). As a class, they are phonologically more autonomous

than primary prepositions, in that most are stressed, and some have two syl-

lables. They count as phonological words, inasmuch as final voiced obstruents

are devoiced before words beginning with vowels or sonorants: crdj́pm vjhj́pysq

nevƒy [s̨m] ‘through a cold fog’, crdj́pm jxr∫ [s̨ø] ‘through glasses’. Almost all

root prepositions use the {n} ligature. Only dyt has resisted: dyt tt ‘outside of

her’. Negative particles yb and y† and pronominal rjt are generally anomalous

in either order: ∗yb ,kbp xtuj, ∗,kbp ybxtuj, ∗yb rhjvt rfrb[, ∗rhjvt ybrfrb[,
∗rjt rhjvt xtuj (but rhjvt rjt-xtuj ‘except for something or another’, yb vt;le

rfrbvb bysvb j,kfcnzvb ‘not between any such other areas’). The exception is

lkz (yb lkz rjuj, rjt lkz xtuj). This preposition, whose only vowel is not stressed

and undergoes reduction, might be considered to have moved into the class of

primary prepositions.

Next come a large number of prefixal prepositions, etymologically a prefix

or preposition and a case form of a noun. Some govern the genitive, others the

dative case.

[56] Prefixal prepositions (governing genitive)

j́rjkj ‘around’, dj́pkt ‘next to’, dv†cnj ‘in place of ’, dyenh∫ ‘inside of ’, gj́ckt

‘after’, djrhéu ‘around’, gjpfl∫ ‘after’, dgthtl∫ ‘in the front of ’, gjd†h[ ‘above’,

yfghj́nbd ‘opposite’, cpƒlb ‘behind’, gjchtl∫ ‘in the middle of ’, archaic jrh†cn

‘around’

[57] Prefixal prepositions (governing dative)

dck†l ‘after’, yfdcnh†xe ‘towards’, djghtr∫ ‘against’

Prefixal prepositions often have more than one syllable and are stressed (imply-

ing devoicing of obstruents before following sonorants and vowels: djrhéu v†cnf

[km˛] ‘around the place’). Some can be used independently without a noun; some

of those that take the dative can follow the noun: gjikf vyt yfdcnhtxe (possi-

ble) ‘she came towards me’, cvjnh/ tq dcktl (usual) ‘I follow her with my eyes’.

Negative particles (yb, y†) and rjt are anomalous in either order (∗yb jrjkj xtuj,
∗jrjkj ybxtuj, ∗rjt jrjkj rfrb[, ∗jrjkj rjt-rfrb[). Prefixal prepositions split in

the way they use the ligature {n}. Those governing the dative do not use {n}
(dcktl tve ‘after him’) and seem doomed never to develop {n}, while those gov-

erning the genitive have generalized the {n} ligature, in some instances quite

recently. As late as the nineteenth century, some common prefixal prepositions

did not use {n} consistently: djrhéu 15 percent without {n}, j́rjkj 25 percent

without {n}. Both finished generalizing {n} during the course of the twentieth

century. (V†;le also generalized {n} in the early part of the twentieth century.)
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Table 4.3 Properties of prepositions

free ligature
ligature {o} yb, rjt stress cases occurrence {n}

primary
√ √ ∗ acc, gen, dat, loc, ins ∗ √

root ∗ ∗ √
gen (1 acc, 1 ins) ∗ √

prefixal (\gen) ∗ ∗ √
gen

√ √

prefixal (\dat) ∗ ∗ √
dat

√ ∗
convert ∗ ∗ √

acc, gen, dat
√ ∗

The last to go is dyenh∫, which in the first half of the twentieth century still

used {n} only half of the time; it now uses {n} consistently.

After prefixal prepositions follows an open group of words or phrases that are

used as prepositions, in that they occur with a noun and impose a semantic

operation on the noun. Some are phrases composed of preposition and noun (gj

gj́djle ‘on the basis of’, dj dh†vz ‘during’, d jnyji†ybb ‘in relation to’, d xbck†

‘among, in the number of’). Others are developing from gerunds (,kfujlfhź

‘thanks to’, ytcvjnhź yf ‘despite’), and, possibly, comparatives (gh†;lt ‘before’,

hƒymit ‘earlier’, gj́p;t ‘later’). These new convert prepositions generally do

not elicit the {n} ligature, except in less than standard Russian: hfymit ytuj

‘earlier than him’ (2,080 xx on the web), d jnyjitybb ytuj ‘in relation to him’

(7,160 xx on the web).18

Prepositions can be arranged in a list by group, with the properties that are

characteristic of the groups as a whole (Table 4.3). The older the preposition, the

greater number of the characteristic properties of prepositions it has.

4.2.2 Ligature {o}
Primary prepositions sometimes add a ligature vowel {o} to forestall clusters

that might arise when the final consonant of the preposition meets the initial

consonant(s) of the next word.19 Whether {o} is used depends on how idiomatic

the combination is and on the phonological properties of the impending cluster.

Other things being equal, {o} is more likely to be used if the combination

of preposition and head word is conventional and idiomatic: d cnjhjyt jnj dct[

‘off to the side of all’ still preserves the vowel even when it is lost in novel

combinations, jnkbxty jn dct[ lheub[ ‘distinct from all others’. Roots can be

ranked according to the criterion of idiomaticity. The two pronominal roots

18 Via Google (<15.IX.02>). 19 Rogozhnikova 1964.
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vy- and dtcm (dc-) are the most likely roots to elicit the ligature, then come quan-

tifiers vyju- and dnjhjq. Other roots, even if they have the same phonological

structure, are less likely to use the ligature: cj vyjq (∗c vyjq) ‘with me’ > cj

vyjubvb (±c vyjubvb) ‘with many’, (±cj vyj;tcndjv) c vyj;tcndjv ‘with a

set’ > (∗cj vytybtv), c vytybtv ‘with the opinion’, c vyjujktnybv ‘with many-

yeared’.

The use of {o} also depends on the phonological structure of the potential

cluster at the juncture of preposition and word. Two considerations are relevant.

First, inasmuch as the ligature compensates for a shortage of vowels, the vowel-

less prepositions d, c, r use the ligature more than those that have a vowel,

such as yfl, bp, jn, gjl; disyllabic gthtl is the least likely of all (only gthtlj

vyjq). The ligature is likely to occur before roots that lack a vowel (in oblique

cases): kj,/k,- ‘forehead’, hjn/hn- ‘mouth’, ltym/ly- ‘day’, ljy/ly- ‘bottom’, cjy/cy-
‘dream’. Second, the nature of the potential cluster is relevant. The ligature

dissimilatively separates consonants that are similar in place and/or manner of

articulation (cj cwtys ‘from the stage’, rj {hbcne ‘to Christ’). Some combinations

are illustrated in Table 4.4.20

The ligature vowel is preserved in Slavonic idioms: dj bvz ‘in the name’, dj

bp,t;fybt ‘in avoidance of’ (otherwise: d bcnjhb/ ‘into history’, d bp,eire ‘into

the hut’), dj ukfdt ‘at the head of’ (otherwise: d ukfdyjv ‘in the main’).

J(,(j)) has three forms. Plain j is the most general form. At the opposite

extreme, j,j occurs only in: j,j vyt ‘about me’, j,j dctv ‘about everything’,

j,j kmlt ‘about the ice’ (or now, j kmlt). J, occurs with a following vowel,

regardless of what part of speech the word belongs to: j, эnjv ‘about that’,

j, j[hfyt ‘about a guard’, j, jgfcyjq ntyltywbb ‘about a dangerous tendency’,

j, euhjpt ‘about a threat’, j, bpj,bkbb ‘about an abundance’. Words beginning

with Cyrillic ≤t≥ are pronounced with [j] before the vowel. In recognition of this

consonantal [j], words beginning in ≤t≥ take j rather than j, by a ratio of seven

to one: j tt ceotcndjdfybb ‘about its existence’, j tlbycndt ‘about unity’, though

gthtgbcrf j, theylt ‘correspondence about nonsense’, ljrkfl j, tuj ecnfyjdrt

‘report about its installation’. There are exceptions, in both directions, that relate

to idiomaticity. J, occurs in idioms: rfr hs,f j, k=l ‘like a fish out of water

[against ice]’. But the consonant in j, can fail to appear before b when it is the

first vowel of a participle, an unidiomatic combination: j bvt/ob[cz htpthdf[

‘about the available reserves’.

4.2.3 Case government
A preposition determines the case of the noun phrase with which it combines.

Many prepositions govern only one case. Different prepositions that govern the

20 Examples primarily from the Uppsala Corpus.
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same case have some similarity in meaning. The exposition below is organized

according to cases.

Dative: The primary preposition r is the dative preposition par excellence: it

presents the locus (the dative noun) as a goal or final destination for change in

the position of the mobile entity; it governs the dative and only the dative.

A number of newer prepositions govern the dative (djghtr∫ ‘contrary to’,

,kfujlfhź ‘thanks to’, cjukƒcyj ‘consistent with’, cjjnd†ncndtyyj ‘correspond-

ing to’, yfpkj́ ‘in spite’). The dative expresses a directed relationship between the

missile and the locus.

The primary preposition gj occurs with three or arguably four cases. In its old

meaning of distribution over space or time, it used the dative: gj ekbwt ‘along

(different points in) the street’, gj chtlfv ‘on (successive, one-after-another)

Wednesdays’. When a missile is distributed in groups of a certain quantity --

one, two, thirty, etc. -- gj once took the dative, which still occurs with units: gj

(jlyjve) rfhfylfie ‘one pencil per . . .’ (§4.3.11).

Genitive: Primary prepositions governing the genitive portray a missile in the

vicinity of the locus, but the contact is less than complete in some way. Lj

expresses an approach to the locus that falls short of the destination, while lkz,
more abstractly, states a modal destination -- the locus is something whose well-

being is intended to be affected. C ‘from off’, bp ‘out of’, jn ‘away from’ indicate

the removal of a missile from the vicinity of the locus, as do the compound

prepositions bp-pf ‘out from behind’ and bp-gjl ‘out from under’. E ‘nearby, chez’

reports a relation in the neighborhood, or sphere of influence, of the locus.

Many root and prefixal prepositions take the genitive. Like the primary prepo-

sitions that take the genitive, they also present a situation in which the missile

is located in the vicinity of the locus but does not come into complete contact:

dlj́km ‘alongside’, d,kbp∫ ‘near to’, gjchtl∫ ‘in the middle of’. V†;le ‘between’,

though it generally uses the instrumental, still uses the genitive to express a po-

sition between two paired and parallel entities (vt;le cnhjr ‘between the lines’,

vt;le cndjkjd cjcty ‘between the trunks of the pines’).

Locative: Prepositions that use the locative establish that the mobile entity is in

contact with the locus: d ‘in, at’, location at a punctual locus; yf ‘on, at’, location

on a surface; j, location in contact in a space encompassing the locus; ghb ‘in the

presence of’, coincidence and contact, as opposed to absence of coincidence, in

a domain; the domain can be spatial (ghb ujhjlcrb[ ljvf[ ‘with city houses’, ghb

cnfywbb ‘at the station’) or temporal-modal (ghb Trfnthbyt ‘during the time of

Catherine the Great’, ghb gjuheprt ‘during loading’, ghb yjdjkeybb ‘during a new
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moon’). Gj ‘upon, after’ with the locative expresses location in the immediate

temporal and causal wake of some event (gj ghbtplt ‘upon arrival’).

Only the oldest, primary, prepositions take the locative. D and yf take another

case along with the locative. When the missile moves toward and comes into

contact with the locus, d and yf govern the accusative. J(,) does as well, in

the sense of contact against a surface: djkys hfp,bdf/ncz j crfks ‘waves beat

against the cliffs’. The distributive sense of gj with the dative was mentioned

above.

Instrumental: The instrumental is used with c in the sense of contact with the

locus; and more than mere contact, c means that the missile and the locus play

similar roles in the state or event.

The instrumental is used with four prepositions that express position on one

of the planes of a three-dimensional object: yfl ‘on top of’ and its opposite

gjl ‘underneath’, pf ‘behind’ and its opposite gthtl ‘in front of’. Only primary

prepositions can take the instrumental, except for vt;le.

Accusative: Few prepositions use the accusative exclusively: ghj ‘through’, xthtp

‘through, over’, crdj́pm ‘through’. Newer prepositions do not adopt the accusative.

The accusative expresses motion with d, yf, j, which otherwise take the loca-

tive. In a similar fashion, the prepositions that take the instrumental to describe

static position on the perimeter of the locus -- yfl, gjl, pf, gthtl -- once expressed

motion towards by using the accusative, but this usage has been fading. Gthtl

and yfl take the instrumental: Z dcnfk gthtl ybv<ins> yf rjktyb<acc> ‘I kneeled

before him on my knees’ (where yf rjktyb has the accusative of motion), gjlyznm

yfl tt ujkjdjq<ins> dtytw ‘to raise the wreath over her head’. Gjl can still take

the accusative: pfktpfkb gjl rhjdfnb<acc> ‘[they] crawled under the beds’; z b[

rkfk gjl vfnhfc<acc> ‘I placed them under the mattress’; idiomatic gjgflfnmcz

gjl here ‘to come under the hand of’; jyf ikf gjl here c ybv ‘she walked arm-

in-arm with him’. With pf, the instrumental expresses either a static position

behind the locus, [jlbk pf yt/ ‘he walked behind her’, or adopting a position

behind the locus, rnj-nj gj,t;fk r rfkbnrt, jy ,hjcbkcz pf ybv<ins> ‘someone

ran up to the gate, he hurried after him’ (though: gthtctcnm pf lheujq cnjk<acc>

‘to sit at another table’).

Gjl and pf use the accusative in a range of idioms. With gjl with the ac-

cusative, the locus can be understood as a model for the missile (gjl vhfvjh<acc>

‘like, as if marble’), as an adapted function (j,jheljdfkb gjl ntfnh<acc> ‘they

fixed it as a theater’, cyzkb gjl lfxe<acc> ‘they rented it to serve as a dacha’),

as a framework for an activity (gtkb gjl ubnfhe<acc> ‘they sang to the guitar’;

gjl hfcrfns<acc> fgkjlbcvtynjd ‘to torrents of applause’), or as a boundary
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of incomplete approach (gjl gznmltczn<acc> ‘coming up on fifty years of age’;

gjl rjytw<acc> gbcmvf ‘near the end of the letter’). Pf uses the accusative to

express: modal cause (dbyf pf ytelfxb<acc> ‘fault for the failures’); on behalf

of, in exchange for ([kjgjnfnm pf ;tyobye<acc> ‘to make efforts on behalf of

the woman’; lzlz gjkexbk pf jgthtnne<acc> yt,jkmijq ujyjhfh ‘uncle received

a small payment for the operetta’); interval of time or space over which some-

thing significant happens (pf ytcrjkmrj<acc> vbyen ‘over the course of several

minutes’; pf ytcrjkmrj<acc> ifujd dbltkcz lsv ‘at a distance of several steps

smoke was visible’; pf xfc<acc> lj j,tlf ‘an hour before dinner’; pf nhb<acc>

ljvf lj eukf ‘three houses before the corner’).

C with the accusative expresses an approximate measurement: c ytltk/<acc>

-lheue/ ‘for a week or maybe two’; dpvf[yekf xthysvb htcybwfvb (rf;lfz cj

cgbxre<acc> njkobyjq) ‘she fluttered her eyelashes (each the thickness of a

matchstick)’.

Gj uses the accusative to express the final, inclusive boundary of an interval

of time or motion: c jctyb 1927 gj dtcye<acc> 1929-uj ujlf ‘from the fall of 1927

through the spring of 1929’, gj lheue/ cnjhjye<acc> ‘over on the opposite side’.

Gj has come to use the accusative in its distributive sense with most numerals

other than single units.

Nominative: While it might seem inconceivable to use the nominative case with

prepositions, what is apparently the nominative case is used in two idioms: xnj

эnj pf theylf<nom> ‘what is that for nonsense’ and dsqnb d k/lb<nom> ‘go among

the people’ (the nouns are not fixed). In the latter, the nominative, if it is that,

is a residual carry-over from a time when complements of prepositions had not

yet adopted the merger of accusative and genitive with animates.

4.2.4 The use of yf and d
D and yf both express the location of a missile in contact with the locus. To a

large extent, the choice between the two is determined by the meaning of the

noun that names the locus. D can be considered the more general. Yf expresses

contact of a missile with a physical locus conceived of as a surface, as something

more than a one-dimensional point and as less than a three-dimensional con-

tainer: yf Эkm,hect ‘on Elbrus’, yf cntyf[ ‘on the walls’, yf Ctdthyjv Rfdrfpt

‘in the Northern Caucasus’, yf dthfylt ‘on the veranda’, yf ekbwt ‘on the street’,

yf fkmgbqcrb[ keuf[ ‘in alpine meadows’, yf gjke ‘on the floor’, yf gkfnj ‘on

the plateau’, yf gthbathbb ‘on the periphery’, yf hfpys[ rjynbytynf[ ‘on vari-

ous continents’, yf Keyt ‘on the moon’, yf dnjhjv эnf;t ‘on the second floor’,

yf nhfdt ‘on the grass’, yf rkfl,bot ‘in the graveyard’, yf Vfhct ‘on Mars’,

yf vfktymrjv jcnhjdt ‘on a small island’, yf yfib[ эrhfyf[ ‘on our movie
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screens’. Layered surfaces take yf: yf lyt ‘on the bottom’, yf gjdth[yjcnb ‘on the

surface’.

By association, the locus of yf, being a surface, is a place where activity occurs:

yf ,fpfht ‘at the bazaar’, yf djrpfkt ‘at the station’, yf gjxnt ‘at the post office’,

yf cjkywt ‘on the sun’, yf genb ‘on the journey’, yf hsyrt ‘at the market’, yf

Rfhtkmcrjv ahjynt ‘on the Karelian front’, yf cjdtcnb ‘on one’s conscience’.

Often the sense of activity overshadows the physical location: yf ajhevt ‘at

the forum’, yf atcnbdfkt ‘at the festival’, yf cj,hfybz[ nhelzob[cz ‘at meetings

of workers’, yf pfctlfybb ‘at the meeting’, yf ytlfdytq ghtvmtht ‘at a recent

premiere’. Eras are also sites where events occur: yf ghjnz;tybb ‘throughout

the course’, yf gthds[ gjhf[ ‘at the beginning’, yf эnjq cnflbb ‘at this stage’, yf

ysytiytv эnfgt ‘at the current stage’, yf cnfhjcnb ‘in old age’. Thus, yf expresses

location on a surface, and, abstractly, the site of activity.

External body parts are surfaces where activity occurs or missiles come into

contact with the person: c cevrjq yf ,jre ‘with a purse on the side’, he;mt yf

gktxt ‘a rifle on the shoulder’, yf ,tlht ‘on the hip’, yf tt cgbyt ‘on her back’, yf

tuj ujkjdt ‘on his head’, yf ukfpf[ ‘in the eyes’, yf cj,cndtyyjq ireht ‘on one’s

own skin, risk’.

Vehicles and the associated activity of locomotion are a special case. One can

travel yf ,jhne ‘on board’, yf gfhfi/nf[ ‘by means of parachutes’, yf rjhf,kt

‘on the ship’, yf tuj dtkjcbgtlt ‘on his bicycle’, yf эktrnhbxrt ‘on the suburban

train’, yf vfibyt ‘in a car’. Conveyances, however, can sometimes be viewed

as containers in which missiles can be located: D vfibyt cbltkb gjkrjdybr b

ktqntyfyn ‘in the car there sat a colonel and lieutenant’; vyt ghtlkj;bkb jlyj

vtcnj d vfibyt ‘I was offered a place in the car’.

Thus to a large extent, the choice between d and yf is determined by the noun,

though some nouns, like the words for conveyances, can use both prepositions.

Ré[yz is another such noun. D re[yt makes the locus a unit of architecture. It can

be one part of a whole that is opposed to other, analogous, parts of the whole:

[58] Nfrbv j,hfpjv, vs vjukb ujdjhbnm, xnj e yfc xtnsht rjvyfns. D gthdjq pf

gthtujhjlrjq j,jcyjdfkbcm Dkflbvbh b z, d re[yt pf gtxrjq cgfkf Ktyf, d

,jkmijq rjvyfnt ;bkb j,t vjb cnfhibt ctcnhs.

Thus we could say we had four rooms. In the first behind the partition Vladimir

and I were based, in the kitchen behind the stove slept Lena, and in the large

room lived my older sisters.

Here the kitchen is one room, one unit in a set of rooms, each containing

inhabitants. With d, the kitchen is one unit among many, and it can itself

contain parts: d re[yt cnjzkj djctvm cnjkjd ‘in the kitchen there stood eight

tables’. Thus using d re[yt is thinking in synecdoche -- in parts and wholes. Yf
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Table 4.5 Triplets with yf, d

location motion towards motion away
yf<\loc>, d<\loc> yf<\acc>, d<\acc> c<\gen>, bp<\gen>.

Vzcf yf ,fpfht<loc> yt ,skj.
‘There was no meat at the

bazaar.’

--- Nfr ds gjqlbnt yf
,fpfh<acc> b regbnt ct,t
lheujuj wsgktyrf.

‘--- So go to the bazaar and
buy yourself another chick.’

Ntgthm yt yflj nfcrfnm c
,fpfhf<gen> eujkm.

‘Now it won’t be necessary to
drag coal from the bazaar.’

K/lb cbltkb yf re[yt<loc>.
‘People sat in the kitchen.’

Dct[ enjr gthtcnhtkzk b
ghbytc yf re[y/<acc>.

‘All the ducks he shot and
brought to the kitchen.’

Hfplfkcz c re[yb<gen> tuj
ujkjc.

‘His voice rang out from the
kitchen.’

Dc/ djqye ;bkb jyb d
cjctlytv ctkt<loc>.

‘The whole war they lived in
the next village.’

R dtxthe ghbt[fkb d ctkj
Dkflbvbhcrjt<acc>.

‘Towards evening we came to
the village of Vladimirskoe.’

Dj dhtvz pfce[b ghbdtpkb
xeljndjhye/ brjye <j;mtq
vfnthb bp ctkf<gen>.

‘During the drought they
brought the miraculous
icon of the Mother of God
from the village.’

D re[yt<loc> pf gtxrjq cgfkf
Ktyf.

‘Lena slept in the kitchen
behind the stove.’

Gthtikb d re[y/<acc>.
‘They went into the kitchen.’

Jyf ghbytckf bp re[yb<gen>

эktrnhbxtcre/ gkbnre.
‘She brought a hot-plate from

the kitchen.’

re[yt is a plane with no precise boundaries; it is a theater where life happens,

as in [59] and Osip Mandelshtam’s poem [60]:

[59] B djn эnb xe;bt k/lb cbltkb yf re[yt, tkb, gbkb, cvjnhtkb cjxedcndtyyj,

xnj-nj dcgjvbyfkb.

And those strangers sat in the kitchen, eating, drinking, looking sympathetically,

recalling something.

[60] Vs c nj,jq yf re[yt gjcblbv. / Ckflrj gf[ytn ,tksq rthjcby.

Let’s you and I sit together in the kitchen. / With the sweet smell of white

kerosene.

Both d and yf express static location. As noted above, the accusative expresses

motion towards the locus. Corresponding to each sense is a distinct preposition

governing the genitive, resulting in triplets (Table 4.5): c, removal from a surface,

is paired with yf, location on or motion onto a surface, and bp, exit from a

container, is paired with d, location in or motion into a container.
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4.3 Quantifiers

4.3.1 Preliminaries
Quantifiers are operators which, by applying to nouns, impose a count, whether

exact or approximate, on the entities involved. (If no noun is used with the

quantifier, the entities that are counted are determined from the context.) Com-

binations of quantifiers and nouns behave as argument phrases, and can be used

as subjects or oblique domains, and so on. Quantifiers have some properties that

allow them to be grouped together, and at the same time, there are differences,

especially morphological, among them (see Table 4.6).21 The bulk of the quanti-

fiers, in the middle of Table 4.6, can be termed general numerals .

In addition, it is necessary to distinguish between numerals that occur with-

out other numerals and complex numerals, those composed of more than one

numeral: ldƒlwfnm nh∫ ‘twenty-three’, ld†cnb gznyƒlwfnm ‘two hundred fifteen’,

nßczxf nh∫cnf ld† ‘one thousand three hundred two’. Ordinal numerals, not con-

sidered further here, do not impose case on the quantified noun; they are pure

adjectives modifying the noun. In complex ordinals, all but the final component

are invariant (or nominative) forms of the numeral, and only the final compo-

nent is an adjective: z gthtifuyek uhfym cnj ltdzyjcnjuj ujlf ‘I have crossed

the boundary of the hundred ninetieth year’, ns hjlbkcz d (nsczxf ltcznmcjn)
gznmltczn dnjhjv ujle ‘you were born in (nineteen) fifty-one’. As in the last ex-

ample, dates are expressed with ordinals. In general, ordinals themselves are

pure adjectives, and do not require further attention.

It will be useful to begin with general numerals.

4.3.2 General numerals
Quantifier phrases, and numerals in particular, behave differently depending on

whether the case of the whole phrase is direct -- nominative or accusative -- or

an oblique case.

In an oblique case, quantifiers act as modifiers, adopting the same oblique

case as the noun: genitive ([61]), dative ([62]), locative ([63]), instrumental ([64]):

[61] ytj,sxfqyfz ajhvf gytdvjybb e gznb<gen> vjkjls[ ve;xby<gen>

an unusual type of pneumonia in five young men

21 The basic text is Mel′chuk 1985[a]. On the nature of the constituency, see Corbett 1993. Halle
1994 has a rule of Concord that applies to oblique quantifiers but does not apply to quantifiers
in nominative or accusative, which instead use the default genitive. General numerals are said
to be nouns, paucals adjectives. Franks 1995 treats the formal description of quantifier argument
phrases.
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Table 4.6 Types of quantifiers

quantifier type examples

singleton jl∫y ‘one’, [plural] ‘some’
paucal msc=nt ldƒ ∼ fem ld† ‘two’, nh∫ ‘three’, xtnśht ‘four’

high integers & teens gźnm ‘five’, l†cznm ‘ten’, jl∫yyflwfnm ‘eleven’, ltdznyƒlwfnm
‘nineteen’

low (non-compound) decade ldƒlwfnm ‘twenty’, nh∫lwfnm ‘thirty’
high (compound) decade gznmltcźn ‘fifty’, itcnmltcźn ‘sixty’, c†vmltczn ‘seventy’,

dj́ctvmltczn ‘eighty’
round cj́hjr ‘forty’, cnj́ ‘hundred’, ltdzyj́cnj ‘ninety’
compound low hundred ld†cnb ‘two hundred’, nh∫cnf ‘three hundred’, xtnśhtcnf ‘four

hundred’

compound high hundred gznmcj́n ‘five hundred’, ltdznmcj́n ‘nine hundred’
mille numeral nśczxf ‘thousand’, vbkkbj́y ‘million’, vbkkbƒhl ‘billion’,

nhbkkbj́y ‘trillion’
lexical fractions gjkjd∫yf ‘half’, x†ndthnm ‘quarter’
approximate cnj́kmrj ‘so many’, vyj́uj ‘many’, ytvyj́uj ‘some’, vƒkj ‘few’
collective ldj́t ‘twosome’, gźnthj ‘fivesome’

[62] Эnbv xtnshtv<dat> ,erdfv<dat> ghblfyj uke,jxfqitt cbvdjkbxtcrjt pyfxtybt.

To these four letters is attached the greatest symbolic meaning.

[63] Yf эnb[ itcnb<loc> cnfyrf[<loc> hf,jnfkj dctuj itcnthj.

On these six machines used to work only six people.

[64] Jyf ibkf tve cgtwbfkmysq gjzc, ibhjrbq, c djctvm/<ins> rfhvfyfvb<ins>.

She sewed him a special, wide belt with eight pockets.

When the quantifier argument is nominative or accusative, numerals appear

in the nominative or accusative. The quantified noun and any modifiers are

genitive plural:

[65] Nfr djn, tcnm ghjcm,f dsltkbnm ldflwfnm<nom=acc> [jhjib[<gen pl> ht,zn<gen pl>.

So, there is a request to select twenty good fellows.

[66] Pltcm yf gjvjom abyfkbcnrfv ghbikb ltcznm<nom=acc> ufkfynys[<gen pl>

rfdfkthjd<gen pl>.

Here there came to the rescue of the finalists ten gallant cavaliers.

Some modifiers occur before the quantifier and modify the whole quantifier

phrase. One type of such phrasal modifiers appear in the direct (nom=acc)

case. Such are: demonstratives (эnb gznm he,ktq ‘these five rubles’), possessive

pronouns (vjb gznm he,ktq ‘my five rubles’), quantifying adjectives ({dct ∼
gjcktlybt} gznm he,ktq ‘{all ∼ the last} five rubles’). Certain modifiers eval-
uate the quantity, and these appear before the noun usually in the genitive
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plural: {lj,hs[ ∼ wtks[ ∼ ;fkrb[ ∼ rfrb[-yb,elm} gznyflwfnm ktn ‘{a goodly ∼
a whole ∼ measly ∼ some or another} fifteen years’, only rarely in the nom=acc

form: wtkst gznm ktn (on the web, only 177 xx wtkst gznm vs. 11,600 xx wtks[

gznm <15.IX.02>).

General numerals are insensitive to animacy. When the noun is animate and

the phrase is accusative, a general numeral is expressed in the nom=acc form,

not the genitive ([67--68]). An external modifier does express animacy (but …nb

now occurs in the informal register):

[67] Pfk Ljvf rbyj dcnhtxfk эnb[<acc=gen> ldflwfnm<nom=acc> (∗ldflwfnb<acc=gen>)

ht,zn fgkjlbcvtynfvb.

The House of Film greeted those twenty lads with applause.

[68] Dkflbvbh jrhtcnbk dct[<acc=gen> ldtyflwfnm<nom=acc> (∗ldtyflwfnb<acc=gen>)

csyjdtq cdjb[.

Vladimir baptized all twelve of his sons.

4.3.3 Paucal numerals
The pauc al numerals -- msc=nt ldƒ ∼ fem ld† ‘two’ (with an unusual distinc-

tion of gender), nh∫ ‘three’, xtnßht ‘four’, and msc=nt j́,f ∼ fem j́,t ‘both’ --

behave like general numerals in oblique cases: the noun, modifiers, and the nu-

meral are in the oblique case (instrumental in [69], dative in [70]); the quantified

noun and any modifiers are plural.

[69] Fylhtq gjpyfrjvbk vtyz c ntvb<ins pl> ldevz<ins> vjkjlsvb<ins pl>

k/lmvb<ins pl>, c rjnjhsvb cbltk yf jlyjq crfvmt.

Andrei introduced me to those two young people with whom he shared a bench.

[70] Ecgtiyjt hfpdbnbt ht,tyrf gj эnbv<dat pl> nhtv<dat> utythfkmysv<dat pl>

kbybzv<dat pl> j,tcgtxbdftn cgjcj,yjcnm kbxyjcnb r hfpysv dblfv

ltzntkmyjcnb.

Successful development of the child along these three general lines ensures the

ability of an individual to engage in various forms of activity.

In direct cases, the quantified noun is genitive singular, not plural. Internal

adjectives modifying the noun are plural, but the case depends on the gender

of the noun. With masculine and neuter nouns, an adjective is always in the

genitive.

[71] Pf,hfkb ldf lheub[<gen pl> j[jnybxmb[<gen pl> he;mz<\nt gen sg>.

They confiscated two other hunting rifles.

[72] Kbim gjkegecne/n nhb<nom=acc> gthds[<gen pl> hzlf<\msc gen sg>,

jnujhj;tyys[<gen pl> lkz gjxtnys[ ujcntq.

Half-empty are only the first three rows, roped off for important guests.

With feminine nouns, nom=acc case rather than genitive is usual:
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[73] <f,eirf yfhbcjdfkf ldt {jlbyfrjdst<nom=acc pl> ∼ ?jlbyfrjds[<gen pl>}
fabib<\fem gen sg>.

Grandmother drew two identical posters.

[74] Gjl jlyjq flvbybcnhfwbtq ,skb j,(tlbytys ldt {vjcrjdcrbt<nom=acc pl>

j,edyst<nom=acc pl> ∼ ?vjcrjdcrb[<gen pl> j,edys[<gen pl>} af,hbrb<\fem gen sg>.

Under one administration were united two Moscow shoe factories.

[75] D ,jkmybwt hf,jnfkb ldt cfybnfhrb<\fem gen sg>, ghbckfyyst<nom pl> bp ujhjlf.

In the hospital there were working two [female] orderlies, sent from the city.

The genitive, used rarely, focuses on the fact of existence or the quantity ([76--

77]).22

[76] Gjlyzkcz cnjk, djls, hfplfkcz uke[jq dphsd. Vs ,hjcbkbcm d djle. B

gjqvfkb . . . dctuj nhb {?jukeityyst<nom=acc pl> ∼ jukeityys[<gen pl>}
enrb<\fem gen sg>.

A column of water rose up, a thud resounded. We threw ourselves into the water.

We had caught . . . all of three deafened ducks.

[77] D ,jkmybwt dctuj ldt cfybnfhrb<\fem gen sg>, ghbckfyys[<gen pl> bp ujhjlf.23

In the hospital there were altogether only two [female] orderlies, sent from the

city.

Paucal numerals, unlike general numerals, usually express animacy.24 When

the quantifier argument is accusative and the quantified noun is animate, the

paucal numeral is in the genitive; the quantified noun is then genitive plural,
not singular ([78] exty∫w): Modifiers, including modifiers of feminine nouns, are

genitive plural ([78] vjkjlß[).

[78] Jy gjckfk pf ct,z эnb[<acc=gen pl> xtnsht[<acc=gen> vjkjls[<acc=gen pl>

extybw<acc=gen pl>.

In his place he sent those four young [female] students.

The special paucal quantifier j́,f/j́,t, like ldƒ/ld†, distinguishes gender, even

in oblique cases: c j,tbvb<fem> ,enskrfvb. Unlike ldƒ/ld†, j́,f/j́,t presupposes

that the two referents are individuated and known, a fact that leads to cer-

tain differences. Ó,f/j́,t generally elicits plural agreement ({ghbikb/∗ghbikj}
j,t ltdeirb ‘there arrived both girls’). Ó,f/j́,t can be used as an anaphor (j,f

ghbikb ‘both arrived’) or as a modifier of the anaphoric pronoun (j,f jyb ghbikb

‘they both arrived’).

Constructions with numerals can be stated as a hierarchized list of branching

decisions ([79], which does not treat external modifiers or complex numerals):

22 Observation due to Worth 1959:123--24.
23 [75], [77] from Mel′chuk 1985[a]:448-49, here with a different interpretation.
24 The thoroughly un-individuated [76] does not.
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[79] Algorithms for numeral constructions

if the quantifier phrase is in an oblique case:

quantifier, modifiers, and noun are in the oblique case; modifiers and

noun are plural;

if the quantifier phrase is nominative or accusative:

if the quantifier is paucal,

if the quantifier phrase is accusative, if the quantified noun is

animate, then the quantifier is genitive, modifiers and the

noun are genitive plural;

otherwise, the quantifier is nominative=accusative, the

quantified noun genitive singular, internal modifiers plural,

nominative=accusative if the noun is feminine and the

context non-existential,

otherwise genitive;

if the quantifier is a general (not a paucal) numeral,

the quantifier is nominative=accusative (regardless of animacy),

modifiers and noun are genitive plural.

4.3.4 Mille numerals vbkkbjy, vbkkbfhl, nhbkkbjy, and nsczxf
Vbkkbj́y ‘million’, vbkkbƒhl ‘billion’, and nhbkkbj́y ‘trillion’ -- quantifiers ex-

pressing large quantities, which can for short be termed mille numerals -- behave

more like nouns than quantifiers, though they quantify things and combine

with ordinary numerals. They themselves can be quantified by other numerals

or approximate quantifiers. With numerals that take the plural, they themselves

form a plural ({itcnm ∼ ytcrjkmrj} vbkkbjyjd ‘{six ∼ several} million’); gen-

eral numerals do not form plurals. Combined with a paucal numeral, a mille

numeral goes into the genitive singular; the noun is genitive plural:

[80] Yf ljhjuf[ t;tujlyj ub,ytn ldf vbkkbjyf<gen sg> vfiby<gen pl>.

On the roads two million cars perish every year.

When a mille quantifier occurs in an oblique case, the quantified noun still

appears in the genitive, not the oblique case (dative in [81], instrumental in

[82]):

[81] Z cgecnbkcz, lfd nt,t here, gj rhfqytq vtht gj vbkkbjye<dat sg>

ktcnybw<gen pl>.

I have descended, with you on my arm, at least a million stairs.

[82] IBM ghjtrnbhetn rjvgm/nth c vbkkbjyjv<ins sg> ghjwtccjhjd<gen pl>.

IBM envisions a computer with a million processors.

In these respects, mille numerals are more similar to nouns than to general

numerals.
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Nßczxf acts sometimes like a general numeral, sometimes like other mille

numerals. When singular nßczxf is used in an oblique case, there are said to

be two patterns. In one, the quantified noun is genitive plural: r nsczxt<dat>

he,ktq<gen>‘to a thousand rubles’, c nsczxtq<ins> he,ktq<gen> ‘with a thousand

rubles’. With this syntax, which is similar to that of the mille numerals, the

instrumental form is said to be nßczxtq: c nsczxtq<ins> extybrjd<gen> ‘with a

thousand pupils’. Alternatively, nßczxf and the quantified noun can both appear

in the oblique case: r nsczxt<dat> he,kzv<dat>. This is the syntax of general

numerals. With this syntax, the instrumental is said to be nßczxm/ (or nßczxtq

as a secondary option): c nsczxm/<ins> (nsczxtq<ins>) he,kzvb<ins>.25

These two possibilities for nßczxf are presented in grammars as equal op-

tions. In fact, in recent Russian, the former pattern is rather more frequent. In

a sample of the first 100 tokens that appeared in a search on the whole web

for the form nsczxt (a third dative, two-thirds locative), almost all -- 97 -- were

used with the genitive plural of the quantified noun.26 The behavior of the two

instrumental forms is complex. Both seem current in contemporary Russian;

nsczxm/ appeared in 67 percent of tokens on www.lib.ru (<20.XII.02>). Inter-

estingly, nßczxm/ -- supposedly the numeral form, which should combine only

with an instrumental -- occurs frequently with the genitive of the quantified

noun. In the first 100 distinct tokens of nsczxm/,27 only 15 were followed by the

instrumental, including:

[83] Sound Forge 5.0 --- эnj ghjatccbjyfkmyfz ghjuhfvvf lkz htlfrnbhjdfybz pderf!

Tcnm djpvj;yjcnm gjkmpjdfnmcz ,jktt xtv nsczxm/ эaatrnfvb<ins>!

Sound Forge 5.0 is a professional program for sound editing! There is the

possibility of using more than a thousand effects!

Otherwise, the genitive was used, in idiomatic expressions (c nsczxm/ jrjy<gen>

‘with a thousand windows’, c nsczxm/ her<gen> b ukfp<gen> ‘with a thousand

arms and eyes’, ;bnm nsczxm/ ;bpytq<gen> ‘to live a thousand lives’) and in new

combinations ([84]):

[84] Ctqxfc e uheggs jnrhsns jabcs d 22 cnhfyf[ gj dctve vbhe, c ,jktt xtv

nsczxm/ cjnhelybrjd<gen>.

At this time the group has offices in twenty-two countries throughout the world,

with more than a thousand co-workers.

Translations of Hamlet’s “<. . .> we end / The heartache and the thousand natu-

ral shocks” use the genitive, for example: <. . .> gjrjyxbim / C cthltxyjq verj/

25 Zalizniak 1977[a]:68 gives only nßczxm/, SRIa 2.123 gives nßczxtq.
26 The first 100 examples produced by searching with Google (<03.XII.01>) for nsczxt, excluding:

forms (fyrtns), poetry, songs, religious texts, distributive constructions, conjoined numerals,
more than one hit from a single site. Many of these 100 tokens were clichés measuring distance.

27 Whole web <20.XII.02>.
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b c nsczxm/ nthpfybq. It is not clear whether there is a systematic semantic or

stylistic difference. Compare cdzpfys nsczxm/ ybntq<gen> ‘bound by a thousand

ties’, but cdzpfys nsczxm/ dblbvsvb b ytdblbvsvb ybnzvb<ins> ‘bound by a

thousand visible and invisible ties’, or Xtkjdtr c nsczxm/ kbw<gen> -- the name

for the movie starring Lon Cheney and the novel by Alfred van Vogt -- but Joseph

Campbell’s book Uthjq c nsczxm/ kbwfvb<ins>.

The oblique plural forms of nßczxf in earlier Russian combined with oblique

nouns, as in Derzhavin’s Xnj,s nsczxfv ltdjxrfv / Yf vjb[ cbltnm dtndz[

‘In order that thousands of girls / On my branches might rest’, but now the

genitive plural is used: yf gznyflwfnb nsczxf[<loc> rdflhfnys[ rbkjvtnhjd<gen>

‘on fifteen thousand square kilometers’. Overall, nßczxf is coming to behave

more like mille numerals than general numerals.

Mille numerals do not express animacy themselves or in demonstratives ([85]):

[85] Cgtwbfkmyjt pfctlfybt Gjkbn,/hj WR htibkj эne ghj,ktve byfxt: gecnbnm

rjhf,km c ptrfvb yf lyj. Yt jngecrfnm эnb<nom=acc> ldt<nom=acc> nsczxb<nom=acc>

rfnjh;fy d Cjtlbytyyst Infns!

In a special meeting, the Politburo resolved the problem in another way: to sink

the ship to the bottom with the prisoners. Never to allow these two thousand

prisoners into the USA!

4.3.5 Preposed quantified noun
While quantifiers ordinarily precede the nouns that are quantified, there is an

alternative construction in which the noun comes before the numeral and, if

there is one, a preposition; the construction indicates that the quantity is not

precise:

[86] Xfcƒ xthtp nhb-xtnsht vs edblfkb ujhjl.

After three to four hours or so, we saw the city.

[87] Ghbt[fkb ytltkm yf itcnm.

They’ve come for six weeks or so.

The noun retains the same morphological properties it would have in the po-

sition after the quantifier -- for example, the genitive singular with a paucal in

[86] (and numerative stress xfcƒ). The numeral and the preposed noun take the

case governed by the preposition: dthcnf[<loc> d lde[<loc> jn ctkf ‘at a place

two versts or so from the village’, xfcjd<gen> lj xtnsht[<loc> ‘up until about

four’.

4.3.6 Complex numerals
In complex numerals -- combinations of numerals -- there is a significant dif-

ference between the most careful written register and less formal registers.
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In the formal register, if the quantifier phrase is oblique, all components of

the complex numeral are in the oblique case, and the noun and modifiers are

plural.

[88] Xbckj ;thnd d ltcznb<loc> nhb,eyfkf[<loc> hfdyztncz d эnjv ujle nsczxt<dat>

xtnshtvcnfv<dat> ldflwfnb<dat> (xtnshtv<dat>) xtkjdtrfv<dat> cj;;tyysv

;bdmtv.

The number of victims in ten tribunals in that year amounts to one thousand

four hundred twenty (-four) people burned alive.

In a direct case, all components of the complex numeral are in the direct case.

The last component determines the case and number of nouns and modifiers.

They are genitive plural when the last component is not a paucal ([89]):

[89] Xtnshtcnf<nom=acc> ltcznm<nom=acc> nhb,eyfkjd<gen pl> ghjbpjikj d эnjv ujle.

Four hundred ten tribunals took place in this year.

If the last component is a paucal, the noun is genitive singular, as is usual with a

paucal numeral; adjectives are plural, genitive with masculine or neuter nouns

([90]), nominative or accusative with feminine nouns ([91]).

[90] Z yfcxbnfk ldflwfnm<nom=acc> ldf<nom=acc> vjkjls[<acc=gen pl> yfwbcnf<gen sg>.

I counted twenty-two young Nazis.

[91] Rjvbntn yfyzk nsczxe<acc> ldtcnb<nom=acc> gznmltczn<nom=acc> nhb<nom=acc>

jgsnyst<nom=acc pl> exbntkmybws<gen sg>.

The commission hired one thousand two hundred fifty-three experienced teachers.

However, as in [90--91], paucals in complex numerals do not express animacy.

The acc=gen is said to be outmoded, but still occurs, even on recent websites.28

If the paucal does express animacy, the noun and any modifiers become genitive

plural.

[92] Kfuthm “Gfnhbjn” ghbyzk yf jnls[ (b djcgbnfybt) gznmltczn<nom=acc>

xtnsht[<acc=gen> nhelys[<acc=gen> gjlhjcnrjd<acc=gen>.

Camp Patriot has accepted for recreation (and training) fifty-four troubled

adolescents.

In a complex numeral that ends in jl∫y ‘one’, the noun is singular, and jl∫y

agrees with the noun.

28 The use of the acc=gen has attracted the attention of grammarians for popular au-
diences: D. È. Rozental′ (http://www.spelling.spb.ru/rosenthal/alpha/r151.htm), V. I. Novikova
(http://www.gramota.ru/monitor.html?mid=13). An example (because it is an internal quotation?),
in reference to the three loves of Maiakovsky: Z levf/, Vfzrjdcrbq k/,bk dct[ nht[ --- b
tot nhblwfnm nht[ d ghblfxe ‘I think Maiakovsky loved all three -- and another thirty-three to
boot’.
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[93] Z exfcndjdfkf d ldflwfnb lde[ ,fktnf[ b ldflwfnb jlyjq<fem loc sg>

jgtht<\fem loc sg>.

I took part in twenty-two ballets and twenty-one operas.

If the numeral is subject, the predicate agrees with the singular number of jl∫y

([94]):

[94] Nhtvz djkjujlcrbvb ltgenfnfvb d ,/l;tn 2002 ujlf dytctyf<fem nom sg> cnj

gznmltczn jlyf<fem nom sg> gjghfdrf<\fem nom sg>.

By three delegates from Vologda were introduced into the 2002 budget one

hundred fifty-one changes.

[95] Gecrfq gkfnbn cnj nhblwfnm jlye<fem acc sg> pjkjne/ kbhe<\fem acc sg>.

Let her pay one hundred thirty-one golden liras.

[96] Ybrjkfq Gthdsq jnghfdbk d ccskre cnj ldflwfnm jlyjuj<msc acc=gen sg>

xtkjdtrf<\msc acc=gen sg>.

Nikolai I sent into exile one hundred twenty-one persons.

[97] Ctcnhs hjlbkb --- yb vyjuj yb vfkj --- ldflwfnm jlyjuj<msc acc=gen sg>

ht,tyrf<\msc acc=gen sg>.

The sisters gave birth to no more, no less than twenty-one babies.

Animacy is expressed by jl∫y when the noun is masculine and animate ([96--97]).

In the informal register, when a complex numeral should be in an oblique case,

there is a tendency to avoid declining all components and to use the direct case

form of numerals instead. How far this breakdown in the expression of case has

progressed is difficult to determine. Nevertheless some general principles can be

sketched. At the left margin, numerals of the mille group maintain declension

when other numerals in the phrase may not be declined.

[98] Ajyl jrfpfk rdfkbabwbhjdfyye/ /hblbxtcre/ gjvjom ,jktt xtv nhtv<dat>

nsczxfv<dat> ldtcnb<nom=acc> {ldflwfnb<gen> ∼ ?ldflwfnm<nom=acc>} ctvmzv

gjub,ib[ djtyyjcke;fob[.

The fund has rendered qualified legal aid to more than three thousand two

hundred twenty families of deceased servicemen.

On the right margin of a complex numeral, the last numeral, especially if it is

a paucal, tends to decline, but the preceding decades and especially hundreds

often do not:

[99] Fktrcfylh Fkt[by vju lfdfnm ctfycs jlyjdhtvtyyjq buhs gj if[vfnfv

dcktge/ yf nhblwfnm<nom=acc> lde[<loc> ljcrf[<loc> jlyjdhtvtyyj.

Alexander Alekhin used to give demonstrations of simultaneous chess games

played blindfolded on thirty-two boards simultaneously.
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[100] Cnhtkrf rjkt,fkfcm vt;le cnj<nom=acc> gznm/<ins> b cnj<nom=acc> ltcznm/<ins>

rbkjvtnhfvb d xfc.

The speedometer hovered between one hundred five and one hundred ten

kilometers per hour.

[101] Jkz --- dscjrfz ltdeirf ldflwfnm<nom=acc> gznb<gen> ktn.

Olia is a tall girl of twenty-five years.

Thus the informal register is developing a template, according to which numerals

on margins are likely to be declined and numerals internal to the phrase need

not be.

4.3.7 Fractions
Gjkjd∫yf ‘half ’, x†ndthnm ‘quarter’, nh†nm ‘third’ are lexical fractions which, like

paucal numerals, take the genitive singular of the noun: gjkjdbyf rjvyfns

‘a half of the room’, ldt nhtnb verb ‘two thirds of the flour’. Fractions now

condition feminine agreement: jcnfkfcm<fem sg> lj,hfz<fem sg> xtndthnm xfcf

lj jn[jlf gjtplf ‘there remained a good quarter of an hour until the train’s

departure’.29

Other fractions are formed using a nominalized ordinal for the denominator

and the (feminine) cardinal in the numerator. When the numerator is ‘one’,

the expression is feminine singular, in memory of the noun xfcnm ‘part’: jlyf

djcmvfz ‘1/8’. With other numerators, the denominator is plural and genitive in

direct cases in formal Russian. The noun remains in the genitive singular: ldt

ltczns[ ‘two-tenths’ (informally, ldt ltcznst or msc ldf ltcznst), (jcnfdfkjcm)
nhb djcmvs[ uhfvvf ‘(there remained) three-eighths of a gram’, nhb nhblwfnm

djcmvs[ ‘three thirty-eighths’, itcnm ldtcnb cjhjr ctlmvs[ rjvyfns ‘6/247’.

When the quantifier phrase is oblique, the oblique case is imposed on the cardi-

nal in the numerator and the ordinal of the denominator (on the last, adjectival

part); the noun is genitive singular: c nhtvz djcmvsvb vtnhf ‘with three-eighths

of a meter’, r itcnb ldtcnb cjhjr ctlmvsv rjvyfns ‘to six two hundred forty-

sevenths of the room’.

Mixed numbers are formed as follows. The integer, expressed by a cardinal nu-

meral and optionally the nominalized adjective wtkfz ‘a whole’, has the same

case as the fraction. The fractional portion is conjoined with the integer. (The

lexical fractions are combined through the comitative preposition c.) The noun

remains in the genitive singular, in honor of the most immediate constituent,

the fraction: (jcnfdfkjcm) itcnm (wtks[) b nhb djcmvs[ uhfvvf<gen sg> ‘(there

remained) six (wholes) and three-eighths grams’; c nhtvz (wtksvb) b nhtvz

djcmvsvb vtnhf<gen sg> ‘with three (wholes) and three-eighths meters’; r nhtv

29 Though Vinogradov 1947:294 had neuter singular.
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(wtksv) b itcnb ldtcnb cjhjr ctlmvsv rjvyfns<gen sg> ‘to three (wholes) and

six two hundred forty-sevenths of the room’; itcnm c gjkjdbyjq rjvyfns<gen sg>

‘six and a half rooms’; nhb c xtndthnm/ vtnhf<gen sg> ‘three and a quarter

meters’.

A distinct style is used for reading decimals. The lowest exponent can be

explicitly read, for example, ‘3.18 grams’: (jcnfdfkjcm) nhb (wtks[) b djctvyflwfnm

cjns[ uhfvvf, but in scientific style it would be more common to read the

numeral without ordinals, as (jcnfdfkjcm) nhb (wtks[) b djctvyflwfnm uhfvvf.

An initial zero before the decimal point is yekm, which declines; zeroes to the

right of the decimal point are read as invariant yjkm: jn yekz yjkm yjkm itcnb

uhfvvf ‘from 0.006 gram’; c nhtvz (wtksvb) b yjkm djctvm/ rbkjuhfvvf ‘with

3.08 kilograms’.

Some unusual numerals contain an etymological prefix gjk- ‘half ’. ‘One and a

half ’, etymologically ‘half of the second’, behaves like a paucal. The direct cases

distinguish gender and take the genitive singular of the noun: msc gjknjhƒ

cnjkƒ ‘one and a half tables’, nt gjknjhƒ jryƒ ‘one and a half windows’, fem

gjknjhß cnjhjyß ‘one and a half sides’. Gj́knjhf, with initial stress, is used with

pluralia tantum: gj́knjhf cénjr ‘a day and a half ’.30 There is a single form for

all oblique cases in all genders; nouns are genitive plural: bp gjkénjhf ,enßkjr

‘out of one and a half bottles’. ‘One hundred and a half ’, etymologically ‘half

of the second hundred’, distinguishes two forms: direct (nom=acc) gjknjhƒcnf,

implying genitive plural of the noun ([102]), and oblique gjkénjhfcnf, implying

oblique case by agreement ([103]):

[102] Vyt ldflwfnm gznm ktn: kbwj vjt b abuehe vyjubt [dfkzn. Ytlehyj tp;e

dth[jv b cnhtkz/, gjgfle c gjkenjhfcnf<gen> ifujd<gen> d cnfrfy bkb z,kjrj.

I’m twenty-five: people admire my looks and my figure. I’m not too shoddy at

riding and shooting: I can hit a glass or an apple from a hundred and fifty paces.

[103] Gjvjufnm yf re[yt --- эnj vsnm gjcele pf dctvb gjkenjhfcnf<ins>

gjcnjzkmwfvb<ins>.

Helping in the kitchen means washing dishes for all hundred and fifty lodgers.

4.3.8 Collectives
Russian has a distinct class of collective numerals, used for groups of individ-

uals: ldj́t ‘pair, twosome’, gźnthj ‘quintet, fivesome’, extending up to ltcźnthj

‘tensome’.31 They are more frequent for small than for large groups -- ldj́t is over

ten times more frequent than c†vthj ‘sevensome’, which in turn is ten times

more frequent than dj́cmvthj. Whether collectives are used rather than ordinary

numerals depends primarily on the noun that is quantified and secondarily on

30 Zalizniak 1977[a]:66. 31 Vinogradov 1947:308--11, Mel′chuk 1985[a]:376.
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the context. Collectives are used regularly with: adjectival substantives (ldjt

xfcjds[ ‘two sentries’); masculine animate nouns belonging to Declension<II>

(ldjt ve;xby ‘two men’); nouns describing membership in groups defined by

national identity or social role (nhjt ckjdfrjd ‘three Slovaks’, ldjt cneltynjd

‘two students’); children, when counted in relation to the parents (jy ;tyfn b

bvttn xtndths[ ytcjdthityyjktnyb[ ltntq ‘he is married with four minor chil-

dren’). Collectives are used with inanimate pluralia tantum, at least for low

numbers in the direct cases: only {ldjt ∼ xtndthj} cenjr ‘{two ∼ four} days’.

Higher than paucals, regular numbers are used: occasionally gznthj cenjr ‘five

days’ but much more frequently, gznm cenjr (93% on the web <31.X.02>). Regular

numbers are used in oblique cases: ghb gjvjob lde[ (∗ldjb[) obgwjd ‘using two

pairs of pliers’, c nhtvz yj;ybwfvb ‘with three pairs of scissors’. Paired items,

for some speakers, can be expressed by collectives, but others prefer to use gfhf:

ldjt cfgju ‘two pairs of boots’ or ldt gfhs {cfgju ∼ ,h/r ∼ gthxfnjr} ‘two pairs

of {boots ∼ trousers ∼ gloves}’.

Aside from the lexical groups just mentioned, collectives are generally used

only for groups including men. Collectives are avoided if the group is composed

exclusively of women: ldt ;tyobys ‘two women’, not ∗ldjt ;tyoby, except in

newer, colloquial language (jnyjcbntkmyj dct[ gznths[ ltdbw ‘with respect to the

whole fivesome of girls’). With nouns that can use either collectives or ordinary

numerals, the collective focuses on the fact that the group exists (a fact which,

in [104], explains how the uncle behaved):

[104] Ntgthm e ytuj ,skj gznthj ltntq, b эnf ljk;yjcnm tuj ybrfr yt ecnhfbdfkf.

By now he had five children, and so that occupation was no longer adequate.

The regular numeral suggests that the entities are individuals ([105]):

[105] Dslfkb gznm rfhnjxtr --- yf vjb[ vkflib[ ctcnth Vfie b Rfn/ b yf nht[

ltntq ,hfnf Dkflbvbhf.

Five cards were issued --- for my younger sisters Masha and Katia and for my

brother Vladimir’s three children.

In the accusative, collectives express animacy ([106]), and not only for small

quantities:

[106] Jy hf,jnfk yt pf ldjb[, f pf ltcznths[.

He did the work not just of two, but of ten people.

4.3.9 Approximates
Quantifiers such as cnj́kmrj ‘so much’, vyj́uj ‘much’, ytvyj́uj ‘a little’, vƒkj

‘little’ assert the existence of some quantity that is evaluated against an implicit

standard: as greater (vyj́uj) or less (vƒkj) or the same (cnj́kmrj and crj́kmrj -- the
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question form that asks what the quantity is equal to). These quantifiers can also

function as adverbs, when they do not govern a noun and modify a verb: vyjuj

vjkbkfcm ‘she prayed a lot’.

In oblique cases, the quantifier and the noun and any modifiers go into

the oblique case. A count noun is plural: vyjubvb cbkfvb ‘with many forces’,

crjkmrbvb ltymufvb ‘with how much money’. If the noun is a mass noun, it is

singular and the quantifier has a singular declension: ,tp vyjujq cbks ‘without

much force’, crjkmrjq dfk/njq ‘with how much money’. Vƒkj ‘little’, ytvƒkj

‘not a little’ and the comparatives v†ymit ‘less’, ,j́kmit ‘more’ do not decline

and are not used where an oblique case would be called for, except in the idioms:

,tp vfkjuj ‘only a little less than’, (yfxbyfnmcz) c vfkjuj ‘(to begin) with a little’.

The adjective vƒksq ‘small, slight’ does occur in oblique cases: yt hj;lfkf b

vfkjuj pderf ‘[the machine] did not produce even the slightest sound’, c vfksv

cjlth;fybtv ehfyf ‘with trace amounts of uranium’.

Alongside of the pure quantifier vyj́uj there is a parallel plural adjective

vyj́ubt in the direct cases. Vyj́uj points to the existence of a quantity of undif-

ferentiated entities, as opposed to the possibility that no entities were involved.

Vyj́ubt individuates, inviting a contrast among individuals -- many did, others

did not ([107]):

[107] D Vjcrde gjyft[fkj vyjuj rbnfqwtd. Chtlb yb[ ,skb {j Ib Vby, Xfy

Rfqib b vyjubt cjhfnybrb Vfj Lpэleyf.

Many Chinese arrived in Moscow. Among them were Ho Chi Minh, Chiang

Kai-shek, and many comrades of Mao Zedong.

Vyj́uj expresses animacy obligatorily, y†crjkmrj ‘some’ does so three-quarters

of the time. The nom=acc y†crjkmrj establishes existence (in [108], there will

now be expertise); the acc=gen y†crjkmrb[ focuses on the effect on individuals,

such as the violence in [109]:

[108] Ghbdktrkb ytcrjkmrj<nom=acc> jgsnys[ cgtwbfkbcnjd.

[They] have brought in some experienced specialists.

[109] Rfpfrb e,bkb ytcrjkmrb[<acc=gen> ltvjycnhfynjd.

Cossacks killed some of the demonstrators.

4.3.10 Numerative (counting) forms of selected nouns
Some nouns have distinct, archaic, forms when they are used with quantifiers.32

Certain nouns belonging to Declension<Ia> use the null form of the genitive

plural in combination with quantifiers, but the explicit ending {-ov} for other

genitives: itcnyflwfnm rbkjuhfvv ‘sixteen kilograms’, lj lde[cjn rbkjuhfvv

‘up to two hundred kilograms’ but chtlb эnb[ rbkjuhfvvjd ‘among those

32 Worth 1959:fn. 9, Mel′chuk 1985[a]:430--37.
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Table 4.7 Alternative plurals (selected numerals, genitive and dative cases)

percentage percentage
xtkjdtr k/ltq xtkjdtr xtkjdtrfv k/lzv xtkjdtrfv

xtnsht[ ∼ 18,800 476 98% 67 116 37%
xtnshtv

gznb 14,100 143 99% 81 119 41%
ltcznb 9,380 389 96% 83 17 83%
gznbltcznb 4,140 75 98% 6 9 40%
cnf 12,400 160 99% 110 3 97%

kilograms’ (§3.6.4).33 The measures of modern science are similar: ufecc(jd)
‘gausses’, fyucnhtv(jd) ‘angstroms’, jv(jd) ‘ohms’, htynuty(jd) ‘roentgens’.

Two high-frequency nouns use two different stems in the plural.

While the general plural of xtkjd†r is k/́lb, plural forms of xtkjd†r are

used in quantifying contexts. As a genitive plural with the ending {-º},

xtkjd†r is used with true numerals: itcnmcjn ldflwfnm gznm xtkjdtr ,skb

gjldthuyenj tgbnbvmzv ‘six hundred twenty-five people were subjected to per-

forming penances’. Both xtkjd†r and k/l†q are used with the approximate quan-

tifiers cnj́kmrj, y†crjkmrj, cnj́kmrj. In ytcrjkmrj xtkjdtr gjnjyekj ‘some people

drowned’, xtkjd†r establishes the existence of an event of drowning. K/l†q in-

dicates that the people are individuals, each with a separate history: crjkmrj

k/ltq jcnfkbcm ,s ;bds ‘how many people might have remained alive’. With

vyj́uj ‘many’, vƒkj ‘few’, ytvƒkj ‘not a few’, k/l†q is used by a wide margin

(on the web, 97% k/ltq <31.X.02>), as in [110]:

[110] Yj tcnm ytvfkj k/ltq, rjnjhst cxbnf/n gj-lheujve.

But there are a fair number of people who think otherwise.

K/l†q tends to be used with mille quantifiers more than xtkjd†r. The

nominative-accusative vbkkbj́ys overwhelmingly uses k/l†q (97% k/l†q on

the web <31.X.02>). The genitive vbkkbj́yjd, however, prefers xtkjd†r (only

30% k/l†q on the web <31.X.02>). K/l†q is also used with groupings of peo-

ple, ltcznrb nfkfynkbds[ k/ltq ‘dozens of talented people’. Genitives that are

not quantifying have only k/l†q: ghj,ktvs ;bpyb k/ltq ‘problems of people’s

life’, njkgf k/ltq ‘crowd of people’.

With general numerals in oblique cases other than the genitive, either noun

can be used with numerals, to judge a search of dative forms reported in Table 4.7

(web, <31.X.02>). Table 4.7 reminds us that xtkjd†r is close to universal with

33 Vorontsova 1976:136--37.
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Table 4.8 Numerative plurals: ktn, xtkjdtr

context ujls/ktnf k/lb/xtkjdtr

plural oblique,
non-genitive

r ldflwfnb ujlfv; jnlfktyyst
ltcznm/ ujlfvb

gjvj;tn lf;t ltcznb k/lzv
[individuated] / gjyhfdbncz
gznb xtkjdtrfv [existential]

adnominal to lexical noun k/lb itcnbltczns[ ujljd
[individuated] / d ext,ybrf[
nt[ ktn; ghfrnbrf ghjiks[
ktn; rjkbxtcndj ktn
[existential]

ghj,ktvs ;bpyb k/ltq; njkgf
k/ltq

quantifiers vfkj, ytvfkj,
vyjuj, ytvyjuj

vyjuj ktn vyjuj k/ltq, ytvfkj k/ltq

mille numerals vbkkbjy vbkkbjys ktn yfpfl 320 vbkkbjyjd k/ltq
group quantifiers ltcznjr,

cjnyz
cjnyb ktn ltcznrb nfkfynkbds[ k/ltq

approximate quantifiers
cnjkmrj, ytcrjkmrj,
crjkmrj

cnjkmrj ktn ghjikj crjkmrj k/ltq jcnfkbcm ,s
;bds [individuated] /
ytcrjkmrj xtkjdtr gjnjyekj
[existential]

general numerals ldflwfnm ktn; ,jktt lde[ ktn ldflwfnm xtkjdtr

genitive forms of numerals. With oblique numerals, forms of k/́lb allow the

people to be viewed as separate individuals ([111]); forms of xtkjd†r focus on the

quantity as such ([112]):

[111] Tckb vjz rybuf gjvj;tn lf;t ltcznb k/lzv, z e;t ,ele cxfcnkbd.

If my book should help just ten people, I will be happy.

[112] Yfif vepsrf gjyhfdbncz gznb xtkjdtrfv bp cjnyb.

Our music will please five people out of a hundred.

Uj́ls ‘years’ is used in many contexts, including in oblique cases with numer-

als, r ldflwfnb ujlfv ‘to twenty years’, jnlfktyyst ltcznm/ ujlfvb ‘distanced

by ten years’. K†n is used for almost any genitive plural: with quantifiers of all

kinds, vyjuj ktn ‘many years’, lj ldflwfnb ktn ‘up to twenty years’, vbkkbjys

ktn yfpfl ‘millions of years ago’, cnjkmrj ktn ghjikj ‘so many years have passed’;

with adnominal genitives that are not quantifying, d ext,ybrf[ nt[ ktn ‘in the

textbooks of those years’, ghfrnbrf ghjiks[ ktn ‘the practice of recent years’;

and in idioms with the preposition c defining the start of an interval: c {ltncrb[

∼ /ys[ ∼ nt[} ktn ‘from {childhood ∼ young ∼ those} years’. K†n is used in

discussions of age, which is often measured with numbers: dsukzltkf cnfhit

cdjb[ ktn ‘she looked older than her years’, ks;ybrb chtlyb[ ktn ‘skiers of
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middle age’. The plural uj́ls can have the sense of a series of years, such as a

decade: itcnbltcznst ujls ‘the sixties’, d gthdst ujls htdjk/wbb ‘in the first

years of the revolution’, and in this sense it can appear in the genitive: k/lb

itcnbltczns[ ujljd ‘people of the sixties’. The genitive ujlj́d is also used if years

are understood as individuated, nhfubxtcrbt cj,snbz 1937--1938 ujljd ‘the tragic

events of the years of 1937--1938’, or if the genitive is governed by a verb: yjdsq

ghjwtcc d kexitv ckexft gjnht,etn tot ujljd bcgsnfybq ‘the new process, even

at best, will require still more years of testing’.

Xtkjd†r and uj́l are used with numerals that call for the singular form:

ldflwfnm jlby xtkjdtr ‘twenty-one people’, c ldflwfnm/ jlybv xtkjdtrjv ‘with

twenty-one people’, nhb xtkjdtrf ‘three people’, xtnsht ujlf ‘four years’, lj

ldflwfnb jlyjuj ujlf ‘up to twenty-one years’, but lj djphfcnf xtnsht[ ktn ‘up

to the age of four years’.

The usage and examples discussed above are summarized in Table 4.8. K†n is

used broadly as a genitive plural, not only in quantifying contexts. Xtkjd†r is

used in quantifying contexts (though k/l†q is not excluded), and not only as a

genitive.

A small number of nouns have two genitive singular forms that differ by

stress. The regular genitive is used in most contexts. The numerative form

with unusual stress is an archaism used with paucal numerals or fractions:

{(ldflwfnm) ldf ∼ nhb ∼ xtnsht} {ifuƒ ∼ xfcƒ ∼ hzlƒ (hźlf) ∼ ifhƒ ∼ [archaic]

hfpƒ} ‘{(twenty) two ∼ three ∼ four} {steps ∼ hours ∼ rows ∼ balls ∼ times}’;

gjkjdbyf ifuƒ ‘a half step’. The regular genitive singular is stressed on the

stem: jrjkj xƒcf ‘around an hour’. Numerative stress yields to the regular stress

when the combination is not idiomatic: ldf gthds[ iƒuf ‘two first steps’ ldf

,tcrjytxys[ xƒcf ‘two endless hours’, ldf c gjkjdbyjq {xfcƒ (∼ xƒcf) ∼ iƒuf}
‘two and a half {hours ∼ steps}’.34 Pf j,t o=rb ‘on both cheeks’ (otherwise,

gen sg otr∫) and dct xtnsht cnj́hjys (gen sg cnjhjyß) ‘all four sides’ are fixed

idioms.35

4.3.11 Quantifiers and gj
A construction beloved among grammarians is the use of quantifiers with the

preposition gj in its distributive sense: a certain quantity of things is assigned

to each member of some set.36

34 The pattern is a vestige of the stress in the dual of nouns with originally mobile accentuation.
In mobile nouns, the accent fell on the nom=acc dual ending of msc o-stem nouns, hence ifuƒ,
and on the initial syllable of fem a-stem nouns, cnj́hjy˜ > cnj́hjys (Stang 1957:76, 61).

35 Vinogradov 1947:302--4.
36 Vinogradov 1947:297, Bogus�awski and Karolak 1970:13--14, Mel′chuk 1985[a]. The historical trajec-

tory is outlined in Bogus�awski 1966:199--201, passim.
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Distributive phrases with gj fit in a wide range of argument positions: in

positions where one might expect an accusative object ([113]), an accusative ex-

pression of frequency ([114]), or the nominative subject of an intransitive verb

with existential force ([115]):

[113] Ltrfye rf;ljuj afrekmntnf hfphtibkb dpznm c cj,jq gj ldf<nom=acc> cneltynf.

The dean of every faculty was permitted to take two students each.

[114] Z yfyzkcz vsnm gjcele d htcnjhfyt, gj ldtyflwfnm<nom=acc> xfcjd d ltym b gj

itcnm<nom=acc> lytq d ytltk/.

I took a job washing dishes in a restaurant, twelve hours per day and six days per

week.

[115] Yf rf;ljq crfvmt cbltkj gj nhb<nom=acc> cneltynf.

At each bench there sat three students.

These are the same argument positions that allow the genitive of negation,37

presumably because gj, like the genitive of negation, focuses on existence rather

than individuation. For the same reason, presumably, gj does not treat its ac-

cusative complement as animate with paucal numerals (gj ldf cneltynf in [113]).

But gj is not limited to contexts that allow the genitive of negation. Gj phrases

can be inserted in apposition to an argument including arguments of predicates

in which the genitive would be problematic ([116]) and, unusually, can even sub-

stitute for a transitive subject ([117--18]):

[116] :bden cneltyns yf gthdjv rehct gj ldflwfnm<nom=acc> xtkjdtr d rjvyfnt.

Students in the first year live twenty people to a room.

[117] Rf;ljuj vbybcnhf lth;fkb gjl here gj ldf<nom=acc> vfnhjcf.

Each minister was held by the arms by two sailors each.

[118] D 47 depf[ эne cnbgtylb/ gjkexbkb gj jlyjve<dat> cneltyne, d 16 depf[ -- gj

ldf<nom=acc> cneltynf.

In 47 schools, one student each received this scholarship, and in 16 schools --- two

students each.

The case of the numeral used with gj is a favorite puzzle of Russian grammar.38

In earlier times gj took the dative in this distributive construction, just as gj

takes the dative in other senses of distribution over a set of entities (,hjlbnm gj

ekbwfv ‘to wander along the streets’). In this construction, however, there is a

long-term shift away from the dative. The dative is still obligatory with single

units: adjectival jlby ([119]), mille numerals ([120]), even bare singular nouns

without a numeral ([121]):

37 Legendre and Akimova 1994. 38 Comrie 1991, among other sources.
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[119] D Vjcrdt ctqxfc 9 nsczx DBX-byabwbhjdfyys[ -- d chtlytv gj jlyjve<dat>

xtkjdtre<dat> yf rf;le/ nsczxe yfctktybz.

In Moscow now there are nine thousand HIV-positive people -- on average, one

person per thousand of the population.

[120] Ghbvthyj gj vbkkbjye<dat> ljkkfhjd gjkexfn d ysytiytv ujle kfehtfns.

Nobel laureates will receive approximately one million dollars per person this

year.

[121] E Rjcnb ,skj gj hjvfye<dat> d rf;ljv gjhne.

Kostia had a romance in every port.

Pluralia tantum use the dative: gj cenrfv ‘for a day at a time’, gj yj;ybwfv

‘a pair of scissors each’. The dative is still an option with y†crjkmrj: cbltkj gj

jlyjq, gj ldt, f nj b gj ytcrjkmre<dat> cnfhe[<gen> ‘there sat one, or two, or

several old women on each’.

Many numerals -- integers (gźnm), teens (nhbyƒlwfnm), and decades (ldƒlwfnm,
gznmltcźn, dj́ctvmltczn) -- take either of two forms. The older form is an oblique

case form -- ldflwfn∫ in [122]. This form, let us assume, is genitive, since the

quantified noun is genitive and some forms (gj gznbcj́n ‘five hundred per’) look

like genitives.39

[122] Cjamz gjnht,jdfkf, xnj, cnhtkmws ghbckfkb gj ldflwfnb<gen> xtkjdtr kexitq

,hfnbb jn rf;ljuj gjkrf.

Sofia demanded that the streltsy should send twenty of their best people from

each regiment.

The other option is the direct (nom=acc) case form (gj ldflwfnm<nom=acc>

xtkjdtr, in [116]), now much more frequent. In a sampling of websites, the older

oblique form was used at most in a quarter of the tokens (with gźnm and l†cznm),

to as little as a tenth (ldƒlwfnm).

Other numerals now use the direct case almost exclusively. Included here are

compound hundreds ([123]), round numerals (cnj́ ‘hundred’, cj́hjr ‘forty’), and

paucals ([124]):

[123] Yjdbxjr ljk;ty ,sk ghbdtcnb d jhufybpfwb/ vbybvev nht[ xtkjdtr b,

cjjndtncndtyyj, gjkexbnm jn rf;ljuj bp yb[ gj nhbcnf<nom=acc> ljkkfhjd.

The initiate was supposed to bring into the organization at the minimum three

people, and accordingly, to receive from each three hundred dollars.

[124] Gjckt nht[ nsczx gjkextyys[ pdjyrjd abhvf ghbrhsdftn cfqn b gjzdkztncz d

lheujv vtcnt. Nhb nsczxb pdjyrjd gj nhb<nom=acc> vbyens, gj nhb<nom=acc>

ljkkfhf vbyenf.

39 Comrie 1986[a]. Alternatively, the form might be a dative, residually governing the genitive of the
quantified noun, parallel to gj ytcrjkmre<dat> cnfhe[<gen>; gznbcjn would be an idiosyncratic,
archaic dative preserved in this construction.
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After three thousand hits the firm closes the site and appears in another place.

Three thousand hits of three minutes each, three dollars per minute.

The old forms appear haphazardly: note gj cnf he,ktq c xtkjdtrf ‘a hundred

rubles per person’, from a novel of 1925, or the unusual gznbcj́n ([125]):

[125] D pfrk/xtybt ,skf gjrfpfyf ,bndf lde[ gjkrjd gj gznbcjn<gen> gt[jnbywtd,

ldflwfnm<nom=acc> ckjyjd b nhbcnf<nom=acc> dcflybrjd c rf;ljq cnjhjys.

In conclusion there was noted a battle of two regiments consisting of five hundred

foot soldiers, twenty elephants and three hundred cavalry from each side.

However one analyzes the oblique case used with gj, it is clearly residual. The

future for all numerals (except singleton units) is the direct (nom=acc) case

form.

If a complex numeral ends in a singleton unit (‘one’, ‘thousand’), the unit

itself is dative; the remainder of the compound can be either oblique (genitive?)

or, in a more contemporary register, the direct case form:

[126] gj ldflwfnb<gen> jlyjve<dat> he,k/ [standard]

gj ldflwfnm<nom=acc> jlyjve<dat> he,k/ [contemporary]

twenty-one rubles each

Other complex numerals now use the direct form (gj ldflwfnm<nom=acc>

gznm<nom=acc> he,ktq d ltym ‘twenty-five rubles per day’), only rarely the genitive

(gj ldflwfnb<gen> gznb<gen> he,ktq). Mixed forms also occur (gj itcnbcjn<gen>

ltdzyjcnj<nom=acc> ctvb<gen> he,ktq ldflwfnb<gen> rjgttr d ujl ‘six hundred

ninety-seven rubles and twenty kopecks per year’).

4.3.12 Quantifier (numeral) cline
The properties of numeral quantifiers can be summarized in a matrix (almost a

cline) with numerals in columns, properties in rows.

Jl∫y, an almost purely adjectival quantifier, is at one extreme. At the op-

posite extreme, the large (mille) units vbkkbƒhl and vbkkbj́y behave almost

completely like nouns, nßczxf a little less so. Between these extremes are true

numerals. General numerals have generally similar properties that distinguish

them from either adjectives or nouns; they could qualify as a distinct part of

speech. If one invokes any sort of hierarchical constituent analysis that distin-

guishes between head and dependent, quantifiers in direct cases seem to be

the head of a special type of argument phrase, and the quantified noun the

dependent. But in oblique cases quantifiers act like modifiers of the nouns they

quantify. It is a bit of an anomaly that the constituency of some phrase should

depend on the case of the whole argument phrase.
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4.4 Internal arguments and modifiers

4.4.1 General
Nouns by themselves can function as arguments, but nouns can also form larger

phrases by combining with dependent constituents, either arguments or modi-

fiers (adjectives, participles, relative clauses).

4.4.2 Possessors
Most nouns can be possessed. Possessors that are nouns are expressed in the

genitive, and are placed after the possessed noun (twice in [127]). Possessors that

are first-person, second-person, or reflexive pronouns are expressed as possessive

adjectives vj́q ∼ yƒi, ndj́q ∼ dƒi, cdj́q. Possessive adjectives usually come before

the possessed noun ([128]). As a stylistic variant, they can occur after the noun

to remind the addressee of a known relationship of possession ([129]). The third-

person forms ∫[, t=, tuj́ are historically genitive-case forms. In synchronic terms,

they are used in the same way as the possessive adjectives ([128--29]). Accordingly,

it is reasonable to refer to them now as possessives, though they do not inflect

like vj́q or ndj́q.

[127] Yf cfqnt hfcgjkj;tys ntrcns gtcty<gen> hfpys[ bcgjkybntkmytq b uhegg<gen>.

On the site are made available texts of songs of various performers and groups.

[128] Yf cfqnt hfcgjkj;tys ntrcns {vjb[ ∼ b[ ∼ tt ∼ dfib[} gtcty.

On the site are made available texts of {my ∼ their ∼ her ∼ your} songs.

[129] Ntrcns gtcty {vjb[ ∼ tt} dgjkyt vjuen cjqnb b pf cnb[b.

The texts of those songs of {mine ∼ hers} could easily count as poems.

First- and second-person possessive adjectives can be expanded with comita-

tive phrases, and interpreted the same way as first- and second-person argument

pronouns. Thus r yfitve c Rjycnfynbyjv leэne ‘to my and Constantine’s duet’

contains the possessive corresponding to vs c Rjycnfynbyjv, and both can be

interpreted as a dual, the speaker and Constantine. (Such phrases can also be

interpreted as plurals: dybvfybt!!!! yfitve c dfvb cfqne chjxyj nht,etncz web-
lbpfqyth ‘attention!!!! your and our site urgently needs a web-designer’.) Genitive

possessors can sometimes be conjoined with, or placed in apposition to, posses-

sive adjectives ([130--31]), demonstrating that genitives of nouns and possessive

forms of pronouns have analogous functions.40

[130] Jy yt pfybvfkcz yfibv (vjbv<pss> b ,hfnf<gen>) djcgbnfybtv

wtktyfghfdktyyj.

He did not concern himself in a systematic fashion with our (mine and my

brother’s) upbringing.

40 Note also: pf yfibv b lzlb Cfibysv akbutkzvb ‘behind our and Uncle Sasha’s wings’, where
the genitive lzlb is associated with the base noun of the adjective Cfiby.
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[131] <. . .> csyf Cfie -- yfituj<pss>, njulf tot vjkjls[ gbcfntktq<gen>, njdfhbof

<. . .> of his son Sasha -- the comrade of us, then still young, writers

As has long been observed, possession should be understood very broadly, to

mean not only the relationship of, for example, a person to a pencil, but all

manner of relations of association between two entities, in which one entity --

the possessed entity -- is defined in terms of another -- the possessor. Posses-

sion can mean ownership, relationship (of kinship), synecdoche, and so on.

Many nouns -- event nouns -- are related to verbs and take arguments like

verbs. One argument, which may correspond to the subject or to the object, is

genitive or possessive, and so is a possessor in an extended sense of the term:

ghbcgjcj,k†ybt jhufy∫pvf ‘the adaptation of the organism’. Paradoxically, it is

the possessed item that has the privilege of functioning as the argument phrase

of the predicate, and the possessor is presented as ancillary.

4.4.3 Possessive adjectives of unique nouns
A very old option for expressing possession for nouns that specify unique peo-

ple -- first names or nouns identifying familial roles -- is possessive adjectives

formed by adding a suffix to the noun.41 These adjectives have a “mixed” de-

clension (§3.5.3). Nouns that belong to Declension<Ia> once could use the suffix

{-ov}, such as jnwj́d ‘father’s’, but this formation is little used in contemporary

Russian; to express possession with such nouns, the genitive case is now used.

Nouns belonging to Declension<II>, masculine as well as feminine, use the suf-

fix {-in}. These possessive adjectives have a domestic, intimate ring to them,

and are freely used in speech and in certain written genres, for example, mem-

oirs: ,f,eirbyf<pss> ctcnhf ‘grandma’s sister’, dwtgbkfcm d Vfibye<pss> here ‘she

latched onto Masha’s hand’, Rfnby<pss> xtvjlfy ‘Katia’s suitcase’. The difference

between a genitive and a possessive adjective, then, is in part a stylistic difference

of formal as opposed to domestic.

In addition, a possessive adjective presumes or imputes some connection be-

tween the possessor and thing possessed that is characteristic and previously

known, as in ,f,eirbyf<pss> hs,f ‘grandma’s fish [fish the way grandma pre-

pared it]’. With event nominals, a possessive adjective suggests that the event is

already known and viewed as characteristic of the possessor ([132--33]):

[132] Djn jn эnjuj b ikj Iehrbyj<pss> jndhfotybt r ghjatccbb.

And that is where Shurka’s revulsion to the profession came from.

[133] Ghb Vbnbyjv<pss> fhtcnt e ytuj yt dpzkb pfgbcye/ ryb;re cj dctvb

ntktajyfvb b flhtcfvb lheptq.

At Mitia’s arrest they did not take from him his notebook with all the telephone

numbers and addresses of friends.

41 Comments in Corbett 1987, with extensive bibliography.
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In contrast, the genitive, which is more formal, less intimate, defines the essence

of something in relation to its possessor, such as the painting and its painter in

[134] or an event and its agent in [135]; the addressee has no prior knowledge of

the possessor and possessed item:

[134] Cj[hfybkfcm frdfhtkm ,f,eirb<gen>.

There is preserved [that which could be defined as] a watercolor painting of

grandma’s.

[135] :lfkb djpdhfotybz gfgs<gen>.

We were waiting for [the event that would amount to] the return of Papa.

4.4.4 Agreement of adjectives and participles
Modifiers -- adjectives, participles, demonstratives, possessive adjectives -- com-

bine with nouns to form more complex argument phrases.42 Modifiers re-

flect the gender--number and case of the noun with which they combine: in

dj dctq<fem loc sg> эnjq<fem loc sg> yfxbyf/otqcz<fem loc sg> vbhjdjq<fem loc sg>

djqyt<\fem loc sg> ‘in all this beginning world war’, all four modifiers are loca-

tive feminine singular, in agreement with djqy†.

Agreement (or concord) within argument phrases is largely unproblematic in

Russian. Complications arise only with conjoined nouns or multiple adjectives.

Multiple adjectives modifying a single plural noun will ordinarily be plural,

unless there are distinct individuals or distinct types of individuals, each defined

by a different adjective. In [136], both of the hands are ours (hence plural yƒib)

but the two hands are distinct:

[136] D pthrfkt yfib<pl> ghfdfz<fem sg> b ktdfz<fem sg> herb<\fem pl> gjvtyz/ncz

vtcnfvb.

In a mirror our right and left hands change places.

Mass nouns avoid being used in the plural ([137--38]), even when there is plural

agreement in adjectives or verbs applying to the distinct sorts ([138]):

[137] heccrfz<fem sg> rhfcyfz<fem sg> b xthyfz<fem sg> brhf<\fem sg>,

cthdbhjdfyyfz<fem sg> cj cvtnfyjq

Russian red and black caviar, served with sour cream

[138] Ghtlkfuf/ncz<pl> dscjrjrfxtcndtyyst<pl> rhfcyfz<fem sg> b xthyfz<fem sg>

brhf<\fem sg> c Lfkmytuj Djcnjrf.

There is offered high-quality red and black caviar from the Far East.

In argument phrases that include conjoined nouns, modifiers are plural if one

of the nouns is plural. If the nouns are singular and a modifier is understood to

modify only one of those nouns, the modifier is singular and expresses the

42 Crockett 1976, Corbett 1983[b].
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gender of the noun it modifies: yfif<fem> cnhfyf<\fem> b jcnfkmyjq<msc>

vbh<\msc> ‘our country and the remaining world’.

Complications arise with singular nouns modified by adjectives that are un-

derstood to apply to both nouns. In principle, the modifier can be either singular,

reflecting the gender of the nearest noun, or plural: j {,jkmyjv<msc sg loc> ∼
,jkmys[<pl loc>} csyt<\msc sg loc> b ljxthb<\fem sg loc> ‘about the ailing son and

daughter’. In the colloquial register, plural agreement is not usual. In written

Russian, either singular or plural occurs.

The overriding condition is the sense of the nouns in context. Plural means the

entities are understood as independent and parallel individuals, each of which

can be evaluated separately as having the property. In [139], the speaker does

not resemble either of two individuals, her brother or, separately, her sister.

[139] Z yt gj[j;f yf cdjb[<pl> ,hfnf b ctcnhe.

I am not similar to my brother and sister.

In [141], two distinct well-known individuals were present:

[140] Chtlb uheggs jrfpfkbcm yfib<pl> F,le;fgfhjd b Ntnth/r.

Among the group were our Abduzhaparov and Teteriuk.

Singular, in contrast, is appropriate if the entities to which the nouns refer

are not conceptualized as distinct individuals, in any of a number of ways. The

two nouns may be synonymous: jcj,jt<nt sg> pyfxtybt<\nt sg> b cvsck<\msc sg>

‘special meaning and sense’. They may be specific instances of a higher-order

category; for example, in cnhernehf cjdtncrjuj<msc sg> эrcgjhnf<\msc sg> b

bvgjhnf<\msc sg> ‘the structure of Soviet export and import’, both entities are

types of trade; and in (yfikb) ctht,hzyye/<fem sg> kj;re<\fem sg> b dbkre<\fem sg>

‘(we found) a silver spoon and fork’, both entities are utensils. Or the two together

form a unit. In [141], the addressee failed by not thinking about the family as a

unit:

[141] Ns yt gjlevfk ghj cdjtuj<sg> ,hfnf b ctcnhe, ntv ,jktt ghj ,f,eire.

You didn’t think about your brother and sister, and worse, about your

grandmother.

The connective b is likely to condition plural agreement. The folkloric connec-

tive lf is asymmetric, and the properties of the first element generally dominate.

The disjunctive connective bkb generally takes singular agreement.

4.4.5 Relative clauses
Relative pronouns make it possible to present a predication as a modifier of

a noun and still remain finite.43 The head of a relative clause -- the noun or

43 Comrie 1986[c].
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pronoun that is modified -- is explicit in Russian; Russian does not have “headless

relatives.” Most interrogative pronouns can function as relatives. By far the most

widely used pronoun is rjnj́hsq ‘which’, and it is used for persons as well as for

inanimates.

[142] Ckeifqnt, z dxthf ≤Dhtvtxrj≥ cvjnhtkf, nfv djghjcs ,skb, ye, rjnjhst

lf/ncz, ns pdjybim gj ntktajye, rjnjhsq lftncz, b nfv dsotkrbdftncz

rjkbxtcndj k/ltq, rjnjhst pdjybkb.

Listen, yesterday I was watching “Time,” they had questions, which, well, were

given, you call the number, which is given, and there they click off the number of

people who have called.

As a relative, rjnj́hsq has no trace of the restriction to a delimited set that is

characteristic of its use as an interrogative. Russian does not distinguish between

restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses, whether by the choice of pronoun

or intonation or punctuation.

Rnj́ ‘who’ can be used as a relative under special conditions. Rnj́ defines mem-

bership in a set of possible individuals. Rnj́ fits when the head is the demonstra-

tive nj́n (or plural n†) without a noun. The intended referents must be human

and, as a rule, include males (exceptionally, [145]). Agreement with rnj́ is mas-

culine singular if the relative proposition is true of each individual separately

([143]), but plural is possible for group activities ([144]):

[143] Hfccnhtkzkb dct[ nt[, rnj pyfk<msc sg> j pfujdjht, yj yt ljytc<msc sg>.

They shot all those who knew about the conspiracy but did not report it.

[144] F nt, rnj cnjzkb<pl> cpflb, jrfpfkbcm d cfvjv dsujlyjv gjkj;tybb.

And those who were standing at the back turned out to have the best position.

[145] Bp dct[ nt[, rjuj tve ghjxbkb d ytdtcns, jy tt cxbnfk yf,jktt gjl[jlzotq.

Of all those whom they were proposing to him as a bride, he thought she was the

most suitable.

The construction nj́n, rnj́ . . . defines an implicit condition: if a person has such

and such a property (the rnj́ clause), then here is what can be said about such

a person (the nj́n clause). The condition then becomes a prescription for how to

treat a person who acts in a certain way. And, in fact, the nj́n, rnj́ . . . construction

was a formula in medieval legal language, when the defining property (rnj́)

was put at the front of the clause and separated from the consequence (nj́n).

A memorable modern token is Lenin’s phrase: rnj yt c yfvb, njn ghjnbd yfc

‘whosoever is not with us, that one is against us’.

The construction n†, rnj́ contrasts with n†, rjnj́hst, which occurs as well.

N†, rnj́ refers to possible individuals (in [146], any possible individual who

might have knowledge of the affair), while n†, rjnj́hst refers to real individuals

(in [146], the actual culprits):
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[146] Jy yt [jntk dcnhtxfnmcz yt njkmrj c ntvb, rjnjhst ghbybvfkb exfcnbt d

e,bqcndt Hfcgenbyf, yj b c ntvb, rnj yfgjvbyfk tuj j ghjbcitlitv.

He avoided meeting not only those who had taken part in the murder of

Rasputin, but even those who might remind him of what had happened.

Thus using rnj́ as a relative requires a concept of a set and a process of defining

the membership in a set. The requisite set can be established by any quantifying

adjective -- dc† ‘all’, rƒ;lsq ‘each’, y†rjnjhst ‘several’, ybrnj́ ‘no one’:

[147] Jgbie ytrjnjhs[, rjuj pfgjvybk.

I’ll describe some whom I remember.

[148] Z yt dbltkf ybrjuj djrheu ct,z, r rjve z vjukf ,s j,hfnbnmcz.

I didn’t see anyone around to whom I could turn.

Rnj́ can also be used with demonstratives and overt head nouns if the nouns

have general reference ([149]). In the exceptional case, a simple noun without a

demonstrative can be the head, if something evokes a set (in [150], d xbck†):

[149] Ubnkth ljujdjhbkcz cj Cnfkbysv, xnj dct nt nfvjiybt ;bntkb, e rjuj d ;bkf[

ntxtn ytvtwrfz rhjdm, vjuen et[fnm d Uthvfyb/.

Hitler made an agreement with Stalin that all of the local residents who had any

German blood could leave for Germany.

[150] D xbckt ujcntq, rnj r yfv gjcnjzyyj tplbk, ,skb nhb ,hfnf Hftdcrb[.

Among the guests who came to us regularly were the three Raevsky brothers.

Inanimate xnj́ ‘what’ can be used as a relative under certain conditions. It

can be attached to the demonstrative nj́ or other pronouns such as dc= and

then used in any case.

[151] Vj;tn ,snm, nj, j xtv ctqxfc ,ele hfccrfpsdfnm, ghjbc[jlbkj lj fhtcnf.

Possibly what I’m just to tell about happened before my arrest.

[152] Ds[jl yf cwtye ,sk jceotcndktybtv dctuj, xnj lhtvfkj dj vyt.

Going on stage was the realization of everything that lay dormant in me.

In the colloquial register, xnj́ can be attached to a noun if it is used in the

direct case form -- nominative (animate or inanimate) or accusative (but then

only inanimate). If it is the subject, the verb agrees with the gender--number

features of the head (in [153], rƒhnf ‘map’):

[153] Vs bpexfkb rfhne<\fem> hfqjyf, xnj kt;fkf<fem> gthtl yfvb yf cnjkt.

We studied a map of the region, which lay before us on the table.

Adverbial pronouns ul† ‘where’, relƒ ‘to what place’, rjulƒ ‘when’, rƒr ‘how’

can be used as relative pronouns when they are attached to appropriate sites --

to demonstrative pronouns such as nƒv ‘there’, nelƒ ‘to that place’, njulƒ ‘then’,

nƒr ‘thus’ or simply to nouns with the meaning of location, time, or manner.
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[154] <skj xtnsht bycnfywbb, relf gjkfufkjcm gjlfdfnm pfzdktybz.

There were four levels to which one could make application.

Rfrj́q, an adjective, can be used if the matrix context focuses on the properties

of the entity, as do nfrj́q ‘that kind’ ([155]), the quantifier cnj́km ‘to such an

extent’ ([156]), or a superlative adjective ([157]):

[155] Veybwbgfkmyfz cbcntvf jcnfkfcm nfrjq, rfrjq djpybrkf dj dhtvtyf Dtkbrjq

ahfywepcrjq htdjk/wbb.

The municipal system has remained such as it was when it arose during the era

of the French Revolution.

[156] <. . .> cnjkm ;t эythubxyjq lfvt, rfrjq ,skf jyf cfvf.

<. . .> to a woman just as energetic as she was herself

[157] <. . .> jlby bp cfvs[ xtcnytqib[ k/ltq, rfrb[ z pyfk

<. . .> one of the most honest people such as I have ever known

As a relativizer, the possessive x†q is bookish.

[158] <fdsrbys lhe;bkb c ctvtqcndjv Njvktyjds[, xtq jntw cke;bk

;tktpyjljhj;ybrjv dvtcnt c Vb[fbkjv Dfcbkmtdbxtv.

The Bavykins were on friendly terms with the Tomlenov family, whose father

worked on the railroad along with Mikhail Vasilevich.

X†q suggests an intrinsic connection between the possessor and its possessed

object; for example, in [158], there is a presumption that each family unit

would have its own head. Rj́q is archaic (d htcnjhfy, [jpzqrjq rjtuj zdbkfcm

yfif cjctlrf ‘into a restaurant, the proprietor of which turned out to be our

neighbor’).

A favorite concern of linguistic investigations of the past few decades has been

to determine constraints on which arguments are accessible to relativization.

Russian allows relativization of all argument positions within finite clauses --

subjects, objects, possessors, adverbial arguments. It can relativize object ar-

guments of non-finite verbs -- of infinitives ([159]) or of adverbial participles

([160]).

[159] Pltcm vs cnfkrbdftvcz c nfrbvb njyrjcnzvb, dszdbnm b gjyznm rjnjhst cevtkf

kbim cnjkm vjoyfz jnhfckm cjdhtvtyyjq yferb, rfr rdfynjdfz ntjhbz.

Here we run up against subtleties, to make explicit and understand which only

such a powerful branch of contemporary science as quantum theory has managed.

[160] <. . .> c ibhjrbv kbwjv, dcnhtnbd rjnjhjt lf;t ult-yb,elm d Fdcnhfkbb bkb

Yjdjq Ptkfylbb vj;yj ,tp jgfcrb pfujdfhbdfnm gj-heccrb.

<. . .> with a broad face, on meeting which even anywhere in Australia or New

Zealand one can without hesitation address in Russian.
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Relativizing to a site in a finite clause, marked “º,” is possible (though not fre-

quent) provided the intervening syntax is relatively transparent:44

[161] Ryzpm gj ghbdsxrt ujdjhbk dtob, rjnjhsv jy b yt [jntk, xnj,s dthbkb º.

The prince by habit said things that he did not even expect people to believe.

[162] E vtyz tcnm rybuf, rjnjhe/ z [jxe, xnj,s ns ghjxkf º.

I have a book that I would like for you to read.

[163] ? E vtyz tcnm rybuf, rjnjhe/ z lthpf/ yfltznmcz, xnj ns ghjxntim º.

I have a book that I dare to hope you might read.

Such sentences are rare in texts, Tolstoy’s [161] notwithstanding.

4.4.6 Participles
Active participles, unlike adjectives and passive participles, do not form short

forms; they are rarely used with copular predicates (§5.2.1). Some active partici-

ples can be used as nouns, in reference to people ([164]) or events ([165]):

[164] Nfre/ ,evf;re gjlgbcsdfk rf;lsq gjcnegf/obq yf cnhjbntkmcndj.

Such a document was signed by every [person] beginning work at the

construction site.

[165] D cnjkbwt yt pyfkb j cjdthibditvcz.

In the capital, they did not know about what had occurred.

Active participles are used freely as attributive modifiers. Used attributively, a

participle agrees in gender--number and case with the noun it modifies, which

is interpreted as the subject of the participle. Participles, like verbs, have argu-

ments. Participles are in general a bookish construction. (On tense and aspect in

participles, see §6.3.5.) Attributive participles can be preposed to the noun, and

integrated prosodically with other modifiers, ;bdie/ nfv ljxm ‘his living-there

daughter’, or they can be postposed, separated in writing by a comma and in

speech by an intonation break, jnwf, ghj[jlbdituj rjvbccbb ‘father, who was

going through review boards’.

Participles, like relative clauses, convert what could be independent predica-

tions into attributes of nouns. Aside from the obvious fact that a participle can

only be used if the head noun would be the subject of the participle, it is an

elusive (and still not investigated) question when participles as opposed to rela-

tive clauses are used. A relative clause with rjnj́hsq can be used either to define

an individual in essential terms (in [166], ‘whatsoever family used to live there’)

or to add new information about a known individual ([167]):

44 Zalizniak and Paducheva 1979 ([161] -- from Tolstoy, [162]), also Comrie 1980[b]:105. R ◦užička
1988:409 terms the awkwardness of such relatives “a problem of performance.”
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[166] Z cghjcbk tt, gjvybn kb jyf ne ctvm/, rjnjhfz rjulf-nj ;bkf nen d ntxtybt

nht[ ktn. Jyf jnhbwfntkmyj gjrfxfkf ujkjdjq.

I asked her if she remembered that family which at one point had lived there for

a period of three years. She shook her head no.

[167] Z yt vjue yt dcgjvybnm c uke,jrjq ,kfujlfhyjcnm/ Fyye Rfqpth, rjnjhfz

cnfhfkfcm jrfpsdfnm vyt dczxtcre/ gjllth;re.

I cannot fail to remember with deep gratitude Anna Kaiser, who tried to help me

in all possible ways.

Relative clauses, then, state what properties individuals have, but it is not an

issue whether the individual is known or defined on the spot.

Participles, in contrast, focus on the way the entity is relevant; they present

the individual in some capacity, qua a certain property. In [168], the participle

not only defines individuals but it explains what makes the friendship possible;

the subject knew them qua housemates.

[168] Z gjlhe;bkcz cj cneltynfvb, ;bdibvb d yfitq rdfhnbht.

I became friends with the students living in our apartment.

In [169], the memory does not concern all properties of Sophia Loren,

but concerns Sophia Loren specifically qua her descent down a staircase in

Cannes.

[169] Dcgjvbyftncz vjkjlfz Cjabz Kjhty, cgecrf/ofzcz gj pyfvtybnjq ktcnybwt

Ldjhwf atcnbdfktq d jcktgbntkmyjv nefktnt c vfccbdysv rjkmt bp

,hbkkbfynjd b bpevheljd yf itt b nfrbvb ;t cthmufvb d eif[.

What also comes to mind was the young Sophia Loren, descending the famous

staircase of the Palace of the Festival in a blinding outfit with an enormous

necklace of diamonds and emeralds and corresponding earrings.

A relative clause in [169] would not tie this descent to the act of memory.

Both participles and relative clauses are at home in written language. Spo-

ken language rarely uses participles, sometimes uses relative clauses ([142]), but

is most likely to string together clauses paratactically ([170]) when the written

language would call for a relative clause or participle ([171]):

[170] B jn Ybrbncrjuj / ljt[fkb lj Zkns yf fdnj,ect // Ye nfv gjpfdnhfrfkb / b ctkb

yf fdnj,ec ,f[xbcfhfqcrbq // Jy bltn lj <f[xbcfhfz

From Nikitskoe / we went to Yalta on the bus // Well and had breakfast there / and

got on the Bakhchisarai bus // It goes to Bakhchisarai

[171] <. . .> ctkb yf fdnj,ec, {bleobq ∼ rjnjhsq bltn} lj <f[xbcfhfz.

<. . .> we got on a bus headed for Bakhchisarai.
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4.4.7 Comparatives
Comparison of adjectives is expressed by synthetic comparatives (źhxt ‘brighter’,

ljcnégytt ‘more accessible’) or analytic comparatives (,j́ktt ljcnégyj ‘more ac-

cessible’). To a large extent the two forms of comparatives are used in comple-

mentary contexts.

Analytic comparatives occur if the adjective is attributive and describes a

known individual ([172]). The analytic form is virtually required in oblique cases

([173]):

[172] Ghjytccz cke[, xnj jyf exbn b[ nfywtdfnm yt njkmrj ajrcnhjn, yj tot ,jktt

hfpdhfnysq xfhkmcnjy.

A rumor started that she was teaching them to dance not only the foxtrot, but

the even more degenerate Charleston.

[173] Gjknjhf ujlf cgecnz z cnjzk d jxthtlb tot ,jktt lkbyyjq.

A year and a half later I had occasion to stand in an even longer line.

The synthetic form can be a predicate ([174]) or a predicative adjective ([175--76]):

[174] Cgjrjqytt ,skj yf ,thtue Xthyjuj vjhz.

It was more peaceful on the shore of the Black Sea.

[175] Dctdjkjl {,sk ∼ rfpfkcz ∼ jrfpfkcz} evytt yfc dct[.

Vsevolod {was ∼ seemed ∼ turned out to be} smarter than us all.

[176] Tuj cxbnfkb evytt yfc dct[.

[They] thought him smarter than us all.

Postposed, the synthetic form defines a type of individual (essential reference):

[177] Z gjghjcbk tuj ghbytcnb vyt lheue/ --- gjnjkot, gjcthmtpytt b gjbynthtcytt.

Then I asked him to bring me another one [book], [one that would fit the

definition of being] thicker, more serious, and more interesting.

In the function of adverbs, the synthetic form is used for irregular comparatives:

[178] Vs yfxfkb ,ehbnm uke,;t, lj cnf vtnhjd.

We began to drill deeper, up to a hundred meters.

With other lexemes, both forms are possible:

[179] Gjcntgtyyj vjb hjlbntkb yfxfkb dct ,jktt ,kfujcrkjyyj jnyjcbnmcz r

Rkfdlbb.

Gradually my parents began to treat Claudia ever more graciously.

[180] Vfif cnfkf jnyjcbnmcz r ytve ,kfujcrkjyytt b dj dhtvz jxthtlyjq ghjuekrb

lfkf tve cdjt cjukfcbt.

Masha began to treat him more graciously and once on a walk she gave him her

consent.
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A comparative implies comparison to some other individual or situation --- that

is, to a standard . Often the standard is left implicit, to be understood from

context. The standard can be expressed in the genitive: evy†t tuj́ ‘smarter than

him’ ([181]). Or the standard can be made explicit with a conjunction, neutral

xtv or old-fashioned y†;tkb. The standard of comparison can be an individual

([181]) or a place ([182]) or an occasion ([183]):

[181] Rjcnz ,sk cnfhit yfc ujlf yf nhb b dsukzltk ,jktt cjkblyj, yt;tkb

jcnfkmyst.

Kostia was older than us by three years and looked more solid than the rest of us.

[182] E cfvjuj d[jlf d ,fyr ;vtncz r cntyrt ytrnj b yf kjvfyjv fyukbqcrjv zpsrt

itgjnjv lftn pf dfk/ne d gznm hfp ljhj;t, xtv d ,fyrt.

At the entrance someone clings to the wall and offers in whispered, broken

English to exchange currency for a rate five times higher than in the bank.

[183] B dct[ nt[ ,jufncnd ,skj njulf vyjuj ,jkmit, xtv ntgthm.

And of those riches there were then many more than now.

The standard usually has the same role in the predicate as the entity that is

compared, and hence has the same case as the compared entity: nominative

([184]), dative ([185]), possessive genitive ([186]), accusative ([187]):

[184] Z<nom> vjue ,tufnm ,scnhtt, xtv jntw<nom>.

I can run faster than father.

[185] Cgtwbfkbcnfv<dat> vs gkfnbv vtymit, xtv uhjvflyjq vfcct<dat> hf,jnybrjd c

,jktt ybprjq rdfkbabrfwbtq.

To specialists we pay less than to the great mass of workers with lower

qualifications.

[186] Ghjlernbdyjcnm Fpjdcrjuj vjhz<gen> d nj dhtvz ,skf d 1,5 hfpf ,jkmit, xtv

Ctdthyjuj<gen>.

The productivity of the Sea of Azov was at that time one and a half times greater

than that of the North Sea.

[187] Эnj e;t cltkfkj hflbjfcnhjyjvb/<acc> ,jktt ≤pjhrjq≥, xtv j,sxye/

jgnbxtcre/<acc>.

That has already made radio astronomy more insightful than ordinary optical

[astronomy].

When the standard is the implicit subject of the comparison, the nominative

is used. In [188], the father is an implicit subject by virtue of belonging to the

class of energetic workers:

[188] Z yt pyfk, lf b ntgthm yt pyf/ ,jktt ltzntkmyjuj b ecthlyjuj hf,jnybrf, xtv

vjq jntw<nom>.

I did not know, and I still don’t know today any more effective and energetic

worker than my father [is].
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4.4.8 Event nouns: introduction
Many nouns have something of the flavor of predicates. As nouns, they refer

or point to something, but what they refer to is an event or part of an event.

Such event nouns often have arguments analogous to the arguments of verbs.

The most transparent of these nouns are derived by suffixation of verbal roots;

they are neuter nouns of Declension<Ib> formed with an augment {-ij-} added

to what looks like the passive participle: ceotcndjdfybt (ghjnbdjhtxbq) ‘exis-

tence (of contradictions)’, cjcnjzybt (,fyrjdcrjuj ctrnjhf) ‘condition (of bank-

ing)’, cjdthitycndjdfybt ‘perfection’, cjhtdyjdfybt (jgthfwbjyys[ cbcntv) ‘com-

petition (of operating systems)’, jnhbwfybt (yfituj ds,jhf) ‘rejection (of our

choice)’, gthtdjcgbnfybt (kbw, cjdthibdib[ ghtcnegktybz) ‘re-education (of peo-

ple who have committed crimes)’, j,kflfybt (bcnbyjq) ‘possession (of truth)’,

nht,jdfybt (r jxbcnrt ufpjd) ‘demand (for cleaning of gases)’, (b[) jge,kbrjdfybt

‘(their) publication’. Abstract nouns related to adjectives, such as ytj,[jlbvjcnm

‘necessity’, pfrjyjvthyjcnb ‘regularities’, can also be considered event nouns

referring to a static event.

Other nouns not formed with productive suffixes can also evoke events and

have arguments: k/,jdm r hjlbyt ‘love for the fatherland’, kjdkz ,f,jxtr ‘but-

terfly hunting’, ub,tkm wfhz ‘the demise of the czar’, hfpujdjhs dphjcks[ vt;le

cj,jq j, buhf[ d rfhns ‘the conversations of grownups among themselves about

card games’. The ability of nouns to evoke events is so pervasive that one can see

an event lurking in ljhjuf d Neke cyt;ysvb gjkzvb ‘[a journey on] the road to

Tula through snow-covered fields’.

Event nouns, even the most event-like, stop short of being verbs. They do

not distinguish verbal categories. The reflexive affix -cz cannot be used with

nouns, even if the corresponding verb is necessarily reflexive: jnxfzybt ‘despair’,

related to jnxfznmcz ‘despair’. Because nouns do not allow the reflexive affix,

many event nouns are associated both with transitive verbs and with reflex-

ive intransitive verbs: jnlfktybt ‘departure, removal’, related to both transitive

jnlfkbnm ‘remove’ and reflexive jnlfkbnmcz ‘remove oneself, depart’. Aspect is

not distinguished. As a rule, only one nominal is formed, in some instances like

the perfective (gthtdjcgbnfybt ‘re-education’, yfrfpfybt ‘punishment’), in others

like a secondary imperfective (ds,hfcsdfybt ‘tossing out’, dscrfpsdfybt ‘utter-

ance’, dcfcsdfybt ‘sucking into’). Dual forms are rare: usual bp,hfybt ‘election’

(bp,hfnm<pf>), unusual bp,bhfybt ‘the process of selecting’ (bp,bhfnm<if>).

Using event nouns and abstract nouns extensively is characteristic of scien-

tific and publicistic style: ytj,[jlbvjcnm ,jktt lbaathtywbhjdfyyjuj gjl[jlf

r yfpyfxtyb/ eujkjdyjuj yfrfpfybz ‘the necessity of a more differentiated ap-

proach to the designation of criminal punishment’.
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4.4.9 Semantics of event nouns
Event nouns have different senses in contexts, along two parameters.

One parameter is the reference of the event. An event noun often has essential

reference -- it establishes the fact of the existence of an event of a certain type

([189--90]) -- but can also refer to a specific event ([191]):

[189] E yb[ e;t yt [dfnfkj dhtvtyb yf xntybt.

They already were short of time for [any activity that would qualify as] reading.

[190] Jy ghbvbhbkcz, jy djj,ot yt dthbk d cdjt jcdj,j;ltybt.

He was resigned, he did not believe in [the possibility of ] his being freed at all.

[191] Ghtlctlfntkm pfrfikzkcz, yt chfpe cvju ghjljk;bnm xntybt.

The chairman began to cough, and could not continue [the current act of ]

reading right away.

Also, an event noun can refer to the whole event (as above) or to some part

or aspect of the event: the manner in which the event progresses ([192]) or the

results of an event ([193]):

[192] Tuj yjdjt ceotcndjdfybt c ;tyjq b ltnmvb ,skj yfcnjkmrj lkz ytuj

lhfujwtyyj, xnj ghbphfrb ,skjuj yt ljgecrfkbcm c/lf.

His new existence with wife and children was so valuable to him that no

phantoms from the past were permitted.

[193] Jn hfljcnb z pf,sk pf[dfnbnm cdjb ghbcgjcj,ktybz lkz kjdkb ,f,jxtr.

I was so enthused I forgot to grab with me my instruments for butterfly hunting.

The result reading, especially, is frequent. A gjvtotybt is just as likely to be a

location as an act of locating; ghbcgjcj,ktybt in the sense of a result of devising --

a device, as in [193] -- is as common as the pure event sense of the process of

adaptation ([194]):

[194] Ecnfyjdktys pfrjyjvthyjcnb ghbcgjcj,ktybz jhufybpvf r eckjdbzv

ytdtcjvjcnb.

The regularities of the adaptation of the organism to the condition of

weightlessness were determined.

4.4.10 Arguments of event nouns
Event nouns have arguments corresponding to predicate arguments.45 It is useful

to distinguish the equivalent of intransitive verbs, which have one major argu-

ment, and the equivalent of transitive verbs, which may have two arguments.

45 On valence in event nouns, see: Veyrenc 1972, 1974, Revzin 1973[a], Comrie 1980[a], Rappaport
1992, Fowler 1998, and especially Paducheva 1984. To judge by the typological literature on event
nouns, Russian is not unusual in its valence patterns or semantics or restrictions on verbal cate-
gories (Comrie 1976[a], Comrie and Thompson 1985, Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1993, with bibliography).
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An argument analogous to the subject of an intransitive is expressed in the

genitive if it is a noun ([195]), as a possessive adjective if it is a pronoun ([196--97]):

[195] {ghb[jl djqcr<gen> ∼ ghjktnfhcrjt ghjbc[j;ltybt hfp,bdfntktq<gen> dfujyjd

∼ gjcnegktybt ghjlernjd<gen>}
{arrival of the troops ∼ the proletarian origins of the destroyers of the wagons ∼
the arrival of products}

[196] {∗ghb[jl vtyz<gen>} ∼ {{vjq<pss> ∼ cdjq<pss> ∼ b[<pss>} ghb[jl}
{∗arrival of me} ∼ {{my ∼ one’s own ∼ their} arrival}

[197] {∗jnxfzybt ct,z<gen>} ∼ {cdjt<pss> jnxfzybt}
{∗despair of self} ∼ {one’s own despair}

As above (§4.4.2), the third-person forms behave in a manner parallel to pos-

sessive adjectives, in that the unmarked position is before the event noun: tuj

ghb[jl ‘his arrival’, parallel to vjq ghb[jl, in contrast to ghbtpl ghtpbltynf ‘the

arrival of the president’; similarly, ndjz htibntkmyjcnm ‘your decisiveness’, tt

htibntkmyjcnm ‘her decisiveness’, but htibntkmyjcnm ujcelfhcndf ‘the decisive-

ness of the government’.

If an event noun corresponds to a transitive predicate, there are three possibil-

ities for expressing both arguments: (a) the subject analog is instrumental, the

object analog is a possessive ([198]); (b) the subject analog is instrumental, the ob-

ject analog is genitive ([199--200]); (c) or the subject analog is possessive, the object

analog is genitive ([201--2]):

[198] Cnfkby dct-nfrb evth tcntcndtyyjq cvthnm/ (tckb yt ghbybvfnm dj dybvfybt

ytj,jcyjdfyye/ dthcb/ j tuj<pss> zrj,s e,bqcndt <thbtq<ins>).

Stalin, nevertheless, died a natural death (assuming one does not consider the

unsubstantiated version about his supposed murder by Beria).

[199] xntybt Regthf<gen> extybrjv<ins>

the reading of Cooper by the pupil

[200] Jy ujdjhbk j e,bqcndt Cnfkbysv<ins> tuj ;tys<gen>.

He spoke about the murder by Stalin of his wife.

[201] {vjt<pss> ∼ tuj<pss>} xntybt Regthf<gen>

{my ∼ his} reading of Cooper

[202] Dfkz gjghjcbkf pfgbcfnm yf vfuybnjajy tt<pss> b vjt<pss> xntybt jnltkmys[

ahfp<gen>.

Valia asked to have her and my reading of some individual phrases tape-recorded.

The possibilities for arguments in event nouns are schematized in Table 4.10.

As is evident from Table 4.10, instrumental case and genitive case are used

for complementary arguments. It is impossible to have two genitives, one the

analog of a transitive subject, the other the object analog, in a single nominal.

The versatile possessives fit in all three positions.
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Table 4.10 Arguments in event nouns

argument
analog instrumental possessive pronoun genitive

TRANSITIVE
SUBJECT

xntybt Kynepa
extybrjv<ins>

‘reading of Cooper
by the pupil’

{tt<pss> ∼ vjt<pss>} xntybt
jnltkmys[ ahfp
‘{her ∼ my} reading of
individual phrases’

INTRANSITIVE
SUBJECT

{ndjq<pss> ∼ tt<pss>} ghb[jl
‘{your ∼ her} arrival’
[pronoun]

ghb[jl djqcr<gen>

‘arrival of troops’
[noun]

TRANSITIVE
OBJECT

{tuj<pss> ∼ vjt<pss>}
yfpyfxtybt
‘{his ∼ my} appointment’

yfpyfxtybt vtyz<gen>

‘appointment of me’

Table 4.10 gives the maximal possibilities, when all arguments are ex-

pressed. In practice, arguments of event nouns, especially those corresponding

to agents of transitives, are often left out, to be interpreted, depending on con-

text, as referring to any person’s participation or to some specific individual’s

participation:

[203] Эnjve ubvyfpbcne elfkjcm crhsnmcz, yj dtlencz tuj gjbcrb.

That gymnasium student managed to slip away, but his search [the

search for him] is underway.

[204] gthtdzprf dtys b tt elfktybt

binding of the vein and its removal

[205] U: E vtyz fggtnbn ghj,e;lftncz gjckt

ghb[jlf yf hf,jne.

My appetite kicks in after arrival at

work.

B: Ye c ghb[jljv yf hf,jne lf, e yfc

эnj ; ghjwtcc djn ghbqnb yf hf,jne,

djn xfcf gjknjhf pfybvftn.

Well with respect to arrival at work --

that process of arriving at work, that

takes an hour and a half.

As in Table 4.10, pronominal arguments corresponding to objects can be ex-

pressed in principle in two ways: as genitives or as possessives.46 Genitives -- the

more general option -- focus on the fact that an event, viewed as a whole fact

(essential reference), occurs at all, as is appropriate when the event is still virtual

([206--8]):

[206] Djghjc j yfpyfxtybb tuj<gen> yf jndtncndtyysq gjcn djn-djn ljk;ty ,sk

htibnmcz.

46 Paducheva 1984.
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The question of assigning him [= whether to assign him] to an important position

was to be decided any day now.

[207] Jy ,sk ghjnbd ghtdhfotybz vtyz<gen> d gthtdjlxbrf.

He was opposed to [the possibility of] converting me into a translator.

[208] Jyf yt gjljphtdfkf j {∗ndjtv ghtcktljdfybb ∼ ghtcktljdfybb nt,z}.

She had no suspicion of the persecution of you [= of the fact that persecution of

you was occurring].

Using a possessive is appropriate if the event is actual and is characteristic of,

or of interest to, that specific possessor ([209--11]):

[209] Yt cjdctv gjybvf/ ghbxbye vjtuj<pss> yfpyfxtybz.

I don’t entirely understand the reason for my appointment.

[210] Jy yt cjxedcndjdfk vjtve<pss> ghtdhfotyb/ d gthtdjlxbrf.

He was not sympathetic to my conversion to a translator.

[211] Z ,ele ghjcbnm, xnj,s cel gjnht,jdfk jn heccrb[ dkfcntq ghtrhfnbnm vjt<pss>

ghtcktljdfybt.

I will ask that the court demand of the Russian authorities that they cease my

persecution.

Arguments of event nouns corresponding to arguments other than subject

or object usually have the same cases as they would with the correspond-

ing verb. For example, djpdhfotybt ‘return’, related to djpdhfnbnm/djpdhfofnm

‘return’, allows sources (gjckt djpdhfotybz bp Rbnfz ‘after the return from

China’) or goals (djpdhfotybt b[ yf rjhf,km ‘returning them to the ship’); the

verb (edktxmcz/edktrfnmcz rjvgm/nthfvb ‘be fascinated with computers’) and

the event noun (edktxtybt rjvgm/nthfvb ‘fascination with computers’) govern

the instrumental.

An exception to this rule is the set of nouns that refer to static attitudes. The

goal of the attitude is expressed by the preposition r with the dative even when

the corresponding verb does not use this preposition: edf;tybt r cj,tctlybre

‘respect for one’s interlocutor’, ghtphtybt r nfrbv k/lzv ‘scorn for such people’

(edf;fnm ‘respect’, ghtpbhfnm ‘scorn’ take the accusative); ghtyt,ht;tybt

r wtyyjcnzv ‘inattention to valuables’ (ghtyt,htxm wtyyjcnzvb<ins> ‘treat

valuables inattentively’); jndhfotybt r irjkt ‘disgust for school’ (compare

jndhfnbnmcz/jndhfofnmcz jn irjks ‘feel repulsed from school’).

4.5 Reference in text: nouns, pronouns, and ellipsis

4.5.1 Basics
As speakers talk about the entities in the world, they use one or another

referential exponent to name or refer to the entities. Referential
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exponents are the following: bare nouns; nouns with adjectives; nouns with

demonstrative pronouns; demonstrative pronouns used as nouns (without

nouns); pronouns; ellipsis, or “zero pronouns” (absence of any overt argument

where one might be expected); and reflexive pronouns. Many referential expo-

nents have a similar function. Pronouns, reflexive pronouns (§4.7), zero pro-

nouns, and sometimes bare nouns can all point to known individuals whose

existence and relevance have been established. The various exponents differ in

how they instruct the addressee to look for information about the individual. Ex-

ponents can be more or less local. Third-person (non-reflexive) pronouns instruct

the addressee to look for a source of information about the individual currently

under discussion somewhere else, over a boundary, over a barrier, and integrate

the current information with the inherited understanding of the individual.47

4.5.2 Common nouns in text
Nouns establish the existence of some entity and categorize it: they state what

category (type, class, essence) the entity belongs to, and thereby indicate what

some of its properties are.

Russian is famous for the fact that it does not have articles. (And, unlike Czech,

it does not use demonstratives with any special frequency.) As a consequence, a

bare noun or a noun with an adjective does not by itself indicate whether the

entity is a specific individual known to the addressee or not. On first mention, a

noun establishes that there is an entity that belongs to a certain class. What the

noun refers to may or may not have any particular significance as an individual.

In [212], for example, all that is known about the entities being carried is that

they have the essence of backpacks (h/rpfrb), and they will not be relevant

further. In contrast, the legendary helmet girl reappears.

[212] F vs jcnfdbkb h/rpfrb yf gjkgenb // Yfc dcnhtnbkf ltdbwf d iktvt / djn эnf

ltdbwf d iktvt yfc ghtcktljdfkf // Nfrfz ktutylfhyfz // E ytt ,sk rfrjq-nj

ytdthjznysq rjvgfc

So we left our backpacks along the way // We were met by a girl in a helmet / well

that helmet girl persecuted us // positively legendary // she had some amazing

compass

Bare nouns can be used not only to establish new entities. They can also refer

to entities that have already been established as individuals. For example, in

the abridged text in [213], the memoirist first mentions a unique lake (jpthj

Cdtnkjzh) where he once went with a friend to observe the festival of the Holy

Mother of Vladimir before such rituals were suppressed.

47 That is, identity need not remain constant across times and worlds, pace Fauconnier 1985.
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[213] Nfv ytdlfktrt yf[jlbkjcm jpthj

Cdtnkjzh -- vjz lfdybiyzz uhtpf. Vs

gjgflfkb nelf yfrfyeyt

ghtcnjkmyjuj ghfplybrf

Dkflbvbhcrjq <j;mtq Vfnthb, rjulf

ghfdtlyst k/lb eljcnfbdf/ncz

kbwtphtnm yf lyt jpthf cdzotyysq

uhfl Rbnt; . . .

Not far from there was located Lake

Svetloiar -- my longstanding dream. We

arrived on the evening of the holiday

of the Mother of God of Vladimir,

when the devout are vouchsafed a

vision of the sacred city of Kitezh on

the bottom of the lake . . .

Djrheu cnjzkb k/lb, ckeifkb . . .

Gjcnjzkb b vs, gjnjv cgecnbkbcm r

jpthe . . . Dct cnjzkb r jpthe kbwjv . . .

Vs gjljikb r cfvjq djlt b nen

edbltkb cjdthityyj ytdthjznyjt. Jn

gjdth[yjcnb jpthf itk ckf,sq

cdtn . . .

People were standing around,

listening . . . We stood a while as well,

then went down to the lake . . .

Everyone stood facing the lake . . . We

went up to the water and there saw

something completely unbelievable.

Off the surface of the lake came a

faint glow . . .

Z ecsifk ijhj[ d rfvsif[,

dcvjnhtkcz b edbltk cnfhe[e. Jyf

gjkpkf yf kjrnz[ . . . Pf yt/ gjkpkb

lheufz, nhtnmz . . . Jyb lfkb j,tn

ghjgjkpnb djrheu dctuj jpthf!

I heard a rustling in the reeds, looked

there and saw an old woman. She was

crawling on her elbows . . . Behind her

was crawling a second, and a third . . .

They had vowed to crawl around the

whole lake!

After the first mention, that unique lake is referred to by means of a bare noun.

(A third-person pronoun would conflict with the speaker’s companion.) Similarly

in [214], one clause first establishes the existence of an entity that qualifies as a

‘plateau’. After that, the entity is known as a unique individual, and it is referred

to by the bare noun.

[214] djn d ujhe gjlyzkbcm / b эnj e;t ,skj gkfnj // Djn // Pyfxbn z uekzkf gj gkfne

// Gkfnj yfpsdftncz Zqkf, xnj km? . . . nfr ghtlcnfdkzkf ct,t / <. . .> / gkfnj

jxtym ,jkmijt //

so we climbed up the mountain / and there was a plateau // So // I mean I walked

on the plateau // The plateau is called Iaila or something . . . that’s what I thought

/ <. . .> / the plateau is quite large //

Nouns, then, at first mention introduce and categorize an entity (essential ref-

erence); in context, nouns can point to an already known, individuated entity.

4.5.3 Third-person pronouns
A third-person pronoun is the neutral exponent for keeping track of an en-

tity that is established as a distinct individual.48 Normally a pronoun is used

48 On anaphoric pronouns in Russian, see Paducheva 1985.
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throughout a series of predicates that form a coherent block of text, so long

as the text has no boundaries: there are no competing referents of the same

gender--number, the time-worlds are the same, and the unit of text (the episode)

is the same. In [215], the individual is identified by a noun at the beginnings of

episodes, and pronouns are used within the episodes.

[215] Dct gjcktlytt dhtvz gfgf cj,bhfkcz d Rfbh, yf rjyuhtcc fh[tjkjujd. Yfcnfk

ltym jn(tplf. Vs ghjdj;fkb tuj yf djrpfk, ytkjdrj njkrkbcm hzljv c ybv yf

gthhjyt, ;fktz tuj pf nfrb[ ytcrkflys[ ltntq, yf ytuj yt gj[j;b[ . . .

Gfgf ckfk yfv gbcmvf c genb, bp Faby b bp dct[ ujhjljd, xthtp rjnjhst t[fk

<. . .> Xeltcyst gbcmvf! <. . .> Yj gjxtve-nj jy yt gjkexfk yfib[ jndtnys[

gbctv.

Vs e;t ;lfkb crjhjuj djpdhfotybz gfgs.

All this time papa was getting ready to go to Cairo, to a meeting of archeologists.

The day of departure came. We took him to the station, awkwardly hanging

around the platform with him, pitying him for such useless children, so unlike

him . . .

Papa sent us a letter from Athens and from all the cities he traveled through

<. . .> Wonderful letters! <. . .> For some reason he didn’t receive our answers.

We were already expecting papa’s return any moment.

Anaphoric pronouns usually refer to well-established individuals with distinct

properties. But in Russian anaphoric pronouns can also refer back to essential

descriptions, where in English some other pronominal form (one, etc.) would be

required.49

[216] -- B c nfrbvb pyfvtybnsvb ghtlrfvb b yt ,snm vjyfh[bcnjv! -- dcrhbxfk

cktljdfntkm.

-- Ybrjulf bv yt ,sk!

-- And with such notable ancestors not to be a monarchist! -- exclaimed the

interrogator.

-- I was never one.

4.5.4 Ellipsis (‘‘zero” pronouns)
As a rule, Russian uses an overt phrase -- a noun or a pronoun -- for its subject

argument and, when the verb is transitive, for the object argument. In this

respect, Russian is not what has come to be called “a pro-drop language.”50

49 Channon 1983:61.
50 It is a question whether “pro-drop language” is a unitary concept. Discussing Russian, Franks

(1995:317, passim) distinguishes two senses of the term: Russian is like English and French in
retaining subject pronouns (thus all three are positive for the parameter “+Overt Subject Param-
eter”), but Russian is unlike English or French in not requiring dummy subjects (Russian has a
negative value for “Overt Expletive Subject Parameter”: ∗эnj [jkjlyj). Moreover, null (elliptical)
subjects are said to be licensed by discourse, and Russian is said to be more discourse-oriented
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Yet there are contexts when Russian indulges in ellipsis -- when it does without

overt subject argument phrases or (less commonly) object argument phrases

when those would be expected. (Below, “º” marks the absence of an expected

argument in Russian.) Ellipsis depends on register and mode of language and

on systemic factors.

Speech uses ellipsis liberally. Ellipsis is possible in dialogue when the identities

of the participants are predictable, as in sequences of question and answer.

Often, the question, being more open-ended, contains an overt pronoun, while

a direct response to the question lacks a subject, as happens more than once in

[217] (1V/2K, 12K/13V, 16K/17V).

[217] 1 V: F jy gjckt hf,jns ghbltn / lf? He’s coming after work / right?

2 K: Lf-f/ º cj,bhfkcz // Jy [jxtn / e

ytuj xfcs dcnfkb // B jy [j . . .

[jxtn b[ jnlfnm d htvjyn/

Yes / [he] meant to // He wants / His

watch stopped // And he wants to

take it to be fixed/

11 V: Djn ctujlyz z gjtle // <. . .> So today I will go// <. . .>

12 K: F dj crjkmrj ns gjtltim? At what time are you going to go?

13 V: Ye º djn ghzvj ctqxfc yfdthyj

gjtle //

Well [I] will go probably right away. //

14 K: F-f / ye ns dthytimcz r dtxthe /

lf?

Aha / but you’ll return by evening /

yes?

15 V: Ye z levf/ xnj xfcjd d

itcnm-ctvm z ,ele //

Well I think at six or seven I’ll be

here //

16 K: Nfr xnj ns Gtn/-nj edblbim // So then you’ll see Petya //

17 V: º Edb;e º levftim / lf? Ye z

crf;e vfvt xnj,s jy vtyz

gjlj;lfk //

[I] will see him, [you] think so / yes?

Well I’ll tell mama to have him wait

for me. //

Pronouns are used when the predicate does more than simply respond to the

previous question (2K, 17V). Parenthetical phrases that relate to the fact of dia-

logue lack pronouns, phrases such as: yt cksie ‘[I] can’t hear you’, pyftim ‘[you]

know’, gjybvftim ‘[you] understand’, but ,hjcm ns ‘come off it!’.

In speech that is narrative, argument phrases can be omitted if the individual

is understood to be the same in all respects: the same individual with the same

properties; continuous text type (narrative or commentary or dialogue); same

time-world; and same perspective of the speaker. An overt argument phrase

signals a shift or discontinuity. In [218], the overt pronoun restarts the narrative

after the commentary (ye;yj ,skj nelf blnb), after which pronouns are omitted

in the two subsequent events of the brief episode of the first day:

than English (307), suggesting yet a third typological parameter. The task here is to characterize
the conditions and effect of invoking discourse-licensed ellipsis. See: Nichols 1985, Koktovƒ 1992,
Kresin 1994.
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[218] Ye;yj ,skj nelf blnb / b djn vs

ikb-ikb-ikb / gjrf . . .

(jnrfikbdftncz) yt yfxfkj ntvytnm /

xfcjd lj gznb / gjnjv º hfp,bkb

gfkfnrb b jcnfyjdbkbcm // f yf

cktle/obq ltym º e;t djikb d

yfcnjzobq rfymjy // B djn xnj эnj

nfrjt / эnj rhfcjnf / ytdblfyyfz //

[We] had to go there / and so we

walked and walked and walked /

until . . . [coughing] it started to get

dark / around five / then [we] broke out

the tents and stopped // and on the

next day [we] entered into a real

canyon // what can you say / that’s

beauty / unprecedented //

In written Russian, argument phrases are omitted less frequently, but ellipsis

does occur. Ellipsis is common in finite subordinate clauses. Ellipsis is usual in

adverbial clauses which share the subject with the main clause, as in [219].

[219] Z tplbkf nelf yt njkmrj d nt lyb, rjulf º nfywtdfkf.

I went there not only on the days when [I] danced.

In a modest sample with first-singular subjects and subordinate clauses intro-

duced by rjulƒ (in either order), the pronoun was omitted in the second clause

89 percent of the time (25xx of 28xx).51 Overt pronouns appear in subordinate

clauses if there is an intervening subject:

[220] Ntgthm, rjulf z db;e /yjitq b ltdeitr, rjnjhst gj jrjyxfybb irjks yt

[jnzn exbnmcz lfkmit, z dctulf dcgjvbyf/ cdj/ /yjcnm.

Now, when I see young fellows and girls, who finish school but do not want to

study further, I always remember my youth.

Ellipsis is usual in clauses expressing the content of verbs of speech or thought

when the subjects are identical, depending on the type of predicate. Ellipsis is

close to obligatory with verbs ([221]), less regular with adjectives ([222]), which

in turn tolerate ellipsis more than predicate nominals or prepositional phrases

([223]):

[221] Z gjxedcndjdfkf, xnj {?z ∼ º} pfdkfltkf vjcrjdcrjq ge,kbrjq.

I felt that I had conquered the Moscow audience.

[222] Dbrnjh ghbpyfkcz vjtq vfnthb, xnj {±jy ∼ º} cxfcnkbd ,tpvthyj, xnj {±jy ∼
º} dk/,kty, rfr gskrbq /yjif.

Viktor confessed to my mother that [he was] completely happy, that [he was] in

love, like a passionate young man.

[223] Jy crfpfk, xnj {jy ∼ ?º} csy gjvtobrf, xnj {jy ∼ ?º} nj;t bp nt[ vtcn.

He said that [he was] the son of a landowner, that [he was] also from that area.

Operations on the predicate like the question kb or questions require a subject

pronoun:

51 Based on S. Golitsyn, Zapiski utselevshego (Moscow, 1990).
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[224] Z yt pyfkf, pfdkfltkf kb {z ∼ ∗º} vjcrjdcrjq ge,kbrjq.

I was not sure whether I had conquered the Moscow audience.

[225] Vs hfccrfpfkb, rnj {vs ∼ ∗º}.

We told who we were.

Thus, dependent clauses in written Russian often use ellipsis.

From one independent clause to the next, subject pronouns are generally

maintained in written Russian, but ellipsis occurs in written Russian that has

the flavor of speech (interior monologue, for example). A subject argument can

be omitted if the types of events or properties are related and continuous; if

the time-world is the same; and if the individuals are being discussed by the

same speaker and addressee. For example, in the following passage, all predicates

report on the same theme of the author’s biography. After the initial pronoun,

no subject pronouns are used until the predicate which starts a new paragraph

and brings us out of reminiscence back to the main narrative.

[226] Yj ujyjhfh z ecgtk gjkexbnm. Pfntv º gbcfk dyenhtyybt htwtypbb lkz

;ehyfkjd. Fyjybvyj º cjnhelybxfk yf ntktdbltybb. Rjhjxt, º ghtdhfnbkcz d

cdj,jlyjuj [elj;ybrf. B yfrjytw pfytckj vtyz d Nfkkbyy.

Jrjkj vfufpbyf cedtybhjd z pfvtnbk ntktajyye/ ,elre.

But I still managed to get paid. Then [I] wrote internal reviews for journals. [I]

anonymously worked in television. In short, [I] turned into a free-lance artist. And

now here fate had dumped me in Tallinn.

Next to a souvenir store I noticed a telephone booth.

Ellipsis of object arguments is possible, if the subjects are the same, the objects

are the same, and the second event is closely related to the first, by being part

of a series of events ([227]) or an elaboration or explication of the first ([228]):52

[227] Freithrf c[dfnbkf vtyz<j> pf yj;rb, gthtdthyekf º<j> ddth[ ujkjdjq b

iktgyekf º<j> gj ujkjq gjgrt.

The midwife grabbed me by my legs, turned [me] upside down, and slapped [me]

on my naked behind.

[228] D njn ltym jyf ghjlfkf cdjt tlbycndtyyjt ghbkbxyjt gkfnmt<j>. Ghjlfkf º<j>

ltitdj, gjnjve xnj nfrb[ gkfnmtd ,skj vyjuj d vfufpbyf[.

That day she sold her only decent dress. [She] sold [it] cheap, because there were

many such dresses in the shops.

Ellipsis does not occur when the events are understood as separate events for

which it is necessary to restate the participants: if the second event requires

the completion of the first ([229]) or if attention is focused on what eventually

happens to the object ([230]):

52 McShane 1999.
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[229] D htcnjhfyxbr djitk xtkjdtr b ctk hzljv c {fhbyunjyjv. -- Ghbdtn! -- dphtdtk

xtkjdtr. Gjnjv jy pfvtnbk {fhbyunjyf<j> b iktgyek tuj<j> gj cgbyt.

Into the restaurant came a man and sat next to Harrington. -- Greetings! -- the

man roared. Then he noticed Harrington and slapped him on the back.

[230] Jy dsnfobk bp rfhvfyf ldt cnjgrb ltytu<j> b iktgyek b[<j> yf cnjk gthtl

Ktjybljv.

He took out two stacks of money and slapped them down on the table in front of

Leonid.

4.5.5 Second-person pronouns and address
Russian, like French, uses second-person plural forms of the pronoun and of the

present tense of verbs -- what may be written as the “B-form” -- both for true

plurals and for formal address to a single person.53 The second-person singular

forms of the pronoun (ns, etc.) and of verbs -- what may be written as the

“ -form” -- are then not only singular but also informal. To an extent the use of

address has to be understood as part of a dyad involving two speakers: reciprocal

↔ is mutually recognized familiarity and solidarity; B↔B implies mutual

formality, distance, and mutual acknowledgment of autonomy; the mixed dyad

↔B indicates an asymmetry in age or social status.54

For a given pair of individuals, the use of pronouns and (less so) forms of

names is stable in different speech contexts, though certain kinds of ad hoc

changes do occur. Speakers who use mutual privately may switch to B when

others are present in a professional setting.55 It has been reported that speakers

can spontaneously, in annoyance, switch to in place of B, or, alternatively,

that speakers can switch away from to a more detached B, indicating the

breakdown of cordial, familiar relations.

As a rule, once two individuals have adopted one pattern of address, they can

be expected to maintain the pattern throughout their lives. The exception is

the ritual transition from B to that marks the emergence of brotherhood or

romance:

53 The cultural rules for the use of the two forms of pronouns and verbs, and of names in address,
are, like many linguistic and cultural rules, internalized by speakers of Russian but little de-
scribed for outsiders. Kantorovich (1966) inserts personal observations and textual attestations in
an impassioned argument against asymmetric ↔B. Friedrich (1966, 1972) lists ten parameters
that influence usage and documents usage in nineteenth-century belles-lettres, which he takes
to reflect actual usage, with special attention to instances of shifts (“breakthroughs”) between

and B. The examples of instability should probably be interpreted as literary maneuvers. For
instance, the wild swings in pronoun usage between and B observed between the prince and
a seduced-and-abandoned maiden (eventually prostitute) in Tolstoy’s Resurrection has to be under-
stood as part of Tolstoy’s attempt to portray the complex power and moral relations between
the two characters. Nakhimovsky 1976 and Alexeev 2000 offer extensive observations about pat-
terns of usage across various ages and social groups. Comrie, Stone, and Polinsky 1996 adds some
additional observations.

54 Brown and Gilman 1960. 55 Nakhimovsky 1976:93.
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[231] Jlby bp yb[ -- Dfkthbq Gthwjd -- ujdjhbn lheujve:

-- Lfdfqnt ,eltv c dfvb yf ns.

-- Lfdfq, -- ujdjhbn lheujq. эnbv lheubv /yjitq ,sk z.

One of them -- Valery Pertsov -- says to the other:

-- Let’s switch to ty.

-- Let’s, -- says the other. I was that second youth.

Aside from this codified rite of transition, speakers otherwise tend to maintain

the pattern they establish, from the time in the life cycle when they establish

their relations. Childhood or adolescent friends who have grown up with

continue to use throughout their lives. Thus “to switch from ns to ds when

a relationship has reached a certain degree of intimacy is impossible, in fact

insulting.”56

Actual usage depends on the social class of the interlocutors, their institu-

tional rank and allegiance, age, and how people perceive these variables.

Children grow up being addressed with and using to address family

members and peers. Children learn to address adult family friends with B, with

a quasi-kinship title like lzlz (Njkz), ntnz (Ktyf), and eventually to use B with

adult outsiders (teachers, etc.).

The usage among adolescents and young adults is transitional. It was reported

a quarter of a century ago that adolescents begin to be addressed with B by

teachers and other adults from (approximately) the age of sixteen, and since they

already address their teachers (and other authority figures) with B, they would,

accordingly, enter into dyads of reciprocal B↔B.57 For young people amongst

themselves, reciprocal ↔ seems to be usual now when they presume they

belong to the same social sphere -- educational or professional or social circles.

However, a new acquaintance between members of the opposite sexes in late

adolescence used to begin with B if they did not presume a shared in-group.

Middle-aged adults of comparable status who have no prior relationship are

likely to initiate reciprocal B↔B. The reciprocal pattern is that favored in aca-

demic institutions between persons of different ages (excepting younger col-

leagues who think of themselves as peers and use reciprocal ↔ ). Some asym-

metry in the relations is inevitably introduced by the name forms that are used

in the dyad ↔B. In particular, a senior person can use the first name (= И )

or the surname (= ) while the junior person uses first name and patronymic

(=И J). Reciprocal B↔B among comparable adults (of comparable status and

56 Nakhimovsky 1976:117, n. 4, a source unusual in making explicit the etiology of address -- the
fact that speakers establish a pattern of address at some point and thereafter maintain that
pattern.

57 Transition to address with B may not be universal (Comrie, Stone, and Polinsky 1996:252).
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age, with no long-term history) has evidently been losing ground to reciprocal

↔ .

Asymmetric usage ( ↔B) makes explicit an asymmetry in power relations

in an institutional setting -- in the army, in factories -- but it is possible that

asymmetric ↔B has lost ground to B↔B and ↔ over the last quarter

century.58 Overall, the development until 1989--91 was in the direction of in-

creasing use of the two reciprocal patterns. B↔B evidently expanded across

the institutional spectrum, from the most genteel context of academia to other

institutions. ↔ expanded up the age ladder, at the expense of the asymmet-

ric pattern ↔B and the formal pattern of B↔B. It remains to be seen what

patterns of usage will emerge -- in particular, whether the asymmetric pattern

↔B will make a comeback in the culture of the New Russians, where power

and status are so vexed.

4.5.6 Names
Names are various, and various combinations are possible.59 Usage differs de-

pending on whether the name is used to address someone or to refer to someone.

Usage differs by genre or function of text. Even in speech, narrative is different

from immediate conversation. Official bureaucratic style has its own patterns

(in writing and, derivatively, in speech). Memoirs have a distinct style, one that

vacillates between familiarity and detachment. Reference is made below to one

uninspired, Soviet-era text, a set of short reminiscences by forty writers and

family members about the jingoistic poet Alexander Andreevich Prokofev.60 The

text, while formulaic, offers some evidence about the variation that is possible

in the use of names to refer to the same individual in a written text.

Russian names have maximally three parts: the formal given name (bvz, here-

after, “И ”), such as Fktrctq; the patronymic (jnxtcndj, hereafter “J”), such

as male Fktrcttdbx, female Fktrcttdyf; and the surname (or family name,

afvbkbz, hereafter “ ”), such as male Fktrcttd, female Fktrcttdf. In place

of the formal first names, diminutives (evtymibntkmyfz ajhvf, hereafter, “У”),

such as Fktif, are often used.

Given name/bvz (ИИИ or УУУУУ ): In address , someone who is addressed with the

informal pronoun is as a rule also addressed by the given name, and in fact

by a diminutive form rather than the full form of the given name. The forms

of У are legion. For example, the formal name Fktrctq ‘Aleksei’ gives Fkt[f,

Fktif, Kt[f, Ktyf, Fktitymrf, Fkt[fy, Ktrcf, Ktrctq, Ktrctqrf; similarly,

58 Comrie, Stone, and Polinsky 1996:255.
59 Formanovskaia 1989:71--74. 60 Aleksandr Prokof ′ev: Vspominaiut druz′ia: sbornik (Moskva, 1977).
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Vfhbz ‘Mariia’ gives Vfhbqrf, Vfhbif, Vfhz, Vekz, Vecz, Vfhecz, Vfh/nf,

Vfcz, Veif, Vfyz, Vfy/yz, Vfyzif, Vfif, Vfieyz, Vfhmzif.61 У is used to

address a person with and to refer to a person whom the speaker would

address by and У.

Most diminutive names belong to the second declension, and end in {-a} in

the nominative singular. In address, the final {-a} is often lost, and the preceding

consonant does not devoice: Yfnfi, Dbnm, lzlm [d̨], Ctht; [z‹]. The more explicit

form with {-a} is preserved when a dialogue is initiated ([232]):

[232] 1 D: Plhfdcndeq Ktyf // Эnj Vfhmzyf Greetings Lena // This is Mariana

2 K: Lj,hsq ltym Vfhmzyf Good day Mariana.

3 <. . .> <. . .>

4 D: Ye dctuj lj,hjuj Kty //

Ghb[jlb rfr-yb,elm r yfv

Well all the best Len // Come see us

some time

5 K: {jhjij Vfhmzy // Rfr dshdecm nfr

ghble

Fine Marian // Soon as [I] get free [I]

will come

The less explicit form (Kty, Vfhmzy) maintains or confirms an ongoing connec-

tion between speaker and addressee (4D or 5K in [232]).

The more formal И is used less commonly than У . Still, it can be used by a

speaker (for example, by a spouse) as a more detached, less intimate referential

form than the diminutive. Thus, in talking to her friend Natasha, Sveta refers

to her husband as Fylhtq:

[233] Y: B ds ljkuj ikb nfv? Did you walk for a long time there?

C: Gj эnjve rfymjye vs ikb-ikb /

Fylhtq rjytxyj [jntk tuj yfcrdjpm

ghjqnb

Along that canyon we walked and

walked / Andrei of course wanted to

walk all the way through it

Given name-patronymic/bvz jnxtcndj (ИИИ J): The given name is used together

with the patronymic as a conventional combination. In address , a person who

is addressed by B is usually addressed using ИJ. Conversely, a person addressed

using ИJ is addressed with B:

[234] Vfhufhbnf Yfgjktjyyf / f hfccrf;bnt j Gfhb;t

Margarita Napoleonovna / tell us about Paris

By using ИJ to refer to someone, the speaker invites the addressee to think

of the person as someone who might be addressed in those terms, by means of

ИJ and B. There are many possible motivations: the speaker is acquainted with

the person; the speaker knows the addressee is acquainted with the person; the

61 Listed in the popular handbook Grushko and Medvedev 2000.
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speaker invites the addressee to think of the person as someone who might be

addressed. We do not know Pushkin, but we can discuss him as a person who

might be addressed:

[235] Geirbycrb[ cjcty e;t ytn djpkt ctkf Vb[fqkjdcrjuj, rfr ytn b cfvjuj

Fktrcfylhf Cthuttdbxf, tuj ltntq . . .

The Pushkinian pines are no longer at Mikhailovskoe, just as there is no

Aleksandr Sergeevich himself, nor his children . . .

A person who could be addressed is a private individual, one with unique habits

or qualities that the speaker (or the reader) could observe (as in [236]). These

private, personal properties are opposed to the public and professional properties

of the individual:

[236] Vs ;bkb d Ljvt ndjhxtcndf d Rjvfhjdt. Cnjzkf [jkjlyfz pbvf. Ghjrjamtd d nt

lyb gtht;bdfk nhfubxtcre/ rjyxbye csyf Cfyb -- yfituj, njulf tot vjkjls[

gbcfntktq, njdfhbof -- lfhjdbnjuj gjэnf b gthtdjlxbrf. Nt, rnj yf[jlbkcz

hzljv c Fktrcfylhjv Fylhttdbxtv, cnfhfkbcm jndktxm tuj . . .

We were living in the Dom Tvorchestva in Komarovo. It was a cold winter.

Prokofev in those days was trying to get over the tragic death of his son Sania -- a

comrade of us writers, who were still young then -- a talented poet and translator.

Whoever was around Aleksandr Andreevich tried to distract him . . .

The first reference by means of presents a journalistic fact, after which the

perspective shifts to discuss how this individual, now ИJ, interacted with others

as a private person.

The patronymic J is used occasionally by itself in peasants’ or workers’ speech,

addressed to avuncular figures,62 a famous example being yfi Bkmbx ‘our

beloved Ilich [Lenin]’, or among the intelligentsia as a teasing parody of that

type of usage.

Surname/afvbkbz (ФФФФФФ): The surname can be used by itself or in combination

with the given name И or ИJ. The combined forms ИJ or И would ordinarily

not be used in address, except in bureaucratic contexts (for example, reading

a list of names). can be used by itself in address with . This pattern can

signal: a remnant of schooldays, solidarity within some profession or status

group (when is reciprocal), or condescension from a superior to an inferior

(when the address dyad is asymmetric ↔B).

62 Nakhimovsky 1976:95. A no less famous example from an earlier time: ≤ljkuj kb verb ctz,
ghjnjgjg, ,eltn?≥ B z ujdjh/: ≤Vfhrjdyf, lj cfvsz cvthnb!≥ Jyf ;t, dplj[yz, jndtofkf:
≤lj,hj, Gtnhjdbxm, byj tot gj,htltv≥ “Will these torments last long, oh protopope?” And I say,
“Markovna, until death.” And she, sighing, answered, “Well, Petrovich, let us wander a bit more”.’
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In reference, is used in an anaphoric fashion to refer to a known individ-

ual in the middle of an episode, once the identity of the individual and some

properties of the individual are established ([236], [237] below).

The combination of all three names ИJ (for example, Fktrcfylh Fylhttdbx

Ghjrjamtd) provides a complete identification of an individual, potentially with

all properties relevant, with overtones of grandeur, to initiate or finish off the

discussion of an individual. Using initials (F. F. Ghjrjamtd) is more bureaucratic

than the explicit ИJ .

The combination of И (without the jnxtcndj) is used especially for public

figures (actors, writers, etc.). It invites one to think of the public as opposed

to the private individual -- for example, to introduce individuals for a public

performance ([237]):

[237] Dcktl pf Dctdjkjljv Dbiytdcrbv dscnegbk Fktrcfylh Ghjrjamtd. Jy dsitk yf

cwtye edthtyysv, ndthlsv ifujv. Gthdst ;t ckjdf tuj ghjybrkb lj uke,bys

cthltw. Ghjrjamtd ujdjhbk, xnj ;bpym b ,jhm,f ktybyuhflwtd d eckjdbz[

,kjrfls -- эnj ktutylfhyfz bcnjhbz ve;tcndf, cnjqrjcnb b vfccjdjuj uthjbpvf.

Following Vsevolod Vishnevsky Aleksandr Prokofev spoke. He strode onto the stage

with a confident, firm gait. His first words went to the depths of the heart.

Prokofev said, that the life and struggle of the citizens of Leningrad under the

conditions of the blockade -- that was a legendary story of courage, resilience, and

massive heroism.

The oxymoronic combination У (for example, Cfif Ghjrjamtd) indicates

that the speaker might personally address the individual with У , but still

gives a more complete identification of the individual for the addressee.

As noted, there is a high degree of correlation between the mode of ad-

dress and the forms of names. As a rule, formal address in B is correlated

with ИJ, and informal address in is correlated with У . There are excep-

tions, which have distinct sociological overtones. Some members of the intelli-

gentsia use the diminutive name in address (У ) to express familiarity but, at

the same time, maintain respectful distance by using address with B. The com-

bination of with ИJ is possible in a highly specific milieu. One of those who

wrote reminiscences about Prokofev commented, “I considered him a senior col-

league, addressed him with ty, though as Alexander Andreevich”: age merits

the respect of ИJ at the same time as the enforced solidarity of party culture

implies .

Table 4.11 gives a list of name forms, with a statement of their typical mean-

ings and stylistic connotations. By “given” is meant reference to an individual

whose identity is already established in the text; by “introduced” is meant a

process of establishing or introducing an individual in the current text.
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Table 4.11 Names

form example mode, individual, properties / stylistic connotation

У Cfif address with or reference to given individual, with
private properties / intimate

И Fktrcfylh reference to given individual as if not an addressee, with
private properties / less intimate than У

J Fylhttdbx address / folk, uncultured (jocular)
ИJ Fktrcfylh Fylhttdbx address with B; reference to introduced or given individual /

(formal) addressee
У Cfif Ghjrjamtd reference to introduced individual / as if intimate addressee
И Fktrcfylh Ghjrjamtd reference to introduced individual with open public

properties, episode onset or coda / formal or bureaucratic
И Fktrcfylh Fylhttdbx

Ghjrjamtd
reference to introduced individual with public properties,

text onset or coda / formal or bureaucratic, pompous
Ghjrjamtd address with or B; reference to given individual with

specific, partial (episodic) properties / neutral

4.6 Demonstrative pronouns

4.6.1 Эnjn
The two demonstrative pronouns of Russian, in one way or another, point

out entities.63 Únjn is proximal, pointing to something relatively near or

known in the discourse. Nj́n is distal , pointing to something less near or

less known, though nj́n is used in quite specific functions.64 A demonstrative

adopts the gender--number and case of the noun which it modifies. A demon-

strative can be used without an explicit head noun, as an argument, and agree

with the intended referent.65 The neuter singular forms …nj and nj́ have devel-

oped specialized uses that go beyond the narrow sense of pointing to a specific

entity.

A familiar and basic function of demonstratives is to point to entities that are

present in the speech situation, such as, for example, the coffee pot (called a

inérf) in [238].

63 Comment. In the literature on reference, the task is often taken to be to describe how “we can iden-
tify an object by means of a referring expression” (Lyons 1977:648); demonstratives are assumed
to differentiate one individual from a set of comparable individuals. This view presumes that
individuals are given and waiting to be pointed to. In fact, a demonstrative creates the individual
for the current discourse; the background from which the individual is selected is not necessarily
a universe of analogous elements. On Russian demonstratives, see Paducheva 1985, Kresin 1994
([242], [243], [244]), Grenoble 1998.

64 Weiss 1988 documents asymmetries in the usage of the two pronouns.
65 On the anaphoric use of demonstratives, see Berger and Weiss 1987; Weiss 1988, 1989.
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[238] F rfr hf,jnftn эnf inerf // pyfxbn ye;yj ghjxbo . . . ghjxbobdfnm rf;le/

lshjxre.

And how does this thing work // I get it, you have to clean out every hole.

In [238], by using the demonstrative and the minimal class name (inérf), the

speaker takes an object in the domain of the external reality of the speech situa-

tion and moves it into the domain of speech. Similarly, by using the demonstra-

tive in [239], the speaker brings the article of clothing, which is in the speaker’s

visual field, into speech:

[239] Ktyrf, f ns эnj gkfnmt d эnjv ujle cibkf bkb d ghjikjv?

Lenka, that dress -- was it this year you sewed it, or last year?

In both [238] and [239], the function of the demonstrative is not so much to

differentiate these specific tokens (this thing or this dress) from other possible

entities of their class (from other things or other dresses) as to select these enti-

ties in one domain -- here, the real-world situation in which the activity of speech

is embedded -- and establish them as entities that can be discussed in speech.

Demonstratives also operate in the domain of text, pointing from the current

discussion to the domain of the prior discussion. Recall that bare nouns without

a demonstrative can easily be used in Russian to refer back to unique individuals

(j́pthj in [4.213] and gkfnj́ in [4.214]). For example, in the narrative of a hiking

expedition in the Crimea ([240]), the narrator first asserts that they entered what

she calls a canyon:

[240] F yf cktle/obq ltym e;t djikb d yfcnjzobq rfymjy // Vs c Vfhbyjq

dthyekbcm r h/rpfrfv / f jyb gjikb lfkmit // B jyb dsikb . . . ghjikb

rfymjy yfcrdjpm

The next day we entered a real canyon // Marina and I went back to the backpacks

/ while they went on // And they came out . . . they went through the whole

canyon

When the hike becomes difficult, the party divides, and the speaker’s husband

and a friend continue. Throughout this episode, the ravine is a known entity with

a constant property; it is the site of a challenging hike. Here no demonstrative

is used. In the continuation in [241],

[241] Djn // Ntgthm . . . Ye vs dthyekbcm bp эnjuj rfymjyf / jgznm e;t cnfkj ntvytnm /

vs hfp,bkb . . . jgznm gfkfnrb / gthtyjxtdfkb

So // Now . . . We came out of this canyon / again it had started to get dark / we

broke out . . . the tents again / spent the night

the speaker uses a demonstrative to begin a new text segment (note Djn //
Ntgthm . . . Ye). By using the demonstrative, the speaker indicates that the canyon
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now under discussion is, after all, the same canyon discussed in the prior text

segment. In broader terms, demonstratives “point” in the sense that they con-

nect an individual across two domains; they indicate that there is continuity of

identity despite there being a shift from one domain to another.

Demonstratives can also be used to establish that there is a unique individ-

ual under discussion even when no individual was previously established. In

particular, a demonstrative can turn a shapeless event or state -- gjcvjnh†k in

[242], yfcneg∫kf nbibyƒ in [243] -- into something that can be discussed as an

entity:

[242] Cnfkby gjcvjnhtk tve ghzvj d ukfpf. <elzuby pyfk, xnj jpyfxftn эnjn dpukzl:

jy jpyfxftn ytljdthbt.

Stalin looked him straight in the eye. Budiagin knew what this look meant: it

meant suspicion.

[243] Jy yt ecgtk jndtnbnm. Dlheu yfcnegbkf nbibyf, b d эnjq nbibyt Vfhr

ecksifk ujkjc Cnfkbyf: <. . .>

He was about to reply when silence suddenly fell. In this silence Mark heard the

voice of Stalin: <. . .>

The nouns used with demonstratives help define the class of entities to which

the entity is thought to belong, at this point in the text. Sometimes a new

noun is introduced to re-classify an individual which is already known in other

respects.

[244] <elzuby tlbycndtyysq rfr-nj c ybv c,kbpbkcz. Hf,jxbq gfhtym bp

Vjnjdbkb[b, jy dgthdst edbltk rfdrfpwf, gj;fktk эnjuj /;fybyf, pfckfyyjuj

d [jkjlye/ Cb,bhm, d eckjdbz, cehjdjcnm rjnjhs[ dslth;bn b yt dczrbq

heccrbq.

Budiagin had been the only one who managed somehow to get along with him

[=Stalin]. A working-class lad from Motovilikha, as soon as he spotted the

Caucasian, he felt sorry for this southerner banished to chilly Siberia, to ferocious

conditions that not every Russian could endure.

As the noun places the individual in a new category -- those people who come

from the Caucasus -- the demonstrative connects the new category (essence) to

the prior mention.

The class of things to which a demonstrative points has some connection to

the class named by the noun, but it does not have to match it exactly. In [245],

for example,

[245] Z gjvy/ d ltncndt / yfif ,elrf jrfpfkfcm hzljv c Af,th;t / c rfrbv Af,th;t

/ z yt pyf/ / ,elrf ,skf / b djn / rfr ctqxfc gjvy/ / эnjn Af,th;t ghbitk /

vjq jntw c ybv hfpujdfhbdfk / cbltkb d rjcn/vf[
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I remember in childhood / our booth turned out to be next to the Faberg†s’ / with

which Faberg† / I don’t know / the booth was / and so / as I recall now / that

Faberg† came / my father talked with him / they were sitting in their bathing suits

the function of the demonstrative is not to single out this Faberg† from other

Faberg†s. The set is not people bearing the name Faberg†, but the inclusive

hypernym of wealthy tourists that includes this particular person.

Thus using a demonstrative with a noun is a complex operation. A demonstra-

tive points from the domain of the current discussion to some other domain,

such as the real world surrounding speech, the adjacent text, or the set of com-

parable entities; there is continuity of reference -- the individual is the same --

in spite of the shift in domains.

4.6.2 Njn
Nj́n, more restricted than English that, has quite specific functions.

In speech, nj́n can indeed be used, in opposition to proximate …njn, to point

to a distal object. In [246], the distal location is confirmed by the distal adverb

dj́y:

[246] -- Njdfhbob, z r dfv c njq kfdjxrb.

Ghjcnj d njv djy ljvt tcnm cnjkjdfz.

-- Comrades, I’ve come to you from that

bench. Just wanted to let you know

there’s a canteen in that building over

there.

-- C ekbws? -- On the street?

-- Lf. B vs htibkb ghzvj d gjhzlrt

jxthtlb pf[jlbnm, dtlm gjreifnm dct

[jnzn.

-- Yes. We decided to go in, keeping the

right order ’cause everyone wants a bit

to eat.

-- F xtuj, ghfdbkmyj. -- Good idea, why not?

-- Nfr xnj эnf kfdjxrf pf yfvb, f ds pf

ytq, [jhjij?

-- So this bench is after us, and you’re

after them, okay?

Nj́n is used along with …njn in texts when two participants are under discus-

sion and need to be distinguished. Únjn refers to the more prominent, nj́n to

the less prominent referent.

[247] Vyjuj ktn cgecnz, ctcnhf Vfif crfpfkf Hbyt, xnj z ,sk d ytt dk/,kty. Эnf

jxtym elbdbkfcm, gthtcghjcbkf Vfie, nf gjlndthlbkf, xnj jxtym cbkmyj, xnj

,tp gfvznb.

Years later, my sister Masha told Rina that I had been in love with her. This one

[= Rina] acted surprised, quizzed Masha, and that one [= Masha] confirmed that

yes, I had been completely, head-over-heels in love.

[248] Hbyf jxtym elbdbkfcm, gthtcghjcbkf Vfie, nf gjlndthlbkf, xnj <. . .>

Rina acted surprised, quizzed Masha, and that one [= Masha] confirmed that <. . .>

Thus nj́n selects out the more distal of two competing individuals.
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When there is no contrast between competing individuals, nj́n points to an

entity perceived as remote from the current situation. Some examples:

[249] Yt pyf/, wtk kb njn fkm,jv. I don’t know if that album is still

intact.

[250] Itcnmltczn ktn ghjikj, f z

yfrhtgrj pfgjvybk njn ljghjc.

Sixty years have passed, but I still

clearly remember that interrogation.

[251] Ytlfdyj gthtxbnfk z njn cdjq

c,jhybr jxthrjd.

Not long ago I reread that collection of

sketches of mine.

[252] d njv rfat in that caf† [in Paris, long ago]

[253] d njv (1929-jv) ujle in that year (of 1929)

[254] Bp cjctlytuj dsikf cnfhe[f, jxtym

gj[j;fz yf ne, rjnjhfz pltcm ;bkf

gjkdtrf yfpfl. Z gjyzk, xnj эnj ,skf

nf ltdjxrf-cjctlrf, ecgtdifz

cjcnfhbnmcz.

From the adjacent house an old

woman came out, very similar to that

one who had lived here a half century

ago. I understood that it was that

neighbor girl, who had managed to

grow old.

Nj́n in this sense becomes idiomatic: d n† dhtvtyƒ ‘in those times of yore [unlike

now]’, d nj́n hƒp ‘on that occasion’, c nj́q cnjhjyß ‘from the other [not this] side’,

nj́n cd†n ‘the other realm [death]’.

Combined with the adjective cƒvsq or the particle ;t (or both), nj́n confirms

that the discussion still concerns the same individual discussed earlier, when

other individuals might be imagined, or the participation of this individual is

unexpected:

[255] Nfywez cnhj;fqit pfghtotyysq ajrcnhjn, pfdjlbkb jlye b ne ;t gkfcnbyre.

Dancing the strictly forbidden foxtrot, we would put on one and the same record.

Similarly, …njn ;t reminds the addressee that the entity is the same, lest there

be any doubt:

[256] Djn // F gjnjv vs yf эne ;t dthibye dvtcnt / gjlybvfkbcm / yf enhj yf

cktle/ott

So // And then together up this very same peak / we climbed / on the following

morning

Nj́n commonly initiates an upcoming relative clause that provides a descrip-

tion of the entity or entities that fit a formula (essential reference):

[257] Jlyf;ls Cthut/ gjrfpfkjcm, xnj jy yfitk bvtyyj ne ltdeire, rjnjhe/

bcrfk dc/ ;bpym.

Once it seemed to Sergei that he had found just the very girl he had been looking

for all his life.

In this function nj́n is easily used without an overt head noun (§4.4.5):
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[258] Dkfcnb ghtcktljdfkb nt[, rnj rhtcnbk.

The authorities persecuted those who engaged in baptism.

Related is the use of neuter singular nj́ to provide a head for xnj clauses

embedded as argument phrases when a preposition or oblique case is required

in the matrix clause ([259]) (§5.10.2).

[259] Vs gjnjv dcnhtnbkb tot jlye uhegge rbtdkzy / nfr jyb nj;t tt jxtym

djpytyfdbltkb / pf nj xnj jyf . . . ujdjhbkf bv / d Zknt ujkjktl

We subsequently met another group of people from Kiev / and they also took a

dislike to her / on account of the fact that she told them / there was frost in Yalta.

4.6.3 Headless nj, эnj
The neuter singular forms …nj and nj́, used alone without a noun, have developed

functions that go beyond their strictly demonstrative functions, although they

are related.66

Both …nj and nj́ can refer back to whatever was being discussed in the previous

discourse:

[260] Ye djn / pyfxbn ye vs ikb . . . nfv jxtym gjlybvfnmcz ,skj . . . ytvyj;txrj

nz;tkjdfnj djn / e rjuj cthlwt yt jxtym [jhjitt / yj vyt rfr hfp эnj ,skj

ytnhelyj

So well / I mean well we walked . . . you had to climb . . . just a bit difficult you

see / for anyone whose heart isn’t so good / but for me this was not hard

A specialized variant is: x -- …nj y, which first names a topic and then makes an

assertion:

[261] Gentitcndbt d Dtht/ -- эnj cdtnkjt djcgjvbyfybt vjtq /yjcnb.

The trip to Vereia -- that is a sacred memory of my youth.

Nj́ used in this function makes the situation remote:

[262] C yfxfkf njuj 1929 ujlf z c,kbpbkcz c Kzktq Bkmbycrjq. Ytn-ytn, nj yt ,sk

hjvfy.

From the beginning of that year of 1929 I grew close to Lialia Ilinskaia. No, no,

that was no romance.

It could be noted that the neuter demonstrative usually comes before the copula,

but the copula agrees with the noun that is introduced (masculine in [262],

feminine above in [254]).

Headless nj́ has been lexicalized in various expressions and constructions,

such as ,j́ktt njuj́ ‘even more than that’, njvé yfpƒl ‘ago’. The phrase f nj́ has

66 Weiss 1988, Junghanns 1996.
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become a discourse connective introducing the apodosis in conditionals:

[263] Fktif z nt,t yfkm/ / f nj ,eltn jxtym [jkjlysq

Alesha, I’m going to pour [coffee] for you now / or else it will be very cold

Repeated, it forms the notable idiom nj́ . . . , nj́ . . . ‘first one, then the other’:

[264] Yjxm/ yt lfdfkb gjrjz -- jnrhsdfkfcm ldthm, b nj jlyjuj, nj lheujuj

dsrkbrfkb yf ljghjc.

At night they gave us no peace -- the door would open and they’d call in first one,

then another for interrogation.

While headless nj́ has become a connective that links clauses in discourse,

headless neuter …nj has also extended its functions, but in a different direction.

The starting point is its deictic function of pointing to an entity (in the speech

situation or in the text) and identifying it, such as the first token of …nj in

[265]. From this, …nj has become an operator identifying something about the

nature of the situation, such as who the agent was (second and third tokens in

[265]):

[265] F -- Эnj ndjt ifvgfycrjt? Эnj ns

ghbytc?

-- Is this your champagne? Are you

the one who brought it?

V -- Ytn, эnj Kblf dxthf ghbytckf. -- No, it was Lida who brought [it]

yesterday.

Or …nj can identify some other participant, such as an object (first token in

[266]) or even how the event as a whole is to be characterized (second token in

[266]):

[266] -- Djn jyb, ghjktnfhbb, ghjktnfhbb!

Ghjrkznst!

Lf dtlm эnj yfv rhbxfn, yfc

ghjrkbyf/n! Iehf b z gjikb vbvj

cktle/otuj dfujyf. B jnnelf, edbltd

yfc, dphsdfkbcm nt ;t pkj,yst

rhbrb, ek/k/rfymt.

-- Gjqltv j,hfnyj, -- crfpfk z

Ieht . . .

-- Yt j,hfofq dybvfybz, эnj rekfrjd

dtpen, -- crfpfk Iehf ytdjpvenbvsv

ujkjcjv.

-- There they are, those proletarians,

damned proletarians.

It was us they were shouting at, us

they were cursing. Shura and I passed

by the next car. And from there, once

they saw us, came the same angry

cries, hooting.

-- Let’s go back, I said to Shura.

-- Don’t pay any attention, what they’re

doing is shipping off kulaks, -- said

Shura in an imperturbable voice.

At this point …nj has become a sentential operator with the function of focusing;

it does not have to have a specific argument position. The uses of …nj in [265--66]

have become quite usual in colloquial Russian.
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4.7 Reflexive pronouns

4.7.1 Basics
Russian has two reflexive pronouns: ct,ź, an argument pronoun, and cdj́q, a

possessive adjective.67 Ct,ź occurs in positions in which argument phrases usu-

ally occur, except subject position. Ct,ź expresses case, but does not distinguish

gender or number. As an adjective, cdj́q agrees in gender, case, and number with

the noun it modifies. Cdj́q and ct,ź can refer to first or second persons as well

as to third persons.

Pronouns instruct the addressee to posit an individual at the site of the pro-

noun and go to a source for information about the identity of the individual. On

the syntactic domain of a finite predicate in which a pronoun is an argument

of the predicate (or modifies an argument of the predicate), the meaning of re-

flexive and third-person pronouns is complementary. When a reflexive pronoun

is used, the source, or antecedent, for the reflexive must be the subject of the

finite predicate (indexed <i> in [267] and [268]); reflexives cannot refer to an

object (t= in [267] or tvé in [268], indexed <j>) or to some other third person

who is not mentioned in this sentence (indexed <k>):

[267] Vjz vfnm<i> dpzkf tt<j> r ct,t<i | ∗j | ∗k>, r cdjtq<i | ∗j | ∗k> ctvmt.

My mother<i> took her<j> to herself<i | ∗j | ∗k>, into her<i | ∗j | ∗k> family.

[268] Jy<i> rhfnrj crfpfk tve<j> ghj ct,z<i | ∗j | ∗k>, ghj cdj/<i | ∗j | ∗k> ;bpym.

He<i> told him<j> briefly about himself<i | ∗j | ∗k>, about his<i | ∗j | ∗k> life.

By complementarity, non-reflexive third-person pronouns cannot refer to the

subject of a finite predicate, but must refer to some other entity, which can be

another argument of the same predicate or an individual that is not mentioned

as an argument of the predicate at all. In [269--70] the third-person feminine

pronouns (y†q, t=) cannot refer to the subject (indexed <i>) but could refer to

the direct object (indexed <j>) or to some other person not mentioned in the

predication (indexed <k>).

[269] Jyf<i> hfccghfibdfkf tt<j> j ytq<∗i | j | k>, j tt<∗i | j | k> ;bpyb.

She<i> questioned her<j> about her<∗i | j | k>, about her<∗i | j | k> life.

[270] F xthtp ldf lyz Vfit<j> dthyekb tt<∗i | j | k> pfzdktybt c htpjk/wbtq: Jnrfpfnm.

Two days later they returned to Masha<j> her<∗i | j | k> application with the

decision: Denied.

On the domain of a finite predicate, almost any argument phrase can be the

site for a reflexive. If English normally uses a non-reflexive pronoun in sentences

67 See Peshkovskij 1956, Klenin 1974, Paducheva 1974[b], 1985, Yokoyama 1975, Yokoyama and Klenin
1976, Timberlake 1980[a], 1980[b], 1986, Rappaport 1986.
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such as next to him (?himself) John found a snake, similar constructions in Russian

would use ct,ź. Compare:

[271] Cjklfn<i> lfk tve vtcnj hzljv c cj,jq<i> yf crfvtqrt.

The soldier made room for him next to him on the bench.

[272] Yf njq ;t cnfywbb d nht[ ifuf[ jn ct,z<i> Vfif<i> edbltkf cfvjuj Cnfkbyf.

At that station, just three steps from her, Masha saw Stalin himself.

As in [272], it does not matter if the site for the pronoun precedes the subject

antecedent; word order is largely irrelevant to the use of reflexive and non-

reflexive pronouns.

Thus on the most transparent and frequent domain -- that of a finite predi-

cate -- there is complementarity between the two types of pronouns in all argu-

ment positions: a reflexive means the current referent is the same as that of the

subject, while an ordinary third-person pronoun cannot refer to the subject of

the finite predicate.

Semantically, a reflexive pronoun means that the individual posited at the site

of the pronoun is understood to be the same individual, with the same proper-

ties, as the antecedent. In context, subtle variations on the notion of identity

of reference arise, especially with the possessive adjective cdj́q.68 Example [267]

above, in which cdj́q establishes that there was a family associated with the

mother, might be considered neutral identity in between two extremes. At one

extreme, the referent of the pronoun could be defined independently, such as

Vladimir’s friend in [273]; this is independent or individuated reference.

[273] Dkflbvbh gjdtk yfc r ,jkmijve cdjtve lheue [elj;ybre Rjhbye.

Vladimir took us to his good friend the artist Korin.

At the opposite extreme, the individual may be defined by its relation of identity

to the subject. Thus, cdj́q often suggests that the possessed entity fits exactly

because it is associated with the subject, whereas other entities would not fit.

In [274], young people want to hear from representatives of that generation

associated with them, not from some other generation.

[274] Yfif vjkjlt;m [jxtn ecksifnm ;bdjq ujkjc ghtlcnfdbntktq cdjtuj

gjrjktybz.

Our young people want to hear the living voice of members of their generation.

This kind of reference is essential, in that the referent of the pronoun is defined

by its relation of identity to the antecedent. In context, with cdj́q, essential

reference takes on several guises: a distributive relation of possessed entities

with possessors, a contrast of exactly this possessor as opposed to other possible

68 Timberlake 1980[b].
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Table 4.12 Domains and semantics of reflexives

domain domain
domain moderately severely
unrestricted restricted restricted

individuated reference (individual defined
independently of relation of identity to
antecedent)

ct,z, cdjq tuj, tt, b[ tuj, tt, b[

neutral reference ct,z, cdjq ct,z, cdjq tuj, tt, b[
essential reference (individual defined by

relation of identity to antecedent,
specifically by a distributive, contrastive,
or characteristic relation)

ct,z, cdjq ct,z, cdjq ct,z, cdjq

possessors, or the sense that this possessed item, defined by identity to the

subject, is characteristic of the entity ([274]).

On the domain of finite predicates, these nuances in reference are merely

contextual overtones. But there are also restricted domains on which comple-

mentarity is vitiated, and then either a reflexive or a non-reflexive pronoun can

be used to refer to the antecedent. In such contexts, the choice of pronoun is

correlated with the sense of reference (Table 4.12).

In the vast majority of cases, the domain is the domain of finite predicates,

and then pronouns follow the principle of complementarity in an automatic

fashion, and these cases require no further comment. The discussion below is

devoted to the less automatic, albeit less frequent, contexts.

4.7.2 Autonomous arguments
Adverbial phrases such as ytcvjnhź yf ‘notwithstanding’, ghb ‘for all his/her’, gj

‘according to’ are commentary by the speaker about the validity of the predica-

tion. They are independent of the syntactic domain. In reference to the subject, a

possessive pronoun is often cdj́q, especially if the subject might be aware of the

relationship (as she is in [275]) but a non-reflexive can be used, if the sentence

reflects the speaker’s judgment (as in [276]):

[275] Jyf, ytcvjnhz yf cdj/ ,thtvtyyjcnm, wtksvb lyzvb cetnbkfcm.

Despite her pregnancy, she bustled around for days on end.

[276] Yj jabwths, ytcvjnhz yf b[ ytljdjkmcndj, dct ;t yt xedcndjdfkb ct,z hf,fvb.

The officers, their dissatisfaction notwithstanding, still did not feel like slaves.

Non-reflexive pronouns are used with parenthetical gj: gj tuj {hfcxtnfv ∼
ghbpyfyb/ ∼ ckjdfv} ‘by his {calculations ∼ admission ∼ words}’. Cdj́q is

avoided in comitative phrases expressing characteristic qualities whose existence

is presupposed:
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[277] Dcnfdfkb ktcf c b[ ghj[kfljq b cevthtxyjcnm/.

There rose up forests with their dankness and gloominess.

4.7.3 Non-immediate sites
Pronominal sites which are not direct arguments of a finite predicate, but which

are buried inside argument phrases, allow both types of pronouns in reference

to the subject:

[278] Jy ghbyzk htitybt gj cfvjve df;yjve lkz {ct,z ∼ ±ytuj} djghjce.

He made a decision on the most important for him question.

[279] Nfr jy ghjbpyjcbk dct ytghbdsxyst tot lkz {±ct,z ∼ ytuj} heccrbt ckjdf.

That is how he pronounced all still unusual for him Russian words.

The choice of pronoun depends in part on the adjective’s meaning. Affec-

tive adjectives, such as dƒ;ysq ‘important’ in [278], report states that im-

pinge on the well-being of the subject, who is also responsible for evaluating

the effect. Similar are: ,kfujghbźnysq ‘favorable’, ukƒdysq ‘central’, ljhjuj́q

‘dear’, ytj;∫lfyysq ‘unexpected’, j,zpƒntkmysq ‘obligatory’, jgƒcysq ‘danger-

ous’, jnxƒzyysq ‘hopeless’, gjk†pysq ‘useful’, cxfcnk∫dsq ‘happy, fortunate’,

nhélysq (nźujcnysq, nz;=ksq, nź;rbq) ‘difficult’, e,∫qcndtyysq ‘devastating’.

These affective, subjective adjectives readily allow the reflexive to be used (half

of the examples in a small corpus of this infrequent construction, 19xx/38xx).

In contrast, non-affective adjectives, such as ytghbdßxysq ‘unfamiliar’ in

[279], describe a quality of the situation that does not affect the well-being

of the subject. The quality is evaluated by the speaker. Similar are: dscj́rbq

‘high’, ljcnégysq ‘accessible’, pfuƒljxysq ‘puzzling’, bynth†cysq ‘interesting’,

ytgjyźnysq ‘incomprehensible’, yj́dsq ‘new’, jxtd∫lysq ‘obvious’, cnhƒyysq

‘strange’, xe;j́q ‘alien’. As in [279], such non-affective, objective adjectives use

the reflexive sparingly (in 8 of 35 tokens, or 23%).

The reflexive is rare for dative targets of adjectives, even affective adjectives:

jy yt chfpe yf[jlbn ye;ysq tve wdtn ‘he cannot right away find the color he

needs’.

4.7.4 Special predicate--argument relations: existential, quantifying, modal,
experiential predicates
Existential, modal (yé;yj, ytj,[jl∫vj ‘necessary’), and quantifying predicates

([dfn∫nm/[dfnƒnm, ljcnƒnjxyj ‘be sufficient’) have potentially two arguments

(§5.3.3).69 One argument, expressed in an oblique case or with a preposition,

is known independently and states the domain on which existence or modal-

ity or quantification holds. The other argument, expressed in the nominative

69 Timberlake 1980[a].
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or genitive, names the entity whose existence is at issue. Its reference is often

defined by a relationship of possession to the domain:70

[280] Lf b yf djqyt kjiflm nj;t yf[jlbncz ghb ltkt, tq nj;t tcnm nen cdjz

j,zpfyyjcnm.

The horse also has a function in war; it also has its own duty.

[281] Cdjb[ pfgfcjd ujh/xtuj tve yt [dfnbn.

His reserves of fuel were not going to be sufficient for him.

[282] Tq cdjq ljv ye;ty.

To her is necessary her own house.

[283] Tq ye;yf [jnz ,s dblbvjcnm cdjtq pyfxbvjcnb.

To her was necessary at least the appearance of her (own) significance.

Cdj́q in these constructions defines the essence of the possessed entity: it is a

token of the kind of thing that is appropriate for, or characteristic of, this domain

or possessor ([280--83]). Cdj́q also fits in such contexts if there is a distributive

relationship between entities and possessors, where each entity is associated

with a distinct possessor.

[284] Rf;lsq irfa bvtk ytcrjkmrj ctrwbq, r rf;ljq bp yb[ ,sk cdjq rk/x.

Each cabinet had several divisions, to each was its own key.

Cdj́q is occasionally used in other arguments if one of the special senses of cdj́q

comes in, such as a contrast of self opposed to other:

[285] E rjk[jpybrjd yf cdjb[ exfcnrf[ xeltcf fuhjnt[ybrb.

On their own plots the kolkhoz farmers achieve veritable wonders of

agrotechnology.

[286] Z yt [jntk e[jlbnm bp wt[f. Vyt [jhjij ,skj d cdjtv hf,jxtv rjkktrnbdt.

I didn’t want to leave the shop. It was good for me being in my own worker

collective.

But cdj́q is not needed if the entity is independently known (the folder in [287]):

[287] B dlheu z bycnbyrnbdyj gjxedcndjdfk, xnj e vtyz d herf[ ytn {vjtq ∼ ∗cdjtq}
gfgrb.

And suddenly I felt instinctively that I did not have my folder in my hands.

Ct,ź has fewer opportunities than cdj́q to occur with existential (modal, quan-

tifying) predicates, but can appear in a comitative expression ([288]) or within a

noun phrase ([289]):

[288] E vtyz jrfpfkbcm c cj,jq cgbxrb.

I had some matches turn up on myself.

70 In Tuj yt ,skj d cdjtq rjynjht (Stadniuk), the reflexive possessive in the domain phrase refers to
a genitive.
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[289] E ytuj yt jcnfdfkjcm dhtvtyb yf ct,z.

He kept having no time left for himself.

Experiential predicates are similar to existential predicates. Experiential pred-

icates, usually not verbs, report an experience or state or emotion localized in

a domain, which is named in an oblique (dative) case. Another argument, ex-

pressed by a prepositional phrase or the genitive, states the focal point of the

experience or emotion. The domain is referentially independent and is a natural

antecedent for reflexive pronouns in the focal argument.

[290] Tve cnfkj {ytkjdrj ∼ cnslyj ∼ uhecnyj ∼ ,jkmyj} pf {∗ytuj ∼ ct,z} b pf

{∗tuj ∼ cdj/} ckf,jcnm.

It became {uncomfortable ∼ shameful ∼ sad ∼ painful} to him on account of

himself and his weakness.

[291] :fkrj ,skj cdjtuj nhelf.

He was sorry on account of his effort.

[292] Tve cnfkj uflrj yf cfvjuj ct,z.

To him it became disgusting with respect to himself.

With experiential predicates, the reflexive is used regularly, without essential

force.

4.7.5 Unattached reflexives
Especially in existential constructions, cdj́q often acquires the overtone of some-

thing that is appropriate, or characteristic, or uniquely one’s own (as in [280--83]

above). In this sense, cdj́q can modify the subject of intransitives that are vaguely

existential ([293--95]):

[293] Vt;le ybvb ecnfyjdbkfcm cdjz, jcj,fz, cdzpm, yt nfrfz, rfr c lheubvb.

Between them there arose their own, special, bond, not like that with others.

[294] Pfujdjhbn ;t cdjz rhjdm.

One’s own blood will speak out [≈ Blood is thicker than water].

[295] Gjlevfnm, b vs ,skb rjulf-nj ,tpecst, ntgthm djn cdjz udfhlbz gjlhjckf.

And just to think, we were once whiskerless, and now our own regiment has

sprouted up.

A related sense of cdj́q is the sense of ‘one’s own kind’. In this sense cdj́q can

even be used as the subject of transitive verbs:

[296] D celm,t ;t Vbnzubyf z yt cjvytdfkcz. Ktn xthtp gznm-itcnm j,zpfntkmyj kb,j

cdjb pfht;en, kb,j hfccnhtkz/n gj cele.

I had no doubts about Mitiagin’s eventual fate. Five or six years down the line,

either his own kind will slit his throat or they’ll condemn him to a firing squad.

[297] Celm,e j,dbytyyjuj htifkb cdjb ;t cjcke;bdws.

The fate of an accused person was decided by his own fellow workers.
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Here cdj́q creates a contrast of self with others. It is in this sense that cdj́q

is used in idioms with no obvious antecedent: gé,kbrf cdjź ‘it’s our kind of

audience’; cdj∫ k÷lb ‘they are our own people’ ≈ ‘we’re among friends’.

Ct,ź is occasionally used without any explicit antecedent, in the sense of

‘whosoever might be under discussion’:

[298] Эnj jgfcyjcnm, rjnjhfz dctulf dktxtn pf cj,jq nz;rbt gjcktlcndbz lkz ct,z b

lkz lheub[.

That is a danger such as always brings with it serious consequences for oneself

and for others.

Used in this way, cdj́q and ct,ź have gone considerably beyond reflexives that

only blindly identify the referent of one argument as the same as the subject.

4.7.6 Special predicate--argument relations: direct objects
It is generally true that in Russian, unlike in English, objects do not antecede

reflexive pronouns. Nevertheless, the direct object can antecede a reflexive if the

predicate records that the argument changes over a domain, where the domain

includes the pronoun site.71 The domain can be: the source of emotional equilib-

rium (эnj dsdjlbkj tuj bp ct,z ‘that took him out of himself, upset him’; xe;bt

k/lb jndktrfkb tuj jn ct,z ‘people distracted him from himself ’); the goal

of emotional equilibrium (dktxtn tuj r ct,t ‘that drags him towards himself’;

ghtljcnfdbd njdfhbof cfvjve ct,t ‘turning him over to himself, to his own

devices’); or the domain of reciprocal interaction (Z ,sk cgjcj,ty chfdybdfnm

rkjeyjd vt;le cj,jq ‘I knew enough to be able to compare clowns among them-

selves’; Jabwths gjbkb ifvgfycrbv j,tpmzye b cj,fr b cnhfdkbdfkb b[ vt;le

cj,jq ‘The officers got a monkey and some dogs drunk and set them fight-

ing amongst themselves’; rfr cdzpfnm vt;le cj,jq k/ltq ‘how to bind people

amongst themselves’).

In these constructions, the pronoun could hardly refer to anyone other than

the object. That is not so with pfobn∫nm/pfoboƒnm ‘defend’ -- the danger could

come from anyone. This verb uses the reflexive pronoun if the source of danger

happens to be the object who needs protection:

[299] Gfgf Rfhkj, hfpevttncz, pfoboftn yfc<j> jn cfvb[ ct,z<j>.

Papa Carlo, clearly, is protecting us<j> from ourselves<j>.

A possessive adjective is usually not reflexive in reference to the direct object:

[300] Jyf pfoboftn tuj<j> jn {tuj<j>∼ ?cdjb[<j>} lheptq!

She is protecting him<j> from his<j> friends.

71 Timberlake 1996.
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[301] {hbcn/<j> c ldevz ljxehrfvb jcnfdbkb d tt<j> [fnt.

They left Khristia<j> with her two daughters in her<j> hut.

[302] Vs ghjdjlbkb Ctht;e<j> lj tuj<j> rjvyfns.

We accompanied Serezha<j> to his<j> room.

Nevertheless cdj́q can be used to express the special sense of characteristic pos-

session ([303]) or a distributive relationship (in [304], of sailors and ships):

[303] Vj;yj kb jcnfdbnm {bqevff<j> ,tp cdjtuj<j> inf,f?

Could one really leave Hijumaa<j> without its<j> own staff ?

[304] Yfxfkmcndj ntgthm ,tcgjrjbkjcm kbim j, jlyjv -- crjhtt hfpdtcnb gmzys[<j>

gj cdjbv<j> celfv.

The authorities were worried about just one thing -- how to return the drunken

sailors<j> to their<j> own ships.

4.7.7 Special predicate--argument relations: passives
Subjects of passive participles can antecede reflexives: ghbextyyfz r эnjve cdjbv
cnfhsv [jpzbyjv, j,tpmzyf dsrbyekf dgthtl b ddth[ kfge ‘trained by its former

master, the monkey thrust its paw out and up’. Locative arguments, which are

defined independently, use non-reflexives: ajnjuhfabz, ult ,skf cyznf dcz tt

ctvmz d b[ rhjitxyjv bvtybb ‘a photograph, where her whole family was taken

on their modest estate’.

The agents of passives, whether overtly named in the instrumental case or

implicit, can antecede reflexives: cvsck, rjnjhsq ,eltn jnrhsn <jujv cfvjve

ct,t njkmrj d ltym celf ‘a meaning that will be revealed by God to himself only

on Judgment Day’; d jlyjv bp gbctv, flhtcjdfyys[ cdjtve lheue, jntw ujdjhbn

‘in a letter addressed to his friend, father says’. Arguments that are defined

independently use non-reflexive pronouns: ghtlvtnjd, ghbdtptyys[ jnwjv bp tuj
gentitcndbq gj hfpysv cnhfyfv ‘objects, brought back by father from his trips

through various countries’.

4.7.8 Autonomous domains: event argument phrases
Event nominals (often derived from verbs) or abstract qualities (often derived

from adjectives) can have their own arguments. A subject analog can antecede

a reflexive:

[305] F tckb dcgjvybnm j tuj cgfhnfycrjq cehjdjcnb r ct,t, r cdjtve lfhjdfyb/,

If one just thinks of his Spartan rigor with respect to himself, to his talent,

[306] gjybvfybt bv cdjtq jib,rb

understanding by him of his mistake

Ct,ź can be used with arguments of nouns which do no more than hint

at events: pfgbcm j ct,t ‘a note about oneself ’, (tt) cdj,jlf yfl cj,jq ‘(her)
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freedom over herself’. Possessive adjectives are non-reflexive if there is no spe-

cial (contrastive, characteristic, distributive) sense of reference: hfccrfp njdfhbof

j tuj dcnhtxt c bpdtcnysv kbnthfnjhjv ‘the story of a comrade about his meet-

ing with a famous writer’. Often, the possessor is not named, but can be inferred:

z dbltk, rfre/ ,jkm ljcnfdkztn tve cjpthwfybt cdjb[ cnfhs[ rfhnby ‘I saw what

pain was afforded to him by the contemplation of his old pictures’.

Event nominals, then, constitute an autonomous domain for reflexives. But

since event nominals are used as arguments of a finite predicate, the sub-

ject (indexed <i>) is also a potential antecedent for pronouns in event nom-

inals. Both reflexive and anaphoric pronouns can be used in reference to the

subject:

[307] Jy<i> yfltzkcz dszcybnm jnyjitybt r {tuj<i>∼ cdjbv<i>} ckjdfv <h/[fyjdf.

He was hoping to get a clear sense of Briukhanov’s relationship to his words.

[308] Gtnhjd<i>, jnvtnbd dybvfybt r {ytve<i>∼ ct,t<i>} Cnfkbyf, cnfk clth;fyytt.

Petrov, noticing Stalin’s attention to him(self), became more reserved.

A noun that is the head of an argument phrase can antecede a reflexive if

it can be construed as the implicit subject of an event or a state: chtlb hfdys[

ct,t k/ltq ‘among people [who are] equal to each other’; yfhjl, ujhlsq cdjbvb

gj,tlfvb ‘a people proud of its victories’, yfcnjzobt fhnbcns cdjtuj ltkf ‘true

artists of their (own) work’; yfcnfdybr cdjb[ gjlxbytyys[ ‘a trainer of his (own)

subordinates’; ghjhjr d cdjtq hjlbyt ‘a prophet in his (own) land’.

4.7.9 Autonomous domains: non-finite verbs
Non-finite forms of verbs -- adjectival participles, adverbial participles

(lttghbxfcnbz), and infinitives -- though they lack an explicit subject argument,

can be understood as having an implicit subject, which can antecede reflexive

pronouns ([309]):72

[309] Ltdbwf<i>, dct tot rjkjnbdifz ct,z<i> gj uhelb, gjgsnfkfcm dshdfnmcz.

The girl<i>, still striking herself<i> on her breast, tried to break free.

[310] Gjkexbd gtxfkmye/ dtcnm j tuj<j> lheut, Atljh<i> [jlbk pfvryensq.

After getting the sad news about his friend, Fedor went around depressed.

By complementarity, a non-reflexive pronoun would have to refer to another

individual; the friend in [310] cannot be Fedor’s.

Infinitive clauses for the most part behave as autonomous domains which obey

complementarity of reference (with exceptions discussed below). In “subject-

controlled infinitives” -- infinitives dependent on such main verbs as [jn†nm

‘want’, cnfhƒnmcz ‘try’, ghtlgjxbnƒnm ‘prefer’ -- the subject of the finite predicate

72 On the context of pronouns and infinitives, see Yokoyama 1975, Timberlake 1979.
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is the implicit subject of the infinitive: the person who wants (tries, prefers)

is the person who performs the desired (attempted, preferred) activity. Such

constructions obey complementarity of reference, as if they were a finite do-

main. Thus a reflexive in Vjz vfnm<i> htibkf dpznm tt<j> r ct,t<i | ∗j | ∗k>, r

cdjtq<i | ∗j | ∗k> ctvmt ‘My mother<i> decided to take her<j> to herself<i | ∗j | ∗k>,

into her own<i | ∗j | ∗k> family’ refers to the implicit subject of the infinitive and

the matrix subject, while the non-reflexive pronouns in Jyf<i> yt cybpjikf

hfccghfibdfnm tt<j> j ytq<∗i | j | k>, j tt<∗i | j | k> ;bpyb ‘She<i> did not conde-

scend to question her<j> about her<∗i | j | k>, about her<∗i | j | k> life’ cannot refer

to the subject.

Infinitives can be used independently (first clause of [311]) or subordinated

to modal predicates (second clause of [311]). The dative argument in the matrix

clause supplies the implicit subject of the infinitive and the potential antecedent

for reflexives. For the most part such constructions obey the constraint of com-

plementarity:

[311] :bpym ,skf jxtym nz;tkjq. Xnj,s [jnm vfkj-vfkmcrb rjhvbnm ct,z<j> b

cdjb[<j> ltntq, bv<j> ghb[jlbkjcm ghjlfdfnm cdjb<j> ytvyjujxbcktyyst dtob.

Life was difficult. To feed themselves and their children, however minimally, they

had to sell off their not very numerous possessions.

Occasionally, an anaphoric adjective (tuj́, t=, ∫[) occurs, if the possessed entity

is defined independently. In [312], Nikolai is a known person; in [313], his years

are a given:

[312] Jyf b Ybyrt Rehpjdjq ;fkjdfkfcm, f nf yfl ytq njkmrj cvtzkfcm, dnfqyt

pfdblez, gjnjve xnj tt<j> Ybrjkfz b hfp d ytltk/ gjl,bnm yf эnj ,skj tq<j>

yt nfr-nj ghjcnj.

She even complained to Ninka Kurzova, but that one just laughed at her, while

secretly envying her, because it was not simple for her<j> to get her<j> Nikolai up

to that once a week.

[313] Jnxtuj ,s tve<j> ecnfdfnm d tuj<j> ujls?

Why should he<j> be getting so tired at his<j> age?

The most complex construction is “object-controlled” infinitives, which have in

effect two subjects: the implicit subject of the infinitive, which corresponds to a

dative or an accusative object of the main predicate, and the subject of the main

predicate. Either can in principle antecede a reflexive pronoun in the infinitival

clause. The choice of pronoun depends on the cohesion of the infinitive and the

matrix predicate, which in turn depends on the semantics of the matrix predi-

cate. The two clauses are very cohesive if the subject of the matrix predicate con-

trols the outcome of the event, as with lƒnm/lfdƒnm ‘give, let’, gjvj́xm/gjvjuƒnm

‘help’, pfcnƒdbnm/pfcnfdkźnm ‘force’. The two predicates are not cohesive if the
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matrix subject transfers responsibility for the event to the matrix object (im-

plicit subject), as with evjk∫nm/evjkźnm ‘beseech’, eujdjh∫nm/eujdƒhbdfnm ‘per-

suade’, e,tl∫nm/e,t;lƒnm ‘convince’, ghbukfc∫nm/ghbukfiƒnm ‘invite’, (gj)ghjc∫nm

‘ask’. Intermediate are ghbrfpƒnm/ghbrƒpsdfnm ‘order’, gjpdjk∫nm/gjpdjkźnm

‘allow’, ghtlkj;∫nm/ghtlkfuƒnm ‘propose’, gjhex∫nm/gjhexƒnm ‘delegate’.

If the subject of the matrix predicate is the same person as an argument or

a possessor in the infinitival clause, it is in principle possible to use either an

anaphoric or a reflexive pronoun, depending on the matrix predicate, as in the

schematic example [314]:

[314] lfkf vyt {ct,z<i>∼ ?tt<i>}
Jyf<i>




gjpdjkbkf vyt




cjghjdj;lfnm



{ct,z<i>∼ ±tt<i>}




.

gjghjcbkf vtyz {?ct,z<i>∼ tt<i>}
She<i> {let ∼ allowed ∼ requested} me to accompany her<i>.

The reflexive is close to obligatory with cohesive predicates ([315]), variable for

intermediate clauses ([316--17]), and unlikely for the least cohesive ([318]), yet

possible ([319]):

[315] Jy<i> yt lfk эnjq dcgsirt gj,jhjnm ct,z<i> jrjyxfntkmyj.

He<i> didn’t let this flare-up completely conquer him<i>.

[316] Gjkrjdybr<i> ytpfljkuj lj эnjuj ghbrfpfk gjlfnm ct,t<i> rjyz b relf-nj et[fk.

Not long before, the colonel<i> ordered a horse brought to him<i> and had gone

off somewhere.

[317] Gjkrjdybr<i> ghbrfpfk lfnm tve<i> rbntkm, yfltk tuj, pfcntuyekcz yf dct

geujdbws b eujcnbk yfc pfdnhfrjv.

The colonel<i> gave an order to bring him<i> a coat, he put it on, buttoned up all

buttons and treated us to breakfast.

[318] Lzlz<i> gjctkbkcz d Zgjybb b ghjcbn ghjcnbnm tuj<i> pf dytpfgyjt

bcxtpyjdtybt.

Uncle<i> has settled in Japan and asks [us] to forgive him<i> for disappearing

suddenly.

[319] Pbyfblf<i> gjghjcbkf gjkj;bnm ct,z<i> gj,kb;t r ldthb.

Zinaida<i> asked [one] to place her<i> a bit closer to the door.

When both reflexive and non-reflexive are possible, the difference lies in how

the whole complex action is understood. With the reflexive in [316], the matrix

predicate and infinitive together amount to one action: he acquired a mount for

himself. In [317], with non-reflexive, there are two actions, first commanding and

then producing the coat, an entity which becomes the focus of the subsequent

narrative.

Less freely, cdj́q in the infinitive clause can refer to the matrix subject, but

only if the predicates are cohesive:
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[320] pfcnfdkzkf vtyz {cdjtve<i> / ±tt<i>}
Jyf<i>




ghbrfpfkf vyt




gthtlfnm gbcmvj



{±cdjtve<i> / tt<i>}




lzlt d

evjkzkf vtyz {∗cdjtve<i> / tt<i>}
Vjcrdt.

She {tried to force me ∼ ordered me ∼ beseeched me} to deliver a letter

to her uncle in Moscow.

The other potential antecedent of reflexive pronouns inside the domain of

the infinitive is the implicit subject of the infinitive (and object of the matrix

predicate). If an argument of the infinitive is the same as the implicit subject,

ct,ź must be used, with all matrix verbs:

[321] yt lfk tq<j>

Jy




yt gjpdjkbk tq<j>




pf,hfnm vfkmxbire {r ct,t<j>∼ ∗r ytq<j>}.

evjkbk tt<j>

He {would not allow her<j> ∼ did not permit her<j> ∼ beseeched her<j>}
to take the lad to live with her<j>

With possessive adjectives, the non-reflexive is occasionally possible ([322]):

[322] pfcnfdkzkb tt<j> {cdj/<j> / tt<j>}
Lbhtrnjhf yt hfp




ghtlkfufkb tq<j>




bpvtybnm



{cdj/<j> / ?tt<j>}


ghjcbkb tt<j> {cdj/<j> / ∗tt<j>}

afvbkb/ yf byjcnhfyysq vfyth.

Directors more than once {tried to force her<j> ∼ suggested to her<j> ∼
asked her<j>} to change her<j> name to the foreign style.

Cohesive matrix predicates allow anaphoric possessives ([323--24]), while the less

cohesive almost require the reflexive ([325]), unless the possessive is a kind of

epithet applied to a noun that is defined independently ([326]):

[323] B ,sk cxfcnkbd, kbim ,s tve<j> lfdfkb gbcfnm tuj<j> hfccrfps.

And he was happy if they only just let him<j> write his<j> stories.

[324] Jy yf[jlbkcz d Gfhb;t b gjvjufk Fylht Vfkmhj<j> cj,bhfnm tuj<j>

bynthyfwbjyfkmye/ эcrflhbkm/.

He was in Paris and helped Andr† Malraux<j> organize his<j> international

brigade.

[325] Vs gjghjcbkb Vfrfkbycrjuj<j> ghjxtcnm cdjb<j> cnb[b.

We asked Makalinsky<j> to read his<j> poems.

[326] Vs eghjcbkb Dkflbvbhf<j> gjdtcnb yfc r ,jkmijve tuj<j> lheue [elj;ybre

Rjhbye.

We begged Vladimir<j> to take us to that good friend of his<j> the artist Korin.

Thus, in infinitive clauses whose implicit subject is an object of the main

predicate, either the implicit subject of the infinitive or the matrix subject can
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Table 4.13 Reflexives with object-controlled infinitives

antecedent = matrix antecedent = infinitive
matrix predicate subject subject

lfnm/lfdfnm ‘give, let’,
gjvjxm/gjvjufnm ‘help’,
pfcnfdbnm/pfcnfdkznm ‘force’

{ct,z | ?tt}
{cdj/ | ?tt}

{ct,z | ∗tt}
{cdj/ | tt}

ghtlkj;bnm/ghtlkfufnm ‘propose’,
gjhexbnm/gjhexfnm ‘delegate’,
ghbrfpfnm/ghbrfpsdfnm ‘order’,
gjpdjkbnm/gjpdjkznm ‘allow’

{ct,z | tt}
{±cdj/ | tt}

{ct,z | ∗tt}
{cdj/ | ?tt}

evjkbnm/evjkznm ‘beseech’,
eujdjhbnm/eujdfhbdfnm ‘persuade’,
e,tlbnm/e,t;lfnm ‘convince’,
ghbukfcbnm/ghbukfifnm ‘invite’,
(gj)ghjcbnm, eghjcbnm/eghfibdfnm
‘request’

{?ct,z | tt}
{∗cdj/ | tt}

{ct,z | ∗tt}
{cdj/ | ?tt}

antecede a pronoun in the infinitive clause. Matrix predicates can be hierar-

chized according to the cohesion between matrix predicate and infinitive, and

that influences the choice of pronoun (Table 4.13). As cohesion decreases, the

possibility of using reflexives to refer to the matrix subject decreases, and the

pressure to use a reflexive in reference to the infinitival subject increases.

4.7.10 First- and second-person antecedents
Reflexive pronouns in Russian can refer to first- or second-person antecedents.

When the subject of a finite predicate antecedent of an argument pronoun is a

first or second person, ct,ź is used:

[327] Z ybrjve yt dth/. Ybrjve! Njkmrj ct,t. Z b {ct,t ∼ ∗vyt} ntgthm yt dth/!

I don’t trust anyone. No one! Only myself. These days I don’t even trust myself!

One difference from third persons is that, when the pronoun site and the po-

tential source are not in a close domain, it is natural to use a personal pronoun

(vtyź, dƒc), for example in Z djccnfyjdbk gj cdt;tq gfvznb df;yst lkz {vtyz

∼ ?ct,z} gjlhj,yjcnb ‘I reconstructed from memory important for me details’.

In this context, a reflexive pronoun might easily be used with a third-person

antecedent ([278] above).

With possessive adjectives, either the reflexive cdj́q or a non-reflexive posses-

sive adjective -- vj́q, ndj́q, yƒi, dƒi -- can be used:

[328] D {±cdjtq ∼ vjtq} pfgktxyjq cevrt, z dtp htrjvtylfntkmyjt gbcmvj.

In my shoulder bag I was carrying a letter of introduction.
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Table 4.14 Cdjq with first-person and second-person antecedents (Petr Tarakhno,
Zhizn′, otdannaia tsirku; Konstantin Simonov, Raznye dni voiny, vol. II)

cdjq non-reflexive total % cdjq

Tarakhno 1st sg 90 7 97 93
Tarakhno 1st pl 10 11 21 48
Simonov 1st sg 187 17 204 92
Simonov 1st pl 39 11 50 78
Simonov 2sg/2pl (not imperative) 24 1 25 96
Simonov 2sg/2pl (imperative) 11 9 20 55

[329] Z dgthdst edbltk {cdj/ ∼ ±vj/} ,eleoe/ ;tye.

I first saw my future wife.

The non-reflexive, likely in [328], refers to an entity known independently. In

contrast, the reflexive is appropriate with an essential reading; in [329], cdj/

,eleoe/ ;tye is the person who can be defined as fulfilling the role of wife to

x, x being the subject.

Usage can be investigated in memoirs, a genre in which first-person an-

tecedents arise frequently. Table 4.14 records the usage in two memoirs. As

can be seen in Table 4.14, the reflexive cdj́q is used pervasively with first-

person singular antecedents, somewhat less frequently with first-person plural.

The reflexive is also usual for second persons, though less so in the impera-

tive, when the immediacy of the situation makes the possessed items more

individuated.

The memoirist can speak of himself as the unique, universal memoirist or as

an individual whose properties differ in each time-world. The personal possessive

vj́q reflects the unique memoirist: Z [jxe jcnfyjdbncz yf эnjv afrnt vjtq
kbxyjq ;bpyb gjnjve, xnj <. . .> ‘I want to pause on this fact of my personal

life because <. . .>’ [Tarakhno] -- his life is his total, unique life; Ltcznm ktn yfpfl

z gjkexbk gbcmvj jn jlyjuj bp xbnfntktq vjtq rybub ≤Cjklfnfvb yt hj;lf/ncz≥

‘Ten years ago I received a letter from a reader of my book Not Born a Soldier’

[Simonov] -- the book is timelessly that book; Yt levfk z, xnj d gjcktlybq hfp

db;e vjtuj lheuf Dbnfkbz Tabvjdbxf Kfpfhtyrj ‘It never occurred to me that

I was seeing my friend Vitaly Efimovich Lazarenko for the last time’ [Tarakhno] --

friendships are not constantly redefined.

Cdj́q refers to another self who acted in other circumstances and was asso-

ciated with entities that existed in other times and places -- Tarakhno had his

repertoire, Simonov his notes and his feuilletons.
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[330] Ybrjulf lj эnjuj z yt vtyzk b yt bcrfk cdjq htgthnefh nfr jcvscktyyj.

Never before had I modified and searched out my repertoire so studiously.

[Tarakhno]

Here the argument with cdj́q has an essential reading: x, the speaker’s past self,

attempted to define whatever would constitute the repertoire associated with x.

The non-reflexive vj́q can be used, however, when the perspective shifts to a

moment in the past:

[331] D эne yjxm z gjrfpsdfk Rfhf,bybye vjq htgthnefh.

That very night, there I was showing Karabinin my repertoire. [Tarakhno]

[332] Dct эnj yt vjukj yt hfljdfnm vtyz, b z c tot ,jkmibv hdtybtv ghbyzkcz

pfybvfnmcz c vjbv gfhnythjv.

All this couldn’t help but please me, and so I began to rehearse with my partner

with even greater enthusiasm. [Tarakhno]

Once the speaker shifts into the past world, the speaker at that moment has

only one unique repertoire ([331]) and one unique partner ([332]).

Both reflexive cdj́q and non-reflexive ndj́q/dƒi can be used in the imperative.

Simonov uses dƒi when the issue is what to do with known entities ([333]):

[333] -- Relf dgthtl?

-- Yf Kjckfe. Pf,bhfqnt эnjn dfi inehvjdjq ,fnfkmjy b dtlbnt tuj dgthtl.

-- Forward in which direction?

-- To Loslau. Gather up that attack battalion of yours and lead it forwards.

[Simonov]

He uses the reflexive for entities that are not known, but are defined by their

relation to the addressee (essential reference: ‘whoever your adjutant is, because

he has that role’):

[334] Jabwthjd cdjb[ dgthtl gjikbnt, fl(/nfynf cdjtuj gjikbnt, jcnfdmnt ghb ct,t

jlyjuj-lde[ xtkjdtr, jcnfkmys[ dct[ gjikbnt dgthtl.

Send your officers ahead, send your adjutant ahead, but keep one or two behind,

while you send all the others ahead. [Simonov]

Thus, with a first- or second-person antecedent, ct,ź is used almost as regularly

as with third persons. The possessive adjective allows more freedom of choice,

but the reflexive is still more usual. The non-reflexive is used when an entity has

an identity separate from the event and is associated with the unique speaker

(vj́q, ndj́q).

4.7.11 Emphatic pronominal adjective cfv
The adjective cƒv creates a contrast between what is asserted and other op-

tions that might be entertained or expected. When it modifies ct,ź, cƒv reflects
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the gender--number of its antecedent (for example, plural in [299] above, sin-

gular in [335] below). Cƒv may or may not agree in case with ct,ź. When

it agrees in case, cƒv registers surprise that it is specifically this entity that

is involved in the event as opposed to other entities that might be imagined.

In [335], cƒv implies a set of people who might be deceived, but it turns out

that the individual who is the same as the subject does not belong to that

set.

[335] <ehtyrjdf jy vju j,vfyenm, yj yt vju j,vfyenm cfvjuj ct,z.

Burenkov he could deceive, but he could not deceive himself.

Often cƒv does not agree with ct,ź in case, and instead appears in the nomi-

native case, even though it is still positioned next to the reflexive, cƒv ct,ź, or

immediately in front of a preposition, cƒv c cj,j́q ‘with himself’, cƒv gj ct,t

‘by itself’, cƒv pf ct,ź ‘for himself’. When cƒv remains in the nominative, it

contrasts the surprising fact that the event occurred at all with the possibility

that it might not have occurred. In [336], the surprise is that the change in the

individual has occurred at all, when one might expect no change.

[336] Pf jlye ytltk/ cfv yf ct,z cnfk ytgj[j;.

Over the course of a week he became unlike himself.

The difference, then, is that cfvjuj́ ct,ź creates a contrast based on the individ-

ual -- it is noteworthy that Self is affected, when other individuals are not. Cƒv

ct,ź, with nominative, creates a contrast based on the polarity of the event: it

is surprising the event occurred at all, when it might not have.

4.7.12 Retrospective on reflexives
Reflexive pronouns are one of the devices that Russian (and many other lan-

guages) use to keep track of an individual. On most domains, choosing between

a reflexive and non-reflexive seems automatic, inasmuch as the distribution fol-

lows the principle of complementary reference: a reflexive pronoun points to

the same individual that is the subject (or, rarely, with special predicates, some

other argument), while a non-reflexive indicates an individual distinct from the

subject. But there are also contexts in which complementarity of reference is not

entirely strict. Complementarity breaks down when the domain containing the

pronoun site and antecedent is not cohesive, or when the antecedent is less than

a full-fledged subject (passive agents, implicit subjects of infinitives). Moreover,

first- or second-person antecedents do not obey the constraint of complemen-

tarity of reference with respect to possessive adjectives. In contexts in which

both reflexive and non-reflexive pronouns can refer to the same individual, a

non-reflexive pronoun indicates that the entity is defined independently. A re-

flexive pronoun insists that the reference of that entity is to be defined within
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Table 4.15 Retrospective on reflexive pronouns

level reflexive non-reflexive

essence entity defined as essence by its
relation to the antecedent

entity defined independently of the
given predication

cvjue j,yjdbnm cdjq htgthnefh ‘I can
renew [that which would be] my
repertoire’

jcnfyjdbnmcz yf эnjv afrnt vjtq
kbxyjq ;bpyb ‘pause on this matter
of my personal life’

individual the same individual as opposed to
other possible individuals

unique individual, no consideration
of other possible individuals

hfpdtcnb gmzys[ gj cdjbv celfv
‘distribute the drunks back to their
ships’

ghjdjlbd Ctht;e lj tuj rjvyfns
‘accompanying Serezha to his room’

time-worlds the entity defined relative to one
time-world

the entity independent of time-worlds

z bcrfk cdjq htgthnefh ‘I sought out
[what would be] my repertoire’

gjkexbk gbcmvj jn jlyjuj bp
xbnfntktq vjtq rybub ‘I received a
letter from one of the readers of my
book’

speaker
perspective

from the perspective of one subject as
opposed to other possible subjects

from the perspective of the timeless
and unique speaker

gj df;yjve lkz ct,z djghjce ‘with
respect to an-important-for-him
issue’

ytghbdsxyst lkz ytuj ckjdf
‘unusual-for-him words’

the given predication, by its relation to the subject. Some of the (not exclusive)

senses of the opposition are presented in Table 4.15.

4.8 Quantifying pronouns and adjectives

4.8.1 Preliminaries: interrogatives as indefinite pronouns
Pronouns which now function as interrogative or relative pronouns in the con-

temporary language were historically indefinite: rnj́ ‘who, someone’, xnj́ ‘what,

something’, ul† ‘where, somewhere’, etc. In their earlier indefinite meaning,

they combined with a variety of particles (or words or small phrases) to form

indefinite existential pronouns and negative pronouns.73 Possible combinations

are listed in Table 4.16.

73 Veyrenc 1964, 1976, Rybƒk 1965, Bogusl�awski and Karolak 1970, R◦užička 1973, Sheliakin 1978,
Ponomareff 1978, Kobozeva 1981, Fontaine 1983:188--231 (source of examples [350], [351], [352],
[364], [365], [367]), Paducheva 1984, 1985:219--21.
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Table 4.16 Combinatorics of pronouns and particles

yb- y†- y†- -nj -yb,elm -kb,j rjt-
(negative) (indefinite)

rnj
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

xnj
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

rjulf
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

ult
√ √ † √ √ √ √

relf
√ √ ∗ √ √ √ √

jnrelf
√ √ ∗ √ √ √ √

rfrjq
√ ∗ √ √ √ √ √

rfr
√ † † √ √ √ √

crjkmrj
√ ∗ √ √ √ √ ∗

xtq
√ ∗ ∗ √ √ √ †

rjnjhsq † ∗ √ † † ∗ ∗

√ = occurs normally
∗ = (hardly) occurs
† = infrequent, stylistically restricted (or archaic)

Most combinations are possible, although some, stylistically marked as archaic

or folksy, are less frequent than others.74 The prefixes yb(-), negative existential

y†(-), and rjt- are placed before primary prepositions: yb c xtv ‘with nothing’,

yt c rtv ‘there is no one with whom’, rjt c rtv ‘with someone or another’.

The prefix yt- forms two types of compounds, listed separately in Table 4.14:

an indefinite pronoun (for example, z ytrjulf ,sk nfv ‘I was there once’) or

a negative existential pronoun with the special syntax of the free (dative-with-

infinitive) construction (bv<dat> ntgthm ytrjulf ,sdfnm<inf> d jabct ‘these days

there is no time for them to be in the office’; tcnm<inf> ,eltn ytxtuj ‘there’ll

be nothing to eat’). To the set of indefinite pronouns in y† should be added

the adjectival y†rbq ‘a certain’ (rfr bp ghjuhfvvs ,tp jcj,s[ ecbkbq jnrhsnm

ytrbq URL bkb jnghfdbnm rjve-kb,j gj эktrnhjyyjq gjxnt gbcmvj ‘how to open a

certain URL or send an e-mail without special efforts’). The indefinites in y†(-) are

more lexicalized, in that the prefix does not precede a preposition: c y†crjkmrbvb

‘with several’, c y†rbv ‘with a certain’.

These pronouns, especially rnj́ and xnj́, can still be used as indefinites with-

out a particle in certain contexts, such as: distributive contexts (‘some fit one

description, others do not’):

74 Levin 1973, Pereltsvaig 2000, http://mt.nightmail.ru/russian/pronoun.htm (28.04.2002). Some com-
binations not mentioned in these sources can be found on the web.
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[337] Elbdbntkmye/ vs ghtlcnfdkzkb uhegge. Rnj d djtyyjq ajhvt, rnj d

bvghjdbpbhjdfyyjv hf,jxtv rjcn/vt, rnj d pfnhtgfyyjv infncrjv . . .

We made for a motley picture: here and there was someone in military garb,

another in an improvised worker’s uniform, somebody else in ragged civvies . . .

In conditions, which, like distributive contexts, contrast different types of indi-

viduals:

[338] Tckb rnj ,jufn, nj ,jufn rfr Rhtp, tckb ,tlty, nj b wthrjdyfz vsim -- d

kexitv gjkj;tybb.

If someone is rich [in Brazil], then he’ll be as rich as Croesus, if he’s poor, a

church mouse is better off.

Or in concessive contexts, with the particle yb next to the verb and ,s next to

the pronoun:

[339] Rfrbt ,s vsckb yb djpybrfkb d ujkjdt xtkjdtrf, jyb vjuen djpybryenm kbim

yf ,fpt zpsrjdjuj vfnthbfkf.

No matter what thoughts come into a person’s mind, they can arise only using

linguistic material.

Each of the five sets of pronouns (leaving aside the negative existential and

indefinites in y†-) has its own zone of contexts in which it is likely to be used.

Together, the form and the context create a characteristic scenario. As in other

cases, it is difficult to say how much is in the meaning of the individual word,

how much in the meaning of the context.

4.8.2 Negative pronouns in yb-
The negative yb(-) makes negative existential pronouns that deny that any entity

exists that could fit in the event. Yb(-) combines with most pronouns: ybrnj́,

ybx†q, etc. (Ybrjnj́hsq is archaic.) Negative pronouns in yb(-) are used when

the argument is within the same syntactic and semantic domain as a negated

predicate. More than one such pronoun can occur in a given clause ([340]).

[340] Ybrfrbt vths ybrjulf b ybult yt vjukb gjvtifnm djpybryjdtyb/ cgtrekzwbb

d nhelyst dhtvtyf.

No measures at any time or place could interfere with the appearance of

speculation in difficult times.

Negative pronouns in yb(-) usually appear only if the predicate is also negated,

though they can occur in elliptical fragments when there is no overtly negated

predicate ([341--43]):

[341] <skj dtctkj, pf,jn ybrfrb[, rjhvbkb dct[ ;blrjq gityyjq rfitq.

It was fun, no worries, everyone was fed with a thick wheat kasha.
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[342] Afynfcnbrf, enjgbz? Ybxtuj gjlj,yjuj.

Fantasy? Utopian dreams? Nothing of the sort.

[343] Xtv vs njulf pfybvfkbcm? Lf ybxtv.

And with what did we occupy ourselves? Well with nothing.

These negative pronouns are used with infinitives dependent on negated finite

predicates:

[344] Jy tot yt ecgtk ybxtuj gjlevfnm<inf>, htibnm<inf>.

He still had not had time to think over, to decide anything.

[345] J,zpe/cm ybrjulf, ybrjve, lf;t cfvsv ,kbprbv hjlysv ybxtuj yt

hfccrfpsdfnm<if> j lfyyjv cnhjbntkmcndt.

I agree never, to no one, even to my closest relatives, to tell anything about the

aforementioned construction project.

The force of negation, however, does not reach into finite subordinate clauses

that depend on negated predicates, when instead the pronoun in -yb,elm is used:

Jy yt [jxtn, xnj,s z j,hfofkcz {∗yb r rjve ∼ r rjve-yb,elm} ‘he doesn’t want

me to turn to anyone’.75

In complementary fashion, -yb,elm pronouns usually do not occur when the

predicate is negated: ∗J,zpe/cm ybrjve-yb,elm, xtuj-yb,elm yt hfccrfpsdfnm. Pro-

nouns in -yb,elm do occur, however, when the pronoun is protected from the

force of negation. Thus -yb,elm is possible in an infinitive that is not tightly

bound to the main predicate ([346]):

[346] D ujkjde tve yt ghb[jlbkj relf-yb,elm cghznfnmcz jn ytt.

It did not occur to him to hide anywhere from her.

(The -nj series is not so restricted: Rnj-nj yt ghbitk, rnj-nj jgjplfk ‘Someone

didn’t come, someone was late’. See below for -kb,j and negation.)

The negative pronouns are not required when the force of negation is atten-

uated, as it is with expressions such as xenm yt ‘almost not’, gjrf yt ‘until, for

so long as not’, ytkmpz crfpfnm, xnj,s yt . . .‘one couldn’t say that . . .’, or in

questions ([347]):76

[347] Gjckt e;byf dct [jlbkb cvbhyst, dt;kbdst b njkmrj ghbckeibdfkbcm, yt

hsxbn kb ult-yb,elm ≤<jhjlf≥ -- nfr tuj ghjpdfkb.

After supper they all moved meekly, just listening, whether “The Beard” (as they

called him) was not snarling about somewhere.

Under conditions of epistemological doubt or dread (with ,jznmcz, xnj(,s) yt

‘be afraid lest’ -- [6.20]), both series are conceivable, with a different interpreta-

tion: with -yb,elm the speaker fears there might be some dissatisfied readers;

with yb(-) the speaker fears that all readers will be dissatisfied.

75 Comrie 1980[b]:109.
76 Paducheva 1974[b]:148--50, 1985:218--19 (semantics), Brown 1999[a]:94--98, 1999[b] (distribution).
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[348] Z ,j/cm, xnj vjb hfccrfps {rjve-yb,elm �= ybrjve} yt gjyhfdzncz.

I fear ∼ that {someone wouldn’t �= no one would} like my stories.

Though a negative pronoun in yb(-) denies any referent, it does create a posi-

tion for an argument. Anaphoric and reflexive pronouns can point to negative

existential arguments:

[349] Ybrnj<i> yt [jntk ghbyznm yf ct,z<i> jndtncndtyyjcnm pf nfrjt ytghbznyjt

htitybt.

No one wanted to take upon himself the responsibility for such an unpleasant

decision.

That is, there exists no such x (x a person) such that x would make the decision.

4.8.3 -Nj, -yb,elm
Pronominal compounds in -nj, -yb,elm (and also -kb,j, rjt-) are said to be indef-

inite, but above all they are existential: they invite one to entertain the thought

that there is an individual of some type that could fit in the event. The two se-

ries of pronouns, -nj and -yb,elm, differ in how they conceptualize the individual

and hence in the contexts in which they are naturally used.

Compounds in -nj establish the existence of an entity that has certain proper-

ties that make it different from other possible entities one might think of. The

-nj series is natural when the event is actual and known, as when the verb is

a past perfective ([350]) or an imperfective reporting an activity ongoing in the

present or past ([351]):

[350] Cj pdjyjv xnj-nj egfkj yf gjk.

With a noise something fell to the floor.

[351] Nfv d rjhhbljht xnj-nj {ckexfkjcm<pst if> ∼ ckexftncz<prs if>}
In the corridor something {was going on ∼ is going on}.

Pronouns in -nj are used when the event is actual, and the entity and its prop-

erties are fixed.

In contrast, -yb,elm is used when the entity and its properties are in some way

indeterminate. More specifically, -yb,elm is used in the following contexts.

Epistemological uncertainty: Operators such as djpvj́;yj ‘possible’, dthjźnyj

‘likely’, vj́;tn ,ßnm ‘maybe’ indicate that it is not certain whether the event

occurred at all. Hence the existence of the entity is uncertain, its identity un-

known:

[352] Vj;tn ,snm, ghjcnj jnvtxfkb rfrjt-yb,elm cj,snbt.

Perhaps they were just celebrating some special event.
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A question is sufficient to elicit -yb,elm, even with a past perfective ([353]):

[353] Yt pfdtkf kb ns nfv rfrjuj-yb,elm rfdfkthf?

You haven’t acquired some sort of beau there, have you?

-Yb,elm itself can signal that the event is hypothetical -- in [354], the bemused

speaker imagines a plausible scenario to explain why a young girl failed to

appear as expected:

[354] F-f-/ fathbcn / fathbcn rfrjq-yb,elm gjgfkcz / relf-yb,elm yt nelf edtp / gjt[fkb

yf djrpfk / ghjlfkb ,bktns / jy ltymub ct,t dpzk

A con man / con man turned up / led her off somewhere she’s not supposed to be

going / they went to the station / sold the tickets / he grabbed the money for

himself

The particle -nj would be used if [354] were intended as a factual, not a hypo-

thetical, report.

Distributive (iterative) contexts: With -yb,elm in distributive contexts, a differ-

ent individual fits on each occasion:

[355] Yэgvfys pf,bhfkbcm r rfrjq-yb,elm ye;lf/otqcz cnfheirt, lfdfkb pf

afvbkmyst htkbrdbb ybxnj;yst cevvs.

The NEPmen would go to some old woman in need and give miserable sums for

the family relics.

Potential contexts: Potential contexts include counterfactual ([356]), imperative

([357]), potential (future) conditional ([358]), and deontic ([359]) contexts:

[356] Tckb ,s xnj-yb,elm c lzltq Vbitq d ljhjut ckexbkjcm, ns yfv ybrjulf yfitq

ytjcnjhj;yjcnb yt ghjcnbk ,s.

If something had happened with Uncle Misha on the way, you would have never

forgiven us for our carelessness.

[357] Gjpjdb rjuj-yb,elm bp cnfhib[.

Call one of the senior people.

[358] Tckb xnj-yb,elm jrf;tncz d <hfpbkbb yt gj drece, jyb tuj djpmven j,hfnyj pf

hf,jne.

If something in Brazil should turn out not to his liking, they’ll give him return

passage in exchange for labor.

[359] B nen jy dcgjvbyfk, xnj yflj ,skj ,s ghbdtpnb tq xnj-yb,elm, rfrjq-yb,elm

gecnzr: xekrb, rjat.

And then he remembered that he ought to bring her something, some sort of

trifle: stockings, coffee.
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All these are contexts in which the event is less than certain or less than real, and

the entities that are hypothesized to participate have a tentative, hypothetical

existence.

Idiomatically, -yb,elm is used when the specific properties are not important --

jxthtlb rfrb[-yb,elm gjkxfcf ‘a line of a half an hour or so’ -- and by extension

to disparage something through indifference:

[360] Htlfrnjhs ujdjhbkb, xnj lkz xbnfntkz bynthtcty Ljcnjtdcrbq, f yt xmz-yb,elm

ghf,f,eirf.

The editors said that for readers what was interesting was Dostoevsky, not

somebody or another’s great-grandmother.

The complementary distribution of -nj in realis contexts, -yb,elm in irrealis

contexts is not watertight. Less-than-real contexts allow -nj, for example, in ques-

tions when the speaker suspects the answer:

[361] F e nt,z xnj-nj tot yt ljltkfyj?

[I take it] you’ve got something to finish off?

In a potential context, -nj emphasizes the eventual uniqueness of the entity:

[362] Yj hfccrfp j, tuj lfkmytqitq ;bpyb -- эnj yjdfz rybuf, gbcfnm rjnjhe/ ,eltn

e;t rnj-nj lheujq, yfi ghttvybr, bleobq pf yfvb cktljv.

But the tale of his subsequent life -- that’s another book, which will be written by

someone else, our successor who comes after us.

When that radiant future arrives, there will be a single unique individual, hence

-nj.

In iterative contexts, both types of pronouns are used. In such contexts, -yb,elm

makes a condition: whenever some situation arises, whenever an individual of

a certain type exists, then something happens, as in [355] above. In iterative

contexts, -nj allows one to imagine a representative occasion and describe the

occasion and the individual which is unique relative to that occasion. In [363],

-nj depicts an individual and his activity. On each of the many occasions, each

a sequence of actions, one scene or person is presented:

[363] Эkkbc cbltk, vt;le yfc, gjhjq dcrfrbdfk, ghtlcnfdkzz xnj-nj, rjuj-nj, b cyjdf

djpdhfofkcz r yfv, yt ghtrhfofz hfccrfpf.

Ellis sat between us, he would occasionally hop up, portraying something or

someone, and again return to us without interrupting the story.

It is even possible to combine -nj and -yb,elm. A set of hypothetical occasions

can be established first by means of -yb,elm, and then -nj points to an entity

that is unique relative to one occasion from the set (in [364], a victim’s life):
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[364] B tve rfpfkfcm ytgjvthyjq hjcrjim/ vyjujvtczxyfz nhfnf dhtvtyb yf nj,

xnj,s evtymibnm chjr yfrfpfybz rfrjve-yb,elm vthpfdwe, rjnjhsq pfue,bk

xm/-nj ;bpym.

And it seemed to him an extreme luxury, this waste of months of time to shorten

the prison sentence of some scoundrel who had extinguished someone’s life.

In general: -nj signals that there exists an entity sufficiently individuated

that it could be distinguished from other possible entities. -Yb,elm indicates

that a possible individual exists that would fit in the event, but it cannot be

differentiated from other possible individuals.

4.8.4 Rjt-
Compounds with rjt- seem similar to compounds in -nj. Rjt- invites one to think

of a plural set of possible elements that could be involved in the event. Of this

set certain entities fit while others might not. Rjt- fits naturally in description

as opposed to narrative:

[365] Hfc[jlbkbcm vjkxf. Rjt-rnj rjcj gjukzlsdfk yf vtyz. Hs,frjd itk hzljv,

euh/vj gjvfkrbdfz.

People dispersed in silence. Here and there somebody would glance at me

sideways. Rybakov walked alongside, gloomily maintaining silence.

[366] Rjt-rnj jcnfkcz pf cnjkjv, lheubt hfp,htkbcm.

Somebody or another stayed at the table, others scattered.

-Nj, in contrast, is interested in whether at least one individual exists. -Nj fits in

causal, sequential narrative. In [367], the hero was able to sit, and further events

followed, because there existed at least one individual who made room for him.

[367] Ybrjyjd djitk. {Rnj-nj ∼ ?Rjt-rnj} gjntcybkcz, jy ctk, pfgs[fdibqcz,

cltkfkcz ytdblbvsv.

Nikonov entered. Somebody squeezed over to make room, he sat down wheezing

and made himself inconspicuous.

-Nj and rjt- then come close to each other’s domains, but still differ: -nj implies

the existence of at least one relevant entity; no more is known about a set of

possible entities. Rjt- expresses existence and differentiation of some entities

from others in the set.

4.8.5 -Kb,j
-Kb,j, like -yb,elm, deals with a set of possible entities that might fit in a propo-

sition. If with -yb,elm it does not matter which entity is chosen, with -kb,j there

is at least the possibility that some elements fit, others would not. Accordingly,

-kb,j is used when alternative scenarios are differentiated. Four contexts can be

distinguished.
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Epistemological uncertainty: Though -yb,elm is more usual, -kb,j can be used

in contexts that comment on the speaker’s indeterminate knowledge ([368]),

doubt ([369]), incredulity ([370]), or hope ([371]):

[368] Rnj-nj dscrfpfk vytybt -- vj;tn ,snm, lzlz Vbif evth jn rfrjq-kb,j ,jktpyb.

Someone expressed the thought -- maybe Uncle Misha died of some sort of

disease.

[369] Cjvytdf/cm, xnj rnj-kb,j ntgthm cvj;tn cltkfnm xnj-kb,j gjlj,yjt.

I doubt that anyone now could do anything similar.

[370] Htrjhl dhzl kb ,eltn rjulf-kb,j gj,bn.

The record will hardly be broken anytime.

[371] {jxe yfltznmcz, xnj эnf zhrfz cthbz ,eltn rjulf-kb,j yfgtxfnfyf.

I would like to think that, one day, this brilliant series will be published.

Potential occasions: In potential contexts -- imperatives, future events, events de-

pendent on modal predicates -- the usual existential pronoun is -yb,elm, which

focuses on whether any element exists that would fit: Cgjqnt rfre/-yb,elm

[jhjie/ gtcy/ ‘Sing some nice song’. -Kb,j is possible with the future, if there

is epistemological uncertainty (see [370--71]), or with modals, if the context sug-

gests multiple occcasions ([372]).

[372] Lkz njuj, xnj,s gjckfnm dfv gbcmvj, cgfvth ljk;ty jnrelf-kb,j epyfnm dfi

e-mail.

In order to send you a letter, a spammer has to find out your e-mail address from

somewhere.

Iterative occasions: -Kb,j is used in iterative contexts, if it is of interest that,

on various occasions, different elements with different properties would fit.

[373] Ghb[jlbkb yf cdblfybt ldjt, yf gthde/ cvtye zdkzkfcm tuj ;tyf, yf dnjhe/ --

tuj jntw bkb vfnm bkb rnj-kb,j bp tuj ctcnth.

Two people came for the visits, his wife for the first shift, and either his father or

mother or some one of his sisters for the second.

Negation of multiple alternatives: It has been noted that -kb,j is often used

in contexts of weak or implicit negation. In such contexts -kb,j invites one to

think: no matter which element is selected, the result will nevertheless be the

same. -Kb,j is usual with the preposition ,tp ‘without’ ([374]), with which it is

more frequent than -yb,elm by a ratio of 100 to 1. -Kb,j can also be used with

comparatives ([375]) and summaries of failed occasions, on which some positive

element might have appeared ([376--77]):

[374] Dct ,skj jhufybpjdfyj cfvj cj,jq, ,tp rfrjuj-kb,j exfcnbz.

Everything got organized by itself, without anyone’s participation.
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[375] Hf,jnf эnf bynthtcytt, xtv rfrfz-kb,j lheufz.

This work is more interesting than any other [you might think of ].

[376] Z jnrfpfkcz xnj-kb,j gjtcnm.

I declined to eat anything whatsoever.

[377] Ghbynth C80 d ghjwtcct ecnfyjdrb yt cjplfk rfrb[-kb,j nhelyjcntq.

The C80 printer caused no problems of any sort in the process of installation.

In [377], -kb,j appears in a clause with a negated finite predicate, where yb- is

more usual.

-Yb,elm and -kb,j, then, both invite one to think of a possible set of enti-

ties that might conceivably fit in the event. -Kb,j allows that there might be

differences among entities, and it implies a process of sorting through possible

entities to determine which might fit and which not. It is especially common in

contexts of weak negation, when the possibility of differences is entertained and

then rejected. -Yb,elm, in contrast, asserts from the outset that it is indifferent

which individual is selected. Any is as good as the next, and all that matters is

that there be at least one such entity that would fit.

4.8.6 Indefinites y†rjnjhsq, y†crjkmrj
Some interrogative pronouns combine with the negative prefix yt-, yielding

lexicalized indefinites: wthrjdm, d rjnjhjq ytrjulf dtyxfkfcm ljxm Ifkzgbyf

‘a church, in which Shaliapin’s daughter once was married’. Y†rjnjhsq and

y†crjkmrj are common. Y†rnj is archaic, typically used modifying a name with

a touch of irony: ytrnj Bdfyjd ‘a certain somebody named Ivanov’. Y†rbq ‘a cer-

tain kind of’ is likewise old-fashioned: Jyf jnghfdbkfcm r ytrjtve cdznjq ;bpyb

cnfhwe ‘She set off for some saintly elder’.

4.8.7 Summary
Table 4.17 paraphrases the meaning of the two widely used existential pronomi-

nal compounds in -nj, -yb,elm, -kb,j, and rjt- and identifies preferred contexts.

The meaning is given as a complex of different levels of reference: nature of

reference (existential), the individual (in relation to other possible individuals),

tense-aspect-modality, speaker perspective, and register.

4.8.8 Negative pronouns in yt-
The other series of negative pronouns uses the stressed prefix y†(-): y†rjve,

y†xtuj, y†ult, y†rjulf, y†relf, y†jnrelf, . . . (unlikely: y†xtq, y†crjkmrj, y†rfrjq).

Y†(-) pronouns are negative modal existentials: they deny any possibility of an

individual that might fit in the event. Denying possibility is a modal act, and
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Table 4.17 Properties of -nj, -yb,elm, -kb,j, rjt-

description natural contexts

-nj indicates existence of at least
one entity [existence of
essence] that is potentially
unique [individual] in
situations understood as
actual [modality] from an
internal perspective [speaker];
neutral [register]

actual:
nfv d rjhhbljht xnj-nj ckexfkjcm/ckexftncz

‘in the corridor something’s going on’
potential modality if entity unique:

rybue ,eltn gbcfnm rnj-nj lheujq ‘the book will
be written by someone else’

iterative if entity unique on each occasion:
rf;ljt enhj jy b[ relf-nj djlbk ‘each morning
he took them somewhere’

-rjt like -nj, but: entities viewed as
types, some might fit, some
might not [individual];
informal [register]

actual if some one way, some another:
rjt-rnj jcnfkcz ‘someone remained’

-yb,elm indicates the mere fact of
existence [existence of
essence] of any entity fitting
the proposition [individual]
that is hypothetical
[modality], as viewed from an
external perspective
[speaker]; neutral [register]

epistemological uncertainty:
dthjznyj, xnj-yb,elm ckexbkjcm
‘probably something happened’

hypothetical (deontic, potential, counterfactual,
imperative) modality:
tckb ,s xnj-yb,elm c lzltq Vbitq ckexbkjcm
‘if anything were to happen to Uncle Misha’

iterative conditional:
tckb xnj-yb,elm ytghbznyjt ckexfkjcm ‘if
something unpleasant happened’

-kb,j like -yb,elm, but: entities
viewed as types, some might
fit, some might not; bookish
[register]

iterative, potential, if selection of some vs. others:
bkb rnj-kb,j bp ctcnth ‘or someone of the
sisters’

implicit negation:
jnrfpfkcz xnj-kb,j gjtcnm ‘refused to eat
anything at all’

negative existentials are used with the special syntax of the free dative-with-

infinitive construction (§5.10.5).

Many combinations have become elliptical and idiomatic: vyt ytrjulf ‘I don’t

have the time to do it’; ytxtuj ltkfnm ‘nothing can be done’; ytxtuj ‘there’s no

cause to’, as in Ytxtuj pfbvcndjdfnm nt[ybre c uybkjuj Pfgflf! ‘There’s no reason

to borrow technology from the putrid West!’

4.8.9 Universal adjectives
The four adjectives dc†, dcźrbq, rƒ;lsq, k/,j́q presume a set of entities and

then assert that the activity or state could, in principle, extend to any or all
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elements in the set. These universal adjectives differ in how possible entities are

selected and in the modality of events.77

With plural dc† ‘all’, the whole group is undifferentiated: the ships all have

the same destination in [378]:

[378] Yt ,skj gfhj[jlf, rjnjhsq itk ,s dj Ahfywb/ bkb d Bnfkb/. Dct gfhj[jls

ikb njkmrj lj Rjycnfynbyjgjkz.

There was no steamship that went to France or Italy. All steamships went only as

far as Constantinople.

Dc† is natural in both general statements and unique past events ([378]).

In the singular, with a concrete noun, d†cm (fem dcź, nt dc=) indicates that all

parts of a whole are involved (xthtp dct rkfl,bot ‘through the whole cemetery’)

or, with an abstract noun, that the quality is manifested in all respects, com-

pletely (dcz ,tpds[jlyjcnm cbnefwbb ‘the whole (utter, complete) inescapability

of the dilemma’). Thus, d†cm is exhaustive and collective (non-individuating).

With rƒ;lsq, the elements of the set are thought of as distinct individuals,

and every individual member of the set could participate in the predication.

Rƒ;lsq is used in contexts of actual, multiple occasions with present or past

imperfectives ([379]), occasionally on a single occasion with a past (realized, ac-

tual) perfective ([380]):

[379] Rf;ljt enhj Yfnfie {jndjlzn<if prs> ∼ jndjlbkb<if pst>} d ltncrbq cfl.

Every morning [they] {take ∼ used to take} Natasha to kindergarten.

[380] Vfnm gjkj;bkf<pf> gthtl rf;lsv gj recre [kt,f.

Mother set one piece of bread each in front of every person.

Rƒ;lsq is then exhaustive (distributive over all members), individuating, and

actual.

K/,j́q selects one individual from the set who could participate in a poten-

tial activity. Only one member of the set -- it is indifferent which -- need be

chosen. K/,j́q is then not concerned with multiple, actual situations, but with

a single, potential situation. K/,j́q is naturally at home in statements of poten-

tial developments or conditions, expressed as an imperative ([381]), a perfective

non-present ([382]), or a modal with an infinitive ([383]):

[381] -- Cghjcbnt<imv> k/,juj ijathf-ghjatccbjyfkf, rjuj jy ,jkmit dctuj ,jbncz, b

ytghtvtyyj ecksibnt: cj,hfnmtd gj hf,jnt.

Just ask any professional driver, who he fears most, and you’ll hear without fail:

the others in the trade.

77 Bogus�awski and Karolak 1970:272--73, Ponomareff 1978, Fontaine 1983:232--37 (source of [379],
[381], [382], [383], [387], sometimes modified).
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Table 4.18 Summary of d†cm (dc†), rƒ;lsq, dcźrbq, k/,j́q

d†cm (dc†) rƒ;lsq k/,j́q dcźrbq

sense of bounded set bounded set bounded set open set (∗bp)
individual
entity

(
√

bp) of non-
individuated
entities taken
as a whole

(
√

bp) of
individuated
entities, all of
which actually
fit

(
√

bp) of
individuated
entities, from
which a single
representative
entity is chosen

of entities
viewed as
potentially
different types

natural
aspectual-
modal
context

actual, repetitive
imperfective;
single past
perfective

actual, repetitive
imperfective

potential
(perfective
non-past ∼
modal ∼
imperative ∼
repetitive
imperfective)

general, potential
situation
(imperfective)

[382] Tckb dblbn, xnj vyt [jxtncz c ybv gj,jknfnm, jnkj;bn<pf prs> k/,e/ hf,jne.

If he sees that I’d like to chat with him, he’ll put down any work.

[383] K/,e/ ckj;ye/ hf,jne vj;yj hfp,bnm<pf inf> yf ghjcntqibt jgthfwbb.

Any difficult task can be broken down into simpler operations.

K/,j́q is individuating and representative rather than exhaustive of the set

(unlike dc† or rƒ;lsq), and potential.

Dcźrbq counters the lingering doubt that perhaps not all members of the set

would participate: rather, any possible member of the set, with whatever prop-

erties one might choose to name, would be appropriate: ‘no matter which x is

chosen, still <. . .>’. Dcźrbq is unlikely to be used with bp, which restricts the

set. Dcźrbq often occurs with negation, actual or imputed: yt dczrbq gjregfntkm

‘not every customer’, ,tp dczrjuj juhfybxtybz ‘without any limit’, cdth[ dczrjq

vths ‘without any limit’, dlfkb jn dczrjq wbdbkbpfwbb ‘far from any civiliza-

tion’ ≈ ‘without any of the amenities of civilization’, c vtyz ,skb cyzns dczrbt

gjljphtybz ‘all suspicions about me were removed’.

Dcźrbq implies a static, unchanging situation. Used with imperfectives, it im-

plies the same (negative) result over many occasions, whether actual ([384]) or

potential ([385]):

[384] Dczre/ vsckm j yjdjq hf,jnt dcnhtxfk<if pst> c hfplhf;tybtv.

He greeted any sort of thought of a new job with annoyance.
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[385] Wtypjhs gjkexbkb bycnherwb/ nofntkmyj dsxthrbdfnm<if inf> dczrjt

egjvbyfybt j Ahtqlt.

Censors received instructions to meticulously cross out any sort of reference to

Freud.

Used with a past perfective, dcźrbq points to a resulting state -- in [386], the

future absence of any contact with dangerous friends:

[386] Dkflbvbh ghtrhfnbk<pf pst> dczrbt cyjitybz c byjcnhfywfvb.

Vladimir stopped all contacts with foreigners.

While each of these universal adjectives has its preferred context, there are

contexts that allow more than one of the adjectives, though with different

readings:

[387] Hf,jnfkb vjhzrb lhe;yj. Vjkjltymrbq ktqntyfyn cfv j[jnyj c,hfcsdfk<if>

jabwthcrbq rbntkm b ,hfkcz<if> pf {rf;ljt ∼ k/,jt ∼ dczrjt} ltkj.

The sailors worked in a friendly fashion. The young lieutenant himself threw off

his officer’s cape and would undertake {every ∼ any ∼ any manner} of task.

Most natural here is k/,j́t, since the context suggests a condition (‘if and when

a task arose’). Dcźrjt suggests the presumption that some tasks might not be

performed (‘no matter how unpleasant the task’), and rƒ;ljt fits as a factual

generalization about past behavior (‘this is what happened on every occasion

when a task arose’).

The relationship of the four adjectives is summarized in Table 4.18.



5
Predicates and arguments

5.1 Predicates and arguments

5.1.1 Predicates and arguments, in general
Argument phrases, which include nouns, pronouns, phrases consisting of nouns

and adjectives or quantifiers and nouns, and prepositional phrases, establish en-

tities for discussion.1 Predicates, which include verbs and non-verbal predicates

such as yƒlj ‘[it] is needed’, [jhjij́ ‘[it] is good’ and predicative adjectives such

as cdj,j́lys ‘free’, report on the properties of entities established by argument

phrases and the relations among entities.

[1] Dj dnjhjq gjkjdbyt lyz vs ,skb cdj,jlys. Ctht;f Cf[fhjd b z jnghfdbkbcm

j,jphtdfnm jrhtcnyjcnb. Gjljikb r ,thtue htrb Git[b. Vs htibkb

gthtghfdbnmcz yf ne cnjhjye d,hjl. Hfpekbcm, cfgjub dpzkb gjl vsirb b

gjikb. B nen vtyz cib,kj ntxtybtv, cfgjub gjgkskb. Cxfcnmt, xnj Ctht;f b[

gjqvfk.

We were free in the second half of the day. Serezha Sakharov and I set off to look

at the environs. We approached the Pshekha River. We decided to ford the river.

We took off our boots, stuck them under our arms, and set off. And then I was

knocked off my feet by the current; my boots sailed off. Fortunately, Serezha

caught them.

1 Valence patterns -- combinations of arguments and predicates -- have been well studied in Russian
(Apresian 1967, 1974). In general linguistics, the burden of description has been put on the
arguments’ “thematic roles,” conceived of as exclusive, binary properties. We emphasize here
the semantics of predicates and their relations to arguments. Critical is the idea of predicate
history, a description of how a predicate presents change, responsibility, and information. The
notions of agent and theme are extended to general notions of responsibility and aspectual-
ity, which are neither binary nor exclusive. With predicate histories, it is possible to make ex-
plicit similarities between transitive and intransitive valences (both can combine with preposi-
tional phrases expressing domains of change), to introduce some semantic correlates of case (not
unlike Jakobson 1936/1971[b], Wierzbicka 1980), and to make connections between aspect and
valence.

The discussion here blurs certain familiar distinctions, such as the distinction between gov-
erned arguments (recently, “configurational” cases) and ungoverned adverbial complements. For a
rigorous treatment of valence with tests for government, see Schmidt and Lehfeldt 1995.

270
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In [1], for example, protagonists are introduced -- the speaker, his companion,

their boots, the river -- and various properties, many of them changing, are

reported -- their movement (gjljik∫), the fate of the boots (gjgkśkb), a new

relation with the errant boots (gjqvƒk).

Argument phrases can mention a wide range of things, and predicates can

describe a wide range of possible situations and changes of situations. A given

predicate generally occurs with its arguments expressed consistently in the same

cases; for example, gjljqn∫ ‘approach’ takes a nominative subject and a goal

phrase expressed by the preposition r<\dat>. Some predicates can take different

cases, but variation in case government is quite circumscribed: nominative or

genitive with negated intransitive existential predicates (§5.3), accusative or gen-

itive with negated transitive predicates (§5.4), nominative or instrumental of the

predicative complement (§5.2), instrumental as opposed to another case to ex-

press synecdoche (§5.6). Overall, the valence patterns of predicates are limited,

stable, and conventionalized.

When different predicates use the same cases to mark arguments, the rela-

tions of these arguments to their predicates are similar. A predicate uses the

accusative (or dative or instrumental) because the relation of that argument to

the predicate is similar to other accusative (or dative or instrumental) arguments

of other predicates, more similar than to arguments expressed in other cases.

For example, all arguments in the dative case are goals, although what it means

to be the goal differs depending on the predicate. The dative with lƒnm/lfdƒnm

l†ymub tvé<dat> ‘give money to him’ is the goal of the transfer of the money;

the dative with gjlj́,yj tvé<dat> ‘similar to’ is the goal of a static relation of

similarity; with gjvj́xm/gjvjuƒnm ‘help’, it is the recipient of the verbal activity

(the help); with yƒlj ‘necessary’, the dative is the individual to whom obligation

is directed.

Because the behavior of any given predicate is largely stable, it is possible to

construct a typology of predicates according to the arguments with which they

occur. Such typologies can in principle be finer, as is the typology of eighty-

four kernel valence patterns of Apresian 1967, or they can be coarser, as is

the typology below, where seven classes of predicates are distinguished. Before

developing the typology proper, it will be useful to introduce basic concepts

relevant for describing predicates: tense-aspect-mood and information. Both are

relevant on two levels, on the level of the predicate itself (its semantics and

interaction with arguments) and on the level of context.

5.1.2 Predicate aspectuality and modality
Predicates report states, situations, and more than that, they describe histories

of states. These histories are temporal, in the sense that they are grounded in
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time, and they are aspectual, in the sense that the states can change over time.

(In the following, the temporal and aspectual character of histories is compressed

to a single idea of aspectualit y .) Predicate histories are also modal, in the

sense that the states interact with other states and other alternative states.

The change, or aspectuality, reported by a predicate history is often con-

centrated in one argument, the subject of an intransitive (in [2], the pack of

cigarettes is lying in a certain position) or the object of a transitive verb (in [2],

the cigarette or the match which are moved).

[2] -- Rehbnt! -- ytj;blfyyj jy ghtlkj;bk vyt gfgbhjce<acc> bp gfxrb, kt;fotq

yf cnjkt<loc>, cfv pf;tu cdj/, gjlytc vyt cgbxre<acc>. Z pfrehbk, dpukzyek yf

ytuj.

-- Have a smoke! -- unexpectedly he offered me a cigarette from a pack lying on the

table; he lit up one himself and offered me a light; I lit up and glanced at him.

When aspectuality is concentrated in one argument, it can be termed the

aspectual argument.

Change is by its nature a modal concept. In [3],

[3] Vfnm vskf gjk. Dth[y// /,re jyf cyzkf, herfdf pfcexbkf gjxnb lj gktx.

Mother was washing the floor. Her outer skirt she removed, her sleeves she rolled

up almost to her shoulders.

the change in the sleeves -- the aspectual argument -- is associated with differ-

ent modal possibilities. In the initial, descended position, the affected entity is

vulnerable to possible contact with soap and water, while after the change in

configuration, the entity is presumed to be out of harm’s way. Thus pfcex∫nm

reports not only change in physical position, but also changes in possibilities.
Aspectuality is not always concentrated in a single argument. Often it is more

abstract. Sometimes it has to do with the status of activity; for example, in [2],

dpukzyék reports a change in the status of gazing -- gazing comes into existence --

more than a change in a concrete entity. There is more than one layer of aspectu-

ality. In [2], the event of lighting (pf;=u) both affects a specific entity (a cigarette)

and, at the same time and more abstractly, brings into existence a process (of

burning). Thus aspectuality is not always concentrated in a single argument, and

in the long run, aspectuality should be viewed as a property of the predicate

history rather than of a single argument.

The aspectuality of a predicate -- its states and changes of state over time --

exists or occurs in spaces of possible states, or domains. Oblique cases and prepo-

sitional phrases can explicitly name domains -- or rather, critical landmarks

within the domain.2 For instance, [1] above mentions the goal of the heroes’

2 Jackendoff 1976.
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motion, r ,†htue htr∫ ‘to the shore of the river’, and the final goal of ascension

of the boots, dpź́kb gjl vśirb ‘took up under our arms’. Because aspectual

arguments are objects of transitives and subjects of intransitives, domains in

effect state where the motion of these arguments will occur. For this reason, for

many of the intransitive valence patterns described in Apresian 1967, there is an

analogous transitive combining with the same case or prepositional phrase. For

example, Apresian’s intransitive pattern 17 ghbdcnƒnm c v†cnf ‘stand up from a

place’ and transitive 57 cjhdƒnm hƒvs c jrj́y ‘remove the frames from the win-

dows’ both have a domain phrase with the preposition c describing the source

of motion of the aspectual argument; in the same way, intransitive 20 gjljqn∫ r

cnjké ‘approach the table’ parallels transitive 60 ;ƒnm ghjn∫dybrf r htr† ‘squeeze

the enemy against the river’.

The lexical history of a predicate is not only aspectual but at the same time

modal. It is concerned with possibilities and with responsibility -- why the world

is the way it is. A specific entity is responsible to the extent that the reported

situation is the way it is because the entity is what it is; if the entity had differ-

ent properties, what one could say about the world would differ. An argument

that is responsible in the sense of having certain properties that determine

why the world is the way it is can be termed the modal or agentive argument

(using “agentive” here in the sense of “responsible,” but not necessarily “willful”

or “conscious”). The subject argument is usually, perhaps always, a modal ar-

gument. A subject is obviously responsible when it is an animate being that

willfully initiates an activity, such as dispenser of cigarettes in [2]. But subjects

can also be responsible when they are not intentional or energetic actors. The

subject of ;lƒnm is responsible by virtue of remaining “in a state of readiness,”

anticipating that “there must, or may, occur a certain event” (Slovar ′ sinonimov).

Or consider the subject X of ,jΩnmcz ‘fear’, who holds the opinion that “the

realization of an event Y, undesirable for {, is highly likely, while X is incapable

of counteracting Y, and X would like to act in such a way as to avoid Y” (Tolkovo-
kombinatornyi slovar ′). This X is responsible in multiple ways. X is responsible for

the opinion about the impending event, for the desire to act, but also for the

inability to counteract the impending event.

In some instances responsibility can be displaced to an argument that has

some other role in the predicate history, for example, the dative argument of

yƒlj is responsible and, at the same time, the goal of the imposed obligation;

the instrumental in vtyź ci∫,kj ntx†ybtv ‘I was caught by the current’ in [1]

obliquely names a phenomenon of nature as the responsible force.

The limiting case of responsibility is the subject of existential predicates like

be. The subject of be is not agentive in the usual sense of engaging willfully in

an activity. Yet it is possible to apply modal operators such as dtlm ‘after all’,
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ytcjvy†yyj ‘undoubtedly’, and the validity of these evaluations depends on the

subject -- for example, on the subject’s talents in [4].

[4] F dtlm cljcj,yjcnb r hbcjdfyb/ e vtyz ytcjvytyyj ,skb.

But some talent for drawing there certainly was by me [≈ I had some talent].

In this sense even the subject of existential be is responsible. The modal ar-

gument should be construed in broader terms than the idea of conscious or

intentional agency.

Predicate histories are then both aspectual (they are concerned with change

over time) and they are modal (they are concerned with possibilities and contin-

gencies). Modality and aspectuality are often concentrated in specific arguments,

but ultimately these are broad, layered concepts that belong to the whole pred-

icate, not exclusively linked to specific arguments.

5.1.3 Aspectuality and modality in context
When a predicate is used, its lexical history is embedded in specific time-worlds,

namely the here and now of speech, the connected narrative of events in the

past, or a projected future. For example, in [1] above, the initial stative predicate

establishes a time and a world (dj dnjhj́q gjkjd∫yt lyź́), and makes possible

the subsequent decision (jnghƒdbkbcm j,jphtdƒnm jrh†cnyjcnb). During the ex-

tended (imperfective) process of viewing, a sequence of (perfective) actions occurs

one after the other, each in consequence of the preceding (gjljik∫, hfpékbcm,

gjgkśkb). In this embedding of lexical histories in time-worlds, we see the

familiar lexico-grammatical categories of tense, aspect, and mood.

A predicate history is located in time (past, present, future); the world in which

it occurs can be presented as actual (realis mood) or desired by the speaker of

the addressee (imperative) or hypothetical but not actual (irrealis mood). The

categories of tense, aspect, and mood are treated together here, and separately

from predicates and arguments (§5).

As a predicate is used in context, the time-world of a predicate can be left

implicit, to be determined from context, or it can be spelled out: by preposi-

tional phrases (dj dnjhj́q gjkjd∫yt lyź, d [élitv ckéxft ‘in the worst case’) or

by adverbs (njulƒ ‘then’, xƒcnj ‘often’, gjcntg†yyj ‘gradually’) or by certain noun

phrases without prepositions (ldƒ xfcƒ ‘(for) two hours’, nfr∫v j́,hfpjv ‘in such

a fashion’). In a loose sense, these phrases expressing information about time

and possibility can also be called arguments, though in comparison to subject

or object arguments, they are less specific to the particular verb. These adverbial

temporal-aspectual-modal arguments, however, are not completely unrestricted.

For example, the bare accusative of duration only occurs with imperfective verbs

(Ltvjycnhƒwbz ikƒ w†ks[ ldƒ xfcƒ gjlhźl ‘The demonstration went two whole
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hours’) and with certain prefixed perfectives; adverbs or prepositional phrases

describing the mode of progress of an action only combine with verbs expressing

a process; adverbs expressing frequency occur almost exclusively with imperfec-

tive verbs; the prepositional phrase pf (ld† ytl†kb) ‘within (two weeks)’ occurs

most naturally with perfective verbs which, furthermore, express the idea of

overcoming an obstacle. Thus there is some justification for extending the con-

cept of argument to aspectual and modal phrases as well.

5.1.4 Predicate information structure
At the same time that predicates locate states in time-worlds, they shape and

rank the information they present, in two ways.

First, they influence how arguments, specifically aspectual arguments, are

understood. On the one hand, a predicate can describe a property of an entity

presuming that the entity is known as an individual with well-defined properties.

For example, in [1] above we are introduced to two protagonists, the speaker

and his companion Serezha, and we gradually learn more about them. This type

of reference can be termed individuated , and predicates that impose this

sense on their arguments (specifically the aspectual argument) can be termed

individuating predic ates .

In contrast, predicates are sometimes interested in an entity only for its quan-

tity -- for how much there is of something. Existence is minimal quantification:

either there is some of an entity or there is none. The entity is often a token

of a type, the instantiation of an essence; reference is not individuated , but

essential .

[5] Z ghtlcnfk gthtl rjvbccbtq d rjcn/vt Flfvf, f chtlb tt xktyjd ,skb ldt

vjkjlst ;tyobys. Ghtlctlfntkm ecgtk pflfnm kbim jlby djghjc: -- Ds ult

exbkbcm?

Tuj ghthdfk dhfx b crfpfk:

-- Lfdfqnt tuj cgthdf dpdtcbv. Ghb vjtv hjcnt -- 180 cv dj vyt jrfpfkjcm dctuj

55 ru dtce.

I appeared before the commission in my birthday suit, and among its members

were two young women. The chair managed to ask just one question: -- Where did

you study?

He was interrupted by a doctor, who said:

-- Let’s weigh him first. For all my height -- 180 cm -- there turned out in me

[≈ I weighed] just 55 kg.

In [5] the past tense of be (,śkb) asserts the existence of the two members of the

committee; then jrfpƒkjcm gives a measurement of kilograms, a number with-

out individual characteristics. Predicates that are concerned with quantity, in-

cluding existential predicates, are quantifying predicates. The difference
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between individuation and quantification is one way in which predicates shape

information about arguments.

A second way in which predicates shape information is that they rank and

hierarchize the information. Any predicate can be viewed as a predication about

the entities in the predicate and the universe of discourse at the time. In [1]

above we learn something about the two travelers but also about a town and

a river, about the author’s boots. In the choice of a predicate with its valence

pattern, the participants and their properties are in effect ranked, and generally

one participant is chosen as subject. The subject is a kind of synecdoche for the

whole predicate; the subject’s properties are taken to be most informative and

representative of the world as a whole.

5.1.5 Information structure in context
In speech and writing, the predicate and its arguments have to be put in linear

order, and (in speech) given an intonation contour. Each predicate, as a lexical

convention, has a preferred linear order. For example, a transitive verb such as

j,thyénm ‘wrap’ is likely to have the order nominative subject, verb, accusative

object, and domain (sź vj,thyékf ory∫ue dd ,evƒue ‘I wrapped the books in

paper’), while jrfpƒnmcz ‘turn out to be’ in an existential sense is likely to have its

domain come first in the clause and its subject after the verb (dnƒv vjrfpƒkjcm

cnjkj́djt sctht,hj́ ‘in that place there turned up silver plate’). But with most

predicates, other orders are possible; for example, the object can be made more

the topic by putting it at the front of the sentence:

[6] oRybue sz vljk;yf j,thyenm dd ,evfue.

The book I was supposed to wrap in paper.

And various intonation contours are possible. At the level of discourse, by vary-

ing word order, the relationship of the predicate and its arguments can be pre-

sented in different ways, and through intonation and sentence stress, different

elements can be selected as focal. These modulations of information -- how the

speaker presents the information of predication in sequence, for the benefit of

the addressee -- deserve a separate discussion (§7).

5.1.6 The concept of subject and the concept of object
The two threads discussed above -- the modal argument and the representa-

tive argument -- come together in the concept of the subject. The subject, in

terms of tangible morphological and syntactic properties, is an overt argument

phrase expressed in the nominative case, with which a finite predicate agrees

for the features of gender--number (past tense) or person--number (present tense)

(§5.9). There are various situations in which predicates do not actually have an
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argument in the nominative. In discourse, once a certain individual is identi-

fied, it can often be reconstructed from context and need not be named as an

argument with each new predicate; note gjljik∫ ‘approached’, hfpékbcm ‘took

off shoes’ above in [1]. Occasionally the expected position of a subject expressed

in the nominative case is filled instead by a prepositional phrase expressing ap-

proximate quantity: yf,hfkj́cm lj cj́nyb fhtcnj́dfyys[ ‘there gathered upwards

of a hundred people who were under arrest’. Even in these instances, the predi-

cate is such that there could have been a nominative subject. Similarly, non-finite

predicates necessarily lack any constituent in the nominative functioning as the

subject in the same clause, though the referent of the missing subject can be

supplied from context. Thus “subject” refers not only to arguments actually ex-

pressed as nominative nouns, but also to virtual arguments -- to arguments that

would be overt nominative subjects of a finite predicate, were it not for certain

other (quite specific) considerations.

Is there any meaning, any positive value, to being the subject in the nomina-

tive case? In recent years, the subject has come to be defined only negatively,

as the argument that fails to have any positive qualities. Possibly, however, the

nominative subject has a positive value, as used to be assumed in an earlier

tradition of grammar.3 The subject is the argument in which the two major

strands come together: the subject is the modal argument -- it is the argument

that is held responsible -- and the informational argument par excellence -- it is

the argument whose properties represent the whole situation of the world.

It is then clear why subjects have special, positive, properties. Inasmuch as the

subject is the informational argument, the identities and properties of other

arguments are naturally defined relative to the subject -- as reflexive pronouns

are (§4.7). Because subjects are the arguments most representative of the world,

whole predicates can be turned into properties of the subject. Accordingly, it is

through the subject that non-finite verb forms (participles, infinitives, adverbial

participles) are integrated with the larger clause. For example, the noun modified

by a participle (vjyƒ[ in [7]) is the subject of the participle (dśitlibq),

[7] Yfc jrkbryek jnrelf-nj dsitlibq vjkjljq vjyf[.

We were hailed by a young monk who had come out from somewhere.

and the subject of an adverbial participle (,élexb in [8]) is identified with the

subject of the finite verb (jn†w in [8]):

[8] Vjq jntw, ,elexb ,jkmysv, djj,ot ybrelf yt tplbk.

My father, being ill, did not go anywhere at all.

3 See Kozinskii 1983, Chvany 1996, on properties of subjects in Russian. Halliday 1970 pointed out
that subjects are the focus of modal operations.
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Passives present the argument that might otherwise be the accusative object

as the nominative subject. Being the “derived” subject of a passive allows that

argument to function, for example, as the subject of the modal vj́xm; the validity

of the possibility hangs on the subject.

[9] Xedcndj yt vj;tn ,snm pf,snj.

The feeling cannot be forgotten.

These are familiar facts, but they serve to remind us that there is some value

to being the subject: it is the argument which is most responsible for the state of

the world and the argument whose states are representative of the whole world.

It is for this reason that -- if need be, under certain conditions -- the picture of

the world reported by the predicate can be reduced to a property of the subject.

Something similar could be said about the direct object. The direct object,

which is expressed in the accusative, is expressed in the accusative because its

properties are in some way contingent, dependent, subject to change. This is

true both when the object is significantly affected, such as the footwear in [1]

cfgju∫ vś dpΩkb gjl vśirb, and also when it is merely held static in a de-

pendent state, such as the instruments in vepsrƒyns lth;ƒkb gjl vśirfvb

bycnhev†yns ‘the musicians held their instruments under their arms’. Thus the

object (when there is one) is an aspectual argument -- an entity whose states

are contingent and subject to change. Arguably other entities could be subject

to change, as, for example, the hospital in Gj́ckt bywbl†ynf utythƒkf nén ;t

evxƒkb d ,jkmy∫we ‘Right after the incident they whisked the general off to the

hospital’. But such loci are subject to change exactly because the direct object

is subject to change; their change depends on the change in the object. The

aspectual properties of the direct object -- its potential for change -- are the most

informative and representative of the aspectuality of the predicate, of the pos-

sible change of the predicate. If the subject is the argument whose properties

best define responsibility for the world, in the object we see the entity whose

changes best represent the change of the world.

5.1.7 Typology of predicates
With these concepts in hand, we can construct a typology of predicates as fol-

lows. The typology is relevant for valence in the strict sense -- the arguments and

their cases that occur with given predicates -- and also for other patterns of be-

havior (agreement with quantified subjects, or use of a reflexive cdj́q in reference

to an argument other than a nominative subject, to name two examples).

(a) I M P E R S O N A L : Impersonal predicates -- one of the distinctive characteristics

of Russian syntax -- arise by suppressing the possibility of a subject argument.

In [10], responsibility is presented as indirect, displaced, and there is no subject
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argument; in [11], responsibility is not attributed to anything:

[10] Ljhjue pfkbkj djljq.4

There occurred flooding over of the road by water.

[11] Yf Rhsvcrjv vjcne z ljkuj cnjzk, cvjnhz d venyst djkys, vtyz njiybkj,

ljvjq tkt lj,hfkcz.

On the bridge I stood for a long time staring at the muddy waves, it made me

sick, I hardly made it home.

Or a predicate can be impersonal by suppressing the expression of any possible

aspectual argument. Thus with certain verbs stating discomfort in the domains

of a person and a body part of the person, there is no aspectual argument.

Aspectuality is absorbed in the predicate:

[12] E vtyz wfhfgftn d ujhkt, nhtobn d eif[.

I have a scratchiness in my throat, a ringing in my ears.

And some verbs reporting adverse effect leave that effect unnamed:

[13] Rfr njulf dktntkj Zujlt jn cfvjuj Cnfkbyf.

Just as Iagoda caught it from Stalin himself.

When the predicate is impersonal, it adopts the neuter singular in the past

tense, the third-person singular in present-tense forms.

The term “impersonal” is applied to sentences which necessarily lack a subject,

but not to sentences in which the subject argument happens to be omitted by

ellipsis (for example, the omitted subject of hfpékbcm in [1]) or to unspecified

third-plural agents (Vtyz edthzkb, xnj ybrfrb[ vfkmxbitr yf ,fks yt gecrf/n

‘I was assured that they were not admitting any young boys to the balls’) or

generic addressees (nbit tltim, lfkmit ,eltim ‘go quietly, you’ll get further’).

(b) Quantifying (existential , modal) : The verb be and similar predi-

cates establish the existence of an entity in a domain.

[14] D ktce kt;fk uke,jrbq cytu.

In the forest lay deep snow.

As a rule, the domain argument, expressed as a dative or some prepositional

phrase (d<\loc>, as in d ktcé; e plus genitive is a favorite), is well-defined. The

entity whose existence is established is the aspectual argument (cy†u). That ar-

gument is generally the nominative subject. That argument can be genitive if

the predicate is negated or if the predicate is one of the lexical quantifying pred-

icates, such as [dfn∫nm ‘to be sufficient’ (§5.3). In this way quantifying predicates

can also be impersonal.

4 Babby 1994.
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(c) I N T R A N S I T I V E : Intransitives are predicates with a sole major argument, the

nominative subject. That argument can combine all the characteristic properties

of subjects to some or another degree. Thus in gj́tpl evxƒkcz ‘the train dashed

off ’, the subject argument gj́tpl ‘train’ is the most informational argument

(its movement defines the world); it is the modal argument (it is responsible,

even if not conscious); and it is the aspectual argument (its position changes).

Intransitives often use oblique phrases or prepositional phrases to specify the

domain of states over which the aspectual argument changes, for example, the

tunnel of gj́tpl evxƒkcz d neyy†km ‘the train dashed into the tunnel’ or the

shore in [1] (Gjljik∫ r ,†htue htr∫).

(d) R E F L E XI V E I N T R A N S I T I V E : Many intransitives are related to a trans-

itive predicate by the addition of the “reflexive” affix -cz (-cm): jnlfk∫nmcz/
jnlfkźnmcz ‘remove oneself ’ (jnlfk∫nm ‘remove, send something away’),

gjlyźnmcz/gjlybvƒnmcz ‘rise’ (gjlyźnm ‘raise something’), ecnhj́bnmcz/
ecnhƒbdfnmcz ‘get settled’ (ecnhj́bnm ‘settle someone’). Whereas in a transi-

tive the roles of responsible argument and aspectual argument are separated,

reflexive intransitives merge these roles, and present a change or relation as

not arising from an external source.

(e) Semi -transitives : With some predicates, the aspectuality -- change or

potential for change -- is not localized to an argument expressed in the accusative

case. Because there is no accusative object, the predicates are not, strictly speak-

ing, transitive. Yet there is an argument other than the subject that is involved

in the change; in this respect they are something more than intransitive. Such

predicates might be termed semi-transitive. There are different groups, depend-

ing on the case governed by the predicate: genitive, expressing quantification

or partial contact (bp,t;ƒnm ytghbźnyjcntq<gen> ‘avoid difficulties’); dative, ex-

pressing a goal (gjvj́xm/gjvjuƒnm directs succor to its dative goal); or instrumen-

tal expressing metonymy (eghfdkźnm cnhfyj́q<ins> ‘govern the country’, ld∫ufnm

kjrnźvb ‘to move with the elbows’).

(f) T R A N S I T I V E S : A transitive predicate has a nominative subject and an ac-

cusative object. The nominative subject is responsible for the state of the object

or changes in the object. The accusative object is the aspectual argument, or

patient: its states are subject to change and dependent on the flow of the pred-

icate history and, ultimately, dependent on the subject. The object can undergo

actual change, as do the instruments of d rjhblj́ht gźnthj ht,źn jn djcmv∫ lj

xtnśhyflwfnb yfcnhƒbdf/n bycnhev†yns ‘in the corridor five children from eight

to fourteen are tuning their instruments’, or be held in a relationship in which

its location or existence is contingent, such as the instruments of vepsrƒyns

lth;ƒkb gjl vśirfvb bycnhev†yns ‘the musicians held their instruments un-

der their arms’.
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Like intransitives, transitives can be enriched with phrases expressing the do-

main of change of the object. Thus gjl vśirb is the goal of the boots’ movement

in [1].

(g) P R E D I C A T I V E S : with the predicate be -- that is, the absence of an overt

predicate in the present tense or forms of ,śk, etc., in the past and ,éle, etc.,

in the future -- an adjective or noun predicates a property of an entity, as in

[1] Dj dnjhj́q gjkjd∫yt lyź vś ,śkb cdj,j́lys ‘in the afternoon we were free’;

pƒgbcm jrfpƒkfcm nj́xyjq ‘the transcript turned out to be accurate’. The subject

argument is modal (responsible) and aspectual -- any changes are changes in its

properties, as in ldƒ aen,jk∫cnf jrfpƒkbcm cdj,j́lysvb gthtl djhj́nfvb ‘two

players got free in front of the goal’. The subject is individuated and represen-

tative. The domain is the values of the state.

The predicate types listed above can be hierarchized according to the parame-

ter of quantification -- viewing the world and its participants as existing or not,

as tokens of types -- as opposed to individuation -- viewing the world in terms

of properties of distinct individuals. At one extreme are existential predicates,

in which the nominative subject is not individuated and the domain argument

is rather the most individuated argument. (Similar are modal and quantifying

predicates.) At the opposite end are predicatives, whose subject is necessarily in-

dividuated. Transitives are close to predicatives. Intransitives cover a wide range.

Among intransitives, verbs of position and motion most easily allow an existen-

tial reading.

The individuation of the predicate shows up in: (a) which argument is refer-

entially more prominent, and can therefore serve as the antecedent to reflexives

and other reference operations (§4.7.4); (b) the likelihood of using the genitive of

negation (§§5.3, 5.4); (c) the likelihood of plural agreement as opposed to singular

agreement, when the subject is a quantifier phrase (§5.9); (d) preferred patterns

of the order of predicate and its arguments (§7.3).

5.2 Predicative adjectives and nouns

5.2.1 General
Like verbs, adjectives can predicate properties of entities, as in [15--17].

[15] Vjq ,hfn Dkflbvbh gj[j;<pv> yf lzl/.

My brother Vladimir looks like our uncle.

[16] Jyf ctujlyz jleitdktyyfz<nom>, ;bdfz<nom>, yfhzlyfz<nom>.

Today she is animated, lively, elegant.

[17] Jyf djj,ot xfot ,skf dtctkjq<ins>, hjdyjq<ins>, gjrkflbcnjq<ins>, xtv

ytljdjkmyjq<ins>, pkjq<ins>.
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In general she was more often cheerful, even, obliging, than she was dissatisfied,

nasty.

The adjective establishes a property that holds of the subject argument, which

is individuated and responsible, inasmuch as the subject’s unique identity deter-

mines the validity of the predication. The subject argument is aspectual: if there

is change in the property, it is a change in that entity. The subject argument

is informative: its property is what is at issue. Adjectives in this construction

can appear in one of three forms: the predicative, or “short” form ([15]), the

nominative, a “long” form ([16]), or the “long” instrumental ([17]) (§§5.2.5, 5.2.6).

In the present tense, no form of a verb is needed to make an adjective serve

as a predicate; the adjective itself makes the predication. The corresponding

sentences in the past or future use a past or future form of the verb ,śnm ‘be’

that agrees with the subject: Vfif<\fem> ,skf<pst> dtctkfz ‘Masha was cheer-

ful’, Vfif<\fem> ,eltn<fut> yfhzlyfz ‘Masha will be elegant’; adjectives can be

used as predicates with forms of ,śnm in the imperative (,elm<imv> dtctkjq) and

in various non-finite verbs of ,śnm (adverbial participle in [8] ,elexb ,jkmysv

‘being ill’). It is useful to refer to the whole set of these copular constructions

in various tenses and moods as constructions with the verb be, and include in

that designation predicate adjectives in the present tense which do not have an

overt verb form of be.

In parallel fashion, nouns can predicate:

[18] -- Jy vjq cnfhibq ,hfn<nom>!

He’s my older brother!

As with adjectives, predicative constructions with nouns can appear in all tenses

and moods. Again, no overt form of ,śnm is needed in the present tense. As

predicatives, nouns can in principle appear in the nominative or instrumental

(§5.2.5). A noun used as a predicative is interpreted as a property -- it states

something about the subject -- in one of a number of ways: as a relation ([18]),

as a description (Jy ,sk vbksq xtkjdtr ‘He was a nice person’), as a classification
into a group (Jy ,sk vjyfh[bcnjv ‘He was a monarchist’), as a function (Jy ,sk

yfxfkmybrjv njq kf,jhfnjhbb, d rjnjhjq hf,jnfk ve; vjtq ctcnhs ‘He was the

head of the laboratory where my sister’s husband worked’).

Passive participles ([19]) and prepositional phrases ([20]) also function as

predicatives:

[19] Fh,ep njh;tcndtyyj c(tlty<pss>.

The watermelon was consumed triumphantly.

[20] Dkflbvbh ,sk d vjhcrjv ,eikfnt.

Vladimir was [dressed] in a navy jacket.
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Table 5.1 Typology of predicative constructions

construction meaning examples

copular predicative reports property
of subject

Exbntkm ,sk yjdsq.
‘The teacher was new.’
Jy vjq cnfhibq ,hfn.
‘He is my older brother.’

copular,
aspectual-modal

host predicate reports
property of subject, subject
to change over time-worlds

Ltkj jrfpfkjcm elbdbntkmysv.
‘The matter turned out surprising.’
Jy jrfpfkcz kexibv extybrjv.
‘He turned out to be the best
student.’

co-predicate,
aspectual relation to
host predicate

predicative reports state of
aspectual argument
contingent on host
predicate

Jyb dthyekbcm ecgjrjtyyst.
‘They returned comforted.’
Z dthyekcz ctlsv cnfhbrjv.
‘I returned a gray-haired old man.’

co-predicate, modal
relation to host
predicate

predicative states condition
for truth of host predicate

B cgzobq jy jgfcty.
‘Even asleep he is dangerous.’
Z pyfk tuj ht,tyrjv.
‘I knew him as a child.’

Active participles, at least those that are well on their way to being lexicalized

as adjectives, occasionally appear in predicative constructions ([21]):

[21] J,cnjzntkmcndf ghtcnegktybz ,skb zdyj jnzuxf/obvb<pcl>.

The circumstances of the crime were obviously aggravating.

Constructions analogous to those with be can be formed with other, more

meaningful host predicates. Four broad groups of predicative constructions can

be distinguished according to the context (host predicate) with which the pred-

icative is used (Table 5.1).5

The four groups can be ranked according to the relative autonomy of the

predicative, from copular constructions in which the adjective or noun acts as

an autonomous predication (there is no predicate other than past or future be)

to those in which the predicative is a co-predicate with an independent, au-

tonomous host predicate. The four groups will be discussed in greater detail

below, in reverse order of Table 5.1.

5 The typology of constructions is based on Nichols 1981.
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5.2.2 Modal co-predicates
In one type of predicative construction, the situation expressed by the pred-

icative is taken as a given, as a condition, for the event expressed by the host

predicate. The coincidence of two states is noteworthy, often because it runs

counter to expectations, as does the condition of attire during sleeping in [22].

Common are qualifiers such as b ‘even’, tot ‘still’, e;t ‘already’, e;t yt ‘no

longer’, which comment on the unexpected fact that the two events overlap.6

An adjective or participle is nominative, not instrumental ([22]):

[22] Jy byjulf ,hjcftncz yf rhjdfnm b cgbn jltnsq<nom>.

He occasionally throws himself onto the bed and sleeps dressed.

An adjective or participle can be used to state a property of an object, when it

will be accusative ([23]):

[23] Yfcntyt b cgzoe/<acc> tt lth;fnm ljcnfdkzkj eljdjkmcndbt.

For Nastena it was a pleasure to hold her even [while she was] asleep.

Nouns ([24]) and nominal adjectives (dphj́cksq in [25]) use the instrumental:

[24] Ht,tyrjv<ins> z dctulf cnhtvbkcz gj,scnhtt cvsnmcz jn dphjcks[.

As a child I always tried to sneak away from the grownups as quickly as possible.

[25] E;t dphjckjq<ins> Wdtnftdf xfcnj dbltkf evthituj Fktrcfylhf <kjrf

;bdsv<ins>.

Even as a grownup Tsvetaeva often [imagined she] saw the deceased Alexander

Blok alive.

A special construction is one in which the predicative adjective, in the nom-

inative or instrumental, refers to ordering of elements: g†hdsq/g†hdsv ‘first’,

gjck†lybq/gjck†lybv ‘last’. The nominative is temporal: the entity who is g†hdsq

is earlier than anyone else:

[26] Bvtyyj :lfyjd gthdsq<nom> ddtk vfccjdst fhtcns rjvveybcnjd.

It was specifically Zhdanov who first introduced massive arrests of Communists.

The instrumental is implicitly nominal. It characterizes an individual in a se-

quence of individuals, each of which has a distinct role, such as the wedding

attendants in [27]:

[27] Gthdsv<ins> lth;fk dtytw yfl ytdtcnjq tt ,hfn Cfif, dnjhsv<ins> -- z.

The first holding the wreath over the bride was her brother Sasha, the second

was I.

6 Exceptionally the predicative can be hosted by a noun with implicit predication: yfl tuj
gbcmvtyysv cnjkjv dbcbn ajnjuhfabz vfnthb tot ltdeirjq<ins> ‘Above his desk there hangs
a photograph of his mother as a girl’.
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5.2.3 Aspectual co-predicates
Predicates reporting the position or motion of an aspectual argument in some

space can host a predicative referring to the aspectual argument.7 Nouns state

in what capacity the individual moves (qua what) and are instrumental ([28]):

[28] Jy ghbt[fk d Vjcrde b gjgfk yf cdflm,e ifathjv<ins>.

He came to Moscow and wound up an attendant at a wedding.

With adjectives and participles, both nominative and instrumental are used. The

nominative reports a continuing state that overlaps the main action. Hence nom-

inatives combine with imperfectives stating habits ([29]) or events in progress

([30]), and with perfectives expressing a background (episode-initial) state ([31])

or an episode’s final static scene ([32]):

[29] <kfujlfhz jxthtlzv yf yfib[ ekbwf[ k/lb [jlzn [vehst<nom>,

jpf,jxtyyst<nom>, ujnjdst<nom> bp-pf k/,jq vtkjxb hfphfpbnmcz ,hfym/.

Because of the queues on our streets people walk gloomy, preoccupied, ready to

break out cursing over any trifle.

[30] Jy d эnjn vjvtyn itk edthtyysq<nom>, [jkjlysq<nom>, cj,hfyysq<nom>.

At that moment he was walking confident, cool, collected.

[31] <sk nfrjq ckexfq: ghbitk z bp Frfltvbb ujkjlysq<nom>, pfnjgbk

≤,eh;eqre≥, b cnfk dfhbnm rfie.

Here’s what happened once: I came home from the Academy hungry, heated up

the stove, and started to cook some kasha.

[32] Z dthyekcz uhecnysq<nom> d Vjcrde.

I returned gloomy to Moscow.

The instrumental case reports a change in the property coinciding with the

change reported by the host predicate, usually a perfective stating the result of

an episode ([33]):

[33] Z dthyekcz d Gfhb; tot ,jktt hfccnhjtyysv<ins>.

I returned to Paris [having become] even more distraught.

With a transitive verb, it is the object that moves or is situated, and it is the

subject of the predicative. The instrumental, suggesting change and causation, is

more usual ([34]), but the accusative (or acc=gen) is possible if the very property

is critical ([35]):

[34] Tuj ghbdtpkb nz;tkj ,jkmysv<ins> d ,jkmybwe.

They brought him [having become] seriously ill to the hospital.

[35] Tuj gjcflbkb ujkjuj<acc> yf jckf.

They seated him naked on an ass.

7 Timberlake 1986. Nikunlassi 1993 reports on extensive and meticulous work with informants
documenting the effect of various factors on the choice of case.
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The adjective in dbltkf <kjrf ;bdsv<ins> ([25]) is an instance of this

construction.

5.2.4 Aspectual and modal copular predicatives
Some verbs are copular, but indicate additionally that the predicative relation

changes over some boundary. With cnƒnm/cnfyjd∫nmcz ‘become’, the state changes

from one time to another. With jcnƒnmcz/jcnfdƒnmcz ‘remain’, the state con-

tinues past a certain time despite the possibility it might not. With rfpƒnmcz

‘seem, appear’ or zd∫nmcz/zdkźnmcz ‘seem, appear, turn up’, the state holds in

the speaker’s world of perception, though it might not hold everywhere. With

these host predicates, the predicative is valid only in certain times or worlds; it

could differ in other times or worlds. Because the validity of the state is limited,

nouns ([36]) always use the instrumental, adjectives ([37]) generally do:

[36] Jy cnfk bpdtcnysv ntfnhfkmysv rhbnbrjv<ins>.

He became a famous theater critic.

[37] Gtcjr jrfpfkcz cjdctv cshsv<ins>.

The sand turned out to be completely wet.

The predicative (short) adjective fits if the adjective is restricted by a complement

([38]):

[38] Jyf jcnfkfcm ljdjkmyf<pv> vjbvb jndtnfvb.

She in the end was satisfied with my answers.

The nominative adjective, used rarely, emphasizes the continuation of a state,

either a prior state ([39]) or a resulting state analogous to an English perfect

([40]):

[39] Vtnjl hfcghjcnhfytybz ufptns jcnfdfkcz dxthfiybq<nom>.

The method of distributing the newspaper was to be the same as the day before.

[40] Djn rfrjq<nom> e ytt cnfk csy!

Just look at what her son has become!

5.2.5 Copular constructions: instrumental
In copular constructions with be, an option for both nouns and adjectives is the

instrumental.8

With adjectives, the instrumental implies a contrast between two polarities

of the state in two time-worlds: in one, the state holds; in another, it does not.

Accordingly, in the present tense, where only one value of the state is in view,

8 A long tradition sees the instrumental as signaling a difference in the value of the state over a
boundary (Mrƒzek 1961, 1964). Ueda 1992 establishes that the frequency of the predicative (short)
form and the nominative depend in a complementary fashion on the referentiality of the subject;
the instrumental is neutral (and hence treated separately here).
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predicative adjectives do not appear in the instrumental. They appear in the

instrumental case in the future tense (approximately a third of the time) or the

past tense (approximately a fifth of the time).9 The instrumental is used when

a state is canceled ([41]) or initiated ([42--43]):

[41] Rfrbvb jyb ,skb dtctksvb<ins>, эnb eprbt vjyujkmcrbt ukfprb! B rfrbt jyb

necrkst b gjrhfcytdibt ctqxfc . . .

How joyful they were, those narrow Mongolian eyes! And how they are dim and

reddened now . . .

[42] Dcnhtxf ,skf jgznm ;t ,tphtpekmnfnyjq<ins>.

And this meeting as well was [≈ turned out to be] without result.

[43] Z yfltzkcz, xnj dct ;t vjt gbcmvj ,eltn gjktpysv<ins>.

I hoped that, nevertheless, my letter would be [≈ prove to be] effective.

The change can be change in an observer’s perception as much as change in the

real world. In [44], the fragments of Greek marble did not change in time, but,

once examined, they turned out to be more attractive than expected.

[44] Эnb j,kjvrb ,skb ytj,sxyj ghbdktrfntkmysvb<ins> rfr gj ajhvt, nfr b gj

cdjtq jhbubyfkmyjq cnherneht.

These fragments were unusually attractive both in form and in original structure.

In the present tense, nouns normally use the nominative and not the instru-

mental (unless the predicative means to function in a certain capacity: jyf pltcm

fuhjyjvjv<ins> ‘she’s here as an agronomist’). Outside the present tense, nouns

normally use the instrumental. The instrumental is used if there is any hint of a

change in the state over time, whether cancellation ([45] -- he is no longer young)

or inception ([46]):

[45] Tuj ltl pyfk ujcelfhz, rjulf njn tot ,sk vfkmxbrjv<ins>.

His grandfather knew the tsar when the latter was still a lad.

[46] Bpuyfybt Dkflbvbhf ,skj gthdsv vjhfkmysv elfhjv<ins> gj yfitq ctvmt.

The expulsion of Vladimir became the first moral blow struck at our family.

The instrumental is used with a noun stating a function of acting in a certain

capacity over time (in [47], as a coach for two winters running):

[47] <hfn ldt pbvs gjlhzl ,sk d Nekt htgtnbnjhjv<ins> e vfkmxbrjd Kjge[bys[.

Brother worked two winters in a row in Tula as the coach for the Lopukhin boys.

[48] C 1974 gj 1977 ujl jy ,sk xktyjv<ins> Wtynhfkmyjuj rjvbntnf.

From 1974 through 1977 he was a member of the Central Committee.

The instrumental is also used when the predicative noun is used to define the

subject: as a member of a group ([49]), in relation to another individual ([50]), or

as a unique individual satisfying a formula ([51--53]):

9 Ueda 1992.
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[49] Jy ljrfpsdftn, xnj Geirby d gjcktlybt ujls ;bpyb ,sk vjyfh[bcnjv<ins>.

He attempts to show that Pushkin in the last years of his life was a monarchist.

[50] Jy ,sk csyjv<ins> bpdtcnyjuj ktcjdjlf, Atljhf Rfhkjdbxf Fhyjkmlf.

He was the son of the famous forester Fedor Karlovich Arnold.

[51] Kfyctkjn ,sk cfvsv [hf,hsv hswfhtv<ins> bp nt[, rnj cj,bhfkcz pf Rheuksv

cnjkjv.

Lancelot was the bravest knight among those who gathered at the Round Table.

[52] Gjcktlybv hjlcndtyybrjv<ins>, rnj yfc hfpscrfk, ,sk lzlz Fktif.

The last relative who searched us out was Uncle Alesha.

[53] B[ pflfxtq<ins> ,sk ds,jh jcyjdys[ yfghfdktybq hfphf,jnrb bpltkbq.

Their task was the selection of the basic directions of the preparation of models.

Used in this sense, the predicative noun often appears in initial position ([52--53]).

The instrumental is likely whenever negation is involved: when the predicate

is irrealis or overtly negated ([54]):

[54] Jy, cj,cndtyyj, ,sk rjvveybcn, yj e ytuj yt ,skj gfhnbqyjuj ,bktnf. Jy yt

,sk xktyjv<ins> rjvveybcnbxtcrjq gfhnbb.

He, actually, was a communist, though he didn’t have a party card. He was not a

member of the Communist Party.

In short, with nouns, the instrumental is used when there is any hint of lim-

iting the state in time-worlds or any concern with defining an individual -- of

indicating that this individual, not others, fits a certain definition. The nom-

inative is used only when the subject is presumed known and the predicative

noun contributes little, the communicative weight being carried by the adjective

(talented in [55], virtuous in [56]).

[55] Jy ,sk dctcnjhjyyt nfkfynkbdsq xtkjdtr<nom>.

He was a man of many and varied talents.

[56] <sk jy jxtym vbksq, ghjcnjq, jxtym crhjvysq vjkjljq xtkjdtr<nom>.

He was a very nice, simple, very modest young person.

[57] Dtlm jy ,sk xkty<nom> Gjkbn,/hj.

After all he was a member of the Politbureau.

The nominative is also possible if the communicative import of the sentence is

the fact of the identity ([57]: ‘that he was a member is true’).

5.2.6 Copular adjectives: predicative (short) form vs. nominative (long) form
If an adjective is not instrumental, it can appear in either the nominative

(long) form or the predicative (short) form.10 The choice is partly lexical, partly

10 Shvedova 1952, Tolstoi 1966, Gustavsson 1976, Ueda 1992 (on text usage). There is a long-standing
view (Isachenko 1963, but see Bogusl�awski 1964) that the long form is an attributive modifier of
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Table 5.2 Adjectives preferring the predicative (short) form

semantic field examples

(a) measure dtk∫r ‘large’, lfk=r ‘far’, gj́kjy ‘full’, vƒk ‘(too) small’
(b) attitude ljdj́kty ‘satisfied’, cjukƒcty ‘agreed’, e,t;l=y ‘convinced’,

ed†hty ‘confident’, hƒl ‘pleased’
(c) manner of

characterization
cdj́qcndty ‘characteristic’, ghbcéo, ‘intrinsic’, [fhfrn†hty

‘characteristic’, crkj́yty ‘inclined’, gj[j́; ‘similar to’
(d) modality djpvj́;ty ‘possible’, lj́k;ty ‘obligated’, yfv†hty ‘intending’,

ytj,[jl∫v ‘essential’, yé;ty ‘necessary’, j,źpfy ‘obligated’
(e) perception d∫lty ‘visible’, ckßity ‘audible’
(f) variable conditions dbyjdƒn ‘guilty’, uj́kjlty ‘hungry’, ujnj́d ‘ready’, pyfrj́v

‘familiar’, cgjcj́,ty ‘capable’, hƒdty ‘even’, cśn ‘satiated’
(g) modal adjectives ytd†ljv ‘unknown’, ytjcgjh∫v ‘indisputable’, joen∫v

‘perceptible’
(h) evaluative, diminutive dtkbrjdƒn ‘largish’, vfkjdƒn ‘smallish’, hfl=itytr ‘pleased’,

hfl=[jytr ‘pleased’

contextual. Moreover, the use of adjectives has evidently been changing; the

predicative form is little used in conversation, and is therefore a marker of the

written register. Written usage is the primary concern below.

Certain adjectives (Table 5.2) require, or almost require, the predicative form.

With these adjectives, the property is contingent and variable depending on the

time-worlds.

The predicative form is used when the only argument is a clause.

[58] Bcghfdbnm эnjn ytljcnfnjr vyt ,skj jxtym nhelyj<pv>.

To fix that deficiency was very difficult for me.

Passive participles are generally in the predicative (short) form:

[59] Yfv ,skj ghtljcnfdktyj<pv> regt.

A compartment was made available to us.

[60] Djpkt gkjnbys ,sk gjcnhjty<pv> lthtdzyysq lde[эnf;ysq ljv.

Alongside the dam there was built a wooden two-story house.

In contrast, certain other adjectives use the long form exclusively or prefer-

entially. A productive type is adjectives that describe a property of having or

manifesting a substance. An entity either has the substance or does not; there

is no question of degrees or contingent manifestations of the property.

a dummy pronominal head -- that is, yfhzlyfz in [16] jyf yfhzlyfz would have the structure:
[np [n′ [modp [adjp [adj0 yfhzly-] ] ] [n′ [n0 ∅ ] ] ] ] (here as in Bailyn 1994; see also Babby 1975[a], 1999).
Pereltsvaig 2001 notes that the difference between two kinds of adjectives, short and long, cannot
be expressed if all adjectives are labeled simply as [-N, -V].
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Table 5.3 Adjectives preferring the general (long) form

type example

(a) substance {-sk-} c†kmcrbq ‘village’, ,h/cc†kmcrbq ‘of Brussels’
(b) substance {-ov-j́j} pthyjdj́q ‘of seed’
(c) other substance nevƒyysq ‘cloudy’, lthtdźyysq ‘wooden’, id†lcrbq ‘Swedish’,

vjkj́xysq ‘of milk’, ,evƒ;ysq ‘of paper’, ,eh;eƒpysq
‘bourgeois’, c∫ybq ‘blue’, rƒhbq ‘brown’, ,tkjrj́;bq
‘white-skinned’, vjho∫ybcnsq ‘wrinkled’, lde[rj́vyfnysq
‘two-roomed’

(d) relational dctcnjhj́yybq ‘all-sided’, lƒdybq ‘long-ago’, ch†lybq ‘middle’,
gj́plybq ‘late’, dy†iybq ‘outside’, gh†;ybq ‘former’

Aside from the adjectives listed in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, which have little freedom

of choice (though that lack of freedom is semantically motivated), there are

many adjectives that are used in either form, predicative or nominative. Each

form has a preferred context and sense.

The nominative (long) form is used when the concern is with characterizing

the essential as opposed to the accidental properties of the subject. The nomina-

tive is thus used when the subject is a hypothetical individual ([61]) or something

that is defined as an essence (in [62], ‘whatever we had by way of food’). At issue

is whether the characteristic holds or not, not under what conditions or to what

degree it holds.

[61] Tckb [jpzqrf [bnhfz<nom>, pkfz<nom>, nj b rjhjdf e ytt cj dhtvtytv cnfyjdbncz

jxtym yf ytt gj[j;tq.

If the housewife is sly, nasty, then her cow with time will become very similar to

her.

[62] Xtv vs njulf gbnfkbcm, jnrelf ljcnfdfkb ghjlerns -- yt gjvy/; tlf ,skf

ytdrecyfz<nom>.

What we ate, where we got provisions, I don’t remember; the food was

bad-tasting.

If the subject is a well-defined individual, the nominative form describes that

individual as a token of a type, often as a general, timeless description ([63]):

[63] Pbyf -- uhe,fz<nom>, gkjcrfz<nom>.

Zina is crude, flat.

But such a description can be localized to a specific time ([64--65]):

[64] Pf xftv Fyyf Fylhttdyf ,skf gjxnb dtctkfz<nom>.

At tea Anna Andreevna was almost cheerful.
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[65] Rjulf z ghjdf;fkf tt ljvjq d nfrcb, jyf cyjdf ,skf gtxfkmyfz<nom> b

cthmtpyfz<nom>.

When I took her home in a taxi, she was back to being sad and earnest.

To sum up, the nominative (long) form presents the subject as instantiating an

essence and the property as a necessary rather than an accidental one.

A predicative (short) form is used when the subject is a well-defined individual,

and the property is an accidental property that could vary in different time-

worlds ([66]):

[66] Jntw dctulf ,sk d nfrb[ ckexfz[ cgjrjty<pv>, ghbukfifk rfuэ,tiybrjd

dsgbnm xfqre, yj, rjulf ltkj rfcfkjcm ghbywbgjd, ,sk jxtym ndthl<pv>.

Father in such circumstances was always calm, he invited the KGB to have some

tea, but as far as matters of principle were concerned, he was firm.

When an adjective is specified by a circumstance or perceiver, as in [67], the

predicative form is almost obligatory (97% in one count).11

[67] Jyf {ytljdjkmyf<pv> ∼ ∗ytljdjkmyfz<nom>} -- b Jkmujq b ryb;rjq.

She’s dissatisfied -- with Olga and with her book.

When no modal complement is stated, the predicative form imputes a restriction

([68]):

[68] Dct ,skb ljdjkmys<pv>.

Everyone was satisfied [with the turn of events].

Because of this concern with contingency, the predicative form fits naturally in

discourse that is concerned with causality. Thus this form is used for properties

which have consequences ([69--70]) or which themselves are the consequences of

other situations ([71]).

[69] Njulf ;t z gjyzkf, xnj heccrbq zpsr yfcnjkmrj rhfcbd<pv>, xnj cnjbn tuj

bpexfnm, b cnfkf bpexfnm ckfdbcnbre.

At that point I understood that Russian is so exquisite that it deserves to be

studied, and I began to study Slavistics.

[70] Dsukzlbn jy jnkbxyj: pfujhtksq, rhfcbdsq. B jn njuj, xnj jy rhfcbd<pv> b

vjkjl<pv>, gtxfnm nhfutlbb ghjcnegbkf tot zdcndtyytt.

He looks wonderful: tanned, handsome. And because he is handsome and young,

the stamp of tragedy showed through even more clearly.

[71] Jy bp nt[, rnj yt vj;tn ,snm csnsv<ins>, rjulf ujkjlys<pv> lheubt.

He is the kind of person that cannot be full when others go hungry.

In such explicit contexts, the predicative form was selected regularly in a pilot

study with half a dozen young educated speakers.

11 Ueda 1992.
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It has been said that the predicative (short) form is used when the property

is temporary (as in [67]), while the nominative states a timeless characteristic of

an individual ([63] above). There is a certain truth to this. But the nominative

can be localized to a single time ([64--65] above), and, conversely, the predicative

form can be used in timeless characterizations of individuals ([72]):

[72] <jhbc ybrjulf d ;tyobyf[ ybxtuj yt gjybvfk. Gthdfz ;tyf, Tdutybz

Dkflbvbhjdyf, vbkf<pv> b byntkkbutynyf<pv>, yj jyf djj,hf;fkf ct,z dtkbrjq

[elj;ybwtq.

Boris never had any understanding of women. His first wife, Evgeniia

Vladimirovna, was pleasant and cultured, but she imagined herself a great artist.

Here the predicative forms focus on how certain properties interact with oth-

ers; the properties vbkƒ b byntkkbu†ynyf would be harmless if they were not

combined with pretense. Thus the predicative form means not so much that

the state is literally temporary as that it is contingent and therefore potentially

variable.

In speech, younger speakers use the predicative form less frequently than do

written texts, especially in discussions of people. Quite possibly, the pervasive-

ness of the long form represents an instinct to speak about people as represent-

ing types.

5.2.7 Residual tcnm, cenm in copular constructions
Copular constructions in the present tense usually do not have any overt verb

form. Nevertheless, relics of third-person present-tense forms of be can be used

for emphasis. The relic form †cnm, etymologically the third singular present, is

used in predicative constructions to insist that it is worth making the definition,

even if it is tautological.

[73] Yj xtvgbjyfn vbhf tcnm xtvgbjyfn vbhf.

But the world championship is the world championship.

[74] Vj;tn z b tcnm njn vfktymrbq dbynbr ,tp rjnjhjuj ybxtuj yt dthnbncz.

Perhaps I am that small screw without which nothing turns.

Écnm is common in the idiom э́nj b †cnm; for example, э́nj b †cnm cénm vfhrc∫pvf

‘that is precisely the essence of Marxism’. The negation of †cnm is yt †cnm:

[75] <skj эnj yt ajhvfkmyjt, f -- gjlkbyyjt c[jlcndj, rjnjhjt yt tcnm c[jlcndj xthn.

That was no formal similarity, but a genuine similarity, which is not merely a

similarity of features.

The historical third-plural form cénm can be used in scientific definitions, when

the terms of the definition are plural.
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[76] Эnb vjltkb j,kflf/n cdjtq cbkjq yt ,kfujlfhz rfrbv-nj dyenhtyybv

cdjqcndfv, yj gjnjve xnj jyb cenm nhflbwbjyyst xfcnb rekmnehs.

These models have force not by virtue of some intrinsic properties, but because

they are traditional components of culture.

5.2.8 Эnj ,sk . . .
The demonstrative э́nj equates its referent (something in the text or the speech

context) and a predicative noun. In the past or future, the copula agrees with

the noun:

[77] Эnj ,skf<fem sg> ,sdifz ctrhtnfhif<\fem sg> Rhegcrjq.

That was the former secretary of Krupskaia.

[78] Эnj ,sk<msc sg> dtcmvf pfvryensq vbhjr<\msc sg>.

That was a very closed world.

If the applicability of the equation is restricted by a circumstantial argument,

the noun goes into the instrumental, and the copula agrees with э́nj (that is,

neuter singular):

[79] Эnj<nt sg> ,skj<nt sg> lkz dct[ ,jkmibv cj,snbtv<ins>.

That was for us all a great event.

5.2.9 Predicatives in non-finite clauses
Predicatives with non-finite verbs tend strongly to appear in the instrumental.

With ,élexb, the adverbial participle of be, the instrumental is always used with

nouns ([80]), usually with adjectives ([81]), and regularly with passive participles

([81]):

[80] Vfnm Njkcnjuj, ,elexb {∗cthmtpyfz [jpzqrf<nom> ∼ cthmtpyjq [jpzqrjq<ins>},

cltkfkf gjlhj,ye/ jgbcm.

Tolstoy’s mother, who was a dedicated housewife, made a detailed description.

[81] {?ytljkmysq<nom>∼ ytljdjkmysv<ins>}
Jy dsitk bp cj/pf, ,elexb

{ }
{jcrjh,ktyysq<nom>∼ jcrjh,ktyysv<ins>}

Hjvfyjdsv.

dissatisfied with
He withdrew from the coalition, being

{ }
Romanov.

insulted by

With infinitives whose implicit subject corresponds to the subject of the main

clause, the instrumental is obligatory with nouns ([82]), usual with adjectives,

though the predicative form is possible for certain adjectives ([83]), and possible

for passive participles ([83]), especially as the main verb increases in semantic

weight ([84]):

[82] Jy vj;tn ,snm {∗cthmtpysq [jpzby<nom> ∼ cthmtpysv [jpzbyjv<ins>}
He could be a dedicated landlord.
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[83] {ytljdjkty<pv>∼ ytljdjkmysv<ins>}
Jy vj;tn ,snm

{ }
{jcrjh,kty<pv>∼ jcrjh,ktyysv<ins>}

dissatisfied
He might be

{ }
.

humiliated

[84] Xtkjdtr k/,bn ,snm {∗jcrjh,kty<pv> ∼ jcrjh,ktyysv<ins>}.

Man loves to be humiliated.

In the dative-with-infinitive construction, adjectives in earlier Russian used to

be in the dative ([85], from The Igor Tale), but now only the instrumental is used

(as in the modern translation of [85] in [86], or [87]):

[85] Kewt ;( ,s gjnzne<dat> ,snb yt;t gjkjytye<dat> ,snb.

It would be better to be stretched out dead than to be captured.

[86] E; kexit bcctxtyysv<ins> ,snm, xtv d ytdjk/ ljcnfnmcz.12

It would be better to be hacked to bits than to fall into captivity.

[87] Rfr yt ,snm j,vfyensv<ins> ghb gjregrt rfcctns?

How not to be deceived while buying a cassette?

A special construction that has attracted attention in the recent literature is

the case used by the adjectives cƒv ‘self ’ and jl∫y ‘alone’. In reference to the

subject of a finite verb or a dependent infinitive, they are nominative, and agree

with the subject in gender--number:

[88] Jyf<fem sg> {gjt[fkf ∼ htibkf gjt[fnm} cfvf<fem sg nom> nelf, xnj,s ghjzcybnm

cbnefwb/.

She {went ∼ decided to go} there herself in order to clarify the situation.

When the implicit subject corresponds to a dative or accusative in the main

clause ([89]) or the dative of a dative-with-infinitive construction ([90]), cƒv is

dative. It agrees with the implicit subject in gender--number:

[89] Jyf {ghbrfpfkf vyt<\msc sg dat> ∼ evjkzkf vtyz<\msc sg acc>} gjt[fnm

cfvjve<msc sg dat>.

She {ordered me ∼ beseeched me} to go myself.

[90] Gjxtve ,s nt,t<\msc sg> yt gjt[fnm cfvjve<msc sg dat>?

Why not go yourself?

The dative in [89] might be thought to show that cƒv agrees in case with the

implicit -- dative! -- subject of the infinitive.13 But the dative is not used with

subject-controlled infinitives ([88]), and the dative is not always used with infini-

tives whose implicit subject is an accusative object:

[91] Z pfcnfdbk Bdfyf<acc> gjqnb nelf jlyjuj<acc>.

I made Ivan go there alone.

12 [86] from Jakobson 1948/1966:134, [87] Jakobson’s translation (p. 165).
13 Comrie 1974, Babby 1998.
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Table 5.4 Summary of predicative constructions

adjective adjective adjective noun noun
pv (“short”) nom ins nom ins

copular: present tense
√ √ ∗ √ ∗

copular: past, future tense
√ √ ± ± √

aspectual-modal copular ± ?
√ ∗ √

aspectual co-predicate ∗ √ ± ∗ √
modal co-predicate ∗ √ ∗ ∗ √

The dative is used with infinitives dependent on nouns: djpvj;yjcnm gjt[fnm

cfvjve<msc sg dat> ‘the possibility of going alone’. It appears that the “second

dative” of cƒv and jl∫y is an idiom based on the dative in the free infinitive

([90]).

5.2.10 Summary: case usage in predicatives
The basic types of predicative constructions and the forms they prefer or al-

low are listed in Table 5.4. Each form has its preferred distribution, and each

type of predicative construction has its own properties. Evidently there is a

divide between copular constructions (both the basic copular relation be and

its enrichments such as jcnƒnmcz ‘remain’, etc.) and constructions in which

the predicative is a secondary predication, or co-predicate, overlaid on an in-

dependent predication; the latter do not allow the predicative (“short”) form of

adjectives.

Nouns go into the instrumental the moment there is the slightest restriction

on the state -- in time (past or future tense), modality (imperative, subjunctive) --

or any sense that the predicative noun describes in what capacity, qua what,

the predicative relation holds. For this reason, predicative nouns used as co-

predicates always go into the instrumental.

With adjectives, the instrumental is used less than with nouns, and only

when there is a pronounced boundary. Adjectives present an interesting con-

trast between the predicative (short) form and the nominative (long) form. The

layered conditions involved in the contrast between these forms (Table 5.5) re-

late to: the subject; the property itself; the occasions (time-worlds) on which

the property holds; and the function of the predicative in context. In idealized

terms, the predicative (short) form states one contingent, accidental property of

a known individual, among other possible properties. It occurs in copular con-

structions and marginally with aspectual-modal hosts (jcnƒnmcz). The (long) nom-

inative presents the subject as an entity that embodies a necessary property -- an

essence -- unconditionally.
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Table 5.5 Predicative (short) form vs. nominative (long) form

predicative (“short”) form nominative (“long”) form

subject entity defined individual token of type or defined
individual

property manifested by degrees, opposed to other
possible properties or values of the
property

manifested in binary
(either-or) fashion

time-worlds accidental property, which is potentially
different depending on circumstances

necessary property, which
holds at any time, in any
circumstance

speaker property observable by any speaker judgment of current speaker

context property interacts with (conflicts with,
causes, is caused by, exists despite)
other states or events

no attention to interaction
with other properties

register mark of written register, less frequent
in speech

mark of colloquial register

5.3 Quantifying predicates and genitive subjects

5.3.1 Basics
Russian has various constructions that involve quantification -- arguments can be

quantified and predicates quantify arguments. Quantifying predicates are those

that measure quantity against an implicit standard: they report some as opposed

to none, or none as opposed to some, or quite a bit relative to what was expected.

With certain predicates, arguments that correspond to nominative subjects of

intransitive verbs can appear in the genitive.

5.3.2 Clausal quantifiers and subject quantifying genitive
It will be useful to place genitive subjects in the broader context of quantify-

ing expressions and quantifying predicates. Explicit quantifiers -- from numerals

such as nh∫ ‘three’, cj́hjr ‘forty’ through approximates such as vyj́uj ‘much’,

crj́kmrj ‘how much’, v†ymit ‘less’ -- participate in a network of related con-

structions. The more indefinite the quantifier, and the more the focus is on

the quantifier, the more the verb is likely to use neuter third-person singular

agreement (§5.9).

Quantifiers can combine with a noun to make an argument (§4.2). Quanti-

fier arguments can occur in most argument positions -- as subjects, as indirect
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objects, as temporal adverbs, and so on. Quantifier arguments are especially fre-

quent as the aspectual argument of existential predicates -- be in its existential

sense ([92]) or prefixed perfectives reporting the accumulation of a quantity of

something ([93--94]):

[92] <skj vyjuj pyfrjvs[ bp ujhjlcrb[ ;bntktq.

There were many acquaintances from among the inhabitants of the city.

[93] Gjyft[fkj vyjuj ;ehyfkbcnjd, j;blfz j,sxys[ jnrhjdtybq.

There arrived many journalists, anticipating the usual revelations.

[94] Yf nhtnmtv rehct yf,hfkjcm dctuj xtnsht cneltynf.

There gathered only four students for the third year.

The quantifier and noun can be separated on opposite sides of the verb, in either

order:

[95] Vjyf[jd jcnfkjcm dctuj gznthj.

Of monks there remained only a group of five.

[96] Vyjuj e yfc ,skj xthys[ lytq.

Many were our rainy days.

[97] Cneltynjd yf nhtnmtv rehct yf,hfkjcm dctuj xtnsht.

There gathered only four students for the third year.

A noun that is split from a paucal numeral must be genitive plural, not singular

(§4.2). Another sign of the partial autonomy of noun and quantifier is that the

split quantifier can itself contain a generic classifier noun:

[98] Lj,hjdjkmwtd yf,hfkjcm 504 xtkjdtrf.

Of volunteers there gathered 504 people.

Quantifier arguments formed with comparatives or certain prepositions (dis-

tributive gj, approximate lj ‘up to’, j́rjkj ‘around’, gjl ‘coming up on’) can be

used as subjects ([99]) or objects ([100]), especially with quantifying predicates

([101]):14

[99] D rf;ljt ecf;bdfkjcm gj ldtyflwfnm dphjcks[.

In each coach would sit a dozen adults.

[100] F dctuj 58-z cnfnmz gjue,bkf, cjukfcyj gjlcxtnfv pfgflys[ bcnjhbrjd, ,jktt

ldflwfnb vbkkbjyjd ytdbyys[ k/ltq . . .

And in all Paragraph 58 caused up to 20 million innocent people to perish,

according to the counts of Western historians.

[101] Yf,t;fkj ,jktt ldflwfnb эnb[ cnfheitr.

There gathered more than twenty of those old ladies.

Other kinds of phrases or nouns have been impressed into service as quantifiers:

14 Babby 1984, Garde 1989.
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[102] Yfhjle yf ujhs njkgbkjcm gjkysv-gjkyj.

People crowded the mountains full up.

[103] Yfhjle {yf,hfkjcm<nt> / yf,hfkfcm<fem>} nmvf-nmveofz.

Of people there gathered legions.

In this construction, a verb can be in the neuter singular, failing to reflect the

etymological feminine gender of nmvƒ-nmvéofz ‘legions’, ghj́gfcnm ‘abyss’.

5.3.3 Subject quantifying genitive without quantifiers
The extreme form of quantifying constructions is that in which there is no

explicit quantifier and the argument corresponding to a subject is expressed in

the genitive. Bare genitives occur with verbs stating accumulation or distribution

of quantities ([104--8]):

[104] Yfgjkpkj dczrjuj k/lf<gen> d ujhjl Fpjd.

There crawled into the city of Azov all manner of people.

[105] Gjyft[fkj ;ehyfkbcnjd<gen>.

There arrived many journalists.

[106] F yfhjle<gen> yf ekbwt dct ghb,sdfkj.

There kept being more and more people on the street.

[107] D gjcktly// ytltk/ cytue<gen> gjlcsgfkj.

Over the past week some snow has sprinkled down.

[108] Tckb , utythfk dbltk, xnj dfc<gen> nen yf,bkjcm, rfr ctkmltq d ,jxrt, jy ,s

ybrfr yt hfphtibk nfrjt rfnfymt.

If the general had seen how you had been stuffed like sardines in a barrel, he

would never have allowed the excursion.

Though similar to the construction with an overt quantifier, the construction

with a bare genitive subject without a quantifier focuses more on the existence

of the quantity beyond expectations. The subject is usually essential in reference

(in [105], ‘there arrived a quantity of that which can be defined as journalists’).

For this reason, the subject does not readily support grammatical operations

requiring an individuated entity, such as an adverbial participle ([109], unlike

[93] above with an overt quantifier) or reflexive pronouns ([110]):15

[109] ? Gjyft[fkj ;ehyfkbcnjd, j;blfz<dee> j,sxys[ jnrhjdtybq.

[There arrived many journalists, anticipating the usual revelations.]

[110] ? Ujcntq gjyft[fkj yf cdjb[ vfibyf[.

[There came many guests in their cars.]

A bare genitive subject can be used with existential be to assert a surprising

quantity of a noun, in a folksy construction with a distinctive intonation (IC6)

that rises sharply on the mass noun and remains high ([111--12]):

15 Polinsky 1994 ([110]).
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[111] B yfhjle<gen> ,skj, b cvt[e<gen> ,skj!

There were many people, much laughter!

[112] -- Ye ,tks[-nj nfv e yfc djj,ot ytn.

-- Nen ,skj ,tks[<gen>!

-- Well white ones [mushrooms] we didn’t have any of these.

-- Oh, there were white ones all right!

[113] Vj;tn, vyt cdj,jls<gen> jcnfkjcm kbim yf vtczw.

Possibly, for me there remained freedom only for a month.

Thus given quantification in the context, the subject can be expressed as a bare

genitive. It is important to note, however, that the construction with the bare

genitive has an idiomatic character, and is less frequent than these examples

might suggest. The bare genitive is used much more with certain nouns (notably

yfhj́l ‘people, folk’) than others. Even with the quantifying predicates illustrated

above, it is more common to use overt quantifiers. To indulge in an anecdotal

comparison with Czech: Karel Čapek’s R.U.R. at one point comments on the

legions of robots, using a bare genitive with a quantifying verb: jich<gen> přibylo
‘so many have come’. Russian translations use an overt quantifier: cbks yt,tcyst,
crjkmrj b[! ‘heavens above, how many of them there are!’.

There is a small set of quantifying predicates -- [dfn∫nm/[dfnƒnm ‘be sufficient’,

ljcnƒnm/ljcnfdƒnm ‘become available to someone’, and non-verbal ljcnƒcnjxyj

‘be enough’ -- that regularly take the genitive.16 A dative or e<\gen> can specify

the domain or sphere of influence on which quantity is evaluated.

[114] Эnb[ gecnzrjd<gen> vyt [dfnbkj yf dc/ ;bpym.

Of such trifles I’ve had enough for a lifetime.

[115] “Vjkxbim? -- cghfibdfkb tt ukfpf. -- Vjkxb, vjkxb . . . Gjcvjnhbv, yfcrjkmrj

nt,z<gen> [dfnbn.”

So you’re silent? -- asked her eyes. -- Go ahead, don’t say anything . . . We’ll just see

for how long you’ll endure.

[116] E ytuj yt ,skj ybrjuj, j rjv ,s ljcnfkj ;tkfybz<gen> hfpvsikznm.

He had no one about whom there might come any desire to wonder.

[117] Lkz cjj,hfpbntkmyjuj xbnfntkz dgjkyt ljcnfnjxyj nfrb[ lfyys[<gen>, xnj,s

yfqnb nht,etvsq vfnthbfk.

For a resourceful reader, such facts are completely sufficient to allow him to find

the requisite material.

[118] Jdjotq<gen> ljk;yj [dfnbnm yf dc/ pbve.

The vegetables are supposed to suffice for the whole winter.

The need for a genitive subject can be passed through a modal auxiliary (ljk;yj́

‘should be’ in [118]). In a pinch, an active participle ([119]) or adverbial participle

16 Ljcnƒnm also has a transitive valence, with a nominative agent and accusative patient, as in Vfnm
ljcnfkf ;ehyfk ‘mother got the magazine’, and a reflexive intransitive based on the transitive,
as in cfgjub ljcnfkbcm tve ‘the boots came to him’.
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([120]) can be formed, showing that the genitive argument of quantifying predi-

cates is analogous to a nominative subject ([119--20]):

[119] Jy ghjcbn e vtyz nhb rjgtqrb, yt [dfnf/ob[<pcl> yf rhe;re gbdf.

He begs me for three kopecks, not sufficing for a mug of beer.

[120] Nfrbt lfyyst, ,elexb<dee> ljcnfnjxysvb lkz ghbyznbz htitybz ghjrehjhjv,

<. . .>

Such facts, being sufficient for a prosecutor to make a decision, <. . .>

Thus there is a network of constructions involving quantifiers, quantifying

predicates (and existential be), and the genitive case. Quantifiers combine with

nouns to make argument phrases used in a variety of constructions. Quantifiers

themselves can predicate, and they combine and form interesting constructions.

The genitive case is used for nouns that are in construction with overt quanti-

fiers. If the predicate itself is sufficiently quantifying, the genitive can be used

without there being a quantifier constituent. The genitive fulfills a role anal-

ogous to that of a nominative subject, though it is less individuated than the

typical subject.

5.3.4 Existential predication and the subject genitive of negation: basic paradigm
Many predicates situate an aspectual argument in a domain, whether physical

space or the perception of the speaker.17 In principle such predications can be

interpreted in two different ways, as individuating or existential. The difference

in meaning and syntactic properties is especially clear with the predicate be.

(The term is convenient for the pattern, even though no form of ,śnm is used

in the present tense.)

The individuating interpretation assumes a well-defined individual, some of

whose properties are known independently. The current predication concerns

another property of that individual, namely location in some domain. The word

order is normally S V Dom.

17 Chvany 1975 drew the sharp distinction between the existential use of be and its predicative
function. Babby 1980 argued that the genitive occurs when the relevant argument is included
in the scope of negation, where scope is defined in terms of functional sentence perspective
(modified in Babby 2001 to the claim that both subject and object genitives result when the
argument is in the scope of verb-phrase negation). Guiraud-Weber 1984 examines the func-
tional differences between genitive and nominative constructions (Z yt ,sk d Vjcrdt). Robblee
(1991, 1993[a], 1993[b], 1996) posits a hierarchy of predicates from existential (and modal and
quantifying) through individuating intransitives to transitives. I have relied on this latter body of
work here. Paducheva (1992, 1997) establishes the limits of use of the genitive of negation, lay-
ered from regular to occasional to non-existent, as a function of predicate semantics. Ultimately
the “semantic invariant” proposed for the construction with the genitive is: “{ does not exist in
the World/Place,” where the place can be “the perceptual space of the Subject of consciousness.”
Here the exposition emphasizes the difference in structuring of information: the nominative is
a statement of a property of an individual, among alternatives; the genitive is a statement about
the world.
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[121] ,sk

Vfktymrbq ghbyw


---


yf vfktymrjq gkfytnt.

,eltn

was

The Little Prince


is


on the small planet.

will be

When an individuating predication is negated, nothing happens to the structure

of the clause, and negation is the usual negative particle yt in the present tense:

[122] yt ,sk

Vfktymrbq ghbyw


yt


yf vfktymrjq gkfytnt.

yt ,eltn

wasn’t

The Little Prince


isn’t


on the small planet.

won’t be

The individuating interpretation is forced if different possible locations are con-

trasted ([123]) or if the predicate is contrasted with another predicate sharing

the same subject ([124]):

[123] Jy ,sk yt d Vjcrdt, f d Gfhb;t.

He was not in Moscow, but in Paris.

[124] Jy yt ,sk d Vjcrdt, f cktlbk pf cj,snbzvb bplfktxt.

He was not in Moscow, but still kept track of events from afar.

Thus, individuating predicates (including be) have ordinary syntactic properties.

In contrast, with the existential interpretation, the predicate establishes a

state of the world, which is the presence or absence of some entity in a domain.

The entity is often understood in essentialist terms, as the token of a type. The

domain is presumed known. If no domain is actually named, it can be the world

in general, or some more specific domain known in context. The word order is

normally Dom V S (though see [127]).

[125] ,skb

Yf gkfytnt


{--- ∼ tcnm}


njkmrj uke,jrjdjlyst ;bntkb<nom>.

,elen

were

On the planet there


are


only deep-water inhabitants.

will be

The present tense of the existential construction has either no overt form of a

verb or, occasionally, the residual particle †cnm (§5.3.12).
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When an existential predication is negated, the entity whose presence in the

world is denied is expressed in the genitive.

[126] yt ,skj<nt pst>

Yf gkfytnt ,jkmit


ytn


k/ltq<gen>.

yt ,eltn<3sg fut>

were

On the planet there


are


no longer any people.

will be

In the present tense, negation is marked by y†n (colloquial y†ne). When an exis-

tential predication is negated and the subject is expressed in the genitive, the

predicate no longer agrees with any argument, and becomes “impersonal”: it

appears in the neuter singular (past) or third-singular (present, future). The neu-

tral order is Dom V S, but other orders occur: F sk/ltq dyf gkfytnt ,jkmit yt
v,eltn ‘As for people, there will no longer be any’.

Some other predicates can also be used in both individuating and existential

senses, for example, jcnƒnmcz/jcnfdƒnmcz ‘remain’:

[127] Yf gkfytnt jcnfkbcm d ;bds[ njkmrj эrbgf;b<nom> rjcvbxtcrb[ cnfywbq.

On the planet there remained alive only the crews of the space stations.

[128] Yf dctq gkfytnt yt jcnfkjcm yb jlyjuj ;bdjuj xtkjdtrf<gen>.

On the whole planet there did not remain a single person.

A domain expressed by the preposition e<\gen> establishes a sphere of control

or influence of an animate entity.

[129] ,skb

E vtyz dctulf


---


gkfys<nom> yfgjktjyjdcrbt.

,elen

had

I always


have


Napoleonic plans.

will have

[130] yt ,skj

E vtyz ybrjulf


ytn


gkfyjd<gen>.

yt ,eltn

had

I never


have


any plans.

will have

By asserting the existence of an entity in the sphere of influence of an animate

being, this construction corresponds to transitive predicates of the type of En-

glish have (on bv†nm, see §5.3.11). The possessive construction can be considered
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a special case of existential be constructions. It has the same use of case, notably

genitive when the whole situation of possession is negated.

The predicate be can function as a copula -- as a linking verb -- when it is

combined with a predicative noun or adjective (§5.2). A predicative (or copu-

lar) construction is necessarily individuating. Its communicative force lies in

asserting (or denying) that one property as opposed to another holds of a known

entity; it is then a statement about an entity, rather than a statement about the

world as a whole. No matter how one tries, the genitive cannot be used for the

subject argument when a predicative is negated:

[131] Ybrnj<nom> yt ,sk ,tphfpkbxysv r celm,t.

No one was indifferent to fate.

[132] ∗Ybrjuj<gen> yt ,skj ,tphfpkbxyj r celm,t.

[133] Tot yb jlyf enhfnf<nom> yt ,skf nfr nz;tkf lkz ytuj.

No prior loss was so hard for him.

[134] ∗Tot yb jlyjq enhfns<gen> yt ,skj nfr nz;tkj lkz ytuj.18

[135] D nfrjv ujhjlbirt ybxnj<nom> (∗ybxtuj<gen>) yt jcnftncz ctrhtnjv.

In such a town nothing remains a secret.

[136] Ybxnj<nom> (∗ybxtuj<gen>) yt {cdznj ∼ dtxyj}.

Nothing is {holy ∼ eternal}

Thus, constructions involving an aspectual argument and a domain expres-

sion can be interpreted as individuating or existential, and there is a significant

difference in morphosyntax when the predicate is negated. Although the sense

of a predication as existential or individuating is a holistic reading, how likely

the existential reading is -- and how likely the genitive case is under negation --

depends on three considerations: (a) the predicate; (b) the reference of the nom-

inal argument; and (c) the context of the predication.

5.3.5 Existential predication and the subject genitive of negation: predicates
It was implicit in the discussion above that be is virtually in a class by itself

(perhaps to be joined by modals yƒlj, yé;yj that can take an accusative or

genitive even when not negated). Be would normally take the genitive when

negated, even with aspectual arguments whose reference is strongly individu-

ated (pronouns, proper nouns). After be, the quintessential existential, there is

a score or so of predicates that can take the genitive of negation (Table 5.6).19

These fall into recognizable semantic subgroups. All these verbs comment on

existence, but each adds something over and above merely asserting existence.

With perceptuals, existence is determined relative to the field of perception of

18 Yet Trubetzkoy (1975:268) wrote, Ybxtuj yt ujnjdj ‘There is nothing ready’.
19 List based on Robblee 1991, Paducheva 1997.
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Table 5.6 Semantic classes of existential predicates

predicates semantics

pfv†nyj ‘noticeable’, d∫lyj ‘visible’, ckśiyj
‘audible’, xédcndjdfnmcz ‘be felt’, ljyjc∫nmcz
‘carry’, d∫ltnmcz ‘be seen’

perception: possibility of existence of
state in perceptual space

jrfpƒnmcz ‘turn out’, j,yfhé;bnmcz ‘show up’,
gjck†ljdfnm ‘follow’, gjzd∫nmcz ‘appear’,
yfqn∫cm ‘be found’

inception of perception: inception of
existence of state in perceptual space
despite expectation of non-state

nh†,jdfnmcz ‘be needed’ modality: existence of situation of
necessity (obligation, possibility)

cnƒnm ‘become’, bv†nmcz ‘exist’, ckex∫nmcz
‘occur’, gjgƒcnmcz ‘happen’, ghjbpjqn∫ ‘occur’,
dcnh†nbnmcz ‘be met with’, djpy∫ryenm ‘arise’

occasion: inception of existence of state
despite possibility of non-state

cj[hfy∫nmcz ‘be preserved’, jcnƒnmcz ‘remain’ preservation: continued existence of
state despite possibility of non-state

dśqnb ‘come out’, dśhf,jnfnmcz ‘get
produced’, j,hfpjdƒnmcz ‘be formed’, ghbqn∫
‘arrive’

production: coming into existence of
state despite possibility of non-state

an observer. With other verbs, what is added is a sense of change in the status

of existence, from non-existence to existence. This aspectual sense of change is

flavored by the modal expectation that, if it were not for unusual circumstances,

the original situation of non-existence would have continued. As a general rule,

a strong modal sense of expectation to the contrary inhibits the use of the geni-

tive. The modal sense is weak with cnƒnm ‘become’ or ghjbpjqn∫ ‘occur’, stronger

with gjgƒcnmcz ‘to come on the scene suddenly, haphazardly, unexpectedly’ or

with the verbs of production, e.g., dśhf,jnfnmcz ‘to get produced overcoming

obstacles’. Verbs of preservation (jcnƒnmcz ‘remain’, cj[hfy∫nmcz ‘get preserved’)

assert continuing existence despite a clear and present danger of non-existence.

Jrfpƒnmcz ‘turn out to be’ combines emergence and perception. Thus there is

a set of predicates that deal with existence but, at the same time, they are

weaker assertions of existence than be, because they keep in mind alternative

possibilities.

The predicates of Table 5.6 tend to occur with common nouns that are under-

stood in essentialist terms, as tokens of a class, and when they are negated, can

use the genitive:

[137] Jyf gjbcrfkf, yt jcnfkjcm kb zujl<gen>.

She verified whether there did not remain berries.
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[138] Dct[ wtyys[ pdthtq hfcgeufkb, cj,jktq<gen> gjxnb yt jcnfkjcm.

All valuable animals had been frightened off, almost no sables remained.

Individuated arguments (pronouns, proper nouns) are unlikely to be used with

these predicates, and unlikely to appear in the genitive,20 except for the percep-

tuals ([139]) and cnƒnm, in an idiomatic sense ([140]):

[139] Dfyb {yt dblyj ∼ ? yt jrfpfkjcm ∼ ? yt jcnfkjcm} yf ekbwt.

Vania {was not to be seen ∼ didn’t turn up ∼ did not remain} on the street.

[140] Dfyb yt cnfkj.

Vania is no more [has died].

With predicates other than those of Table 5.6, an existential reading (and the

genitive of negation) are unusual, although examples, often constructed, are

cited in the linguistic literature. With verbs of position, the genitive is used

with time expressions or with an emphatic operator: yt ghjikj b lde[ xfcjd

‘not even two hours passed’; yf utnnj yt gfkj b ntyb gjljphtybz ‘not a hint

of suspicion fell on the ghetto’; yb jlyjq ,jv,s yt egfkj ‘there did not fall a

single bomb’. With verbs that specify something about the manner of position,

the genitive is labored: yf pf,jhf[ yt dbctkj vfkmxbitr ‘on the fence there did

not hang any lads’; vt;le ,htdyfvb yt crbnfkjcm ghecfrjd ‘among the logs skit-

tered no roaches’ (Gogol). With phenomenologic al verbs -- verbs reporting

phenomena that can be perceived -- the genitive is conceivable in an exercise of

modifying lines of poetry: cdtxb yf cnjkt yt ujhtkj ‘there did not burn a candle

on the table’; yt ,tkttn gfhecjd yf ujhbpjynt ‘there do not show white any sails

on the horizon’.21

In practice the genitive with negated positional or phenomenological verbs

is very infrequent. In one count only four examples were found among 198

tokens of negated verbs of position and motion, and no examples of genitive

with negated phenomenological verbs (130 tokens) or negated activity verbs. By

way of contrast, for the verbs listed in Table 5.6, the percentage of genitive was

in the vicinity of two-thirds genitive under negation.22

The likelihood of using the genitive, then, depends in part on the semantics

of the predicate. The genitive can be used most freely with verbs that report

existence in a domain, where the fact of existence is the communicative force

of the predicate. It is less likely with verbs that describe the manner of the

activity, since attention to manner presupposes the existence and identity of

the individual.

20 Paducheva 1997. 21 Paducheva 1997. 22 Robblee 1993[a]:222.
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5.3.6 Existential predication and the subject genitive of negation: reference
In addition to predicate semantics, the naturalness or likelihood of using the

genitive depends on the reference of the argument.

Pronouns, proper nouns, and singular nouns as a rule refer to individu-

ated, animate entities, and discourse is often organized around such entities

rather than generalized states of the world. Statistically, pronouns are less

likely to be put in the genitive even with be. One study documents a hierarchy

of increasing likelihood of using the nominative with negated be as one moves

away from common nouns (only one nominative in 595 tokens, or more than

99% genitive) through third-person pronouns and proper nouns (84% genitive)

to first- and second-person pronouns (only 59% genitive).23

With common nouns, the use of case correlates with the sense of the nominal

in context. Nouns with individuated reference, such as the sounds of jazz in [141],

appear in the nominative. Nouns with essential reference -- in [142], ‘anything

that would qualify as sounds’ -- are genitive, and the predicate has impersonal

syntax.

[141] Dljkm nhjnefhjd cnjzkb ytuecnj pfgfhrjdfyyst fdnjvfibys. C/lf yt

ljyjcbkbcm pderb<nom> l;fpf.

Along the sidewalks cars were parked here and there. The sounds of jazz did not

carry here.

[142] Bp gfkfns Vfэcnhj pderjd<gen> yt ljyjcbkjcm.

From the Maestro’s tent no sounds carried.

For a given predicate, the existential reading will be more natural if the noun

is affected by emphatic operators such as yb ‘not even’, b ‘even’, ybrfrj́q ‘no

such’. With a perceptual predicate, the genitive is regular if negation is emphatic

([143]), but the nominative is normal with a bare noun ([144]):

[143] Ybrfrb[ cldbujd<gen> ytpfvtnyj.24

No advances whatsoever are noticeable.

[144] Ytpfvtnys cldbub<nom>.

Advances are not noticeable.

Emphatic operators make a genitive possible with verbs that would nor-

mally not take the genitive. The genitive is unlikely in ? yt ewtktkj yfituj

aeylfvtynf<gen> or ? yt ghjdpexfkj dscnhtkf<gen>, but possible in [145--46]:

[145] Jn yfitq [b,fhs d Yjdjhjccbqcrt yt ewtktkj b aeylfvtynf<gen>.

From our hut in Novorossiisk there did not survive even the foundation.

[146] Yt ghjpdexfkj yb dscnhtkf<gen>.

There did not sound even a single shot.

23 Robblee 1996. 24 Paducheva 1997, [143], [144].
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With emphatic operators, the speaker imagines and ranks possible entities that

might fit in the positive predication, but then categorically eliminates all of the

possibilities.

5.3.7 Existential predication and the subject genitive of negation: ybrjuj, ybxtuj
The negated pronouns ybrjuj́ ‘no one’ and especially ybxtuj́ ‘nothing’ can be used

with a much broader range of predicates than other argument expressions.25

With moderate existentials such as jcnƒnmcz/jcnfdƒnmcz, both the nominative

ybrnj́ and the genitive ybrjuj́ occur. The genitive ybrjuj́ reports complete and

utter absence of any members of an open class ([147]). In [148], the class is de-

limited, and we entertain the counterfactual possibility that one of this class

might have remained alive.

[147] Dct yfib hfccnhtkzys, ybrjuj yt jcnfkjcm d ;bds[.

All our people were shot, no one has remained alive.

[148] Ybrnj bp yb[ yt jcnfkcz d ;bds[, b gjlhj,yjcntq эnjuj hfpujdjhf z cjj,obnm

yt vjue.

Not one among them remained alive, and details of that conversation I cannot

report.

Ybxtuj́ occurs widely. It is used regularly with: moderate existential predi-

cates:

[149] Jrfpsdftncz, xnj ybxtuj yt ghjbpjikj, rjytw cdtnf yt yfcnegbk.

It turns out that nothing happened, the world did not come to an end.

With reflexive predicates related to transitives:

[150] Ybxtuj ,jkmit yt dszcybkjcm.

Nothing further was clarified.

[151] Gjxnb ybxtuj c ltncndf yt pfgjvybkjcm.

Almost nothing from childhood stayed in memory.

[152] Ybxtuj yt bpvtybncz.

Nothing will change.

With many intransitives ([153--55]) and semi-transitives ([156--57]) that otherwise

would not take a genitive subject:

[153] Ybxtuj yt ,jkbn.

There is nothing hurting.

[154] -- Lf, -- cjukfcbkfcm Cfhhf. -- njkmrj ybxtuj yt uhtvbn b yt dphsdftncz.

-- Yes, -- agreed Sarah. -- It’s just that there is nothing thundering and exploding.

25 Examples and discussion in Guiraud-Weber 1973, 1984:124--33, Robblee 1993[a]:229--30.
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[155] Ybxtuj gjxnb yt dsujhtkj.

Almost nothing burned.

[156] Ntv, rnj ifufk gjl rjydjtv, e;t ybxtuj yt euhj;fkj.

Nothing threatened those who were in the convoy any longer.

[157] Ybxtuj yt gjvjuftn.

Nothing helps.

Ybxtuj́ can even be used with certain transitives, those that express a relation:

[158] Tuj ybxtuj yt {bynthtcetn ∼ elbdkztn}.

There is nothing that {interests ∼ surprises} him.

[159] <. . .> yj vtyz e; ybxtuj yt vjukj bcgeufnm.

<. . .> but now there was nothing that could frighten me.

[160] Ybxtuj yt jcnfyjdbkj ,s, lf;t ltnb.

Nothing would stop [her], not even the children.

[161] Ybxtuj yt cjtlbyzkj yfc.

Nothing united us.

The genitive is not used with more agentive intransitives ([162]) or transitives

([163]):

[162] Ybxnj<nom> (∗ybxtuj<gen>) c dm/ujq yt cjgthybxfkj.

Nothing engaged in competition with the blizzard.

[163] Ybxnj<nom> (∗ybxtuj<gen>) yt yfheifkj gjrjz.

Nothing disturbed the peace.

Ybxtuj́ is possible with some non-verbal predicates that are perceptuals or ex-

perientials, predicates that look almost like predicative adjectives:

[164] Gjckt cvthnb vfnthb vyt e; ybxtuj yt cnhfiyj.

After my mother’s death, there is nothing terrifying to me.

[165] J ght,sdfybb Nehutytdf d gfycbjyt gjxnb ybxtuj yt bpdtcnyj.

About Turgenev’s stay in the pension almost nothing is known.

[166] Ybxtuj yt ,skj gjyznyj tve.

Nothing was comprehensible to him.

[167] Yj ybxtuj yt vjukj ,snm byfxt.

Nothing could be otherwise.

Ybxtuj́ is not used with unambiguous predicatives, as in [131--36] above.

5.3.8 Existential predication and the subject genitive of negation: predicates
and reference
Usage can be stated as a cline (Table 5.7) ranging from genitive to nominative,

with an area of variation in the middle. Two hierarchies are reflected: one based

on reference of the aspectual argument (in the order from likely to use genitive
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Table 5.7 Predicate hierarchy and case under negation

type of emphatic essential individuated
predicate ybxtuj operator reference reference

be G | ∗N G | ∗N G | ∗N G |± N
perceptual: d∫lyj ‘be visible’ G | ∗N G | ∗N G | ∗N G | N
weak existential: jcnƒnmcz ‘remain’,

dśqnb ‘come out’
G | ∗N G | ∗N G | N ?G | N

intransitive position/motion: cnjΩnm
‘stand’, ghjqn∫ ‘go through’

G | N ±G | N ?G | N ∗G | N

phenomenological: rhfcy†nm ‘turn
red’, ujh†nm ‘burn’

±G | N ?G | N ?G | N ∗G | N

semi-transitive: gjvjuƒnm ‘help’ ±G | N ∗G | N ∗G | N ∗G | N
relational transitive: bynthtcjdƒnm

‘interest’
±G | N ∗G | N ∗G | N ∗G | N

affective transitive: yfhei∫nm ‘disturb’ ∗G | N ∗G | N ∗G | N ∗G | N
predicative: ,śnm ctrh†njv ‘be a

secret’

∗G | N ∗G | N ∗G | N ∗G | N

± = acceptable, not preferred
? = acceptable but restricted
∗ = (nearly) impossible
shading = context of variation

to avoiding genitive): ybxtuj́ ≥ ybrjuj́ ≥ emphatically negated argument ≥ plural

≥ singular abstract ≥ singular inanimate count ≥ animate ≥ pronoun, and

another a hierarchy of predicate semantics.

5.3.9 Existential predication and the subject genitive of negation: context
When a given combination of predicate and argument can in principle use both

constructions -- nominative (and agreement) or genitive (with no agreement) --

the choice is determined by (or imputes) additional semantic nuances or dis-

course considerations. The aspectual and modal quality of the predication is

relevant. Although be itself does not distinguish aspect, be can be used with

different aspectual senses, such as momentary state, inception of a state, or

endurance of a state over time.

The genitive is usual in statements about the world at a punctual time

([168]):26

[168] <hfnf<gen> {enhjv ∼ d nhb xfcf} yt ,skj ljvf.

Brother wasn’t home {in the morning ∼ at three o’clock}.

26 Observation of Itskovich 1974.
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[169] <hfn<nom> {gjckt эnjq cgjhs ∼ c ghjikjq dtcys} yt ,sk ljvf.

Brother hasn’t been home {since that quarrel/since last spring}.

In contrast, a durative context ([169]) is a statement about an individual, who is

subject to expectations about his behavior: in [169], the person “did not come

when he should have done so, or when it was natural for him to come.”27 The

nominative is usual. Similarly, the speaker’s presence was expected in [170]:

[170] Z<nom> yt ,sk yf tuj gj[jhjyf[.

I did not attend his funeral.

Thus, in a negated sentence it is possible to use the nominative if the non-

presence of the entity -- a person was not at home, not at the funeral -- is

implicitly contrasted with the positive alternative -- a person should have been

home, might well have been at the funeral.

Modality is relevant with weaker existential verbs.28 In [171], with genitive,

there is no evidence of anything deserving of the name sound.

[171] Pderjd<gen> c ekbws yt ljyjcbkjcm.

Sounds from the street did not carry in.

[172] Pderb<nom> c ekbws yt ljyjcbkbcm crdjpm ldjqyst hfvs.

Sounds from the street did not carry through the doubled frames.

In [172], by adding the restriction crdjpm ldjqyst hfvs, the speaker contrasts two

alternative histories: sound does not carry under these conditions, but might be

expected to otherwise. Example [172] is, then, about this contrast, not a simple

denial of existence (as in [171]). Similarly, in [173], there is no evidence of Masha

at all:

[173] Vfib<gen> yt dblyj.

There is no sign of Masha.

[174] Vfif<nom> yt dblyf.

Masha isn’t visible.

Example [174] communicates a property of Masha: speaking of Masha, the prop-

erty that characterizes her is a lack of visibility at the moment, though she could

otherwise be visible. Masha is then much like the River Don in [175], which can

be discussed despite its lack of visibility:

[175] Cfv Ljy<nom> yt dblty, jy pf gjkjcjq ktcf, ghjnzyeditujcz gj tuj ,thtue.

The Don itself is not visible [from here, under these circumstances, but only

because] it is beyond the strip of forest extending along its banks.

27 Paducheva 1992:57. 28 Examples from Guiraud-Weber 1984, Paducheva 1997.
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Case also relates to the function of the sentence in the discourse. The genitive

is appropriate when the topic is the whole world ([176]):

[176] {B[ ljkuj yt ,skj ∼ ? Jyb ljkuj yt ,skb}, gjnjv cjdctv ,kbprj hfplfkjcm

ytcrjkmrj dscnhtkjd, b Rjkmwtd dthyekcz, ytcz yf gktxf[ jlyjuj bp ,jqwjd.

There was no sign of them for a long time, then right near there rang out several

shots, and Koltsev returned, carrying on his shoulders one of the soldiers.

[177] {? Tuj ljkuj yt ,skj ∼ Jy ljkuj yt ,sk} d Hjccbb, b tcntcndtyyj, yt pyfrjv c

yfitq ltqcndbntkmyjcnm/.

He had not been in Russia for a long time, and naturally is not familiar with our

reality.

With the nominative, the world is viewed in terms of the individual. In [177],

the fact that he was absent explains another fact, his lack of knowledge.

5.3.10 Existential predication and the subject genitive of negation: summary
In summary: Certain predicates discuss the presence of an entity in a domain,

which can be physical space or a speaker’s perceptual field. In principle such

combinations can be interpreted in two different ways: as a statement about an

individual or as a statement about the world and its contents. In the former

case, interest is focused on the individual, who is otherwise known, and on the

properties of that individual. In the latter case, the communicative force of the

sentence is merely to establish or deny the presence of some entity in some

domain, the entity often being understood as an essence. When such predicates

of location are negated, the entity whose existence is negated appears in the

genitive. The choice between an individuating and an existential interpretation

and, therefore, the use of the genitive under negation, depends on (a) the se-

mantics of the predicate; (b) the reference of the entity, whether individuated or

essentialist or emphatically essentialist (yb jlyjuj́, ybxtuj́); (c) the modal and as-

pectual sense of the predicate in context -- consideration of alternative realities

undermines the existential reading; (d) the function of the proposition in con-

text, whether the predicate informs merely of the polarity of existence (genitive)

or the location as a property of the individual (nominative).

5.3.11 Bvtnm and existential possessive constructions
The existential construction with a domain expressed by the preposition e<\gen>

is the usual way of asserting or denying possession of concrete nouns.29 Russian

also has a transitive verb bv†nm, used especially in idioms in which the noun is

an abstract noun ([178]):

29 Safarewiczowa 1964, Isačenko 1974.
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[178] bv†nm {jnyji†ybt ‘relation’ ∼ ecg†[ ‘success’ ∼ pyfx†ybt ‘significance’ ∼
djpvj́;yjcnm ‘opportunity’ ∼ ghƒdj ‘right’ ∼ l†kj ‘issue’ ∼ gjyźnbt ‘idea,

conception’ ∼ dkbźybt ‘influence’ ∼ cvśck ‘sense’ ∼ v†cnj ‘place’}

The idioms can be expanded by adjectives (bvtnm ,jkmijq ecgt[ ‘have great

success’) or conjoined (bvtnm cxfcnmt b yfckf;ltybt ‘good fortune and pleasure’).

Negated, bv†nm takes the genitive: r djlrt edktxtybz<gen> jy yt bvtk ‘he had

no interest in vodka’.

Even with concrete nouns whose possession would ordinarily be expressed by

e<\gen>, bv†nm can be used if possession is viewed as a property of the subject.

Thus, bv†nm is appropriate if possession is one of a series of properties of the

subject:

[179] Jcnfdibcm cnfhjq ltdjq, ntnz Yflz yt bvtkf ghzvs[ yfcktlybrjd b

ytj;blfyyj lkz vjtuj jnwf pfdtofkf cdjb lhfujwtyyjcnb tve.

An old maid, Aunt Nadia did not have any direct descendants and unexpectedly

for him, she left her valuables to my father.

(Usually: E ytt yt ,skj yfcktlybrjd.) Bv†nm defines individuals:

[180] Vyjubt bp yfib[, rnj bvtk d ujhjlt rdfhnbhs, gthtikb yf hf,jne gj,kb;t jn

ljvf.

Many of our friends, whoever had apartments in the city, moved to work closer to

home.

(Usually: E vtyz ,skf rdfhnbhf ‘I had an apartment’.) Bv†nm must be used when

the possessor is the implicit subject of a participle or infinitive:

[181] Jy egjvzyek vjtuj ,hfnf -- nfkfynkbdjuj [elj;ybrf, r njve ;t bvt/otuj

nhjb[ vfktymrb[ ltntq.

He mentioned my brother -- a talented artist, who, furthermore, had three small

children.

[182] Jyf cj,bhfkfcm ibnm b xbybnm j,edm yf pfrfp, xnj,s bvtnm cdjq pfhf,jnjr.

She wanted to take orders to sew and repair shoes, in order to have her own

income.

(Usually E ytuj ,skj nhjt ltntq ‘He had three children’; E ytt pfhf,jnjr

rhj[jnysq ‘She has a modest income’.) Thus bv†nm insists that possession is

a property of the subject.

Bv†nm has a related reflexive form bv†nmcz, used as a more explicit and

bureaucratic equivalent of existential be.

[183] Yf Ufdhbkjdjgjkzycrjv exfcnrt {bvtkcz gfhnjhu<nom> ∼ yt bvtkjcm

gfhnjhuf<gen>}
There {was ∼ was not} a party organizer at Gavrilopoliansk.
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5.3.12 Tcnm and existential possessive constructions
Russian, it is said, has no verb ‘to be’ in the present tense, and it is true that it

does not use a conjugated verb in the present tense of either predicative or exis-

tential sentences.30 Still, †cnm, the etymological third-person singular present of

,śnm, is sometimes used in existential and possessive sentences. Écnm is appro-

priate when the import of the utterance is whether or not any token of a type

exists at all. Écnm is omitted when it is already presumed that something from a

general type exists, and the communicative concern is with the existence of one

particular variety of the type. There are recognizable contexts in which usage is

predictable.

Écnm is normally omitted in the following contexts. When a sentence describes

the body parts of an individual -- hair, nose, legs -- the body parts are assumed

to exist; the sentence differentiates one subtype from others. Such descriptions

lack †cnm:

[184] E Kbls ,jktt rhfcbdjt kbwj, xtv e Njyb.

Lida has a prettier face than Tonya.

[185] E ytuj vjhcrfz gj[jlrf.

He has a seaman’s walk.

[186] E ytuj ctlst djkjcs.

He has gray hair.

Identifying a disease or condition that afflicts the possessor presupposes that

there is some sort of medical or psychological condition to begin with. Écnm is

not used.

[187] Yf cktle/obq ltym dhfx jghtltkbk, xnj e ytt vjkybtyjcyfz cfhrjvf.

The next day the doctor determined that she had acute sarcoma.

[188] D njv, xnj e yb[ hjvfy, z yt cjvytdf/cm.

That they have a romance going on I have no doubts.

[189] D rjvyfnt cnhfiysq iev.

There is a horrible din in the room.

When a noun is modified by a superlative adjective, the communicative concern

is with selecting the proper individual from a set of entities, namely the indi-

vidual manifesting the greatest degree of the property; the set, such as a set of

rooms ([190]), is presumed to exist:

30 Seliverstova 1973, Isačenko 1974, Chvany 1975, Mehlig 1979 (focusing on the known-ness of the
possessed entity), Paillard 1984 (28--123, focusing on cases in which the usage is the opposite
of the usual), Kondrashova 1996. Except for [196], [198], [199] (from conversation), examples here
are taken from Sofia Pregel′, Moe detstvo, vol. I (Paris: Novosel′e, 1973), a pseudo-naive memoir of
childhood conveniently written in the present tense with many possessive sentences.
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[190] E ytt cfvfz kexifz rjvyfnf.

She has the best room.

Quantifying the noun generally means presupposing the existence of some to-

kens of this type of entity, and the communicative concern is with the quantity

(small, large, etc.):

[191] Z [jxe pfgkfnbnm pf ,bktn, e vtyz djctvmltczn gznm rjgttr.

I want to pay for the ticket; I have 85 kopecks.

Mentioning a body part along with the possessor presupposes a scenario in

which different objects might be located in different sub-locations at various

times, hence no †cnm:

[192] D ghfdjq hert e ytuj ,ertn.

In his right hand he has a bouquet.

Descriptions of garments and outfits lack †cnm:

[193] Dfkz ghbltn yf rjhjnrjt dhtvz. E ytt rjcn/v gjlcyt;ybrf bp rjcn/vthyjq

vfcnthcrjq, ult im/n fhnbcnfv.

Valia will come for a short time. She’s got a snowflake costume from the costume

shop where they sew things for performers.

Écnm is not used in all these contexts, in which a token of a type is presupposed

to exist, and the predicate asserts which subtype of entity is possessed.

In contrast, †cnm is used when no tokens of a type are presumed to exist, and

the sentence is concerned with establishing the existence of a token of a type

in some domain as opposed to its possible non-existence. The fact of existence

is presented as if unrestricted in time or condition. Écnm is common when a

geographical location, with its contents, is described:

[194] Yf gkjoflb tcnm cnfhst lthtdmz.

On the square there are old trees.

Écnm is used with adjectives and xnj́-nj; the question is whether any of some

abstract essence is present at all:

[195] F z yf[j;e, xnj d Kblt tcnm xnj-nj pfufljxyjt.

I think that in Lida there is something mysterious.

Écnm is commonly used in negotiations that verify whether something exists at

all,

[196] K: Yf lfxe etp;ftnt ctujlyz? Are you going to your dacha today?

F: Ctujlyz bkb pfdnhf c enhf. Today or tomorrow, sometime in

the morning.

K: E dfc exfcnjr tcnm nfv, lf? You have a plot there, yes?
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F: Tcnm exfcnjr. Hfcntn xnj-nj d ytv.

Vfnm pfybvftncz . . .

We have a plot. Things are growing

there. Mother tends it . . .

K: Gjvbljhs e;t tcnm? Do you have tomatoes already?

or in conditions, when the condition hinges on whether something exists,

[197] E yfc d ubvyfpbb pdjyzn hjlbntkzv, tckb e yb[ tcnm ntktajy. F tckb ytn, . . .

At our school they telephone the parents, if they have a telephone. And if not, . . .

[198] Byjulf . . . lf ytn, byjulf vj;yj b regbnm. Tckb xnj-nj gjl[jlbn, tckb tcnm

ltymub.

Sometimes . . . Well yes, sometimes I do buy something. If there’s something

suitable, if I have any money.

or in contexts in which existence is emphatically asserted:

[199] Y: Ytn, e ytuj ytne vfibys. No, he doesn’t have a car.

B: Y/if crfpfkf, xnj tcnm e yb[ ntgthm

vfibyf. <f,eirf jnlfkf bv cnfhsq

ajkmrcdfuty.

Niusha said that they now have a

car. Grandma gave them an old

VW.

[200] Rfnz regbkf vyt Hj,bypjyf Rhepj. E vtyz tcnm Hj,bypjy, yj z

cltkfkf dbl, xnj yt bvt/ yb vfktqituj gjyznbz j, эnjq ryb;rt.

Katia bought me Robinson Crusoe. I already have Robinson, but I pretended

that I didn’t have the slightest idea about this book.

Écnm is commonly used with b ‘even’, nj́kmrj ‘only’, dc=-nfrb ‘even so’, to=

‘even more’, lƒ;t ‘even’, lheuj́q ‘another’, operators which focus on the positive

polarity of possession:

[201] E ytt tcnm lheujt itkrjdjt gkfnmt, tuj jyf yjcbn gj ce,,jnfv.

She has another silk dress, she wears it on Saturdays.

[202] E ytt tcnm lf;t ytcrjkmrj ,tks[ djhjnybxrjd.

She even has several white collars.

[203] E vtyz nj;t tcnm /vjh.

I also have a sense of humor.

Although there are many contexts in which the use of †cnm is predictable, there

are others in which †cnm may or may not be used. A familiar and straightforward

contrast is:31

[204] E ytuj cnfhbyyfz vt,tkm.

He has antique furniture [≈ the furniture he has is antique].

[205] E ytuj tcnm cnfhbyyfz vt,tkm.

He has [at least some] antique furniture.

31 Isačenko 1974:57.
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Écnm is used when the context deals with the state of the world, when the

speaker paints a picture in which the possession of some entity is in some

relation to other states of the world -- a relation of cause and effect, of principle

and illustration, or of overlapping states.

[206] <b,kbjntrfhib dcnhtnbkb vtyz c djcnjhujv. Rybub vjb e yb[ tcnm, ht,znf

xbnf/n b[.

The librarians greeted me ecstatically. They have my books, children read them.

In [206], the relation is causal: the provincial library has the books, therefore

children read them. In [207], having a notebook with a French title is a de rigueur

consequence of taking music lessons:

[207] Yj [jlbnm yf ehjrb gjkfuftncz, b e vtyz, rjytxyj, tcnm yjnyfz gfgrf, ult

gj-ahfywepcrb yfgbcfyj ≤v/pbr≥.

But it’s expected that I go to music lessons, and of course, I have a folder for sheet

music, on which is written in French, “musique.”

Thus in context, †cnm establishes the existence of something, in the face of

possible non-existence, where the existence of that entity affects other states of

the world. In contrast, †cnm is omitted if the sentence is used to characterize the

possessor rather than to establish the polarity of existence:

[208] <f,eirf rhfcfdbwf, yj cregfz. E ytt rk/xb jn rfccs.

Grandmother is a beauty, but she is stingy. She has the keys to the moneybox.

[209] E ytuj lheufz cgtwbfkmyjcnm: jy yfxbyftn ltrkfvbhjdfnm jxtym lkbyyst

cnb[b, b exbntkm ujnjd gjcnfdbnm tve k/,e/ jnvtnre, kbim ,s jy pfvjkxfk.

He has another specialty: he starts declaiming a long poem, and the teacher is

ready to give him any grade if only he will shut up.

Thus [208] describes the possessor (her possession of keys goes along with her

other character traits), while [209] explicates where the boy’s true talent lay.

5.4 Quantified (genitive) objects

5.4.1 Basics
The genitive can be used instead of the accusative for the object argument of

transitive predicates under one of the following conditions: (a) individual verbs

govern the genitive, now usually alongside the accusative; (b) the genitive can

be used in place of the accusative in a partitive, or metric , meaning; and (c)

the genitive is still frequently used in place of the accusative object of transitive

verbs that are negated. These contexts are different enough from each other to

merit separate discussion. Still, there are similarities. The genitive presents the
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Table 5.8 Semantic classes of predicates governing object genitive

predicates semantics

bcrƒnm ‘seek, search for’, ;lƒnm ‘await’,
nh†,jdfnm ‘demand’, (gj)ckéifnmcz ‘heed,
listen to’, lj;lƒnmcz/lj;blƒnmcz ‘wait for’,
;tkƒnm ‘desire’, [jn†nm ‘want’

potential: contact is potential, but
unrealized

ljcn∫xm/ljcnbuƒnm ‘reach’, lj,∫nmcz/lj,bdƒnmcz
‘achieve, acquire’, rfcƒnmcz ‘touch on’

tenuous: actual contact in the face of
possible non-contact

,jźnmcz ‘fear’, bp,t;ƒnm ‘avoid’, jgfcƒnmcz
‘be wary of’, ,th†xmcz ‘be wary of ’

avoidance: possible contact is avoided

situation more as a state of the world than as a property of a specific entity. At

the level of the argument, the genitive is used for nouns that are essentialist

rather than individuated in reference (‘this is a token of the kind of thing defined

as . . .’).

5.4.2 Governed genitive
The genitive has long been used for the objects of certain verbs (Table 5.8).32

Verbs that can take the genitive at all present a scenario in which the object is

potentially affected by the subject, but the potential effect (or the potential con-

tact between the two entities) is less than complete: contact is only potential, not

actual; or the contact is attenuated because non-contact was a real possibility;

or contact is avoided.

The verbs of Table 5.8 all used to take the genitive regularly, but over the

course of the twentieth century it became increasingly possible to use the ac-

cusative. Among the common verbs, the genitive is still usual with the highly

modal nh†,jdfnm (over 90%), but now infrequent with bcrƒnm (less than 30% gen-

itive), with ;lƒnm ‘wait’ intermediate. The accusative has made such progress

with these verbs that RG 1980 recognized the accusative as a stylistically neu-

tral option in two contexts: with nouns referring to persons (in the singular

of Declension<II> or Declension<III> -- otherwise the animate accusative would

be invoked), as in [210], and with nouns referring to known entities, as in

[211]:

[210] Z gjitk bcrfnm cdj/ vfnm<acc>.

I set off to look for my mother.

[211] Tve ye;yf jlyf rybuf, rjnjhfz e yfc tcnm. Z gjitk bcrfnm rybue<acc>.

He needed a certain book that we had. I went to look for the book.

32 Matthews 1997.
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In fact, the accusative is used more broadly with bcrƒnm and ;lƒnm. The ac-

cusative can be used for non-individuated objects if the eventual result is envi-

sioned ([212--13]):

[212] Jntw t;tlytdyj e[jlbk bcrfnm rdfhnbhe<acc>.

Every day father would go out to search for an apartment.

[213] Jyf gjckfkf ntktuhfvve, cnfkf ;lfnm jndtnyjt gbcmvj<acc>.

She sent a telegram and began to wait for the letter of reply.

The accusative is used for repeated activities, each of which is successful,

[214] Rf;lsq ltym z jnghfdkzkcz yf ks;f[ nj d jlye cnjhjye, nj d lheue/, bcrfk

ltkzyrb<acc>, ult uecnj hjckb cjcys b gb[ns, gjnjv dtk nelf ktcjhe,jd b

yfvtxfk ljhjub lkz dsdjprb ,htdty.

Every day I set out on skis in one direction or another, and located dense stands

of pine and fir, then I brought the lumberjacks there and marked out roads for

taking out the logs.

Or for an activity that is confined to a delimited interval of time:

[215] J,scr ghjljk;fkcz lj hfccdtnf. Gjlybvfkb gjkjdbws, bcrfkb jhe;bt<acc>,

xbnfkb gbcmvf, jgznm bcrfkb, ybxtuj yt yf[jlbkb.

The search lasted until dawn. They lifted up the floorboards, they searched for

guns, they read letters, they searched some more, they found nothing.

The generalization is that the accusative is used when the event is bounded.

In contrast, the genitive is used when the event is not limited. In [216], the

speaker engages in the activity of waiting while, concurrently, observing another

activity; [217] reports an open-ended process.

[216] Z ;lfk yf djrpfkt gjtplf<gen> c ,bktnjv d rfhvfyt b yf,k/lfk, rfr ldf

yjcbkmobrf dskfdkbdfkb d njkgt gjljphbntkmys[ b dtkb b[ pf ne vfktymre/

ldthre.

I waited at the station for a train with a ticket in my pocket and observed how

two porters would pick out suspicious types from the crowd and lead them

behind that small door.

[217] Jy gjlfk fgtkkzwb/ d WRR b nthgtkbdj ;lfk htitybz<gen> cdjtq celm,s.

He had put in an appeal to the Central Committee and was waiting patiently for

the resolution of his fate.

In both [216--17], the object is defined in essentialist terms: ‘that which would

be a train’, ‘that which would be the resolution of his fate’. This context -- open-

ended activity, essentialist reference of the argument -- is the last refuge of the

governed genitive.
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Unpaired reflexive verbs (,jźnmcz ‘fear’, etc.) still take the genitive, but have

begun to allow the accusative in the colloquial register with objects naming

unique individuals:33

[218] Nfhfrfys yt ,jzkbcm lzl/ Dfc/<acc>.

The roaches did not fear Uncle Vasia.

5.4.3 Partitive and metric genitive
The genitive case can be used for the object in what is often termed a partitive

sense. The partitive sense presupposes a mass that is homogeneous (any portion

is equivalent to any other), the total quantity of which is open-ended (there is

always more where that came from). In the partitive usage, this formless mass

is given shape: as a result of a bounded event, an unspecified but delimited

quantity is created. In [219],

[219] -- Gjcnjq, cjecf<gen> djpmvb, -- crfpfk jy, elth;bdfz here Ktdbyf, rjnjhsq

jnnfkrbdfk jn ct,z cjec<acc>.

Ktdby gjrjhyj gjkj;bk ct,t cjecf<gen>, yj yt lfk tcnm Cntgfye Fhrflmbxe.

-- Hold on, take some sauce, -- he said, restraining Levin’s hand, who had been

pushing the sauce away.

Levin obediently took some sauce, but wouldn’t let Stepan Arkadich eat.

Levin responds to a request to create some delimited quantity of sauce (twice

genitive), but manipulates the whole quantity of sauce (accusative).

The possibility of using a partitive genitive depends on the noun, on the verb,

and on the context. The partitive genitive is most likely with nouns that refer to

undifferentiated masses, especially comestibles. It is less frequent, but possible,

with plural nouns ([220]).

[220] Jy regbk gfgbhjc<gen> b gjitk yfpfl r vjcnrfv.

He bought cigarettes and went back to the platform.

The partitive is most natural with those predicates that report a situation in

which the act itself creates a quantity, as happens with interpersonal, domestic

acts of transfer (purchasing, serving, or giving), consumption, or accumulation

(Table 5.9).

Using the genitive in its partitive sense depends in part on the aspectual-

modal quality of the situation. Because the quantity is created by the event, the

partitive sense is most natural in contexts in which completion of an action has

occurred or is anticipated -- a perfective imperative (recall [219]), a past perfective

([221]), or a purpose clause or infinitive ([222]):

33 Butorin 1966.
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Table 5.9 Predicates taking partitive and metric genitive

verbs of examples typical objects

transfer : quantity defined
by moving some quantity
away from source location
to new location

lƒnm/lfdƒnm ‘give’,
reg∫nm/gjregƒnm ‘buy’,
ghbckƒnm/ghbcskƒnm ‘send’,
dpźnm/,hƒnm ‘take’ [rare],
pfyźnm/pfybvƒnm ‘borrow’
[rare]

domestic products, money

consumption : quantity
defined by act of
consumption

c(†cnm/c(tlƒnm ‘eat up’,
ukjnyénm/ukjnƒnm ‘swallow’,
dśgbnm/dsgbdƒnm ‘drink up’

liquids, foodstuffs

accumul ation : quantity
defined by act of
accumulation, especially
increase over prior amount

yf,hƒnm/yf,bhƒnm ‘gather’,
yfk∫nm/yfkbdƒnm ‘pour’,
ghb,ƒdbnm/ghb,fdkΩnm ‘add
to’, lj,ƒdbnm/lj,fdkΩnm ‘add’

liquids; particulate mass;
abstracts (in idioms)

[221] Uhtiybwf, z lfkf<pf pst> tq cdjt gfkmnj b ltytu<gen> yf ljhjue lj Vjcrds,

relf jyf gjt[fkf [kjgjnfnm j djccnfyjdktybb.

Sinner that I am, I gave her my coat and money for the trip to Moscow, where she

was going to see about her rehabilitation.

[222] Yb jlyjuj lyz yt ghjdtk jy d ghfplyjcnb, cjdctv pf,sk vepsre, hfccskfz gj

dctv ue,thybzv gbcmvf c ghjcm,jq ghbckfnm<pf inf> ctvzy<gen> b cf;tywtd<gen>,

tot rfvyz<gen>, tot ktce<gen2>, heufzcm c gjlhzlxbrjv.

He didn’t spend a single day in idleness, completely forgot music, sending out

letters to every province asking them to send additional seeds and seedlings,

stone, and lumber, cursing at the contractor.

The genitive is not used as partitive for imperfective actions in progress, as

in jyf rfr hfp yfkbdfkf vyt {xfq<acc> /∗xfz<gen>} ‘she was just pouring out

some tea’, inasmuch as the quantity becomes defined only as a result of a fin-

ished action.34 The partitive is not used with imperfectives reporting generalized

activities:

[223] Veptq cnfk cjplfdfnmcz ktn nhbyflwfnm yfpfl, rjulf nehbpv yfxfk lfdfnm

ltymub<acc>.

The museum was founded about thirteen years ago, when tourism began to

produce money.

The partitive genitive can be used with imperfectives that report a series of

separate events, each of which is completed; in [224], he was given a quantity of

money on each visit:

34 Russell 1986.
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[224] Gjtplrb эnb z jxtym k/,bk, d ujcnz[ vtyz eujofkb, f rhjvt njuj, ,f,eirf

lfdfkf<if pst> vyt ltytu<gen>, xnj,s z regbk e nhfvdfqyjq rjylernjhib

,bktns.

I loved those trips, as a guest I got treats, and furthermore, grandma used to give

me money so that I could buy tickets from the tram conductor.

Declension<I> has an alternate ending in the genitive singular, {-u} instead of

{-a}. This “second genitive” (gen2) is most usual in the partitive function (§5.5).

Archaically in folk texts, the partitive genitive could be used if the time was

understood as partitive -- as a delimited quantity -- even if the object itself was

a concrete object:35

[225] Lfq vyt ndjtuj yj;f!

Give me your knife [for a moment]!

Related to the partitive genitive is what might be termed the metric genitive,

the use of the genitive for the object of verbs that measure the quantity of

the affected entity against some implicit standard of sufficiency. The prefix yf-
derives verbs that do this. They normally govern the genitive ([226]), except when

the object is headed by a quantifier or a noun that itself is a measure ([227]):

[226] Z yfltkfk ukegjcntq<gen>.

I did a lot of stupid things.

[227] Z yfltkfk {vyjuj<acc> (∗vyjub[<gen>) ∼ rexe<acc> (∗rexb<gen>)} ukegjcntq.

I did {many ∼ a pile of} dumb things.

5.4.4 Object genitive of negation
Objects of negated transitive verbs regularly appear in the genitive, although the

accusative is not infrequent.36 In memoiristic prose written by mature writers

in the 1960s through the 1990s, the genitive was used in about two-thirds to

three-quarters of all instances.

Among the various factors or contexts, one can distinguish (a) those relating to

the force of negation; (b) the temporal-aspectual-modal qualities of the predicate

in context; and (c) properties of the argument itself.

35 Jakobson 1936/1971[b]:n. 6.
36 Timberlake 1975 lists factors that favor or retard the use of the genitive of negation. Following the

statistical work of Mustajoki 1985, Ueda 1992 documents a dozen factors that have statistically
meaningful effects (individuation, aspectuality-modality, etc.). Some factors mentioned earlier in
the literature are apparently illusory: imperatives; exclamatives; word order in which the object
precedes the verb. Percentages here are taken from Ueda 1992, the conceptual framework from
Ueda 1993. Certainly the object genitive of negation must be related to the subject genitive
of negation (Babby 2001); the genitive of negation, and more broadly, the use of the genitive
with quantifying predicates applies to the aspectual argument. Though the subject and object
phenomena are related, each “rule” has its own characteristics and requires its own description.
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Force of negation: The genitive is used with a negated verb only if the force

of negation extends over the predicate and its object. The accusative is used if

any of the following hold. The specific predicate is conjoined or contrasted with

another predicate:

[228] Cjplf/n ajhve cjwbfkbpvf, rjulf yt yfrfpsdfkb, f gjjohzkb

bybwbfnbde<acc>.

A form of socialism is being created, when initiative was not punished, but

encouraged.

[229] Z bcrfkf b yt yf[jlbkf tuj ≤Jgfdibt kbcnmz≥<acc>.

I looked for but did not find his “Fallen Leaves.”

Or the negation is applied to the object, which is contrasted with another object:

[230] Ytvws yt nfrbt ujhjlf<acc>,then.

It is not such cities that the Germans capture.

The negative particle with the verb applies to some of the entities in the class

but not all. In [231], it is specifically the serious decisions that were not changed,

leaving open the possibility that the less weighty decisions might be changed:

[231] Cdjb cthmtpyst htitybz<acc> jy ybrjulf yt vtyzk.

His serious decisions he never changed.

Negation is weakened in phrases such as xýnm yt ‘almost’, gjrƒ yt ‘only for so

long as’, tldƒ yt ‘almost’, which presuppose that the event might occur (three-

quarters accusative):

[232] D {f[fkf[ z xenm yt regbk kjlre<acc>, pflevfk d jlbyjxre pf ldjt cenjr

cgecnbnmcz gj Rth;tywe lj cfvjq Djkub.

In the village of Khakhaly, I almost bought a boat; I had thought I might take a

two-day trip by myself down the Kerzhenets to the Volga itself.

Negative questions, which open up the possibility that the positive state of affairs

holds, prefer the accusative ([233]); rhetorical questions are especially likely to

use the accusative ([234]):

[233] Ns yt pyftim эne ctvtqre<acc>?

You don’t know that family?

[234] L;tr Gjnhjibntkm! Rnj yt gjvybn эnj cnhfiyjt bvz<acc>!

Jack the Ripper! Who does not remember that horrible name!

Thus, any semantic operation that undermines the force of negation elicits

the accusative. At the opposite extreme is emphatic negation with yb. Emphatic

negation in effect says to the addressee, even though you might think that the

polarity would be positive for at least some element in this class, in fact for
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every one you imagine, the polarity of the predicate is still negative. With yb,

the genitive is used almost exclusively (95%). Yb is so strong that it even imposes

the genitive on nouns referring to unique animates ([235]).

[235] Dj dct nt pbvybt lyb z yt gjvy/ yb gfgs<gen>, yb K=hs<gen>.

Throughout all those winter days I remember neither Papa nor Laura.

Predicate aspectuality-modality: The accusative tends to be used when, in con-

text, the positive version of a given situation is expected.37 In [236], the speaker

admits to the absence of a memory that she should have, given that her sister

does recall it.

[236] :fkt/, xnj yt gjvy/ egjvzyensq Vfhbyjq gjlyjc<acc>, yfvb

ghtgjlytctyysq gfgt.

I regret that I can’t recall the tray which we had presented to Papa that Marina

mentioned.

Counterfactual constructions undermine the force of negation by juxtaposing

two worlds in which the predicate history has the opposite polarity. The ac-

cusative is used regularly in counterfactuals (65% of the time, as opposed to 34%

among other constructions).

[237] Jy cnfk ,s pfvtxfntkmysv frnthjv, tckb ,s yt ghtlgjxtk ghjatccb/<acc>

/hbcnf.

He could have become a remarkable actor, had he not preferred the legal

profession.

Thus when the alternative, positive state of affairs is in view, the accusative

is likely to be used. In contrast, the genitive is used when alternatives are pre-

cluded. Participles presuppose the truth of the situation they report, without

opening the door to alternatives. Negated, they often use the genitive:

[238] Yt buhfz эnjq hjkb<gen> ,jktt 12 ktn, Tktyf Vbnhjafyjdyf cjukfcbkfcm

csuhfnm cgtrnfrkm ≤Djkrb b jdws≥.

Not having played the role for more than 12 years, Elena Mitrofanovna

nevertheless agreed to do the play “Wolves and Sheep.”

Aspect exercises at least a statistical influence on the choice of case. Perfective

aspect of the verb encourages the use of the accusative (43% accusative with per-

fectives vs. 29% accusative with imperfectives). With a perfective, the accusative

focuses on the failure of the event at the past time when the event might have
been expected to occur:

37 Keil 1970.
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[239] Njhjgzcm, z yt cyzkf uhbv<acc> b yt gthtjltkfcm.

Because I was in a hurry, I did not remove my makeup and did not change clothes.

The genitive, when it is used with a perfective verb, focuses on the continuing

negative existence that results from a failed event.

[240] Njkmrj nen Vfif dcgjvybkf, xnj jyf yt cyzkf gkfof<gen> b ,thtnf<gen>.

It was only then that Masha recalled that she had not removed her coat and beret.

Individuating vs. existential predicates: Although the distinction between ex-

istential and individuating predicates is most evident with be and intransitive

predicates, there is a comparable distinction among transitives. The extreme

cases are the following. Bv†nm is a transitive existential, and it usually interprets

its object, often idiomatic abstract nouns like {ghƒdf ∼ l†kf ∼ jnyji†ybz}, as

essential in reference -- in [241], ‘that which would qualify as a token of navy-

jacket-ness’:

[241] Z yt bvtk vfnhjcrb<gen>.

I did not have a navy jacket.

Negated, bv†nm takes the genitive almost obligatorily, over 95 percent of the

time. Predicates that report perception or cognition (d∫ltnm ‘see’, pyƒnm ‘know’)

are weakly existential, in that they report the presence of something in a person’s

cognitive space. They are more likely to use the genitive than other verbs (85%

genitive, as opposed to 60% with other verbs).

At the opposite extreme, predicates like cxbnƒnm rjuj́-kb,j r†v ‘consider

someone as someone (something)’, yfpdƒnm/yfpsdƒnm ‘call’, yfpyƒxbnm/yfpyfxƒnm

‘appoint, designate’ are in effect transitive copular predicates. Like other pred-

icatives, they presume the existence and individuation of the entity. If negated,

they use the accusative.

[242] Ntgthm vs e;t ,jkmit yt cxbnftv yfib ghjcnjhs<acc> ,tcrjytxysvb, f yfib

,jufncndf ytbcxthgftvsvb.

Now we no longer consider our expanses endless, or our riches inexhaustible.

These verbs do use the genitive in senses other than the predicative: tckb yt

cxbnfnm tlbycndtyyjuj j,hfpwf<gen> cntrkf ‘if one does not count the lone ex-

ample of this glass’.

Argument individuation: Arguments that are individuated in reference are

more likely to occur in the accusative, while arguments with essential refer-

ence prefer the genitive. At this point it will be useful to refer to a small sample

of fifty-one examples of the context yt gj́vy/ ‘I don’t recall’ in one memoir
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Table 5.10 Genitive of negation/yt gjvy/

acc gen % gen

animate (proper), without yb 3 2 40
singular concrete 5 12 71
singular abstract 0 7 100
plural 0 11 100
yb 0 11 100
total 8 43 84

(Table 5.10). Since the verb -- a transitive existential -- is held constant, case de-

pends primarily on the referential properties of the argument.38

Proper nouns and common nouns referring to unique animate beings are

likely to use the accusative (around 90%, as opposed to 30% for common inani-

mate). In the sample corpus, three of five tokens of animate objects (without yb)

are accusative:

[243] D эnb lyb z cjdctv yt gjvy/ Fylh/ie<acc>.

I have no memory of Andriusha at all during those days.

The two tokens with genitive have essential reference -- in [244], ‘no memory

of a person fitting the description of a teacher’.

[244] Z exbkfcm ljvf. Gj irjkmysv ghtlvtnfv yt gjvy/ exbntkmybws<gen>.

I studied at home. For academic subjects I don’t remember having any teacher.

At the opposite extreme, abstract nouns and event nouns are very likely to

use the genitive, as are plural nouns (in this sample, exclusively):

[245] B ybrnj, rhjvt vtyz, tt gjke,kbpytwf, yt gjvybn nt[ ktn<gen> tt ;bpyb.

No one, except me, her near twin, remembers those years of her life.

The one context of variation in this sample (Table 5.10) is singular concrete

inanimate common nouns. The genitive is used when there is no memory of

singular entities that have essential reference -- in [246], there is no memory of

whatever the color of the binding was:

[246] Wdtnf<gen> vjtq j,kj;rb yt gjvy/, ,skj bplfyj b[ hfpys[ wdtnjd --

vfkbyjds[, cbyb[, ptktys[.

The color of the binding I don’t remember, it was published in various colors --

raspberry, blue, green.

38 A. Tsvetaeva, Vospominaniia (Moscow, 1971).
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The genitive is more usual, but the accusative is possible if there is partial

memory. Example [247] contrasts the one fact the speaker fails to recall (the

name) with the positive memory of other facts about the individual (background,

interests).

[247] D jlyjv bp fynbrdfhys[ vfufpbyjd Vjcrds dtkbrbq ryzpm, -- tuj bvz<acc> yt

gjvy/, -- pyfnjr uhfd/h, jy bcrfk nfv xtuj-yb,elm lkz cdjtq rjkktrwbb --

hfccvjnhtk ytljeybxnj;tyyst ghbpyfrb ghbyflkt;yjcnb uhfd/h

Hevzywtdcrjve vept/.

In one of the antique stores in Moscow a grand prince (his name I don’t

remember -- he was a connoisseur of engravings, he was looking for something

for his collection) -- discovered the still not completely obliterated traces of the

fact that the engravings had belonged to the Rumiantsevsky Museum.

5.4.5 Genitive objects: summary
Negation always allows the possibility that the alternative possible state of af-

fairs could be envisaged, but the alternative can be more or less prominent.

When a transitive verb is negated, the genitive is appropriate to the extent that

the import is to negate the whole event unconditionally. For this reason, the

genitive is appropriate when the opposite polarity of the predicate is irrelevant

or precluded. Emphatic negation entertains but dismisses alternative states of

affairs; in gerunds and participles, the currently reported property is presup-

posed, positive alternatives being deemed irrelevant. At the level of argument

reference, the genitive is appropriate when the object has essential reference --

when it cannot be defined independently of the currently reported property, as

is the case with abstract and plural nouns, and all there is to say about the

object is that something fitting the definition of being a such and such does not

participate in the event.

The accusative is appropriate with negated transitive verbs to the extent that

the opposite, positive, polarity of the predicate is entertained or implicitly as-

serted, as it is with certain phrases (xýnm yt) or with modalities in which the

opposite polarity is kept in view (in questions, counterfactuals, expectations

in context). When the current negated situation is not the only situation that

might be reported of the world, the communicative focus goes to the contrast of

polarities, and the negation of the event (and the failure of the object’s partici-

pation) are no longer unconditional. At the level of the argument, the accusative

is appropriate to the extent that the reference of the argument is individuated.

When the object is individuated, it is relevant to the text in ways that go beyond

the current negative proposition, and the negative situation being reported can

be viewed as a property of the individual named by the object, rather than as a

property of the verb and object as a whole. For this reason, proper names and
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nouns referring to animates are generally accusative. In the most general terms,

the accusative is appropriate to the extent that the negated situation is only one

among many things that might be said about the object entity.

5.5 Secondary genitives and secondary locatives

5.5.1 Basics
For most nouns of Declension<Ia> the genitive ends in {-a}. In addition to

this “primary” genitive (or gen1), certain nouns have the possibility of us-

ing a “secondary” genitive (or gen2) that ends in {-u}.39 Also, certain nouns

of Declension<Ia> use a secondary locative form (loc2) ending in stressed

{-ú} instead of the expected locative form {-e} (loc1). For some nouns of

Declension<IIIa> there is variation in the place of the stress in the locative case

form. For the nouns that have the variation, the unstressed {-i} is used in the

same contexts as the primary locative loc1 of Declension<Ia>, while the ending

with the vowel stressed {-í} is used in contexts analogous to those in which the

loc2 in {-ú} is used.

The uses to which the secondary case forms are put are among the regular

functions of the genitive and locative cases: the secondary cases are indeed gen-

itives and locatives. Both secondary case forms are restricted to a small number

of lexical items. For some lexical items, these secondary forms are quite stable,

for others less so. Over time, the secondary cases are gradually becoming more

restricted.

5.5.2 Secondary genitive
Gen2 is used most freely with mass nouns designating solids or fluids, portions

of which can be detached and manipulated -- measured, purchased, consumed.

It is used with appreciable frequency only with approximately a half-dozen such

nouns, with less frequency with another dozen. Diminutives retain gen2 well.

With other nouns, gen2 is residual.

[248] Nouns in Declension<Ia>using gen2

SUBSTANCES AND FLUIDS [more frequently]: xƒq ‘tea’, cƒ[fh ‘sugar’ , cśh ‘cheese’,

cýg ‘soup’, v=l ‘honey’, nf,ƒr ‘tobacco’, rdƒc ‘kvass’40

39 Overview and statistical information in Krysin 1974:165--73, 246--49 (gen2), 174--79, 250--51 (loc2).
40 In the study of Krysin (1974:169), the commonplace comestibles cƒ[fh and xƒq ranked lower

than half a dozen other nouns: rdƒc (75%), ndjhj́u (59%), nf,ƒr (51%), kƒr (50%), cśh (49%), dj́cr
(48%), and only then cƒ[fh (44%), xƒq (42%). The low rank reflects how the questionnaire was
constructed. The first six were used only with the verb reg∫nm, the most favorable context for
gen2. Cƒ[fh and xƒq were tested in other contexts, some of which discourage gen2 (dsgbnm cnfrfy
rhtgrjuj xf/<gen2> ‘drink a glass of strong tea’ -- unfavorable; ghjvsiktyyjcnm dsgecnbkf ,jkmit
cf[fhe<gen2> ‘industry produced more sugar’ -- very unlikely). In a contemporary search on the
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SUBSTANCES AND FLUIDS [less frequently]: dj́cr ‘wax’, rbgznj́r ‘boiling water’,

rjymźr ‘cognac’, rj́hv ‘food, fodder’, i=kr ‘silk’, ýrcec ‘vinegar’, g†htw ‘pepper’,

gjhj́[ ‘powder’, l=ujnm (l=un/) ‘pitch, tar’, kƒr ‘lacquer’, rthjc∫y ‘kerosene’, ndjhj́u

‘cheese’

DIMINUTIVES OF MASS NOUNS [frequent]: vtlj́r ‘honey’, rdfcj́r ‘kvass’

ETHERS [unusual]: dj́ple[ ‘air’, ghjcnj́h ‘space’

EVENTS [residual]: cv†[ ‘laughter’, dplj́h ‘nonsense’, iév ‘noise’, cnhƒ[ ‘fear, terror’

Gen2 is occasionally used with borrowings ([249], on Washoe’s sign language):

[249] Pyfr: Gbnm

Jgbcfybt: Herf c;fnf d rekfr, ,jkmijq

gfktw rfcftncz hnf.

Rjyntrcn: Ghjcbn djls, ktrfhcndf,

kbvjyfle<gen2>. Ghjcz

kbvjyfle<gen2>, xfcnj rjv,bybhetn cj

pyfrjv ≤ckflrbq≥.

Sign: Drink

Description: Hand balled into a fist,

forefinger touching the mouth

Context: Asks for water, medicine,

lemonade. Asking for lemonade,

often combines with the sign for

“sweet”.

The extension to borrowings such as ijrjkƒl ‘chocolate’, l;†v ‘jam’, or kbvjyƒl

‘lemonade’ suggests that gen2 has been mildly productive, but overall, its use is

being curtailed. Very recent borrowings such as qjuéhn ‘yogurt’ are unlikely to

develop gen2.

The possible contexts in which gen2 appears are these: (a) in the partitive sense

of the genitive, with verbs reporting transfer (reg∫nm ‘buy’, ghtlkj;∫nm ‘to offer’)

or consumption (dśgbnm ‘drink down’, c(†cnm ‘eat up’); (b) with negation, often

emphatic, especially negation of the same verbs that could elicit gen2 in its parti-

tive sense; (c) with approximate quantifiers and quantifying predicates (cnj́kmrj

‘so much’, [dfnƒtn ‘suffices’); (d) domestic measures of quantity (cf[fhe<gen2>

rk/yen cfve/ rhjitxre ‘of sugar they put in a small pinch’; lfkf tq recjr gbhjuf

b xfire xf/<gen2> ‘she gave her a piece of pie and a cup of tea’; gjkkbnhjdfz

,fyrf vtle<gen2> ‘a half-liter tub of honey’; ,tksq kjvnbr cshe<gen2> ‘a white

chunk of cheese’; exceptionally ghbdtp wtksq xtvjlfy jn,jhyjuj, leibcnjuj b

rhtgxfqituj nf,fre<gen2> ‘I brought a whole suitcase’s worth of select, pun-

gent, dark tobacco’); (e) with specific quantifiers (gznm rbkjuhfvv nf,fre<gen2>);

and (f) residually, as idioms with prepositions (cj cnhf[e<gen2> ‘from fear’, stylis-

tically marked, ,tp cf[fhe<gen2> ‘without a dose of sugar’, and certain fixed

phrases, ∫p ljve<gen2> ‘away from home’ vs. bp lj́vf<gen1> ‘from out of the

building of the house’. Descriptive modifiers reduce the likelihood of using gen2:

dsgbk xf/<gen2> is nearly universal (97%) while dsgbk rhtgrjuj xf/<gen2> is not

web (<02.XI.02>) of collocations with the infinitive regbnm, xf/ and nf,fre scored well over 50
percent; cf[fhe and csh were around 50 percent; other nouns occurred too infrequently to allow
even impressionistic judgments about frequency.
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(55%).41 Contexts that are then excluded from using gen2 are prepositions

(except some residual idioms), transitive verbs other than verbs reporting trans-

fer or consumption when they take the genitive under negation, and adnominal

genitives: gznyf xfz<gen1> ‘spots of tea’, ,tctlf pf gbnmtv xfz<gen1> ‘a conver-

sation while drinking tea’, e/nysq pfgf[ nf,frf<gen1> ‘the pleasant aroma of

tobacco’.

It is often said that gen2 can always be replaced by gen1, and in a sense that is

true. Gen2 forms are above all genitive; these contexts are all contexts in which

gen1 can be used. Yet when gen2 is possible, it contributes an extra nuance.

Gen2 is most natural in contexts in which the predicate detaches and defines

a recognizable quantum of the mass; the event creates a dose, a portion -- with

the intention or result that the dose of the mass can be manipulated in a con-

ventional, domestic way. For this reason, gen2 is most frequent in collocations

such as gjg∫nm xƒ/<gen2>, understood as a ritualized event:

[250] {jhjij gthtjltnmcz d ce[jt, gjpfdnhfrfnm, gjgbnm xf/<gen2>, jnlj[yenm.

It would be good to change into dry clothes, have breakfast, drink some tea, relax.

In [251], the purchase defines the portion and its function (to be eaten):

[251] Pf[jntkjcm tcnm, b jy regbk cege<gen2> b ghbcnhjbkcz hzljv c ldevz

rhfcfdbwfvb.

He wanted to eat, and so he bought some soup and set himself up next to two

beauties.

Gen1 is used for the partitive sense if the idea of conventional portion is lacking,

as in [252], where the mushroom-gatherer imagines buying types of things, not

doses:

[252] Jyf ghbltn gthdjq d ktc, yf,thtn gjkye/ rjhpbye cfvs[ kexib[ uhb,jd,

ghjlfcn b[ yf hsyrt, regbn ,tkjuj [kt,f<gen1> b cf[fhf<gen1>.

She’ll be the first in the forest, she’ll collect a full basket of the best mushrooms,

sell them at the market, and buy some white bread and sugar.

With negation, gen2 is used when the corresponding positive sentence would

otherwise use gen2: dsgbkb xf/ ‘they drank some tea, engaged in the ritual of

tea-drinking’, yt dsgbkb xf/ ‘they did not have a chance to engage in the ritual

of tea-drinking’. With y†n, gen1 denies the universal availability of sugar ([253]),

while gen2 denies the existence of the requisite dose of sugar ([254]):

[253] Yt ,skj cf[fhf<gen1>, b c nheljv, pf ,jkmibt ltymub ljcnfdfkfcm cjkm.

There was no sugar, and it was only with difficulty, for a lot of money, that salt

could be acquired.

41 Whole web, <02.XI.02>.
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[254] Jyf vyt ghtlkj;bkf xfq, yj bpdbybkfcm, xnj e ytt ytn cf[fhe<gen2> b [kt,

xthcndsq.

She offered me tea, but apologized that she did not have sugar and the bread was

stale.

With quantifiers and quantifying predicates, gen2 is used again for actions

that create conventional portions or conventional events: yfgbnmcz dtxthjv

ujhzxtuj xf/<gen2> ‘drink all one wants of hot tea in the evening’; yfkbkf tve

xf/<gen2> ‘she poured him (a portion of, a cup of) tea’, or doses of domestic

comestibles:

[255] {kt,f -- recjxtr, f cf[fhe<gen2> cjdctv ytvyj;rj, c xfqye/ kj;txre.

Of bread, there was a small piece, and of sugar, very little, about a teaspoon’s

worth.

Yfhj́l ‘people, folk’, unusual as a mass noun in that it refers to animate

beings, is widely used as gen2 -- with an explicit quantifier ([256]) or even as

subject genitive ([257]):

[256] Vyjuj yfhjle<gen2> ghjdj;fkj vjkjls[.

Many people accompanied the young people.

[257] Yf ltcznm ktn yfhjle<gen2> [dfnbn.

There are enough people for ten years.

To review: gen2 is most natural in events that report that a quantity of the

mass is detached and manipulated in a conventional, even specifically a domes-

tic, fashion.

5.5.3 Secondary locative
Loc2 in stressed {-ú} is used only with the two locative prepositions d and yf,

but not with j, gj, ghb, prepositions that govern the locative case but whose

meaning is less spatial. Less than two dozen nouns in Declension<Ia> use loc2

([258]):

[258] Nouns in Declension<Ia>using loc2

d†nth ‘wind’, uhéyn ‘soil’, lé, ‘oak’, pé, ‘tooth’, rh/́r ‘hook’, k†c ‘forest’, v=l

‘honey’, vj́[ ‘moss’, vśc ‘cape’, j́ngecr ‘leave’, g∫h ‘feast’, cy†u ‘snow’, cj́r ‘juice’,

cnj́u ‘haystack’, [k†d ‘livestock shed’, [j́kjl ‘cold’, w†[ ‘workshop’, xƒy ‘vat’, xƒq ‘tea’

The nouns listed in [258] use loc2 with different frequency. In the sociolin-

guistic survey conducted in the 1960s (Krysin 1974), the use of loc2 in d cytué

‘in the snow’ remained constant at 97 percent for speakers from the oldest

cohort to the youngest. For other nouns, the percentage of speakers who used
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Table 5.11 Usage of loc2

oldest youngest
cohort� cohort� tokens total percentage

noun (%) (%) {-u}� loc sg� {-u}�

d cytue 97 97 1050 1053 100
d wt[e 41 37 91 321 28
d vtle 35 22 47 68 69
d jngecre 25 17 68 658 10

� = Krysin 1974
� = http://www.lib.ru <04.VI.02>

loc2 declined slightly from the oldest to the youngest cohort (Table 5.11). The

frequency of usage was checked on a website with extensive contemporary

Russian texts (www.lib.ru) for four nouns (Table 5.11). The frequencies of us-

age are comparable to the figures recorded a quarter of a century ago, except

with the idiom d vtlé.

With cy†u, loc2 is used almost exclusively. It specifies the kind of medium or

location in which a state or activity is situated ([259--60]):42

[259] Jy c nheljv ,htk d cytue<loc2> xfcf ldf.

He wandered through the snow with difficulty for two hours.

[260] B tve gjxtve-nj nz;tktt ,skj ghtlcnfdbnm ct,t nt[ nht[ xtkjdtr, rjnjhst

kt;fkb yf cytue<loc2>.

It was for some reason more difficult to imagine those three people lying on the

snow.

At the opposite extreme, with j́ngecr, loc1 is now almost universal; it describes

an official status ([261]). Loc2, when it is used, is an informal, less bureaucratic

variant ([262]).

[261] Gjkj;tybt e ytt ,skj nhelysv. Vfnm c jnwjv d jngecrt<loc1>, ,f,eirf tkt

[jlbn . . .

She has a difficult situation. Mother and father are on leave, grandma can hardly

walk . . .

[262] -- Cflbcm b jnls[fq -- Ns dtlm d jngecre<loc2>.

-- Sit down and rest -- after all you’re on leave.

42 Loc1 can be used with cy†u if the noun is understood as an abstract repository of various prop-
erties manipulated by mental processes, as in Jakobson’s (1936/1971[b]) constructed example,
:bdjgbcyjcnb d cytut ytn ‘there is nothing picturesque in snow’.
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With rhƒq, loc2 has become idiomatic; it is basically restricted to unique loca-

tions that have characteristic properties -- familiarity ([263]), remoteness ([264]),

or extremeness ([265]):

[263] d yfitv rhf/<loc2> in our region

[264] d cfvjv lfktrjv rhf/<loc2> in the most remote region

[265] d nft;yjv rhf/<loc2> the taiga region

In contrast, loc1 is used, for example, to differentiate one region from another

(d Rhfcyjlfhcrjv rhft<loc2> ‘in the Krasnodar region’). In a similar fashion,

d vjpué<loc2> ‘in the brain’ is used for the brain as seat of consciousness, d

vj́put<loc1> for the physiological organ. D rheué<loc2> ‘in the circle’ means a con-

text for something (d rheue<loc2> tuj bynthtcjd ‘in the confines of his interests’),

especially a social context (d ctvtqyjv rheue<loc2> ‘in a family environment’, d

rheue<loc2> nfywe/ob[ ‘among those who were dancing’). D rhéut<loc1> describes

the geometric figure (c yfhfcnf/otq crjhjcnm/ dhfoftncz d rheut<loc1> ‘he spins

in a circle with ever increasing speed’). In these three instances, the difference

is very much lexical; rhf/́ and rheué evoke different senses of the nouns from

rhƒt and rhéut.

W†[ ‘shop’ is one of the few nouns which has real variation in usage. Loc2 d

wt[é, less bureaucratic than loc1, presumes that the properties of this locus are

known and serves as a background for other events ([266]):

[266] Ghjikj ytvyjuj dhtvtyb, b Jkz dlheu gjxedcndjdfkf, xnj ,thtvtyyf <. . .> D

wt[e<loc2> ;tyobys chfpe gjyzkb d xtv ltkj.

A little time passed, and Olia suddenly became aware that she was pregnant

<. . .> In the shop the women understood right away what was up.

(Understood in generic terms, as a type of livelihood, d wt[é<loc2> can also

characterize a person: ;bpym d wt[e ghjikf ‘she had passed her life in the

shop’.)

[267] Dct jyb hf,jnfkb d эrcgthbvtynfkmyjv wt[t<loc1>, ult cnhjbkbcm vjltkb.

They all worked in an experimental shop where models were built.

D w†[t<loc1> is used as focal information, for example, to differentiate workshops

([267]).

For nouns of Declension<IIIa>, the difference between loc1 and loc2 is one of

stress: loc1 j rhj́db but loc2 d rhjd∫. Stress on the ending in the locative case

has begun to yield to stress on the stem, to judge by warnings in manuals of

usage. As the stress changes, the stressed and unstressed variants can acquire

different senses analogous to the senses of d rheué vs. d rhéut, etc. As shown in
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Table 5.12 Loc2 in Declension<IIIa>

bare noun and preposition novel collocation comment

(a) d uke,∫ ‘at a depth’, d lfk∫ ‘at a
distance’, d rhjd∫ ‘in the blood’, d
uhzp∫ ‘in filth’, d cty∫ ‘in the
shade’, yf wtg∫ ‘on a chain’, yf jc∫
‘on the axis’, d yjx∫ ‘in the night’

d ytj,sryjd†yyjq lfk∫ ‘at
an unusual distance’

consistent end stress,
all contexts

(b) d/yf gtx∫ ‘in/on a stove’, d nty∫ ‘in
the shade’

d lj́vtyyjq g†x∫ ‘in a blast
furnace’; d эktrnhjg†xb
‘in an electric oven’, d
gjken†y∫ ‘in half-shade’

end stress in bare
noun, some variation
in novel collocations

d cntg∫ ‘in the steppe’∼ yt d cn†gb
[3 sources]

d hfcr∫yeditqcz cn†g∫ ‘in
the flung-out steppe’

d cdzp∫ ‘in connection’ [5 sources] ∼
d cdΩp∫ [1 source]

d ythfphśdyjq cdźp∫
‘in unbroken contact’
[2 sources]

(c) d ctn∫ ‘in the network’ [1 source] ∼
d c†n∫ [3 sources] ∼ d c†nb
[1 source]

d fyukjzpśxyjq c†n∫ ‘on
the English-language
net’

stem stress common in
novel collocations,
occasional in bare
noun [substandard]

d otk∫ ‘in the slit’ [4 sources]∼ d
o†k∫ [2 sources]

(d) [only] ƒyutk dj gkjn∫ ‘angel in the
flesh’ ∼ [usual] d gkj́nb ‘in the
flesh’

d xtkjd†xtcrjq gkj́nb ‘in
human form’

end stress only in
idioms

c†n∫, etc. = variation in the position of stress

Table 5.12,43 there is a gradation of possibilities: nouns that still have the end

stress of loc2 consistently; nouns that have loc2 without modifier but occa-

sional variation in novel collocations with modifiers; then nouns with variation

between loc1 and loc2 in novel collocations, sometimes even in phrases with

no modifiers; and nouns that have generalized loc1 (stem stress) except in fixed

phrases. Over the very long term, the use of loc2 is on the decline, but each

noun has its own preferences. Among nouns of Declension<Ia>, loc2 is still close

to automatic with cy†u and k†c, but is little used now with most of the other

nouns listed in [258]. Loc2 is also on the wane among nouns of Declension<IIIa>.

When both variants are possible, loc1 is used for novel combinations that de-

fine a new individual on the spot, while loc2 presumes that the entity and its

properties are familiar.

43 Sources: Rozental′ and Telenkova 1976, Ageenko and Zarva 1967, Gorbachevich 1973, Avanesov
and Ozhegov 1959, Ozhegov 1989, Zalizniak 1977[a].
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5.6 Instrumental case

5.6.1 Basics
The instrumental is the one case other than the genitive that is used in a wide

range of contexts. Though heterogeneous, these contexts have some similarities

and connections.44

5.6.2 Modal instrumentals
Closest to the use of the instrumental for predicatives (§5.2) is the use of the

instrumental to state a simile, dsnm djkrjv ‘howl like a wolf’ or to name a

function of an individual, hf,jnfnm by;tythjv ‘work as an engineer’. In both

uses, the construction identifies the subject entity as being like unto a certain

type (‘wolf’, ‘engineer’) in some respect, but stops short of saying that it is to be

identified completely as belonging to that type.

Certain idiomatic phrases with the instrumental case describe the medium of

an event -- the location ([268]) or time ([269--70]).

[268] Ljhjuf ikf nj ktcjv<ins>, nj gjkzvb<ins>, xthtp lthtdyb b ctkf.

The road went through the forest, over fields, through villages and settlements.

[269] Gjt[fkb ghjljnhzljdws relf-nj d etpl ljcnfdfnm [kt,, b b[ cgzob[ yjxm/<ins>

e,bkb.

The provision brigades went off into the hinterlands to get grain, and then they

were killed at night as they slept.

[270] F d Dtkbrbq xtndthu gjckt cke;,s ldtyflwfnb tdfyutkbq pdtplyjq yjxm/<ins>

vs ytckb pf;;tyyst cdtxb.

And on Maundy Thursday after the service of the Twelve Gospels we carried lit

candles through the starry night.

The instrumentals identify a type of medium in which a certain activity is ap-

propriate -- a type of road in [268], a type of time (nighttime, with overtones of

mystery in [269--70]).45

5.6.3 Aspectual instrumentals
A characteristic feature of Russian is the use of the instrumental with predicates

that describe activities in which a human agent moves a body part of the sub-

ject or an immediate extension of the body: vf[yenm {herjq ∼ nhzgrjq} ‘wave

{with the hand ∼ a rag}’, nhzcnb {ujkjdjq ∼ herjq ∼ gbcnjktnjv} ‘shake with

44 The contexts discriminated by Jakobson 1936/1971[b], 1958/1971[b] have been decomposed into
syntactic structures by Worth 1958, restated by Wierzbicka 1980, and translated into cognitive
grammar by Janda 1993.

45 Giusti Fici 1989:64: the instrumental “est fonctionnel par rapport au mouvement de passage en
soi, et [. . .] il sert à le caract†riser.”
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{the head ∼ hand ∼ a pistol}’. The body part is synecdochic to the aspectuality

(change) of the predicate. When the mobile entity is a separate, external entity,

rather than a body part or an extension of a body part, these predicates are

transitive and use the accusative for the mobile entity:

[271] Jlyb wtkjdfkb tt, lheubt vjkxf nhzckb here<acc>.

Some kissed her, others silently shook her hand.

Many of these predicates are intrinsically cyclical, and so form semelfactive

perfectives in {-nu-}: vf[ƒnm ‘wave [continuously, repeatedly]’, vf[yénm ‘give a

single wave’. Some have reflexive transforms in which the mobile entity is the

subject: herb nhzcencz ‘hands shake’, vs nhzckbcm ‘we shook’. The full range of

constructions is attested with ld∫ufnm(cz) ‘move’. It uses the instrumental for

synecdochic parts ([272]), the accusative for separate entities ([273]), the reflexive

transform for spontaneous motion of body parts ([274]) or autonomous agents

([275]):

[272] Z ldbufk kjrnzvb<ins> d ,jrf.

I moved (with) my elbows into people’s sides.

[273] Rnj-nj cnfk gkzcfnm, ldbufkb c ievjv vt,tkm<acc>.

Some started to dance, they moved the furniture noisily.

[274] Tuj otrb<nom> ,scnhj ldbufkbcm.

His cheeks moved quickly.

[275] Jyf<nom> pf;ukf e;t cdtxb b ntgthm ldbufkfcm r cnjke.

She had already lit the candles and now was moving towards the table.

Other predicates use the instrumental in a similar fashion, although they do

not have the same range of options as nhzcn∫(cm), ld∫ufnm(cz). Some predicates

occur only with a synecdochic body part, and therefore consistently use the in-

strumental: vbufnm\vbuyenm ukfpfvb ‘blink with the eyes’. Verbs reporting the

emission of a sensory signal express the locus of the signal in the instrumental,

crhbgtkb djhjnjv ‘they squeaked with the winch’, rjgsnf ,ktcntkb gjlrjdfvb

‘the hoofs gleamed with the horseshoes’, ,ktcnbn kfrjv yjdtymrfz ,fkfkfqrf

‘the new balalaika gleams with lacquer’, or else the locus of the signal is nom-

inative, crhbgtkb rjktcf ‘wheels squeaked’, pe,s ,ktcntkb ‘her teeth gleamed’.

Similar is gƒ[yenm ‘smell’. Its instrumental is metonymic to the general aspectual-

ity of the predicate, which is the emission of a smell: gf[ytn {lsvjv ∼ jdwfvb ∼
cdt;tcnm/ ∼ vtljv ∼ ctyjv} ‘it smells of {smoke ∼ sheep ∼ freshness ∼
honey ∼ hay}’.

A small set of verbs that report launching projectiles (vtnƒnm\vtnyénm ‘toss’,

,hj́cbnm/,hjcƒnm ‘throw’, idshźnm\idshyénm ‘chuck’) can take either the ac-

cusative ([276--77]) or the instrumental ([278]):
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[276] Bp gjxnjdjuj dfujyf rblfkb vtijr<acc> c gbcmvfvb b ufptnfvb.

Out of the postal car they would toss a bag with letters and newspapers.

[277] Yt cgjcj,ys[ ,hjcfnm rfvyb<acc> ltntq djhjys ybrjulf yt ,jzkbcm.

Children incapable of throwing stones were never feared by crows.

[278] :tyobys heufkb rjnf, ht,znbirb rblfkb rfvyzvb<ins>.

The women cursed the cat, the lads chucked stones.

The accusative reports a directed change in the aspectual argument, the instru-

mental a type of activity affecting the missile, such as the pelting with stones

that befell the tomcat ([278]).

And there are also instrumentals that specify the nature of the mobile

entity that affects an (accusative) patient of a transitive predicate, as in

cyf,l∫nm/cyf,;ƒnm ‘provide’: jyf cgjcj,yf cyf,;fnm эktrnhjэythubtq<ins> ujhjl

‘it is capable of providing a city with electrical energy’, cyf,;tybt athv

nt[ybrjq<ins> ‘provision of farms with technology’. This is the normal valence

of this verb and of verbs like pf,∫nm: pf,bdfkb hs,jq ,jxrb<ins> ‘they stuffed

barrels with fish’, or [279]:

[279] Ubvyfcnthrb pfcntuyekb yf dct geujdbws b yf,bkb cjkjvjq<ins>.

They buttoned their coats all the way up and stuffed them with straw.

This and similar verbs sometimes use an alternate valence, in which the mo-

bile entity is accusative and the domain is a (directional) prepositional phrase:

yflj pf,bnm d uytplf lthtdzyyst ghj,rb<acc> b dyjdm ghbrhenbnm iehegfvb gtnkb

‘you have to drive wooden plugs into the holes and screw in the hinges again’.

5.6.4 Agentive instrumentals
Consistent with its name, the instrumental case is used to express instruments --

that is, metonymic extensions of the subject’s agentivity:

[280] F. Rfhgjd gthtitk kbyb/ if[vfnyjuj эrdfnjhf dnjhsv cdjbv rjytv<ins>.

A. Karpov crossed the chess equator with his other knight.

The instrumental case can be used (though in practice infrequently) to express

the displaced agent of a passive construction (§5.8). The instrumental is used in

a construction somewhat like a passive, in which a transitive verb in the neuter

singular lacks a subject and reports an act of nature that affects the patient,

expressed in the accusative. The instrumental expresses the metonymic force of

the event’s agentivity:

[281] Rjvyfne pfkbkj djljq<ins>.

The room got flooded by water.

[282] Vtyz cbkmyj elfhbkj njrjv<ins>.

I got a hard shock.
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Table 5.13 Types of instrumental constructions

context example interpretation

predicative ,snm ghbdktrfntkmysv<ins> ‘be
attractive’; ghbqnb
hfpjxfhjdfyysv<ins> ‘arrive
disillusioned’

property holds in one predicate
history, fails to holds in a
parallel history in another
time-world

simile dsnm djkrjv<ins> ‘howl like a wolf ’ predicate history holds in
imagined world of comparison,
though not in actual world

medium
(location / time)

t[fnm {ktcjv<ins> ∼ yjxm/<ins>}
‘travel {through the forest ∼ at
night}’

medium in which event, as type,
is embedded

manner ujdjhbnm htprbv njyjv<ins> ‘speak
in a harsh tone’

entity characteristic of activity as
type of activity

aspectual nhzcnb herjq<ins> ‘shake a hand’,
,ktcntnm evjv<ins> ‘shine by
means of the mind’, ,hjcbnm
rfvyzvb<ins> ‘throw stones’,
cyf,;bnm ujhjl эythubtq<ins>

‘provide the city with energy’

entity synecdochic to aspectuality

instrument gthtqnb kbyb/ rjytv<ins> ‘cross the
line with the knight’

entity synecdochic to agentivity

pseudo-passive of
natural force

rjvyfne pfkbkj djljq ‘the room
got flooded by water’

entity synecdochic to agentivity

passive agent ,thtuf pf[dfxtys lfxyjq
ge,kbrjq<ins>‘the shores were
occupied by the dacha-goers’

entity synecdochic to agentivity

An instrumental is often used to express the manner of an activity:

[283] U. Rfcgfhjd xtnrbvb vfytdhfvb<ins> abueh dsyelbk hfpvty b jn,bk fnfre.

G. Kasparov with precise movements of the pieces forced a trade and repelled the

attack.

Here the instrumental seems to be intermediate between an instrument in the

strict sense and a circumstantial instrumental like yj́xm/ ‘at night’.

5.6.5 Summary
The basic uses of instrumental are summarized in Table 5.13, with examples. In

predicative constructions (§5.2) the instrumental case imputes two alternative

predicate histories. In one the property holds, in another, the property does

not. More broadly, the instrumental can be said to manipulate two situations. It

both differentiates them and also connects them as part of a larger picture. In
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the contexts listed in the second half of Table 5.13, the entity expressed by the

instrumental is tangentially involved in the progress of the event; the entity is

in a relationship of synecdoche to some other more central agent or aspectual

element, or to the general idea of agentivity or aspectuality. For example, the

contribution of the instrumental entity as agent or aspectual argument is only

partial, incomplete; it is connected to agentivity or aspectuality, but that entity

is not identified completely as the primary agent or aspectual argument. In the

middle of Table 5.13 are constructions in which the instrumental is used in

adverbial functions. They describe a history that has one shape -- harsh-speaking

or forest-traveling at night (through the medium of forest) -- and that shape is

linked to but differentiated from other imaginable types of histories. If there

is a unity in the constructions employing the instrumental, it is the way in

which two alternatives are proposed, where the asserted history is viewed as a

synecdochic part of a larger history.

5.7 Case: context and variants

5.7.1 Jakobson’s case system: general
In two studies twenty years apart, Roman Jakobson developed an analysis of

the case system of Russian that is both of historical and continuing interest.46

The analysis, formulated in the spirit of the structuralist intellectual climate of

the period between the two world wars, consists of the following interlocking

claims.

Invariant meaning (Gesamtbedeutung): Jakobson proposed that each case has

a consistent meaning, or value. That value is present in all contexts in which a

case is used -- with verbs, with prepositions, with adjectives or nouns.

Binary feature analysis: Collectively, the cases form a tightly structured system

in which each case can be specified by positive or negative values of a minimal

number of binary features. Over the whole system, the features are utilized as

fully as possible.

Markedness: The binary features are asymmetric: for each binary feature, one

value is marked (more narrowly defined and restricted in usage), the other un-

marked (broader in definition and usage).

46 For useful translations of Jakobson 1936/1971[b], 1958/1971[b], see Jakobson 1984. Commentary
and application: Neidle 1988.
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NOM ACC GEN �PERIPHERAL]

INS DAT LOC [ PERIPHERAL]

[ [DIRECTIONAL] �DIRECTIONAL]

[ [QUANTIFYING] �QUANTIFYING]

�

�

�

[

Fig. 5.1 Jakobson’s feature analysis of Russian case

Maximalization: Jakobson included in his analysis the two secondary cases.

(Fig. 5.1 and the discussion below ignore the second genitive and locative.)

Syncretism and iconicity: The binary feature analysis of case predicts the

occurrence of syncretism (the same morphological expression of different case

endings). Syncretism occurs between cases that are similar and share features;

that is, similarity in value is matched in an iconic fashion by similarity of mor-

phological form.

5.7.2 Jakobson’s case system: the analysis
Jakobson’s analysis of the six basic cases can be represented as in Fig. 5.1.

Nominative and accusative are [−peripheral ] , inasmuch as these cases are

used for the major arguments of predicates. The distinction of [±peripheral ]

fits with contemporary theories of syntax that distinguish between syntactic

cases (= [−peripheral ] ) and semantic cases (= [+peripheral ] ), except that

in contemporary theories, syntactic case is automatically derived from a syn-

tactic structure and is thereby devoid of meaning, whereas Jakobson exactly

wanted to argue that all cases in all contexts have value. Even if the features

of Jakobson are utilized in a contemporary approach as notational devices anal-

ogous to phonological features, the spirit in which the features were intended

differs radically. The accusative and dative are a class and share the feature value

[+directional ] , since they express the direct and indirect objects; both can

be said to occur with arguments to which activity of the predicate is directed.

The locative is transparently [+peripheral ] . It is less than obvious in what

sense the locative is [+quantifying ].

The genitive and instrumental (§5.6) are the cases where the issues of invari-

ance and binary features come to the fore. Both are used in a wide range of

contexts.

The genitive is used with prepositions, with verbs, with quantifiers, and as

internal arguments of noun phrases. These uses, claims Jakobson, all reflect a

restricted quantity of participation by the argument marked with the genitive

case.
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This formulation makes sense with contexts which measure the quantity in

some way -- with quantifiers and verbs that govern the genitive. Quantifying verbs

like [dfn∫nm ‘be sufficient’, yfcjk∫nm ‘salt up a whole lot of’, yfcvjnh†nmcz ‘look

at to one’s heart’s content’ measure quantity of participation against an implicit

standard. The partitive usage is quantifying (dśgbnm xƒz<gen1> ‘drink some tea,’

§5.5). The genitive of negation could be viewed as restricted participation (§§5.3,

5.4). What this formulation means with respect to the internal arguments of

noun phrases -- possessors -- is less clear, unless one takes this to mean that

the possessor participates only by virtue of serving in a limited role relative to

another entity -- the head noun of a noun phrase. But this is a rather different

sense of limited participation from the genitive used with quantifiers.

In a similar fashion, the uses of the instrumental can be seen as related. The

instrumental of simile and the predicative instrumental propose that an identity

or property holds of something, but only partially (§§5.6, 6.2). Similarly, the

agentive instrumental (true instruments, instrumental in pseudo-passives) and

the aspectual instrumental (in nhzcnb herjq ‘shake [with] one’s hand’, idshznm

rfvytv ‘throw [with] a stone’, gf[yenm jdwfvb ‘smell of sheep’) identify an entity

that participates in the event in a certain way -- as agentive or aspectual -- while

at the same time the entity is synecdochic to agentivity or aspectuality in general

(vtyz elfhbkj njrjv ‘I was hit with a shock’, vf[fnm herjq ‘wave with the hand’).

What really characterizes the instrumental, then, is synecdoche: it indicates

an entity that is part of the larger agentivity or aspectuality of the predicate.

As Jakobson defines the instrumental, it is positively defined for the feature

[+peripheral], and it is negatively defined for other features. The definition is

not sufficiently refined to get at what is involved in the instrumental: an entity

is part of the whole, but not the whole story.

Whether these various contexts of the genitive, and the various contexts for

using the instrumental, reduce to a single invariant meaning (Gesamtbedeutung)

is ultimately a question of how one conceptualizes grammar. Jakobson seems to

assert complete unity, but does so exactly by exhibiting the heterogeneous con-

texts in which a case is used -- for example, the contexts of the instrumental case

listed in §5.6. No matter what, a grammatical description will have to contain a

list of the various contexts in which a case is used. Wierzbicka’s exposition (1980),

intended as a defense of Jakobson, does exactly this; it recognizes a set of con-

texts and gives somewhat different paraphrases for each. Inevitably one comes to

a network model, a model that describes a set of partially distinct but partially

related contexts or constructions. Once the network of contexts is spelled out,

the question of whether there is an invariant meaning (Gesamtbedeutung) fades

in importance.
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Where Jakobson’s definitions of case have some special insight is in contexts

in which there is synchronic variation. For example, saying that the genitive

is quantifying does get at something of the variation between accusative and

genitive in the context of the genitive of negation: the genitive is indeed used

when the utterance denies participation -- that is, when participation of an

entity is quantified negatively.

The assessment is then mixed. The various constructions or contexts

(Sonderbedeutungen) of each case have to be distinguished and described in some

way, as partially distinct constructions. The fact that there is some similarity

is inevitable, since the various constructions have developed from common his-

torical sources. If one attempts to generalize over all contexts, the resulting

overarching, Platonic definition will be vague. Yet an invariant value proves use-

ful as a way of interpreting the sense of ad hoc variation of cases in contexts in

which there is active variation.

5.7.3 Syncretism
While Jakobson formulated his analysis primarily in order to account for the

meaning (value) of cases, he also attempted to demonstrate that syncretism

matches meaning -- that is, that cases which have the same morphological

expression have similar meanings, and specifically that all instances of syn-

cretism -- the same (or similar) morphological expression for different cases

-- occur between cells that are adjacent in Fig. 5.1.47 Similarity in form oc-

curs only when there is similarity in meaning. For example, nominative and

accusative form a class because they merge in the singular of inanimate nouns

of Declension<I>; this small class can be defined as [−peripheral, −quantifying].

When the genitive and locative plural of (inanimate) adjectives merge -- Jakob-

son’s gbdys[<gen=loc pl> ‘alehouses’ -- that syncretism can be described simply

as the merger of [+quantifying, +peripheral] cases. In this way syncretism ap-

pears to be iconic of meaning.

While it is true that all instances of syncretism occur between cells that

are adjacent in the pictorial representation, it turns out to be difficult to de-

fine that concept of “adjacent cells” in terms of features; complex manipu-

lations are needed. For example, accusative and genitive are merged in ani-

mates. To state this, one has to say, as in [284](a): among [−peripheral] cases,

[+quantifying] (genitive) syncretizes with [−quantifying] if the [−quantifying]

case is also [+directional] (accusative), but not if it is [−directional]

(nominative).

47 On case geometry and Fig. 5.14, see Chvany 1982, 1984, 1986, McCreight and Chvany 1991.
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[284] syncretism featural statement

(a) acc = gen [−peripheral]

(/animates) [+quantifying]





 [−quantifying]





[

[+directional]

]
(b) dat = loc [+peripheral]

(/Declension<II>) [+quantifying]





 [−quantifying]





[

[+directional]

]
(c) gen = loc = dat [+quantifying]

(/Declension<III>) [+peripheral]





 [−quantifying]







[+directional]

(d) gen = loc = dat = ins [+quantifying]

(fem sg adj; numerals)

{
[+peripheral]

}

A similarly complex statement has to be used with the dat and loc, which

merge in the singular of Declension<II>: the [−quantifying] case syncretizes

only if it is also [+directional ] ([284](b)). A disjunction of features is required

to state the syncretism of the set {gen, loc, dat}, which occurs in the singular

of Declension<III> ([284](c)), or the syncretism of the set {gen, loc, dat, ins},

which occurs in feminine singular adjectives and some numerals ([284](d)).

Thus the patterns of syncretism between cells adjacent in Fig. 5.1 are not

actually predicted directly and transparently from the feature definitions; extra

statements are needed. In fact, it has been pointed out that, if the six basic cases

(not the secondary cases) are arranged in the linear order: nom, acc, gen, loc,

dat, ins, then only cells that are adjacent in this one-dimensional list tolerate

syncretism, as marked by shaded cells in Fig. 5.2.48 This linearization makes it

clear that the patterns of syncretism have their own logic that is not directly

tied to the featural definitions of Fig. 5.1.

5.7.4 Secondary genitive and secondary locative as cases?
Jakobson included in the discussion the secondary genitive and locative. Jakob-

son’s inclusion of the two secondary cases has attracted some attention, the more

so since he changed the featural definitions of these cases from the first study

in 1936 to the second in 1958. In 1936, to characterize the distinction of two

genitives and locatives, Jakobson invoked a special feature not otherwise used;

gen2 and loc2 were said to be marked as [+shaping] with respect to gen1 and

loc1. (In Jakobson’s language, gen2 and loc2 indicate “etwas Gestaltendes oder

48 Chvany 1982.
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Fig. 5.2 Syncretism and linearization of Russian cases

zu Gestaltendes,” meaning that gen2 shapes a mass quantity and loc2 serves as

a container, thereby shaping something else.) In 1958, the analysis was changed,

and gen2 and loc2 became [−directional], like nom and ins, while gen1 and

loc1 became [+directional], like acc and dat.

As has been noted, the revised analysis of 1958 is the less appealing.49 Gen1

and gen2 are equally directional or non-directional, since both can equally be

used for objects of predicates in the partitive meaning (regbnm cf[fhf<gen1> ∼
cf[fhe<gen2>). In the older two-dimensional figure, some features, specifically

[±shaping], were of limited utility. Now in the revised analysis, the system of

eight units makes a cube in which all features are used to the maximum. The

1958 analysis seems motivated less by patterns in language than by the desire

to produce an elegant geometric figure.

Are gen2 and loc2 separate cases?50 Perhaps the question is misguided. Per-

haps we should not be forced to declare either that they are cases (if so, why

are they so limited?) or that they are not cases (if not, why is there nevertheless

some small difference in meaning between the secondary and the primary cases,

some of the time?). It might be preferable not to put the question in terms that

require one to choose yea or nay.51 What these secondary cases are is alternate

morphemes for the basic genitive and locative cases used under some conditions,

with elusive semantic and stylistic overtones, with certain lexical items. Here, as

in other instances of change, the older form is retained in the older, idiomatic,

abstract uses, the newer form is employed for novel combinations not learned

49 Worth 1984, 1998.
50 See Comrie 1986[a], 1991 on the theoretical problem of defining cases.
51 Despite Mel′chuk’s pronouncement (1986:56): “One cannot, however, talk about ‘variants of a case

2’ or about ‘case allomorphs that differ semantically’ (as is sometimes done): these expressions
are logically absurd.”
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as conventional phrases. This picture of the dynamic development is lost if one

is forced to answer a binary question.

5.8 Voice: reflexive verbs, passive participles

5.8.1 Basics
Most verbs take the same cases in their arguments in all contexts in which they

occur. In the few instances in which one verb allows arguments in different

cases -- accusative and genitive for objects of negated verbs, accusative or in-

strumental (idshyénm {rƒvtym<acc> ∼ rƒvytv<ins>} ‘toss a stone ∼ engage in

stone-tossing’) -- the verb has the same form; only the case of the argument

differs.52 There are, however, two productive patterns for modifying valence in

which the verb changes shape: reflexive verbs and passive participles of verbs.53

5.8.2 Functional equivalents of passive
The passive constructions of Western European languages do several things at

once. The agent, which in the active construction would be the (nominative) sub-

ject, is downgraded to an oblique case, if it is mentioned at all; more commonly,

it is not mentioned. The patient, which in the active construction would be the

(accusative) object, is given more prominence in its new role as the (nomina-

tive) subject. Together, these two criteria amount to a re-weighting of the two

arguments of a transitive predicate. In addition, a passive construction often

has different aspectual connotations from the active; in particular, a participial

passive reports a resulting state rather than an event.

Something of the effect of a European (specifically English) passive is achieved

by other means in Russian. To avoid assigning explicit responsibility for an event,

Russian uses the third-person plural form of the verb, whether transitive or

intransitive:

[285] Z tuj [jhjij gjvybk, tuj c[dfnbkb<pl> ghzvj yf ,fpfht.

I remember him well, [they] seized him right there at the bazaar.

[286] Vfif jnrfpsdfkfcm, tq uhjpbkb<pl> fhtcnjv.

Masha refused, [they] were threatening her with arrest.

The construction fails to specify the identity of the individuals responsible for

the event, even if something more specific could be said. In [287], the woman

speaks of being observed in general, though her grounds are that she knows

that one individual is observing:

52 Apresian 1974. For a broad conceptualization of valence, see Kholodovich 1970, R ◦užička 1986.
53 The exposition here makes use of Hudin’s (1990) analysis of the functions of the three passive (or

passive-like) constructions (and examples [287], [298], [307]).
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[287] J,thyekfcm. Gthtl ytq cnjzk ve;xbyf, dscjrbq, [eljq.

-- Jy [=jcnhjd] lfdyj jnrhsn, jndtnbkf jyf b cenekzcm, yterk/;t, pyfz, xnj pf

ytq yf,k/lf/n<3pl>, djikf d djle.

She turned. In front of her stood a man, tall and thin.

-- It’s been discovered for a long time, she answered, and stooping,

uncomfortably, aware that she was being watched, got in the water.

The construction with unspecified third plural, then, establishes the existence

of individual(s) responsible for an event, but refuses to name them. In this con-

struction the object is often placed before the verb (§7.3.6), where it is linked to

the prior discourse ([285]). This has the effect of foregrounding the object, an-

other typical function of the passive.

5.8.3 Reflexive verbs
Many verbs include a morpheme descended from the historical enclitic reflexive

pronoun, -cz in its fuller form (after consonants, but after both consonants and

vowels in active participles), -cm in reduced form (used after vowels, except in

active participles). There is a number of recognizably distinct, albeit related,

types of reflexive verbs.54

Reflexivum tantum: Some verbs are only reflexive, ,jźnmcz ‘fear’, ckéifnmcz

‘listen to’ (though related to other verbs from the same root), ,jhj́nmcz ‘fight, to

struggle’, cvtźnmcz ‘laugh’, yfl†zncz ‘hope’. The verbs tend to be semi-transitive;

there is often another argument that is involved in the activity, similar to a direct

object, but less directly affected. Historically the argument could not occur in

the accusative. In recent years, these verbs that formerly governed the genitive

(,jźnmcz, ckéifnmcz) have begun to allow the accusative ([218]).

“True” reflexives: Certain verbs seem to be literally reflexive, in that the subject

acts on the self. Such verbs are now limited to conventionalized, domestic activ-

ities involving contact with the self’s inalienable body: vśnmcz ‘wash (oneself)’,

,h∫nmcz ‘shave (oneself)’. As a rule, except for this small set of verbs, an action

performed on the self is expressed by an argument pronoun ct,ź. Where both

reflexive verbs and reflexive objects with ct,ź exist, they differ in meaning.

Vśnmcz is an intransitive activity, not directed at an object, whereas vśnm ct,ź

is an activity directed at an entity, which could be any thing (such as a horse),

but in context happens to be the same entity as the subject:

[288] Z ,sk d ,fyt. Z vsk ct,z otnrfvb, rfr rjyz.

I was in the bathhouse. I scrubbed myself with brushes, like a horse.

54 For the basic typology, see Ianko-Trinitskaia 1962, Gerritsen 1990.
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Certain common reflexive verbs have acquired the sense of engaging in an

activity intensively with the self and all parts involved: ,hj́cbnmcz ‘throw oneself,

to lurch’; ,∫nmcz ‘beat against (for example, snow against a window)’, not the

same as ,bnm ct,z d uhelm ‘beat oneself on the breast’.

Reciprocal reflexives: A number of actions that portray individuals (or groups)

mutually acting one on the other are expressed as reflexive verbs: lhƒnmcz ‘en-

gage in fighting each other’, vbh∫nmcz ‘reconcile’.

Habitual reflexives: With a very small number of verbs, the reflexive implies

a predisposition to an activity, the classic collocations being cj,frf recftncz

‘the dog bites’, rjhjdf ,jlftncz ‘the cow butts’, rhfgbdf ;;tncz ‘the nettle

stings’.

Phenomenological reflexives: Some intransitive verbs report a manifestation of

color and its perception:

[289] F dyenhb Rhtvkz gjlybvfkcz dscjrbq ,tksq cnjk, rjkjrjkmyb, hzljv

,tktkb ldf gznbukfds[ cj,jhf.

Inside the Kremlin there raised up a tall white bell tower, alongside showed

white two cathedrals with five domes.

The corresponding reflexive attenuates the manifestation of color and its per-

ception. It is partial, or is visible through obstacles, or is unstable and runs the

risk of disappearing:55

[290] Djpybwf gjrfpfk yfv ryenjv: -- F djy b Rbhbkkjd ,tkttncz.

Our driver pointed with his knout: -- Over there Kirillov is just beginning to show

white.

To this type belong: ptkty†nm(cz) ‘become (show) green’, ntvy†nm(cz) ‘become

(show) dark’, cby†nm(cz) ‘become (show) blue’, rhfcy†nm(cz) ‘become (show) red’.

In practice the reflexive forms are not frequent.56

Modal impersonal reflexives: Some intransitives form a reflexive that treats its

argument as a domain to which some attitude or inclination to perform an

activity is ascribed, often an inclination that is negative or inhibited: (vyt) yt

cgbncz ‘it isn’t sleepy to me, I don’t feel sleepy’, yt hf,jnftncz ‘doesn’t feel like

working’, (yt) [jxtncz ‘it isn’t appealing to’.57

55 Ianko-Trinitskaia 1962:227, Gerritsen 1990:40--46.
56 On the web (<01.XI.02>), non-reflexive past-tense forms of ,tk†nm outnumbered the reflexive

forms by a ratio of 96 to 1, those of rhfcy†nm by a ratio of 153 to 1.
57 Mrƒzek 1971.
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[291] Gfyjd cjdctv lhtvktn. Pfnj Gjgjde yt cblbncz yf vtcnt.

Panov is very drowsy. In contrast, Popov can’t sit still.

This type of reflexive verb is formed mostly from intransitives, and so the re-

sulting valence is impersonal. But some verbs occur with a clause that has the

role of an argument: [jxtnmcz dthbnm ‘one would like to believe’; levftncz, xnj

‘one is inclined to think that’; yt dthbncz, xnj ytn nt,z cj vyjq ‘I don’t want

to believe that you’re not here with me’.58 {j́xtncz can even take a nominal

argument: ybxtuj tve e;t yt [jxtncz ‘he no longer wants anything’; vyt nj;t

[jxtncz cxfcnmz ‘I also would like happiness’.

Quantifying reflexives: In combination with certain prefixes, the reflexive affix fo-

cuses on the quantity of the subject’s participation. The productive formations in

yf- . . . -cz -- such as yfujdjh∫nmcz ‘speak much, to one’s heart’s content’, yf†cnmcz

(lj́csnf) ‘eat one’s fill’, yfjnls[ƒnmcz ‘rest fully’ -- assert that the quantity of the

subject’s participation reaches some limit of satisfaction or sufficiency:

[292] Cnjkmrj jy gskb yfukjnfkcz yjxm/!

How much dust he swallowed during the night!

The formation in hfp- . . . -cz means intense involvement by the subject exceeding

a norm ([293]), lj- . . . -cz activity that leads up to a boundary signaling a change

in the world ([294]):

[293] Ghb xe;jv xtkjdtrt jyf hfpsuhfkfcm, hfpdtctkbkfcm, hfpujdjhbkfcm.

In the presence of a stranger, she became thoroughly playful, merry, talkative.

[294] Hjlvfy jgznm ljbuhfkcz, edjkty bp rke,f ≤Lfkkfc Vfdthbrc≥.

Rodman again has fooled around [to that point that he has been] released from

the Dallas Mavericks.

Intransitivized reflexives: The most productive function of the reflexive affix is

to make intransitive verbs from transitive verbs. A transitive, by definition, has

a subject (an argument responsible for change or imbalance) distinct from an

object (an aspectual argument whose change or imbalance is reported). Detran-

sitivized reflexive verbs formed from transitives lack a distinction of responsible

and aspectual arguments. They report a change that befalls the sole participant:

ghtrhfn∫nmcz ‘cease’, jndk†xmcz ‘be distracted’, yfxƒnmcz ‘begin’, cjdvtcn∫nmcz

‘coexist, overlap’, bpvty∫nmcz ‘change’, juhfy∫xbnmcz ‘be restricted’, ekéxibnmcz

‘get better’, cj[hfy∫nmcz ‘be preserved’. The interpretation of individual verbs

varies depending on whether the sole argument is inanimate, in which case

the event is spontaneous ([295]), or animate, in which case the event can be

58 Gerritsen 1990:153--60.
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understood as instigated by the subject ([296]:

[295] Yfcnegbn vbhjdfz htdjk/wbz, b dct itltdhs dyjdm r yfv dthyencz.

Once the world revolution arrives, all the masterpieces will return to us.

[296] D rjywt fduecnf vs dthyekbcm d Vjcrde.

At the end of August we returned to Moscow.

Reflexive passives: When, for a given verb, the roles of modal and aspectual

argument cannot be understood as merged and the change is induced externally,

the reflexive intransitive verb might be called “passive.” The passive sense of

imperfective reflexive verbs presents an activity as a generic situation that is the

property of the aspectual argument:

[297] E vyjub[ bpdtcnys[ vyt gjkbnpfrk/xtyys[ vyjubt vtczws gjlhzl

rjyabcrjdsdfkbcm dct gbcmvf.

Among many of the political prisoners I knew, all letters used to be confiscated

for many months at a time.

In [297], the reflexive passive presents a static fact as a property of the

letters -- they persist in the state of inaccessibility; using the third plural

(rjyabcrjdsdfkb) here would focus on the active participation of the unnamed

agents. Exceptionally, the responsible party is actually expressed in the instru-

mental case ([298]):

[298] Эnb cbufhs rehbkbcm vjbv lzltq<ins> dc/ ;bpym.

These cigars used to be [= were of the type that were] smoked by my uncle all his

life.

The passive use is related to the detransitivizing function of reflexive predi-

cates mentioned above, but differs in certain respects. The detransitivized re-

flexives presume that change can occur spontaneously without an external

agent, and they are formed from both aspects: cjdvtcn∫nmcz/cjdvtoƒnmcz ‘be

compatible with’, bpvty∫nmcz/bpvtyźnmcz ‘change’, juhfy∫xbnmcz/juhfy∫xbdfnmcz

‘be limited’. The passive sense presumes that change would not occur without

an external agent (in [299], the room needs an agent to instigate ventilation),

and it is only formed from imperfectives.

[299] Tckb d gjvtotybb vyjuj k/ltq b jyj lkbntkmyj yt ghjdtnhbdftncz,

cjlth;fybt d djple[t eufhyjuj ufpf edtkbxbdftncz.

If there are many people in a dwelling, and it fails to be aired out for a long time,

the content of carbon dioxide in the air increases.

Since Fortunatov (1899), there has been an impulse to see a unity in the

overall group of reflexive verbs: they have reduced valence.59 While there is

59 For a notational account, see Babby 1975[b]; for a semantic account, see Schenker 1986.
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some uniformity, there is considerable lexical diversity among reflexive verbs.

There are recognizable groups that have distinct meanings and properties and

different degrees of productivity (compare the productive intransitives such as

ecgjrj́bnmcz/ecgjrƒbdfnmcz ‘calm down’ with the residual true reflexives vśnmcz

or the restricted reflexive of proclivity cj,ƒrf recƒtncz).

5.8.4 Present passive participles
A present-tense passive participle is formed from the present stem of imperfec-

tive transitive verbs with the formant {-m-}, to which are added adjectival end-

ings. These passives in {-m-} can be used as attributive modifiers (,jkmibycndj

ghjbpdtltybq, njulf ,tpelth;yj hfc[dfkbdftvs[ ‘the majority of works, praised

at that time without restraint’) or as predicatives, as in [300], which conjoins a

present participle with a past passive participle:

[300] {hjvjcjvs vjuen ,snm xtnrj bylbdblefkbpbhjdfys b jgjpyfdftvs<prs psv> c

gjvjom/ ljcnfnjxyj ghjcns[ vtnjljd.

Chromosomes can be clearly differentiated and recognized through rather simple

methods.

This construction belongs to technical, journalistic, or bureaucratic styles.

The suffix {-m-} forms derivatives that are used as ordinary adjectives, with

a modal connotation of possibility or proclivity to be involved in an activ-

ity: ytevjk∫vsq ‘implacable’ describes an individual who cannot be mollified;

thus also k/,∫vsq ‘beloved’, ytdjj,hfp∫vsq ‘unimaginable’, ytbcghfd∫vsq

(jgnbv∫cn) ‘incorrigible (optimist)’, ytekjd∫vsq ‘ineluctable’, ytpf,sdƒtvsq

‘unforgettable’. These derivatives can be formed from perfectives as well as imper-

fectives: ytdjpven∫vsq ‘imperturbable’ from djpven∫nm<pf> ‘bother, perturb’.

5.8.5 Past passive participles
Past passive participles, or simply passive participles, are formed from the past-

infinitive stem of perfective verbs by means of a formant ({-n-} or {-ón ∼ ìn} or

{-t-}), to which adjectival endings are added. As a verbal adjective, the passive

participle can be used in the positions in which one expects to find adjectives:

as a preposed attributive modifier ([301]), as a postposed modifier ([302]), or as a

predicative in a transitive construction ([303]):

[301] <. . .> d cnhjuj htukfvtynbhjdfyyjv<psv> j,(tvt

<. . .> in a strictly regimented volume

[302] <. . .> cj cdjbvb ldevz ,hfnmzvb, nj;t jce;ltyysvb<psv> gj njve ;t ltke

<. . .> with his two brothers, who were also sentenced in the same matter

[303] Gj gthhjye tuj ghjdtkb crjdfyysv<psv> yfhexybrfvb c j[hfyybrjv.

They led him along the platform bound with handcuffs with a guard.
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But above all, the passive participle is used as a predicative with be. The participle

is the predicating element, and it agrees with the subject (ry∫uf in [304]):

[304] Rybuf<\fem sg> ≤Hswfhb Rheukjuj cnjkf≥ jcnfdktyf<psv fem sg> d Vjcrdt.

The book Knights of the Round Table got left in Moscow.

As in other predicative constructions (§5.2), the participial passive distinguishes

three tenses; no overt forms of be are used in the present. Because perfectives

have only two tenses but predicative constructions distinguish three, the par-

ticipial passive cannot be derived simply by transforming an active sentence

structure into a passive one.60

In some respects the predicative construction with a passive participle is not

entirely analogous to a predicative construction with an adjective. The sole ar-

gument of a passive participle can be affected by quantifying operations, such

as the genitive of negation ([305]) or approximate quantification ([306]):61

[305] Yfv j,(zdbkb, xnj ybrfrb[ gjktds[ yfuhepjr<gen> yt gjkj;tyj<psv>.

We were informed that no extra pay for being in the field had been established.

[306] <skj hfccnhtkzyj<psv> xtkjdtr cjhjr.

There were shot some forty people or so.

Such constructions with adjectives are inconceivable (∗ybrfrb[ gjktds[ yfuhepjr

yt dscjrj [as if: ‘no field salary was high’]; ∗,skj ;bdj b pljhjdj xtkjdtr cjhjr

[as if: ‘were hale and hearty some forty people’]. Unlike predicative adjectives,

then, passive participles tolerate quantification, and the subject of a passive is

not necessarily individuated.

When is the predicative construction with a passive participle used? Passive

participles describe states that characteristically result from prior perfective

events. In context, the idea that a specific event is the source of the current

state can be more or less prominent. Often, in descriptions of scenes, no spe-

cific event is understood to be the source for the state, though the subject has a

property that characteristically arises from an event ([307]). Sometimes, however,

the state can be understood to derive from a specific event ([308]):

[307] Ptvkz, djple[, vtczw, pdtpls crjdfys<psv> dvtcnt, crktgfys<psv> vjhjpjv . . .

The earth, air, moon are forged together, riveted by frost . . .

[308] Dct dsikb ghjdjlbnm tuj d ghb[j;e/, gjwtkjdfkbcm. Jy eitk. Yf lheujq

ltym C. Rjdfktd ,sk fhtcnjdfy<psv>.

We all accompanied him out, took leave. He left. On the next day S. Kovalev was

arrested.

60 See Babby and Brecht 1975, further Brecht and Levine 1984, Babby and Franks 1998.
61 Lobanova 1975.
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Table 5.14 Properties of passives and near-passives

reflexive imperfective
passive

perfective passive
participle

non-specified third
plural

(rjyabcrjdsdfkbcm,
ghjdtnhbdftncz)

(edjktys, hfpjhdfy) (c[dfnbkb, edjpbkb,
uhjpbkb, pf ytq
yf,k/lf/n)

expression of agent extremely rare (3%) rare (9%) ---
view of event repeated activity

presented as stative
property of patient/
subject

event presented as
stative resultative
property of
patient/subject

responsible agent
asserted to exist,
but remains
unnamed

Common to all uses of the passive participle is that a potential event is pre-

sented as a static property of the subject. Accordingly, the passive participle is

used in description or summary rather than narrative (as in [309]). The unspe-

cific third plural, in contrast, presents a pure event -- in [310], one event in a

narrative series.

[309] <jktt gjkjdbys b[ jrfpfkbcm yfheibntkzvb lbcwbgkbys. Vyjubt bp yb[

edjktys<psv> pf ghjueks.

More than half of them turned out to be violators of discipline. Many of them

were removed for absenteeism.

[310] Pfvtifyyst d “ltkj” dspsdfkbcm yf ljghjcs, bv euhj;fkb. Jlyjuj bp yb[

ghbcelbkb r ghbyelbntkmysv hf,jnfv. Ytcrjkmrb[ edjkbkb<pst pl>.

Those who were mixed up in the “affair” were called in for interrogation, they

threatened them. They sentenced one of them to forced labor. They removed

several from work.

5.8.6 Passives and near-passives
Use of passive and near-passive constructions is summarized in Table 5.14.

5.9 Agreement

5.9.1 Basics
Finite verbs agree with their subjects.62 Verbs express gender--number in past--

tense forms and person--number in present-tense forms (including the present-

tense forms of perfective verbs). In [311], the past-tense verb is feminine, in

agreement with the overt subject, a feminine singular noun.

62 See Crockett 1976, Corbett 1979[a], Corbett 1983[a], 1983[b], 1988[b], Robblee 1993[b].
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[311] <f,eirf ?kz<\fem sg> et[fkf<fem pst> d Gfhb;.

Grandma Iulia left for Paris.

If the subject is not expressed as an overt argument phrase, the predicate ex-

presses the features of the implicit referent of the subject, as in the continuation

of [311] as [312]:

[312] <. . .> b ghj;bkf<fem pst> nfv ,jktt ltcznb ktn.

<. . .> and lived there for more than ten years.

If the sentence is impersonal -- that is, lacks the possibility of a subject -- the

verb appears in the neuter in the past ([313]) or in the third-person singular in

the present ([314]) and future:

[313] Vtyz njiybkj<nt pst>, ljvjq tkt lj,hfkcz.

Nausea overcame me, I hardly made it home.

[314] Vtyz njiybn<3sg prs>, ljvjq yt lj,thecm.

I’m overcome by nausea, I won’t make it home.

5.9.2 Agreement with implicit arguments, complications
Agreement is largely without problems in Russian, but there are some contexts

of interest.

Collectives: Subjects that are nouns cause little uncertainty. Even singular nouns

with collective sense elicit singular number, with the gender appropriate for the

noun (fem sg for rjvƒylf in [315]):

[315] Rjvfylf<\fem sg> ,skf<fem> ljcnfnjxyj cbkmyf<fem sg> b [jhjij

gjlujnjdktyf<fem sg>.

The team was quite strong and well-prepared.

The subsequent context maintains the singular number (gjlujnj́dktyf) unless

the individual members of the collective are explicitly named (for example,

buhjr∫ ‘players’). Plural is not used in Russian, unlike in varieties of English:

The Barcelona player said his side were not prepared for the vociferous support given by
Korean fans.

Implicit gender of personal pronouns: When the subject is a first or second

person, a past-tense verb reflects the gender of the referent of the pronoun,

though the pronouns themselves do not distinguish gender:

[316] Ns yt vj;tim ct,t ghtlcnfdbnm, rfre/ [jhjie/ dtcnm ns vyt gthtlfkf<fem>.

You cannot imagine what good news you’ve given me.
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Universal second-person singular: Second-person singular agreement in the

predicate is used without any overt subject noun phrase in a universal sense

of any possible addressee:

[317] Gjckt djqys z epyfk, xnj ,sk nfv ecnhjty kfuthm lkz pfrk/xtyys[. Lf, vtcnj

ds,hfkb gjl[jlzott -- ukeim, ,tpljhj;mt, rheujv ktcf b ,jkjnf. Yt

e,t;bim<2sg>.

After the war I learned that a prison camp had been built there. Yes, they picked

a good place -- wilderness, no roads, nothing but forests and swamps all around.

You won’t escape.

Formal second-person plural: The second-person plural pronoun ds is used in

formal address to a single individual (the formal “B-form”: §4.6). In agreement

with formal ds, verbs are second-person plural, and predicative (“short”) adjec-

tives are plural ([318]):

[318] -- Bhbyf, ds vjkjls<pl>, rhfcbds<pl>, vyjuj buhftnt<2pl> b, yfdthyjt,

joeoftnt<2pl> ct,z ljcnfnjxyj rjvajhnyj.

-- Irina, you are young, beautiful, you get many roles, and no doubt you live rather

comfortably.

Used as predicatives, long-form adjectives reflect the referential gender and num-

ber of the subject -- singular when a single person is addressed by formal B, even

as the verb is plural:63

[319] Gjxtve ;t ds ,skb<pl pst> {nfrjq uhecnysq<msc sg> ∼ nfrfz uhecnyfz<fem sg>}?

Why indeed were you such a sad one?

[320] Ds {gthdsq<msc sg> ∼ gthdfz<fem sg>} yfxfkb<pl pst>.

You started it first.

Other predicatives, such as g†hdsq ‘first’ ([320]), are likewise singular if the ad-

dressee is singular ([320]). If the addressee is plural, predicatives are plural: ds

gtdhst<pl> yfxfkb ‘you (all) started it first’.

5.9.3 Agreement with overt arguments: special contexts
With overt subject arguments, agreement is unproblematic most of the time:

singular agreement is used with a singular noun, plural with plural. Complica-

tions arise in three contexts. All three contexts have subject phrases that could

be understood as referring to multiple entities. Though there are differences

among the three contexts, there are also general principles that apply to all

63 Comrie 1975:408, 410.
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Table 5.15 Agreement of conjoined nouns,
animacy, and word order

SV order (%) VS order (%)

animates 100 84
inanimates 85 28

three. In general, singular agreement in these contexts indicates that the group

of elements is understood as a whole, as a unit, and the fact of the existence of

some number of things is more significant than the activities of the individuals

involved. Plural agreement means that the elements that make up the group are

viewed as potentially distinct individuals. At the level of the argument phrase,

animates are more likely to be individuated, and occur with plural, than inan-

imates; abstract nouns are unlikely to be individuated, and unlikely to trigger

plural agreement. At the level of the predicate, since existential predicates are

interested in the fact of existence, they are more likely to occur with singular

agreement than individuating predicates such as transitive verbs or predicative

constructions. At the level of discourse, the word order in which the subject is

postposed is the order used for establishing the existence of a situation. Accord-

ingly, a verb that precedes its subject is more likely to have singular agreement

than a verb that follows its subject.

The three specific contexts are the following.

5.9.4 Agreement with conjoined nouns
With noun phrases composed of two or more conjoined singular nouns, the verb

can appear in either the singular or the plural. (If any of the conjoined nouns is

plural, agreement is plural.) As can be seen from Table 5.15,64 plural agreement

is preferred with nouns that refer to animates. Also, plural agreement is usual

when the subject precedes rather than follows the verb, as is especially visible

with conjoined nouns referring to inanimates.

When variation is possible, plural is appropriate when the conjoined elements

are distinct entities, and the predicate is independently valid for each. Entities

can be distinct if they are different kinds of things ([321]) or two distinct indi-

viduals of one type ([322]):

[321] Gjhfpbkb<pl> tuj rhfcjnf<\fem sg> bp, b pfntqkbdjcnm<\fem sg> htpm,s.

The charm of the huts and the intricacy of the carving amazed him.

64 Corbett 1983[b]:181. For conjoined nouns, Corbett 2000:207 cites 67 percent plural agreement in
literature, 96 percent in press (there without differentiating animacy or word order).
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[322] Tt cj,cndtyyfz ;bpym<\fem sg> b ;bpym<\fem sg> dtrf crkflsdfkbcm<pl> nfrbv

j,hfpjv, <. . .>

Her own life and the life of the era had taken shape such that <. . .>

Singular agreement assumes that the elements are not distinct and are intrin-

sically associated; the predicate applies to all the elements together. The entities

can amount to a higher order abstraction -- life and reason together define a

universe ([323]):

[323] Dyenhb rf;ljuj эktrnhjyf cghznfyf dctktyyfz, ult

ceotcndetn<3sg> ;bpym<\fem sg> b hfpev<\msc sg>, rfr d yfitq.

In each electron is hidden a universe, where there exists life and reason just as in

ours.

Or one element can be understood as a concomitant of the other:

[324] <. . .> jcnfkfcm<fem>;tyf<\fem sg> b vfkmxbr<\msc sg>.

[After he died] there remained his wife and boy.

Or two abstract ideas are (nearly) synonymous:

[325] Yfcnegbkj<nt> ecgjrjtybt<\ntsg> b leitdyfz nb[jcnm<\fem sg>.

There came a calm and spiritual quiet.

When singular agreement is used in the past tense, thereby expressing gender,

the question arises as to which noun supplies the gender. It depends in part on

word order. When the subject precedes the verb, as in [326], gender can be taken

from either the first noun, which is typically the more significant, or from the

second, which is nearer to the predicate.

[326] Ghjtrnbhjdfybt<\nt sg> b gjlujnjdrf<\fem sg> r cnhjbntkmcnde {pfyzkj<nt> ∼
pfyzkf<fem>} tldf kb yt 15 ktn.

The planning and preparation for construction took up virtually fifteen years.

[327] {Pfyzkj<nt> ∼ ?Pfyzkf<fem>} tldf kb yt 15 ktn ghjtrnbhjdfybt<\nt sg> b

gjlujnjdrf<\fem sg> r cnhjbntkmcnde.

Almost fifteen years were taken up by the planning and preparation for

construction.

When the subject follows ([327]), the gender of the verb is that of the first con-

junct, which is both more significant and closer to the verb.

If pronouns of different persons are conjoined, first person outranks second

(z b ns ctqxfc tltv<1pl> ‘I and you are going now’) and either outranks third

(z b jy ctqxfc tltv<1pl> ‘I and he are just now going’, ns b jy ctqxfc tltnt<2pl>

‘you and he are just now going’).
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5.9.5 Agreement with comitative phrases
To talk about two people acting together, Russian can use either of two con-

structions. Two nouns can be conjoined: Jkmuf b Dflbv. Or one entity can be

made more prominent and the other attached to it by means of the comitative

preposition c ‘with’: Jkmuf c Dflbvjv ‘Olga with Vadim’, Atljh Bdfyjdbx c

;tyjq b ldevz vfkmxbrfvb ‘Fedor Ivanovich with his wife and two boys’. When

one of the conjuncts is a pronoun, there are three options: conjunction, jy b

Dkfl ‘he and Vlad’, z b vjz ctcnhf Vfif ‘I and my sister Masha’; a comitative

construction with a singular pronoun, jy c Dkfljv ‘he with Vlad’, z c Vfitq ‘I

with Masha’; or a comitative construction with a plural pronoun, jyb c Dkfljv

‘they, including Vlad’, vs c Vfitq ‘we, including Masha’.

True conjunction emphasizes that the individuals are separate and parallel.

It is very likely to take plural agreement. With pronouns the comitative con-

structions are more usual, and the plural form is preferred. With third-person

pronouns, the plural jyb c ;tyjq was used in 69 percent of tokens; with first-

person pronouns, though the singular is possible (Nfr b dthyekcz z c ;tyjq ‘and

so I returned with my wife’), the plural form vs c ;tyjq is by far the more

usual (88%).65

When the pronoun is plural, a verb that agrees will obviously be plural: jyb<pl>

c Dkfljv [jlbkb<pl> r ytq exbnmcz fyukbqcrjve zpsre ‘they -- he and Vlad --

used to go to study English with her’, vs c Vfitq [jlbkb<pl> r ytq exbnmcz

fyukbqcrjve zpsre ‘we -- Masha and I -- used to go study English’. But with a

singular pronoun (or noun) in the comitative construction, either singular or

plural agreement in the verb is possible.66 Plural is appropriate: if the individuals

are known; if they act separately but in parallel; and if the new information is

the way in which the activity proceeded:

[328] <hfn c ctcnhjq dct ltkfkb<pl> c eks,rjq.

Brother and sister did everything with a smile.

[329] D tuj rjvyfnt yt ,skb yfcntktys gjks, b jy c ;tyjq ghsufkb<pl> c ,fkrb yf

,fkre.

In his room there were no floorboards, and he with his wife hopped from beam to

beam.

Singular is appropriate when the participation of the comitative noun is sec-

ondary and incidental relative to the participation of the first ([330]), and if

attention is focused on the fact that the event took place at all ([331]).

[330] B tq yt yhfdbkcz hfccrfp Ctht;b j njv, rfr jy c Dkfljv [jlbk<sg> d

gcb[bfnhbxtcre/ rkbybre.

She also didn’t like Serezha’s story of how he went with Vlad to the psychiatric

clinic.

65 On www.libr.ru <01.XI.02>. 66 Urtz 1999.
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[331] D lheujq rjvyfnt gjctkbkcz<sg> Kerby c ;tyjq b ldevz vfkmxbrfvb.

In another room there settled in Lukin with wife and two boys.

Overall, singular and plural are about equally likely with subject comitative

phrases.67

5.9.6 Agreement with quantifier phrases
When the subject is a quantifier phrase, the verb can appear in either the (neuter)

singular or plural. The singular presents the subject as a mass of undifferenti-

ated things, and the fact that a certain quantity exists is more significant than

the activities of the entities making up the group. Accordingly, singular is ap-

propriate: with inanimate entities that are not known as individuals; with large

or approximate quantifiers; with predicates that are existential; and with the

word order in which the subject follows the verb (the word order used to present

the world as a holistic situation). Note the shift in agreement and word order

in [332]:

[332] D gkzcre vdcnegbkj<sg>
svyj;tcndj ;jyukthjd. sVyj;tcndj ;jyukthjd

vrblf/n<pl> ltcnznrb nsczx ifhjd, ktnzob[ r yfv jlby pf lheubv.

A group of jugglers broke into dance. A group of jugglers is tossing tens of

thousands of balls that fly to us one after another.

Conversely, using the plural reports a property of entities that can be differ-

entiated as distinct individuals. Plural is then favored: by small quantifiers; by

individuating predicates -- those that report properties that can be ascribed to

individuals (rather than predicates that report the existence of situations); and

by the word order in which the subject precedes the verb (as in [332]). Plural

is likely to be used if the entities are known already or are identified in the

subsequent context.

The choice of number is especially sensitive to the semantics of predicates, fol-

lowing the hierarchy of predicates from existential to transitive and predicative.

With paucal numerals (ldƒ/ld†, nh∫, xtnśht), usage is that of Table 5.16.

As in Table 5.16, paucals prefer plural with most predicates. Singular, used

primarily with existential predicates or verbs of position and motion, is reserved

for contexts that do no more than present a scene; thus the singular in Table

5.16(c) presents three small houses on the banks of the Volga as part of a traveler’s

view of a certain town. Plural is used if there is any discussion of the individual

entities in the following context; as, for example, the three reasons in Table

5.16(a) and the three photos in 5.16(c).

Usage with approximate quantifiers is illustrated in Table 5.17. Approximate

quantifiers use singular with all predicates except transitives and predicatives.
67 Corbett 2000:207 cites 44 percent plural in literature, 50 percent in press.
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Table 5.16 Agreement with paucal numerals

predicate type paucal quantifier: examples

(a) existential Yf Cgbhbljyjdrt ,skj<sg> nhb rjvyfns.
‘At Spiridonovka there were three rooms.’
R njve ,skb<pl> nhb ghbxbys. gthdfz <. . .>
‘For that there were three reasons. The first reason <. . .>’

(b) weak existential Yf cktle/obq ltym zdbkbcm<pl> tot ldt ctvmb.
‘The next day there appeared two more families.’

(c) position/motion Yf ghfdjv ,thtue djkub cnjzkj<sg> ldf-nhb ljvbrf.
‘On the right bank of the Volga there stood two or three little

houses.’
Yf cntyf[ dbctkb<pl> nhb ajnjuhfabb -- ljxthb Rctybb, csyjdtq

<jhbcf b ?hbz.
‘On the walls hung three photos -- of daughter Kseniia and sons Boris

and Iury.’
(d) reflexive

intransitive
Pf cntyfvb dscjdsdfkbcm<pl> ldt-nhb ukfdrb ,tks[ wthrdtq.
‘Beyond the walls there protruded two or three tops of white

churches.’
(e) intransitive Nhb vjyf[f jnls[f/n<pl> gjl tkm/.

‘Three monks are resting under a fir.’
(f) passive participle Nfr ,skb<pl> cjplfys<pl> nhb vt;leyfhjlyst jhufybpfwbb.

‘And so three international organizations were set up.’
(g) transitive Pfyzkb<pl> jxthtlm ldt ntnb, c dble hsyjxyst njhujdrb.

‘Two women, by appearances market women, took places in line.’
(h) predicative Nhb tuj ifathf nj;t ,skb<pl> uhepbys.

‘His three attendants were also Georgians.’

Table 5.18 summarizes the general preferences for paucals and approxi-

mate quantifiers. Lower general numerals (gźnm ‘five’, dj́ctvm ‘eight’, ldtyƒlwfnm

‘twenty’, nh∫lwfnm ‘thirty’, etc.), not exemplified, are intermediate. Shading

marks the areas of active variation.

Table 5.18 suggests something of the way in which specific quantifiers and

predicate semantics interact. In terms of predicates, transitives and predicatives

presume that their subjects are individuated, and are likely to take plural agree-

ment. At the opposite extreme, existentials and weak existentials take singular

agreement. In between, verbs of motion and position and reflexive intransitives

are sensitive to the quantifier involved, and they can be quite variable in their

interpretation, ranging from an existential interpretation (d rjvyfnt d uecnjv

lsve cbltkj<sg> ytcrjkmrj xtkjdtr ‘in the room in thick smoke there were

sitting several people’), in which singular is used, to real activities, in which

plural is more appropriate (gjlyzkbcm<pl> yf dnjhjq эnf; ytcrjkmrj xtkjdtr
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Table 5.17 Agreement with approximate quantifiers

predicate type approximate quantifier: examples

(a) existential D <jujhjlbwrt ,skj<sg> ytcrjkmrj dhfxtq.
‘In Bogoroditsk were several doctors.’

(b) weak existential Jlyjdhtvtyyj ghb,skj<sg> ytcrjkmrj эitkjyjd.
‘Simultaneously there arrived several echelons.’

(c) position/motion Nfv cbltkj<sg> vyjuj ;tyoby, ,skb j,dbyztvst d cgtrekzwbb.
‘There many women were sitting, they were accused of speculation.’
Ytcrjkmrj vjkjls[ k/ltq [jlbkb<pl> nelf b c/lf.
‘Several young people walked here and there.’

(d) reflexive intransitive Vyjuj gfhytq djrheu ytt edbdfkjcm<sg>.
‘Many fellows were hanging around her.’

(e) intransitive E ldthb ytcrjkmrj xtkjdtr gjlckeibdfkj<sg>.
‘At the door several people were eavesdropping.’

(f) passive participle Ytcrjkmrj gthtdjlxbrjd ,skj<sg> fhtcnjdfyj<sg>.
‘Several interpreters were arrested.’

(g) transitive Vyjuj heccrb[ k/ltq jcnfdbkb<pl> gjckt ct,z djcgjvbyfybz.
‘Many Russians left memoirs after their death.’

(h) predicative Ytcrjkmrj ctrdjq jcnfkbcm<pl> ;bdsvb cdbltntkzvb ldflwfnjuj
dtrf.

‘Some sequoias have remained living witnesses of the twentieth
century.’

‘several people went up to the second story’). Intransitive verbs tend to an ac-

tivity interpretation, but an existential interpretation is also possible for some

predicates (nelf [jlbkj<sg> vyjuj ,f,eirbys[ pyfrjvs[ ‘many of Grandma’s

acquaintances used to go there’).

Each quantifier has a characteristic usage. Paucals treat entities as individu-

ated, with plural agreement in the predicate; singular is used regularly only

with existential predicates. Approximate quantifiers discourage an individuated

interpretation, and use singular with most predicates except transitives. Large

round numerals (cnj́, nśczxf) are similar. Other numerals are intermediate. Nu-

merals larger than paucals -- from gźnm through the low decades -- are close to

paucals, but use singular agreement more freely.

Certain specific contexts prefer one or the other interpretation. The modifiers

dc† and …nb before the quantifier presuppose that the members of the group

are known as individuals, and require plural agreement. Constructions with

distributive gj as subject strongly prefer singular, since the quantity is of primary

interest (§4.3.11). Expressions of the passage of time (years, seconds, months) are

viewed as a mass, and use singular agreement.
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Table 5.18 Predicate type and predicate agreement: quantifier subject

low general
paucal numeral (djctvm, approximate

predicate type numeral ldflwfnm, etc.) quantifier

(a) existential, modal sg ≈ pl sg | ?pl sg | ∗pl
(b) weak existential ±sg | pl sg | ?pl sg | ∗pl
(c) position/motion ?sg | pl ±sg < pl sg ≥ ±pl
(d) reflexive intransitive ∗sg | pl ±sg < pl sg ≥ ±pl
(e) activity intransitive ∗sg | pl ∗sg | pl sg ≥ ±pl
(f) passive participle ∗sg | pl ∗sg | pl sg ≈ pl
(g) transitive ∗sg | pl ∗sg | pl ∗sg | pl
(h) predicative ∗sg | pl ∗sg | pl ∗sg | pl

5.10 Subordinate clauses and infinitives

5.10.1 Basics
Infinitives, adverbial participles (lttghbxfcnbz), and adjectival participles are less

articulated than finite predications, in two respects: morphologically, they do not

inflect for the full range of tense and mood as finite predicates, and syntactically,

they cannot have their own nominative subject in the clause. The implicit subject

is (usually) understood to be the same as some major argument of the main

predicate. Each type of non-finite form has a distinct occurrence and function.

Adjectival participles act as adjectives (§4.4.3).

5.10.2 Finite clauses
Finite clauses introduced by conjunctions can be used in a wide range of func-

tions that correspond approximately to arguments, in the extended sense used

here (§5.1). Clauses introduced by rjulƒ ‘when’, †ckb ‘if ’, gjrƒ (yt) ‘until’, d nj́

dh†vz ‘(at a time) while’, function as adverbial arguments (on tense: §6.3.2).

Clauses introduced by xnj (or under more specialized circumstances, xnj,s

‘in order to’) report the content of speech and analogous mental operations

of thought, belief, memory. Such clauses can have a role analogous to that of

the subject ([333]) or to that of the object ([334--35]):

[333] Vyt ,skj ljcflyj, xnj vjq ldj/hjlysq ,hfn cj vyjq yt buhftn.

It was annoying to me that my cousin did not play with me.

[334] Dcrjht hf,jxbt gjyzkb, xnj hf,jnf/n jyb, d ceoyjcnb, ,tcgkfnyj.

Soon the workers understood that they were working, in essence, for no pay.

[335] Jy lj,fdbk, xnj ghjnbd yfc tcnm jlby dtcmvf ceotcndtyysq geyrn.

He added that there was one very substantive point against us.
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And in other instances, the clause has a role analogous to that of an oblique

argument, a relation often marked by a placeholder demonstrative in the main

clause:

[336] Vjq ,hfn Dkflbvbh ujhlbkcz (ntv), xnj ,sk gj[j; yf cdjtuj lzl/.

My brother Vladimir was proud of the fact that he was similar to his uncle.

[337] F d xtv ghbpyf/ncz? D njv, xnj [jpzqrf k;tfhntkb b[ эrcgkefnbhjdfkf.

And in what should they confess? In the fact that the manager of the

pseudo-guild had been exploiting them.

The placeholder is more or less frequent depending on the verb: ujhlbkcz ntv,
xnj ‘[he] took pride’ 205/308 xx = 67 percent but elbdbkcz njve, xnj ‘[he] was

surprised’ 157 / 726 xx = 22 percent, cjvytdf/cm d njv, xnj ‘I doubt’ 124 / 1914

xx = 6 percent.68 Modal arguments introduced by prepositions, however, require

the demonstrative: Rehybrjdf gjlftn bcr yf Penthouse pf nj, xnj gjkej,yf;tyyjq

cyzkb yt tt ‘Kurnikova is suing Penthouse for the reason that they photographed

someone else half-naked’.

Finite clauses can be attached to event nouns ([338]):

[338] D ufptnf[ yfxfkb gjzdkznmcz cnfnmb, xnj hsyjr -- эnj vtkrj,eh;efpyfz jnhs;rf.

In the newspapers there began to appear articles [saying] that the free market --

that was a petty bourgeois belch.

In these finite subordinate clauses, the most widely used conjunction is xnj

‘that’ (tense in reported speech: §6.3.3). Among the kinds of “reported speech,”

in the broad sense, are indirect questions, which have the same form as other

questions that are not subordinated.

5.10.3 Adverbial clauses and adverbial participles (lttghbxfcnbz)
Adverbial participles are the predicates of clauses that function as adverbial

arguments.69 They lack an overt subject, but are understood to have an implicit

subject that corresponds to a known entity, almost always the subject of the

main predicate (in [339], vƒnm):

[339] F vjz vfnm, e,tlbdibcm<dee>, xnj tt ltnb [jhjij ecnhjtys, cj cgjrjqyjq

leijq dthyekfcm d Vjcrde.

And my mother, having become convinced that her children were well settled,

returned with a calm heart to Moscow.

68 Site www.libr.ru <10.X.02>.
69 The issues of “control” (matching the implicit subject to an argument of the main clause) and

exceptions to the usual relationship have long been a concern: Babby 1975[c], Babby and Franks
1998.
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Sentences are sometimes cited in which the implicit subject of the adverbial

participle (indexed “<j>”) corresponds to a significant argument of the main

predicate other than the subject: the unexpressed (or “º”) dative domain of a

modal ([340]), the domain of an experiential predicate ([341]), the passive agent

([342]), or even direct objects of verbs of emotion ([343]):70

[340] Wtkezcm<j> ∅<dat> vj;yj ,tcrjytxyj ghbpyfdfnmcz d k/,db ,tp ckjd.

Kissing, it is possible to constantly declare one’s love without words.

[341] Ckeifz<j> эnjn hfccrfp, vyt<j> ,skj cnhfiyj.

Listening to the story, it became terrifying to me.

[342] Hfpdbdfz<j> yfdsrb dj;ltybz, djlbntkzvb<j> ,elen bpexfnmcz vths

ghtljcnjhj;yjcnb.

While [they are] developing driving techniques, safety measures will be learned by

drivers.

[343] Djqlz<j> d rjvyfne, Rjk/<j> gjhfpbk ,tpgjhzljr.

On entering the room, the disorder astounded Kolia.

It is difficult to determine the status of such sentences. They are cited by lin-

guists (including Russian speakers) as “grammatical”; sometimes differences in

acceptability are mentioned. (Those in which the argument is the dative domain

of a modal predicate with a dependent infinitive, as in [340], are the most accept-

able.) Yet such sentences are infrequent in texts, and many educated speakers

do not consider them standard.

While the adverbial participle itself does not show agreement, a predicative or

appositive in the clause reflects the gender and number of the implicit subject

(fem sg in [344]):

[344] :tyobys jcdj,jlbkbcm, rf;lfz<fem sg> bp yb[ dthyedibcm

dcnhtdj;tyyfz<fem sg> r cdjtq ctvmt.

The women were freed, each returning agitated to her own family.

And reflexive pronouns within the clause refer to the implicit subject (cdj́q in

[344]).

The events of adverbial participles are understood to occur in time-worlds

contiguous with those of the main clause. In [345], the speaker’s return occurs at

the same time as the return, and is caused by the return; in [346], the expectation

is embedded in the same time-world as the approach.

[345] Dthyedibcm c djqys, z ndthlj htibk cnfnm gbcfntktv.

On returning from the war, I firmly decided to become a writer.

70 Itskovich 1974 ([342]), Yokoyama 1980, Rappaport 1980 ([341]), Legendre and Akimova 1994 ([343]),
and Kazenin 2000 cite examples of adverbial participles not anteceded by the subject of a finite
predicate.
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[346] Gjl[jlz r djhjnfv, z rf;le/ ctreyle j;blfkf jrhbrf: ≤cnjq!≥

As I approached the gate, every second I expected to hear the shout: “stop!”

5.10.4 The free infinitive construction (without overt modal)
In general, infinitives lack overt subjects but are interpreted as having an implicit

subject. Infinitive clauses are generally attached to main predicates (though not

always), and the subject of an infinitive can often be identified with a major ar-

gument of the main predicate. Infinitives present events with a modal coloring,

as possible or desired or imposed.

An exception to the rule that infinitives are attached to matrix predicates is

the dative-with-infinitive construction, or, since there is no main finite predi-

cate, the free infinitive.71 This construction is responsible for some of the most

famous apodictic pronouncements of older Russian:

[347] F Bujhtdf [hf,hfuj gk(re yt rh˜cbnb<inf>.

Igor’s brave regiment is not to be resurrected.

[348] <. . .> ldf e,j Hbvf gfljif, f nhtnbb cnjbn, f xtndthnjve<dat> yt ,snb<inf>

<. . .> and two Romes have fallen, while the third still stands, and a fourth is not

to be.

The construction, as a syntactic idiom, has a strong modal sense. Among other

values, it can predict an inevitable result or, when negated, the impossibility of

an event (as above). The dative is the goal of the modality and, implicitly, the

subject of the infinitive (in [348], it is incumbent on the fourth Rome never to

exist). The infinitive itself is not dependent on any overt matrix predicate -- the

construction as a whole has modal value. Indeed, it is not clear how to reconcile

this construction with contemporary models of syntax that derive constructions

by composition of elements.

The construction illustrated above still occurs in the modern language; the

modern Russian translations of [347] and [348] use the free infinitive construc-

tion, and other examples are found in modern Russian:

[349] Ujhtnm vyt, Nfyz, d uttyyt juytyyjq.

It is for me, Tanya, to burn in the fire of Gehenna.

[350] D j,otv, yt vyt nen celbnm.

But in general, it’s not for me to judge in these matters.

But this construction is used less pervasively than in earlier times; constructions

such as [349--50] have an epic ring to them. The free infinitive is still used freely

in decrees:

71 See now Fortuin 2000 for a comprehensive treatment of the construction.
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[351] E;t yf cktle/obq ltym dsitk yjdsq pfrjy: j,dbyztvs[ d nthhjhbpvt

celbnm ,scnhj, cktlcndbt pfrfyxbdfnm pf ltcznm lytq.

On the following day there appeared a new law: those accused of terrorism were

to be judged quickly, the process to be finished within ten days.

[352] Jlyf uhfacrfz kj;rf lj cb[ gjh e vtyz [hfybncz. Tckb dpznm tt d hjn,

xedcndetncz ghjnbdysq drec vtlb.

I still have one of those aristocratic spoons. If one were to put it into one’s mouth,

one senses the unpleasant taste of copper.

[353] Lf b ult dpznm vfnthbfks b ltymub?

And where can one get the materials and the money?

The construction is stylistically neutral and extremely frequent in conditions and

questions ([352--53]). A search for the phrase Rfr gjgfcnm ‘How can one reach’

produced an impressive 19,400 hits on the web (<10.X.02>).

5.10.5 The free infinitive construction (with negative existential pronouns)
As a specialized development, infinitives can be used with interrogative-

indefinite pronouns to establish the existence of a possible entity that would

fit in the event ([354]):72

[354] Pfobofnm ,skj jn xtuj.

There was indeed something from which to defend them.

[355] E; tve-nj ,skj j xtv pflevfnmcz.

Now he really had what [something] to think about.

The lack of possible existence of an entity is expressed using a special series of

negated indefinite-interrogative pronouns of the type y†ult ‘(there is) nowhere’,

y† c rtv ‘(there is) no one with whom’, etc.

[356] Ntgthm d wthrdb (,skj) cke;bnm ytrjve.

Now to hold services there is (was) no one.

Only the pronoun carries negation. The infinitive and be (when it is used) are

not negated.

As in other instances of the free infinitive, the implicit subject of the infini-

tive is often universal in reference and omitted ([354]), but can in principle be

expressed as a dative ([355], [356]). As in other instances of the free construction,

the time reference is likely to be universal and present, but other tenses can be

formed by using the appropriate past or future form of be. The present tense

of the positive construction with indefinite-interrogative pronoun uses †cnm, but

the negative existential construction has no trace of be.

72 Mrƒzek 1971, Garde 1976, Rappaport 1983, Babby 2000.
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[357] ,skj

Dfv


tcnm


xnj nthznm.

,eltn

was

For you there


is


what [something] to lose.

will be

[358] ,skj

Vyt ghjcnj ytult


---


ndjhbnm.

,eltn

was

There simply


is


no place for me to work creatively.

will be

5.10.6 The dative-with-infinitive construction (overt modal)
From the historical source of the free dative-with-infinitive construction with no

overt matrix predicate has developed the use of the infinitive with certain non-

verbal predicates: yƒlj ‘necessary’, vj́;yj ‘possible’, djpvj́;yj ‘possible’, ytkmpź

‘impermissible, impossible’. As in the free infinitive construction, the implicit

subject can be expressed in the dative, by virtue of being the goal of modality

of the main predicate.

[359] Tve yflj gjlrjhvbnmcz.

He needs to build himself up a bit.

If no dative argument is overt, the modality is understood to apply to any or all

people; in [360] anyone could write such a story:

[360] Yf эnjn c/;tn vj;yj ,skj ,s yfgbcfnm gjnhzcf/obq hfccrfp.

On that theme it would be possible to write a stunning story.

The infinitive is tightly bound with these non-verbal predicates; thus negation

of the main predicate (ytkmpź ‘not permissible, impossible’) used to elicit the

genitive in a transitive infinitive, though that usage has now faded except with

emphatic negative pronouns:

[361] Yfv ytkmpz ,skj ljdthznm ybrfrb[ j,otcndtyys[ hf,jn<gen>.

It was not possible to entrust any social projects to us.

This construction can be formed with the neuter singular predicative (short)

form of a variety of adjectives that comment on the modality of the event in

a weaker form, by evaluating its desirability for someone ([jhjij́ ‘it’s good for

one to’) or its difficulty (nhelyj́ ‘it’s difficult for one to’), and so on. A variation
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on this construction is used with a set of “occasional” verbs, that is, with verbs

that talk about the occurrence or success of an event against the expectation

that the event might not occur: elƒcnmcz ‘succeed in’, gjdtpn∫ ‘be fortunate to’,

ghbqn∫cm ‘have occasion to’.

With yƒlj ‘necessary’ and ytkmpź ‘not permissible’, the attached clause can

be finite (subjunctive with xnj,s) if what must be is a whole event not under

the control of the argument in the main clause:

[362] Ytkmpz, xnj,s jyb cnfyjdbkbcm ;thndfvb.

It is impermissible that they should become victims.

[363] J,zpfntkmyj yflj, xnj,s vepsrf ,skf.

It’s absolutely necessary that there should be music.

Vj́;yj ‘possible’ prefers infinitives.

5.10.7 Infinitives with modal hosts (nominative subject)
The most versatile modal in Russian is the verb (c)vj́xm ‘may, might, can’.

Russian uses an old adjective lj́k;ty ‘obligated’ (ljk;yƒ, ljk;yj́, ljk;yś) with

an infinitive to express obligation. These modals differ from the impersonal

modals exactly by making the responsibility personal, whereas the impersonal

modals present obligation as universal, even if in a particular case it is directed

to the dative domain (§6.2.8).

5.10.8 Infinitives with hosts of intentional modality (nominative subject)
A variety of verbs talk about an individual who tries to create a state of the

world that does not exist. The host verbs characterize various attitudes with

respect to changing the world: volition ([jn†nm ‘want’, hti∫nm ‘decide to’), at-

tempt (cnfhƒnmcz ‘try’, gsnƒnmcz ‘make an attempt’, cnhtv∫nmcz ‘strive’), success

(gjcxfcnk∫dbnmcz ‘have the good fortune’, e[bnh∫nmcz ‘to be clever enough’), or

habit (k/,∫nm ‘love’, ghtlgjxbnƒnm ‘prefer’).

[364] Z htibk cltkfnm ghtccrjyathtywb/.

I decided to hold a press conference.

The individual who formulates the desire is the individual who will accomplish

the event.

The infinitive is moderately cohesive with the main predicate. Negating the

main verb once used to evoke the genitive in the object of the infinitive, but no

longer. As a rule, intending or attempting to create a world is a perfective event

([364], cl†kfnm<pf>). Habits, however, are imperfective (§6.5.9).

If the individual responsible for creating the new world is not the same as the

individual who wills the creation, the conjunction xnj,s is used.
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[365] Hjlbntkb yt [jntkb, xnj,s jy etp;fk.

His parents did not want that he should leave.

Russian has no construction similar to the English “raising” construction: corre-

sponding to His parents did not want him to leave, there is no ∗Hjlbntkb yt [jntkb

tuj et[fnm.

5.10.9 Infinitives with aspectual hosts (nominative subject)
Infinitives are used with a small set of predicates that describe transitions in

the status of an activity -- beginnings (yfxƒnm/yfxbyƒnm ‘begin’, cnƒnm/cnfyjd∫nmcz

‘get involved in’), continuations (ghjljk;∫nm/ghjljk;ƒnm ‘continue’), endings

(rj́yxbnm/rjyxƒnm ‘end’, gthtcnƒnm/gthtcnfdƒnm ‘stop’). The infinitives are always

imperfective. Historically, the future imperfective with ,éle, etc., is of the same

type.

An unusual construction that may be related is the use of an imperfective

infinitive with a nominative subject but without any overt host predicate. The

construction is used in stylized imitations of folk style, such as the doggerel

about the bee in [366]:

[366] <sk yf gfctrt e ltlf,

Nfv edbltk z pkjdhtle

Z ,t;fnm -- jyf pf vyjq

B gjlheu pjdtn c cj,jq

Once at grandpa’s beehive

I saw an evildoer

I take to running -- she, after me

Calling her friends to come

The construction suggests an action closely related to other narrative events that

is attempted but incomplete (as is the escape in [366]). Because the infinitive

is imperfective, it is likely that the construction developed historically from an

aspectual construction by eliding the host predicate (whether cnƒnm, ,éle, lfdƒq,

or another host can no longer be determined), but by now it is a distinct, albeit

stylistically and pragmatically quite idiosyncratic, construction.

5.10.10 Infinitives with hosts of imposed modality (accusative or dative object)
Another construction involving infinitives is that in which the subject of the

host predicate transfers modality (obligation, possibility) to another individual,

who is put under the obligation, or given the opportunity, to carry out the event.

There are two types. The event can be imposed on or permitted of an individ-

ual expressed as the dative: lƒnm/lfdƒnm ‘give, let’, ghbrfpƒnm/ghbrƒpsdfnm ‘give

an order’, dtk†nm ‘order’, gjpdj́kbnm/gjpdjkźnm ‘allow’, ghtlkj;∫nm/ghtlkfuƒnm

‘offer’:

[367] ghbrfpfkb

Vyt<dat>


lfkb


dstp;fnm dj Dkflbvbh d ne ;t yjxm.

gjpdjkbkb
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Table 5.19 Types of infinitive constructions

impersonal transferred
model personal volitive modality transferred
yflj ‘be modal [jntnm ghbrfpfnm modality
necessary’ vjxm ‘be able’ ‘want’ ‘order’ gjghjcbnm ‘ask’

implicit subject
of infinitive
= argument
of main
predicate

dat domain
[goal]

nom subject nom subject dat goal acc object

modality necessity
directed to
goal

obligation/
possibility as
function of
subject

subject
intends to
create world

subject imposes
obligation
(possibility) of
creating
world

subject imposes
obligation
(possibility) of
creating
world

cohesion of
infinitive
with main
predicate

close close intermediate loose loose

finite variants (xnj,s) --- xnj,s xnj,s xnj,s

ordered

They


let


me to leave that very night for Vladimir.

allowed

Or the individual can be affected by the imposition of obligation (possibility, in-

vitation), and the argument is expressed in the accusative: pfcnƒdbnm/pfcnfdkźnm

‘force, make’, (gj)ghjc∫nm ‘ask’, e,tl∫nm/e,t;lƒnm ‘persuade’, gj,el∫nm/gj,e;lƒnm

‘incite’, ghbukfc∫nm/ghbukfiƒnm ‘invite’.

[368] ghjcbkf

Jyf


pfcnfdkzkf


vtyz<acc> lj,snm ryb;re crfpjr.

gj,e;lfkf

asked

She


tried to force


me to get a book of tales.

encouraged

In such constructions, the infinitive is loosely attached to the main predicate.

Since there are in effect two subjects, reflexives can in principle refer either to

the implicit subject of the infinitive (in reference, the same as the dative goal

or the accusative object) or to the matrix subject (§4.7.9). The imposed event is

likely to be viewed as a potentially complete event, not merely an activity, and
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the perfective is usual in the infinitive. Negating the main verb will not evoke

the genitive in the object of the infinitive.

Many verbs that describe acts of speech can be used to impose an order on

someone else, by using the conjunction xnj,s ([369]):

[369] Enhjv vfnm crfpfkf tve, xnj,s jy e[jlbk.

In the morning mother told him that he must leave.

[370] Vfnm ecgtkf itgyenm ntnt Cfit, xnj,s jntw yb d rjtv ckexft yt itk.

Mother had time to whisper to Aunt Sasha, that under no circumstances should father

go.

5.10.11 Final constructions
Infinitives are used in final constructions, to name the intended result of an

activity. Final infinitives are normally preceded by xnj,s or the more explicit

lkz njuj́, xnj,s.

[371] Vjkxb, xnj,s lhe;,e yt gjnthznm.

Be quiet, so as not to ruin our friendship.

In final constructions, there is normally an agentive subject in the main pred-

icate that wills and controls the eventual, final, result. Final constructions can

have xnj,s and a finite predicate, if the implicit subject of the final predicate

is not the agent of the main predicate:

[372] Ldjt hfytys[ gjghjcbkb, xnj,s b[ rjqrb gjljldbyekb gj,kb;t r jryfv.

Two of the wounded asked that their cots be moved up closer to the windows.

While infinitives can be used in English as relative clauses, as in a difficult role to
perform, they cannot in Russian: ∗nhelyfz hjkm bcgjkybnm [as if: ‘a difficult role

to fulfill’]. Infinitives can, however, be attached to modal nouns: djpvj́;yjcnm

‘possibility’ (djpvj;yjcnm hfcrjkjnm ghfdjckfdbt ‘the possibility of splitting

Orthodoxy’), ytj,[jl∫vjcnm ‘necessity’ (ytj,[jlbvjcnm xthnbnm rfhns ‘the ne-

cessity of drawing maps’).

5.10.12 Summary of infinitive constructions
Infinitive constructions attached to main predicates are summarized in Table

5.19.

The constructions here are arranged in order of increasing autonomy of the

infinitive clause. The infinitive is tightly bound to “impersonal” modal predi-

cates (yƒlj, etc.). The modality of the main predicate applies to the whole event
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named by the infinitive, and is directed to a dative goal, who is then the im-

plicit subject of the infinitive. At the opposite extreme, the subject of the main

predicate transfers control to another individual (expressed as dative goal of

the transfer or the accusative site of transfer) who is the implicit subject of

the infinitive. Intermediate are constructions in which the subject of the main

predicate controls the development of the event named by the infinitive.
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Mood, tense, and aspect

6.1 States and change, times, alternatives
All predicates report histories -- narratives, scenes, hopes, orders -- as do the

predicates in [1], which relate the narrative of a journey of the Aksakov family:

[1] D cthtlbyt pbvs 1799 ujlf ghbt[fkb<pf> vs d ue,thycrbq ujhjl Rfpfym. Vyt

,skj<if> djctvm ktn. Vjhjps cnjzkb<if> nhtcrexbt.

In the middle of winter in 1799 we arrived in the regional capital of Kazan. I was

eight. There was crisp frost.

The stories or scenes are elaborated around some time and world (set of cir-

cumstances) that the speaker deems immediately relevant to the ongoing dia-

logue or narrative; it might be termed the contextual time- world or the

contextual occ asion .1 The contextual time-world can be localized in rela-

tion to the here-and-now of speech, and that is what the category of tense does.

Thus in [1], the adverb phrase establishes a contextual occasion in the winter of

1799, which is prior to the time of speech (writing), and the verbs are all past

tense.

The states reported by predicates can be static, as are the speaker’s age and

the weather in [1], or the states can change, as does the location of the Aksakov

family in [1]. The concern with change and possible change around the contex-

tual time is aspect. As is well known, verbs in Russian can be classified into

two moieties, perfective and imperfective, that differ by the kind of history they

report (§6.4).

Predicates provide information not just about states of the actual world. They

also invite comparison to alternatives, to what might have been or what might

come to pass. In [2], the narrator, a young boy, describes more about the journey

of [1]:

1 In the spirit of Reichenbach 1947 (“reference time”), Smith 1983, 1991 (“viewpoint”), Declerck 1991
(“orientation time”), Klein 1992, 1995, Paducheva 1996 (“time of report”). On limitations of the
approach of Reichenbach, see Comrie 1981, Timberlake 1985[a].
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[2] Ghbrhsnsq<psv> cdth[ jltzkf kbcmbv cfkjgjv, z cjuhtkcz<pf>, ecyek<pf> b

ghjcyekcz<pf> yf lheujq ltym pljhjdsv.

Covered by a fox coat over the quilt, I warmed up, fell asleep and awoke the next

day healthy.

The mother of the narrator feared that her boy might fall ill as a result of

the chill he experienced during the journey. Here in [2] the narrator describes

how he awoke in a state of health, a fortunate result that runs counter to the

future that his mother anticipated. Therein is the real information value. The

information is not only the state that is asserted to hold, but the evaluation of

that state against alternatives that had been anticipated. Broadly, modality is

any concern with alternatives that are mediated by an authority.

Predicates, then, report histories, which can be static or changing around

a contextual occasion (aspect) relative to expectations (modality); the history

and the contextual occasion are positioned with respect to the time of speech

(tense).

The discussion below is oriented around the categories of tense, aspect, and

mood that are explicitly expressed by means of morphology, but at the same

time, it is to be understood that they fit into larger, and interconnected, notions

of aspectuality, temporality, and modality.

6.2 Mood

6.2.1 Modality in general
Modality, in general, is a consideration of alternatives, as viewed by some au-

thority or speaker. Alternative realities are legion. There are various reasons for

considering alternatives in addition to the world we take to be real.

(a) M O D A L I T Y O F E P I S T E M O L O G Y : Although the speaker seems to be the ulti-

mate authority for knowledge, the speaker in a sense is the addressee of external

stimuli, memory, other speakers. The speaker is not always an omnipotent au-

thority, and may indicate some uncertainty or attenuation of knowledge about

the world. Included under modality of epistemology are verbs of seeming, ap-

pearance, and the phenomenon of reported speech.

(b) M O D A L I T Y O F R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y : As speakers we believe that the world

is not just the way it is accidentally, spontaneously, but that the world is

the way it is because of some responsible authority. Authority can be layered.

For example, in using an imperative, there are two layers: the speaker acts as

authority to decide how the world should be, and then cajoles or implores the

addressee to become an authority and change the world from its current state. In

deontic modality (etymologically, the modality of “binding”), expressed by modal
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predicates such as yƒlj ‘necessary’, ghbqn∫cm ‘have occasion to’, kéxit ‘better’,

lj́k;ty (ljk;yƒ, etc.) ‘is obligated’, there are likewise two layers. The person to

whom the obligation is directed is ‘bound’ to take responsibility for the world.

And that responsibility derives from a higher authority, a generalized code of

possibility and obligation.

(c) SI T U A T I O N A L M O D A L I T Y : When speakers and addressees are not acting

as authorities, one is left with modality in which one situation of the world

interacts with another: one situation is consistent with another (despite expec-

tations), or causes another, or excludes another. All narrative is about one event

making another possible; argumentation involves demonstrating how one fact

makes another fact necessary. Situational modality is often implicit; it becomes

explicit in conditional structures.

These are the general types of modality. Morphologically, Russian can be said

to distinguish three moods: realis mood (past and present and future tenses),

imperative, and an all-purpose irrealis (subjunctive) modality. The infinitive,

although it is non-finite, could also be considered a mood. Irrealis mood is

expressed not by inflectional morphology, but by means of the particle ,s. This

particle most often follows immediately after the verb, and a finite verb must

be in the past tense:

[3] <elm Ctht;f ;bd, jy cjxbybk<pst> ,s j yfitv c,jhbot cvtiyjq hfccrfp.

Were Serezha still alive, he would write a droll story about our gathering.

Put after the verb, ,s focuses on the alternative states of the world, on what

might happen. But the particle need not occur directly after or attached to the

verb; it can be used with a conjunction or an argument (both in [4]):

[4] Tckb ,s z ,sk<pst> <kjrjv, z ,s cjxbybk<pst> ghj ytt ≤Ytpyfrjvre≥

If I were Blok, I would write “The Stranger” about her.

When ,s is put after an argument, the alternative realities that are entertained

depend on properties of that argument; thus [4] hangs on the identity of the

speaker.

Although ,s requires the past tense when it is used with a finite verb, it

does not require the past tense when it is used to attenuate the force of modal-

ity, in the free infinitive construction (Vyt ,s bpdbybnmcz ‘perhaps I should

apologize’) and with non-verbal predicates (kéxit ,s ‘would be better’, yƒlj ,s

‘would be necessary’, vj́;yj ,s ‘perhaps’ -- j,j dctv эnjv vj;yj ,s yfgbcfnm

yjdtkke ‘about that one might write a whole novella’). The particle has long been

used together with the conjunction xnj ‘that’, resulting in a univerbated irrealis

conjunction xnj,s. Xnj,s occurs either with finite verbs, which must appear

in the past tense, or with infinitives.
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6.2.2 Mands and the imperative
By using an imperative, the speaker acts as an authority and requests the ad-

dressee to become an authority and take responsibility for making the future

world match the speaker’s wishes.

Perfectives predominate in positive imperatives, since in using imperatives the

speaker as a rule asks for a definitive change of the world:

[5] Djpmvbnt<pf imv> hjvfy Pjkz ≤Xhtdj Gfhb;f≥ b gjxbnfqnt<pf imv>.

Take Zola’s novel Ventre de Paris and read it.

[6] Pfqlbnt<pf imv> xthtp nhb lyz!

Come back in three days!

[7] Jq, ,evf;rb, lf jyb ghbujlbnmcz vjuen, ns b[ pfceym<pf imv> d rjhj,jxre.

Oh, the papers -- they might come in handy, stick them in this box.

Also by general rule, negative imperatives are normally imperfective:

[8] Yj tckb vjtuj ve;f b vjtuj csyf jnghfdzn lfktrj, yfv yt yf xnj ,eltn ;bnm,

vs nf,frthre ghjlflbv. Yt ,thbnt<if imv> tt, gj;fkeqcnf.

But if my husband and son are sent off, we won’t have anything to live on, and

we’ll sell the snuff-box. Don’t take it, please.

[9] Yt cnfdmnt<if imv> gecne/ ,enskre yf cnjk!

Don’t put an empty bottle on the table!

While this is the usual distribution of aspect in the imperative, the oppo-

site, chiasmic, combinations occur. A negated perfective imperative indicates a

warning against an event the speaker considers imminent: unless alternative

strategies are adopted, the speaker expects the undesirable positive result to

develop:2

[10] -- E dfc tcnm gbcnjktn? Yt dplevfqnt<pf imv> pfcnhtkbnmcz!

-- So you have a pistol? Don’t even think of shooting yourself!

[11] Ghjdj;fz vtyz, Dkflbvbh crfpfk:

-- Cvjnhb yt jchfvbcm<pf imv>, yf,thbcm<pf imv> yf[fkmcndf, d ckexft xtuj dhb, f

vtyz yt gjldtlb<pf imv>.

As he accompanied me, Vladimir said:

-- Watch you don’t do something shameful, act with impudence, if there’s a

problem, lie, and don’t give me away.

Imperfectives can be used as positive imperatives to express the usual senses

of the imperfective, for example, a generalized action (dh∫ in [11]) or habit ([12]):

[12] Gj enhfv jnrhsdfq<if imv> jryj.

Please open the window in the morning.

2 Kučera 1985.
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Imperfective imperatives can also be used in certain pragmatic situations in

which the speaker has in mind a single occasion, not a generalized activity.3 The

speaker can use an imperfective imperative to issue an invitation:

[13] Pf[jlbnt<if imv>, hfpltdfqntcm<if imv>!

Come on in, take off your things.

Or to grant permission, when the addressee hesitates;

[14] -- Vj;yj z ghble? -- Perhaps I might come over?

-- Ghb[jlb<if imv>. -- [Indeed, do] come.

Or to insist on an activity, when the addressee hesitates and there is a clear and

present danger that the activity might not be performed:

[15] <thbnt<if imv>, yt cjvytdfqntcm<if imv>!

Go ahead and take some, don’t hesitate!

[16] B: Jyb ;t etp;f/n. Vj;tn, jyb vfibye

ghjlflen?

They are moving away. Maybe

they’ll sell their car?

Y: Yfdthyjt, jyb tt ,elen ghjlfdfnm. No doubt they’ll try to sell it.

B: Yfnfif, ghjlfdfqnt<if imv> tt vyt. Natasha, sell it to me.

[17] Ceg ujnjd. Cybvfq<if imv>!

The soup is ready. Remove it.

These contexts are alike in that, in all, the speaker anticipates that a certain

activity is already established as a possibility, but is nevertheless not a certainty.

What is at issue for the speaker is first and foremost whether the activity will

occur at all, as opposed to not occurring. The imperfective is motivated by the

focus on the binary question of the existence of the activity rather than on

change and result.

Imperatives, self-evidently, are oriented to the addressee, and so are implicitly

second person. Something like first-person imperatives can be formed by using

the present form with a hortative intonation; the affix -nt makes an inclusive

plural ([18]):

[18] -- Bltvnt<1pl+2pl prs> c yfvb d rbyj, ujdjhzn, jxtym bynthtcysq abkmv.

-- Come with us to the movies, they say, there’s an interesting film.

Other constructions similar to imperatives can be formed by combining certain

frozen imperative forms with verbs (often present-tense perfective) in any person.

3 Paducheva 1996 ([12], [13], [14], [15], [17]) first distinguishes three parameters: initial phase, immedi-
acy, and contextual dependence, and then lists specific pragmatic situations. The general condition
is insistence on the existence of the activity in the face of uncertainty (Timberlake 1998).
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Lfdƒq(nt) ‘give, let’ ([19]) or, less usually, lƒq(nt) ([20]) assume the addressee is

the authority:

[19] Lfdfqnt ds,thtv<1pl pf prs> yjdsq ghbynth lkz dfituj jabcf.

Let’s select a new printer for your office.

[20] Lfqnt z gjghj,e/<1sg pf prs>.

Let me have a go at it.

With gécnm ‘let’, the proposed event depends on the situation rather than on

the addressee:

[21] Djn gjqle ctqxfc d vbkbwb/ pfzdk/! Gecnm ghbtlen<3pl pf prs> lf

pf,then<3pl pf prs>.

I’ll just go right now to inform the police. Let them come and take them off.

[22] D gjldfkt jyb rfrjq-nj vfufpby [jnzn jnrhsnm. Vfkj kb xtv jyb nfv

pfybvf/ncz. Dtxthjv ghbtle ljvjq, gjpdjy/ d vbkbwb/. Gecrfq

ghbtlen<pf prs>, ghjdthzn<pf prs>.

In the basement they want to open a store. There’s hardly anything there’re not

into. This evening I’ll go home, call the police. Let them come, check it out.

With gecrƒq, less frequent by a ratio of at least five to one, the expectation is

more tentative.

6.2.3 Conditional constructions
In their most explicit form, conditionals in Russian have a condition (protasis)

introduced by a conjunction such as †ckb ‘if ’ (or rjulƒ ‘when’) and a consequence

(apodosis); the apodosis can be marked with the particle(s) (f) nj́ ‘or else, and

then’.4 To be a conditional, a situation needs some degree of uncertainty about

whether the condition and then also the consequence will be fulfilled. Four

cardinal types of less-than-certain situations can be distinguished.

Epistemological conditions: The condition can be considered less than certain

if the speaker’s knowledge about an event is uncertain. Epistemological con-

ditionals state that in the speaker’s opinion, knowledge, or worldview, if the

protasis is true, the truth of apodosis follows. The relation is not causality in

the usual sense, whereby one state of the world is responsible for the existence

of another state of the world; the sequence is in the speaker’s epistemology.

Tense, aspect, and mood are open.

4 On conditionals in Russian, see Kubík 1967 ([33]), Ueda 1998, and now Hacking 1998. A relevant
general study is Dancygier 1998.
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[23] Tckb hfymit ghtj,kflfkj<if pst> cjxedcndbt, nj ntgthm e ytrjnjhs[

djpybrkj<pf pst> xedcndj, rjnjhjt vfhrcbcns yfpsdf/n ≤rkfccjdjq ytyfdbcnm/≥.

If earlier a feeling of sympathy predominated, then now some have begun to

experience the feeling that Marxists call “class hatred.”

General (iterative) conditions: In repeating situations, some uncertainty of the

protasis comes from the fact that the condition is not in force at every moment,

but arises from time to time. In such general or iterative conditions in Russian,

the verbs of both clauses are almost always imperfective. General conditions

hold across time, and are naturally expressed in the present tense and realis

mood ([24]), though they can be moved into the past ([25]) or the future or to

counterfactual worlds. The conjunction is often rjulƒ ‘when’ ([25]) rather than

the quintessential conditional conjunction †ckb ‘if’.

[24] Tckb rnj-kb,j bp exbntktq pf,jktdfk<if pst>, jyf tuj pfvtyzkf<if pst>.

If anyone of the teachers fell ill, she replaced him.

[25] Rjulf vs ,thtv<if prs> bpdjpxbrf, jy vtyz gjlcf;bdftn<if prs>, rfr ,elnj ,s z

,skf ubvyfpbcnrjq gznjuj rkfccf.

When we take a carriage, he seats me as if I were a gymnasium student of the

fifth form.

Occasionally iterative conditionals can have a perfective protasis (instead of im-

perfective), emphasizing that the hypothesized condition is a result of an unpre-

dictable event:

[26] F e; tckb rfrjq udjplm gjuyekcz<pf pst>, nfr yt dsrblsdfnm<if inf> tuj, f

ytghtvtyyj dsghzvkznm<if inf>.

And if some nail has managed to get bent, do not throw it out, rather, straighten

it out.

Hypothetical: The speaker may invite the addressee to consider a world the

speaker knows is not real. In such counterfactual conditions, both clauses use

the particle ,s and, accordingly, the past tense of a finite verb:

[27] Tckb ,s jyb dcnhtnbkbcm<pf pst> ktn gznm yfpfl, nj dct ,s e;t lfdyj

rjyxbkjcm<pf pst>.

If they had met five years ago, then everything would have ended long ago.

Hypothetical situations often lie in the past ([27]), but they can hold in the

present ([28]):

[28] Pfvtxe kbim, xnj {ectqy, yfdthyjt, j,bltkcz<pf> ,s, tckb ,s tuj yfpdfkb<pf>

fkmnhebcnjv.

I would only say that Hussein would most probably be offended if he were to be

called an altruist.
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Potential: Some conditions are uncertain in that they deal with potential states --

states that are not actual at this moment but which might still come to pass.

Potential conditions, which often lie in the future, are expressed by present-tense

perfective forms or the imperfective futures.

[29] E vtyz ;fh, jy ghjqltn<pf prs>, tckb z yfqle<pf prs> ,fyre c dfhtymtv. Yj tt

cghznfkb, nfr rfr Djdf b z dct ,thtv ,tp cghjcf.

I have a fever, it will pass, if I can just find the jar with the jam. But they’ve

hidden it, because Vova and I keep taking from it without asking.

[30] Tckb ;ehyfkbcns yt lflen<pf prs> cdjtuj cjukfcbz, ghjcnj dsht;tn<pf prs> b[

cnfnmb b ,eltn<if fut> yfrktbdfnm ,tp ujyjhfhf.

If the journalists won’t give their permission, he’ll simply cut the articles out and

put them up without paying for them.

[31] Tckb z yt dsexe<pf prs> dct[ ukfd, jn gthdjq lj gjcktlytq, vyt ,eltn<if fut>

gkj[j.

If I do not learn all of the chapters, from the first to the last, it’ll be bad for me.

The cardinal patterns discussed are summarized in [32].

[32] type prototypical tense-aspect and mood

epistemological any; realis
general past ∼ present imperfective; realis
hypothetical past perfective; irrealis
potential present-tense perfective ∼ imperfective

future; realis

If the condition is hypothetical, then the irrealis mood with ,s is used. If iter-

ative, then imperfective is used.

In the usual case, the protasis and apodosis represent the same degree of re-

ality -- both are potential or hypothetical -- and are expressed with the same or

comparable tense and mood. (The imperfective future and perfective present are

comparable in both referring to events in the future.) In iterative conditionals,

aspect also matches in the two clauses. Mismatches in mood (or “hybrid” con-

ditionals) require special semantic conditions. The least unusual hybrid is that

in which the protasis is in the irrealis mood and the apodosis in the indicative;

this condition is possible if ,s is understood as concessive and the apodosis

reports a negative result (‘no matter what, there will be no result’):

[33] Tckb ,s<irr> z, yfghbvth, gjghj,jdfk hfpdjlbnm jdjob bkb tot xnj-yb,elm

gjktpyjt, -- ybxtuj yt dsqltn<pf prs>.

Even if, for example, I were to try to grow vegetables or do something else

productive, -- still, nothing will come of it.
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Conditionals can also use imperatives in the protasis, and not only with second

persons:

[34] Gj;tkfq<pf imv> jy, jyb ,s d Vjcrde gthtt[fkb<pf>.

If he had just wished it, they could move to Moscow.

[35] :bdb<if imv> vs c Dfvb d fyukjcfrcjycrb[ cnhfyf[, ajyjkjubxtcrjt jgbcfybt

vbhf ,skj ,s e;t ujnjdj.

Let us live in Anglo-Saxon countries, the phonological description of the world

would already be done.

The imperative as protasis has been idiomatized: ,élm tuj́ dj́kz ‘if he could have

his way’. The apodosis can also be imperative:

[36] Ghfdbntkmcndj bplfkj cnhj;fqibq pfrjy: jgjplfk<pf pst> yf hf,jne ,jktt xtv

yf ldflwfnm vbyen -- rfnbcm<if imv> rj dctv xthnzv.

The government issued an extremely strict law: if you’re late to work by more

than twenty minutes, go to the devil.

The protasis may be a free infinitive not governed by any overt modal predi-

cate:

[37] Tckb dpznm<inf> tt d hjn, xedcndetncz<if imv> ghjnbdysq drec vtlb.

If you put the spoon in your mouth, you get the unpleasant taste of copper.

The protasis may be a negated nominal:

[38] Tckb ,s yt htdjk/wbz, ,eleobq ,hfr vt;le ldevz pyfnytqibvb hjlfvb

cxbnfkcz ,s bcrk/xbntkmyj elfxysv.

If it were not for the revolution, this future marriage between two very eminent

clans would have been thought to be extraordinarily successful.

The syntax of this phrase is a puzzle: it seems to be a negative existential, yet

the argument is nominative, not genitive.

Conditionals can be defective, with only one clause explicitly stated. A protasis

used without an apodosis leaves the consequence to the imagination:

[39] Djn tckb , rnj-yb,elm ghbytc kbvjyyjt vjhj;tyjt, cnfrfyxbr pf

nhb rjgtqrb, yf,bnsq lbdysv vjhj;tysv . . .

And think what if somebody were to bring lemon ice cream, a three-kopeck

container filled with amazing ice cream . . .

The protasis can be stated in compressed form (d nfrj́v ckéxft ‘in that case’ =
‘if the condition just under discussion is fulfilled’) or derived from the context

([40--41]):
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[40] {jhjij, xnj <jhz yt dblbn эnb[ rybu. Jy ,s ghtpbhfk vtyz pf jncencndbt

bynthtcjd.

It’s a good thing Boria doesn’t see these books. [If he were to see them] He would

despise me for an absence of interests.

[41] Ntgthm ntv rybufv wtys ,s yt ,skj.

Now such books would be priceless [if they could be found].

There is also a sense in which the use of ,s in a single clause could be under-

stood as inviting a conditional interpretation (§6.2.7).

6.2.4 Dependent irrealis mood: possibility, volitive, optative
Clauses with the conjunction xnj,s are used as complements of various predi-

cates describing necessity ([42]) or the speaker’s will ([43]) or wishes ([44]). These

matrix predicates can take infinitives when the subject of the imposed event

matches the argument of the main clause on whom the obligation is imposed.

Xnj,s is used when the subject of the embedded clause is not the same as the

matrix argument.

[42] J,zpfntkmyj yflj, xnj,s vepsrf ,skf b xnj,s gtkb.

It’s absolutely necessary that there be music and singing.

[43] Hjlbntkb yt [jntkb, xnj,s jy etp;fk.

Our parents didn’t want that he should leave.

[44] Dkflbvbh [kjgjnfk, xnj,s tve ;ehyfks pfrfpsdfkb.

Vladimir tried to arrange that they should order journals for him.

The irrealis mood is justified in that the situation is not actual; rather, it is

deemed necessary or desirable by some authority.

6.2.5 Dependent irrealis mood: epistemology
Certain matrix predicates comment on the nature of the information reported by

an embedded predicate: some indicate how certain the information is (rfpƒnmcz

‘seem’, bpd†cnyj ‘known’, cjdthi†yyj ytd†hyj ‘completely untrue’) or how strong

the speaker’s commitment to the information is (cjvytdƒnmcz ‘doubt’, yt d†hbncz

‘it’s hard to believe’, pyƒnm ‘know’, cxbnƒnm ‘think, consider’) or what the speaker’s

attitude to the information is (hƒljdfnmcz ‘be pleased’, ,jźnmcz ‘be afraid’,

djc[bn∫nmcz ‘become ecstatic’). Other predicates indicate that the information

derives from the speaker’s observation (d∫ltnm ‘see’, ckßifnm ‘hear’, yf,k/lƒnm

‘observe’). Information can be passed on by the primary (external) speaker from

a secondary (internal) speaker. In all these instances, the internal history of the

embedded clause is epistemologically less than completely certain.

In such clauses Russian generally uses the conjunction xnj with the indicative

mood, but xnj,s can be used if the matrix clause is laden with negation (ytkmpz
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crfpfnm, xnj,s ‘it would impossible to say that’) or dread (,jznmcz, xnj,s yt ‘be

afraid, lest’):

[45] Yf Ctyyjq gkjoflb z xnj-nj yt gjvy/, xnj,s ghjlfdfkjcm ctyj.

On Haymarket Square, I somehow don’t recall that any hay got sold.

[46] Dshfcnfkf jyf ytkmpz crfpfnm xnj,s rhfcfdbwtq.

She grew up to be what you couldn’t call a beauty.

[47] Ybrjulf yt gjdth/, xnj,s Rfnz ,skf cnerfxrjq!

I will never believe that Katia could have been an informer!

[48] Z dctulf ,jzkcz, xnj,s vfnm ult-yb,elm b rjve-yb,elm yt gj;fkjdfkfcm yf

vtyz.

I was always afraid lest mother complain about me somewhere and to someone.

When xnj,s is used, it indicates the primary speaker’s profound doubt or fear

about the embedded history. Xnj is a more universal and neutral way of formu-

lating the information.

6.2.6 Dependent irrealis mood: reference
A relative clause turns a predication into a property of an argument. That prop-

erty can be descriptive of an entity whose identity is already established or it can

be definitional of an entity not yet established in the discourse as a known in-

dividual. In a definitional relative clause, the particle ,s signals that the entity

is quite hypothetical:

[49] Ctqxfc e;t ybrjuj yt jcnfkjcm, rnj pyfk ,s nfr ,kbprj Ktjyblf <jhbcjdbxf d

gjdctlytdyjq ;bpyb, rfr ljdtkjcm vyt.

Now there is no one left who might have known Leonid Borisovich as intimately

in his daily life, as I had the chance to.

6.2.7 Independent irrealis moods
The particle ,s can be used in independent clauses, in two ways.5

First, ,s can be used in independent clauses in combination with predicates

that are already modal -- predicates that comment on possibility, ability, neces-

sity, desirability, epistemology.

[50] Z [jntkf ,s<irr> pfnryenm eib, yj yt htif/cm.

I wanted to stuff my ears, but I can’t make up my mind.

The particle has the effect of softening the modality. Usually the situation is

counterfactual: in [50], the girl does not actually dare to stuff her ears.

5 See Garde 1963, which deals exhaustively with all uses of ,s ([51], [52]).
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Second, the irrealis mood can be used without any overt support from the con-

text: in [51], to express a suggestion; in [52], to express a deliberation, a wish.

[51] Ds ,s jnlj[yekb, ntnz Hfz.

You ought to rest a bit, Aunt Raia.

[52] Xtcnyjt ckjdj, z, yt pflevsdfzcm, e,bkf ,s эnjuj nbgf.

Honest to God, I’d kill that guy without giving it a second thought.

This independent usage seems restricted and infrequent in the twentieth cen-

tury.

The independent irrealis mood expressing a wish has become idiomatized

with phrases such as nj́kmrj ,s ‘if only’ or k∫im ,s ‘if only’:

[53] Jy yfxbyftn ltrkfvbhjdfnm jxtym lkbyyst cnb[b, b exbntkm ujnjd gjcnfdbnm

tve k/,e/ jnvtnre, kbim ,s jy pfvjkxfk.

He starts declaiming very long poems, and the teacher is ready to give him any

grade, if only he’ll shut up.

6.2.8 Syntax and semantics of modal predicates
The syntax and semantics of the small set of predicates that have modal content

deserve further study, but their core properties can be outlined as follows.

There is a basic syntactic difference splitting these predicates, and that syn-

tactic difference is correlated with a semantic difference. Yƒlj ‘be necessary’,

ytkmpź ‘be impossible, inappropriate’, and vj́;yj ‘possible’ are all impersonal.

The modality they report is a fact about the world in general, and the modality

would have force for anyone who happened to be in the situation. The force

of this general modality may be directed to a specific individual in context,

expressed in the dative as a domain (a goal) for the force of the obligation.

[54] Z c,bkcz c ljhjub. Yfxfkj ntvytnm. Nz;tksq h/rpfr jnnzubdfk gktxb. F blnb

yflj ,skj j,zpfntkmyj. B ghjlerns ghbytcnb, b zdbnmcz djdhtvz.

I lost my way. It began to get dark. The heavy backpack tugged on my shoulders.

And yet it was absolutely necessary to go. To bring the goods, to appear on time.

In [54], the obligation is a general rule, though it applies to a specific individual:

to achieve a certain goal (delivering the goods), anyone would have to act in a

certain way.

Vj́;yj, which also has impersonal syntax, is concerned with the conditions

under which something is possible. The possibility is universal -- it could apply

to anyone:

[55] Yf ujhe vj;yj dcrfhf,rfnmcz gtirjv, yj vj;yj t[fnm b yf nhfvdft.

It is possible to scramble up on foot, but it is also possible to go on the tram.
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[56] Jcdjtybt ;fyhf vj;yj yfqnb tot d ≤Ckflrjq ;bpyb≥.

It’s possible to see the mastery of the genre already in La dolce vita.

Djpvj́;yj ‘possible’ is concerned with whether the possibility exists at all ([57]).

[57] B[ jcdjtybt djpvj;yj njkmrj ghb dscjrjghjatccbjyfkmyjv gjl[jlt.

Mastery of them is possible [at all] only with a thoroughly professional approach.

In contrast to these impersonal predicates, lj́k;ty and vj́xm are personal:

they usually have a subject in the nominative case. They report an obligation

(lj́k;ty) or possibility (vj́xm), which is presented not as a universal obligation

or possibility, but as a function of the individual who is the subject. In [58],

[58] Tckb vtyz dspjden, z ljk;ty ytvtlktyyj djpdhfofnmcz d Vjcrde.

If they call me, I have to return to Moscow immediately.

the obligation is not a general law, but a specific constraint that binds the

speaker. Lj́k;ty is an individuated obligation that arises from specific circum-

stances; it is negotiated, discussed, adjusted to a given individual. Lj́k;ty is

also used for predictions:

[59] Gfhj[jl ljk;ty ghbqnb xthtp ldf xfcf.

The steamship was due to arrive two hours later.

Vj́xm is a possibility that arises for a given individual because of the properties

of that individual, under specific circumstances: in [60], if the speaker takes a

certain route, then some unpleasantness might arise:

[60] <kb;t dctuj ,skj blnb gj Djhjyt;crjq, yj nfv z vju dcnhtnbnm pyfrjvs[,

vfkmxbirb vjukb vtyz pfcvtznm.

It was closer to go by way of Voronezh Road, but that way I might meet

acquaintances, and the boys might make fun of me.

Vj́xm ‘can, may’, the only true verb among these modal predicates, has a per-

fective partner cvj́xm ‘come to be able, permitted’, which reports the inception

of possibility over a restricted occasion. Thus lj́k;ty and vj́xm, which are per-

sonal rather than impersonal in their syntax, treat modality as a function of

the individual rather than as a general rule.

The interaction of negation and modality is elusive in any language. Under

negation, yt yƒlj ‘not necessary’ states absence of necessity of an activity, or even

more, that the event should not occur in the present or should not have occurred

in the past ([61]). Ytkmpź categorically prohibits an event that was anticipated to

be possible ([62]):
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[61] Yt yflj ,skj tq etp;fnm pf uhfybwe.

She shouldn’t have left the country.

[62] Jlby bp yb[ crfpfk, xnj lfkmit vyt t[fnm ytkmpz, z pfvthpye.

One of them said that I could not travel further; I’d freeze.

[63] Yf nhfvdft yfv ,skj ytdjpvj;yj t[fnm.

On the tram it was impossible for us to go.

Ytdjpvj́;yj serves as the negation for both djpvj́;yj and vj́;yj ([63]).

6.3 Tense

6.3.1 Predicates and times, in general
Predicate histories are ultimately anchored in the here and now of speech. Every

predicate history has to be accessible to the addressee. As Augustine informed

us, “there are three times, the present of things past, the present of things

present, and the present of things future.”6 That is to say, Augustine believed

that discussing the world in time presupposes an operation to get from the here

and now of speech to the “present” we want to discuss. To do so, the speaker

constructs a path (a vector, a linkage) from the speech moment to a contextual

time-world, which can be in the present (accessible by intuition and observation)

or the past (accessible by memory, says Augustine) or the future (accessible by

anticipation).

Tense is the grammatical device for constructing a path from the present of

the speech moment to the contextual occasions over which the histories take

place.7

[64] Gbie<if prs> nt,t d vfktymrjq rjvyfnt c yfuke[j pfrhsnsvb cnfdyzvb.

Ujhbn<if prs> rfvby b cdbcnzn<if prs> gjtplf. Xfcf xtnsht yfpfl vs ghbt[fkb<pst>

yfrjytw d Ym/rfcnk, gj ljhjut yf,hfkbcm<pst> cnhf[e, nfr rfr ytvws yfc

hfpscrbdfkb<pst> yj rfgbnfy bpvtybk<pst> rehc. Pfdnhf d 4 ,eltv<fut> d

Kjyljyt b pfdnhf ;t yfxyencz<pf prs> ,fyrtns b jcvjnhs, f xthtp ytltk/

gjtltv<pf prs> yf ahjyn. Yfv j,tof/n<if prs> gjrfpfnm ytvwtd ifuf[ d 50-nb.

Pfntv gjdtpen<pf prs> jcvfnhbdfnm akjn. Ym/rfcnk ghjbpdtk yf vtyz jxtym

cbkmyjt dgtxfnktybt, -- эnj ujhjl dthatq, rjhf,ktq b rfvtyyjuj eukz.

I’m writing you in a small room with shutters closed up tight. A fireplace is

burning and trains whistle. Just four hours ago we finally arrived in Newcastle, on

the journey we had a scare, because the Germans were searching for us, but the

captain changed course. Tomorrow at four we’ll be in London and tomorrow the

6 Augustine 1960:XI.20.
7 On Russian tense, see in general Bondarko 1971, additionally Comrie 1985. Gvozdanović 1994 is a

crisp presentation of the relationship between tense and aspect in Russian.
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banquets and inspections begin, and then a week later we head for the front.

They are promising to show us Germans at fifty paces. Then they’ll take us to

inspect the Navy. Newcastle made a great impression on me -- this is a city of

shipyards, ships, and coal.

When the speaker uses the present tense (here, gbié ‘I write’, ujh∫n ‘burns’,

cdbcnźn ‘whistle’, j,toƒ/n ‘they promise’), the speaker remains in the same

world as the present of the moment of the speech. Past-tense forms of the verb

construct a path to a contextual occasion in the past. In [64], there is more

than one layer of past: the recent arrival (ghb†[fkb), from which the speaker

leads the addressee to an earlier time during the prior journey (yƒc hfpßcrbdfkb;

bpvty∫k); in context, the task of constructing linkages can be complex, recursive,

even though there is only one morphological form of the verb expressing past

tense. To guide the addressee to a world lying in the future from the present of

speech, the speaker uses either the periphrastic future, if the verb is imperfective

or anaspectual (in [64], ,éltv d Kj́yljyt) or the present-tense perfective form

(yfxyéncz, gj†ltv).

The general picture for Russian is that there are three types of contextual

occasions, as has long been assumed: past, present, future. By and large, these

are signaled by the morphology of tense in straightforward ways, as in [64]. As

far as the grammatical forms are concerned, the only complication is that per-

fective verbs have forms analogous to present-tense forms among imperfectives,

but these forms are used for events that will be completed in the future. In-

teresting complications arise when the path from the speech moment to the

history becomes more complex in one way or another. One complication is the

use of tense in embedded (syntactically subordinate) clauses. The other is the

historical present, the use of the present in narrating an event understood to

have occurred in the past.

6.3.2 Tense in finite adjectival and adverbial clauses
Finite verbs in subordinate clauses introduced by conjunctions are marked with

tense, as befits finite verbs. Four types of clauses can be distinguished: adjecti-

val, or relative, clauses (usually formed with rjnj́hsq ‘which’); adverbial clauses

(introduced by rjulƒ ‘when’, rƒr ‘as’, †ckb ‘if’); argument clauses that express

information -- speech or thought or belief or perception or regrets or hopes;

and argument clauses that express modality. The last type uses the conjunction

xnj,s ‘in order that’, and takes the past tense automatically (§6.2.4).

Adjectival and adverbial finite clauses treat tense in a similar fashion. Tense

in such clauses is determined in relation to the here and now of speech rather

than the time of the main clause. Consider a relative clause attached to a main
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clause whose verb is a perfective past. A perfective event in the relative clause

that occurs about the same time as the main event is expressed as past, because

it is past relative to the time of speech:

[65] Z ckexfqyj gjlckeifk jlby hfpujdjh, rjnjhsq vtyz pfbynthtcjdfk<pf pst>

xhtpdsxfqyj.

I accidentally overheard a conversation that interested me tremendously.

If need be, adverbs can be added to localize a perfective event in relation to the

main clause, as earlier ([66]) or later ([67]):

[66] Jlyf;ls zdbkcz r yfv d felbnjhb/ jlby frnbdbcn, e rjnjhjuj ytlfdyj dsikf

njytymrfz gjdtcneirf ≤<tkst djkrb≥.

Once a certain activist came to talk to us in the auditorium, who not long ago

had had a thin tale called “White Wolves” come out.

[67] Nfv, d Djkjult, z yfgbcfk gthdst cnhjas cnb[jndjhtybz, rjnjhjt ljgbcfk e;t

gjp;t.

There, in Vologda, I wrote the first lines of a poem that I would finish only later.

If the embedded verb is imperfective past (e.g., buhƒk), it can have any temporal

relation to the main predicate: prior ([68]), simultaneous ([69]), or subsequent

([70]), but will be expressed as past, if the event is past relative to the here and

now of speech.

[68] Z dcnhtnbkf e Dfkb fhnbcnf, rjnjhsq rjulf-nj buhfk<if pst> Xfwrjuj.

At Valia’s I met an actor who had once played Chatsky.

[69] Z dcnhtnbkf e Dfkb fhnbcnf, rjnjhsq buhfk<if pst> Xfwrjuj d vtcnyjv ntfnht.

At Valia’s I met an actor who played Chatsky in the local theater.

[70] Jy yf;bk ,jktpym, rjnjhjq cnhflfk<if pst> dc/ gjcktle/oe/ ;bpym.

He acquired a disease, from which he suffered all the rest of his life.

If the situation mentioned in the relative clause is simultaneous with the here

and now of speech, the present tense is used ([71]). If the situation is future, it

is expressed by the imperfective future tense ([72]) or the morphological present

of perfectives.

[71] Tuj ,kb;fqibv yfxfkmybrjv ,sk by;tyth Rfvpjkrby, j rjnjhjv vjq jntw

egjvbyftn<if prs> d cdjb[ djcgjvbyfybz[.

His immediate supervisor was an engineer named Kamzolkin, whom my father

mentions in his memoirs.

[72] Jy cnfk lbhtrnjhjv dyjdm cjplfdftvjq abhvs, rjnjhfz d Rfhtkbb ,eltn<fut>

dshf,fnsdfnm uhfybnysq rfvtym.

He became the director of a newly formed company that will extract granite in

Karelia.
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The behavior of tense with adverbial clauses, specifically embedded clauses

introduced by rjulƒ ‘when’, is similar. With rjulƒ, the events of the embedded

clauses as a rule occur in the temporal vicinity of the event of the main clause,

whether it is a perfective ([73]) or an imperfective ([74]):

[73] Z jxtym j,hfljdfkcz, rjulf edbltk<pf pst> cjcys gj cnjhjyfv ljhjub.

I was thrilled when I saw the pines along the side of the road.

[74] Ght;lt, rjulf jyf pf vyjq e[f;bdfkf<if pst>, jyf yjcbkf gkfnmz, gj[j;bt yf

bycnbnencrbt.

Earlier, when she used to take care of me, she wore dresses like school uniforms.

If the event of the main clause is present, the event of the rjulƒ clause will also

be present ([75]); and if the main verb is future, the rjulƒ event will be as well

([76]):

[75] B ntgthm, rjulf z cksie<if prs> gj hflbj эne cthtyfle, nj dctulf

dcgjvbyf/<if prs> Fhntvbz.

And nowadays, when I hear that song on the radio, I always recall Artemy.

[76] Djdf e dtkjcbgtlyjq ltdjxrb b rjluf jy dthytncz<pf prs>, jy ,eltn<fut> jxtym

ytljdjkty.

Vova is visiting the bicycle girl and when he comes back, he’ll be very displeased.

The conjunction gjrƒ ‘while, for so long as’ differs from rjulƒ.8 If the event

of the gjrƒ clause is imperfective, it overlaps an imperfective ([77]) or frames a

perfective event ([78]):

[77] Gjrf gjlybvfkbcm<if pst> gj ktcnybwt, lt;ehyst yfc njhjgbkb<if pst>: ≤Crjhtt,

crjhtt!≥

While we were climbing, the dezhurnye were hurrying us along: “Faster, faster!”

[78] Gjrf jltdfkcz<if pst>, d ldthm gjcnexfkb<pf pst>.

While I was getting dressed, they knocked at the door.

But if the verb of the gjrƒ clause is negated and perfective, gjrƒ sets limits: the

state or activity of the main (imperfective) predicate continued or will continue

only until the perfective event in the subordinate clause with gjrƒ occurs. The

whole situation can be grounded in the past ([79]) or the future ([80]):

[79] Gjrf yt cntvytkj<pf pst>, dct k/,jdfkcz<if pst> Jrjq b tt ,thtufvb.

Until it got dark, I admired the Oka and its banks.

[80] <eltv<fut> ifufnm, gjrf yt yfljtcn<pf prs>.

We’ll keep walking until we get tired of it.

In summary, in finite subordinate relative clauses and adverbial clauses, em-

bedded events often occur in the vicinity of the time-world of the main event.

8 The analysis here owes much to Barentsen (1979) (with simplifications).
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Grammatical tense in the subordinate clause is determined with respect to the

time of speech.

6.3.3 Tense in argument clauses
The third group of subordinate clauses are those that fulfill the functions

of nominal arguments. They can be subjects: {zcyj ∼ vyt rfpfkjcm ∼ vtyz

djpvenbkj (nj) ∼ cnfkj bpdtcnyj} xnj ‘{it is clear ∼ it seemed to me ∼ it up-

set me ∼ it became known} that’. Or they can be objects: {pyf/ ∼ cxbnf/ ∼
ujdjh/ ∼ dth/ ∼ ljkj;bk}, xnj ‘I {know ∼ consider ∼ say ∼ believe ∼ re-

ported} that’. In these instances the main verb reports speech in an extended

sense: speech, thought, attitudes, beliefs, knowledge, perceptions, representa-

tions. Clauses of embedded speech (in this generous sense) can be said to have

two layers of speech and speakers: the speech of the primary, or external,

speaker, as opposed to the speech of the secondary, or internal , speaker. In

such situations of nested speech, the internal speaker is closer to the event re-

ported; the external speaker has access to that information only by virtue of

being the addressee of the internal speaker. This fact influences how tense is

used in such clauses.9

The most general conjunction is xnj ‘that’. With xnj, there are five possibilities

of tense-aspect forms in the subordinate clause. Assume that the main verb,

which names the act of reporting internal speech, is in the past tense. (a) Then a

P A S T P E R F E C T I V E refers to an event completed earlier than the time of internal

speech ([81] gj[jhjy∫k):

[81] Tlbr hfccrfpfk<pf pst>, xnj gj[jhjybk<pf pst> ;tye, b pfgkfrfk.

Edik told that he had buried his wife, and began to cry.

(b) A P A S T I M P E R F E C T I V E refers to a state or activity that occurred prior to the

time of the internal speech (in [82], a prior conversation is discussed on the way

home):

[82] Gj ljhjut jy hfccrfpfk vyt, xnj d rf,bytnt e Cfdbyrjdf htxm ikf<if pst> j

rfrjq-nj nhtnmtq Hjccbb.

On the way he told me that the discussion at Savinkov’s had been about the

so-called Third Russia.

(c) An event expressed as a P E R F E C T I V E P R E S E N T is future relative to the time

of internal speech ([83]), (d) as is a F U T U R E I M P E R F E C T I V E ([84]):

9 The variation has been recognized and documented by Boeck (1957, 1958, source of [94]) and more
recently Barentsen (1996) (especially for clauses with rfr). For other (not identical) views, see Brecht
1975, Comrie 1986[b]. Declerck’s analysis of English tense (1991) can be adapted to Russian.
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[83] Fcz ,skf edthtyf, xnj vjz vfvf yt cjukfcbncz<pf prs>.

Asia was convinced my mother would not agree.

[84] Njulf z lfkf ct,t ckjdj, xnj ,jkmit cfkatnjr dsibdfnm yt ,ele<fut>.

At that time I promised myself that I would never embroider napkins again.

(e) The fifth tense-aspect form is the P R E S E N T - T E N S E I M P E R F E C T I V E , which

refers to an event that holds on the occasion (time and world) of the internal
speech:

[85] Dcrjht dct hf,jxbt gjyzkb, xnj hf,jnf/n<if prs> jyb, d ceoyjcnb, ,tcgkfnyj,

njkmrj pf gftr.

Soon all the workers understood that they were working, in fact, for no pay, just

for rations.

[86] Reghby lhtvfk gthtl gecnjq ,enskrjq, f vj;tn ,snm, ghbndjhzkcz, xnj

lhtvktn<if prs>.

Kuprin dozed in front of an empty bottle, or possibly, pretended that he was

dozing.

In [85], the work includes the time of understanding, and in [86], the dozing

overlaps the secondary speech event (Kuprin’s dissimulation). It might be noted

that, according to the “sequence of tense rule,” the embedded verb in English

would have an additional mark of past tense, reflecting the fact that the internal

speech is embedded under a past verb.

Indirect questions determine tense relative to the time of the matrix clause in

a similar fashion. In [87] the present-tense question concerns a situation at the

same time as the question was posed. In [88], the questions are localized relative

to the time of imagination.

[87] K/,jdm Vb[fqkjdyf cghjcbkf, rfr tve ;bdtncz<if prs> d Njvcrt.

Liubov Mikhailovna asked how he was getting along in Tomsk.

[88] Yt vjukb ghtlcnfdbnm ct,t -- rjuj jyb edblzn<pf prs>, rfrjq jy cnfk<pf pst>?

They could not imagine -- who would they see, how had he changed?

The same principle -- tense in the subordinate clause is determined with re-

spect to the time of the internal speech event -- holds when the matrix verb is

a subjunctive or future. In [89], the pin-swallowing is predicted to occur after

the shouting begins, and this projected act is expressed by a perfective present

referring to the future.

[89] Tckb , z dpzkf ,ekfdre d hjn, cj dct[ cnjhjy cnfkb ,s<irr> rhbxfnm, xnj ctqxfc z

ghjukjxe<pf prs> tt b vyt ghbltncz<pf prs> ltkfnm jgthfwb/.

If I should put a pin in my mouth, they would cry out from all sides that I am

just about to swallow it and I’ll have to have an operation.
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[90] Rjulf ,kbpytws epyf/n<pf prst>, xnj gjzdbkcz<pf pst> rfrjq-nj <j,br, jyb ,elen

hsxfnm.

When the twins find out that some Bobik has appeared, they’ll growl.

In [90], Bobik’s appearance is past tense because it occurs before the future

awareness of it.

Thus, as a rule, clauses conveying speech (intelligence, speech, knowledge,

etc.) -- those introduced by xnj or indirect questions with no conjunction --

determine tense in the embedded clause in relation to the time at which the

internal speech occurs rather than in relation to the here and now of the primary

speech.

In addition to xnj, Russian also uses the interrogative rfr ‘how’ as a conjunc-

tion specifically with verbs of perception: yf,k/lfnm, rfr ‘observe how’; dbltnm,
rfr ‘see how’. Verbs of perception are also verbs of speech, in the broad sense:

the external speaker has access to information about the world only through

the observations and perceptions of the internal speaker. But with rfr, unlike

with xnj, the time of the secondary speech is tightly constrained; whatever is

observed must hold at the time of observation. Thus a past perfective event is

encompassed by the interval of observation:

[91] Z dbltkf, rfr jy d rjhbljht eobgyek<pf pst> d jlyj vtcnj ukege/ Rfn/.

I saw how he pinched stupid Katia in a certain place.

The interesting fact is that imperfectives in the subordinate clause introduced

by rfr can be either past or present. The present tense reports an activity that

is viewed from the perspective of the internal speaker (the observer), as it is in

progress; what is of interest is how the activity proceeds, such as how the horse

moved ([92]):

[92] B jyf edbltkf, rfr gj ljhjut jn ktcf ljdjkmyj [jlrj tltn<if prs> kjiflm.

She saw how a horse was going at a good clip on the road out of the forest.

In contrast, the past imperfective with rfr focuses on the fact that the event

occurs at all. It is appropriate if the interval of observation encompasses the

event ([93] -- they kiss for a while but stop) or if the event of observation is

displaced to the distant past ([94]).

[93] Z dbltkf, rfr jyb wtkjdfkbcm<if pst>.

I saw how they kissed.

[94] Jyb pyfkb, xnj gktyysq [jhjij gjybvftn heccrbq zpsr, vyjubt cksifkb,

rfr tuj ljghfibdfk<if pst> rjvfylbh gjkrf.

They knew that the prisoner understood Russian well, many of them had heard

how the regiment commander had interrogated him.
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With rfr embedded under verbs of observation, the past imperfective is quite

frequent, as much as half of the tokens for some authors.

In fact, the past imperfective can also be used with the conjunction xnj. Al-

though the present tense is usual, a past imperfective is possible if the event is

localized to a specific moment in the past ([95]) or the whole situation lies in

the remote past ([96]):10

[95] Jy gjyzk, xnj d эnjn vjvtyn Gtnhjd yt ckeifk<if pst> tuj.

He understood that at that moment Petrov wasn’t listening to him.

[96] Vjukf kb z pyfnm, xnj rfr hfp d nt lyb ,sk<pst> ghtlfy cele b j;blfk<if pst>

cvthnyjuj ghbujdjhf j,dbytyysq d gjlujnjdrt gjreitybz yf ;bpym Ybrjkfz

ÈÈ by;tyth Pbkm,th,thu, hjlyjq ,hfn vjtq uthjbyb?

Could I possibly have known that exactly in those days an engineer named

Zilberberg (the brother of my heroine) was in the hands of the court and was

awaiting the death sentence in connection with the attempt on the life of

Nicholas II?

In [96], the narrator takes two steps into the past: from the present (when she

writes) to her memories of †migr† life in Paris in the twenties, and from there

back further in time to the turbulent life of 1906; the memory is buried deep

in the past.

The past imperfective is usual when the internal speech (observation) repeats

([97--98]):

[97] Byjulf pf[jlbk Cfif. Jy c djc[botybtv gjcvfnhbdfk yf Yfnfkre, b Cthtuf

pfvtxfk, xnj jyf ghb эnjv jgecrfkf<if pst> ukfpf.

Sometimes Sasha would drop in. He would look with admiration at Natalka, and

Serega would notice that she would lower her eyes at this.

Iterative contexts presuppose that there is a series of discrete sub-events. Each

sub-event involves a definitive change and, as a single event, would be expressed

as the past perfective (Cthtuf pfvtnbk, rfr jyf jgecnbkf<pf pst> ukfpf ‘Serega

noticed how she lowered her eyes’).11 This past is carried over when the situation

is iterated.

Table 6.1 summarizes the conditions for using the present imperfective as

opposed to past imperfective for events understood to be simultaneous with

past-tense verbs of speech. Generalizing, we can say that the past is possible

(with rfr, likely) when the external speaker presents a past situation as limited

in validity to a time and world that is anterior to -- and more than that, is distinct

from -- the time and world of the external speaker. Using the past imperfective

10 Boeck’s observation (1957, 1958), labeled “synchronization” in Timberlake 1982.
11 Boeck (1957), Timberlake (1982).
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Table 6.1 Tense of imperfectives, simultaneous activity

condition past tense present tense

temporality of embedded
history

temporally restricted (to
specific moment; or over
a durative interval)

temporally extended (the
quality of a specific activity;
universal truth)

quantification of
embedded history

iteration of discrete
sub-events

single continuous state or
activity

linkage of embedded
history to internal
speech

rfr (restricts activity to
interval of observation)

xnj, indirect questions (free
temporal reference)

temporality of internal
speech

retrospective, displaced on main narrative line

linkage of internal speech
to primary speech

subject clause (more
factual)

object clause (more subjective)

linkage of internal speech
to primary speech

perspectives of two
speakers differentiated

perspectives of two speakers
not differentiated

makes clear the disjunction between speakers, and makes explicit that there is

a complex linkage involving two distinct steps from the time of external speech

event to internal speech event, and from there to the reported history.

By using the present imperfective (the more frequent choice with xnj), the

speaker fails to differentiate the external here and now of speech and the time-

world of the internal event of speech.12 The external speaker may cede the point

of view to the internal speaker, or the points of view of the two speakers, external

and internal, may blend into one.

Table 6.2 gives a summary of some of the possibilities with standardized ex-

amples.

6.3.4 Shifts of perspective in tense: historical present
To narrate stories of events that have already occurred, speakers normally use

the past tense. The past tense signals that the contextual occasions around which

the events occurred lie in the past, and it establishes a link from the here and

now of speech to those past contextual occasions. There is an alternative mode

of narration, termed the historic al present. Once the linkage from the

here and now of speech to the contextual time-world has been established, the

speaker can shift the perspective to the contextual time-world and use that

time as if it were the here and now of speech, and from the perspective of that

time, narrate events using present-tense imperfective verbs.

12 Barentsen (1996:43).
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Table 6.2 Tense in object argument clauses of speech

pattern example interpretation

pst xnj {pst pf} Jy pfvtnbk, xnj jyf jgecnbkf<pf pst>

ukfpf.
‘He noticed that she lowered her eyes.’

definitive change prior to
internal speech

pst xnj {pst if} Jy (byjulf) pfvtxfk, xnj jyf (d эnjn
vjvtyn) jgecrfkf<if pst> ukfpf.

‘He (often) noticed that (at that
moment) she lowered her eyes.’

activity (state) not
extending beyond
internal speech

pst xnj {prs if} Jy pfvtnbk, xnj jyf jgecrftn<if prs>

ukfpf.
‘He noticed that she was lowering her

eyes.’

activity (state) extending
beyond internal speech

pst xnj {prs pf} Jy gjlevfk, xnj jyf cjckfcbncz<pf prs>.
‘He thought that she would agree.’

definitive change after
internal speech

pst xnj {fut if} Jy gjlevfk, xnj ,elen<if fut>

nfywtdfnm.
‘He thought they would dance.’

event after internal speech

pst rfr {pst pf} Jy pfvtnbk, rfr jyf jgecnbkf<pf pst>

ukfpf.
‘He noticed how she lowered her eyes.’

definitive change within
observation

pst rfr {pst if} Jy (xfcnj) pfvtxfk, rfr jyf
jgecrfkf<if pst> ukfpf.

‘He (often) observed how she lowered
her eyes.’

incomplete (or repeated)
activity within
observation

pst rfr {prs if} Jy pfvtnbk, rfr jyf jgecrftn<if prs>

ukfpf.
‘He noticed how she was lowering her

eyes.’

incomplete activity
extending beyond
observation

As an example, observe the alternation between past perfectives and present

imperfectives in [98], where the narrator tells of forcing a train to make an

emergency stop.

[98] Jlby hfp z lf;t pfnjhvjpbk<pf pst> tuj e Afylthakbnf// <. . .> Gjnjve xnj vyt

crfpfk ukfdysq rjylernjh xnj jy jcnfyjdbncz / f jy yt jcnfyjdbkcz<pf pst>

bltn<if prs> lfkmit / <. . .> z / nfr crfpfnm / tot . . . vj;yj crfpfnm . . .

cnjzk<if pst> e;t yf gjlyj;rt xnj,s ds[jlbnm / c[dfnbk<pf pst> эnjn njhvjp /

lthyek<pf pst> / b levf/<if prs> xnj yfdthyj jy yt pfnjhvjpbn // <. . .> Jy nfr

pfnjhvjpbk<pf pst> xnj dct gjktntkb<pf pst> c gjkjr / nfv <ju pyftn xnj / ,fuf;

dtcm gjgflfk<if pst> b dct nfrjt // F z c[dfnbk<pf pst> cdjb dtobxrb / db;e<if prs>

recns hzljv / crjhtq d recns // (cvt[) <. . .> Nfv ctk<pf pst> b cb;e<if prs>
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levf/<if prs> xnj ,eltn // Ye b djn ghj[jlbn<if prs> gjnjv эnjn j,thrjylernjh b

vt[fybr // vt[fybr heuftncz<if prs> e;fcyj //

Once I actually stopped it at Fanderflit // <. . .> Because the head conductor had

told me that he would stop / but he did not stop, keeps going / <. . .> I / so to say

/ well . . . you could say . . . was standing on the footboard in order to get out /

grabbed that brake / jerked / and I’m thinking that it won’t brake // <. . .> It

braked so hard that everything went flying from the shelves / and God knows

what / the baggage went falling and everything // And I grabbed my things / I see

some bushes nearby / as quickly as possible into the bushes // (laughter) <. . .> I

sat down there and I’m sitting thinking what’s going to happen // Well then there

goes by that head conductor and the mechanic // the mechanic is cursing

terribly //

Here past-tense verbs, almost all perfective, advance the narrative sequence,

while present imperfective verbs convey the perceptions of an internal ob-

server/speaker. Accordingly, the onset of the historical present is common when

speech or perception is explicitly introduced (ctk b cb;e levf/ in [98]) or when

an observer changes location (in [100]).

Stylistically, the historical present is versatile. Consistent with its name, it is

used in popular writing about history, as in [99], perhaps more freely in Russian

than in English.

[99] D ryz;tybt Fylhtz <jujk/,crjuj (1157--75) fh[bntrnehf gtht;bdftn<if prs>

gthbjl zhrjuj b gkjljndjhyjuj gjl(tvf <. . .> Fylhtq gjhsdftn<if prs> c

Rbtdjv <. . .> b e[jlbn<if prs> yf ctdth <. . .> Fylhtq <jujk/,crbq

dscnegftn<if prs> rfr ytghbvbhbvsq b эythubxysq ,jhtw pf j,(tlbytybt Hecb

gjl cbkmyjq ryz;tcrjq dkfcnm/ <. . .> Tve ghb[jlbncz<if prs> dcnegbnm d

ythfdye/ ,jhm,e b c cfvjq Dbpfynbtq <. . .>

In the reign of Andrei Bogoliubsky (1157--75) architecture experiences a period of

brilliant and fruitful development <. . .> Andrei breaks with Kiev <. . .> and goes

to the North <. . .> Andrei Bogoliubsky acts as an uncompromising and energetic

warrior for the unification of Rus under firm princely power <. . .> He is forced

to enter into an unequal battle with Byzantium itself <. . .>

At the far end of the stylistic spectrum, the historical present is a mark of

oral storytelling ([98] above). It is then used in fiction to imitate the narrative of

the oral raconteur. Example [100] is set up with past events, but then shifts to

the present when the new character appears:

[100] Rjyathtywbz cjcnjzkfcm d Gjkbnt[ybxtcrjv bycnbnent. Z nelf pft[fk<pf pst>,

gj,tctljdfk<pf pst>. Xthtp gznm vbyen byajhvfwbz ,skf<pst> ujnjdf.

Jnlfk<pf pst> tt d ctrhtnfhbfn. Gjzdkztncz<if prs> htlfrnjh Nehjyjr <. . .> Yf

эnjn hfp djp,e;lty:
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-- Ds ljgecnbkb uhe,e/ bltjkjubxtcre/ jib,re.

The conference took place in the Polytechnic Institute. I went there, talked a bit.

In five minutes the notice was ready. I handed it over to the secretariat. The editor

Turonok appears. <. . .> This time agitated.

-- You’ve made a crude ideological mistake.

The historical present has some properties that are different from ordinary

present-tense imperfectives. For example, ghbtp;ƒnm<if> cannot ordinarily be

used in the present tense to refer to an event of arriving actually in progress,

but it can be used as a historical present:

[101] Rjulf vs ghbtp;ftv<if prs>, jrfpsdftncz, xnj yfc cbkmyj gjnhzckj.

When we get there, it turns out that we have been thoroughly shaken up.

Also, lj́kuj ‘long time’ presumes that an activity has ceased (in order to ascertain

that its duration was lengthy), yet it combines with the historical present:

[102] Vs jcnfyjdbkbcm yf vhfvjhyjv vjcnbrt. J,kjrjnzcm j ,fk/cnhfle, Njkcnjq

dsxboftn<if prs> k/,bve/ nhe,re, ljkuj rjdshztn<if prs> d ytq.

We stopped on a marble bridge. Leaning on the balustrade, Tolstoy cleans his

favorite pipe, digs in it for a long time.

Thus, the historical present is a shift of perspective, not just a substitution of

verb forms, that narrates as if from the contextual occasion in the past, but at

the same time takes for granted a linkage from the here and now to the past.

6.3.5 Shifts of perspective in tense: resultative
A very specific use of tense is to exhort the addressee to bring about the result

of a past perfect verb: gjrfnƒkbcm! ‘let’s roll’; gjik∫! ‘let’s be off’.

6.3.6 Tense in participles
Tense in adjectival participles and adverbial participles (lttghbxfcnbz) is much

less robust than in finite verbs. The distinction is still viable among imperfective

participles. The present tense of imperfective participles presents situations as si-

multaneous with the time of the matrix clause; in [103], for example, ownership

overlaps the act of arrival:

[103] Z erfnbkcz r ;bkboe, jnysyt vyt njkmrj ghbyflkt;fotve<prs pcl>.

I rushed off to the living space, from that point on belonging only to me.

Past-tense imperfective participles are used for events confined to the remote

past ([104--5]):
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[104] :bk jy d cnfhbyyjv jcj,yzrt, rjulf-nj ghbyflkt;fditv<pst pcl>

{jvzrjde.

He lived in an old single-family house that had once belonged to

Khomiakov.

[105] Vfnm gjl,flhbdfkf jnwf, ghj[jlbdituj<pst pcl> eybpbntkmyst

vtlbwbycrbt rjvbccbb.

Mother tried to keep father’s spirits up as he went through

demeaning medical review boards.

Adverbial participles of imperfectives, however, are now only present: lévfz

‘thinking’, ∗lévfd ‘having thought’; g∫if ‘writing’, ∗gbcƒd ‘having written’.

Perfective adverbial participles no longer distinguish tense. For most verbs,

the form is built on the past-imperfective stem (ending in a vowel), to which the

formant {-v} is added (pfcnƒd ‘having found’, ghßuyed ‘having jumped’); dental-

consonant stems, whose past-infinitive stem does not end in a vowel, use present

morphology (ghbytcź ‘having brought’). Perfective adverbial participles refer to

events that are completed in the vicinity of the time of the main event, often

before it ([106]), but occasionally at the same time ([107]):

[106] Jlyf;ls Cjyz, dthyedibcm<pf dee> bp ntfnhf, crfpfkf <. . .>

Once Sonia, on returning from the theater, said <. . .>

[107] Vs, djcgjkmpjdfdibcm<pf dee> ntvyjnjq phbntkmyjuj pfkf, gthtctkb yf lheubt

vtcnf . . .

And we, by using the darkness of the hall, moved to other seats.

In a well-known and ever controversial proposal,13 Roman Jakobson claimed

that adverbial participles distinguished three tense forms in each aspect: the

present, the usual past in {-v}, and a second past in {-vs ‹i}. Examples were for-

mulated and semantic distinctions were assigned to these variants, essentially

as in Table 6.3.

This rich and symmetrical paradigm of possibilities is no longer productive. By

now, the present perfective form dcnh†nz is rare (just 2 tokens on www.lib.ru in

poetry, against 1330 tokens of dnch†nbd),14 as are the past imperfectives dcnhtxƒd

(3 tokens against 881 dcnhtxƒz) and dcnhtxƒdib (no tokens!). There is more justifi-

cation for a distinction between {-v} and {-vs ‹i} in perfective adverbial participles,

a distinction which Jakobson claimed was current in “the Moscow speech of my

generation.” Although {-vs ‹i} is not frequent (only 6 distinct tokens of dnch†nbdib

against 1330 tokens of dnch†nbd), when it is used, it does suggest causality. In

[108], she came to her understanding as a result of reflecting:

13 Jakobson 1957[b]/1971[b]:140--41.
14 <12.XII.01>. More tokens of dcnh†nz turned up on Google, including one from a contemporary

chat room.
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Table 6.3 Forms of active participles

imperfective perfective

present Dcnhtxfz<if prs dee> lheptq, jy
hfljdfkcz.

‘On meeting friends, he was happy.’

Dcnhtnz<pf prs dee> dfc, z yt gjdthbk
cdjbv ukfpfv.

‘On meeting you, I could not believe
my eyes.’

non-sequential non-sequential

(first) past Ybrjulf ght;lt yt
dcnhtxfd<if pst1 dee> frnthjd, jy
ckexfqyj gjpyfrjvbkcz c
Rfxfkjdsv.

‘Not having ever met actors before,
he accidentally became
acquainted with Kachalov.’

Dcnhtnbd<pf pst1 dee> Gtnhf, jy
dcrjht cnjkryekcz tot c
ytcrjkmrbvb pyfrjvsvb.

‘After meeting Petr, he soon bumped
into some other acquaintances.’

accidental, sequential accidental, sequential

(second)
past

Ybrjulf yt dcnhtxfdib<if pst2 dee>

frnthjd, jy yt pyfk, rfr ujdjhbnm
c ybvb.

‘Never having met actors, he did not
know how to talk with him.’

Dcnhtnbdib<pf pst2 dee> tuj, jyf
uecnj gjrhfcytkf.

‘On meeting him, she blushed
deeply.’

causal, sequential causal, sequential

[108] Byjulf levfkf, xnj эnj jnnjuj, xnj ytn ltntq. Yj, gjlevfdib<pst dee> uke,;t,

gjybvfkf -- ytn.

She used to think sometimes it was because she had no children. But then, once

she had thought about it more deeply, she understood, no.

[109] Gtnz dplj[yek, gjlevfd<pst dee> j crhjvys[ djpvj;yjcnz[ cdjtuj bycnbnenf.

Petia sighed as he thought about the modest resources of his institute.

The overwhelming more frequent form {-v} is neutral ([109]).15

6.3.7 Aspectual-temporal-modal particles
Forms of the verb be have, in the course of history, become lexicalized as particles

with temporal or modal functions. Most notable is ,s, ultimately derived from

a special counterfactual aorist form of be in older Slavic. The particle †cnm,

etymologically the third-singular form of the present tense, is used optionally

in existential (§5.3.6) and copular sentences (§5.2.7).

The neuter singular, past-tense form ,ßkj can be used in combination with

the past tense of a verb to indicate that an action was planned or even begun,

but the event has not been followed to its conclusion, or that the expected

15 Writing to Jakobson in 1933, Trubetzkoy (1975:280) said that there was no difference between lfd
‘having given’ and lfdib.
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results have not been achieved. The reversal of fortune is usually stated in the

subsequent clause (often introduced by yj ‘but’).

[110] Jy gjitk ,skj ghjuekznmcz, yj gthtlevfk.

He was going to go out carousing, but changed his mind.

[111] Tkbpfdtnj/ Gtnhjdyj/ ,sk ,skj gjcnhjty yjdsq ldjhtw, yj d 1802 ujle b

эnjn ghtlcnfdkzk cj,jq hfpdfkbys.

Elizaveta Petrovna had tried to construct a new palace, but that one as well just

amounted to ruins in 1802.

<sdƒkj, still used as the past tense of the iterative form of be (Wtksq vtczw

lj;lz yt ,sdfkj ‘For a whole month no rain came’), is used as a parenthetical

particle (set off by commas) to establish a recurrent situation in the past. The

main verb is past imperfective or perfective present tense in its exemplary sense

(§6.5.9). An example:

[112] F jyb, ,sdfkj, d hjzkm ljdth[e yfkbdfkb<if pst> rjymzr, gjl;bufkb<if pst> tuj,

,hjcfkb<if pst> d gkfvz cjntyyst ,evf;rb, b ltdeirb ljk;ys ,skb<pst> эnb

,evf;rb ds[dfnsdfnm b ,hfnm ct,t.

And they, it would happen, would pour cognac into a piano, light it, throw into

the flame hundred-ruble bills, and girls were supposed to snatch out the bills for

themselves.

6.4 Aspect and lexicon

6.4.1 Aspect made simple
Aspect, its reputation notwithstanding, is really quite simple.16

All verbs report histories, histories of states of the worlds and changes in

states of the worlds. Aspect is a classification of verbs based on the kind of

history that a verb reports. These histories tend to polarize into two types. Some,

termed perfective , report definitive change over three phases of time: a prior

phase in which a state or property does not hold, a phase of change, and a

resulting phase in which the state or property resulting from the change is

projected to continue indefinitely. Others, termed imperfective , do not report

definitive change, but instead report continuity of states or processes over time.

Verbs of each aspect are used for certain characteristic functions relative to the

contextual time-world.

16 Notable in the rich tradition of Russian aspectology are: Maslov 1948, 1973, 1984[a]; Bondarko
1971 (and others); Forsyth 1970 ([139], from Chekhov; [140], from Tolstoy); Breu 1980; Flier and
Timberlake 1985; Durst-Andersen 1992; Paducheva 1996; and now Zalizniak and Shmelev 2000.
Among general linguistic works, see Comrie 1976[b]; Dowty 1979; Dahl 1985; Binnick 1991. Con-
sistent with this ongoing tradition, the present discussion emphasizes the interaction of lexicon
(predicate histories) and context.
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Morphologically, aspect is not wholly transparent, for there is no single,

unique morphological expression of perfective or imperfective aspect in verbs

(§§6.4.3--6.4.4). However, there is a limited number of strategies. They differ some-

what, but still have the effect of making verbs unambiguously perfective or

imperfective.

As a rule, verbs come in pairs of perfective and imperfective. That is, for

a given perfective verb, there is a corresponding imperfective with the same

meaning (same except for aspect), and, conversely, for a given imperfective verb,

there is a unique perfective with the same meaning. However, the nature of

pairing depends on the morphological strategy. In recognition of that fact, rela-

tions among aspectual partners or near-partners are written in two forms below.

The relation of prefixed perfective and secondary imperfective is written with

the perfective first, as lj-gbcƒnm<pf>/lj-g∫csdfnm<if> ‘finish writing’. In contrast,

the relation of a simplex imperfective to a prefixed perfective (near-) partner

is written with the imperfective first, for example, kmcn∫nm<if>\gjkmcn∫nm<pf>

‘flatter’. Similarly, semelfactive perfectives are treated as dependent on the base

simplex, and are written as vf[ƒnm<if>\vf[yénm<pf> ‘wave’ (§6.4.5).

Aspect is not only lexical and morphological, it is also contextual. Whether

there is definitive change is evaluated with respect to a contextual occ a -

s ion, a time and world which the speaker deems relevant and worthy of dis-

cussion. In [113], the speaker names the contextual time explicitly.

[113] D rjywt b/kz yjxm/ z dsitk<pf> bp gjtplf yf Rjdhjdcrjv djrpfkt.

Ljyjcbkbcm<if> pderb jnlfktyyjq fhnbkkthbqcrjq rfyjyfls, ujhbpjyn

jcdtofkcz<if> dcgsirfvb dscnhtkjd.

One night at the end of June I got out of the train at the Kovrovsky Station. There

carried sounds of distant artillery fire, the horizon was lit up by the flares of

shells.

In [113], the process of exiting from the train is bounded, definitive, in the sense

that no further exiting, in this context, is expected. This definitive change is

expressed by the perfective verb dßitk. More generally, aspect in Slavic hangs

on the notion of a limit in context. To use a perfective, there must be change

that approaches and reaches a limit. The limit is such that, once it is reached

at the contextual occasion, no further change is projected afterwards; only a

static continuation of the state is projected.17 Thus a verb that is perfective,

when it is used in context, reports a definitive change with respect to some

17 Maslov emphasizes the importance of the “internal” or “intrinsic” limit (1948, 1973, 1984[b]).
Dowty 1979 makes explicit the idea that aspect involves projecting the future from the contextual
occasion -- by anticipation, Augustine would say.
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delimited contextual occasion. A verb that is imperfective reports continuity and

absence of definitive change over an occasion or occasions. In [113], the sounds

and flashes are perceived (ljyjc∫kbcm, jcdtoƒkcz) at the contextual occasion, the

point at which the narrator exits the train. They were perceptible before and will

continue to be so afterwards. It is the extension of these perceptions beyond the

contextual occasion that justifies using the imperfective in [113]. Example [113]

illustrates one way in which a state or activity can fail to be a definitive change

over a delimited occasion. There are other ways, and they result in somewhat

different senses of imperfective verbs, such as the iterative or durative senses

(§§6.5.4--6.5.8, 6.5.10).

The contextual side of aspect -- its interaction with times and worlds -- shades

into the way in which aspect helps shape discourse and text. We might operate

with a tripartite classification of discourse structures.18 Narrative presumes

a dynamic whereby events follow each other in sequence. Each event starts from

the prior situation and proceeds to a new result, which in turn becomes the start-

ing point for the next subsequent event. Narrative, then, involves both temporal

succession and modal causality. Narrative is ordinarily expressed by past-tense

perfective verbs, unless the perspective is shifted (as in the “historical” use of

the present tense). Language is used not only to narrate but also to talk about

states of the world that overlap and coexist in time and circumstance. In this

mode of language, description , the focus is on the complexity of the world,

on the coexistence of states, rather than (as in narrative) on the replacement of

one state of the world by another. Description is by nature non-changing (hence

characteristically imperfective) and coincident in time (hence present tense, or

the equivalent of a present displaced to the past or future realm), and realis.

And third, speakers use language not only to talk about what was or what is.

Language is also used to understand what might be, to compare the reality of the

here and now of speech with possibilities: with what alternative states of reality

might be imagined instead of the current one, and with possible changes in the

future. The third mode is prolepsis, anticipation, divination -- in the broadest

terms, modalit y . This mode allows both aspects (though prefers perfective); it

is future or irrealis modality.

These discourse or even cognitive categories are highly idealized. These three

modes are not strictly temporal nor aspectual nor modal, but all three at once.

The relation between these three modes of discourse and the category of aspect

(and also tense and mood) is indirect. They are not expressed unambiguously

by a single aspect or tense in a one-to-one fashion. There can be complex vec-

tors; a present state can be attached to an event in the past, for example. In

18 Expanding from the bipartite division of Benveniste 1959, Weinrich 1964.
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the discussion below, these modes are used as the fabric for the discussion of

properties of aspect in context.

6.4.2 Tests for aspect membership
The most rigid distributional test for aspect is the interaction with tense. Only

imperfectives form a periphrastic combination with the forms ,éle, ,éltim, etc.:

yt ,éle<fut> yfheiƒnm<if> ‘I will not disturb’. This combination is used to report

incomplete events in the future. Thus imperfective verbs form three tenses: past,

present, and future. In contrast, perfective verbs have only two tenses, the past

and the (morphological) present. They do not combine with ,éle, ,éltim, etc:
∗yt ,éle<fut> yfhei∫nm<pf>. Moreover, the present-tense forms of perfective verbs

do not refer to events that occur at the here and now of speech, but to events

that are anticipated, as viewed from the here and now, to occur in the future.

This test of three as opposed to two tenses is the most rigid and definitional

test for aspect. There are in addition other tests and distributional properties

of the two aspects, of greater or lesser rigidity and applicability. Only imperfec-

tives occur as infinitival complements of phasal verbs yfxƒnm/yfxbyƒnm ‘begin’,

ghjljk;ƒnm ‘continue’, rj́yxbnm/rjyxƒnm ‘finish’. Imperfectives are more usual

as final complements of verbs of motion (Pfxtv ns gjitk yfdtofnm<if inf>

tuj? ‘Why did you go visit him?’), though perfectives do occur (Yfenhj gjitk

yfdtcnbnm<pf inf> tot jlyjuj cnfhjuj pyfrjvjuj ‘In the morning I went to visit

yet another old acquaintance’). Only perfectives occur freely as the complement

of the perfective elƒcnmcz/elfdƒnmcz ‘manage to, to be successful at’ (§6.5.10, with

rare exceptions). As a rule (though with certain exceptions), only imperfectives

can occur with an accusative specifying the duration of an interval over which

an activity occurs (§6.5.6). As a rule, only perfectives occur with the temporal ad-

verb pf, since it implies a history in which an event occurs successfully within

an interval of time, often against expectations: pf jlyb cenrb bp,e ckj;bkb<pf>

‘they put together a hut within a day’. (Imperfectives are possible with pf under

specific conditions.) Thus these tests, above all the test of the periphrastic future,

lead to an unambiguous and almost exhaustive partition of verbs into the two

aspects.

6.4.3 Aspect and morphology: the core strategy
There is no single morphological unit that marks perfective or imperfective

aspect. In this sense, the category of aspect is more a lexical classification than

an inflectional category. But the number of morphological strategies is quite

restricted, and they yield a common result: a sharp division of lexical items into

perfective and imperfective.
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The core pattern -- the pattern which defines the Russian system, and which

has been for a long time the most productive -- is tripartite.19 Many verbs in

Russian do not have a prefix. Such simplexes report continuous situations.

These situations may be entirely static and unchanging: uhecn∫nm ‘be sad’, d∫ltnm

‘see’. Or they may involve some degree of gradual change and responsibility:

cbl†nm ‘sit’, hf,j́nfnm ‘work’, vjnƒnm ‘wind’, kmcn∫nm ‘flatter’, rhen∫nm ‘wind’.

Simplex verbs as a rule are imperfective.

Simplex verbs combine with one or more prefixes. Examples of prefixes and

their most regular senses are given in Table 6.4.20 Prefixes impose a limit on the

flow of states or activities in one of two ways. Many prefixes have two senses,

qualitative and quantitative (or quantizing).

Qualitative senses of prefixes present an activity as a series of continuous

changes leading towards a limit. After the limit is reached, no more of the

change can be contemplated (in context). Thus jn-rhen∫nm ‘remove by twisting’

defines a boundary, and indicates that some mobile entity is forced to move

further away from the boundary:

[114] Z jnrhenbk<pf> gj ldf ,jknf cktdf b cghfdf.

I unscrewed two bolts each on the left and right sides.

The activity of twisting is gradual and continuous, but when the definitive limit

of removal by twisting has been reached, that activity no longer continues. The

change typically affects an entity named as an argument of the predicate, the

aspectual argument: the object of a transitive (the bolts in [114]) or the subject

of an intransitive (Ghb ecnfyjdrt vf[jdbrf ye;yj cj,k/cnb vjvtyn pfnz;rb

,jknjd, lf,s jy yt jnrhenbkcz ‘During the installation of the fly-wheel, it is

necessary to monitor the torque of the bolts so that it will not come unscrewed’).

Because the change proceeds continuously to a goal, or telos, prefixal derivatives

of this type are commonly termed telic .

Leading up to the final limit are gradual phases of change. The final change

does not occur in one fell swoop; there are multiple phases before the final limit

is reached. For this reason, these prefixed perfectives with qualitative meaning

allow secondary imperfectives to be formed through the addition of a deriva-

tional suffix (secondary, as opposed to the primary, or simplex, imperfectives).

Thus corresponding to the perfective jn-rhen∫nm<pf>, there is a secondary im-

perfective jn-rhéxbdfnm<if>. These secondary imperfectives maintain the idea of

potential limit, or telos -- jn-rhéxbdfnm invokes a limit of removal -- but in context

undermine or contradict the idea of reaching the limit in one or another respect:

19 Kartsevskii 1927. In a similar vein, see Brecht 1984.
20 On the semantics of prefixes, see Bogusl�awski 1963, Flier 1975, 1985, Gallant 1979, Janda 1986,

and detailed studies in Krongauz and Paillard 1997.
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for example, the activity is repeated, even though on each occasion it may reach

the limit (yf rf;ljq jcnfyjdrt jy ,hjcfk d rfcce vjytnrb b jnrhexbdfk<if> ct,t

,bktn ‘at each stop he put money in the box and twisted himself off a ticket’);

the activity with a potential limit is caught in progress (ujcnb vjkxfkb, htrnjh

Rfqpth cnfhfntkmyj jnrhexbdfk<if> geujdbwe e cvjrbyuf ‘the guests were silent,

Rector Kaiser was assiduously twisting off the button on his jacket’); the import

is the existence of an activity or attempted activity (Cthutq jnrhexbdfk<if> ,jkn

b gjntk ‘Sergei was trying to unscrew the bolt and was sweating’); or some de-

tails of the activity as it progresses are reported (jy yt gjvybn, ult jy ghj,re

jnrhexbdfk<if> ‘he doesn’t remember where he twisted the stopper out’). These

prefixed perfectives that have a sense of continuous activity readily form sec-

ondary imperfectives, and the morphologically derived secondary imperfectives

are particularly close in meaning to the corresponding perfectives. Together,

qualitative perfectives and their secondary imperfectives are true aspectual pairs.

Other senses of prefixes place limits on the very nature of the activity; they

treat the activity in discrete quanta. Such prefixed perfectives could be termed

quantifying or even quantizing , since they deal with discrete quanta of

activity.21 The activity either exists or not, or exists over a certain quantity

of time, or leads to a certain measurable, quantitative result. For example, pf-
uhecn∫nm ‘begin to be sad’ talks about the inception of a state, where incep-

tion is quantitative, in the sense that the activity goes from none to some; gj-
uhecn∫nm ‘be sad a bit’ attenuates the duration of the state to a limited period;

yf-ckéifnmcz (dczrb[ yt,skbw j yfc TOLKIENbcnf[) ‘listen to a sufficient quantity

(of all kinds of nonsense about us Tolkien fans)’ means that a large quantity of

nonsense has been heard. Quantizing perfectives have an all-or-nothing quality

to them. The quantum result is achieved only over a whole interval of time. For

this reason, such perfectives form secondary imperfectives reluctantly. There are

no regular secondary imperfectives associated with pf-uhecn∫nm, gj-uhecn∫nm, or

yf-ckéifnmcz. When quantizing perfectives do form secondary imperfectives, the

imperfective is often used only in a specific sense, the iterative sense of achiev-

ing the quantitative result over multiple separate occasions: yf-rhéxbdfnm<if> is

a possible imperfective, but only in the sense of repeated instances of preparing

in quantity.

While prefixed perfectives and their corresponding secondary imperfectives

form canonical aspect pairs, the status of simplex verbs is less transparent. Be-

cause (as a rule) simplex verbs simply name a state or activity, they have no

intrinsic boundaries, and (as a rule) are imperfective. If a context demands a

21 Isačenko 1975 calls the distinction modificational vs. quantitative. E. Adger Williams (p.c.) sug-
gested the term “quantizing” -- operating with discrete quanta rather than scalar properties.
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perfective corresponding to a simplex imperfective naming a state or activity,

a perfective formed with a quantizing prefix can often be used. For instance,

gj-kmcn∫nm is listed as the perfective corresponding to simplex kmcn∫nm. But the

relationship between simplexes and quantizing perfectives is not as clear-cut as

the relationship of perfective and secondary imperfective. Quantizing prefixes

impose an additional -- quantizing -- meaning, and the particular prefixed deriva-

tive used is not always unique. Thus pf-rhen∫nm ‘begin to twirl’ and c-rhen∫nm ‘roll’

both are listed as perfectives for the simplex rhen∫nm. These prefixed derivatives

add some meaning to the imperfective; for example, pf-rhen∫nm introduces the

idea of inception of the activity. In fact, both pf-rhen∫nm and c-rhen∫nm also have

secondary imperfective derivatives, pf-rhéxbdfnm and c-rhéxbdfnm. Additionally,

the semelfactive rhényenm ‘twirl once’ is also listed as a perfective to rhen∫nm.

Thus the relationship between simplex imperfectives and perfectives is more

complex than simple pairing: more than one perfective can be related to a given

simplex, and the perfectives used for this purpose have an additional quantizing

component of meaning.

In summary: Simplex imperfective verbs are prefixed and yield perfectives.

Many of those perfectives -- those that report a continuous process leading to

a limit -- can be suffixed and yield closely related secondary imperfectives that

form unambiguous aspectual pairs. Prefixed verbs that discuss discrete quanta

of the activity are less amenable to forming secondary imperfectives. Because

simplexes ordinarily are imperfective, one or another of the prefixed perfectives

will serve as the perfective counterpart to the simplex imperfective.

6.4.4 Aspect and morphology: other strategies and groups

Semelfactive suffixation: With simplex verbs that report a cyclical or intrin-

sically repetitive process, adding the suffix {-nu-} (in more explicit terms,

{-nu-}<pst, inf> ∼ {{-n-}<1sg,3pl> ∼ {-n̨-}<2sg . . . 2pl>}) gives a perfective verb re-

porting a single occasion of the cyclical activity: rhbxƒnm<if>\rh∫ryenm<pf> ‘cry’;

vf[ƒnm<if>\vƒ[yenm<pf> ‘wave’, ukjnƒnm<if>\ukjnyénm<pf> ‘swallow’.

Bi-aspectual, anaspectual verbs: A small number of verbs are said to be bi -

aspectual . This group includes: life-cycle verbs ;ty∫nmcz ‘marry’, rhtcn∫nm(cz)
‘baptize’, hjl∫nm ‘give birth to’; verbs of communication dtk†nm ‘order’, j,toƒnm

‘promise’; verbs of affect hƒybnm ‘wound’, rfpy∫nm ‘punish’. For these verbs, one

and the same form can be used in contexts where imperfectives are used and

in other contexts where perfectives are used. For example, ;ty∫nmcz ‘marry’ can

make periphrastic futures and be used in iterative contexts, as is characteristic

of imperfectives ([115]).
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[115] Ujvjctrcefkbcns cj dctuj vbhf ,elen ;tybnmcz<if fut> d Ghfut.

Homosexuals from the whole world will get married in Prague.

But the same verb can also be used as perfective, to refer to a single completed

event in the past or the future: Gtnz ;tybkcz<pf> dxthf ‘Petia got married yes-

terday’, Gtnz ;tybncz<pf> xthtp nhb vtczwf ‘Petia will marry in three months’.

Though the term “bi-aspectual” is widely used, it might make more sense to

think of these verbs as anaspectual -- that is, these are verbs that do not

have a clear alignment in the aspect system. Rather than belonging to both as-

pects, they have no aspect, and accordingly can, to some extent or another, be

used in contexts in which one would otherwise expect either perfective or im-

perfective. (A class of anaspectual verbs could include ,ßnm ‘be’, which is hard

to classify as one or the other aspect.) Consistent with this, individual verbs

are losing their dualistic behavior, and over time come to behave more as one

aspect or the other.22 Hjl∫nm(cz) ‘give birth to (be born)’ is now usually used

as a perfective, opposed to a regularly used imperfective hj;lƒnm(cz), but its

older anaspectual quality is revealed in gnomic present-tense statements (ptvkz

[jhjij hjlbn<if prs> ‘the land is fecund’). Hƒybnm ‘wound’ avoids being used as

a past-tense iterative. J,toƒnm ‘promise’ is more often imperfective than per-

fective; for the perfective sense, the unambiguous perfective gjj,toƒnm is now

usual. :ty∫nmcz, as a perfective, has been superseded by gj;ty∫nmcz, at least

with plural subjects.

An occasional verb seems to have made the transition from imperfective to

perfective on the basis of being used frequently in contexts that normally call for

perfectives. The verb ,t;ƒnm, in the particular sense of ‘flee from confinement

or danger’, is used in narrative contexts that look perfective; ltdƒnm(cz) ‘place,

put’ is similar.

Old aspect pairs: Another old, residual layer is the set of verbs that differ

in aspect and differ only in the classificatory suffix: hti∫nm/htiƒnm ‘decide’,

cnƒnm/cnfyjd∫nmcz ‘become’, dcnƒnm/dcnfdƒnm ‘stand up’, e,tl∫nm/e,t;lƒnm ‘con-

vince, persuade’.

Borrowings: Foreign borrowings go through a life cycle of development towards

pairing. In the first phase the verb is anaspectual. Then it can be prefixed, and

one of the prefixed derivatives will serve as the perfective partner; prefixes com-

monly used in this function are j-, pf-, yf-, c-. The prefixed verb is an unam-

biguous perfective, which pushes the simplex towards imperfectivity. Examples:

vjltk∫hjdfnm<if>‘model’, cvjltk∫hjdfnm<pf>; htuek∫hjdfnm<if> ‘regulate’, {jn,

22 See Zalizniak and Shmelev 2000:71--76, who document that some collocations used in the nine-
teenth century are no longer usual.
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pf, e, gjl}-htuek∫hjdfnm<if>; kfr∫hjdfnm<if> ‘lacquer’, {pf, yf, gjl, gtht, gj}-

kfr∫hjdfnm. Sometimes a prefixed verb of this type can serve as the basis of

an imperfective derived by suffixation: gkfy∫hjdfnm ‘plan’, gthtgkfy∫hjdfnm<pf>

‘re-plan’, gthtgkfybhj́dsdfnm<if> ‘re-plan’. This recapitulates the core, tripartite

system of Russian.

There is an alternative path of development, infrequent and now out-

moded. The unprefixed borrowing jhufybpjdƒnm ‘organize’ was suffixed, giv-

ing jhufybpjdj́dsdfnm. Jhufybpjdƒnm is used in the present tense to report

ongoing or generic activities. The two forms are differentiated in the past,

when jhufybpjdƒnm reports a single, completed event, and jhufybpfdj́dsdfnm

is used as an imperfective for repeated actions. In the infinitive jhufybpjdƒnm

has perfective force. This limited pattern is attested for jhufybpjdƒnm and

fhtcnjdƒnm/fhtcnj́dsdfnm ‘arrest’.

Prefixed imperfectives: There is an exception to the rule that prefixes necessar-

ily make perfective verbs, and that is the possibility of using the imperfectivizing

suffix {{-iva-} ∼ {-iva(j)-}} while adding certain prefixes to make unpaired im-

perfective verbs: gjcd†xbdfnm ‘shine off and on’ (cdtn∫nm ‘shine’), gjlgƒ[bdfnm

‘smell a bit’ (gƒ[yenm ‘emit a smell’), yfpdƒybdfnm ‘keep on ringing’ (pdjy∫nm

‘ring’), ghbi=gnsdfnm ‘whisper while engaged in another activity’ (itgnƒnm

‘whisper’).

6.4.5 Aspect pairs
In the Russian aspect tradition, much emphasis has been placed on whether

verbs are paired for aspect -- whether for a given verb, there is one and only one

corresponding verb of the opposite aspect that has the same meaning except for

the difference in aspect.

An imperfective verb counts as the partner of a perfective if it is used to

replace a perfective verb in contexts in which the event is iterated ([116] to [117])

or to transpose past narrative into the historical present ([118] to [119]):23

[116] Jy djitk<pf pst> d ljv, gjlyzkcz<pf pst> gj ktcnybwt, jnrhsk<pf pst> ldthm,

gjcnfdbk<pf pst> xtvjlfy, pf;tu<pf pst> cdtn, ctk<pf pst> d rhtckj b pfrehbk<pf pst>

cbufhe.

He went in the house, climbed the stairs, opened the door, put down the suitcase,

turned on the light, sat down in the chair, and lit a cigar.

[117] Jy d[jlbk<if pst> d ljv, gjlybvfkcz<if pst> gj ktcnybwt, jnrhsdfk<if pst> ldthm,

cnfdbk<if pst> xtvjlfy, pf;bufk<if pst> cdtn, cflbkcz<if pst> d rhtckj b

pfrehbdfk<if pst> cbufhe.

23 Zalizniak and Shmelev 2000:47--52 ([116], [118]).
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He would come into the house, climb the stairs, open the door, put down the

suitcase, turn on the light, sit down in the chair, and light a cigar.

[118] Jy dsitk<pf pst> dj ldjh, gjqvfk<pf pst> ,f,jxre b ghbytc<pf pst> tt ljvjq.

He went out to the yard, caught a butterfly and brought it home.

[119] Jy ds[jlbn<if prs> dj ldjh, kjdbn<if prs> ,f,jxre b ghbyjcbn<if prs> tt ljvjq.

He goes out to the yard, catches a butterfly and brings it home.

A perfective verb counts as the partner of an imperfective if it is used to convert

a description of overlapping scenes into narrative sequence ([120] to [121]):

[120] Gj;bkjq rbnftw jukzlsdfk<if pst> gecnsyysq ujhbpjyn, vjkxfk<if pst> b

levfk<if pst> j xtv-nj cdjtv.

The old Chinese man surveyed the empty horizon, kept silent and was engrossed

in his own thoughts.

[121] Gj;bkjq rbnftw jukzltk<pf pst> gecnsyysq ujhbpjyn, gjvjkxfk<pf pst> b

yfrjytw ghbyzk<pf pst> htitybt.

The old Chinese man surveyed the empty horizon, was silent for a while and

eventually made a decision.

Prefixed perfectives and their secondary imperfectives, such as

ljgbcƒnm/ljg∫csdfnm ‘finish writing’, jukzl†nm/jukźlsdfnmcz ‘look around’,

jnrhßnmcz/jnrhsdƒnmcz ‘open’, yfrfpƒnm/yfrƒpsdfnm ‘punish’, satisfy these

criteria for pairedness. In this way, many verbs of Russian can be viewed as

members of aspectual pairs.

Simplex verbs, which by nature are quite broad in their meaning, participate

in aspectual relations that are somewhat different. As noted, simplex verbs are

typically imperfective, and they can be associated with more than one prefixed

perfective derivative. In many instances, there is one prefixed perfective deriva-

tive that can be used as the closest thing to a perfective partner that simplex

verbs have. In some instances, the prefix seems to have lost its meaning (gbcƒnm

‘write’, yf-gbcƒnm; nƒznm ‘melt’, hfc-nƒznm; ndjh∫nm ‘make, create’, cj-ndjh∫nm) but

more commonly the prefixed derivative still has a trace of its own meaning. Thus

prefixed derivatives in pf- maintain the sense of inception (ndthl†nm ‘gradually

become hard’, pf-ndthl†nm ‘harden’); derivatives in gj- maintain the sense of small

or unexpected change (gj-qn∫ ‘set off in new direction’; gj-,jźnmcz ‘experience a

reaction of fear’; gj-cjk∫nm ‘add some salt’). The prefix gj- is quite productive, and

it is moving in the direction of becoming an all-purpose perfectivizing prefix. It

sometimes happens that more than one prefixed form can be used, especially

in borrowings; for example, Ozhegov lists as perfectives of htuek∫hjdfnm deriva-

tives in e-, jn-, pf-. Perhaps more to the point is that simplex imperfectives have

wide ranges of senses and uses, wider than the prefixed derivations that might

be considered to be their partners, whereas with prefixed perfectives and their
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secondary imperfectives, the meaning of the second imperfective is dependent

on the meaning of the prefixed perfective. In these respects, the relationship

between simplexes and verbs impressed into service as perfective partners is

less close and less determined than the relationship between prefixed perfective

verbs and their corresponding secondary imperfectives. In short, secondary im-

perfectives are based on their prefixed perfectives, while simplexes provide the

basis for their near-partners, formed with quantizing prefixes or {-nu-}.24

6.4.6 Intrinsic lexical aspect
It is common in studies of English and Western European languages to invoke

a classification of lexical items according to their intrinsic semantics, or lexi -

c al aspect , often the four-part classification proposed by Z. Vendler (1957).25

One can adapt Vendler’s system to Russian, but the insights are modest. Simplex

verbs, as a rule, express states (d∫ltnm ‘see’, ckßifnm ‘hear’, uhecn∫nm ‘be sad’) or

processes/activities (rhen∫nm ‘twist, twirl’, l†kfnm ‘do’), but Russian is not as con-

cerned with this distinction as English, which forms the progressive from stative

predicates less freely than from activities. Prefixed perfectives, as noted above,

are likely to express activities that progress to a cumulative result: in Vendler’s

terms, these are accomplishments, or in Maslov’s terms, predicates with a telos,

or “intrinsic limit.” In Russian, such “accomplishments” are likely to allow the

formation of secondary imperfectives, which are then telic activities: they have

something of accomplishments but they are activities. The Russian analog to

Vendler’s fourth class, achievements, includes changes of state -- verbs reflect-

ing changes from one polarity of a state to another (ed∫ltnm ‘see, catch sight

of’, eckßifnm ‘hear [suddenly, as opposed to not hearing]’).26 Such verbs do not

form secondary imperfectives. Together with them might be grouped the vari-

ous kinds of quantification (quantizing) discussed in connection with prefixes:

of duration (ghjcgƒnm ‘sleep through’), of distance (yf†plbnm ‘travel through’),

of result (yfcjk∫nm juehwj́d ‘pickle [many] cucumbers’), of inception (pf[jl∫nm

‘begin to walk’). Quantizing verbs allow derived imperfectives freely only in an

iterative sense.

There are, then, something like analogs to Vendler’s four classes of predicates,

but a Vendlerian classification does not do justice to the most characteristic

24 In the vocabulary of structuralism (though this is not the view of, for example, Roman Jakob-
son), simplex imperfectives are “unmarked” with respect to the perfectives with which they are
associated, but secondary imperfectives are “marked” with respect to the prefixed perfectives.

25 On the relationship of lexicon and aspect, see Maslov 1948, Forsyth 1970, Brecht 1984, Lehmann
1988, Paducheva 1996. On limitations of the approach of Vendler 1957, see Timberlake 1985[b].

26 Lubensky 1985 notes that, unlike most perfectives, these verbs do not readily allow a resultative
or perfect reading: -- Ds dbltkb эnjn abkmv? ‘Have you seen that film?’ will not be answered with
∗-- Lf, z lfdyj edbltk.
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feature of Russian aspect: secondary imperfectives that presume a limit (like

Vendler’s accomplishments) but insist on the failure to reach a limit (like

Vendler’s activities).

In connection with lexical aspect, it is useful to mention a specialized group

of verbs whose imperfective reports a process, but the process is an attempt.

Such conative verbs form the classic phrase: z tuj e,t;lfk<if>, e,t;lfk<if>,

b yfrjytw e,tlbk<pf> ‘I tried to convince him, tried to convince, and finally

convinced him’.

6.4.7 Verbs of motion
A set of approximately a dozen verbs that describe physical motion in space have

unusual properties with respect to aspect. Notably, these “verbs of motion” have

two simplex imperfectives.27 One set, indeterminate simplex verbs such as

[jl∫nm ‘walk’, ,†ufnm ‘run’, are used to express: motion that is not directed to

a single goal ([122]); a roundtrip on a single occasion ([123]); or the essentialist

idea of a certain type of activity ([124]):

[122] Z ifufk gj Vjcrdt, tplbk<if id> pfqwtv d nhfvdfz[, b dct ,tphtpekmnfnyj.

I stepped throughout Moscow, took rides on trams without paying, all to no avail.

[123] Tot d yfxfkt ktnf d Vjcrde tplbkf<if id> vjz ctcnhf Cjyz b, dthyedibcm,

hfccrfpfkf vyt j, эnjq ltdjxrt.

At the beginning of the summer my sister Sonia went to Moscow and, once she

returned, told me about this girl.

[124] Эnj Fkbyf. Tq djctvm vtczwtd. Jyf e;t [jlbn<if id>.

This is Alina. She’s eight months old. She’s already walking.

The other set of simplex verbs, for example, bln∫ ‘walk’, ,t;ƒnm ‘run’, are

determinate. They express motion that has a single direction towards a goal

on a single occasion. Determinate verbs are used in the progressive ([125]) or

durative sense ([126]:

[125] Gjvybncz, t[fkb<if dt> vs jlyf;ls ,jkmijq rjvgfybtq d Vjcrde.

I remember how once we were going in a large group to Moscow.

[126] Ljkuj ;t ds t[fkb<if dt>!

You sure traveled a long time.

When motion is iterated, both types of verbs occur. Indeterminate verbs are

used when the multiple acts are viewed as a habit, even if the acts have a goal

([127--28]):

27 Isačenko 1975:419--42.
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[127] Rf;le/ ce,,jne vs ,jkmijq rjvgfybtq gjcnjzyyj [jlbkb<if id> d ntfnh,

cnjkm ;t ,jkmijq rjvgfybtq tplbkb<if id> gj djcrhtctymzv r Jcjhubysv,

rfnfkbcm<if id> nfv yf ks;f[.

Every Saturday a large group of us would go to the theater, in just such a group

would go on Sundays to the Osorgins, and ski there.

[128] Jyf jrjyxbkf irjke, gjcnegbkf r yfv hf,jnfnm, hfp d ldt ytltkb tplbkf<if id>

gj ds[jlysv ljvjq.

She finished school, came to work with us, once every two weeks on her days off

would go home.

Determinate verbs are used when the individual sub-events attract attention,

for example, if each token of motion is sequenced with respect to other events

([129]):

[129] Tckb ,skj ;fhrj, jy itk<if dt> yf htre, hfpltdfkcz<if>, ,hjcfkcz<if> d djle,

ljgksdfk<if> lj ghjnbdjgjkj;yjuj ,thtuf b j,hfnyj.

If it was hot, he would go to the river, get undressed, throw himself into the

water, and swim to the opposite bank and back.

Verbs of motion have interesting properties when they are prefixed. To make

qualitative perfectives, the prefix is added to the determinate. The stem for

the corresponding secondary imperfective is selected or formed in one of four

ways. In strateg y 1, the imperfective is formed by prefixing the indeterminate

stem directly (6 roots, e.g. pfqn∫<pf>/pf[jl∫nm<if> ‘drop in, deviate from inertial

path towards a new destination’, likewise ktn†nm<dt> ∼ ktnƒnm<id>, ytcn∫<dt>

∼ yjc∫nm<id>, dtcn∫<dt> ∼ djl∫nm<id>, dtpn∫<dt> ∼ djp∫nm<id>, uyƒnm<dt> ∼
ujyźnm<id>). In strateg y 2, the secondary imperfective uses the indetermi-

nate stem, but is suffixed with the classificatory suffix {CVC-ƒ- : CVC-ƒj-|e|}
(3 roots, e.g., gtht,t;ƒnm<pf>/gtht,tuƒnm<if> ‘run across’, gj́kpfnm, †plbnm, the

last-mentioned with a new consonant grade Cj, as in dßt[fnm<pf>/dstp;ƒnm

‘ride out’). Under strateg y 3, the imperfective is made from the determi-

nate stem by adding the same classificatory suffix {CVC-ƒ- : CVC-ƒj-|e|} (3 roots,

e.g., ck†pnm<pf>/cktpƒnm<if> ‘climb down’, also gkßnm<dt> ∼ gkƒdfnm<id>

-gksdƒnm<if>; ,htcn∫<dt> (,htlé) ∼ ,hjl∫nm<id>, -,htlƒnm<if>). Strateg y 4 con-

sists of adding the productive suffix {-iva- : -ivaj-} to the indeterminate

stem (2 roots, e.g., dnfo∫nm<pf>/dnƒcrbdfnm<if>, also rfn∫nm<dt> ∼ rfnƒnm<id>,

-rƒnsdfnm<if>, and also from others in the colloquial register: gthtk=nsdfnm<if>,

gjlgƒkpsdfnm<if>).

Quantizing prefixes are applied directly to the indeterminate simplex:

gj[jl∫nm ‘walk a bit’, pf,†ufnm ‘start running’, j,(†plbnm ‘encompass all destina-

tions in traveling’, hfc[jl∫nmcz ‘become engaged in extensive walking’, dßtplbnm

‘train by riding’, jngkƒdfnm ‘finish one’s sailing days’, ghj†plbnm ‘spend a whole
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Table 6.5 Verbs of motion

secondary
qualitative imperfective quantizing

gloss determinate indeterminate perfective (strategy) perfective

‘walk’ bln∫ [jl∫nm pfqn∫ pf[jl∫nm (1) pf[jl∫nm
‘ride’ †[fnm †plbnm gtht†[fnm gthttp;ƒnm (2) j,(†plbnm
‘run’ ,t;ƒnm ,†ufnm lj,t;ƒnm lj,tuƒnm (2) yf,†ufnmcz
‘fly’ ktn†nm ktnƒnm dktn†nm dktnƒnm (1) pfktnƒnm
‘swim’ gkßnm gkƒdfnm egkßnm egksdƒnm (3) yfgkƒdfnm
‘crawl’ gjkpn∫ gj́kpfnm yfgjkpn∫ yfgjkpƒnm (2) pfgj́kpfnm
‘carry’ ytcn∫ yjc∫nm dßytcnb dsyjc∫nm (1) gthtyjc∫nm
‘lead’ dtcn∫ djl∫nm jndtcn∫ jndjl∫nm (1) gjdjl∫nm
‘convey’ dtpn∫ djp∫nm ghbdtpn∫ ghbdjp∫nm (1) gjdjp∫nm
‘drive’ uyƒnm ujyźnm gjljuyƒnm gjlujyźnm (1) gthtujyźnm
‘drag’ nfo∫nm nfcrƒnm dnfo∫nm dnƒcrbdfnm (4) yfnfcrƒnm
‘climb’ k†pnm kƒpbnm ck†pnm cktpƒnm (3) ghjkƒpbnm
‘wander’ ,htcn∫ ,hjl∫nm lj,htcn∫ lj,htlƒnm (3) gj,hjl∫nm
‘roll’ rfn∫nm rfnƒnm dcrfn∫nm dcrƒnsdfnm (4) j,rfnƒnm

interval of time driving’, cktnƒnm ‘fly there and back’, yf†plbnm ‘cover great dis-

tance driving’, bp(†plbnm ‘exhaustively travel’. There is a potential for ambiguity.

For some verbs, the quantizing perfective (for example, pf[jl∫nm<pf> ‘begin to

walk’) is the same as the imperfective derived by strategy 1 (pf[jl∫nm<if>, im-

perfective of pfqn∫<pf> ‘drop by, deviate from path’). The motivation for using

the indeterminate in this way is presumably that it expresses the sense of the

essential activity, the activity in and of itself (§6.5.4); it is that sense which is

quantified.

Table 6.5 lists verbs of motion with some representative derivatives. Intran-

sitives are listed above transitives, with the more marginal members at the

bottom.

The usage of aspect of prefixed verbs of motion is generally similar to other

aspectual pairs. The perfective reports a single event, the imperfective is used,

for example, for events in progress (Rjulf vs njkmrj gjl[jlbkb<if> r эnjve

cfvjve lhtdytve yf ctdtht ujhjle, yfc gjhfpbkj rjkbxtcndj [hfvjd ‘As we

were just approaching this most ancient northern city, we were astounded

by the number of churches’) or iterated events (Ythtlrj ghb[jlbk<if> ljrnjh

Ybrjkmcrbq ‘Not rarely, Dr. Nikolsky came’). Noteworthy is the fact that the

perfective is used only when the aspectual argument (subject of intransitives,

object of transitives) is still at the destination at the time when the next event

occurs.
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[130] Z pfitk<pf> d ,b,kbjntre b dpzk<pf> rybue Cntqy,trf ≤Uhjplmz uytdf≥.

I stopped by at the library and got Steinbeck’s book, The Grapes of Wrath.

The imperfective is used when the mobile entity is no longer at the destination;

in [131], the narrative immediately reports on Tolstoy’s activities after he has

returned from his trip:

[131] R ytve d <jujhjlbwr hfpujdfhbdfnm j dtht ghbtp;fk<if> Ktd Njkcnjq b

dgjcktlcndbb jgbcfk bvtybt, rfr bvtybt Dhjycrb[.

To him in Bogoroditsk Lev Tolstoy once came to talk about faith and subsequently

described the estate as the estate of the Vronskys.

The use of the imperfective here is similar to the use of the imperfective for

reversed results: z jnrhsdfk<if> jryj ‘I did open the window [though it is now

closed]’.

6.5 Aspect and context

6.5.1 Preliminaries
As noted (§6.4.1), aspect is first of all a division of the lexicon into two groups,

but beyond that, it is a series of expectations about the relationship between

these lexical groups and context. Each aspect is used in characteristic contexts.

Some contexts allow both aspects, some are inclined to require one or the other

aspect.

6.5.2 Past ‘‘aoristic” narrative: perfective
In narrative in the past tense, events often follow each other in sequence.28

Typically, at any point in the narrative, a preceding perfective event will have

left us with a resulting state and expectations about what might happen in the

future, relative to that time. In the narrative of [132], the act of hiding opens

up two possible futures, in one of which mother and child remain hidden; in

another, they might not, with all the unpleasant consequences that implies:

[132] Hfccrfpsdf/n, jlyf rfpfxrf dj dhtvz hfpuhjvf cghznfkfcm<pf> c ht,tyrjv d

legkj cnjktnytuj lthtdf. Cjklfn ifhbk<if> insrjv d legkt, bphtitnbk<pf>

tuj, hfybk<pf> ht,tyrf. Yj rfpfxjyjr yt pfgkfrfk<pf>, b nfr jyb cgfckbcm<pf>.

They tell how a Cossack woman during an uprising hid with her child in the

hollow in a hundred-year-old tree. A soldier poked with his bayonet around the

hollow, stuck it full of holes, injured the child. But the little Cossack lad did not

cry out, and so they were saved.

28 The fact that bounded aspects (aorist, perfective) are used for advancing sequential narrative has
been known at least since Goodwin 1880/1965. For observations on specifically Slavic material,
see Maslov 1984[a], 1984[b], Paducheva 1996.
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After this initial event, other events follow. The thorough poking of the tree

by the soldier follows from the previous hiding (the soldier must have been

suspicious), and this act generates again the expectation that they might be

discovered. This expectation is frustrated with the final negated perfective: the

child failed to begin to cry when one might have expected it. This naive oral

text illustrates how, in narrative, each event responds to prior possibilities and

in turn generates new expectations (new future divinations).

It is a commonplace to observe that narrative is carried out by using perfective

verbs, while, in contrast, description and commentary are expressed by imper-

fective verbs. It is common to see diagrams in which perfective events are located

in sequence along one axis of a diagram, one after the other, and imperfectives

are positioned on the other axis, simultaneous with other events. Indeed, in

the brief narrative of [132], most of the verbs are perfective (cghźnfkfcm ‘hid’,

pfgkƒrfk ‘began to cry’, cgfck∫cm ‘be saved’). But one, iƒhbk ‘fumbled around’,

is a simplex imperfective, and hƒybk ‘injured’ is anaspectual, and they are put

in sequence with other events. True, iƒhbnm by itself does not state a defini-

tive change, but names a kind of activity: there existed, for an indeterminate

interval of time, an activity that can be identified by the name of poking. This

imperfective requires some other verb to give us a new result, here bphtitn∫nm.
Evidently, imperfectives can be located in the temporal sequence of events, but

they still do not implement the cycle of result and divination that is character-

istic of narrative. Perfective verbs create narrative not only by putting events in

temporal sequence, but also by leading to new results and new expectations. Nar-

rative, then, has a rich cycle: there are inherited expectations; the current event

that responds to these prior expectations, yielding a new result and new expec-

tations. This cycle is sharper with perfectives, but imperfectives can participate

to some extent.

In context, perfectives often (perhaps almost always) have certain overtones:

action viewed as whole, singularity of action, and result.

6.5.3 Retrospective (‘‘perfect”) contexts: perfective and imperfective
While it may be usual for a narrative in the past tense to keep progressing in a

series of perfective events, each following immediately after the other, it is nev-

ertheless possible to look retrospectively back from the contextual occasion to

some further time in the past. Such retrospective contexts in English would use

the pluperfect or perfect. In Russian, events viewed retrospectively are expressed

simply in the past.

[133] Jyf b hfymit cj,bhfkfcm<if> dthyenmcz d <jujhjlbwr, gjcvjnhtnm, rfr vs

;bdtv.
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She even earlier had been planning to return to Bogoroditsk, to see how we were

getting along.

[134] C Cthuttv Bcnjvbysv z tot hfymit gjlhe;bkcz<pf>.

With Sergei Istomin I had become friends even earlier.

There is no direct correlation between retrospection and aspect, though per-

fectives occur more often in this function, because they lead to a result that can

be discussed ([134]), but imperfectives can be used as well ([133]). Also, perfec-

tives are often used to summarize the cumulative results of a series of events; a

summary perfective is then not in sequence with other events.

[135] Bnfr, vs cjdthibkb<pf> rhfnrbq эrcrehc d bcnjhb/ dpktnjd b gfltybq yfituj

uthjz.

Thus we have completed a brief excursus into the history of achievements and

failures of our hero.

6.5.4 The essentialist context: imperfective
An imperfective history is one in which there is continuity over phases. There

are many ways in which an imperfective history can express continuity and lack

boundaries.

Often, without much context, the imperfective establishes the existence of an

activity of a certain type, in opposition to the possible absence of activity or to

the existence of other types of activity. This sense is analogous to essentialist

reference of arguments, and could be termed the existential or essential

imperfective.

[136] Xthtp lthtdy/ ghj[jlbn<if> ijcct.

A highway ran through the village.

[137] Ujhtk<if> vfufpby rfr hfp gjl yfitq rdfhnbhjq.

The store right below our apartment was on fire.

To illustrate: what we can say about the village is that it is crossed by a highway

([136]); what we can say by way of explanation of the midnight disturbance is

that there was a fire burning ([137]). In both instances, all that is relevant is

that the world at this time includes states or activities of a certain type. The

imperfective, then, can have the function of establishing the existence of a state

or activity of a certain type.

The imperfective is appropriate, further, in contexts whose import revolves

around the polarity of the event -- whether it exists at all -- even when a single

event is under discussion. More specifically, the imperfective can be used to

question whether an event exists:
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[138] Gfgf e;t dcnfdfk<if>?

Has Papa already gotten up?

An imperfective can be used to insist emphatically that an activity has occurred,

even if the consequences are uncertain:

[139] D эnjv ujle z e;t ,hfk<if> hfp jngecr.

I have already taken a leave this year.

[140] -- Yflj ,skj pfzdbnm<pf> njulf ;t, -- crfpfk jy.

-- Z pfzdkzk<if>.

-- You should have made a statement at the time, -- he said.

-- I did make a statement.

As in [140], the essentialist imperfective can be understood to include those

instances described as “reversal of result” or the like. Some activity takes place

that one might expect to lead to a certain result. Using a perfective would

imply that the result has been achieved and the resulting state has continued.

If the state is reversed or canceled, the imperfective can be used to indicate

that some of a certain kind of activity has occurred, though it has not led to

the expected permanent result. Prefixed verbs of motion show this behavior, as

does jnrhßnm/jnrhsdƒnm ‘open’: jy jnrhsdfk<if pst> jryj ‘he opened the window’

can be used when the window is no longer open. As in [140], this sense of the

imperfective often reflects an attempt (conation ).

The imperfective can also be used when a past event is negated, though the

perfective is also an option. The difference revolves around the way in which

the speaker conceptualizes the possible occasions for an event. In narrative, the

perfective indicates that the possible time when the event might have occurred

(even though it did not) is bounded and placed in sequence ([141]), while an

imperfective leaves the door open to further change ([142]):29

[141] Ytelfxf yt jcnfyjdbkf<pf> vj/ vfnm. Tq gjcjdtnjdfkb<pf> jhufybpjdfnm fhntkm.

Vfnm yfgbcfkf<pf> gbcmvj [jhjitq yfitq pyfrjvjq, Fyyt Dfcbkmtdyt

<b,brjdjq. B ltkj gjikj<pf>.

This failure did not stop mother. They advised her to organize an atelier. She

wrote to our friend, Anna Vasilevna Bibikova. And things took off.

[142] Xfcjdjq yt jcnfyfdkbdfkcz<if>. Lj ytuj jcnfdfkjcm<if> ltcznm vtnhjd. Djctvm.

Gznm.

The sentry did not stop. There remained only ten meters. Then eight. Five.

In dialogue (specifically, in a negative response to a question with a perfec-

tive verb), the perfective is used if both interlocutors agree that the event was

29 Merrill 1985, with references [(142)].
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expected to have occurred on some delimited occasion ([143]):30

[143] -- Ds dpzkb<if> rk/xb?

-- Ytn, yt dpzk<pf>.

-- Did you take the keys?

-- No, I didn’t [though I acknowledge that I could have].

The imperfective would be possible (-- Ytn, yt ,hfk<if>) in order to deny the

implicit obligation or to suggest that the matter is still open.

By an extension of the concern with existence and polarity, an imperfective is

appropriate when descriptive aspects of a situation are reported or questioned.

[144] Evbhfk<if> <jhbc Ktjybljdbx d cjpyfybb.

Boris Leonidovich was conscious as he died.

[145] Rnj gbcfk<if> ≤Djqye b vbh≥?

Who wrote War and Peace?

Here the existence and the nature of the event are taken for granted, and the

attention falls on particulars, on attendant circumstances rather than on the

final result.

Thus the imperfective can be used with little context to assert the existence

of an activity, to comment on its polarity, or to provide descriptive detail about

the flow of an activity. A perfective verb used in similar contexts would insist

on change and result.

6.5.5 Progressive context: imperfective
Events can occur in sequence, or they can overlap on the same contextual

occasion.31 An event that overlaps others is typically expressed by the imper-

fective:

[146] Z e;t dcnfdfk<if> c rhtckf, rfr pfpdjybk<pf> ntktajy.

I was already getting up from the chair, when the phone rang.

In [146], an imperfective (dcnfdƒk) is used to report an activity that is not defini-

tively ended because it is in progress around the contextual occasion.

The Russian imperfective used in this sense is analogous to the compound pro-

gressive tense-aspect of English. As is well known, almost all instances of English

progressives will be translated into Russian as imperfective.32 The converse does

not hold: not every instance of a Russian imperfective will be translated into

30 Chaput 1985, 1990.
31 See the contrastive studies of Akimova 1984 and Kozintseva 1985.
32 As an exceptional instance, Kozintseva 1985:68 cites Those three -- those three were coming in!, which is

translated as the perfective in Nt nhjt -- nt nhjt nj;t djikb d rjylbnthcre/. The original context
is quite specific -- it is interior monologue predicting an imminent result.
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an English imperfective. Iteratives (§6.5.7) and duratives (§6.5.6) are the obvi-

ous cases. In addition, essential (descriptive or existential) imperfectives do not

translate to progressives in English (§6.5.4: [132], [144]). The English progressive

is narrower in its range than the Russian imperfective.

6.5.6 Durative context: imperfective
If an activity is expressed by the imperfective in a past-tense narrative, it cannot

reach its completion (otherwise it would be perfective); the imperfective estab-

lishes the existence of some activity with the implicature that the result was not

reached and would not be reached in the immediate vicinity of the contextual

occasion.33 This implicature can be made explicit by adding to the sentence an

accusative specification of the duration of the activity: the activity went on for

this period of time, but then ceased, without reaching its conclusion.

[147] Gjckt ub,tkb Gkjnybrjdf ujhcnrf ,jqwjd lj enhf jn,bdfkf<if> yfnbcr

ubnkthjdwtd. D gjcktlytq herjgfiyjq c[dfnrt dct jyb gjub,kb<pf>.

After Plotnikov died a handful of soldiers repelled the pressure of the Hitlerites

until morning. In the final hand-to-hand combat they all perished.

[148] Tuj edtkb<pf>, z jcnfkcz<pf> d njq rfvjhrt jlby, ghbitk<pf> djtyysq,

pfcnfdbk<pf> vtyz hfpltnmcz, nofntkmyj j,scrfk<pf>, gjnjv eitk<pf>. Z

;lfk<if>, yfdthyjt, xfcf ldf, dsdtkb<pf> yfhe;e, gjcflbkb<pf> jlyjuj d

rhsnsq uhepjdbr, ghjdtpkb<pf> dctuj pf gjkdthcns yf ghjckfdktyye/ e;fcfvb

Ke,zyre.

They took him away, and I remained in the place alone. A soldier came in, made

me undress, searched me carefully, then left. I waited about two hours, they led

me out, put me in a covered truck, and took me the half verst to the Lubianka

Prison, famous for its horrors.

To know that the activity has ceased without reaching a definitive result im-

plies an external narrative perspective. (This is in contrast to the “progressive”

use of the imperfective, when the contextual occasion is internal to the ac-

tivity in progress.) Accordingly, durative imperfectives can easily be sequenced

in narratives between perfective events. In [147] one phase of the battle lasted

until morning, then another, fateful event occurred. In [148], the delimited in-

terval of waiting is sandwiched between events in a highly sequential narra-

tive. Because the contextual occasion must be closed to be measured, duratives

33 The familiar fact that explicit statements of duration require the verb to be imperfective (except
for prefixed quantizing verbs in ghj-) needs to be repeated, for it shows that perfective aspect
in Russian is not merely the end of an interval of activity; a perfective requires that no further
activity be conceivable, from the perspective of the specific history at that contextual occasion.
In fact, in its use of the imperfective for terminated events, Slavic is typologically unusual (Dahl
1985).
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are nearly as sequential in force as perfectives. This is another instance in

which the adage that perfective advances while imperfective retards narrative is

incomplete.

A bare accusative of time normally occurs only with imperfective or anaspec-

tual predicates. A systematic exception is perfective derivatives with the prefix

ghj-, which use bare accusatives to measure a closed interval of time:

[149] Ghb,sk jy d vjyfcnshm 5 atdhfkz r dtxthyt. Gfnhbfh[ ghjujcnbk<pf> gznm<acc>

lytq. Djpdhfnbkcz d Vjcrde 11 atdhfkz.

He arrived at the monastery on February 5 at vespers. The patriarch stayed five

days. He returned to Moscow February 11.

[150] Ghjcgfk<pf> z ldflwfnm ldf xfcf gjlhzl.

I slept twenty-two hours straight.

[151] Ds pyftnt, xnj yfi j,obq lheu <. C. Repby, e rjnjhjuj z ujcnbk<if> ltcznm<acc>

lytq, htprj jnhbwfntkmyj jnyjcbncz r K. Njkcnjve.

As you are aware, our mutual friend B. S. Kuzin, with whom I stayed for ten days,

is very negatively disposed to L. Tolstoy.

These perfective derivatives in ghj- present the interval as closed, without the

lingering possibility that the activity could continue; they normally place the

event in narrative sequence with others. An imperfective would merely assert

the existence of an activity: in [151], ujcnbk ltcznm lytq ‘he was a guest for ten

days’ -- and could have been a guest for longer; jy cgfk ’df xfcf ‘he slept two

hours’ -- he could have slept more.34 Only exceptionally can other perfectives be

combined with an accusative expressing duration, as in:

[152] Jnlj[yed<pf> xfcjr, lheujq, vs dyjdm ldbyekbcm dgthtl, ujybvst

vexbntkmyjq ;f;ljq.

Having rested an hour or so, we again moved forward, driven by torturous thirst.

Except for such occasional deviations and the systematic exception of prefixed

perfectives in ghj- and gj-, the ability to occur with an accusative expression of

duration is a test that positively identifies imperfectives.

6.5.7 Iterative context: imperfective
Imperfectives can be used to report general states or habits -- situations that

seem true at all times -- and they are used to express an open series of ac-

tions that repeat, when each token of the series by itself might be perfective

if it were expressed as a single event. Iterative contexts can be signaled by a

variety of lexical adverbs (xƒcnj ‘often’, bph†lrf ‘only occasionally’) and phrases

(gj ce,,j́nfv ‘on Saturdays’, rƒ;le/ ytl†k/ ‘each week’). Or, the use of an

34 Shakhmatov (1925) calls this “completion of the duration of the activity.”
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imperfective with conjunctions such as rjulƒ ‘when’ can impute an iterative

reading to the context.

[153] Gj enhfv r j,ot;bnbzv {ghb[jlbkb<if pst> ∼ ghb[jlzn<if prs>} ;tyobys bp

lthtdtym, jyb {ghbyjcbkb<if pst> ∼ ghbyjczn<if prs>} njgktyjt vjkjrj, z

{gjregfk<if pst> ∼ gjregf/<if prs>} xtndthnbyre rf;lsq ltym yf pfdnhfr.

In the mornings women from the villages {came ∼ come} to the dormitories, they

{carried ∼ carry} warm milk, every day I {bought ∼ buy} a quart for breakfast.

Iterative situations can be situated in the past or present ([153]) or the future

([154]):

[154] Vs vtxnfkb, rfr yfxbyfz c dtcys rf;lsq ltym ,eltv<fut> gjkexfnm gj zbxre.

We dreamed how, beginning in spring, each day we would get an egg.

Iteratives -- particularly discrete iteratives, each of whose sub-events is com-

pleted -- are mixed in terms of narrative function. As imperfectives, iteratives

present a scene, a habit. But in a block of iterative imperfectives, each sub-

event can be understood as sequentialized with respect to other sub-events. A

rich example is [155], in which, further, a set of three perfectives (jnrfpƒkcz,

gjnh†,jdfk, cnƒk) in the middle creates a shift in the habits.

[155] Lt;ehcndj yf ,jkmijq ljhjut ,skj jxtym bynthtcysv pfyznbtv. Vs

hfcgjkfufkbcm<if> yf ghjnz;tybb gjkenjhf rbkjvtnhjd gj dctq ljhjut.

{kjgws vthpkb<if> b gjlghsubdfkb<if> yf cytue, gthtrkbrfkbcm<if>, xnj,s yt

gjnthznm cdzpb lheu c lheujv, b d yfcnegbdib[ cevthrf[ ghjhjxbkb<if>

dthye/ cvthnm djj,hf;tyb/ pfgjplfdituj genybrf. <. . .>

Ghb vyt rjkjybcns ybrjulf yt [ekbufybkb<if> b yt geufkb<if>

gentitcndtyybrjd, yj ,tp vtyz ljgecrfkb<if> ifkjcnb, b Pfljhjd crjhj lf;t

jnrfpfkcz<pf> jn htdjkmdthf b gjnht,jdfk<pf>, xnj,s z ,sdfk yf ljhjut

j,zpfntkmyj. Z cnfk<pf> ds[jlbnm ghb rf;ljq rjvfylbhjdrt jnhzlf, yj

htdjkmdth jnlfdfk<if> dct ;t Pfljhjde, xnj,s yt kbibnm tuj pfcke;tyyjuj

yfckf;ltybz.

Rjulf gjrfpsdfkcz<if> yfi Vfksi, vs tuj dcnhtxfkb<if> rhbrjv: -- Cnjq!

Herb ddth[!

The watch on the highway was a very interesting occupation. We distributed

ourselves over a kilometer and a half along the road. The lads were cold and they

hopped around in the snow, shouted back and forth, in order not to lose contact,

and in the approaching darkness they foretold certain death to the imagination

of a belated traveler <. . .>

In my presence the colonists never acted up and intimidated the travelers, but

when I wasn’t there they engaged in some shenanigans, and Zadorov soon refused
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to take the revolver and insisted that I be on the road. I began to go out every

time, but the revolver I still turned over to Zadorov, in order not to deprive him

of the well-deserved pleasure.

When our horse Malysh would appear, we greeted him with a cry:

-- Halt! Hands up!

In Russian, explicitly iterative situations are almost always expressed by the

imperfective. Only rarely can one find examples of perfectives used in special-

ized contexts, notably in the protasis of past general (iterative) conditionals,

to emphasize that an achieved result is critical to the subsequent (iterative)

apodosis.35

When the series is quite finite -- ldƒ hƒpf ‘two times’, y†crjkmrj hƒp ‘several

times’ -- it can be understood as a single event, and the perfective is more usual

than the imperfective:

[156] Jy tt djctvm hfp hfpj,hfk<pf> b cj,hfk<pf>.

He disassembled and reassembled it eight times.

6.5.8 The future context: perfective and imperfective
Both the periphrastic future of imperfectives and the present-tense form of per-

fectives refer to events that lie in the future (are known by divination) from the

here and now of speech. The two aspects retain their usual values. Perfective

present-tense forms report events that are predicted (divined) to be completed

and lead to results ([157]):

[157] -- Ds <ju pyftn xnj yflevfkb! -- djcrkbryekf jyf.

-- Jnghfdbvcz<pf prs> dldjtv gentitcndjdfnm -- xnj nen nfrjuj?

-- Ns pyftim, xtv rjyxbncz<pf prs> dfit gentitcndbt?

-- Xtv rjyxbncz<pf prs>?! Z yfgbie<pf prs> [elj;tcndtyyst jxthrb, Kzkz

cjxbybn<pf prs> cnb[b.

-- Эnj rjyxbncz<pf prs> ht,tyjxrjv!

-- God only knows what you have thought up! -- she exclaimed.

-- We’ll head off together to travel -- what’s wrong with that?

-- Do you know what your trip will end in?

-- What it will end in?! I’ll write some sketches, Lialia will compose poems.

-- It will end with a baby!

Imperfective futures refer to events that are not anticipated to be definitively

completed. They may refer to projected habits ([158]) or iterative (or extended)

activities ([159]):

35 Bondarko 1971.
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[158] Z e;t j, эnjv gbcfk b ,ele<fut> gbcfnm<if>.

I have already written about that, and I will write again.

[159] Vs yfxfkb hfphf,fnsdfnm vfhihen. Lj Yb;ytuj Yjdujhjlf gjtpljv. Z nfv

gj,sdfk ldf ujlf njve yfpfl, ,ele<fut> tq gjrfpsdfnm<if>

ljcnjghbvtxfntkmyjcnb, gjnjv gj ;tktpyjq ljhjut jnghfdbvcz<pf prs> d vfksq

ujhjljr Ctvtyjd.

We started to plan our trip. By train to Nizhnyi Novgorod. I had been there two

years ago, I would show her the sights, then by train we’ll make for the town of

Semenov.

An imperfective future can project the existence of an activity or attempted ac-

tivity ([160--61]); the fact of existence is more important than the possible com-

pletion or results.

[160] Yt ,ele<fut> gthtcrfpsdfnm<if> dct nhtdjkytybz.

I will not [engage in an attempt to] recount all the troubles.

[161] Jy gthtukzyekcz c lheubv xtrbcnjv b j,(zdbk yfv, xnj jyb ,elen<fut>

ghjbpdjlbnm<if> j,scr.

He exchanged glances with another Chekist and informed us that they would

undertake a search.

[162] D ntjhbb ghtlgjkfufkjcm, xnj dct tuj bpj,htntybz ghjbpdtlen<pf prs>

gjlkbyye/ htdjk/wb/ d vtkbjhfwbb.

In theory, his inventions would bring about a true revolution in land reclamation.

A perfective, in contrast, predicts a future completed event and result ([162]).

In sum, in the future temporal plane, perfective and imperfective maintain

their values: a perfective history is one that is anticipated to come to fruition,

an imperfective history is one that will be incomplete, because it reports a habit

or the existence of an (attempted) activity.

6.5.9 Exemplary potential context: perfective
While the morphological present-tense forms of perfective verbs are used most

naturally to report events that are predicted to occur and be completed on

some future occasion, the perfective present is used for another important func-

tion. The perfective can present a single, potential occasion as exemplary of an

open-ended series of possible occasions.36 An exemplary use of the exemplary

perfective can be found in Turgenev’s A Hunter’s Sketches. The device fits perfectly

the descent of the bemused urbane -- but admiring -- observer into the world of

provincial life: Lfqnt vyt here, k/,tpysq xbnfntkm, b gjtltvnt dvtcnt cj vyjq

‘Give me your hand, dear reader, and come travel together with me’. Turgenev’s

narrator describes his heroine Tatiana Borisovna in these terms:

36 See in general Panzer 1963, Rathmayr 1976.
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[163] Crjkmrj k/ltq gjdthbkb tq cdjb ljvfiybt, pfleitdyst nfqys, gkfrfkb e

ytq yf herf[! <sdfkj, czltn<pf prs> jyf ghjnbd ujcnz, j,jghtncz<pf prs> nb[jymrj

yf kjrjnm b c nfrbv exfcnbtv cvjnhbn<if prs> tve d ukfpf, nfr lhe;tk/,yj

eks,ftncz<if prs>, xnj ujcn/ ytdjkmyj d ujkjde ghbltn<pf prs> vsckm: ≤Rfrfz ;t

ns ckfdyfz ;tyobyf, Nfnmzyf <jhbcjdyf! Lfq-rf z nt,t hfccrf;e, xnj e vtyz yf

cthlwt≥.

How many people have imparted their domestic, innermost secrets, have cried in

her arms. It would happen, she’ll sit opposite a guest, she’ll lean quietly on her

elbow and with such sympathy looks him in the eyes, she smiles in such a friendly

fashion, that the guest will inadvertently have the thought, “What a wonderful

woman you are, Tatiana Borisovna! Maybe I’ll just tell you what’s in my heart.”

The exemplary use of the present-tense perfective presumes a background of

possible repeated occasions, here signaled overtly by the verbal particle ,sdƒkj

‘used to happen’. Once the background of repeated occasions is established,

present-tense perfectives (cźltn ‘will sit’, j,jgh=ncz ‘will lean’, ghbl=n ‘will come’)

present a recurring situation not as a regular habit, but as potential: given the

right conditions, a certain sequence of events may arise. (Imperfectives used in

the midst of an exemplary context, such as cvj́nhbn ‘looks’, eks,ƒtncz ‘looks’,

report open-ended processes concurrent with one of the potential occasions.)

The exemplary perfective becomes for Turgenev the perfect metaphor for the

occasional and unanticipated against the backdrop of a landscape of tedium. In

the twentieth century, the device receded, and it is now thought quaint.

Some other uses of perfectives also seem motivated by the function of selecting

a single occasion as exemplary of a larger set. Past perfectives can be used with

exemplary force in definitional relative clauses of the type n†, rnj́ . . . In [164],

the history of one abstract individual stands for the set of possible individuals.

[164] Vtcnysvb cxbnfkbcm nt, rnj ghbt[fk<pf pst> c/lf gjckt djqys.

Anyone who had come here since the war was considered to be a local.

In a similar vein, in clauses embedded under elfdƒkjcm ‘used to be successful’

with iterative force, an imperfective infinitive emphasizes a regular habit ([181]),

while the perfective describes the type of event that could, on occasion, occur --

the exemplary sense ([182]). These uses of the perfectives (not only present-tense

forms) demonstrate that exemplariness is one of the readings that a perfective

can have, at least in certain contexts.

Two additional minor functions of the perfective present are a present perfec-

tive of narrative, found in restricted styles (folk texts, in byliny or, as late as the

nineteenth century, in the narrative stage directions of folk drama):37

37 Panzer 1963:88, from Berkov 1953:168.
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[165] Nen ctqxfc d ytuj dscnhtk lflen<pf prs>, jy egfltn<pf prs>, f tuj ;tyf

yfxytn<pf prs> djgbnm gj ytv: <. . .>

Just then they will shoot him, he’ll fall, and his wife’ll begin to wail over him:

<. . .>

Related is the folk use of the perfective present with rfr to report an event

unexpected in the narrative ([166]) or with negation to report the failure of an

anticipated event ([167]):38

[166] Kbcf gjrhenbkfcm, gjrhenbkfcm, b ujdjhbn: <. . .> Njulf cjkjdeirf rfr

pfgjtn<pf prs>, rfr pfcdbotn<pf prs>, nfr kbcf b eib hfpdtcbkf.

The fox turned around, turned around, and says: <. . .> Then the nightingale

sings so, whistles so, that the fox dropped her ears.

[167] Jy cjuyekcz<pf pst>, cblbn<if prs> yf rjpkf[ b yt itdtkmytncz<pf prs>.

He bent over, sits on the sawhorses and he won’t move.

6.5.10 Infinitive contexts: perfective and imperfective
The aspect of an infinitive depends to a large extent on the predicate on which

the infinitive depends.39 (Infinitives in the free infinitive construction have the

same aspect usage as infinitives attached to modal governing predicates such as

yƒlj ‘be necessary’.)

At one extreme are phasals: yfxƒnm/yfxbyƒnm ‘begin’, ghjljk;ƒnm ‘continue’,

rj́yxbnm/rjyxƒnm ‘end, finish’, gthtcnƒnm/gthtcnfdƒnm ‘cease’. They govern only the

imperfective: z {yfxfk ∼ gthtcnfk} pf[jlbnm<if> r ytq ‘I {began ∼ stopped} drop-

ping in to see her’. K/,∫nm\gjk/,∫nm ‘love’ (also ghbdßryenm/ghbdsrƒnm ‘become

accustomed to’, jndßryenm/jndsrƒnm ‘lose the habit of’) implies that the depen-

dent predicate is a habit, and therefore imperfective ([168]), except for quantizing

perfectives ([169--70]):

[168] Jyf k/,bn pf,fdkznmcz<if> buheirfvb.

She likes to amuse herself with toys.

[169] Jy k/,bk gjpf,fdbnm<pf> yfhjl ienrjq.

He used to love to amuse the people now and then with a joke.

[170] K/,bk z pf,htcnb<pf> d rfhtnysq cfhfq.

I loved to wander off into the carriage barn.

At the opposite extreme are verbs of occasion. Elƒcnmcz ‘be successful’ implies

success, therefore perfective in a dependent infinitive:

38 [166], [167] cited by Panzer 1963:73. This usage continues to show up in literary texts through
the beginning of the nineteenth century, as an imitation of folk style, for example, in Pushkin’s
“Ruslan i Liudmila,” “Poltava,” or “Evlega.” The negative usage is termed “the present of futile
expectation” by Zalizniak (1995:159).

39 Based on Fielder 1983; on aspect and modals, see Rappaport 1985.
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[171] Vyt elfkjcm<pf> j,hfnbnmcz<pf> r jnrhsnjve afqke cnfnbcnbrb c gjvjom/

Notepad b crjgbhjdfnm ;ehyfk, bcgjkmpez Windows Explorer.

I managed to turn to an open statistics file with the help of Notepad and copy the

journal, using Windows Explorer.

[172] Vyt elfkjcm k/,bnm<if>, cvtznmcz<if>.

I have managed to love, to laugh.

As in [172], imperfectives are possible in contexts that list a series of activities.

Ghbqn∫cm/ghb[jl∫nmcz ‘have occasion to’ is similar, but the implicature of suc-

cess is weaker. When a single occasion arises, that event is often a completed,

perfective, event ([173]). Sometimes what arises is the necessity of engaging in

an activity, implying imperfective ([174]).

[173] Vyt ghbikjcm<pf> r ytve j,hfnbnmcz<pf> pf cjdtnjv.

I had to turn to him for advice.

[174] D bnjut tq ghbikjcm<pf> j,hfofnmcz<if> pf gjvjom/ r cgtwbfkbcne.

In the end she had to try turning to a specialist for help.

In other contexts in which infinitives are used, the event described by the

infinitive is a potential rather than an actual event. It is striven for (with volitive

verbs such as cnhtv∫nmcz ‘strive for’), imposed or requested (with mand verbs

such as lƒnm/lfdƒnm ‘let, allow’, gjpdj́kbnm/gjpdjkźnm ‘allow’, ghjc∫nm\gjghjc∫nm

‘ask’), expected or made possible by universal authority (yƒlj ‘be necessary’,

ytkmpź ‘be impossible’, vj́;yj ‘be possible’), or simply possible (vj́xm ‘be able,

can, be possible’). As a rule, the potential event is a single potential event, and

this context usually calls for the perfective aspect in the infinitive. For example,

in [175], what is at issue is the possibility of making a successful purchase on a

possible occasion, hence perfective:

[175] Rhtcnmzyt zdbkbcm c ;fkj,jq, xnj ybrfrb[ vfnthbq b ujnjdjuj gkfnmz

regbnm<pf> ytkmpz.

The peasants came with the complaint that it was impossible to buy any dry

goods or ready-made dress.

An imperfective is used if the situation under the force of modality is a habit

([176]),

[176] Ytkmpz nfr ytyjhvfkmyj djcgbnsdfnm<if> csyf.

It is not right to raise one’s son so abnormally.

Or if the situation is viewed as an activity -- if what is required (possible, striven

for, expected, etc.) is not a definitive change but an attempt, the mere existence

of some activity that bears a certain name ([177--78]):
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[177] Ytkmpz pltcm gtht[jlbnm<if> ekbwe.

One should not try [=it is not permitted] to cross the street here.

[178] Rjulf z cbltkf yf ,thtue, gjljitk Vfyltkminfv b cjj,obk, xnj yflj

etp;fnm<if>, nfr rfr djrheu yfxfkfcm [jkthf.

As I was sitting on the shore, up walked Mandelshtam and announced that what

we must do is leave, since cholera had broken out.

More than other modals, vj́xm is concerned with whether a certain activity

could exist at all; it allows imperfective infinitives freely.

The matrix context colors expectations about the event expressed by the in-

finitive. With ghbqn∫cm/ghb[jl∫nmcz ‘have occasion to’, when the matrix occasion

is iterated, then so is the dependent event. Accordingly, it is often expressed as

an imperfective:

[179] -- Xfcnj ghb[jlbkjcm<if> cnfkrbdfnmcz<if> d ;bpyb c gjkbnbrfvb?

-- Have you often had occasion to run up against politics?

[180] Relf Dfv ghb[jlbkjcm<if> j,hfofnmcz<if> pf rdfkbabwbhjdfyyjq

/hblbxtcrjq gjvjom/?

Where have you had occasion to turn for qualified legal aid?

With elƒnmcz/elfdƒnmcz, the infinitive can be imperfective if the context stresses

habit:

[181] Cgecnz xtnsht vtczwf gjckt lt,/nf vjkjlsv k/lzv elfdfkjcm<if>

ghjlfdfnm<if> gj ldflwfnm l;tvgthjd d ytltk/.

Four months after their debut, the young people used to manage to sell twenty

jumpers per week.

[182] Cxbnfkjcm elfxtq, tckb elfdfkjcm<if> ghjlfnm<pf> ytcrjkmrj rjgbq d

vtczw.

It was considered an accomplishment when they were able to sell several

copies in a month.

If the sense of success on a potential, exemplary occasion outranks habit, the

perfective is used with elfdƒnmcz ([182]). Similarly, if permission is granted

(lƒnm/lfdƒnm, gjpdj́kbnm/gjpdjkźnm), the performance of the dependent event

normally follows. Hence an imperfective is natural for multiple occasions of

permission.

[183] D ctvmt yfvtnbkcz rhbpbc. Z xfcnj gjpdjkzk ct,t jcnfdkznm<if> ctvm/ b

ghtlfdfkcz<if> hfpkbxysv ve;crbv hfpdktxtybzv.

In our family a crisis arose. I often allowed myself to abandon the family and turn

to various male diversions.
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6.5.11 Retrospective on aspect
To review: Aspect is a partition of verbs into two groups, perfective and imperfec-

tive. The two aspects can be distinguished concretely by tense (only imperfectives

form the periphrastic future) and by contextual tests. Simplex verbs, usually im-

perfective, are associated with one or (usually) more prefixed verbs, which are

perfective. Many prefixed perfective verbs form a corresponding imperfective by

suffixation. Such prefixed perfectives and corresponding imperfectives are clearly

paired. Simplex verbs are less obviously paired, though for most simplex verbs,

there is usually one prefixed perfective that will function as the nearest thing

to a corresponding perfective (for example, in narrative sequence).

Every verb tells a story -- a history. The two aspects differ by virtue of the dif-

ferent histories the verbs relate. Perfective verbs mean that there is a definitive

change of the world around some contextual occasion, imperfective that there is

continuity (or potential continuity) around the contextual occasion. More con-

cretely, perfective verbs tend to be used in sequential past-tense narrative and in

potential contexts in which the uniqueness and potential result are significant

(imperative, future, deontic modality). Imperfective verbs are used in contexts

in which, in one way or another, the continuity of the history is significant and

outweighs the question of completion and result. Imperfective verbs are then

used to identify the essence of an action, an action that goes on for some time

(but ceases), an activity in progress (at some point), or a repeating or generic

situation.

6.6 Temporal adverbs

6.6.1 Temporal adverbs
Predicate histories take place around a contextual occasion. Adverbial expres-

sions -- lexical adverbs or prepositional phrases or clauses introduced by con-

junctions -- delimit the contextual occasion of the predicate history.40 Three

broad classes of temporal expressions can be distinguished: those that measure

the duration of an interval over which an activity occurs; those indicating the

frequency of repetition of equivalent sub-events of a larger, macro-event; and

those that localize the contextual occasion for the predicate history.

6.6.2 Measured intervals
The duration of an activity or state or process is stated by a “bare” accusative

without a preposition:

40 Based on Srienc 1991; see also Sullivan 1998.
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[184] Jyb nhjt<acc> cenjr gjxnb ,tp jnls[f gthtdjpbkb<if> k/ltq b ,jtghbgfcs.

For almost three days without interruption they transported people and

supplies.

The activity or state measured in this way could potentially go on longer. The

history is not definitively closed, hence the imperfective is used, even though

the activity is understood to cease at the end of the interval. The accusative need

not be a word that names a time unit, if it can be understood as an interval of

time:

[185] Dc/ cdj/ ;bpym<acc> jy ktxbk<if pst> rjhjd.

His whole life he healed cows.

[186] Njkcnjq gjxnb dc/ ljhjue<acc> dcgjvbyfk<if pst> ghjikjt.

Tolstoy spent almost the whole trip reminiscing about the past.

With a present imperfective, an accusative measures the duration of activity

up to and including the present. In this context English would use a present

perfect.

[187] Gznyflwfnm<acc> gjcktlyb[ ktn z jnlf/<if pst> gjxnb dct cdjb cbks jlyjve:

,jhm,t pf vbh.

The last fifteen years I have given almost all my energy to one thing: the struggle

for peace.

A bare accusative of time normally occurs only with imperfective or anaspec-

tual predicates (gthtdjp∫kb, ktx∫k, dcgjvbyƒk, jnlf÷ in [184--87]). A systematic

exception is perfectives formed with the prefix ghj- (or gj-) ([150], [151] above).

6.6.3 Time units
Prepositional phrases formed with nouns naming time units -- seconds, minutes,

years, eras -- localize the history to one interval within a flow of comparable units.

The case and preposition differ according to the time unit, listed in Table 6.6 by

increasing size. Small units up through a day take d with the accusative; larger

units (month, year, century) take the locative. Nouns referring to divisions in

a temporal cycle -- of the day (énhj ‘morning’, l†ym ‘day’, d†xth ‘evening’, yj́xm

‘night’) or year (dtcyƒ ‘spring’, k†nj ‘summer’, j́ctym ‘autumn’, pbvƒ ‘winter’) --

use the instrumental case without a preposition.

These combinations of preposition and noun define an interval that can be

interpreted in a flexible fashion. The interval can be understood as an interval

around which an activity is in progress or an interval over the whole of which

a state holds (expressed with imperfective verbs). Or it can be understood as a

broader interval within which there is a sub-interval on which some definitive
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Table 6.6 Temporal expressions and time units

unit expression example

second, minute,
hour

d<\acc> d эne vbyene ‘at that moment’, d ldf
xfcf ‘at two o’clock’

day (of the week) d<\acc> d gjytltkmybr ‘on Monday’
day (of calendar) ordinal numeral +

noun<gen>

ltcznjuj vfz ‘on May tenth’

week yf<\loc> yf эnjq ytltkt ‘in this week’
month d<\loc> d zydfht ‘in January’
year d<\loc> d эnjv ujle ‘in this year’, d 41-jv ujle

‘in the year of 41’
century d<\loc> d ldflwfnjv dtrt ‘in the twentieth

century’
division of daily cycle noun<ins> ∼ d<\acc> lytv ‘during the afternoon’, d ltym

jcdj,j;ltybz ‘on the day of
liberation’

division of yearly cycle noun<ins> ∼ d<\acc> jctym/ ‘in autumn’, d ne jctym ‘in that
autumn’

change occurs, implying a perfective verb: D 1921 ujle z cyjdf dcnhtnbkf<pf pst>

Reghbyf ‘In 1921 I met Kuprin again’ -- the event occurs over some sub-interval

within the whole period of that year.

Telling time is complex in Russian. Hours by themselves are expressed by

d<\acc>, with a cardinal number and possibly the word xƒc: d nhb xfcf ‘at three

o’clock’. Minutes and fractions of hours look to the future; the hour that is

named is the end of the ongoing hour. Minutes are expressed with d<\acc>, the

hour as an ordinal in the genitive: d gznm (vbyen) dnjhjuj (xfcf) ‘at five (minutes)

of the second (hour)’ = ‘at five minutes past one o’clock’, d gznmltczn gznm gthdjuj

‘at twelve fifty-five’ (possible in principle, but official), d xtndthnm jlbyyflwfnjuj

‘at a quarter past ten’. The fraction ‘half ’ uses the locative, d gjkjdbyt ctlmvjuj

‘at half past six’, or more compactly d gjk ctlmvjuj. Minutes near the end of an

hour can be expressed by counting backwards from the upcoming hour using

the preposition ,tp and the accusative of the hour: ,tp ldflwfnb (vbyen) xfc

‘twenty minutes till one’, ,tp xtndthnb jlbyyflwfnm ‘a quarter till eleven’. Note

the progression in

[188] Dhtvz ltcznm, gjnjv xtndthnm jlbyyflwfnjuj, gjnjv gjkjdbyf, gjnjv ,tp

ldflwfnb . . .

The time was ten minutes, then a quarter after ten, then half past, then twenty

till . . .
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In official contexts (train schedules, for example), one can use a paratactic

construction of d<\acc> and the hour that has been completed, followed by the

minutes:

[189] Yf gjtpl d 5 xfcjd 30 vbyen z jgjplfkf. Cktle/obq ,sk d 6 xfcjd 10 vbyen.

I was late for the train that left at 5 o’clock, 30 minutes. The next was at 6

o’clock, 10 minutes.

Questions about the time at which an event occurs are: for a punctual act, D

rjnjhsq xfc (ds et[fkb)? ‘At which hour (did you leave)?’ or, for a planned, recur-

rent activity, Dj crjkmrj (xfcjd) ds dcnftnt? ‘At how many hours do you get up?’.

Discussion of the current time lacks the preposition and uses the nominative.

Thus in answer to a question rjnjhsq xfc? ‘what time is it?’ or crjkmrj xfcjd?
‘what time is it?’, one might answer: xfc ‘one (o’clock)’, ltcznm vbyen djcmvjuj

‘7:10’, informal vbyen ltcznm djcmvjuj ‘around 7:10’, bureaucratic djctvm xfcjd

ltcznm vbyen ‘8:10’, ,tp xtndthnb djctvm ‘7:45’, gjkjdbyf dnjhjuj ‘1:30’.

Dates are expressed by the genitive of the ordinal of the date, with the genitive

of the month if necessary: ghbt[fkb ldflwfnm gthdjuj (vfz) ‘they arrived on the

twenty-first (of May)’. The neuter singular ordinal usually occurs without an overt

head noun, though for explicitness the genitive xbckƒ<\nt sg> could be added:

ldflwfnjuj xbckf rf;ljuj vtczwf ‘on the twentieth day of every month’.

6.6.4 Time units: variations on the basic patterns
The locative case, as might be expected from its spatial meaning and its use with

large time units, converts a time unit to an interval that contains the contextual

occasion; the history of the change occupies some interval or intervals within

the larger interval. The accusative, in contrast, treats an interval more as a unit

that is filled by an activity.

D<\loc>: Using the locative with an ordinal numeral turns an hour into an

extended interval composed of multiple sub-intervals, on one of which an event

occurs. In [190], the bell rings (regularly) at some time within the second hour

after midnight:

[190] Vs c ctcnhjq e;t ghbdsrkb r njve, xnj yjxm/, dj dnjhjv xfce, rjulf d ljvt

e;t dct cgfkb, hfplfdfkcz pdjyjr.

My sister and I had already become accustomed to the fact that, at night, between

one and two, when everyone was asleep, the doorbell would ring.

D<\acc sg>: This expression is used with hours and days of the week. It can be

applied to other time units, including large time units that might take d<\loc> or

the instrumental. Then d<\acc> defines an interval that encompasses and bounds

a successful activity ([191--94]):
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[191] Nfv yt gjdthzn, xnj z ghjxbnbdf/ rybue d ltym.

They won’t believe that I read a book in a day.

[192] Ljhjuf pbvyzz ,skf jxtym [jhjif. <tp jcj,tyys[ ghjbcitcndbq ljt[fkb vs d

ldjt cenjr lj Njh;rf.

The winter road was very good. Without any special adventures we reached

Torzhok in two days.

[193] D ujl, rjnjhsq z tt yt dblfk, jxtym jyf gthtvtybkfcm.

Over the year that I had not seen her she had changed considerably.

[194] Эvbuhfwbz vj;tn e,bnm k/,juj gbcfntkz d ldf-nhb ujlf.

Emigration can destroy any writer in two to three years.

A larger unit can use the accusative (instead of the locative) when a demon-

strative sets up a contrast between the specific unit under discussion and other

possible units: other years are not so snowy ([195]); in other years Gorky lived

elsewhere ([196]):

[195] D njn ujl pbvf ,skf hfyyzz b jxtym cyt;yfz.

In that year winter came early, with much snow.

[196] D эnjn ujl Ujhmrbq ;bk d <thkbyt.

In that year Gorky lived in Berlin.

The locative is used when the demonstrative connects two events within one

time interval:

[197] D njv ;t ujle <jhe elfkjcm dgthdst lfnm yf jcyjdt cdjtq vjltkb fnjvf

j,(zcytybt gthbjlbxtcrjq cbcntvs эktvtynjd Vtyltkttdf.

In that year Bohr managed for the first time to develop an explanation for the

periodic table of elements of Mendeleev on the basis of his atomic model.

In [197], Niels Bohr made one discovery, and it was still in that same year, not

at some other time, that another accomplishment was made. The year is a con-

tainer for two events.

The instrumental is used with parts of the day or seasons if the significance of

the history is related to the nature of the time; note, for example, the inappro-

priate doorbell ringing yjxm/ in [190] above, or the chiasmic use of the summer

for winter memories in [198]:

[198] Эnbv ktnjv yf lfxt e hjlbntktq cyjdf b cyjdf ghbgjvbyfkf pbvybt dcnhtxb c

Njkcnsv.

During that same summer at my parents’ dacha I rehearsed the winter meetings

with Tolstoy in my memory over and over again.

But d<\acc> is used if the specific token (night, summer) is contrasted with other

units.
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[199] Njkcnjq, ,sdibq d эne yjxm jndtncndtyysv gj lt;ehcnde, rhbryek:

Tolstoy, who on that night was on watch, cried out:

[200] <skj nhelyj gjyznm, gjxtve ahfywepcrbq ahjyn jrfpfkcz d Uhtwbb gjl rjytw

djqys, d ktnj ltdznyflwfnjuj ujlf.

It was hard to understand why, at the end of the war in the summer of nineteen,

the French front was in Greece.

In [199], Tolstoy was on duty on that specific night but would not have been on

others.

D<\acc pl>: Making the noun plural creates an extended period over which an

activity or state holds in contrast to other possible periods.

[201] Tot d ldflwfnst ujls jy vtxnfk gjt[fnm d Cjdtncrbq Cj/p.

As early as the twenties he dreamed of going to the Soviet Union.

In [201], the state extends throughout and saturates the interval, and the time is

modalized (‘in the twenties, earlier than one might have expected’). The locative

can be used if the decade is an interval internal to which a state holds or a

change occurs ([202]):

[202] D nhblwfns[ ujlf[ jy gjub, d kfuthz[.

In the thirties he perished in the camps.

Noun phrases that name imprecise periods of time use the accusative: dj

dhtvz ‘at the time’, d ntxtybt ‘over the course’, d ne ;t gjhe ‘in that time’, d

njn gthbjl dhtvtyb ‘in that period of time’, d rf;le/ nfre/ эgj[e ‘in any such

epoch’, d rjhjnre/ vj/ ,snyjcnm rjvfylbhjv ‘in my brief stint as commander’,

d gjcktlybq cdjq dbpbn ‘during my last visit’, d jlye bp yfib[ dcnhtx ‘on one of

our meetings’.

Words naming processes which have duration and internal sub-intervals use

the locative: d ghjwtcct ‘in the process’, d [jlt cjhtdyjdfybz ‘in the course of the

competition’. Yf ghjnz;tybb ‘over the duration’ gives time a dimensionality, a

division of a time period into sub-phases. Words referring to boundaries use the

locative: d yfxfkt ‘in the beginning’, d cthtlbyt ‘in the middle’, d rjywt ‘at the

end’. Phases of life do as well: d vjkjljcnb <fkmvjyn gsnfkcz rjyxbnm ;bpym

cfvje,bqcndjv ‘in his youth Balmont tried to commit suicide’.

Yf <\loc >: The seemingly arbitrary use of the yf<\loc> with weeks might have

been motivated by the sense that a week is a time unit composed of an internal

sequence of days; a week then has boundaries and a middle. Yf<\loc> is also

used with periods in the church calendar (yf Dtkbrjv gjcne ‘during Lent’) and

with nouns referring to meteorological events in the daily cycle (yf hfccdtnt

‘at dawn’, yf pfrfnt cjkywf ‘at sunset’). The idiom yf lyz[ ‘in a matter of days’

belongs here:
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[203] Yf lyz[, nj tcnm nhb lyz njve yfpfl, jnghfdbkfcm Cfitymrf c ltnmvb b cdjbv

cegheujv d lthtdy/.

Around this time, actually three days ago, Sashenka left with her children and

husband for the country.

Yf<\acc (∼ loc) >: Yf<\acc (∼ loc)> is used in scenarios in which a series of units is

counted from an initial boundary: yf gthdsq lheujq ∼ cktle/obq ∼ nhtnbq ltym

‘on the first ∼ next ∼ following ∼ third day’. The notion of an initial boundary

is critical.

[204] Yf xtndthne/ yjxm jyf djhdfkfcm, rfr fvfpjyrf, c [kscnjv d hert d nb[bq,

ctvtqysq gfycbjy.

On the fourth night she rushed in like an Amazon, whip in hand, into a quiet

family pension.

In [204], the counter is set in motion one night when Esenin takes refuge from

his wife Isadora Duncan, and it is four nights from that time that she locates

him. Yf<\acc> is not used when sequencing one event relative to another is not

paramount: d cktle/oe/ ce,,jne <jhz gjrf;tn vyt cdjb rjkktrwbb ‘on the next

Saturday Boria will show me his collections’ simply locates an event subsequent

to some known time. It is the same sense of an extended period that yf brings

out in [205]:

[205] 11 b/yz 1770 u. yf 29-jv ujle ;bpyb <fibktd evth.

On the 11th of June, 1770, in the twenty-ninth year of his life, Bashilev died.

6.6.5 Boundaries: r<\dat>

Some prepositional phrases define boundaries of time intervals. With the bound-

ary defined by r<\dat>, there are different expectations before and after the

boundary. In [206], if the addressee arrives by the boundary, one future is an-

ticipated; if he does not, a different history is expected: his fate hangs on that

difference.

[206] Ghb[jlbnt pfdnhf yf htgtnbwb/ r jlbyyflwfnb xfcfv, -- crfpfkf Dctdjkjl

Эvbkmtdbx, -- ghzvj d phbntkmysq pfk, b cflbntcm hzljv cj vyjq.

Come to the rehearsal tomorrow by eleven, -- said Vsevolod Emilevich, -- right into

the hall, and take a seat next to me.

Perfectives are usual with r<\dat> but imperfectives are possible when a new

activity is in place by the boundary (both aspects occur in [207]).

[207] D nj dhtvz d Neybct ikb j;tcnjxtyyst ,jb. R njve dhtvtyb Hjvvtkm e;t

ektntk<pf> d Uthvfyb/ b fhvbtq rjvfyljdfk<if> tuj pfvtcnbntkm.

At that time in Tunisia there were vicious battles. By that time Rommel had

already flown to Germany and his army was commanded by his replacement.
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6.6.6 Boundaries: gthtl<\ins>

With gthtl<\ins>, a perfective change occurs before the boundary, while in the

immediate vicinity of the boundary event, no other events occur.

[208] Gjckt nhtnmtuj pdjyrf, gthtl yfxfkjv cktle/otuj frnf, rjulf frnths e;t ,skb

yf cwtyt, d phbntkmyjv pfkt hfplfkbcm fgkjlbcvtyns.

After the third bell, before the beginning of the next act, when the actors were

already on stage, applause erupted in the auditorium.

The perfective event has consequences for the subsequent history; usually, after

the boundary a new change is expected imminently (in [208], the resumption

of the performance). An imperfective can be used with gthtl<\ins> if it has an

iterative sense.

[209] B gj-ght;ytve, rfr vyjuj ktn yfpfl, gthtl yfxfkjv cgtrnfrkz e d[jlf d ntfnh

cksifncz<if> pyfrjvst b nfrbt ghbznyst ckjdf: ≤Ytn kb kbiytuj ,bktnbrf?≥

And just as many years ago, before the beginning of the performance at the

entrance to the theater could be heard the familiar and comforting words: “Does

anyone have an extra ticket?”

Gthtl<\ins>, then, defines a minimal interval (not an extended series of inter-

vals) adjacent to a boundary event; the boundary event is imminent, precluding

other events.

6.6.7 Boundaries: gjckt<\gen>, gjl<\acc>, gj<\loc>

Gjckt<\gen> locates the change or significant part of a history after the boundary

occasion named by the noun: gjckt jn(tplf ‘after departure’, gjckt nhtnmtuj

pdjyrf ‘after the third bell’. At the same time, it connects the new event to the

last event:

[210] Jlyf;ls dcrjht gjckt yfxfkf pfyznbq jy gjljitk rj vyt.

Once soon after the start of lessons he came to me.

Gjl<\acc> locates a history in anticipation of a boundary such as a holiday:

yjxm gjl Hj;ltcndj ‘the night before Christmas’, gjl rjytw ‘near the end’.

Gj<\loc> places a history after another event (the noun names an event, not

a time). The event is anticipated and sets up expectations for the subsequent

history: gj ghbtplt ‘upon arrival’, gj jrjyxfybb ubvyfpbb ‘upon the completion of

gymnasium’. In [211], recovery from illness will set in motion another perfective

event:

[211] Gj dspljhjdktybb (e vtyz ,sk uhbgg) z ytvtlktyyj dstle<pf prs> d Gtnhjuhfl.

After convalescence (I had the flu) I was to leave immediately for Petrograd.
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6.6.8 Bounded intervals: lj<\gen>

Lj<\gen> defines an interval composed of multiple sub-intervals that extends

up to the boundary named by the noun. An imperfective (the usual aspect)

characterizes a situation that extends up to the boundary (for example, the

continuing state of secrecy in [212]).

[212] Yfi jn(tpl, rfr b dct gthtldb;tybz dj dhtvz djqys, lth;fkb<if pst> d

uke,jxfqitq nfqyt lj gjcktlytuj vjvtynf.

Our departure, just like all movements during war, was kept in the strictest

secrecy until the last moment.

After the boundary occasion, one can expect the state projected by the predicate

to be canceled. After the departure in [212], the operation is no longer secret.

With a perfective, lj<\gen> refers to the state that results from the event

([213]):

[213] Bvgthfnjhcrbt ntfnhs d Vjcrdt b Gtnth,ehut pfrhskbcm<pf> lj 30 fduecnf, nj

tcnm gjxnb yf ctvm vtczwtd.

The imperial theaters in Moscow and Petersburg were being closed until

August 30, that is, for almost seven months.

Sometimes, what continues over the interval is the possibility of performing a

perfective event -- in [214], the opportunity of making the call:

[214] Jyf gjghjcbkf vtyz gjpdjybnm<pf> pfdnhf lj lde[ xfcjd.

She asked me to call tomorrow up to two o’clock.

Because lj<\gen> defines an interval that begs to be filled, a single perfective

event can set the scene for further perfective events that are squeezed into the

interval before the boundary.

[215] Lj yfxfkf ctfycf d pfkt gjzdbkcz<pf pst> ,hbnsq yfujkj vjkjljq xtkjdtr,

gjljitk<pf pst> r ,bktnthit, b jyb dvtcnt yfghfdbkbcm<pf pst> d yfie

cnjhjye.

Before the beginning of the session in the hall there appeared a clean-shaven

young man who went up to the ticket woman and together they came in our

direction.

Lj<\gen>, then, defines an extended interval. The predicate history fills the

interval up to the boundary, but changes after the boundary.

6.6.9 Bounded intervals: c<\gen>

The preposition c<\gen> defines an initial boundary for a history that is usually

a continuous state or activity expressed by an imperfective.
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[216] Ltym dslfkcz [jkjlysq. C enhf yfrhfgbdfk<if> lj;lm, f r gjkely/ gjlek

htprbq dtnth, gjitk cytu.

The day was cold. From the morning it was drizzling, then by midday a sharp

wind had begun to blow and it started to snow.

A perfective defines the initial boundary of a state that continues:

[217] Lj,hjt jnyjitybt Tdljrbb Lvbnhbtdys rj vyt ghjzdbkjcm<pf> gjxnb c gthds[

lytq vjtq cke;,s d Vfkjv ntfnht.

The kindly attitude of Evdokiia Dmitrievna to me became evident almost from

the first days of my working in the Maly Theatre.

As an extension, a perfective with c<\gen> can be the first event in a larger series

of events. In [218] the first shipment of household goods initiates the extended

process of moving.

[218] C dtxthf, yfrfyeyt, dst[fkj gj Ikbcctkm,ehucrjve nhfrne itcnm djpjd c

vt,tkm/ b rybufvb.

From the evening, on the eve before, there went on the Schliesselburg Road six

wagons with furniture and books.

6.6.10 Metric intervals: º<acc>

Combined with the adverbs (njvé) yfpƒl or cgecnź, any time measurement (in

the accusative) specifies a time frame located a certain distance from the cur-

rent temporal frame. Yfpƒl measures not the duration of the activity, but

the gap between the current contextual occasion and some other displaced

occasion. Yfpƒl then accommodates both perfectives (Xfcf xtnsht yfpfl vs

ghbt[fkb<pf> yfrjytw d Ym/rfcnk ‘Four hours ago we finally arrived in New-

castle’) and imperfectives (Ktn nhblwfnm njve yfpfl jyf j,exfkf<if> ytvtwrjve

zpsre Rkjnbkmle Dfylth,bkmn ‘Thirty years ago she taught German to Clotilde

Vanderbilt’).

6.6.11 Metric intervals: pf<\acc>

Pf<\acc> likewise measures an interval. The change of a history occurs within

that interval and is confined to the interval. There is a sense that the change

overcomes resistance:

[219] Pf ytltk/ vs e[bnhbkbcm ghjlfnm<pf> 10 nsc. эrptvgkzhjd ryb;rb.

Within a week we had managed to sell 10,000 copies of the booklet.

The usual aspect is perfective. Imperfective is possible if it is a conative activity

with a goal:
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[220] Ghb[jlbkjcm pf ytcrjkmrj ktn yfdthcnsdfnm<if> egeotyyjt dtrfvb.

It became imperative in the space of several years to try to recapture what had

been omitted for centuries.

An imperfective can be used with pf<\acc> when iteration has wide scope (so

that each sub-event by itself would be perfective):

[221] Gkenjy j,hfoftncz<if> djrheu Cjkywf pf 250,6 ktn.

Pluto revolves around the sun in 250.6 years.

[222] D rfpbyj ghjbuhsdfkb<if> pf yjxm ytcrjkmrj vbkkbjyjd.

In the casino they would lose several millions in a night.

An imperfective is possible with narrow scope when the iteration occurs inside

the interval:

[223] Pf ldf nsczxtktnbz djqyf ltcznrb hfp ghj[jlbkf<if> xthtp b[

cnhfye.

Over two millennia war crossed through their country dozens of times.

When the imperfective is negated, the existence of any occasion over the whole

pf<\acc> interval is denied (when there might have been many possibilities for

action):

[224] Pf b/km-fduecn ntvg yfcnegktybz yt ghtdsifk<if> nht[

rbkjvtnhjd.

Over July--August the tempo of advance never exceeded three kilometers.

A series of imperfectives can be used with pf<\acc> when the series amounts to

an accomplishment over the interval:

[225] B z yf ctvm ktn eitk d k/lb. Pf эnj dtvz z ,sk<if> cjklfnjv yf hevsycrjv

ahjynt, gjnjv cke;bk<if> d Xtrf, d ghjljdjkmcndtyys[ эrcgtlbwbz[ 1918 ujlf

<. . .>

I went out into the world for seven years. Over that time I was a soldier on the

Romanian front, then I served in the Cheka, in the expeditions for provisions in

1918 <. . .>

Even without a verb pf<\acc> can specify the domain of an ordinal: nhtnbq pf

vtczw rjynhelfh ‘third counterattack in the space of a (single) month’.

Pf<\acc> can be combined with lj<\gen> or (unusually) gthtl<\ins> to measure

when a perfective event occurs relative to an interval’s final boundary: vbyen pf

ldflwfnm lj j,tlf ‘twenty or so minutes to dinner’, ytpfljkuj gthtl эnbv ‘not

long before that’.
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6.6.12 Metric intervals: yf<\acc>

Yf<\acc> measures the duration of the interval that results from a perfective

change, such as the closure of theaters in [226]:

[226] Ntfnhs pfrhskbcm<pf> lj 30 fduecnf, nj tcnm gjxnb yf ctvm vtczwtd.

The theaters were being closed until August 30, that is, for almost

seven months.

An imperfective can refer to iterative occasions ([227]) or promise the imminent

completion of change ([228]):

[227] Gjckt j,tlf Xthxbkkm elfkzkcz<if> yf ytcrjkmrj vbyen d cdj/ rjvyfne b

dcrjht ghtlcnfdfk gthtl ujcnzvb d zhrjv djcnjxyjv [fkfnt, d rjnjhjv j,sxyj

cvjnhtk abkmvs.

After dinner Churchill withdrew to his room for several minutes and then

reappeared before his guests in a bright Oriental robe in which he usually

watched films.

[228] D rfhvfyt e yfc kt;fkb gentdrb d ljv jnls[f, relf yfc dldjtv yf ldf vtczwf

gjcskfk<if> Kbnajyl.

In our pocket we had vouchers for a resort where Litfond was sending us for two

months.

Lexicalized forms are yfdctulƒ ‘for all time, forever’, yflj́kuj ‘for a long time’.

6.6.13 Metric intervals: xthtp<\acc>

Xthtp<\acc> measures the duration of an interval from one boundary occasion

to an event. During the interval, contrary to possible expectations, no other

relevant event occurs. In [229], to describe how night falls quickly in certain

latitudes, the narrator mentions no events between the setting of the sun and

the perfective onset of darkness:

[229] Gjufckj cjkywt -- b xthtp ytcrjkmrj vbyen dct pfdjkjrkj<pf> vhfrjv yjxb.

The sun faded -- and after several minutes everything was wrapped in the dark of

night.

With imperfectives, xthtp<\acc> jumps us ahead to the middle of a new ongoing

situation, which comes about as a surprise:

[230] Yf lheujq ltym z epyfk, xnj Vtqth[jkml hfcgjhzlbkcz yfxbyfnm htgtnbwbb.

Xthtp ytcrjkmrj lytq z buhfk<if> Vjkxfkbyf . . .

On the next day I learned that Meierkhol’d had arranged to begin rehearsals.

After a few days I was playing the role of Molchalin . . .

Thus xthtp<\acc> links two parts of a narrative that might otherwise be

separate.
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6.6.14 Frequency
The temporal expressions discussed above all locate (however approximately)

the predicate history around a single time frame. Histories and their contex-

tual occasions can repeat over multiple occasions. Iteration can be signaled by

various means. A large stock of lexical adverbs signal iteration: byjulƒ ‘some-

times’, xƒcnj ‘often’, gjhj́q ‘off and on’, byjq hƒp ‘now and again’, j,sryjd†yyj

‘usually’, h†rlj ‘rarely’. Any noun that refers to a time unit signals repetition

when it is modified by a universal quantifier; the whole expression is in the ac-

cusative without preposition: rƒ;lsq uj́l ‘every year’, rƒ;lsq l†ym ‘every day’,

rƒ;le/ ytl†k/ ‘every week’, dcźrbq hƒp ‘each time’. (Some lexical adverbs as well

incorporate universal quantification: t;tvbyényj ‘minute by minute’, t;tuj́lyj

‘yearly’.) Names of days of the week or parts of days can be made distributive,

hence iterative: gj chtlƒv b gΩnybwfv ‘on Wednesdays and Fridays’, gj dtxthƒv

‘in the evenings’. Frequency can be stated by combinations of hƒp with a prepo-

sitional phrase in d<\acc> and a recurring time unit: hfp ltcznm d ltym ‘ten or

so times a day’, gj jlyjve hfpe d ldt bkb nhb ctreyls ‘once every two or even

three seconds’, rbns hj;lf/n jlyjuj rhegyjuj ltntysif j,sxyj hfp d 2 ujlf

‘whales give birth to one massive baby usually once every two years’. Xfcƒvb

‘for hours on end’ and (w†ksvb) lyźvb ‘for whole days at a time’, which are lex-

icalized instrumentals, belong here. With any of these unambiguous indications

of iteration, the imperfective is required.

6.6.15 Some lexical adverbs
Some lexical items deserve attention. Lj́kuj ‘for a long time’ and lfdyj́ ‘a long

time ago’ both project unfinished histories that extend over and fill intervals.

With lj́kuj, the activity is presumed to stop (without definitive result, hence

imperfective), and it can be placed in sequence with other events:

[231] Vs ljkuj hfccvfnhbdfkb<if> dtkbxtcndtyyst hfpdfkbys, gjnjv cbltkb yf

ibhjrb[ rfvtyys[ cnegtyz[ e j,hsdf.

For a long time we looked at the magnificent ruins, then we sat on wide stone

steps at the ravine.

Because the time interval is closed, lj́kuj occurs with the past tense or future,

but not with an actual present.

In contrast, lfdyj́ (or lfdyßv-lfdyj́) suggests continuation rather than lim-

itation. In [232], the mutual knowledge (or the illusion thereof) could easily

continue:

[232] Vs hfpujdhfbdfkb<if> ljkuj b nfr cdj,jlyj, rfr ,elnj pyftv<if prs> lheu-lheuf

lfdysv-lfdyj.

We talked long and freely, as if we had known each other for ages.
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Table 6.7 Temporal expressions and aspect

form predicate history unmarked aspect

d<\acc>∼ d<\loc> (∼ yf<\loc>) change ∼ process ∼ state either
º<\gen> change perfective
gthtl<\gen>, gjl<\acc>, change perfective

gj<\loc>, gjckt<\gen>

lj<\gen> state ∼ process imperfective
yf<\acc> stative result perfective
xthtp<\acc> change perfective
º

<acc>
process imperfective

pf<\acc> change perfective

Lfdyj́ is compatible with the present tense of a verb ([232]). The perfective is

possible when it characterizes the inception of a still-continuing state:

[233] Yfxfkbcm<pf> cxtns lfdyj, c gthdjq yfitq dcnhtxb d Gtnth,ehut.

The score keeping had begun long ago, from our first meeting in Petersburg.

Lj́kuj, then, is analogous to the bare accusative, lfdyj́ to c<\gen>.

Another lexical contrast of interest is the set of words that place the contextual

occasion at the present moment, ntg†hm ‘now’ and ctqxƒc ‘now, at the present

moment’. (Yßyt ‘nowadays’ is stylistically marked as quaint.) Ntg†hm implies that

the current situation departs significantly from the prior situation and that it

will remain in force for the indefinite future. It can be used with present-tense

verbs that contrast the current habit with a prior one:

[234] D cdjt dhtvz b[ ghbybvfkb pf xelfrjd, f ntgthm dhjlt ,s edf;f/n<if prs>.

In earlier times they were regarded as loonies, while now they seem to be

respected.

With a past perfective, ntg†hm contrasts the state resulting from a change with

the situation before the change ([235]). A present-tense perfective means the

future is anticipated to differ from the past ([236]).

[235] Ntgthm jy zdyj ecnfhtk<pf pst>.

By now he has obviously aged.

[236] Ntgthm dthjznyj b vs crjhj gjqltv<pf prs>.

Now, probably, we also will go.

Ctqxƒc localizes the history to the interval of the immediate present. This present

is part of a sequence of continuously changing situations. Ctqxƒc suggests that

the current situation is unstable and might well change in the not-too-distant

future. Hence ctqxƒc is easily used with a present perfective (that is, imminent

future):
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[237] -- E yfc, -- jndtxfk jntw. -- Yj jyf tot cgbn. F xnj?

-- F djn vs tt ctqxfc hfp,elbv<pf prs>. Ult jyf?

-- She’s here -- answered father. -- But she’s still asleep. Why?

-- Well we will just have to wake her up now. Where is she?

or with imperfectives or anaspectual predicates in the sense of ongoing activity

or states, which might, however, be expected to change:

[238] Ytrjnjhst ;bds b ctqxfc.

Some are alive even now.

Thus lexical adverbs, like temporal expressions formed with prepositions, also

shape and influence the history projected by the predicate.

6.6.16 Conjunctions
Subordinate clauses introduced by conjunctions provide a contextual time for

one history in terms of another. Subordinating constructions, of course, are

not exclusively temporal; at the same time as they signal temporal relations,

they are modal (not surprisingly, since some of the prepositional expressions

are highly modal) and textual -- the process of subordination ranks information

as presupposed or better known as opposed to focused or less known.

6.6.17 Summary
The range of temporal expressions is summarized in Table 6.7.

The most neutral expressions merely locate a history in the general vicinity

of the time, and are compatible with both bounded (perfective) and extended

(imperfective) histories. Many temporal expressions have a preference for a par-

ticular kind of history, which translates into a preference for one or the other

aspect. Thus yf<\acc> or c<\gen> indicates a state holding over an extended in-

terval, which is typically expressed by the imperfective, while r<\dat> implies a

history involving change, hence perfective. A temporal expression that presup-

poses change normally prefers a perfective verb, but allows an imperfective if

the history reported by the imperfective is novel (most natural when the im-

perfective is understood as a new and surprising activity already in progress). A

temporal expression that depicts continuity and stasis is a natural context for

imperfectives, but allows a perfective if the perfective is understood to report

the state resulting from an event. Any temporal expression involving change,

which usually implies the perfective aspect, can nevertheless occur with an im-

perfective as an iterative, as a historical present substituting for a virtual past

perfective, or as an imperfective with futurate sense (D ce,,jne z e[j;e r Vfit

yf wtksq ltym ‘On Saturday I’ll be going to see Masha for the whole day’).



7
The presentation of information

7.1 Basics
Language is not only a system of elements and relationships existing in poten-
tia. Language is also used in context, as an exchange of information (beliefs,

attitudes) between speaker and addressee. As language is used in context, al-

ternative messages are considered, and the components of the information are

hierarchized. The techniques used to manipulate information are quite hetero-

geneous, but they are also patterned, conventional, recurrent. Among the tech-

niques are those that derive from the specific fact that, as language is used, the

elements of language have to be presented in a linear order (and in speech, pre-

sented in time). Russian is famous for its variations in presenting information

through the use of variations in word order, intonation, and lexical operators.1

7.2 Intonation

7.2.1 Basics
Each speaker has a characteristic fundamental frequency, which depends on

the size of the vocal chamber. The typically smaller chamber of children and

women implies a higher frequency than the larger chambers of adults and men.

Speakers vary the fundamental frequency over the duration of an utterance.

These variations of fundamental frequency over time result in a limited number

of intonation contours, analogous for different speakers.

Over the course of an utterance, the intonation, if left to its own devices,

declines gradually. It becomes possible to identify a contour when there is a

noticeable change in pitch, whether a rise or fall, that departs from this gradual

1 The Prague School of Linguistics, in the spirit of Saussurean structuralism, thought at first that
word order was parole, while syntactic relations were langue. But it soon discovered that word order
was not invented ex novo on each occasion. There are patterns; therefore word order belongs to
langue. The discussion here attempts to balance the patterned character of information devices
(they are constructions, or nhfafhtns) and their ability to convey quite specific messages.

Intonation, though it is obviously a feature of spoken language, may nevertheless be relevant
to written language. Possibly speakers write and read written texts with a virtual intonation in
mind (the intonation with which the text would be spoken).

For attempts to bring together intonation and word order, see Keijsper 1985, Yokoyama 1986.
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downward drift. The rises and falls are usually centered on one stressed focal

syllable (or focus), even if the changes spread over onto adjacent syllables.

(When the focal syllable comes near the end of an intonation phrase, the contour

after the focal syllable is abridged.) The word that includes the focal syllable is

the locus of the semantic operation associated with a given contour. It seems

sensible to follow the system articulated by E. D. Bryzgunova, which identifies

an inventory of types of “intonational contour” (bynjyfwbjyyfz rjycnherwbz),

written here as “IC” with a superscripted number of the focal syllable.2 Each

contour can potentially be used in utterances of different kinds: in questions

and imperatives (more broadly, in utterances oriented towards the addressee),

in expressive functions (more broadly, utterances oriented towards the speaker),

and in narrative and descriptive utterances (utterances that purport to be

factual statements about the world -- utterances not oriented towards the speaker

or addressee).

7.2.2 Intonation contours
The least expressive intonation contour is IC1, a modest rather than precipitous

fall in the intonation contour. If there are syllables following the focal syllable,

they continue the lower pitch. IC1 is the basic contour of factual assertion and

narrative. The fall, if it occurs in the middle of an intonation phrase, focuses on

that word. Often the fall occurs by default on the last stressed syllable in the

phrase. In Xnj bltn d rbyjntf1nhf[?, the question asks simply what is happening

in the theaters; theaters are not singled out as opposed to other locales.

IC2 is a significant fall in intonation linked to a stressed syllable. The shape

of the contour -- falling -- is similar to that of IC1, but the focal syllable and

the surrounding syllables are more marked in IC2 than in IC1. The differences

are evident in, for example, the contrast of the neutral question Xnj bltn d

rbyjntf1nhf[? as opposed to Xnj bltn d rbyjntf2nhf[?. In IC1, the fundamental

frequency falls less than 100 Hz -- for example, from 160 Hz to 100 Hz, over the

stressed vowel of rbyjntf1nhf[.3 In IC2, the fundamental frequency starts at a

higher level and falls more -- for example, from 300 Hz to 200 Hz, over the

stressed syllable of rbyjntf2nhf[.4

In iconic fashion, IC2 is not only more marked phonetically, it is also func-

tionally more marked than IC1. In questions, it contrasts one element with an

analogous element:

2 System and most examples derive from Bryzgunova 1972 and Bryzgunova’s contribution to the
Academy Grammar 1980 (96--122); now SRIa 1.69--72. Hesitations about the system have been regis-
tered by Matusevich 1976, Yokoyama 1986, Mills 1990, Schallert 1990 ([6]). Intriguing alternatives
have been proposed by Svetozarova 1982 and Od† 1989. For a summary of what can be determined
about historical changes in intonation, see Comrie, Stone, and Polinsky 1996:99--103.

3 Academy Grammar 1980, Fig. 23. 4 Academy Grammar 1980, Fig. 33.
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[1] Ybrjkfz ecnhjbkb. F ult Gt2nz ,eltn ;bnm?

Nikolai has been set up. And where will Petia live?

In narrative, IC2 distinguishes one element (time, individual, event) from other

comparable elements that could be expected or imagined: Z ghjcbkf dfc d

dj2ctvm ‘I asked you to come at eight [specifically then, not at another time]’.

In orders, it is more insistent than IC1: Pfrhj2qnt jryj! ‘Close the window!

[as you seem not to have done yet]’. IC2, then, is similar to IC1, but is more

exaggerated, phonetically and functionally.

In IC3, the pitch jumps up suddenly over the focal syllable. By the end of the

focal syllable, the pitch begins to fall and continues to fall on further syllables

to a level lower than the level before the focal syllable. The contour over the

focal syllable is then not a pure rise, but a concave rise--peak--fall.

IC3 is used in various contexts. In questions, IC3 asks about polarity, for exam-

ple, whether the situation of possession is true: E dfc t3cnm ghjcnjq rfhfylfi?
‘Do have an ordinary pencil [or do you not?]’, often in the face of the possibility

that the answer might be otherwise: Tuj pjden Cf3if? ‘Is his name [really] Sasha

[or not]?’. In expressive contexts, IC3 emphasizes the polarity of a property: J[

b uhe3,sq ;t ns! ‘Oh are you ever rude!’. As a command, IC3 is softer than IC2:

Pfrhj3qnt jryj! ‘Close the window, won’t you’. In narrative and description, IC3

commonly occurs near the end of a clause and signals that the information to

this point is partial; further information will follow:

[2] F njn, rnj pfgbcsdftn yfhjlyst gt3cyb, ljk;ty cjplfnm yfcnhjt2ybt gtdwfv.

Anyone who records folk songs has to create an atmosphere for the singers.

In this context, IC3 is anticipatory, cataphoric.

A sentence fragment from [2] can be used to illustrate graphically the differ-

ence between IC3 (first sharp peak) and IC2 (valley), as in Fig. 7.1

IC4 is signaled by a fall in pitch over the focal syllable. The dip is followed by

a rise on the focal syllable or especially on the subsequent syllables, which then

remain higher than the pitch level preceding the focal syllable. In general, IC4

signals that the current information responds to the prior discourse (or to the

whole surrounding discourse). It leaves open the possibility that further infor-

mation will be forthcoming, but does not require it (unlike IC3). In a question,

IC4 acknowledges the prior information, but extends beyond it ([3]). IC4 can be

used in a series of questions, each of which contributes to a program of extract-

ing information: Dfit b4vz? Dj4phfcn? ‘Your name? Age?’. As a response to a

request or question, IC4 confirms the answer and extends it; thus, in [4], the

speaker offers permission to enter, and more. As an assertion of intention, IC4

continues and responds to the prior situation ([5]):
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Fig. 7.1 . . . gt3cyb, ljk;ty cjplfnm yfcnhjt2ybt gtdwfv ([2])

[3] -- Z yt vjue1 gjt[fnm.

-- F Yfnf4if?

-- I can’t go.

-- [I understand that.] But what about Natasha?

[4] -- Vj3;yj?

-- Djqlb4nt! Ghj[jlb4nt, hfpltdf4qntcm.

-- May I come in?

-- Come in! Come on in [now that you’ve come, go ahead,], take your coat off.

[5] -- Ns3 yt gjtltim, / b z4 yt gjtle.

-- You’re not going / and likewise I’m not going.

IC4 can be used in narrative and descriptive, as a way of filling in background

that continues the prior discourse. For example, in a description of a photograph,

a clause with IC4 could be used to supply additional description:

[6] Tplzn rfrbt-nj ljnjgys[ cjdthityyj vfhjr vfib4ys.

[You can see in the picture] some absolutely antediluvian cars are driving.

IC4, unlike IC3, does not demand an elaboration in the following discourse.

Rather, IC4 elaborates the prior discourse.

The remaining three ICs (in the system of Bryzgunova) are all quite specific

phonetically and quite expressive functionally. IC5 occurs in the construction in

which a quantifier or adjective (for example, rfrj́q) comes at the front of the
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sentence and is split from the noun it quantifies or modifies. IC5 in this con-

struction has two focal syllables. The intonation rises on the first focal syllable

(here “V5�”). By the end of the second focus (here “V5�”), the pitch levels off and

falls, returning back to the low level before the first focal syllable.

[7] Rfrf5�z d vbht nb5�im!

Such calm there is in this world!

[8] B rfrj5�q jy ,sk bynthtcysq hfccrf5�pxbr.

And what an interesting storyteller he was!

In IC6 -- for example, Rjulf6 jy ghbl=n? ‘And when [did you say you think] he

will come?’ -- the pitch rises steeply on the focal syllable (Rjulf6) and may even

continue to rise on the following syllable (jy). After it reaches its maximum

value, as much as 150 Hz above the starting point, it remains level and high

(ghbl=n). IC6 is used in content questions that ask for an answer to be repeated

(D rfrj6q felbnjhbb? ‘In which auditorium [was that you said]?’), in expressive

exclamations (Rfrbt z6,kjrb cgtkst! ‘What luscious apples!’), and even narrative

(Dct cbcnt6vs / hf,j6nf/n / yjhvf2kmyj ‘All systems / are working / correctly’),

when this expressive intonation retards the flow of narrative in non-final phrases

in an expressive -- portentous, grandiose -- manner.

IC7 is an extremely sharp rise on the focal syllable (or the focal syllable and

an adjacent syllable), so sudden and emphatic that the vowel is truncated by a

glottal closure. It is followed by an equally precipitous fall in pitch over the fol-

lowing syllable(s). Consistent with the significant pitch increments, IC7 emphat-

ically expresses the speaker’s involvement in the content, ranging over disbelief

to anxiety: Rfrj7t ;fhrj! D gfkmnj [jlbv ‘How so hot! We’re going around in

coats’; Z xnj7! Djn Gfdtk -- if[vfnbcn! ‘Me? Take Pavel -- now there’s a real chess

player’.

It is conceivable that the core of the intonation system is simpler than the

heptopartite system of Bryzgunova. The first, IC1, is a default contour. The next

three -- IC2, IC3, and IC4 -- are indeed real contours with recognizable functions.

The last three intonation contours (IC5, IC6, IC7) are less central than the first

four, and could be derivative of, or exaggerated versions of, the others. IC7 is

probably just an emphatic variant of IC3, and IC6 is reminiscent of IC4.5 IC5 is

arguably not a single contour, but two contours linked in a very specific syntactic

idiom ([7--8]) which, because of its syntax, has two focal syllables.

Table 7.1 schematizes the four basic contours IC1 through IC4. Intonation

contours manipulate ideas -- the content of the focal word (here “x”) or pos-

sible alternatives (here “x′”). If the focal word is a noun, the ideas manipulated

5 Similarities that Bryzgunova (Academy Grammar 1980:107, passim) acknowledges. SRIa 1.69--72
omits IC7.
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Table 7.1 Phonetics and generalized function of IC1--IC4

pre-focal focal post-focal
contour syllable syllable syllable function

IC1 mid fall low default intonation
IC2 mid fall low cohonymy operator: indeed x, despite possible x′

IC3 mid rise--fall low polarity operator: indeed x, despite possible not x
IC4 mid fall--rise high textual operator: granted x′ already, now also x

are entities. If the focal word is a verb, the ideas manipulated are events or

properties.

7.3 Word order

7.3.1 General
Words, in speech and writing, are produced and processed in linear order. In

some combinations the sequence of words is predictable: for example, adjectives

almost always precede the nouns they modify. The major constituents -- the verb

(V), the subject (S), the objects (O), domain phrases such as the goal of activity

(D) -- have more freedom. While the order is not “free” in the sense of being

random or without consequences, still, the major constituents can occur in

different orders, and variation in word order is one of the important devices

Russian employs for shaping information.

It is traditional to describe word order in terms of a division of the utter-

ance into two parts. Thus a sentence consisting of elements ��V�� is parsed as

��|V��, where the elements �� that come before the verb are taken as the basis

(the theme, jcyjdf, topic) for the focus (rheme, zlhj, comment) -- the informa-

tion provided by the verb and further constituents to the right ��.6 Moreover,

6 Two important studies attempt to develop a single principle for all combinations of the verb and its
major arguments. Adamec 1966 imposes a binary distinction between basis/jcyjdf and focus/zlhj
on all sentences. As a rule (except when a constituent has a “specific informational” or “specific
verificational” function), the boundary falls in the same place -- immediately before the verb -- in
all word-order patterns. Yokoyama 1986 sees word order as reflecting a gradation in the degree
of accessibility of knowledge. Although the most general schema has four positions (1986:234) --
two before the verb, two after -- in fact only two positions are distinguished consistently: a con-
stituent that precedes the verb is information that is a current concern of both the speaker and
the addressee, while a constituent that follows the verb is information that is not yet a current
concern of the addressee. Both approaches, then, impose a binary division on the utterance.

Binary approaches can only classify constituents as belonging to one half of the utterance or
the other. They cannot, therefore, take into account what grammatical and semantic role the ar-
guments have. For example, in binary models, the S of the rather marked VS order should have the
same value as the O in VO, which is the neutral order, from which it follows that (O)VS and (S)VO
orders cannot be differentiated, when surely their functions are very different. For this reason,
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elements on the margins of the utterance far from the verb (� or � in ��|V��)

are more exaggerated, or “stronger,” in their function than elements near the

verb. Thus the initial subject argument in [9] announces an unexpected entity

and might well have emphatic stress (ve′′;); the final adverb in [10] answers an

implicit question about the manner of reception.7

[9] B vjq ve′′; nfr;t dfc gjplhfdkztn.

And my husband also extends his best wishes.

[10] E Jcjhubys[ dcnhtnbkb vtyz hfljcnyj.

At the Osorgins, [they] met me with joy.

The division into basis and focus (or the equivalent in any other terminology),

while it expresses a valid insight, is a rather general model; the binary partition

is misleading. Each combination of major constituents, such as OVS or VSO,

has its own properties -- its own stylistic value, its typical use in context, its

lexical preferences. For this reason, the discussion below is organized according

to whole patterns of major constituents and uses examples taken from a cor-

pus of examples of word order involving transitive verbs with the first-person

singular accusative pronoun vtyz.8 The basic corpus consists of 359 examples

with all three constituents present. Another 138 examples have only verb and

object.

7.3.2 SV, SVO
The most neutral and frequent order of major constituents in Russian is that

in which the subject precedes the verb. The subject announces an entity for

discussion, the verb states a property that holds of it.

[11] Vjz svfnm vdthyekfcm dcj cnfywbb, ujnjdfz ltqcndjdfnm. Rfr vj;yj crjhtt sjyf
vgthtdtptn odct[ yfc dyf yjde/ rdfhnbhe, vyfvtyztn oghjlernjd, vgjtltn dd

Neke. Yf cktle/ott enhj sjyf vdpzkf ovtyz c cj,jq dyf ,fpfh.

My mother returned from the station ready to act. As fast as she could, she would

move us all to a new apartment, trade for food, go to Tula. Next morning she

took me with her to the bazaar.

the description here is organized in terms of conventional patterns, like the descriptive practice
of Adamec as well as Schaller 1966, Bivon 1971, Kovtunova 1976, Svedstedt 1976.

7 For a strong rhematic element (� in the abstract scheme), Bivon uses the apt term “essential new,”
which is opposed to “non-essential new” (� in the abstract scheme).

8 From S. Golitsyn, Zapiski utselevshego (Moscow, 1990). Not included in the count were objects of
imperfective futures, participles, and infinitives (and objects of matrix verbs that govern infini-
tives); objects of passages marked as discourse; questions. The frequencies in this homogeneous
corpus differ from those reported by Bivon (1971:42), who used a larger corpus composed of texts
of varied genres. In that corpus, SVO was thoroughly predominant (79%) and other orders were
correspondingly much less frequent (OVS 11%, SOV 1%, OSV 4%, VSO 1%, VOS 2%). The difference
results from the differences in the corpora and the restriction here to vtyź.
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In [11], the first sentence announces the individual who is the hero (the mother),

the intransitive verb (dthyékfcm) then states a property, including a further post-

verbal domain. In the later transitive verbs (gthtdtp=n, dpzkƒ), a direct object

follows the verb, as happens frequently. (In the test corpus, 164/359xx = 46% of

transitives with the object vtyź had the order SVO.) Often the object has been

mentioned earlier and is known; for example dc†[ yƒc ‘all of us’, vtyź in [11]. But

when an object is placed after the verb, the fact that it was mentioned earlier is

irrelevant. It enters the picture only through the verb: it is defined as the entity

that is the patient of a specific predicate. Thus the object argument dc†[ yƒc

tells us who was displaced; then post-verbal vtyź identifies who accompanied

the mother. Other constituents, such as manner adverbs or domains, can follow

and further elaborate the nature of the property that is ascribed to the verb -- yf

yj́de/ rdfhn∫he, yf ,fpƒh in [11], gj k,é in [12]. In the extreme case, a post-verbal

constituent (such as a manner argument) is an essential focus that answers an

implicit question about the whole predicate -- in [12], how did she teach?

[12] sCjyz vexbkf ovtyz ddtcmvf mэythubxyj b jhbubyfkmyj. Njkmrj z yfxbyfk

jib,fnmcz b pfbrfnmcz, rfr jyf c djpukfcjv ≤lehfr≥ v[kjgfkf ovtyz dgj k,e.

Sonia taught me in a very energetic and original manner. As soon as I started to

falter, she, with a shout of “fool,” would whack me on the forehead.

In general, the patterns of SV, SVO, and SV(O)(X), X any other major con-

stituent, name the subject entity and differentiate it from the property stated

to hold of it. The pattern can be termed hierarchical.

7.3.3 OVS
The order OVS combines two non-neutral positions: the object is before the verb,

the subject afterwards. Though these are not the neutral positions for these

arguments, the combined pattern is not infrequent (it was third most frequent

in the test corpus with vtyź: 51/359xx = 14%). OVS order is used for two quite

specific functions. One is to establish a relationship between the object, which

is a known entity, and an abstract condition ([13]). Another is to introduce a new

event -- an interaction between the known object and a new individual ([14]):

[13] oVtyz v;lfkj shfpjxfhjdfybt.

I was facing disappointment.

[14] Ytj;blfyyj ovtyz vdspdfk sEubyxec, yfxfk hfccghfibdfnm j vjtq ;bpyb.

Unexpectedly I was summoned by Uginchus, who began to ask me about my life.

Like SVO, OVS is also a hierarchical construction: it links a known entity (O)

to a new property, which includes a new individual (the S of VS). OVS is in a

sense the inverse of SVO, which links the S to a property that includes another

participant (VO).
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7.3.4 SOV, OSV
When both major constituents are before the verb, they establish the entities as

bases. The predicate, as focus, then states the relation among them.

In the order SOV, the object is a weak basis. This order is frequent with pro-

nouns or known entities (108/359xx = 30%, or second most frequent, of three-

part utterances with vtyź). SOV order links the current predicate to surrounding

text through the effect on the object. In [15], for example, we read the story of

the speaker’s departure, in [16], the story of the speaker’s triumphant return:

[15] Yfcnfk ltym vjtuj jn(tplf. sHjlbntkb ovtyz vghjdjlbkb dlj cnfywbb. Etp;fk

z d ghbgjlyznjv yfcnhjtybb.

There arrived the day of my departure. My parents accompanied me to the

station. I departed in a state of elation.

[16] Ghbt[fk ljvjq, sdct ovtyz vgjplhfdkzkb.

I came home, everyone congratulated me.

In the other verb-final order, OSV, the object is a strong basis. It can be used

to contrast this particular entity to others,

[17] Vtyz gjkmcnbkj, xnj bvtyyj ovtyz sjy vghbukfiftn.

I was flattered that it was me that he was inviting.

or to shift attention back to an entity that had previously been prominent:

[18] Eghfdljvif nht,jdfkf, xnj,s z yf yjxm jnlfdfk tq cdjb ljrevtyns. oVtyz
snfrfz ajhvfkmyjcnm veuytnfkf.

The manager demanded that I give her my documents every night. For me such

formality was oppressive.

This order was the least frequent of the six possible three-part word-order pat-

terns with vtyź (6/359xx = 1.7%). The result is perhaps surprising, since this kind

of “topicalization” of objects is often considered one of the most characteristic

functions of Russian word order.

Both orders, VSO and SVO, manipulate information in a similar way. They both

establish a list of entities for discussion, and then go on to state a relationship

among them. Both orders can be characterized as relational. They differ only

in the ranking of the entities.

7.3.5 VS(X), VSO, VOS
Putting the major arguments after the verb presents the world as a holistic sit-

uation. First the state of the world is established (the property or event named

by the verb), then secondarily the entities that participate in this state are

identified.
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Although SV(O) order is the neutral order for most predicates, certain pred-

icates often put the domain argument early, then the verb, and then the sub-

ject. This order is usual for existential (quantificational, modal, experiential)

predicates.9

[19] dE yfc vjcnfkfcm srehbwf.

We had a chicken left.

[20] -- Gjckeifq, Rkfdjxrf, dvyt vljcnfnjxyj sjlyjuj pdjyrf -- b ndjq ;tyb[ nen ;t

bcxtpytn.

-- Listen, Klavochka, it would be enough for me just to place one phone call -- and

your fianc† will immediately disappear.

Predicates reporting transitions in weather or time or conditions also prefer this

order:

[21] dD Vjcrdt vyfcnegbk sujkjl.

In Moscow famine set in.

The order DVS imposes an existential, or what is sometimes termed a presenta-

tional, interpretation on verbs that are not strictly existential, such as the two

verbs of motion in [22]:

[22] E Cthjdf tcnm rfhnbyf: ddgthtlb hfpvfibcnj vifuftn dscjrbq wfhm sGtnh, f
dcpflb, njkrfz lheu lheuf, vcgtifn snjkcnst dtkmvj;b.

Serov has this picture: in front there strides expansively the tall tsar Petr, and

behind, elbowing each other, there scurry fat notables.

In existential and presentational functions, the subject entity is not previously

known. Once introduced, the entity can then become a participant in further

events.

When the predicate and subject are known, VS(O)X order lets the speaker

insert a strong focus and answer an implicit question -- in [23], about the manner

of the reception, in [24], about the location of her abode.

[23] vDcnhtnbk sjy ovtyz djabwbfkmyj-[jkjlyj.

He met me in an official, cold manner.

[24] v:bkf sjyf de vkflituj csyf Fylhtz. Jyf ghbt[fkf yf gfhj[jlt r ljxthb yf

dct ktnj.
dJlyf;ls vgj,sdfkf sjyf b de yfc. Z yfcnhjgfkbk csyjdtq, xnj,s dtkb ct,z

cvbhyj, yt ,fkjdfkbcm.

Where she lived was with her younger son Andrei. She had come on the

steamship to her daughter for the whole summer.

Once came she to visit us. I worked on my sons so that they would behave

calmly, and not act up.

9 Statistical correlations between word order and lexical classes are studied in Robblee 1994.
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The order VSX can be used to start a new episode (gj,sdƒkf in [24]). The usage

is sometimes termed “epic,” in memory of its use in chronicles and folk texts to

announce new events or episodes. In contemporary Russian, it has connotations

of the Soviet imperial style.

The order VOS introduces a new scene involving the object (hence VO) and

then, as a strong focus, the as yet unknown subject that is involved:

[25] Gjxtve ;t vtyz djj,ot jcdj,jlbkb, lf tot nfr crjhj? vJn[kjgjnfkf ovtyz
sTrfnthbyf Gfdkjdyf Gtirjdf.

Why did they release me at all, and why so quickly? My release was arranged by

Ekaterina Pavlovna Peshkova.

In the test corpus with vtyź, the two verb-initial orders were equally frequent:

VSO, 13/359xx = 3.6 percent, VOS 17/359xx = 4.7 percent. Both are also used

following direct quotes, VSO when the subject is a pronoun (cghjcbk jy vtyz

‘he asked me’), VOS when it is a full noun phrase (cghjcbkf vtyz vfnm ‘asked

of me my mother’). This latter fact suggests that VSO and VOS are indeed close

in function; what is crucial is that the subject follows the verb, and the relative

position of O and S is less critical. The orders VS, VSO, and VOS can be termed

situational: they establish the existence of a situation, a state of the world, that

includes certain entities. This function is common to all tokens of these orders,

regardless of whether the subject is known or newly introduced. Existential and

presentational functions are special instances of the situational function.

7.3.6 Word order without subjects
Not all sentences have subjects. Subjects can be absent for one of three rea-

sons. Different types of subjectless sentences do not have the same word-order

proclivities.

Ellipsis: The subject can be omitted by ellipsis between conjoined verbs or be-

tween separate sentences. Though the subject is not represented as a constituent,

it counts as the entity of which the predicate states a property. Accordingly, the

object normally follows the verb, as it does when the subject is overt. This VO

order is frequent (40/55xx of elliptical sentences with vtyź, or 73%).

[26] Jy crfpfk, xnj yt vjngecnbn ovtyz lj nt[ gjh, gjrf z yt yfgbie pfzdktybt.

He said he wouldn’t let me go until I had written an attestation.

Impersonal verbs; unspecified agents: If it is usual to use VO when the subject is

omitted by ellipsis, OV order is usual when the clause necessarily lacks a subject --

when the verb is impersonal ([27]) or in the construction with an indefinite third-

plural agent ([28]).
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[27] oVtyz vnjiybkj.

Nausea overcame me.

[28] oVtyz vgjdtkb gj rjhbljhe. Rjhbljh gjdthyek, ovtyz vddtkb d yt,jkmie/

rjvyfne.

[They] led me along a corridor. The corridor turned, [they] led me into a small

room.

In the third-plural agent construction, VO does occur, but infrequently (only

11/72 tokens, or 15%, of the tokens with vtyź as object). In such cases the O is

often the strong focus: Jlyf;ls yjxm/ vdspdfkb ob vtyz ‘once at night they

summoned me as well’.

7.3.7 Summary of word-order patterns of predicates and arguments
The basic functions of word-order patterns are summarized in Table 7.2, with

illustrative examples and overly explicit interpretive glosses in English. There

seem to be three groups of patterns. Intransitive SV and transitive SVO and OVS

are hierarchical: they state properties of a privileged individual. Intransitive VS

and transitive VSO and VOS are situational: they present the world as a holistic

situation in which the property overshadows the identity of the individuals

involved. Transitive OSV and SOV are relational: they list elements, then state a

relation among them.

7.3.8 Emphatic stress and word order
The speaker can choose to mark one word with a stress distinctly louder than the

stresses on other words in the immediate vicinity. Emphatic stress can be used

on words in different positions: r yfv lz̋lz ghbt[fk ‘to us came űncle’ ∼ lz̋lz r

yfv ghbt[fk ∼ r yfv ghbt[fk lz̋lz.10 Emphatic stress might seem to override the

function of word order. In actuality, word order retains its usual functions. With

emphatic stress, the speaker signals that this word is more informative than other

words. That is not the same as the function of word order, which is to suggest

a strategy for interpreting words together. The value of word order is preserved

when emphatic stress is used with different orders in analogous contexts. For

example, vtyź is stressed in both [29--30], but occupies a different word-order

position and has a different value in each:

[29] Vtyz gjkmcnbkj, xnj bvtyyj ovtyz̋ sjy vghbukfiftn.

I was flattered by the fact that I
′′

was being invited.

[30] Z ,sk ytgjvthyj ujhl b ljdjkty, xnj sjy vds,hfk bvtyyj ovtyz̋ dd cdjb

gjvjoybrb.

I was immeasurably proud and gratified, that he had chosen me̋ for his assistant.

10 Adamec 1966:69.
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Table 7.2 Basic word-order patterns of verb and major arguments

intransitive
SV(X) hierarchical: given entity S, V(X) is

property

sVfnm vdthyekfcm dcj cnfywbb
‘As for my mother, what she did was return

from the station.’
(X)VS situational (existential): establishes

relevance (existence) of S in X

dE yfc vtcnm srehbwf.
‘By us remained a chicken.’

VS(X) situational (epic): establishes new
situation involving known S, or
new property X of known S

dJlyf;ls vgj,sdfkf sjyf b de yfc.
‘It once happened that she spent time also

with us.’

transitive
SVO hierarchical: differentiates given entity

S from property VO; links to prior
text through S

sJyf vdpzkf ovtyz dyf ,fpfh.
‘As for my mother, what she did was take

me to the market.’
OVS hierarchical: differentiates given entity

O as basis from property VS; links
to prior text through O

oVtyz v;lfkj shfpjxfhjdfybt.
‘What happened to me was that I was met

by disappointment.’
SOV relational: given entities S and O, V

states relation between

sDct ovtyz vckeifkb.
‘As for everyone and me, what happened

was that they listened to me.’
OSV relational: given unexpected O, and

given S, V states relation
(Bvtyyj) ovtyz sjy vghbukfiftn.
‘What happened to me in particular with

him was that he invited me.’
VSO(X) situational: property V is situation

encompassing S and O; X focal

vDcnhtnbk sjy ovtyz m[jkjlyj.
‘Then it happened that he met me in some

fashion, namely coldly.’
VOS situational: property V encompasses O;

S = strong focus

vJn[kjgjnfkf ovtyz sTrfnthbyf Gfdkjdyf
Gtirjdf.

‘Then it happened to me that I was saved by
someone, namely EPP.’

impersonal
OV relational: VO states property oVtyz vnjiybkj.

‘As for what happened to me, I was made
ill.’

unspecified 3pl
OV relational: VO states property oVtyz vddtkb dd yt,jkmie/ rjvyfne.

‘What happened to me was that I was led
into a small room.’

elliptic al subject
VO hierarchical: equivalent to hierarchical

SVO

sLfdsljdbx veks,fkcz, v[kjgfk ovtyz dgj
gktxe.

‘As for Davydovich, he smiled, and as for
that person, what he did was slap me.’
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With the pre-verbal object in [29], the sentence is about the individual and how

he was treated: ‘I was flattered that I was treated in this fashion’. In [30], the

issue is who was chosen: ‘I was gratified by the fact that he chose a person who

turned out to be myself’. Even with emphatic stress, word-order patterns have

their usual values.

7.3.9 Word order within argument phrases
If considerable freedom is granted to the order of major constituents, word order

within argument phrases in prose writing and in speech is much less flexible.

As a rule, adjectives occur before the head noun, and genitives and other argu-

ments (of event nouns) occur after the head noun. Complex modifier phrases --

participles and adjective phrases in which the modifier has its own dependent

arguments -- can come in either order. Before the noun, they are more integrated.

After the noun, they are more detached, semantically and prosodically.

There is one class of modifiers that not infrequently comes after the noun, and

that is determiners -- demonstratives and possessive adjectives and existential

adjectives (rfrj́q-nj). After a noun, such modifiers have weak stress. They have the

flavor of an epithet that reminds the addressee of a property which the speaker

takes as known and established. In cgtrnfrkm yfi<pss> bvtk ,jkmijq ecgt[ ‘the

performance of ours had great success’, the speaker reminds the addressee that

the play being discussed is associated with the speaker.

When an ordinary adjective comes after its head noun, it imputes essential

reference to the phrase; [31] distinguishes one variety of the head noun from

other possible varieties:

[31] Pltcm yt yfikjcm nrjvyfns adjjnltkmyjq.

Here there was not to be found a room apart.11

7.3.10 Word order in speech
It is generally assumed that word order in speech differs from word order in

writing.

Speech often uses a distinctive construction in which two constituents of an

argument phrase -- adjective and noun, quantifier and noun -- are separated,

bracketing other material:12

[32] dE vtyz adjrfrjq-nj v,sk sujl.

Quite the year I had.

[33] Rjivfh, ob[ [=nfhfrfyjd] dnfv vvyjuj . . . jq, blbnt ds r xthnjdjq ,f,eirt.

What a nightmare, of them [= cockroaches] there are a lot . . . Oh, go to hell!

11 Discussion: Schaller 1966:122, Bivon 1971:76 ([31], from Solzhenitsyn).
12 Analysis and extensive illustration in Zemskaia 1973.
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In the use of word-order patterns of major constituents, speech and writing

differ at least in preference. It seems that, in speech, speakers are more inclined

to view the world as relations among entities, expressed as bases before the

predicate, as in [34]:

[34] sJyf dujl dhjlt dc эnbv vfkmxbrjv vdcnhtxftncz, jy tt yf nhb ujlf cnfhit,

<. . .> dct [jhjij, dct d rfqa. sVfvf tuj ott vj,j;ftn.

She for a year or so with this boy has been going out, he’s older than she is by

three years, <. . .> it’s all fine, it’s cool. His mother adores her.

Here the speaker makes a list of the elements relevant to a situation -- subject

(jyƒ), temporal duration (uj́l), a domain (c vƒkmxbrjv). This inventory of entities

is tied together by the predicate at the end, which states how these elements are

related to each other -- in [34], they are all components of courtship: dcnhtxƒtncz.

Similarly, the components of comparison in [34] are named before the predicative

cnƒhit that states their relationship, and the mother and bride are named before

their relation is stated.

While SOXV is common in speech, this is not to say that SVD and SVO are

missing entirely from speech. They occur in narrative structured around the

deeds of the subject:

[35] Ye svs vdthyekbcm dbp эnjuj rfymjyf / jgznm e;t cnfkj ntvytnm / svs
vhfp,bkb . . . jgznm ogfkfnrb

Well then we came back out of that canyon / it started to get dark again / we

broke out our tents again.

Evidently, word-order patterns have analogous values in speech and in writing,

but speech and writing have different preferences with respect to what they say.

Writing and narrative are more likely to hierarchize entity and predicate (SVO,

OVS), while speech and commentary prefer to list entities and then state the

relationship (SVO). The difference can be seen by comparing [36], a snippet of

conversation, and [37], the commentary provided by the speaker who transcribed

[36]. In the conversation ([36]), both objects come before the verb, while the

commentary uses SVDO order to report the same event ([37]):

[36] -- Dbnz, sns d,f,ekt orjymzxrf vyfkbk?

Vitia, did you granny some cognac pour?

[37] sDbnz vyfkbdftn dYfnfit orjymzr.

Vitia pours for Natasha cognac.

What is different is the willingness, the predisposition, of speech to present the

world as relations of entities rather than as hierarchical statements of entity

and property.
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7.4 Negation

7.4.1 Preliminaries
Negation in Russian,13 as in other languages, is a powerful operator: it selects

out some word and its meaning and then forces one to consider alternatives. To

assert “not �” is to allow or even suggest that, under some other circumstances,

on some other occasion, in some other world, the opposite state of affairs might

hold instead. The significance of negation, then, is not merely that some situa-

tion is denied, but that we are forced to consider both alternatives at once.

Negation can apply to various parts of speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives). Nega-

tion interacts with other processes such as case.

7.4.2 Distribution and scope of negation
Negation in Russian is generally local.14 To negate a constituent other than the

verb, the negative particle is placed next to the element itself.

[38] Gj heccrjve ecnyjve yfc эrpfvtyjdfk yt cnfhsq tot ghjatccjh Bdfy

Ybrfyjhjdbx.

For the oral examination in Russian, we were examined by the not old as yet

professor Ivan Nikanorovich.

[39] Uhb,s k/,zn hjlbnmcz gjl эnbv lthtdjv, f yt gjl ntv.

Mushrooms love to grow under this tree, but not under that one.

[40] <. . .> bp yt cnjkm lfktrjuj ctkf

<. . .> from a not so distant village

[41] Z ghjxtk, ghjxtk lheujq hfp. Ahfps ,skb lkbyyst, d vjpue yt chfpe

erkflsdfkbcm.

I read it, read it again. The phrases were long; they did not fix into my brain

immediately.

[42] Yfcnz gjt[fkf yt yf cnfywb/
{ }

, f d cjdthityyj lheue/ cnjhjye.
?Yfcnz yt gjt[fkf yf cnfywb/

Nastia went not to the station
{ }

, but in the completely opposite direction.
Nastia didn’t go to the station

One might note that, in English, negating the predicate can often be understood,

by synecdoche, to negate a constituent of the predicate phrase; thus it is possible,

even preferable, to translate [41] and [42] into English with verb negation. When

in Russian the negative particle is put next to the verb, it negates the verb, not

some constituent of the verb phrase.

[43] Jlye tuj ktrwb/ z yt pf,sk j Ahtqlt.

One of his lectures about Freud I have not forgotten.

13 Brown 1999[a] treats many aspects of negation. 14 Dahl 1979.
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Only occasionally does negation of the verb seem to have force over an argument

([44]):15

[44] Эnb xbyjdybrb gjybvfkb, xnj d flvbybcnhfnjhf[ ljkuj yt ecblbim ,tp

dscjrjq extyjq cntgtyb.

These bureaucrats understood that you don’t stay long as an administrator

without a higher educational degree.

Russian is fond of negating both a modal auxiliary and its dependent infinitive:

[45] Z hfpkbxfk b jlby ujkjc, b dnjhjq, nht,jdfdibt, xnj,s z yt cgfk, yj z yt vju

yt cgfnm.

I made out one voice, and another, which were demanding that I not sleep, but I

could not help but sleep.

7.4.3 Negation and other phenomena

Negation and existential pronouns: Negative particles form two series of nega-

tive existential pronouns. Pronouns in yb(-) occur with a negated predicate, and

preclude any individual in a factual statement (§4.9.2). Another series of negative

pronouns, in y†(-), combine with infinitives, whose subject, if overtly expressed,

is dative. The construction denies the possibility that there could exist any pos-

sible entity that would fit in the predication (§5.10.5).

Negation and case: A negated transitive predicate often takes a genitive object

instead of the expected accusative (§5.4). The subjects of existential intransitive

predicates, which would otherwise be in the nominative, appear in the genitive

when the predicate is negated (§5.3).

Negation and predicatives: Negating a copular sentence with a predicative noun

is very likely to produce an instrumental case in the noun, for the reason that

negation limits the validity of the state and invites the consideration of the

alternative polarity in some other world (‘not � in this time-world, but possibly �

in another time-world’). The validity of the state is then limited; the instrumental

occurs naturally with states that are bounded (§5.2.5).

Negation and complementizers: Negation has an affinity with irrealis modality

and essentialist reference of entities. As a consequence, negating a matrix pred-

icate of speech (thought, belief, attitude), as in [46], sometimes elicits xnj,s --

the irrealis conjunction -- in place of xnj in complement clauses.

15 Besters-Dilger 1988:271--80.
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[46] Z yt gjvy/, xnj,s yfi cfl ,sk rjulf-yb,elm gj cfljdjlxtcrbv ghfdbkfv

e[j;ty.

I don’t recall that our garden was ever tended according to the rules of

horticulture.

The special properties of negation derive from the fact that negation is an opera-

tor that proposes alternatives, thereby raising the question of which alternatives

are to be considered; even as negation proposes one thing, it implies the immi-

nent possibility of the opposite.

7.5 Questions

7.5.1 Preliminaries
Questions, along with imperatives, are the most overt form of interaction be-

tween the partners of the speech dyad.16 It is reasonable to distinguish between

content questions and polarity questions. Just as some assertions can be taken

as commands or requests, some assertions have the force of questions.

7.5.2 Content questions
Content questions are formed with one of the interrogative-indefinite pronouns,

rnj́ ‘who’, xnj́ ‘what’, rjulƒ ‘when’, and so on.

[47] Jnrelf dtpkb? xnj dtpkb? relf dtpkb? rjve dtpkb?

From where were they carrying them? What were they carrying? To where? To

whom?

While rjnj́hsq has become the most general relative pronoun, as an interroga-

tive it is still restricted to selecting out one individual from a pair or limited

set:

[48] Yf hjkm ,skj ldt rfylblfnrb -- Cjyz b lheufz ltdeirf. Rjnjhfz kexit?

There were two candidates for the role -- Sonya and another girl. Which was

better?

Usually the question word comes at the front of the clause ([49]), but it need

not, if the question can be anticipated -- for example, as part of an exam or

interview ([50]). As an echo or confirmation question, the question word can

come last ([50]):

[49] Ult ds exbkbcm? Where did you study?

[50] Ds ult exbkbcm? Where was it you studied?

[51] Ds exbkbcm ult? Where did you say you studied?

16 Restan 1972, recently Comrie 1984; on negation and questions, see Brown 1999[b].
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It is possible, more easily in Russian than English, to use two interrogative

pronouns in one sentence ([52--53]):17

[52] Rnj b rjulf bpj,htk rjvgm/nthye/ vsim?

Who invented the computer mouse and when?

[53] “changed”: Erfpfybt, rnj b rjulf gjcktlybq hfp vtyzk lfyye/ fyrtne.

“changed”: an indication of who made the last change in the form, and when.

Multiple questions can be understood to have a single answer (as in [52], where

the perfective bpj,htk<pf> implies a single event) or a distributive set of answers

(in [53], the imperfective vtyzk<if> implies iteration, hence one person for each

occasion). Both question words can be positioned at the front of the clause

([52--53] above) or one can be left internal to the clause ([54--55]):

[54] Rnj bpj,htk b rjulf

rjvgm/nthye/ vsim?

Who was it, and when, that invented the

computer mouse?

[55] Rnj bpj,htk rjvgm/nthye/

vsim b rjulf?

Who was it that invented the computer

mouse, and when?

7.5.3 Polarity questions and answers
Yes--no, or polarity, questions in spoken Russian are formed by preserving the

word order expected for an assertion while using question intonation, normally

IC3, focused on one constituent. Focused on the verb, IC3 questions the verb or

the whole situation ([56]):

[56] T3cnm gfgrb tot?

Are there any more folders?

[57] Jy nfv cdjtq vfibys yt bvt3tn?

Doesn’t he have his own car there?

If the focal syllable is another constituent, the question focuses on that con-

stituent:

[58] F: Эnj ndjt3 ifvgfycrjt? Is that your champagne?

V: Ytn, vjt d [jkjlbkmybrt. No, mine’s in the refrigerator.

In written Russian, polarity questions can be constructed as in spoken Russian,

by presuming the intonation contour that would be used in speech. Polarity

17 Multiple questions in Slavic have attracted attention for some time (Rudin 1988), in large part
because they seem to violate the long-standing assumption in formal syntax that question words
must be placed in a unique, privileged (structurally defined) position at the front of the clause.
The tradition has since come to the view that the initial position of the question word is motivated
not by notational necessity, but (in effect) by discourse (Strahov 2001).
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questions can also be marked with the particle kb in written (or bookish oral)

Russian. The particle is placed after the constituent that is questioned, which

occurs at the beginning of the clause. After a verb, kb questions whether the

event or state as a whole occurs or exists:

[59] K/,bkf kb jyf vtyz? Rf;tncz, nj;t k/,bkf.

Did she love me? It seemed she loved me too.

After another part of speech, kb questions whether that particular part of the

information is correct -- the time frame in [60], the cause in [61], the quantifier

in [62]:

[60] Crf;bnt, f lfdyj kb ds pfve;tv?

Tell me, is it a long time you have been married?

[61] Vs epyfkb, xnj tuj gjcflbkb. Pf xnj? Yt pf hfcghjcnhfytybt kb cnb[jd

Uevbktdf?

We learned that he had been sent to prison. For what? Was it not for distributing

the poems of Gumilev?

[62] Vyjuj kb xtkjdtre ye;yj?

Is it much that a person needs?

The particle kb makes indirect questions that can be used as arguments; for

example, the question clause is the subject of a predicative in [63]:

[63] <elen kb hfccnhtkbdfnm pfkj;ybrjd bkb ytn -- jcnfdfkjcm ytbpdtcnysv.

Whether they would shoot the hostages or not remained uncertain.

Answers to polarity questions vary in length and explicitness. The response

can be minimal, consisting of just a polarity word, lf ‘yes’ or ytn ‘no’. Or the

focal word that is questioned can be repeated,

[64] V: Nf,ktnrb c/lf, lf? Fktyf? Should the tablets go here, yes? Alena?

F: F? Nf,ktnrb lf. Hm? The tablets yes.

[65] Y: Z yt vjue tt rhfcbnm. Djn wdtn

z gjvtyznm yt vjue.

I can’t paint it. The color I cannot

change.

B Эnj d ljdthtyyjcnb jujdjhtyj? Is that stipulated in the permit?

Y: Lf, jujdjhtyj. Yes, stipulated.

Or much of the syntax of the question can be repeated, with or without a polarity

word:

[66] K: E dfc exfcnjr tcnm nfv, lf? You have a plot there, yes?

F: Tcnm exfcnjr. Hfcntn xnj-nj d

ytv. Vfnm pfybvftncz . . .

There is a plot. Something’s growing there.

Mother tends it.

K: Gjvbljhs e;t tcnm? Are there tomatoes already?

F: B gjvbljhs e;t tcnm. And there are already tomatoes.
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Negation interacts with questions in a subtle fashion. In asking a positive

question, the speaker makes no presumption about the answer. But in asking a

question using a negated verb, the speaker indicates that the positive situation is

expected, or hoped for, or imagined, despite the real possibility that the negative

situation obtains. Thus yt elfkjcm kb rjve-yb,elm epyfnm ‘has no one succeeded

in finding out’ suggests that the speaker suspects the situation might be true --

that someone has learned the answer. In response to such negated questions,

speakers usually respond to the positive sense that the question would have with-

out negation. Thus a positive answer means the situation under discussion is

true, confirming the underlying positive possibility (in [67], yes, consistent with

your suspicion, there will be isolation), and a negative answer means that the

situation is not true (in [68], no, contrary to your suspicion, service will not go

bad):

[67] -- Yt gjkexbncz kb nfr, xnj dfif ahfrwbz jcnfytncz d jlbyjxtcndt, f эnjn cj/p

dc= hfdyj cjcnjbncz?

-- Lf, эnj djpvj;yj.

-- Will it not happen that your party will remain isolated, but the union will take

place anyway?

-- Yes, this is possible.

[68] -- Yt e[elibncz kb rfxtcndj ntktajyyjq cdzpb gjckt ecnfyjdrb ghjuhfvvs?

-- Ytn, yt e[elibncz.

-- Will not the quality of the telephone connection deteriorate after installation of

the program?

-- No, it will not.

Sometimes, however, negation seems genuine, as can be indicated by phrases

such as yfd†hyjt ‘most likely’, rjy†xyj ‘of course’. The speaker wants to confirm

that the negative situation holds. Then the addressee responds with lf and a

negative verb to confirm the first speaker’s negative prediction -- ‘yes, as you say,

it is true that not �’ ([69]):

[69] -- Ns rjytxyj d chjr ybrfr

e;t yt rjyxbim?

-- You of course will never finish by the

deadline?

-- Lf, yfdthyj yt rjyxe. --Yes, no doubt I won’t finish.

To dispute the speaker’s negative prediction, the second speaker responds with

ytn and a verb of positive polarity, with the sense of ‘no, au contraire, it is true

that �’ ([70--71]).18

18 Discussion: Zemskaia 1973:364 ([70]).
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[70] -- Ns rjytxyj d chjr ybrfr

e;t yt rjyxbim?

-- You of course will never finish by the

deadline?

-- Ytn / z gjcnfhf/cm. -- No / I’ll make an effort.

[71] -- Jyb, yfdthyjt, yt gjyzkb

ybxtuj?

--They most likely didn’t understand

anything?

-- Ytn, ds pyftnt, gjyzkb,

ytrjnjhst lf;t jxtym gjyzkb.

-- No, you know, they understood, some

of them even understood quite well.

Polarity operators not only apply to the literal words of the previous question,

but can respond to questions that the speaker anticipates.19 In [72], the speaker

responds not by listing the songs but to the implicit question of whether she

can remember what was sung.

[72] Xnj vs njulf gtkb? Ytn, эnj dcgjvybnm ytdjpvj;yj.

What did we used to sing then? No, that’s impossible to remember.

The polarity words lf and (less usually) ytn can be inserted in many places in

an utterance to focus the question on a specific constituent, as in [73]:20

[73] Yf gthdjv / lf? ye;yj t[fnm.

On number one [tram] / yes? we need to ride.

Lf, especially, is used initially in utterances to remind the addressee of what

the speaker takes to be an obvious truth:

[74] Y: Z bv gtxtymt ghbytckf

vt;le ghjxbv ctujlyz.

-- I brought them some cookies by the way

today.

F: -- Rjve? -- To whom?

Y: Lf ve;brfv! -- To the guys [of course]!

[75] F: --Nfr, f pfxtv egfrjdrf lkz

zbw, vj;yj epyfnm? эnj

ye;yj?

-- So, what is this egg-packing material for? Is

it necessary?

D: -- Lf ytn. -- Well no.

In this way lf can even combine with ytn, as in [75].

7.6 Lexical information operators

7.6.1 Conjunctions
The all-purpose conjunction b combines pairs (or multiples) of analogous el-

ements: argument phrases (njkmrj vjz vfnm b ctcnhf Cjyz ‘just my mother

and sister Sonia’), adjectives (jlyj bp cfvs[ e/nys[ b ;bdjgbcys[ ctk ‘one of

19 Rakhilina 1990. 20 Zemskaia 1973:362.
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the most pleasant and picturesque villages’), and predicates (cnfhe[f pfcbzkf b
djcrkbryekf ‘the old lady beamed and exclaimed’). When b applies only to one

element x, it indicates that it is surprising that this single element x participates,

given the participation of other elements: D cnhf[t ;bk b z ‘In terror lived I as

well’. Put before the initial element as well as the second, it emphasizes the

unexpected participation of both: jlbyfrjdj ghtpbhftvst b ,jkmitdbrfvb, b
,tcgfhnbqyjq vfccjq ‘detested equally both by the Bolsheviks and by the party-

less masses’.

Lf adds an additional element or property, one which is not entirely expected

or one which is a concession: Rfr ybult yt xbckzobqcz, lf tot yt xkty ghjacj/pf

z yt bvtk ybrfrjuj ghfdf [kjgjnfnm j ,/kktntyt ‘As someone who was never

officially registered for work, not to mention not a member of a union, I had no

right to seek a medical dispensation’. Stylistically it is conversational to folksy.

Bkb ‘or’ likewise applies to various kinds of elements -- predicates (Jy yt

gjyzk bkb cjpyfntkmyj jndthu ktybycrbt bltb ‘He did not understand or delib-

erately rejected Leninist ideas’), adverbs (,scnhtt bkb vtlktyytt ‘more quickly

or more slowly’), arguments (k/,jq ghtlctlfntkm rjk[jpf bkb lbhtrnjh cjd[jpf

‘any chairman of the kolkhoz or director of a sovkhoz’). The proposition holds

of at least one of the two elements, quite possibly both. When bkb is repeated

before both elements, it forces the exclusive (disjunctive) reading: {fys Chtlytq

Fpbb bkb dsgecrfkb pfkj;ybrjd, bkb ,tp dczrjuj celf evthodkzkb ‘The khans

of Central Asia would either release the hostages or put them to death with-

out any trial’. Kb,j serves similar functions in a more portentous style: <hfrb

pfrfyxbdfkbcm kb,j hfpdjljv, kb,j cvthnm/ ve;f d n/hmvt ‘Marriages would

end either in divorce, or with the husband’s death in prison’.

The emphatic negative operator yb, which is used to make a series of negative

existential pronouns such as ybrnj́ ‘no one’, can be applied to constituents other

than a pronoun, when it emphatically precludes the participation of that ele-

ment (yb jlyj́q źujls in [76]). Doubled, the combination yb . . . yb . . . conjoins

and emphatically rejects both of two possible elements ([76]):

[76] Reifqnt crjkmrj [jnbnt, yj yb d rfhvfy, yb d cevre yb jlyjq zujls.

Eat as much as you want, but not into your pocket, not into your bag, not a single

berry.

7.6.2 Contrastive conjunctions
Yj and f create contrasts.21 Yj presumes or imputes a general rule which some

particular situation or individual does not follow; the fact that it does not is

21 Silukova 1968, Babiuch 1985, Sannikov 1989.
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noteworthy. In [77], a brief acquaintance by general rule would imply a superfi-

cial friendship, but not in this instance. In [78], the individual dog Black is an

exception to the general treatment of dogs.

[77] Z pyfk Bujhz Dkflbvbhjdbxf vtytt ujlf, yj [jhjij.

I knew Igor Vladimirovich less than a year, but well.

[78] J[hfyybrb gthtcnhtkzkb dct[ cj,fr, yj <kэr e,t;fk.

The guards shot all dogs, but Black ran away.

Yj, then, differentiates a specific individual or situation from a general rule.

The conjunction f takes for granted a background situation in which an in-

dividual has a certain property, from which one might expect other individuals

to have the same property. Contrary to this expectation, insists f, the property

has the opposite polarity for another individual. In [79], the kolkhoz survived in

one village, but not in another nearby village.

[79] D ctkt K/,tw, ult z ctqxfc ;bde, rjk[jp ewtktk. F d ctkt Rjnjdt, ult z ;bk

njulf, rjk[jp chfpe hfpdfkbkcz.

In the village of Liubets, where I live now, the kolkhoz survived. But in the village

of Kotovo, where I lived then, the kolkhoz immediately fell apart.

Often the contrast is made explicit by yt . . ., f . . . -- in [80], one time frame as

opposed to another:

[80] D cdjtq cnfnmt Pbyjdmtd ,tp rfrb[-kb,j ljrfpfntkmcnd endth;lfk, xnj vbhjdfz

htdjk/wbz yfcnegbn yt ghjcnj crjhj, f d njv ;t ujle, d ,kb;fqibt vtczws,

lf;t xthtp ytltk/.

In his article, Zinovev without any proof asserted that world revolution would

arrive not just soon but in that very year, in the coming months, even in a week.

Thus yj differentiates one instance (usually a situation) from a general rule,

while f contrasts one specific instance (usually an entity) from another analogous

instance.

7.6.3 Nfr;t, nj;t
Nƒr;t and nj́;t both say that something under discussion now, whether an en-

tity or a situation, is similar to something that is already known. (The similarity

can be explicit and known in advance, or it can be imputed retroactively by the

new utterance.) At the same time, the similarity of the new to the given is not

entirely expected and is worthy of note.22

22 A rich literature, though lacking consensus: Bogusl�awski 1969, Dahl 1969, Paducheva 1974[a],
1979 ([88]), 1991 ([85]), Gundel 1977, Lubensky 1982 ([89]), Sussex 1982, Chojnacka 1985, Girke
1985, Yokoyama 1986 (306--26; [94], from Gvozdev). A clearer picture results if the opposition is
phrased in terms of polarity (of a property) vs. a list (of entities).
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Nj́;t operates on entities. It presumes or imputes a background in which one

individual has a certain property, and allows or invites the expectation that

other individuals would not also have that property. Against this background,

nj́;t asserts that, contrary to possible expectations, another individual shares

the property in question. Nj́;t, usually stressed, occurs after the constituent on

which it operates, usually an argument phrase that comes before the verb. That

argument can be the subject ([81]), the subject of an existential predicate ([82]),

or a pre-verbal object ([83]):

[81] Dct jhfkb, b z nj;t jhfk: ≤Ljkjq Rfhfgtnzyf!≥

Everyone shouted, and I also shouted, “Down with Karapetian!”

[82] Rjydthnjd nj;t yt ,skj.

There were no envelopes as well.

[83] Yf cktle/obq ltym zdbkbcm tot ldt ctvmb c vfksvb ltnrfvb, b[ nj;t

hfpvtcnbkb d ,e[ufknthbb.

The next day there appeared two other families with small children, and they as

well were put into the office.

The domain of an existential or modal predicate:

[84] Jn njq wthrdb ntgthm nj;t yt jcnfkjcm b cktlf.

Of that church as well there remained no trace.

[85] Vyt nj;t ye;ty ,bktn.

I also need a ticket.

Or even the occasions for events (in [86], a series of attempted meetings):

[86] Nhb;ls z tplbk d Ktybyuhfl, cnhtvbkcz c ybv dcnhtnbnmcz, tuj yt pfcnfdfk.

Ldf;ls, dj dhtvz tuj ghbtpljd d Vjcrde, gsnfkcz r ytve ghj,bnmcz, yj nj;t

,tphtpekmnfnyj.

Three times I went to Leningrad, I tried to meet with him, I couldn’t find him.

Twice, during his trips to Moscow, I tried to get to see him, but also without

result.

The predicate need not be repeated:

[87] Dct pfcvtzkbcm, b Jrcfyf nj;t.

Everyone burst out laughing, and so did Oksana.

Nj́;t, with weak stress, can be applied to properties if they are treated as

elements in a set of possible properties:

[88] Jy ,sk evty, yj jy ,sk b kj̋djr njŸ;t.

He was intelligent, but he was clever as well.
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Nj́;t usually follows immediately after an argument phrase, but not always.

Additional possibilities, with interpretive glosses, are given in [89], which pre-

sumes a situation in which Vitia will arrive and Misha may or may not do

likewise:

[89]

Dbnz ghbltn dtxthjv b Vitia will come in the evening and

Vbif nj;t ghbltn dtxthjv as for Misha -- he also will come this evening

Vbif ghbltn nj;t dtxthjv


.


as for Misha’s arrival -- that will also happen this evening


.

Vbif ghbltn dtxthjv nj;t as for Misha’s arrival this evening -- that will also happen

Nj́;t operates on the individual (V∫if) and any intervening constituents; what-

ever remains to the right of nj́;t is the property on which the comparison

hangs -- for instance, in b Vbif ghbltn nj;t dtxthjv, it is Misha’s arrival speci-

fically in the evening that makes the situation similar to that with Vitia. When

nj́;t is final, at issue is the similarity of whole facts -- Vitia’s evening arrival and

Misha’s evening arrival.

While nj́;t operates on entities in a list, nƒr;t operates on situations. Nƒr;t

presumes (or imputes) a background in which a property holds of an individual.

Nƒr;t evokes and then disputes the expectation that no other related property

holds. What stays constant and what contrasts depends on context. Four cases

can be distinguished.

Most transparently, an additional related property is said to hold of one indi-

vidual:

[90] Dkflbvbh gbcfk nfv gtqpf;b, b jy nfr;t cltkfk bkk/cnhfwbb r ldev bkb

nhtv rybufv.

Vladimir drew landscapes, and he also did illustrations to two or three books.

In [90], two kinds of endeavors are compared and contrasted. In this use, nƒr;t

follows the argument and precedes the predicate stating the new property.

In a second construction, nƒr;t comes between a preceding verb and a follow-

ing argument. The effect is to assert that the background situation is not limited

to individuals named in the prior context, but includes another individual; it is

the fact of the existence of another individual, of a certain type, that is the new,

surprising situation. In [91], the dinner company includes, surprisingly, a captive

officer. In [92], the possessions of the uncle include, surprisingly, cobbler’s tools.

[91] Pf j,tltyysv cnjkjv cbltk nfr;t gktyysq fdcnhbqcrbq jabwth Pfkmwvfy,

rjnjhsq ,sk ghtrhfcysv crhbgfxjv. Jy lfdfk ehjrb vepsrb ltdjxrfv

<j,hbycrbv.

At the dinner table there also sat a captured Austrian officer Salzmann, who was

a superb violinist. He gave music lessons to the Bobrinsky girls.
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[92] Lzlz ghbdtp c cj,jq dtob, crjkmrj vju pf[dfnbnm, jlt;le b j,edm, ghbdtp

nfr;t zobr c cfgj;ysvb bycnhevtynfvb. Jy cj,bhfkcz gthtvtybnm

/hblbxtcre/ rfhmthe yf cfgj;yjt htvtckj.

My uncle brought as many things with him as he could, such as clothing and

footwear. He also brought a box with cobbler’s tools. He intended to trade his

legal career for the cobbler’s trade.

The newly introduced individuals become the topic of the subsequent dis-

course (Salzmann and his music lessons; the uncle’s aspirations to being a

cobbler).

Third, nƒr;t, presuming a situation in which a property � holds of an indi-

vidual x, says that an analogous property �′ holds of an analogous individual

x′. What is of interest is that the second situation holds at all. In [93], Kostia’s

confessions are compared to the author’s.

[93] Gjcntgtyyj vs hfpjnrhjdtyybxfkbcm. Z hfccrfpfk Rjcnt j cdjtv ckfdyjv

ryz;tcrjv hjlt. Hfccrfpfk, xnj c ltncndf vtxnf/ ,snm gbcfntktv <. . .> B

Rjcnz nfr;t hfpjnrhjdtyybxfkcz, hfccrfpfk, xnj hjl Vfifhjds[ cnfhbyysq

regtxtcrbq bp ujhjlf Nj,jkmcrf.

Gradually we opened up. I told Kostia about my glorious princely clan. Told him,

that from childhood I have dreamed of being a writer <. . .> And Kostia also

opened up, saying the Masharovs were an old merchant clan from Tobolsk.

Here nƒr;t is used after the subject.

With respect to such examples, when analogous properties hold of two in-

dividuals, it is often said that nj́;t and nƒr;t are interchangeable, with only

the stylistic difference that nƒr;t is formal, bookish, while nj́;t is said to be

colloquial.

[94] nj;t
Ctcnhf jnkbxybwf, b csy

{ }
[jhjij exbncz.

nfr;t

Sister’s an outstanding student, and brother also does well.

Still, there is a difference. Nj́;t imputes a set of students who perform well and

asserts that the set is not limited to the one previously known individual (sister).

Nƒr;t in this context compares the existence of situations, emphasizing that it

is noteworthy that the second exists at all: not only is one fact true (about sister),

but as if that were not enough, a similar fact can be reported (about brother).

They are close, but not identical in value.

A fourth, idiomatic use of nƒr;t is the phrase f nƒr;t added to an argument

in a phrase in which one or more entities are already listed ([95]):
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[95] Dkflbvbh, Kbyf, f nfr;t Fkmrf <j,hbycrfz et[fkb d Vjcrde.

Vladimir, Lina, and also Alka Bobrinsky left for Moscow.

In summary, nj́;t starts with the observation that an individual has a certain

property, and counters the possible presumption that no other individuals have

that property: the property is held constant, and entities are contrasted. (By ex-

tension, properties can be treated as elements in a list of possible properties,

and contrasted in the same way.)23 Nƒr;t, in contrast, compares and contrasts

situations. With nƒr;t, the fact that the initial situation holds at all might seem

to preclude any further related situation, but in fact -- insists nƒr;t -- another

related situation holds as well. Often the new situation is a new property of the

same individual ([90]), but there are other possibilities. Nƒr;t can establish the

existence of a new entity, defined in essential terms ([91]), or establish the ex-

istence of an unexpected parallel event ([93]). When, unusually, the constituent

directly affected by nƒr;t is an argument phrase, nƒr;t does not merely con-

trast two known individuals, which is the purview of nj́;t, but compares two

situations which hold of two different individuals ([94]).

7.6.4 :t
The particle ;t, frequently used in colloquial Russian, presumes (or imputes)

a background situation of a certain polarity; the particle then asserts that the

actual polarity is the opposite of the presumed polarity.24 For example, in [96]

the addressee presumes a certain property (availability to serve as guide); the

response with ;t counters that expectation.

[96] -- Ds vyt gjrf;tnt <jkmijq ntfnh?

-- Z ;t gthdsq ltym d Vjcrdt!

-- Will you show me the Bolshoi?

-- [But] I’m [only] in Moscow for the first day.

:t is used frequently to insist that the identity of some entity is truly this

one (indeed x), either as opposed to the contrary expectation that this specific

individual would not be involved (rather than not x) or as opposed to other

possible entities (rather than x′ or x′′). In [97], the speaker confirms that these

UV rays are indeed the culprit, lest one think otherwise:

23 This analysis extends to two unusual examples cited in Paducheva 1991. In Pushkin’s D Gjkmie
c(tplbk z nj;t ‘To Poland went I as well’, whole events -- journeys -- are listed and compared. In
Gorky’s Vfvf jxtym gkfxtn . . . , ,jkmyfz gjnjve xnj b pkfz nj;t ‘Mama cries a lot, she’s sick is
why, and foul-tempered as well’, properties become elements in a list.

24 Vasilyeva (n.d.:54) ([96]) says ;t means “insistent emphasis on the indisputability of a fact.” Rath-
mayr (1985:254) suggests that ;t signals “an appeal to that which is already known in supple-
mentary motivations (explanations, commentaries, justifications) of verbal or non-verbal acts.”
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[97] Kexb UVB yfv bpdtcnys. Bvtyyj ,kfujlfhz bv yf rj;t gjzdkztncz pfufh, jyb

;t zdkz/ncz ghbxbyjq j;jujd.

Ultraviolet-B rays are familiar. It is because of them that the skin tans, it is they

that are the cause of burns.

It is this sense that is the basis for the usage of ;t in various idiomatic phrases:

d g†hdsq ;t l†ym ‘on the very first day’, nfrj́t ;t ‘exactly such a’, nén ;t ‘right

there’, rjulƒ ;t ‘and when indeed’, gjxtvé ;t ‘why indeed’.
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a, as a lexical information operator, 467
ablaut, 85--91

morphophonemic {o} (ó ∼ é ∼ ι), 86--87
null vs. full-grade vocalism (fleeting vowels),

88--91
qualitative, in secondary imperfectives, 86
qualitative, of ∗e and ∗o, 85--86
reductive, 86

accent. See stress
accentual paradigms. See stress patterns
accusative case

animate accusative, 165--71
prepositions governing, 181--82
temporal use of, 429--30, 438, 443
vs. genitive as object, 316--27
vs. genitive as object of negation, 321--26

acoustics, of vowels, 30--32
acronyms, declension and gender of, 150--51
address, 227--33

ty vs. vy forms of, 227--29
use of names, 229--33

adjectival clauses. See relative clauses
adjectives, 92

agreement with head nouns, 207--8
comparatives, 127--30, 214--15
expression of animacy, 166--67
inflectional morphology, 92
mixed declension, 127
possessive, 205--7
predicative, 281--82. See also predicative

adjectives
short form. See short form adjectives;

predicative adjectives
soft vs. hard stems, 124
superlatives, 130
universal, 266--69

adverbial clauses, 361
tense in, 387--88

affricates, 52, 53, 64--65
agentive argument. See modal argument
agreement, 130

with collective nouns, 352
with formal vy, 353

with multiple subjects, 353--59
with quantifier phrases, 357--59

akan′e, 45
alphabet. See Cyrillic alphabet
alternation. See vowel grades; consonant grades;

morpholexical alternations
alveo-palatal consonants, 54--55

soft fricatives, 65--67
anaspectual verbs, 408
animacy, 165--71

animate accusative, morphological status
of, 170--71

expressed with numerals, 187--88, 191--93,
196

expressed with quantifiers, 197
in adjectives, 166--67
in nouns, 131, 165--66
in pronouns, 167
variation in, 167--70

apodosis, 376. See also conditional
construction

relation to protasis, 378--80
apposition, declension and, 151--53
argument clauses

tense-aspect in, 388--92
word order in, 457

arguments, 159--269. See also nouns; pronouns
adverbial, 274--75
agentive. See modal argument
argument phrases, 159, 270--71
aspectual. See aspectual argument
essential reference of, 159--60
individuating reference of, 160
of event nouns, 217--20
quantifier. See quantifiers
reference of, 159--61
representative. See representative

argument
articulation

manner of, in consonants, 53
paired (mutable), 57
place of, in consonants, 53
place of, in vowels, 30
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aspect, 371, 398--429. See also imperfective
aspect; perfective aspect

anaspectual verbs, 408
and contextual occasion, 399--400
aspect pairs, 399, 406--11
in description, 400, 416
in discourse, 400--1, 415--16, 420--21
in durative contexts, 420--21
in essentialist contexts, 417--19
in exemplary potential contexts, 424--25
in future contexts, 423--24
in imperatives, 374--75
in infinitive contexts, 426--28
in iterative contexts, 421--23
in narrative, 400, 415--16, 420--21
in negated past contexts, 418--19
in progressive contexts, 419--20
in retrospective (“perfect”) contexts, 416--17
in subordinate clauses, 385--92
in verbs of motion, 412--15
lexical, 411--12
modality and, 400
morphology, 93--94, 115--16, 401--9
morphology -- verbs of motion, 413--14
of borrowings, 408--9
reversal of results, 415, 418
tense and, 401
tests to determine, 401
with phasal verbs, 401, 426
with temporal expressions, 429--43
with verbs of motion, 401

aspectual argument, 272--73
direct object as, 278

aspectuality, of predicate, 271--74
assimilation

of palatalization, 61--63, 75--76, 79
of voicing, 70, 76

augmentatives, and gender, 146--47
authority, and modality, 372--73

basis and focus, 449--50
BE-verb constructions, 282--83. See also copular

contructions
bi-aspectual verbs. See anaspectual verbs
Bryzgunova’s system of intonation contours.

See intonation contours
by

in irrealis mood, 95, 373, 381--82
origin of, 397

bylo, modal use, 397--98
byt′

existential vs. individuating with subject
genitive of negation, 302--5

in copular and predicative constructions,
282--83

byvalo, 398

case, 92. See also nominative; accusative;
genitive; dative; locative; instrumental

secondary case forms, 327--33, 342--44
with predicatives. See predicatives
with prepositions, 179--82

case government, 271
chei

as a relative pronoun, 211
declension of, 120

cherez, temporal use of, 440
chto

as a relative pronoun, 210
as an indefinite pronoun, 257--58
declension of, 117
tense, aspect with in subordinate clauses,

388--92
use in subordinate clauses, 360--61

chtoby
irrealis mood, 373, 380--81
use with negated predicates, 460--61
vs. infinitive, 366--67, 369
with infinitives in final constructions, 369--70

comparatives, 127--30, 214--15
standard of comparison, 215
synthetic vs. analytic, 214

conative verbs, 412
conditional construction, 373, 376--80

defective, 379--80
epistemological conditions, 376--77
hybrid, 378--79
hypothetical conditions, 377
iterative conditions, 377
potential conditions, 378

conjugation of verbs, 93--116
conjugation classes, 98--115
conjugation suffixes, 93
e-conjugation, 99--100, 103--12
i-conjugation, 99, 101--3
irregular conjugation, 113--15

conjunctions, as lexical information operators,
465--67

consonant alternation. See consonant grades
consonant grades, 82--84

in e-stem verbs, 105--6, 110--11
in i-stem verbs, 101

consonant letters. See Cyrillic alphabet
consonants, 28, 52--74

classification of, 52--56
effect on vowel duration, 41--42
effect on vowels, 32--39
geminate, 67--68, 76, 78--79
hard and soft, 28--29
manner of articulation, 53
paired (mutable), 18, 57
palatalization assimilation in, 61--63, 75--76,

79
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palatalization of, 17--18, 28--29. See also
palatalization

place of articulation, 53
spelling of, 12, 18--23
voiced vs. voiceless, 52, 68--74

Constantine (St. Cyril) and Methodius,
14--15

constructions, in linguistic inquiry, 8--9
contextual occasion. See contextual time-world
contextual time-world, 274, 371, 384

aspect and, 399--400
co-predicate, 283--86

aspectual, relation to host predicate,
285--86

modal, relation to host predicate, 284
copular constructions

aspectual-modal, 286
residual est′, sut′ in, 292--93
with BE (byt′), 286--89

corpora, in Russian-language research,
6--8

Cyrillic alphabet, 10--27
≤e(ë)≥, 20--21
etymology of letters, 16--17
history of, 11--16
modern letters of, 12
operational graphemes ≤m≥, ≤(≥, 22--23
spelling and pronunciation rules, 17--23
transliteration of, 11--13, 24--27

da
and polarity questions, 463--65
as conjunction and lexical information

operator, 466
dative case

prepositions governing, 180
vs. instrumental in predicatives, 295
with infinitives, 8--9, 266, 363--64
with sam, odin, 295--96

dative-with-infinitive construction. See free
infinitive construction

davai(te), 375--76
davno, 441--42
declension

indeclinable (foreign) nouns, 148--50
mixed adjectival/nominal, 127
of acronyms, 150--51
of adjectives, 123--30
of appositives, 151--53
of compound nouns, 151
of names, 153--58
of nouns, 130--58
of numerals (quantifiers), 121--23
of pronouns, 116--21

declension classes, 130--32, 161. See also gender,
morphological

declension ia (masculine, º ending), 132--39
declension ib (neuter), 139--41
declension ii (feminine in -a), 141--43
declension iii (feminine in -C ′, neuter in -mia),

143--45
dental consonants, 53

palatalization contexts, 58--59
determinate verbs of motion, 412

in iterative contexts, 413
devoicing, word-final, 70--71
dictionaries of Russian, 3--6
diminutives, 131, 140

and gender, 145--47
directionality, in language, 10
discourse, modes of, 400--1
do, temporal use of, 437, 443
dolgo, 441--42
dolzhen

as host for infinitive construction, 366
personal modal, 383

domain of a predicate, 272--73
duration of vowels, consonants, and

phonological variation, 77--81

ekan′e, 44
ellipsis, 223--27

in speech, 224--25
in text, 225--27
of object arguments, 226--27
of subject arguments, 223--26

embedded clauses. See subordinate clauses
esli, in conditional constructions, 376--77
essential reference, 159--60

reflexive pronouns and, 241--42
est′

in copular constructions, 292--93
in existential possessive constructions, 313--16

ethnonyms, declension, 136--38
èto

headless, 238--39
in copular constructions, 293

ètot
declension of, 118
use of, 233--37

event nouns, 206
arguments of, 217--20
morphology of, 216
semantics of, 217

existential predicates, 275. See also quantifying
predicates

and genitive subject of negation, 302--7,
310--11, 313

possessive, with est′, 313--16
possessive, with imet′, 311--12
vs. individuating predicates, 302--5
word order in, 452--53, 455
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existential quantification, 159--60
explicit style, vs. neutral style in writing, 20--21
external speaker, and tense in argument

clauses, 388, 390--92

familiar address
use of names, 229--33
use of ty, 227--29

fleeting vowels, 88--91
foreign borrowings

declension and gender of, 148--50
formal address

use of names, 230--33
use of vy, 227--29

formants, of vowels, 30--32
free infinitive construction, 8--9, 363--66

with negative existential pronouns, 266,
364--65, 460

fricatives, 52--53
soft palatal, 65--67

fundamental frequency, 30
and intonation, 444--45. See also intonation

contours

geminate consonants, simplification of in
pronunciation, 67--68, 76, 78--79

gender, 130--31, 161--65
agreement patterns with, 163--65
common gender, 131, 165
morphological (declension classes), 130--31,

161
of acronyms, 150--51
of augmentatives, diminutives, 145--47
of compound nouns, 151
of foreign borrowings, 148--50
referential, 131, 161--63
syntactic, 130--31, 161

genitive case
chelovek vs. liudei as genitive plural with

quantifiers, 198--99
for expression of possession, 205
for quantified objects, 316--27. See also genitive

objects
for quantified subjects, 297--312. See also

genitive subject
genitive plural forms, 132--45
let as genitive plural with quantifiers, 199--200
metric genitive, 321
negation and, 302--11 (subjects), 321--27

(objects), 460
partitive genitive, 319--21, 328--30. See also

secondary genitive
prepositions governing, 180
secondary genitive, 321, 327, 330
temporal use of, 432

verbs governing, 317--19
vs. accusative as object, 316--27
vs. accusative as object of negation, 321--27
vs. nominative as subject of negation, 302--12
vs. possessive adjectives to express possession,

206--7
with paucal numbers, 187--89, 200
with quantifiers, 297--98

genitive object, 316--27
genitive object of negation, (factors affecting),

321--27
genitive subject, 297--313
genitive subject (quantifying)

bare genitive, 299--302
of negation, 302--12
of negation, contexts favoring, 311--12
of negation, predicates favoring, 302--7, 310--11
of negation and nominal reference, 308--11

gerunds. See participles, adverbial
Glagolitic alphabet, 14--15
glide [ j], 53, 55--56, 63--64
grammars of Russian, 3--6

hard consonants, 18, 28--29. See also
palatalization

hard sign, 22--23
hard-vowel letters, 17
hardness, types of, 84--85. See also palatalization

morphophonemic, 84--85
phonemic, 84
phonetic, 84

host predicate, 283

i, as a lexical information operator, 465--66
idiomaticity, in phonological variation, 75--77
ikan′e, 44
ili, as a lexical information operator, 466
imet′

genitive of negation with, 324
in existential possessive constructions,

311--12
immutable consonants, 18, 57
imperative, 94, 373--76

aspect and, 374--75
authority and, 372, 374
formation of, 94

imperative-like constructions, 375--76
imperfective aspect, 371, 398

conative sense, 412
contexts of use, 417--24, 426--28
essential, 417
secondary imperfectives, 115--16, 402--6
unpaired prefixed imperfectives, 409

impersonal predicates, 278--79
word order and, 454--55
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indeterminate verbs of motion, 412
in iterative contexts, 412--13

individuated (independent) reference, 160
reflexive pronouns and, 241--42

individuating predicates, 275
vs. existential predicates, 302--5
vs. quantification in predicates, 281

infinitive, 97--98, 360
aspect in, 426--28
modal quality of, 363
morphology, 97--98
with modal nouns, 370

infinitive constructions, 363--70
free infinitive (dative-with-infinitive), 8--9,

266, 363--66
host predicates with, 366--69
in final constructions, 369--70
with accusative/dative objects as implicit

subject, 367--69
inflection, 92--158. See also declension;

conjugation
of adjectives, 92, 123--30
of nouns, 92, 130--58
of numerals (quantifiers), 121--23
of pronouns, 92, 116--21
of verbs, 92--116

instrumental case
contexts of use, 334--38
negation and, 460
plural in {-′mi}, 144
prepositions governing, 181
temporal use of, 433
vs. dative in predicatives, 294
vs. nominative for predicatives, 284--88

internal speech
and aspect, 394
and tense in argument clauses, 388--92
internal speaker, 388, 390

interrogative pronouns, declension of,
116--17

intonation, 276, 444--49
focal syllable (focus), 445
utterance type and, 445

intonation contours (IC), 444--49
IC 1, 445, 448
IC 2, 445--46, 448
IC 3, 446, 448, 462
IC 4, 446--48
IC 5, 447--48
IC 6, 448
IC 7, 448
relationship among, 448

intransitive predicates, 280
invariant meaning (Gesamtbedeutung), in case,

338, 340--41

irrealis mood, 373, 378, 380--82
and negation, 460--61
formation of, 95

Jakobson
on adverbial participles, 396--97
on the Russian case system, 338--44
on voicing of labio-dentals and sonorants,

72--74
jers, reflected as vowel alternations, 88

k, temporal use of, 435
kak

as a relative pronoun, 210
tense, aspect with in subordinate clauses,

390--91
kakoi, declension of, 118
kazhdyi, 266--69
koe, in prepositional phrases, 175--76
-koe, pronouns in, 263
kogda

as relative pronouns, 210
in conditional constructions, 377
tense in adverbial clauses with, 387

kotoryi, as a relative pronoun, 209
kto

as a relative pronoun (tot, kto construction),
209--10

as an indefinite pronoun, 257--58
declension of, 116--17

labial consonants, 53
palatalization contexts, 59

labio-dentals consonants, and voicing, 71--74
laterals, 53, 56
li, in questions, 463
libo, as a lexical information operator, 466
-libo, pronouns in, 263--65
ligature

{n} with prepositions, 175--77
{n} with pronouns, 117
{o} with prepositions, 175, 177--79
thematic, {i} vs. {e} in conjugation, 99

linking vowel. See ligature
liquids, 53, 56
liuboi, 267--68
locative case

prepositions governing, 180--81
secondary locative, 327, 330--33
temporal use, 430, 432

locus, in prepositional phrases, 174--75

Methodius. See Constantine and Methodius
missile, in prepositional phrases, 174--75
mnogo, 196--97
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moch′
as host for infinitive construction, 366
personal modal, 383

modal argument, 273--74
subject as, 277--78

modal predicate, 382--84. See also quantifying
predicates

modality, 372--73
deontic, 372--73
in language (definition), 10, 372--73
negation and, 383--84
of epistemology, 372
of predicates, 272, 274
of responsibility, 372--73
situational, 373

modifiers, agreement with head nouns, 207--8
mood, 372--84

imperative. See imperative
irrealis. See irrealis mood
realis, 373, 378
tense-aspect and, 378

morpholexical alternations, 82--91
morphological boundaries, and phonological

variation, 75--76
morphology

of adjectives, 92, 123--30
of nouns, 92, 130--58. See also nouns; gender;

number; case; animacy
of numerals (quantifiers), 121--23
of pronouns, 92, 116--21
of verbs, 92--116

morphophonemic alternations. See
morpholexical alternations

Moscow, as center of Russian language area, 1
mozhno

impersonal modal, 365--66, 382--83
negation and, 383--84

mutable consonants, 18, 57

na
temporal use of, 434--35, 440
vs. v, 182--84

nado
impersonal modal, 365--66, 382--83
negation and, 383--84

names, 229--33
declension of, 153--58
declension of foreign names, 154--58
declension of native surnames, 127, 153--54
use of given names, diminutives, 229--30, 232
use of name and patronymic, 230--32
use of surnames, 231--32

narrative, 373, 400, 415-16
aspect in, 400
vs. description, 416

nasal consonants, 53, 56
ne, in prepositional phrases, 175--77
ne-, negative pronouns in, 265--66, 364--65, 460
negation, 459--61

and existential pronouns, 460
and genitive case, 302--13 (subject), 321--27

(object), 460
and irrealis mood, 460--61
and predicative nouns, 460
in questions, 464--65
scope of, 459--60

nekii, 119, 257
nel′zia

impersonal modal, 365--66, 382--83
negation and, 383--84

net, and polarity questions, 463--65
ni

and genitive objects, 322--23
as (emphatic negative) lexical information

operator, 466
in prepositional phrases, 175--77
negative pronouns in, 258--60

-nibud′
contexts of use, 260--63
vs. -libo, 265
vs. ni- in negation, 259--60
vs. -to, 260--63

nichego, as negated genitive subject, 307--8
nikogo, as negated genitive subject, 307--8
no, as a lexical information operator, 466--67
nominative case

prepositions governing, 182
vs. genitive as subject of negated predicate,

302--12
vs. instrumental for predicatives, 284--88, 295

nouns, 92, 130--74. See also arguments
agreement patterns with, 130
animacy, 165--66
augmentatives. See augmentatives
compound nouns, 151
declension classes, 130--32, 161. See also

gender, morphological
declension of, 92, 130--58
declension Ia (masculine º ending), 132--39
declension Ib (neuter), 139--41
declension II (feminine in --a), 141--43
declension III (feminine in {-C′}, neuter

in -mia), 143--45
diminutives. See diminutives
event nouns, 206, 216--20
foreign borrowings, 148--50
gender, 130--31, 161--65
hard vs. soft stems, 131--33, 139, 141,

143--44
indeclinable (foreign) nouns, 148--50
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morphological categories of, 161--74. See also
gender; number; case; animacy; declension

names. See names
neuter nouns in -mia, 144--45
number, 171--74
numerative (counting) forms of, 197--200
plurals. See plural nouns
predicative, 282, 287--88. See also predicative

nouns
reference of, 221--22
stress patterns in, 132, 141--44, 147--48
unpaired stems, 134--35

number in nouns, 171--74
figurative use of, 171, 174
pluralia, singularia tantum, 171

numbers. See numerals
numerals

and animacy, 188, 192--93, 197
and case, 185--94
collectives, 121, 123, 195--96
complex numerals, 185, 191--94
decimals, 195
fractions, 194--95
general numerals, 185--87
inflection of, 121--23
mille numerals (million, milliard, trillion,

tysiacha), 189--91
odin, 192--93
ordinal numerals, 185
paucal numerals (dva/dve, tri, chetyre, oba/obe),

121--22, 187--89
numerative (counting) forms of nouns,

197--200

o(b(o)), 179
oba/obe, 123, 188
object

as aspectual argument, 272, 278
concept of, 278
ellipsis of, 226--27
genitive vs. accusative for, 316--27
of negated predicates, 321--27

obstruents, 28, 53
odin, 192--93

declension of, 121
predicative in non-finite clauses, 294--95

Old Muscovite pronunciation, 81--82
orthography, irregularities in, 19--23
orthography, rules of, 17--23

palatal consonants. See alveo-palatal
consonants

palatalization, 28--29
before {e}, 60
consonants paired (mutable) for, 18, 57

distribution of, 58--61
effect on vowels, 32--39
morphophonemic softness, 84--85
of consonants, 17--18, 28--29, 56--63
of velars (historical), 82--84
phonemic softness, 84
phonetic softness, 84
spelling of, 18

palatalization assimilation, 61--63
and morphological boundaries, 75
and paradigm uniformity, 76
and vowel stress, 79

participles, 95--97, 360--63
active, 212--13. See also participles: active
adverbial, 361
as attributive modifiers, 212
inflection of, 124--25
past passive, 349--51
present passive, 349
tense-aspect in, 395--97
types and formation of, 95--97

participles: active, 212--13
contrasted with relative clauses, 212--13
used as nouns, 212

partitive sense. See also genitive case partitive
passive voice, 344--51

passive participles, 349--51
use of reflexive verbs, 349
use of third person plural verbs, 344--45

pered, temporal use of, 436, 443
perfective aspect, 371, 398--401

contexts of use, 415--17, 421, 423--28
qualitative perfective, 413. See verbal prefixes,

qualitative
quantizing perfective. See verbal prefixes,

quantizing
personal pronouns, declension of (ia, ty, sebia,

etc.), 116--17
phenomenological verb, 305
phonological variation, 74--82

and duration of vowels, consonants,
77--81

and morphological boundaries, 75--76
paradigm effects and, 76--77
stylistic value of, 81--82

phonology and phonetics, 28--91
phrasal modifiers, (with quantifier phrases),

186--87
plural nouns

counted nouns, 138--39
declension Ia, 132--39
declension Ib, 139--341
declension II, 141--42
declension III, 143--45
ethnonyms, 136--38
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plural nouns (cont.)
irregular plural forms, 135--39
nominative plurals in {-′ia}, 135
nominative plurals in -á, 136
with paucal numerals, 200
with quantifiers, 197--200
young animals, 138

po
distributive, 200--3
temporal use of, 436

pod, temporal use of, 436
poka, tense in adverbial clauses with,

387
poltora, 195
poltorasta, 195
posle, temporal use of, 436
possession

definition of, 206
event nouns and, 206
expression of, 205--7

possessive adjectives, 205--7
declension of (moi, tvoi, etc.), 119--20
from nouns, 127, 206--7
svoi, 240--54

predicates, 270--372. See also co-predicates;
verbs

and argument interpretation, 275--76
and case government (valence), 271
and information ranking, 276
and quantification vs. individuation, 281
aspectuality of, 271--74
classification of, 278--81
existential. See existential predicate
host, 283
impersonal, 278--79
individuating, 275. See also individuating

predicates
infinitive constructions. See infinitive

constructions
information structuring by, 275--76
intransitive, 280
modal. See modal predicate
modality of, 272, 274
quantifying, 279
reflexive, 345--49
reflexive intransitive, 280
semi-transitive, 280
subordinate clauses, 360. See also subordinate

clauses
transitive, 280--81
typology of, 278--81

predicative adjectives, 281--82. See also
predicatives; short-form adjectives

nominative vs. instrumental case with,
284--87, 293--95

short-form, 125--26, 365--66
short-form vs. long-form, 124, 286, 288--92,

296
predicative nouns, 282, 207--8. See also

predicatives
nominative vs. instrumental case with,

284--88, 295
predicatives, 281--96. See also predicative

adjectives; predicative nouns
accusative case with, 284
autonomy of, 283
dative case with, 295--96
ēto byl construction, 294
in non-finite constructions, 294--96
nominative vs. instrumental case with,

284--89, 294--96
participles and prepositional phrases as,

282--83
past passive participles in, 350--51
typology of, 283--86

prefixes. See verbal prefixes
prepositional case. See locative case
prepositional phrases, missile and locus in,

174--75
prepositions, 174--84

case government by, 179--82
convert prepositions, 177
ligature {n} with, 175--77
ligature {o} with, 175, 177--79
morphophonemic properties of, 175--79
prefixal, 176--77
primary, 175, 177
root, 175--77

presentational predicates, word order in, 453
pronouns, 92, 116--21. See also personal

pronouns; interrogative pronouns;
possessive adjectives

demonstrative (ètot, èto, to), 118, 233--39
existential (with -to, -nibud′, koe-, -libo),

260--65
expression of animacy, 167
indefinite, 256--66
indefinite with ne-, 265
inflectional morphology, 92, 116--21
negative with ne-, 265--66, 460
negative with ni-, 258--60
reflexive, 240--56. See also reflexive pronouns
second person (ty vs. vy), 227--29
third person, 117--18, 222--23

pronunciation
and orthography, 17--23
phonetics and phonology, 28--91

protasis, 376. See also conditional construction
relation to apodosis, 378--80

pust′ (puskai), 376
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quantification, vs. individuation in predicates,
281

quantifiers, 185--204, 296--98. See also numerals
approximates, 123, 196--97
as head vs. dependent in argument phrase,

203
expression of approximate quantity, 191
inflectional morphology, 121--23
quantified (genitive objects), 316--27
quantifier arguments, 297--98
special (numerative) noun forms with,

197--200
subject quantifying genitive, 297--312

quantifying predicates, 275, 279
and genitive subjects, 297--312
requiring genitive subjects, 299--300

questions, 461--65
and negation, 464--65
content, 461--62
polarity (yes--no), 462--65
use of the particle li in, 462--63

raising construction, 367
realis mood, 373, 378
reference, 159--61

and reflexive third-person pronouns, 241--42
essential. See essential reference
individuated (independent), 159--60, 275. See

also individuated reference
of common nouns, 221--22
of names, 229--32
of nouns and pronouns, 220--32
of second-person pronouns, 227--29
of third-person pronouns, 222--23
of zero pronouns, 223--27
quantifying vs. contextual, 159--61

referential exponent, of argument phrases, 159,
220--21

reflexive intransitive predicates, 280
reflexive pronouns, 240--56

contexts of variation in use, 242--52
svoi and sebia, 240--54
with first-second-person antecedents,

252--54
reflexive verbs, 280, 345--49
registers, stylistic, 2
relative clauses, 208--12

tense in, 385--88
relative pronouns, 208--12

chei, koi, 211
chto, 210
gde, kuda, kogda, kak, 210--11
kakoi, 211
kotoryi, 209
kto, 209--10

representative argument, 276
subject as, 277--78

Rus′, 1--2
Russian alphabet. See Cyrillic alphabet
Russian language

changes in post-Soviet era, 2--3
corpora, 6--8
dictionaries and grammars of, 3--6
Moscow as center of, 1
number of speakers, 2
registers of, 2
writing -- origins of, 11--16

s, temporal use of, 437--38
sam, 254--55

and expression of animacy, 167
declension of, 120--21
predicative in non-finite clauses, 295--96

sebia, 240--42
contexts of variation in use, 243--52
declension of, 116--17
with first-second person reference, 252,

254
seichas, 442--43
semelfactives, 407

morphology of, 104
semi-transitive predicates, 280
sentence stress, 29. See also intonation

and word order, 455
short-form adjectives, 124--26. See also

predicative adjectives
morphology, 125--26
stress in, 126
vs. long-form, 124, 286, 289--93, 296

simplex verbs, 94, 402
soft consonants, 18, 28--29. See also

palatalization
soft sign, 22--23
soft-vowel letters, 17--19
softness, types of, 84--85. See also palatalization

morphophonemic, 84--85
phonemic, 84
phonetic, 84

sonorants, 28, 52--53, 55--56
context and palatalization of, 59
context and voicing of, 71--74

spelling. See orthography
St. Cyril. See Constantine
statistics, in linguistic inquiry, 6
stop consonants, 52--53
stress, 29

and phonological variation, 78--79
effect on vowels, 28--29
sentence stress, 29. See also intonation
(emphatic), and word order, 455
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stress patterns, 93
in e-conjugation verbs, 103, 105--12
in i-conjugation verbs, 101--3
in nouns, 132, 141--44, 147--48
in short-form adjectives, 126
in verbs, 100--1, 112--13
thematic, antethematic, 101

subject
as modal (agentive) argument, 273--74
concept of, 276--78
ellipsis of, 223--26
genitive subject, 297--312. See also genitive

subject
of predicative constructions, 282, 291--92,

296
subjunctive mood. See irrealis mood
subordinate clauses, 360

adjectival clauses. See relative clauses
adverbial clauses and adverbial participles,

361
argument clauses. See argument clauses
finite clauses, 360--61
tense and aspect in, 385--92

superlatives, 129--30
sut′, in copular constructions, 292--93
svoi, 240--42

contexts of variation in use, 242--52
declension of, 119
with first-second-person reference, 252--54

syncretism, in cases, 339, 341--42

takoi, declension of, 118
takzhe, as a lexical information operator, 467,

469--71
telic verbs, 406
temporal expressions, 429--43

and expression of iteration (frequency), 441
dates, 432
subordinate clauses as, 443
telling time, 431--32

tense, 384--98
definition, 384
future, 385
historical present, 392--95
in adjectival clauses, 385--88
in adverbial clauses, 387--88
in argument clauses, 388--93
in embedded indirect questions, 389
in participles, 95--97, 395--97
in subordinate clauses, 385--92
morphology, 94--95
past, 385
present, 385
resultative, 395

teper′, 442

theme and rheme. See basis and focus
to, headless, 238--39
-to

contrasted with -nibud′, 260--63
vs. koe-, 263

to, chto construction, 210, 238
topic and comment. See basis and focus
tot, demonstrative pronoun, 118, 233, 236--38
tot, kto and te, kto constructions, 209--10
tozhe, as a lexical information operator,

469--71
transitive predicates, 280--81
transliteration, of Russian alphabet, 11--12,

24--27
trill consonants, 53, 56
tysiacha, 123, 189--91

v
choice of vs. na, 182--84
temporal use of, 431--34

valence, 271. See also case government
velar consonants, 53, 55

palatalization of, 59--60, 75
Vendler′s classification of verbs, 411--12
verbal prefixes, 402--7

qualitative, 402--6, 413, 414
quantitative or quantizing, 406--7, 413--14
with verbs of motion, 413--14

verbal stems, 93
obstruent stems, 110--12
past-infinitive stem, 93, 98--99
present stem, 93, 98--99

verbs, 92--116. See also predicates
aspect. See aspect
asuffixal, 99, 103
conjugation classes, 98--115
conjugation suffixes, 93
e-conjugation, 99--100, 103--12
i-conjugation, 99, 101--3
imperative form. See imperative
imperfectivizing suffixes, 115--16
infinitive form. See infinitive; infinitive

constructions
inflectional morphology, 92--116
irregular conjugation, 113--15
mood. See mood
reflexive, 280, 345--49
stems. See verbal stems
stress patterns, 100--13
tense. See tense
thematic ligature. See ligature, thematic
verbal categories, 93--98

verbs of motion, 412--15. See also determinate
verbs of motion; indeterminate verbs of
motion
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ves′, 266--67, 268
and expression of animacy, 167--68
declension of, 120--21

voice, 344--51. See also passive voice
voiced consonants. See voicing
voiceless consonants. See voicing
voicing

distribution of in speech, 69--70
of consonants, 52, 68--74
of labio-dental approximates, 71--74
of obstruents, 68--69
of sonorants, 69, 71--74
of vowels, 69
word-final devoicing, 70--71

voicing assimilation, 70, 76
vowel alternations. See vowel grades
vowel grades, 85--91

morphophonemic {o} (ó ∼ é ∼ ι), 86--87
null- vs. full-grade vocalism (fleeting vowels),

88--91
qualitative ablaut, in secondary

imperfectives, 86
qualitative ablaut, of ∗e and ∗o, 85--86
reductive ablaut, 86

vowel letters. See Cyrillic alphabet
vowel reduction, 42--44, 52

after [̌s, ž, c], 46--48
after post-tonic soft consonants in

grammatical morphemes, 48--51
of {a, e, o} after [̌s, ž], 45--46
of {a, e, o} after soft consonants, 44
of {a, o} after hard consonants, 45
of {i, u}, 44

vowel series, 43
vowel sounds, spelling of, 17--22
vowels, 28--52. See also vowel reduction

acoustic classification of, 30--32
articulatory classification of, 30
duration of, 41--42
effect of consonants (palatalization) on,

32--39
fleeting, 88--91
formants of, 30--32

jers, 88
phonemic status of [i�], 40--41
place of articulation, 30
stressed, 28--41
systems of transcription, 39--40
unstressed, 29, 42--52. See also vowel

reduction
unstressed, adjacent, 51--52
unstressed, in foreign words, 52

vozmozhno
impersonal modal, 365--66, 383
negation and, 383--84

vsiakii, 266--69

word order, 276, 449--58
elided subject, 454
emphatic stress and, 455
epic, 454
for existential predicates, 452--53
freedom of, 449
hierarchical, 451, 455, 458
impersonal verbs and unspecified agents,

454--55
in argument phrases, 457
in questions, 461
in speech vs. written language, 457--58
neutral, 450--51
object--subject--verb, 452, 455
object--verb--subject, 451, 455
relational, 452, 455, 458
situational, 454--55
subject--object--verb, 452, 455, 458
subject--verb--(object), 450--51, 455
subjectless sentences, 454--55
verb final, 452, 455, 458
verb initial, 452--55
verb--object--subject, 454--55
verb--subject--(object), 452--55

word stress. See stress patterns; stress
written Russian, origins of, 11--16

za, temporal use of, 438--39
zhe, as a lexical information operator, 471--72
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